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Foreword

Dear Colleagues,

SCYR (Scientific Conference of Young Researchers) is a Scientific Event focused on exchange
of information among young scientists from Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics
at Technical University of Košice - series of annual events that was founded in 2000. Since 2000
the conference has been hosted by FEI TUKE with rising technical level and unique multi-
cultural atmosphere. The Eleventh Scientific Conference of Young Researchers (SCYR 2011),
conference of Graduates and Young researchers, was held on 17th May 2011. The primary aims
of the conference, to provide a forum for dissemination of information and scientific results
relating to research and development activities at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Informatics has been achieved. 105 participants mostly by doctoral categories were active in
the conference.

Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics has a long tradition of students participat-
ing in skilled labor where they have to apply their theoretical knowledge. SCYR is opportunities
for doctoral and graduating students use this event to train their scientific knowledge exchange.
Nevertheless, the original goal to represent a forum for the exchange of information between
young scientists from academic communities on topics related to their experimental and the-
oretical works in the very wide spread field of electronics, telecommunication, electrotechnics,
computers and informatics, cybernetics and Artificial intelligence, electric power engineering,
remained unchanged.

15th Scientific Conference of Young Researchers at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Informatics Technical University of Košice (SCYR 2011) was organized in a beautiful village
Herl’any. The Conference was opened in the name of dean prof. Ing. Liberios Vokorokos, PhD.
by the vicedean of faculty, doc. Ing. Roman Cimbala, PhD. In his introductory address he noted
the importance of the Conference as a forum for exchange of information and a medium for
broadening the scientific horizons of its participants and stressed the scientific and practical
value of investigations being carried out by young researchers.

Traditionally, the program includes two parallel sessions:

• Electrical & Electronics Engineering

• Informatics & Telecommunications

with approximately 105 technical papers dealing with research results obtained mainly in uni-
versity environment. This day was filled with a lot of interesting scientific discussions among
the junior researchers and graduate students, and the representatives of the Faculty of Elec-
trical Engineering and Informatics. This Scientific Network included various research problems
and education, communication between young scientists and students, between students and
professors. Conference was also a platform for student exchange and a potential starting point
for scientific cooperation. The results presented in papers demonstrated that the investigations
being conducted by young scientists are making a valuable contribution to the fulfillment of
the tasks set for science and technology at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics at
Technical University of Košice.



We want to thank all participants for contributing to these proceedings with their high
quality manuscripts. We hope that conference constitutes a platform for a continual dialogue
among young scientists.

It is our pleasure and honor to express our gratitude to our sponsors and to all friends,
colleagues and committee members who contributed with their ideas, discussions, and sedulous
hard work to the success of this event. We also want to thank our session chairs for their coop-
eration and dedication throughout the whole conference.

Finally, we want to thank all the attendees of the conference for fruitful discussions and
a pleasant stay in our event.

Liberios VOKOROKOS
dean of FEI TUKE

May 19th 2015, Herl’any
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Abstract—Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, particularly 

neural networks and fuzzy controllers, are recently having 

significant impact on power electronics and motor drives. This 

paper presents an introduction and perspective of neural 

network and fuzzy controllers in the intelligent control and 

estimation in power electronics  and motors drives area.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently AI based techniques, such as Fuzzy Logic (FL), 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Expert System (ES) and 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) have been applied widely in different 

areas and applications such as image processing, industrial 

process control, diagnostics, predictions, medicine, 

information management system etc. The main objective of AI 

is to apply human intelligence in a computer so that the 

computer could think intelligently, like a human being [1].  

This paper primarily deals with the applications of FL and 

ANN, in the area of power electronics and motor drives. 

Typical applications of these methods in area of power 

electronics and motor drives are identification, estimation, 

control, design, condition monitoring and diagnosis. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, 

the reader can find an overview of applications of ANN in 

power electronics and motor drives, section III summarises 

applications of fuzzy controllers in power electronics and 

motor drives. 

II. APPLICATIONS OF ANN 

A. Introduction 

ANNs can be characterized as ‘computational models’, 

which are inspired by modeling networks of biological 

neurons in brain. Among basic features of ANN are the ability 

to adapt or learn, to generalize or to cluster and organize data. 

ANNs consist of interconnected processing units called 

artificial neurons (Fig. 1) that usually operate in parallel and 

are configured in regular collective behavior of an ANN, like a 

human brain [2]. 

 
Fig. 1.  Single artificial neuron [3] 

 

The interconnection of artificial neurons results in ANN, 

and its objective is to emulate the function of a human brain in 

certain domain to solve scientific, engineering and many other 

real-life problems. However, the structure of biological neural 

network is not well-understood and therefore, many ANN 

models have been proposed [1], [3]. 

The most commonly used ANNs topologies in power 

electronics and motor drives are feedforward multilayer 

backpropagation (Fig. 2) and recurrent ANNs. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Feedforward multilayer backpropagation ANN topology [1] 
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B. Waveform Processing and Delayless Filtering 

In paper [4] is presented static nonlinear mapping property 

of feedforward neural networks for various waveform 

processing and delayless filtering that are applicable to voltage 

or current waveforms having constant frequency and 

variable-magnitudes. This case is mainly important for power 

electronic that operate on a utility system and general-purpose 

constant-frequency converters power supplies. In other case 

the ANN was designed for voltage or current waveforms with 

variable-frequency and variable-magnitude, which is important 

for the adjustable-speed AC drives area. In both cases the 

performance of the ANN was found excellent. The ANN has 

the properties of noise immunity and fault tolerance which 

particularly important in the distorted waveform processing 

applications. For different tasks there is number of layers and 

number of neurons in layers is different. All ANNs were 

trained offline using MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox with 

Lavenburg-Marquardt based fast backpropagation learning 

algorithm [1], [4]. 

C. ANN based space vector modulation controllers 

Space Vector Modulation (SVM) has recently grown as a 

very popular pulse width modulation (PWM) method for 

voltage – source inverters because of its very good harmonic 

quality and extended linear range of operation. However, a 

drawback of SVM is that it requires complex online 

computation that usually limits its operation only up to several 

kilohertz of switching frequency [5]. 

Several researches of ANN implementation of SVM have 

been worked out. In [5] is presented the development of a 

complete ANN based space vector modulation and diagnostic 

controller scheme (ANN-SVM-DIAG controller) for a 

Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) that operates very well in 

undermodulation and overmodulation regions. In [6] is 

described a neural network based space vector pulse width 

modulation of three-level voltage fed inverter induction motor 

drives that covers both undermodulation and overmodulation 

regions with uniformly linear transfer characteristics. Author 

in the reference [7] propose the ANN for implementing the 

space vector PWM for a five-level three-phase diode-clamped 

inverter. 

In all cases backpropagation-type ANNs (Fig. 3) were used. 

The ANN can be conveniently trained offline with the data 

generated by calculation of the SVM algorithm. Note that the 

ANN has inherent learning capability that can give improved 

precision by interpolation unlike the standard lookup table 

method [6]. 

D. ANN based controllers 

The fact that a neural network can approximate any nonlinear 

function is very significant from the control point of view. The 

traditional methods for the analysis and synthesis of nonlinear 

controllers for specifics classes of nonlinear systems exist: 

linearization techniques, phase plane methods, describing 

functions etc. However, the ability of an ANN to represent 

nonlinear mappings and thus to model nonlinear systems, is 

the main feature which can be readily exploited in the 

synthesis of non-linear controllers. [14] 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Complete ANN-DIAG-SVPWM Controller for VSI [5] 

 

In [8] is proposed ANN controller for high-voltage Full 

Bridge Series-Parallel Resonant (FBSPR) DC-DC converter 

with high switching frequency and soft switching operation to 

decrease the losses and optimize the efficiently of converter. 

The ANN controller was compared with controller based on 

Sequential State Machine (SSM). The controllers were tested 

for step changes in both output voltage in steady state and 

under transient conditions. It is concluded that in general ANN 

controller provides better characteristics than SSM controller 

in terms of overshoot, rise-time and setting time. This 

superiority was more noticeable for great step changes in load 

current reference voltage [9]. 

In paper [10] the predictive and adaptive properties of ANN 

for fast estimation of the compensating current to predictive 

controller for shunt active power filter (APF) are analysed. An 

integration of predictive and adaptive ANN-based controller 

for shunt-type (APF) was presented to improve the 

convergence and reduce the computational requirement. The 

predictive algorithm was derived from an ANN based PI 

controller used to regulate the DC-link voltage in APF. An 

experimental prototype was produced in the laboratory. The 

results from experiments match well with the simulation, 

confirming the usefulness of the proposed technique. 

In [11], a practical design problem of the voltage source 

converter control scheme for industrial micro grid is issued 

and an ANN based PI controller is proposed with 

backpropagation weight change algorithm to solve the problem 

(Fig. 4). The advantage of the ANN based Pi regulator in heavy 

load with large load change is proved in the paper. Because the 

PI parameters are adapted with the online tuning mechanism of 

the ANN algorithm in different phase of the regulation proves, 
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the response of the controller is faster and simultaneously the 

oscillation are weaken. 

 
Fig. 4.  ANN based control scheme [11] 

 

E. ANN based parameter identification and estimation 

Mathematical models of the system elements are 

fundamental to system studies, such as system design, 

operation and control. Recurrent ANN has also been used for 

system identification and parameter estimation. 

In [12] is presented an adaptive discrete-time grid voltage 

sensorless interfacing scheme for grid-connected distributed 

generation inventers, based on ANN identification and 

deadbeat current regulation. Knowledge of the interfacing 

parameters R, L, and the grid voltage is required in order to 

implement a robust voltage-sensorless interfacing scheme. 

The estimation unit has been designed with low computational 

demand to estimate in real-time, the interfacing parameters 

and current grid voltage vector simultaneously. A reliable 

solution to the nonlinear estimation problem is presented by 

combining an ANN interfacing parameter identifier and ANN 

grid-voltage estimator.  

Online stator and rotor resistance estimation scheme using 

ANN for vector controlled speed sensorless induction motor 

drive has been discussed in the literature [13]. The error   

between the rotor flux linkages based on an ANN model and a 

voltage model is back propagated to adjust the weights of ANN 

model for the rotor resistance estimation. For stator 

resistance estimation, the error between the measured stator 

current and the estimated stator current using ANN is back 

propagated to adjust the weights of ANN. Both the rotor and 

stator resistance variations (Fig. 5) can be successfully 

estimated using the adaptation capabilities ANN. The 

implementation of these neural network techniques required 

only a small increase of the computation times. The feasibility 

and validity of the proposed identification has been proved by 

the experimental results. 

 

 
Fig 5. Estimated stator resistance in experiment [13] 

III. APPLICATIONS OF FUZZY LOGIC SYSTEM 

A. Introduction 

Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLSs) are universal function 

approximators. The heart of a FLS is a linguistic rule-base, 

which can be interpreted as the rules of a single ‘overall’ 

expert, or as rules of ‘subexperts’ and there is inference 

mechanism, where rules are considered in appropriate manner 

to generate outputs. These rules may directly originate from 

experts, but if the experts are not available, they can also be 

obtained by the appropriate processing (e.g. clustering) of 

available input/output data. [14] 

B. Fuzzy logic based controllers  

Fuzzy control systems have demonstrated their enhanced 

performance in different areas. Although initially fuzzy 

systems were associated only to the AI that has refrained to the 

development of theoretical fuzzy systems, in 1985 Japanese 

researchers Seiji Yasunobu and Soji Miyamoto demonstrated 

the superiority of fuzzy control systems for the Sendai 

railway. From that moment on, many applications have taken 

the advantage of the inherent potential offered by fuzzy 

controllers. Some notable works on the applications of fuzzy 

controllers are inverted pendulum balancing by Takeshi 

Yamakawa, improved vacuum cleaners by Panasonic 

Corporation, stable CCD development by Canon Inc., energy 

efficient air conditioners by Mitsubishi Companies and fuel 

efficient automatic space docking by NASA. [15] 

Recently, the fuzzy logic controller has generated a great 

deal of interest in various applications and has been introduced 

in the power electronics field [16]-[20]. The advantages of 

fuzzy logic controllers over the conventional PI controllers 

consist in fact that they do not need an accurate mathematical 

model, they can work with imprecise inputs, can handle 

nonlinearity, and may be more robust than the conventional PI 

controller [16]. However, several structures of fuzzy logic 

controllers (FLC) have been proposed.  

In papers [16]-[18] are proposed intelligent hybrid PID-FLC 

(Fig. 6), which automatically varies the coefficients Kp, Ki and 

Kd. The proposed hybrid controllers are quite suitably 

applicable to nonlinear objects control, which are difficult and 

delicate to be properly modeled with constant parameters. In 

[16] is a PID-FLC used to improve the dynamic response of 

the output active power and reactive power of a grid connected 

photovoltaic inverter. The comparison of simulation results, 

obtained separately from a PID-controller and a PID-Fuzzy 

controller embedded in a PV inverter shows the advantages of 

the proposed algorithm in terms of time response, 

overshooting and stability error. It also shows that the 

proposed controller maintains its response better than the PID 

controller in many aspects, regardless of changes of grid 

parameters during operation. 

 
Fig 6. The structure of the PID-FLC [17] 
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In [19], digital PID-type and fuzzy type controllers are 

compared for application to the buck and boost dc–dc 

converters. Experimental results showed that fast transient 

response and stable steady-state responses could be achieved 

for both the buck and the boost converters using fuzzy 

controllers. For the buck converter, comparable results were 

obtained using PID and PI controllers and fuzzy controller 

(Fig. 7). In the case of boost converter control, there were 

some conditions in which the fuzzy control approach yielded 

superior performance, but there were also some tradeoffs. 

During startup, the linear and fuzzy control yielded similar 

responses for most input voltages. In one case, the FLC 

yielded less overshoot during the startup transient. Under load 

changes, the FLC resulted in less oscillation, but the peak 

variation was higher in few cases (decreasing load). In most 

cases, the fuzzy controller also yielded superior settling time, 

particularly under load increases. 

 
Fig 7. The structure of the Fuzzy logic controller [19] 

 

To improve the performance of the boost converter the 

Neuro-Fuzzy Controller is proposed in [20], which gives small 

overshoots and has much superior performance compared to 

the local PI controllers. The intelligent controller behaves 

effectively like an adaptive local tuned controller designed for 

each operating point and gives an improved performance 

compared to the conventional PI controller. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an overview of AI methods, especially 

FLC and ANN in area of power electronics and motor drives 

that includes several application examples.  

Despite of the fact that the ANN basic technology has 

advanced tremendously in recent years, currently, industrial 

applications of neural networks in power electronics and 

motor drives area appear very seldom. In other hand, FL based 

controllers can be found in many real-life applications and 

have very good perspective for the future. 

One of the challenges in AI is also their implementation by 

microcontrollers. At present, the most ANN and FLC 

implementations are based on slow and sequentially has been 

executed by digital signal processors (DSPs). Of course, the 

speed of DSP has been improving dramatically in recent years. 

Concurrently, there has been tremendous advancement of 

Very Large System Integration (VLSI) technology, and the 

ASIC chips including FPGAs have been applied. 

The main goal of my PhD. project is to apply methods of AI 

in area of power electronics and motor drives, where the 

classical methods are not effective and better results can be 

achieved using the AI methods. 
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Abstract—This paper is dedicated to the experimental 

investigation of the best acoustic features in gender-dependent 

text-independent speaker verification from emotional speech. In 

an experimental setup different acoustic feature sets (MFCC, 

LPC, LPCC and PLP) where compared on basis i-vector 

representation. In process of system evaluation emotional 

recordings from newly created Slovak emotional database –SUS- 

were compared according the rules of Mahalanobis distance 

metric with use of EFR (Eigen Factor Radial) normalization for 

intersession compensation. The results of the experiment showed 

the MFCC representation as the best fitted for speaker 

verification from Slovak emotional speech with recognition rate 

higher than 80%.  

 

Keywords—emotions, i-vectors, speaker verification, total 

variability.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Emotions are inseparable part of everyday human 

interaction and can be found not only in speech but gestures, 

facial expression and “body language” as well. To the human 

communication emotions fill very important implicit 

information according which humans are able to identify the 

meaning of the explicit spoken message [1]. In the human-

computer interaction (HCI) the role of emotions became 

essential as well since it may enhance the interaction between 

user and the machine.   

There is quite a range of HCI applications where emotional 

perspective is important, for example in systems which can 

alert a user to signs of emotions that call for attention, in 

automatic tutoring, in special medical systems (diagnostic of 

neurological disorders and diseases) or in forensics (speaker 

verification, etc.). Speaker recognition/verification may be 

relevant to applications with speaker`s voice access control 

and since everyday speech is unlikely to be expressed in 

neutral emotional state only emotion recognition became very 

important even in this field of science.  

II. INITIAL STATUS 

Recognition of emotion from speech is not a new idea. In 

the literature there is many experiments dedicated to this field 

of expertise. Nowadays emotional clues present in the speech 

may be observed in various features extracted from excitation 

source, vocal tract system and prosodic components of speech 

and different classification method emotion recognition 

systems may be used [2]. 

After the study of theoretical background about emotional 

recognition from the speech signal we have specified the 

following dissertation thesis:     

1. The application of new methods for the selection of 

emotional characteristics from expressive speech, 

which would include information on: 

a.  shape of the excitation impulse. 

b.  F0 and its local and global changes. 

2. The application of new methods of feature vectors 

selection and reduction.  

3. Analysis of emotional information in speech signal in 

process of speaker recognition suitable for forensics 

applications.  

III. SOLVED TASKS IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR 

Tasks which are summarized in the following section were 

solved in last year of postgraduate study based on dissertation 

thesis. 

A. Creation of Slovak Emotional Database 

For purposes of emotional speaker verification several 

emotional databases in foreign languages were available. To 

meet our requirements for training and testing the speaker 

model with satisfactory volume of emotional dataset none of 

those corpuses were suitable enough. Therefore we decided to 

create our own native emotional database which is presented 

in this paper. 

 Emotional audio sessions from which utterances of 

different subjects were extracted were captured from free FTA 

DVB-T transmission using PCI digital capture card. 

All of the emotional utterances were manually labeled. 

The emotional evaluation was provided on the whole 

sentences or segments of the sentences so that the explicit 

meaning of the utterance was captured in recording.  

Evaluated sentences/segments were then labeled with capital 

letters representing specified emotions (e.g. CU for curiosity, 

N for neutral, etc.) and cut into separate emotional utterances 

of individual speakers with duration from 5 to 6 seconds. 

Emotional range of recorded utterances covers mostly 

emotions of neutral state and curiosity as well as negative 

emotions (anger, aggressiveness, etc.). 

The SUS database which up to this date consists of 

approximately 2000 emotional utterances of 7 speakers is 

classified as an induced database. However the number of 

speakers of the database is still quite small and dispersion of 

emotional utterances is not balanced.  
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B. Extraction of acoustics features from Slovak emotional 

utterances 

Based on our previous research of speaker verification [5] 

with use of emotional utterances from Emo DB (Berlin 

Emotional Database) [6] we focused on performing the 

speaker verification with Slovak emotional speech. 

For training and testing speaker models short utterances   

(5-6 s.) of three male speakers (spk1, spk2, spk3) from SUS 

database in emotions of neutral and curiosity were chosen. 

Those emotions were the most common to extract from the 

SUS sessions. 

In process of feature extraction from emotional utterances 

different number of different acoustic features were used, 

namely MFCC (Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients), LPC 

(Linear Prediction Coefficients), LPCC (Linear Prediction 

Cepstral Coefficients) and PLP (Perceptual Linear Prediction) 

coefficients.  Firstly 19 then 22 coefficients of mentioned 

types per frame were extracted at frame rate of 10 ms with 25 

ms Hamming window. To the specified number of basic static 

parameters the log-energy and additional time derivates were 

added for enhancement of the system. The recognition 

performance of the system based on use of individual acoustic 

features was compared and the result in Table I, Table II and 

Table III showed the MFCCs as the best acoustic 

representation for emotional speaker verification which may 

be related to the fact that MFCCs are the best features to 

represent perceptual aspect of short-term speech spectrum.  

C. Application of i-vectors method on extracted feature 

vectors 

To reduce the dimension of extracted features vectors from 

emotional utterances the i-vector principle which emerges 

from JFA [4] was used. Extracted i-vectors were then 

normalized by EFR (Eigen Factor Radial) normalization 

technique. To find out the best performance of the recognition 

system the dimension of the i-vectors were set to 10, 15 and 

20 respectively and results were compared. The best results 

were obtained when the dimension of i-vectors was set to 

number of 10. 

D. Approaches of speaker model training 

In process of training the speaker model two different 

approaches were applied. In the first approach (mixed model) 

the speaker model per speaker was trained using all of the 

emotions of the speaker from training set. In the non-mixed 

approach two speaker models per speaker were created, each 

trained with only one of the emotions. Created speaker models 

where then compared to the testing set of utterances of the 

speakers in testing phase. 

The UBM (Universal Background Model) was trained with 

32, 64, 128 and 256 Gaussians and the results of verification 

performance were compared. The best results were obtained 

mostly using 128 Gaussians except when extracting LPCCs 

form emotional utterances as showed in Table III.  

E. Speaker verifications scoring methods 

Based on the experiment carried in [7] to score the 

recognition system Mahalanobis distance metric was used. 

The results are showed in Table I, Table II and Table III. In 

comparison with state-of-the-art systems our results are 

satisfying, in [8] with use of the MFCCs and GMM 

classification recognition accuracy was 85%, in [9] 81.5% 

(MFCC, HMM).  

TABLE I SPEAKER RECOGNITION RATE (%) FOR MIXED MODEL WITH 

128GMM/UBM TRAINING (I-VECTOR DIMENSION = 10) 

  22 MFCC  19 LPC  19 PLP 

  spk1 spk2 spk3 spk1 spk2 spk3 spk1 spk2 spk3 

spk1 80 8 12 73 15 12 69 11 20 

spk2 0 82 18 2 73 25 6 70 24 

spk3 14 7 79 8 22 70 25 7 68 

 
TABLE II SPEAKER RECOGNITION RATE (%) FOR NON-MIXED MODEL WITH 

128GMM/UBM TRAINING (I-VECTOR DIMENSION = 10) 

  22 MFCC  19 LPC  19 PLP 

  spk1 spk2 spk3 spk1 spk2 spk3 spk1 spk2 spk3 

spk1 83 2 15 73 15 12 69 11 20 

spk2 5 85 10 4 71 25 6 70 24 

spk3 12 8 80 8 22 70 25 7 68 

 
TABLE III SPEAKER RECOGNITION RATE (%) FOR 22 LPCC WITH 64 

GMM/UBM TRAINING (I-VECTOR DIMENSION = 10) 

  

 Mixed model   

  

 Non-mixed model 

spk1 spk2 spk3 

 
spk1 spk2 spk3 

spk1 67 11 22 

 
spk1 67 12 21 

spk2 6 67 27 

 
spk2 5 67 28 

spk3 32 3 65 

 
spk3 30 5 65 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

Or future work will be dedicated to the further enlargement 

of the SUS database. We also plan to focus on testing the 

gender-dependent text-independent speaker verification 

system on female emotional dataset of the SUS corpus.  
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Abstract— The paper analysis exoskeletons as auxiliary 

equipment used in the military and medicine. More attention is 

devoted to rehabilitation exoskeletons, which are promising 

devices in the process of patients’ rehabilitation. In this paper 

exoskeletons are divided into three categories according to the 

extent of injury and areas of use in the rehabilitation process. 

The purpose of these systems is in the case of patients with 

residual force the practicing of motoric abilities and recognition 

of the intended movement. In the case of the para and tetraplegic 

patients, without residual force exoskeletons provides except 

practicing the verticalisation and allow the transfer to the 

different distances, to avoid degradation due to immobilization. 

 

Keywords—exoskeleton, rehabilitation, paraplegia 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Harms of spine and spinal cord are one of the most serious 

injuries. In general, the extent of functional disabilities 

invalidates the patient. Some are dependent on the use of the 

wheelchair, some need another person to help and some are 

permanently bedridden. Statistics indicate that spinal cord and 

spine injuries occurs in 20 to 40 person per million. It is a 

typical accident of healthy young men, and most of the victims 

are in working age from 15 to 40 years [1]. The result of 

spinal cord injury is paralysis of limbs and trunk of varying 

range - the development of paraplegia (complete paralysis of 

both lower limbs) or tetraplegia (complete paralysis of all four 

limbs). 

The overall aim of rehabilitation is full or at least partial 

return of the lost function. Rehabilitation is performed by 

rehabilitation devices. Lower limb exoskeletons are one of 

possible rehabilitation devices. These devices include most of 

the lower limb joints and have anthropomorphic (construction 

similar to construction of the human body) character. These 

devices are adapted to the human body and work parallel with 

them. 

In the past, the robotic exoskeletons have been used only to 

replace manpower. Today, the trend is oriented to 

development of personally-oriented robotic devices where 

human operator brings the intelligence and robotic device 

brings the power. Interaction between the robot and the 

operator has been solved by the integration of human and 

robotic devices into one system. This integration has brought 

an opportunity to create support technologies in the field of 

biomedical, industrial, military and many others [2]. 

According to areas of application the exoskeletons and active 

orthoses can be divided to two large groups. The first large 

group is the performance enhancing exoskeletons that have 

been developed for military purposes. After successes with 

exoskeletons increasing performance engineers began to 

develop exoskeletons for medicine. These systems help 

patients with paralyzed limbs. Similarly was created another 

group called rehabilitation exoskeletons. 

II. PERFORMANCE ENHANCING EXOSKELETONS 

The aim of performance-enhancing exoskeletons is to 

increase the strength, robustness and resilience of the human 

body and thus facilitate the operator’s hard work. These 

exoskeletons is not designed for rehabilitation purposes, but 

can be used by healthy operators. Performance-enhancing 

exoskeletons are developed and used for military purposes. 

The most outstanding performance-enhancing exoskeleton 

is exoskeleton BLEEX (Berkeley Lower Extremity 

EXoskeleton). BLEEX (Fig.1) is a robotic system which is 

worn by operator and provides the ability to perform difficult 

tasks with minimal effort in any type of terrain. This capability 

is achieved through four important functions: 

• reliable control electronics, 

• high-power, compact power supply sources, 

• special communication protocols, 

• simplicity and low power consumption of all architecture.  

 
Fig. 1 Exoskeleton BLEEX [3] 
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The system BLEEX has anthropomorphic architecture, 

meaning that the proposed system will attempt to follow 

movement of human lower limbs. However, one of the 

greatest problems is that human joints cannot be easily 

duplicated, so developers are focused to achieving of 

maximum degrees of freedom, and to development of 

exoskeleton which can be easily adapted to the human body. 

BLEEX exoskeleton consists of two powered legs, power 

supply and backpack, which serves as a frame to 

accommodate the payload. BLEEX do not require active 

control management, but emulate the movement of the 

operator as a pair of artificial legs instead. 

Another important exoskeleton in the field of military are 

exoskeletons XOS and XOS2. Exoskeletons XOS and XOS2 

were developed by Sarcos Research Corporation. XOS2 (Fig. 

2) is an improved version of XOS exoskeleton, which weighs 

only 68 kg, which is 10% less than the weight of the first 

generation. XOS2 provides an amplification of about 17 times 

of operator’s strength with 50 % less energy consumption in 

compare with first generation, which also provided an 

amplification of 6 times only [4]. 

 
Fig. 2 Exoskeleton XOS2 [5] 

III. REHABILITATION EXOSKELETONS 

The trend of the current design and development in 

rehabilitation robotics is a device that would be able to 

recognize the motoric and intended movement of the patient 

and give him feedback about it. These devices should assist to 

the patient only when it is necessary, and should have the 

same effect as a qualified therapist. In the field of 

exoskeletons exists two elementary techniques of 

rehabilitation. The first uses controlled movements with the 

patient’s limbs and the second uses functional electrical 

stimulation (FES) of limb muscles. An important element in 

most of lower limb rehabilitation devices based on the first 

mentioned technique is a mechanical construction which 

supports the patient. The support system helps the patient to 

transfer the weight of his own body, what make patients 

movement easier. Furthermore, this type of systems also 

ensures the stability.  

Machine support at the rehabilitation process of para and 

tetraplegic patients is divided into three groups according to 

the position in which are rehabilitation performed. The first is 

rehabilitation in a horizontal position, the second is 

rehabilitation in a vertical position and the last is also 

rehabilitation in a vertical position, but there are devices 

which allow the patient to move in various distances.  

A. Rehabilitation in a horizontal position 

For rehabilitation of musculoskeletal system in the 

horizontal position are most commonly used motor splints. 

Motor splints provide passive motion therapy - CPM 

(Continuous Passive Motion) therapy. These devices are 

designed for the treatment of knee, hip, shoulder, elbow and 

ankle joint. Furthermore, there are motor plates for 

rehabilitation of wrist and fingers, including the thumb. 

Medical rehabilitation by motor splints is used mainly to 

prevent injuries caused by immobilization, for the early 

resumption of painless movement of joints and accelerate the 

process of therapy with a good functional outcome. 

MOTOmed is a rehabilitation device also designed for 

paraplegic and tetraplegic patients whose are immobile, or for 

patients with a certain level of residual strength (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3 MOTOmed rehabilitation device [10] 

In the case of immobile patients the rehabilitation consists 

of passive practicing of musculoskeletal system, while lower 

respectively upper limbs must be fixed with orthoses. The 

movement is generated by an electromotor. Patients with a 

certain level of residual strength rehabilitation are carried out 

by active exercising of functional muscle groups, while it is 

possible to regulate the load level.  

B. Rehabilitation in a vertical position 

 To avoid degradation due to immobilization the patients 

should be verticalize as soon as possible. Verticalization is not 

based on the sitting position on the bed, but in a vertical 

standing position. Tetraplegic patient is verticalized on the 

table or by trestles. Paraplegic patient is verticalized by 

orthoses, or with the help of functional electrical stimulation 

intended for standing and walking. To activate different 

muscle groups are used rehabilitation devices for making 

active and passive movements of the patient. 

Currently, the solution of this problem consist of isolated 

rehabilitation models, which supports movement of large 

joints of the lower limbs using motors, or allows the swing 

gait of the lower limbs using special orthoses. Rehabilitation 

device in the vertical plane may be divided into cBWS - cable 

Body Weight Support and sBWS - structural Body Weight 

Support.  

In the system cBWS the patient is hanged in the belts, while 

the system sBWS provides the patient's stability through arms 

which supports the patient in the waist and back. 

In the rehabilitation process are frequently used the trainers 

systems with motorized belt. These systems consist of 

supporting frame, robotic orthosis which perform the desired 

movement and a running belt. An example of this type of 
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rehabilitation device - Lokomat is commercially available. It is 

the result of the team work at the Hocoma company in Zurich. 

It is a cBWS system with controlled motion of the hips and 

knees in the sagittal plane (plane parallel to the medial plane 

which passes between the legs). The system includes force 

sensors, which provide monitoring of movement. 

An example of a sBWS rehabilitation system is ALEX 

(Active Leg EXoskeleton). ALEX is a motorized orthosis and 

it is based on an active orthosis that allows performing of 

controlled movements of the hips and knees. ALEX was 

created by modification of a passive orthosis called GBO 

(Gravity Balancing leg Orthosis) [12].  

 
Fig. 4 Exoskeleton ALEX [12] 

Rehabilitation device ALEX was developed to assist the 

patients during rehabilitation when it is necessary. The main 

advantage of this device is that patients will actively 

participate in the process of rehabilitation in comparison with 

other rehabilitation systems. 

C. Verticalization devices allowing patients to move to 

different distances  

The aim of this method is to simulate the rehabilitation of 

lost motoric function and inducing of stepping automatism of 

the lower limbs in order to transfer the patient to different 

distances. 

The purpose of these verticalization devices is to provide 

sufficient mechanical and control flexibility for the 

implementation of everyday movements, which are 

summarized in ADL (Activities of Daily Living). ADL is a 

summary of general human activities, which has been defined 

for the medicine purposes in order to shorten the rehabilitation 

process and to define the healthy human lifestyle [2]. This 

includes walking, walking up and down the stairs, sitting down 

and getting up. 

The first presented device from this group is WalkTrainer. 

It is based on construction with wheels which provide hanging 

apparatus for supporting a patient. WalkTrainer belongs to the 

group of cBWS systems, which includes orthoses (pelvic and 

limb) and closed circuit for functional electrical stimulation. 

Pelvic orthoses have 6 degrees of freedom and at active 

walking uses control of ankle joint. Limb orthoses includes 

sensors for sensing articulated angles (hip, knee and ankle) 

and interaction forces between the patient and the device [2].  

In 2008, the company Argo Medical Technologies 

presented exoskeleton ReWalk. ReWalk controls hip flexion 

(reducing the angle between bones), extension (the opposite of 

flexion) and knee flexion. During walking the patient uses 

crutches to keep the balance.  

 
Fig. 5 Exoskeleton ReWalk [7] 

Using sensors placed on the chest, the device detects the 

angle formed between the legs and hips and with this 

information adequately controls the position of the legs. Use 

of ReWalk is limited to patients who have appropriate height 

and weight. 

A similar solution has been revealed in 2011 by company 

Ekso Bionics called Ekso GT. Ekso GT is a rehabilitation 

exoskeleton that allows paralyzed patients to stand up from the 

wheelchair and walk. Walking is controlled by control 

electronics, with actuators consisted of battery-powered 

electric motors, which are replacing the neuromuscular 

function of the patient. Exoskeleton provides functional 

rehabilitation under the supervision of a physiotherapist. 

EKSO GT is equipped with a stepping generator, whereby the 

patient can activate the selected step.  

Exoskeleton provides four control modes: 

• "FirstStep" - Physiotherapist controls the patients steps by 

pressing buttons, the patient can practice standing up and 

walking with walker or crutches. 

• "ActiveStep" - The patient uses crutches or walker, and 

take control of actuating their steps via buttons on the 

crutches or walker. 

• "ProStep" - The patient moves his hips to one side or 

forward and thereby initiates the beginning of the next 

step without button. 

• "ProStep Plus" - The next step is initiated by moving the 

legs forward [14].  

 
Fig. 6 Exoskeleton Ekso GT [14] 
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The next and simultaneously most famous rehabilitation 

exoskeleton is the exoskeleton HAL (Hybrid Assistive Limb). 

Exoskeleton HAL has been developed by professor Yoshiyuki 

Sankai for patients with gait disturbances. It was designed to 

support and enhance the physical abilities of its users, 

especially for people with motoric function disabilities. There 

are two basic versions of the system: HAL 3, which provides 

support only for the lower limbs and HAL 5, which is a whole-

body exoskeleton. 

 
Fig. 7 Exoskeleton HAL 3 [6] 

HAL is designed for physically disordered persons and 

seniors to help with their daily activities, but can also be used 

to support workers who make physically difficult work, such 

as emergency units. HAL is used especially for injured 

patients in hospitals and can be modified for long-term 

rehabilitation. The latest version of the exoskeleton can also 

be used only for one side of the body in case of one side 

straining or injury. 

To control the exoskeleton HAL are used signals of the 

patient nervous system. When patient tries to make a move, 

nerve signals are sent from the brain to the muscles via 

motoric neurons. These biosignals with low amplitude can be 

detected on the skin surface of the limbs. Device HAL detect 

these signals through a sensor attached to the skin of the 

wearer.  Based on the measured signals the actuators amplify 

desired movement. 

 
Fig. 8 Exoskeleton HAL 5 [6] 

Exoskeleton HAL has two control systems. The first control 

system so called CVC (Cybernic Voluntary Control) is 

activated by the user and a second system called CAC 

(Cybernic Autonomous Control) responsible for supporting 

automatic movements. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Our goal is to design a simple vertical rehabilitation system 

which will allow rehabilitation in standing position by 

controlled movements of the lower limbs. The aim is to design 

a system that imitates human walking and induce stepping 

automatism of the walk, what extend the possibilities of 

rehabilitation and physiological transfer of patient to different 

distances. The solution includes design of evaluation 

electronics which will be used to transfer the information from 

the sensor integrated in the bottom of the skeleton, to the 

patient. Integrated sensor has to analyze contact of skeleton 

with the floor during steps automatism. (VEGA 1/0074/15) 
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Abstract—This paper presents AWG demultiplexer as one of 

the key components in optical communication systems.  WDM 

networks will most likely substitute traditional network 

infrastructure in the near future. So far there is a problem with 

costs and sustainability of existing communication technologies. 

It is worthy to pay attention of finding some cheaper, more 

effective, more reliable and perhaps simpler innovation in terms 

of WDM components.      

 

Keywords—AWG demultiplexer, hybrid filters, nonlinear 

effects, WDM systems.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to classify the most recent network architectures, 

the WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) systems take 

their place. WDM systems are presented in two main 

standards which are commonly used nowadays. The first 

standard refers to so called “coarse” WDM which defines 20 

nm channel spacing. On the other hand there is a newer 

standard called “dense” WDM (DWDM). This standard 

specifies 0.8 nm channel spacing in its basic form. It is 

obvious that DWDM systems provide a considerable savings 

in terms of bandwidth reserved per channel. Both standards 

have their advantages as well as drawbacks. CWDM system is 

usually cheaper and doesn’t require high quality filters to 

separate particular informational channels [1]. Contrary to 

that, DWDM systems provide high number of channel 

available which turns to more efficiently using of a fiber 

capacity. These systems are mostly pricy and high quality 

components (filters) are necessary in order to provide a 

sufficient service. Moreover, DWMD systems meet some 

difficulties which are negligible in CWDM systems. 

Nonlinear effect, mainly Self Phase Modulation (SPM) and 

Four Wave Mixing (FWM) have quite considerable impact on 

a transmitted optical signal. These negative effects deteriorate 

signal in frequency domain. WDM links allow transmitting a 

huge amount of information through a single mode fiber 

(SMF). Perhaps the most complicated task (for WDM system) 

is to separate particular channels by using some kind of WDM 

filters. In fact there are more kinds of filters (demultiplexers) 

available nowadays. Getting through the list of commonly 

used multiplexers, there is one which should be considered 

more precisely [2]. Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG) 

de/multiplexers turn to be promising solution for future WDM 

based networks. 

   

II. ARRAYED WAVEGUIDE GRATING BASED 

DEMULTIPLEXERS  

AWG demultiplexer is used to spatially separate a mixed 

optical signal which usually carries N – channels. Each 

channel is represented by one wavelength chi. A finite 

number of channels – originally combined together by an 

AWG multiplexer – which is a complementary device to 

AWG demultiplexer travels through SMF and finally 

approaching demultiplexer. 

A. Mach – Zehnder Interferometer as AWG demultiplexer  

It is necessary to understand an operation of Mach – 

Zehnder interferometer (MZI) in order to understand AWG 

demultiplexer functionality. MZI can be used as a simple 

wavelength filter which takes advantage of 

constructive/destructive interference effect when a total phase 

shift  equals 2. The phase is a function of a propagation 

constant as well as a physical distance which an optical 

signal needs to pass  

  
  

 
    .                                     (1) 

Parameter neff refers to an effective refractive index of Mach – 

Zehnder interferometer and  is a wavelength. 

 

 
   
Fig. 1.  A simple wavelength filter based on Mach – Zehnder interferometer 

principle. 

 

Considering the Mach – Zehnder’s outputs: Output 1 equals 

/2 + L + /2 and Output 2 is /2 + L - /2 = L it is 

obvious that the most important parameter in these forms is 

L – a path length difference between two arms. WDM 

systems usually operate with multiple channels (wavelengths) 

1,…,i,…N. These wavelengths i which satisfy equation 

(2) for odd mi values will appear at the Output 1 of MZI.  
      

  
 
  

 
.                                     (2) 

The rest of wavelengths i which match with even mi values 

in equation (2) will appear at the Output 2. It is obvious that 

this device takes advantage of a path length difference L 

which is tied with a propagation constant . MZI device acts 
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as a simple AWG demultiplexer with only two waveguides in 

a waveguide array [3]. Such a device has many practical 

implementations and it’s essential to understand it.       

B. Arrayed Waveguide Grating demultiplexer principle 

AWG demultiplexer is made of two Free Propagation 

Regions (FPRs), input/output waveguides and the arrayed 

waveguides. This device combines functionality of diffraction 

gratings (which separates particular wavelengths within 

optical signal) as well as constructive/destructive interference 

principle – based on path length difference. Constructive 

interference is achieved at the spots where phases match 2. A 

certain number of light sources is required in order to 

accomplish satisfactory high light intensities at the image 

plane of the second FPR as shown in figure (Fig. 2.). Higher 

number of light sources (a number of waveguides) equals to 

brighter spots at the image plane. In other words AWG 

demultiplexer has to spatially distinguish particular 

wavelengths (channels) at the image plane. FPRs have to be 

precisely designed and constructed for the actual wavelengths 

dedicated to a particular xWDM standard [4].     

 
Fig. 2.  Arrayed Waveguide Grading based demultiplexer with its phase shifts 

for particular regions (FPRs, waveguide arrays). 

 

As it has been already mentioned the constructive interference 

can be achieved when phase shift matches 2 condition shown 

in equation (3). 

                                      (3) 

AWG demultiplexer has basically two FPRs (phase 

shift) and a waveguide array with phase shift . Based on 

Rowland circle design (for FPRs physical proportions) the 

total phase shift can be expressed as show in the following 

equation (4) 

    
    

 
 
  

 
 √(     

 

 

 
     

 

 
    )     ,    (4)  

where n is an integer, R is a radius of a Rowland circle shown 

in figure (Fig. 3.), neff refers to an effective refractive index of 

waveguide array (WA),  and  are the angles from Rowland 

circle, is a particular wavelength [4],[5].  

 
Fig. 3.  Rowland circle principle required in construction of FPR for AWG 
demultiplexer. 

III. FUTURE WORK AND PROPOSAL 

AWG based approach for demultiplexing of WDM optical 

signal is the one which has numerous advantages. Lately there 

have been proposed similar designs which use similar 

principles as AWGs. Planar Concave Gratings (PCG 

demultiplexers) and hybrid demultiplexers have a strong 

potential to compete or improve a traditional approach. There 

is a great ambition to design the entire optical link in order to 

investigate possibilities to improve AWG functionality and 

performance.  

 
Fig. 4.  Software prototype for optical link simulation.  

 

To achieve this task we created a simulation software 

prototype to puzzle the optical link with its essentials optical 

elements shown in figure (Fig. 4.). AWG demultiplexer plays 

a key role in signal separating process. That’s why it’s quite 

important to start up with this particular device.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented an idea of designing the all 

optical communication link. This system should be used in 

future to simulate a real operation. Such a system will be 

helpful to investigate AWG demultiplexer itself as well as 

some possible improvements. On the other hand we would 

like to take under the scope nonlinear effects which certainly 

appear in long distance optical systems with higher input 

power.    
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Abstract—This article deals with biological effects caused by 

low frequency electromagnetic fields to humans and animals.  

 

Keywords— emf biological effects, emf exposure 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The biological effects of low frequency electric and 

magnetic fields (EMF) have become a topic of considerable 

scientific scrutiny during the past two decades. The flurry of 

research in this area has contributed greatly to our 

understanding of the complex electromagnetic environment to 

which we are exposed but it has not abated the controversy 

associated with the harmful effects of electromagnetic fields.  

Controversy is the norm when complex environmental 

issues with substantial economic and health consequences are 

scientifically scrutinized. Asbestos, lead, acid rain, tobacco 

smoke, DDT, PCBs (and more recently estrogen mimics) were 

all contentious issues and were debated for decades in 

scientific publications and in the popular press before their 

health effects and the mechanisms responsible were 

understood. In some cases the debate was scientifically 

legitimate, while in others interested parties deliberately 

confuse the issue to delay legislation. The public, 

uncomfortable with scientific controversy and unable to 

determine the legitimacy of a scientific debate, wants a clear 

answer to the question, "Are electric and magnetic fields 

harmful?" [1]  

The question is valid and timely. The answer is likely to 

have far reaching consequences, considering our growing 

dependence on electric power, computer technology, and 

wireless communication, and it is likely to be of interest to a 

large population using, manufacturing, selling, and regulating 

this technology [1]. 

 

II. TREND IN EMF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT 

PUBLICATIONS 

The Biological Effects Policy Advisory Group (BEPAG), 

created by The Institution of Engineering and Technology 

(IET) in England and Wales, published an overview of 

published papers that provided data regarding biological 

effects of low-level electromagnetic fields. Figure 1 shows the 

number of papers that provided the data for each of the 

position statements since 2004. The overall numbers have 

declined by about 35% since the peak in 2008. A comparison 

of numbers of papers for power and mobile frequencies shows 

a recent decline in the former with the latter remaining 

approximately constant. Approximately 40% of the papers fell 

outside these specific frequency categories, predominantly 

split between other radio and low frequencies. 

 
Figure 1: Trend in EMF Biological Effect publications 

 

Figure 2 shows the split in papers based on their model type 

or methodology. Cellular studies are the most numerous, 

probably because of the relative ease of carrying out such 

studies. The largest decline can be seen in the ‘physics’ 

category, which includes dosimetry studies and perhaps 

reflects the absence of any new mechanisms of interaction and 

the maturity of the topic of environmental dosimetry. Animal 

studies have continued to increase steadily, which may reflect 

the increasing number of papers on EMFs originating from 

outside Europe and the U.S.A [2]. 

 
Figure 2: Paper numbers by subject 
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III. SOURCES, MEASUREMENTS AND EXPOSURES 

Electric and magnetic fields exist wherever electricity is 

generated, transmitted or distributed in power lines or cables, 

or used in electrical appliances. Since the use of electricity is 

an integral part of our modern lifestyle, these fields are 

ubiquitous in our environment. The unit of electric field 

strength is volts per metre (V m-1 ) or kilovolts per metre (kV 

m-1 ) and for magnetic fields the flux density is measured in 

tesla (T), or more commonly in millitesla (mT) or microtesla 

(μT) is used. Residential exposure to power-frequency 

magnetic fields does not vary dramatically across the world. 

The geometric-mean magnetic field in homes ranges between 

0,025 and 0,07 μT in Europe and 0,055 and 0,11 μT in the 

USA. The mean values of the electric field in the home are in 

the range of several tens of volts per metre. In the vicinity of 

certain appliances, the instantaneous magnetic-field values can 

be as much as a few hundred microtesla. Near power lines, 

magnetic fields reach approximately 20 μT and electric fields 

up to several thousand volts per metre. Few children have 

time-averaged exposures to residential 50 or 60 Hz magnetic 

fields in excess of the levels associated with an increased 

incidence of childhood leukaemia. Approximately 1% to 4% 

have mean exposures above 0,3 μT and only 1% to 2% have 

median exposures in excess of 0,4 μT. Occupational exposure, 

although predominantly to power-frequency fields, may also 

include contributions from other frequencies. The average 

magnetic field exposures in the workplace have been found to 

be higher in “electrical occupations” than in other occupations 

such as office work, ranging from 0,4–0,6 μT for electricians 

and electrical engineers to approximately 1,0 μT for power 

line workers, with the highest exposures for welders, railway 

engine drivers and sewing machine operators (above 3 μT). 

The maximum magnetic field exposures in the workplace can 

reach approximately 10 mT and this is invariably associated 

with the presence of conductors carrying high currents. In the 

electrical supply industry, workers may be exposed to electric 

fields up to 30 kV m-1 [3]. 

IV. MAIN CONCLUSIONS FROM PREVIOUS 

RESEARCH  

A. Neurobehaviour  

Exposure to power-frequency electric fields causes well-

defined biological responses, ranging from perception to 

annoyance, through surface electric charge effects. These 

responses depend on the field strength, the ambient 

environmental conditions and individual sensitivity. The 

thresholds for direct perception by 10% of volunteers varied 

between 2 and 20 kV m-1, while 5% found 15–20 kV m-1 

annoying. The spark discharge from a person to ground is 

found to be painful by 7% of volunteers in a field of 5 kV m-1. 

Thresholds for the discharge from a charged object through a 

grounded person depend on the size of the object and 

therefore require specific assessment. High field strength, 

rapidly pulsed magnetic fields can stimulate peripheral or 

central nerve tissue; such effects can arise during magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) procedures, and are used in 

transcranial magnetic stimulation. Threshold induced electric 

field strengths for direct nerve stimulation could be as low as a 

few volts per metre. The threshold is likely to be constant over 

a frequency range between a few hertz and a few kilohertz. 

People suffering from or predisposed to epilepsy are likely to 

be more susceptible to induced extremely low frequency 

(ELF) electric fields in the central nervous system (CNS). The 

function of the retina, which is a part of the CNS, can be 

affected by exposure to much weaker ELF magnetic fields 

than those that cause direct nerve stimulation. A flickering 

light sensation, called magnetic phosphenes or 

magnetophosphenes, results from the interaction of the 

induced electric field with electrically excitable cells in the 

retina. Threshold induced electric field strengths in the 

extracellular fluid of the retina have been estimated to lie 

between about 10 and 100 mV m-1 at 20 Hz. There is, 

however, considerable uncertainty attached to these values. 

The evidence for other neurobehavioural effects in volunteer 

studies, such as the effects on brain electrical activity, 

cognition, sleep, hypersensitivity and mood, is less clear. 

There is some evidence suggesting the existence of field-

dependent effects on reaction time and on reduced accuracy in 

the performance of some cognitive tasks, which is supported 

by the results of studies on the gross electrical activity of the 

brain.  

In animals, the possibility that exposure to ELF fields may 

affect neurobehavioural functions has been explored from a 

number of perspectives using a range of exposure conditions. 

Few robust effects have been established. There is convincing 

evidence that power-frequency electric fields can be detected 

by animals, most likely as a result of surface charge effects, 

and may elicit transient arousal or mild stress. In rats, the 

detection range is between 3 and 13 kV m-1. Rodents have 

been shown to be aversive to field strengths greater than 50 

kV m-1. Other possible field-dependent changes are less well-

defined; laboratory studies have only produced evidence of 

subtle and transitory effects. There is some evidence that 

exposure to magnetic fields may modulate the functions of the 

opioid and cholinergic neurotransmitter systems in the brain, 

and this is supported by the results of studies investigating the 

effects on analgesia and on the acquisition and performance of 

spatial memory tasks [4],[5]. 

B. Neuroendocrine system 

The results of volunteer studies as well as residential and 

occupational epidemiological studies suggest that the 

neuroendocrine system is not adversely affected by exposure 

to power-frequency electric or magnetic fields. This applies 

particularly to the circulating levels of specific hormones of 

the neuroendocrine system, including melatonin, released by 

the pineal gland, and to a number of hormones involved in the 

control of body metabolism and physiology, released by the 

pituitary gland. Subtle differences were sometimes observed in 

the timing of melatonin release associated with certain 

characteristics of exposure, but these results were not 

consistent. 

From the large number of animal studies investigating the 

effects of power-frequency electric and magnetic fields on rat 

pineal and serum melatonin levels, some reported that 

exposure resulted in night-time suppression of melatonin. The 

changes in melatonin levels first observed in early studies of 

electric field exposures up to 100 kV m-1 could not be 

replicated. The findings from a series of more recent studies, 

which showed that circularly polarised magnetic fields 

suppressed night-time melatonin levels, were weakened by 

inappropriate comparisons between exposed animals and 

historical controls. The data from other experiments in 

rodents, covering intensity levels from a few microtesla to 5 
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mT, were equivocal, with some results showing depression of 

melatonin, but others showing no changes. In seasonally 

breeding animals, the evidence for an effect of exposure to 

power-frequency fields on melatonin levels and melatonin-

dependent reproductive status is predominantly negative. No 

convincing effect on melatonin levels has been seen in a study 

of non-human primates chronically exposed to power-

frequency fields, although a preliminary study using two 

animals reported melatonin suppression in response to an 

irregular and intermittent exposure.  

Overall, these data do not indicate that ELF electric and/or 

magnetic fields affect the neuroendocrine system in a way that 

would have an adverse impact on human health and the 

evidence is thus considered inadequate [6],[7]. 

C. Neurodegenerative disorders 

It has been hypothesized that exposure to ELF fields is 

associated with several neurodegenerative diseases. For 

Parkinson disease and multiple sclerosis the number of studies 

has been small and there is no evidence for an association with 

these diseases. For Alzheimer disease and amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) more studies have been published. Some of 

these reports suggest that people employed in electrical 

occupations might have an increased risk of ALS. So far, no 

biological mechanism has been established which can explain 

this association, although it could have arisen because of 

confounders related to electrical occupations, such as electric 

shocks. Overall, the evidence for the association between ELF 

exposure and ALS is considered to be inadequate. 

The few studies investigating the association between ELF 

exposure and Alzheimer disease are inconsistent. However, 

the higher quality studies that focused on Alzheimer morbidity 

rather than mortality do not indicate an association. 

Altogether, the evidence for an association between ELF 

exposure and Alzheimer disease is inadequate [8],[9]. 

D. Cardiovascular disorders 

Experimental studies of both short-term and long-term 

exposure indicate that while electric shock is an obvious 

health hazard, other hazardous cardiovascular effects 

associated with ELF fields are unlikely to occur at exposure 

levels commonly encountered environmentally or 

occupationally. Although various cardiovascular changes have 

been reported in the literature, the majority of effects are small 

and the results have not been consistent within and between 

studies. Whether a specific association exists between 

exposure and altered autonomic control of the heart remains 

speculative. Overall, the evidence does not support an 

association between ELF exposure and cardiovascular disease 

[10]. 

E.  Immunology and haematology 

Evidence for the effects of ELF electric or magnetic fields on 

components of the immune system is generally inconsistent. 

Many of the cell populations and functional markers were 

unaffected by exposure. However, in some human studies with 

fields from 10 μT to 2 mT, changes were observed in natural 

killer cells, which showed both increased and decreased cell 

numbers, and in total white blood cell counts, which showed 

no change or decreased numbers. In animal studies, reduced 

natural killer cell activity was seen in female mice, but not in 

male mice or in rats of either sex. White blood cell counts also 

showed inconsistency, with decreases or no change reported in 

different studies. The animal exposures had an even broader 

range of 2 μT to 30 mT. The difficulty in interpreting the 

potential health impact of these data is due to the large 

variations in exposure and environmental conditions, the 

relatively small numbers of subjects tested and the broad range 

of endpoints. 

There have been few studies carried out on the effects of ELF 

magnetic fields on the haematological system. In experiments 

evaluating differential white blood cell counts, exposures 

ranged from 2 μT to 2 mT. No consistent effects of acute 

exposure to ELF magnetic fields or to combined ELF electric 

and magnetic fields have been found in either human or 

animal studies. 

Overall therefore, the evidence for effects of ELF electric or 

magnetic fields on the immune and haematological system is 

considered inadequate [11]. 

F.  Reproduction and development 

On the whole, epidemiological studies have not shown an 

association between adverse human reproductive outcomes 

and maternal or paternal exposure to ELF fields. There is 

some evidence for an increased risk of miscarriage associated 

with maternal magnetic field exposure, but this evidence is 

inadequate.  

Exposures to ELF electric fields of up to 150 kV m-1 have 

been evaluated in several mammalian species, including 

studies with large group sizes and exposure over several 

generations. The results consistently show no adverse 

developmental effects.  

The exposure of mammals to ELF magnetic fields of up to 20 

mT does not result in gross external, visceral or skeletal 

malformations. Some studies show an increase in minor 

skeletal anomalies, in both rats and mice. Skeletal variations 

are relatively common findings in teratological studies and are 

often considered biologically insignificant. However, subtle 

effects of magnetic fields on skeletal development cannot be 

ruled out. Very few studies have been published which address 

reproductive effects and no conclusions can be drawn from 

them.  Several studies on non-mammalian experimental 

models (chick embryos, fish, sea urchins and insects) have 

reported findings indicating that ELF magnetic fields at 

microtesla levels may disturb early development. However, 

the findings of non-mammalian experimental models carry less 

weight in the overall evaluation of developmental toxicity than 

those of corresponding mammalian studies. 

Overall, the evidence for developmental and reproductive 

effects is inadequate [12],[13]. 

G.  Cancer 

The IARC classification of ELF magnetic fields as “possibly 

carcinogenic to humans” (IARC, 2002) is based upon all of 

the available data prior to and including 2001. The review of 

literature in this EHC monograph focuses mainly on studies 

published after the IARC review.  

H. Epidemiology 

The IARC classification was heavily influenced by the 

associations observed in epidemiological studies on childhood 

leukaemia. The classification of this evidence as limited does 

not change with the addition of two childhood leukaemia 

studies published after 2002. Since the publication of the 

IARC monograph the evidence for other childhood cancers 

remains inadequate. 
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Subsequent to the IARC monograph a number of reports have 

been published concerning the risk of female breast cancer in 

adults associated with ELF magnetic field exposure. These 

studies are larger than the previous ones and less susceptible 

to bias, and overall are negative. With these studies, the 

evidence for an association between ELF magnetic field 

exposure and the risk of female breast cancer is weakened 

considerably and does not support an association of this kind. 

In the case of adult brain cancer and leukaemia, the new 

studies published after the IARC monograph do not change 

the conclusion that the overall evidence for an association 

between ELF magnetic fields and the risk of these diseases 

remains inadequate. 

For other diseases and all other cancers, the evidence remains 

inadequate. 

I. Laboratory animal studies 

There is currently no adequate animal model of the most 

common form of childhood leukaemia, acute lymphoblastic 

leukaemia. Three independent large-scale studies of rats 

provided no evidence of an effect of ELF magnetic fields on 

the incidence of spontaneous mammary tumours. Most studies 

report no effect of ELF magnetic fields on leukaemia or 

lymphoma in rodent models. Several large-scale long-term 

studies in rodents have not shown any consistent increase in 

any type of cancer, including haematopoietic, mammary, brain 

and skin tumours. 

Two groups have reported increased levels of DNA strand 

breaks in brain tissue following in vivo exposure to ELF 

magnetic fields. However, other groups, using a variety of 

different rodent genotoxicity models, found no evidence of 

genotoxic effects. The results of studies investigating non 

genotoxic effects relevant to cancer are inconclusive. 

Overall there is no evidence that exposure to ELF magnetic 

fields alone causes tumours. The evidence that ELF magnetic 

field exposure can enhance tumour development in 

combination with carcinogens is inadequate. 

J. In vitro studies 

Generally, studies of the effects of ELF field exposure of cells 

have shown no induction of genotoxicity at fields below 50 

mT. The notable exception is evidence from recent studies 

reporting DNA damage at field strengths as low as 35 μT; 

however, these studies are still being evaluated and our 

understanding of these findings is incomplete. There is also 

increasing evidence that ELF magnetic fields may interact 

with DNA-damaging agents. 

There is no clear evidence of the activation by ELF magnetic 

fields of genes associated with the control of the cell cycle. 

However, systematic studies analysing the response of the 

whole genome have yet to be performed. 

Overall conclusion 

New human, animal and in vitro studies, published since the 

2002 IARC monograph, do not change the overall 

classification of ELF magnetic fields as a possible human 

carcinogen [14],[15],[16]. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

In future research we would like to provide in vitro 

laboratory studies focusing on cellular changes related to 

exposure to radiation of varying intensity and frequency. 

Priority should be given to reported responses for which there 

is at least some evidence of replication or confirmation, that is 

strong enough to allow mechanistic analysis and that occurs in 

mammalian or human systems. 

Regarding high density of high frequency electric fields, more 

tests should be focused on retina defects and relevant CNS 

disorders in the future. 
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Abstract - This paper deals with my work in previous year. 

The paper deals with the issue of pricing and valuation of 
selected approaches based of network flows. As a reference 
method is a method postage stamp, which is used to compare 
with the methods MW- km and methods GGDF factors on 
standard IEEE 14- bus test system.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of most difficult issues carrying on each restructuring 
of the electricity market is a fair distribution of the costs of 
transmission between each performed transactions and 
transmission facilities. The allocation of the cost of each 
transactions so that it is fair, i.e. reflect the real use of 
transmission system is a complex and a demanding task. 
There are many methods of pricing transmission, which more 
or less reflects the real use of the transmission network. At 
present in the territory of the Slovak Republic, i.e. area 
operated by SEPS a.s. is used pricing method postage stamp. 
[1] [2]  A drawback of the method is no consideration of the 
length of the transmission and not already real use and 
physical flows caused by the transaction. Its advantage is the 
ease of cost allocation. This method will in this comparison 
serve as a reference to the two methods discussed widely in 
the world, it is a method based on network namely method 
MW-km [3][4][5][6] and a method based on the basis of 
flows in the network, namely method of distribution 
coefficients use GGDF factors. [3] [5] [7] [8] 

II. VALUATION ISSUES 

As previously mentioned, these two approaches to pricing 
problematic are significantly different.  Network - based 
approach, notes into account the real flows in the network, 
but not their impact on the entire network. Specifically 
method MW-km is method line-by-line and fixed price has 
two components: the size of the transmitted power, as well as 
distance. It is one of the first pricing strategy, is based on DC 
power flow calculation. On the other hand, is a method, that 
is based on the power flows in the network. This is a method 
of distribution coefficients in this case the Generalized 
Generation Shift Distribution Factors (GGDFs coefficients or 
D coefficients) determining effect on each generator in 

system for active power flows. [4] Provides overall use 
facilities of the transmission system. The coefficients are 
based on DC current model. These pricing strategies are 
often modified, especially the method MW-km, so that the 
offset shortcomings, particularly with a view to the unused 
portion of the network. Complex view on the issue of pricing, 
I processed in paper "A review of issue of valuations 
transmission services in restructured electricity market", as a 
contribution to the conference SCYR 2014. [5]                 

III.  DESCRIPTION SOLUTIONS PROBLEM 
   

A comparison of two approaches was chosen standard 
IEEE 14-bus system with two generators. Generators are 
connected to bus 1 and bus 2. [5] One important factor is that 
the reference method postage stamps does not consider the 
length of the line system, and therefore the values are very 
low compared to both methods. The calculation is carried out 
for 20 lines k. Where calculation methods postage stamp, line 
cost Ck we set on 10 €. Calculated costs CkMW1k are for 
generator G1 and lines k 1 to 20 as follows: 368,86; 260,5; 
321; 265,39; 98,04; 249,73; 129,89; 74,51; 185,59; 27,09; 
33,36; 75,27; 0; 129,89; 28,47; 44,75; 11,57; 6,27 and 21,49. 
For generator G2 are costs CkMW2k same. Results are in 
Table 1.  

TABLE I 

 
We assume, that the length of the lines are proportional to 
the line reactance. As a method MW-km, same as well as the 
method GGDF used DC power flows. The values of line costs 
CkLk (€) for lines k 1 to 20 are for method MW-km 
following: 52,64; 198,43; 176,13; 156,87; 154,7; 152,16; 
37,46; 8,9; 8,9; 8,9; 265,93; 227,59; 115,9; 8,9; 8,9; 75,18; 
240,55; 170,88; 177,83 and 220,66. Calculated costs 

CALCULATION METHOD POSTAGE STAMP 
Line k Line cost G1 G2 

  Ck (€) CkMW1,k CkMW2,k 
Total 200 2531,3 2531,3 

Total cost of each generator (€) 2556,09 2556,09 
Total cost (€) 5062,6 

Each transaction cost (€) 100 100 
Cost (€/MW) 0,61 0,76 
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CkLkMW1k are for generator G1 and lines k 1 to 20 as follows: 
2446,29; 6002,63; 6326,58; 4625,26; 3555,72; 1701,17; 
1069,61; 129,76; 74,42; 185,85; 541,49; 854,59; 981,65; 0; 
129,76; 239,59; 1206,36; 224,82; 125,36 and 752,38. For 
generator G2 are costs CkLkMW2k same.                                                       

 
TABLE II 

CALCULATION METHOD MW-KM  
Line k Line cost G1 G2 

  CkLk (€) CkLkMW1,k CkLkMW2,k 

Total 2466,87 31173,29 31173,29 

Total cost (€) 62346,58 

Each transaction cost (€) 1233,69 1233,69 

Cost (€/MW) 8,03 11,68 
 
The values of line costs CkLk (€) for lines k 1 to 20 are for 
method GGDF same as in method MW-km. Calculated costs 
CkLkMW1k are for generator G1 and lines k 1 to 20 as follows: 
5657,65; 9122,69; 7195,44; 4919,29; 3464,48; 1755,6; 
1079,95; 152,14; 87,26; 222,75; 671,93; 1018,36; 1173,4; 0; 
152,14; 270,85; 1402,26; 237; 153,02 and 936,56. For 
generator G2 are costs CkLkMW2k follows: 764,91; 2882,56; 
5457,73; 4331,24; 3646,97; 1646,74; 1059,27; 107,37; 
61,57; 148,95; 411,04; 690,82; 789,91; 0; 107,37; 207,47; 
1010,47; 212,4; 97,15 and 578,22.  

 
TABLE III 

CALCULATION METHOD GGDF 

Line k Line cost G1 G2 

  CkLk (€) CkLkMW1,k CkLkMW2,k 

Total 2466,87 39662,77 24212,16 

Total cost (€) 63874,93 

Each transaction cost (€) 1532,56 935,31 

Cost (€/MW) 9,96 8,54 
 
Results are in Table 2 and Table 3. The issue of valuation 
using the method of distribution coefficients has already been 
dealt with in paper " Metódy oceňovania prenosových 
služieb". [4]   

IV. CONCLUSION 

Currently, the method used postage stamp in area of Slovak 
republic. This method does not reflect the real use of 
transmission network and is unfair to every transaction. The 
method postage stamp have undergone comparison with the 
method MW- mile and GGDF factors. Based on the results, it 
can be stated, that the method postage stamp does not reflect 
transmission costs sufficiently, and the results compared 
methods can be stated that the method GGDF distributes 
costs most fairer among the compared methods. 
These methods have been tested on 14- bus system, but for 
verification of these conclusions, it is necessary to verify the 
results on the larger transmission test systems. Other methods 
are valuation perspective, such as Kirscher and Bialek tracing 
method, which will focused on the future. 
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Abstract— Body language together with spoken words 

describes the way we communicate with other people. Our 

natural ways of communication could hardly take a role in 

relationship of human and computational system for decades. We 

got used to work with artificial devices such as keyboard and 

mouse. In these days we interact with ubiquitous computing 

presented in our closest living environment. Computational 

power of various types of devices is used to provide the user 

interface as comfortable as possible. This paper aims at definition 

and evaluation of new and progressive user interfaces of smart 

environments with perception of human behavior. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Miniaturization of computers without direct proportion on 

the loss of the performance together with increase of stability 

of wireless communication standards provides an advantage to 

almost hide the presence of various types of devices. Some of 

them could be purchased at affordable price. Their 

coordination with the use of proper software can lead to 

building up of complex unit able to sense the events and 

context of specific environment. Acquired data about 

inhabitants and environment is crucial to perform prediction 

and automated task.  

Connection of all mentioned facts covers the term of smart 

environment (SmE) or ubiquitous computing (UbC) and 

ambient intelligence (AmI). 

Smart environments could bring extended solutions in: 

 Safety, security and privacy 

 Health, wellness and ergonomics 

 Resource saving 

 Entertainment and convenience.  

The field of a smart environment is strongly related to other 

disciplines and achievements in areas of computer science 

shown in Fig. 1 [1].  

Despite desirable automation of various tasks at workplaces 

and living environments there will still remain tasks with the 

need of human attention. It is connected with natural will of 

controlling the space, where we exist. In the connection with 

SmE there is a challenge to define suitable user interfaces 

(UI). UI is the research subject of human-computer interaction 

(HCI). 

II. HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION AND SMART 

ENVIRONMENTS 

The way we interact with computers is the result of either 

technological but also non-technological changes of our 

society. Some of changes are caused by increased level of 

stability and reliability level of particular technology with 

commercial success. Most significant non-technological 

triggers include increase of expectation from computational 

system and the loss of fear from using computers. People are 

becoming more liberal. The phenomenon is the result of 

coming of new technology consumer‟s generations. 

SmE is divided into three groups of components according 

their main functionality: 

 Sensors 

 Controllers 

 Actuators. 

Sensors are core devices which are used to record data 

about the space and its inhabitants. It includes physical 

properties like pressure, temperature and humidity or 

biometric properties like capturing face, voice or gait. 

Extended list of properties contains TABLE I [2].  

Controllers dispose with computational performance to 

classify, store, retrieve but also analyze and disseminate data 

from sensors. Analysis of different information in context is 

demanding great performance that causes delegation of 

 
Fig. 1 Interaction between intelligent environments and other disciplines [1] 
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computation per external network to cloud technologies.  

Actuators are used to provide changes of environment 

based on commands from the user or analysis of  context data. 

Mediator of both cases is usually a controller. Actuators 

consist from electric and mechanical parts like electro motors, 

electric valves, and thermostats. 

Functionality of each component type could be embedded 

into one device. Smartphone or other wearable devices could 

accomplish functions of all three types in parallel. Fig. 3 

presents smart environment in layers according to the 

interaction level with the user [3]. In the lowest layer are 

appliances, distributed smart devices together with robot 

agents which are getting more capable to replace the user in 

many activities and also capable to satisfy social needs in the 

rising scope [4]. Cooperation of SmE and robots could 

dramatically simplify robotic tasks connected with 

communication and information exchange with the user [5].  

According to Mark Weiser's origins of UbC presented in 

[6], the user interface of smart environment is highly based on 

human-centered design without necessary addition of 

abstraction level like desktop metaphor and window system 

known from graphical user interface (GUI). With increase of 

requirements of easy understanding and learning to work with 

the user interface, modern user interfaces are inspired by 

natural way of communication using posture, gestures, spoken 

words   and handwriting. This approach is characteristic for 

natural user interface (NUI).  

The user interaction and SmE consists of both, conscious or 

direct interaction and subconscious or indirect interaction. 

A. Conscious (direct) interaction 

Conscious interaction is connected with performing tasks of 

control and SmE setup or obtaining information which are 

related or unrelated with SmE. Remote control is not 

considered to be a part of this category. 

The user should be allowed to use the way of 

communication which is the most comfortable for him/her. 

Basic element of NUI is a touch on the surface. UI based on 

touch is widely used in mobile devices with embedded 

capacitive display. There are known and frequently used 

gestures which were outlined [7] or arise through evolution of 

touch interface. Mostly used set of gestures contains tap, 

swipe, pinch, zoom and rotate. Entire system controlled by 

touch interface could avoid the loss on scalability option per 

providing possibility of creation the user defined gestures.  

Similar requirement are set for voice commands and gesture-

based commands in 3D space. VRPITA [9] is the system with 

custom gesture creation support presented in Fig. 2. 

B. Subconscious (indirect) interaction 

Interaction with physical world can play a role in 

communication with other people. For example in particular 

context if someone enters the room all other people are asked 

to stand up. This kind of signal could be used to turn on the 

lights in the room or in the opposite turning off heating in case 

of leaving. Interaction with physical objects could create 

inputs for computational system without further interventions 

and needed attention of the user. Physical objects are 

becoming building elements of spatial [10] or grasp user 

interfaces [11]. 

III. INPUTS AND CONTEXT DATA 

Recognition of the user behavior represents the input data 

for SmE. In the case of high support and assistance in daily 

living it is necessary to perceive context of the user's outer 

activity. Contextual data basics include a location where the 

activity occurs. Inputs in the form of contextual data 

considering location are widely used in navigation systems of 

mobile devices. In case of SmE it is necessary to deal with 

rich content consists from heterogeneous data including time 

and other measurable values describing status of the entire 

environment [8]. Human behavior is connected with emotions 

in many cases. This fact introduces new requirements on 

capturing and data analysis from different perspective. 

Captured data need to be compared to the rich information 

base. Credible outputs highly depend on quality of the model 

which needs to be precisely chosen mostly on decisions of 

TABLE I                                                                                  

MEASURABLE PROPERTIES OF SMART ENVIRONMENTS* [2] 

Category Measurand 

Physical properties pressure, temperature, humidity, flow 

Motion properties 

   

position, velocity, angular velocity, 

acceleration 

Contact properties  strain, force, torque,  vibration 

Presence  tactile/contact, proximity, distance/range, 

motion 

Biochemical props. biochemical agents 

Identification RFID/person ID, biometrics 

* Table includes measurable properties of the surrounding space and 

the user as a part of the environment  

 

 
Fig. 3  Schematic view of layers of smart environment presenting 

components in interaction with the user [3] 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Fig. 2  Left – touch user interface of VRPITA system (red arrows describe 

direction of fingertip movements), Right – acceptable gesture pattern  
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human beings [12].  

There are many challenges in building appropriate UI 

considering desirable properties. Many of them could not be 

implemented using known methods of building traditional user 

interfaces. Entire system of AmI should be adaptable and 

highly customizable according to variety of living spaces.  

All human activities of interaction with physical space and 

other people are significant through properties:  

 activities are continuous and nested (one activity 

could be a part of another) 

 activities are abruptly interrupted because of 

unexpected events or lose of attention (they could 

be resumed) 

 activities rarely have exact starting and ending point 

so determination requires flexible approach 

 exchange of particular steps could describe the same 

activity 

For appropriate activity determination there is a need to create 

associative information model [3].  

IV. DISTRIBUTION AND FORM OF OUTPUTS 

Outputs of computational process are in case of SmE in the 

form of status change or delivering additional information. 

This information should be reached in many forms (image, 

sound, video, text) using different ways. Content should be 

available online via web browsers, mobile devices and 

embedded in environment. Broad range of UI modalities on 

each device requires flexible approach to layout generation 

according to the context. Generation and the placement of UI 

elements should consider limitation of display devices, 

distance, orientation and angle of view. Our physical 

environment is exhibited to less or more significant changes 

which could be hardly predictable. Displaying surface could 

also be the subject of change for example in the case of 

projection. GUI needs to be continuously adjustable in this 

case [13]  

Another challenge is to keep UI consistent on all devices in 

real time. UI need to be changed according to internal or 

external triggers. In [14] is presented multi-access service 

platform which keeps the statement of UI actual on different 

devices per usage of services, templates, and internal UI 

model. 

 It is important to notice that human attention and awareness 

is limited. The design of UI should not provide overwhelming 

amount of information.   

 

Implementation of SmE depends on parallel processing of 

recording, segmentation and analysis of acquired data, 

computational process and representation of outputs. 

Processes and connections are described in Fig. 4. 

V. USABILITY EVALUATION 

The user interfaces of SmE should be effective in variety of 

different activities in wide variety of contexts. Building 

efficient UI for such a complex system as smart environment 

is challenging, time consuming and costly process. Most of 

effort is aimed at lowering resources without impact on quality 

of UI. There are several known and used approaches and 

methods for UI usability evaluation. [15] 

A. Model-based approach 

Model-based evaluation is using models to describe human 

behavior in interaction with the system. This type of 

evaluation could be used to replace or supplement empirical 

testing. Model-based evaluation could bring appropriate 

results in early stages of UI development in case that 

implementation of components is incomplete.  Usability tests 

are in the form of calculation and simulations. This approach 

represents engineering or analytic models to building UI. 

There are three main types of models according to the level of 

analysis. [16] 

 Task network model is used to describe the human behavior 

in the use cases of developed system. All operations should be 

decomposed into component tasks which can be also further 

decomposed. The model is usually presented in the graphical 

form of PERT charts. Processes are a set of nodes and 

connections between them represents the control flow. Tasks 

in the same level of hierarchy could be performed in the series 

or in parallel. There is not fixed level of model abstraction but 

achieved results are more useful in engineering work 

considering human factors than to studies of cognition. 

Despite known cases when some aspects of human behavior 

are considered like workload measurement, memory 

requirements and Fitts law, cognition is not usually 

represented. Determination of the task order is also based on 

randomness, probabilistic or scenarios and developed 

conditional rules. [17] 

Cognitive models integrate theories of psychological 

mechanisms of complex learning, cognition and human 

performance. These models assume that human activity is 
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Fig. 4  Processes and connections of smart environments  
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purposeful, adaptive and computed by information processing 

mechanisms realized by physical and biological processes. 

Cognitive architecture implemented in connection of usability 

tests is in the form of computer programs which represent 

agents or virtual users operating in simulated task 

environment. The effort is aimed at creation of complex 

behavioral models which are used in a domain of basic 

research projects and at current state of art there is very 

limited experience of their use in actual design settings. [18] 

GOMS models represent reduction methods of user's 

interaction into physical, cognitive or perceptual actions. 

Through determined elementary actions (operations) is UI 

further studied according to goals which are achieved with the 

use of methods and selection rules [16]. GOMS models 

produce valuable evaluation data based on computation in 

short period of time with low cost and effort. UI is described 

by the knowledge of procedures that the user must have to 

operate the system. Despite several known techniques of 

building up these models there is not sufficient method to 

include user behavior affected by social surrounding, fatigue 

and environment. Evaluation also works in conditions typical 

for expert users without considering of novices.[18] 

B. Inspection based approach 

Inspection based evaluation approach stand in the opposite 

of empirical testing with target users. There are several 

methods including heuristic evaluation, cognitive 

walkthrough, pluralistic walkthrough and feature, consistency 

and standard inspection which could be applied on all systems 

without further specification. Most of them rely on experts 

which evaluate UI in terms of effectivity, efficiency and user's 

satisfaction. Advantage of usability evaluation based on 

inspection is the usage in the stage of design. Mentioned 

method of evaluation doesn't produce statistical outputs and 

quality strictly depends on experience of evaluators. [19] 

C. Empirical testing 

Empirical evaluation is usually performed by real users with 

different levels of expertise. This method includes choosing 

tasks which will be tested in the work with the system and UI 

properties which will be evaluated. During a testing are user's 

actions or behavior in general including facial movements 

recorded and analyzed. Final part of testing is spontaneous 

thinking aloud which could be source of major improvements. 

Evaluation based on empiricism is usually in final stages of UI 

development because of high demands on time and resources. 

[20] 

Diversity of approaches to UI development for SmE 

requires combination of known evaluation methods. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces various challenges and current 

approaches connected with design, implementation and 

evaluation of user interfaces for smart environments. The user 

interface strictly depends on other properties of the SmE and 

their improvements. Because of this fact authors rely on 

prototyping using virtual reality. Desirable outcomes could 

highlight benefits of SmE in the meaning of communication 

with handicapped people. Identified properties of complex 

user interfaces and insufficiencies of known solutions become 

the subject of further research in this area.   
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Abstract— This paper is summarization of last year of post 

gradual study. Solved research tasks and published articles are 

presented here. This work involves design and measurements of 

microstrip narrow-band notch filter on LTCC substrate Murata 

LFC; stability of LTCC substrates in high frequency area after 

accelerated aging testes; impact analysis of LTCC materials in 

microstrip filters’ behavior up to 13 GHz; correlation between 

simulations and real measurements of microstrip filters based on 

LTCC in high frequency area and usability of various LTCC in 

in microstrip filters construction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With evolution of information technology, the frequency 

applied to electronic devices has become higher to handle the 

growing volume dat. These devices are used in various types 

of environments (temperature, humidity, etc.) and they are 

loaded by high frequencies. 

Because of high frequencies it is not possible to use typical 

electronic elements (resistors, capacitors, inductors), for that 

reason all devices for high frequency applications are designed 

and constructed using planar transmission lines, mostly by 

microstrip lines. Microstrip structures’ design is strictly 

depending on dielectric properties, dielectric constant and loss 

tangent, of used substrate. 

The most significant problems caused by higher frequencies 

are losses as well as stability and reliability of mentioned 

dielectric properties. For that reason it is necessary to find out 

behavior, stability and reliability of dielectric substrates in 

different environments loaded by high frequency [1]. 

II. INITIAL STATUS 

Nowadays, there are a lot of PCB and LTCC dielectric 

substrates available on the market but not all of them are 

suitable for high frequency applications. Only few of these 

substrates were designed and have sufficient properties for 

high frequency applications, which means they have high 

dielectric constant and low loss tangent. However, in general 

each  application has unique requirements which have to be 

fulfilled. Except suitable dielectric properties their stability in 

high frequency area and different environment is very 

important. For these reasons it is necessary to find suitable 

dielectric substrates and characterized their behavior, because 

no research in this area was done so far. 

After studying theoretical background about complex 

permitivity, dielectric polarizations and losses [2] we want to 

solve these PhD theses: 

1. Design methodology for measurements of dielectric 

properties in high frequency area. 

2. Dielectric properties analyses’ of PCB and LTCC 

materials using planar structures in high frequency 

area. 

3. Microscopic analyses of crystallization process in 

various processing conditions’ and their impact on 

dielectric properties. 

4. Analyses of accelerated ageing on dielectric properties 

of PCB and LTCC materials. 

5. Applique analyses results’ in fabrication of selected 

high frequency element based on PCB and LTCC. 

III. SOLVED TASKS IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR 

A. Design and Measurements of Microstrip Narrow-band 

Notch Filter Based on LTCC Substrate Murata LFC  

Microstrip narrow-band notch filter from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 

GHz were designed, simulated, fabricated and measured. 

Return losses and forward transmission coefficient were 

analyzed and compared with simulation and requirements. 

Fabricated filter has attenuation only -37.9 dB (required -40 

dB) and stop band from 2.32 GHz to 2.52 GHz (required from 

2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz) but in spite these facts it can be used in 

UWB applications. On the other hand it is necessary to 

investigate influence of filter with quite different than required 

performance on UWB radar systems’ accuracy. 

 

B. Stability of LTCC Substrates in High Frequency Area 

after Accelerated Aging Tests  

Microstrip structures using two different LTCC substrates 

were fabricated and loaded by accelerated aging test. Before 

starting tests and after each testing sessions measurements 

were done. All results were plotted in graphs and analyzed. 

Small changes of dielectric properties could lead to 
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stopband’s enlargement and degradation of usable signal. 

HTOL tests have no significant influence on LTCC substrates 

in comparison with temperature cycling test which changed 

properties of dielectric LTCC substrates and behavior of 

microstrip structures (enlargement of primary stopband). 

Comparison between DuPont GreenTape 951 and 9K7 

showed good suitability and stability for HF application 

loaded by thermal stress in spite of fact that DuPont 

GreenTape 9K7 was designed especially for HF applications. 

Importance of pastes conductivity was proved in this article. 

This work will be basic for future microstructure analyses.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Fabricated microstrip bandstop filter with L-resonators based on 

GreenTape DuPont 951 (up) and GreenTape DuPont 9K7 (down) 

 

C. Impact Analysis of LTCC Materials on Microstrip Filters’ 

Behaviour up to 13 GHz 

We have presented 3 types of microstrip filters (LP, BP, 

BS) based on various LTCC dielectrics due to meet the aim to 

investigate the impact of materials on filters’ behavior in 

UWB frequency application. Relatively high dielectric 

constant of LTCC (GT 951PX, GT 9K7 PX, Murata LFC) 

enables a significant reduction in the module dimensions. 

Except size reduction, the proposed filters fabricated using 

different LTCC substrates are characterised in low dielectric 

losses. It is not possible to unambiguously determine the most 

suitable LTCC dielectric for these filter design but 

temperature-stable dielectric properties of Murata LFC make 

them a promising ceramic for HF application (repeatability of 

realised experiments). The novelty of this work lies in 

unconventional using of LTCC as material with defined 

dielectric properties proper for HF applications. Processing 

demands and low dielectric losses are the most essential 

properties in material selection. This paper confirms suitability 

and possibility for high frequency applications, especially for 

filter design. 

D. Correlation between Simulations and Real Measurements 

of Microstrip Filters Based on LTCC in High Frequency Area 

Three types (LP, BP, BS) of filters were designed, 

simulated, fabricated and measured. Simulated and measured 

forward transmission coefficients were plotted in joint graphs 

to analyse their mutual correlation. 

Simulations provided by Ansoft Designer are very ideal and 

do not correspond with real measurements, this distortion 

could influence performance of devices in very important 

manner, on the other hand, simulations provided by 

HyperLynx 3D EM Designer are in correlation with measured 

results, in general for all three types of filters. For these 

reasons HyperLynx 3D EM Designer is considered to be more 

suitable for design of microstrip structures in HF area. 

E. Usability of Various LTCC in Microstrip Filters 

Construction 

Introduction of LTCC type 9K7 by DuPont and Murata 

LFC as a substrate into the HF application brings a new 

quality due to good microwave dielectric properties. In our 

research, we tried to find out a method of shrinkage instability 

elimination as well as a correlation among shrinkage and 

mechanical properties. It is well known that LTCC shrinks in 

the three directions of length, width, and thickness during 

firing. Shrinkage of about 15 % occurs in each direction. 

Murata demonstrated an exception to this rule. Murata LFC 

unlike DuPont LTCC (DuPont 951, DuPont 9K7) retains its 

physical dimensions in the x and y directions and restricts the 

ceramic shrinkage to only the z-direction (thickness). Murata 

offers non-shrinkage substrates using its proprietary pressured 

non-shrinkage firing method that provides superb dimensional 

accuracy and flatness. Minimal shrinkage of Murata provides 

excellent electrical characteristics because of its use of low 

dielectric ceramic material. In our experiments we omit the 

pressure assisted firing method that is typical for Murata and 

instead of this we implemented various combinations with 

DuPont LTCC. We found out that combination of Murata with 

DuPont 9K7 LTCC in a three layer system brings new quality 

with near elimination of shrinkage. Murata's LTCC substrates 

treated by conventional firing process could be accepted in HF 

applications in combination with DuPont 9K7. 

IV. FUTURE (WORK) 

In future work we will focus on design, simulation and 

fabrication of microstrip resonators based on different LTCC 

substrates (Green Tape 9K7X, Green Tape 951PX, Murat 

LFC) and PCB (Rogers RO30003C, Rogers RO4003C, 

Rogers RT/duroid 5880 and Rogers RT/duroid 6010LM). 

Fabricated microstrip resonators will be measured. From 

measured scattering parameters dielectric properties (dielectric 

constant, loss tangent) of substrates will be calculated in wide 

frequency range from DC up to 13 GHz.   
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Abstract—This paper is a summarization of last year of post 

gradual study. Solved research tasks and published articles are 

presented here. This work involves the theoretical background of 

inkjet printing technology, design and comparison between 

simulations and measurements of UWB antenna based on 

polyimide substrates and also the measurements of wettability, 

roughness and micro hardness of most used substrates in inkjet 

printing technology, such as polyimide, polyester and aramid 

paper.   

 

Keywords—Inkjet printing, polyimide substrate, surface 

treatment, UWB antenna. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The unstoppable development of nanotechnology brings 

new possibilities in the area of electronics technology. One of 

these technologies is inkjet printing technology, which offers a 

lot of advantages, such as creation conductive, semi 

conductive, isolation or other function layers onto various 

flexible substrates. Described non-contact printing method 

presents the digital printing, which works with small ink 

quantities with very low viscosity based on nanoparticles of 

special materials. This printing technology is suitable 

especially for applications, where the precise printing with 

high accuracy is desirable [1]. 

Inks, used for inkjet printing technology may be divided 

into 3 groups. The first, most used inks are based on 

nanoparticles of conductive organic (PEDOT:PSS) or 

inorganic (silver, gold, copper) materials. The second group 

consists of semi conductive inks, which are based on carbon 

nanotubes, as well as on organic materials, such as PQT-12 or 

P3HT. The last group of inks serves to creating of isolation 

layers. For this purpose, organic (PVP, PMMA) and inorganic 

(Zr, TiO2, SiO2) materials are used [2], [3]. 

II. INITIAL STATUS 

Nowadays, printing with high accuracy is desirable mainly 

in high frequency area, especially in the case of antennas. The 

requirements to antennas are very strict, what includes a strict 

defined frequency band, high gain of antenna and last but not 

least, the size of antenna is also the very important parameter. 

Flexible polymeric substrates, such as polyimide film 

Kapton
®
, are usually used in high frequency area because of 

their suitable dielectric properties and also good temperature 

resistance [1], [5]. 

Printing the structures and lines with width less than 50 µm 

is extremely difficult. There are many technological factors 

that affect the quality of printed structures. For this purpose, 

the quality of surfaces is needed to analyze. The roughness, 

wettability and surface tension of substrates play a significant 

role to drop spreading. Surface treatment represents an 

important step to optimize the technological process of 

printing [4].  

After studying theoretical background about inkjet printing 

technology, substrates’ surfaces and their modifications as 

well as drop spreading we want to solve these PhD theses: 

1. Optimization of technological factors affecting the 

structure of silver layers realized by inkjet printing.  

2. Analysis of adhesion mechanism between layers based 

on silver nanoparticles and substrates and proposal 

for methodology of their measurement. 

3. Analysis of properties of silver layers realized by 

inkjet printing technology and analysis the impact of 

various parameters to the quality. 

4. Application of analysis’ results for the design of 2 

selected electronic components on a flexible substrate 

by inkjet printing technology.  

III. SOLVED TASKS IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR 

Tasks which are summarized in the following section were 

solved in the last year of postgraduate study based on 

dissertation thesis. 

A. Analysis of Substrate Surfaces 

For the purpose of optimization process of inkjet printing 

technology, we realized the surfaces’ analysis of polymeric 

substrates, as well as Al2O3.  

Fig. 1 shows the roughness of the silver layer deposited by 

inkjet printing technology onto polyimide substrate. 

The roughness measurement of substrates and silver layers 

was realized by 3D optical profiler Senofar Senso Scan Neox. 

For analysis of the adhesion mechanism, scratch test was also 

applied. For analysis the substrate’s wettability, the contact 

angle of several types of polymeric substrates, papers and 

Al2O3 was also measured. 
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Fig. 1.  Surface of silver layer after sintering process printed on polyimide 

substrate Kapton® HN. 

 

The results of contact angle measurements show, that the 

contact angle of polyimide foils Kapton
®
 HN without surface 

treatment is about 60°. After applying the chemical agent 

EGC-1720 to the substrate, the contact angle grows up to 

110°.  

  
a) b) 

Fig. 2.  Contact angle measurement a) Kapton® HN without surface 

treatment, b) Kapton® HN treated by EGC-1720. 

 

B. Design and Realization of UWB Antenna on Flexible 

      Substrate by Inkjet Printing Technology 

The description of design (Fig. 3) and realization of UWB 

antenna on polyimide substrate Kapton
®
 HN by inkjet printing 

technology is presented here. The mentioned antenna works in 

frequency bandwidth from 5.5 to 11.7 GHz with gain of 2.4 

dB. The printing of antenna was realized by PixDro PL50 

inkjet printer with print head Spectra
®
 SE-128 AA by using 

conductive ink based on nanoparticles of silver AX JP-6n by 

Amepox Microelectronics LTD. The impedance matching to 

50 Ω was realized by length adjustment of feeding element to 

λ/4 [5].  

 
Fig. 3.  Antenna design. 

 

The reflection coefficient S11 of antenna was measured by 

vector network analyzer Agilent PNA in range of 0 – 13.5 

GHz and it is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows, that the 

bandwidth of simulated and realized antenna is very similar 

and it is more than 6 GHz, from 5.5 to 11.7 GHz. The 

dielectric constant of DuPont
TM

 Kapton
®
 HN is 3.4 with 

thickness 50.4 µm [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Measured and simulated reflection coefficient S11 of realized UWB 

antenna. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

In future work we will focus on surface treatment of several 

kinds of polymeric substrates by chemical agents and on their 

analysis. After optimization of substrates’ surfaces, the 

obtained results will be implemented into the inkjet printing 

technology with respect to PhD thesis. 
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Abstract—This paper describes the tasks and obtained results 

solved in the previous year of post gradual study. The work is 

focused on the possibilities of using Low Temperature Co-fired 

Ceramics (LTCC) technology in the high frequency (HF) area. 

This paper deals with design, simulation and integration of 

microstrip Band-Pass (BP) and Low-Pass (LP) filters into one 

multilayer package based on LTCC. Article investigate the 

impact of interlayer vias on microstrip LP filters’ performances 

in the HF area. This paper assesses the suitability of LTCC 

substrate Murata LFC for the production of the microstip 

stepped-impedance LP filter for HF area. Article demonstrates 

the compatibility of LTCC substrate Murata LFC with 

conductor system LL612 Ag designed for GreenTape 9K7. LP, 

BP and band stop (BS) filters for Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) radar 

systems were designed, simulated, fabricated and measured using 

three various dielectric substrates: DuPont GreenTape 951, 

DuPont GreenTape 9K7 and Murata LFC. We introduce a 

design of multilayer structure which includes all parts of I – Q 

demodulator based on LTCC substrate Green Tape 951PX. 

 

Keywords—Low-Pass, Band-Pass, LTCC, High Frequency.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapidly growing field of UWB applications in various 

areas pushes the requests for new enhanced UWB radar 

systems. One of the very promising solutions for the UWB 

device realization is based on so called M-sequence approach, 

where the operation is based on a special type of the M-

Sequence. This UWB sensor system is simply expandable 

with I – Q demodulator on side of receiver and mixer on the 

transmitting side [1]. I – Q demodulation is very useful if we 

need to obtain both the magnitude and phase of the received 

signal. Our sensor system is designed in order to match the 

frequency bandwidth set by ECC organization [2]. Therefore, 

it is necessary to select received signals at I – Q demodulator 

inputs by BP filters. Mentioned UWB sensor system operates 

in frequency band from DC to 2 GHz, for that reason it is 

necessary to filter signals at I – Q demodulator outputs by the 

LP filters. 

II. INITIAL STATUS 

Nowadays, filtering in I – Q demodulator is provided by 

commercial fabricated BP and LP LTCC filters (BFCN-7900+ 

and LFCN-3400+) from Mini-Circuits Company [3]. 

However, these filters do not achieve the required properties 

(cut off frequency and attenuation in stop band). Because the 

pass band of commercial fabricated BP filter is only 0.3 GHz 

(from 7.8 GHz to 8.1 GHz) [4] the operating bandwidth (2.5 

GHz) set by ECC is not fully utilized. Commercially 

fabricated LP filter have pass band from DC to 4.1 GHz [5] 

which is 2.1 GHz more than is required. This causes aliasing 

and leads to unobserved Nyquist sampling theorem. To solve 

the problem with filtering in I – Q demodulator, we have 

specified the following dissertation thesis: 

1. Design, measurement and properties evaluations of 

thick film antialiasing LP prototype filter constructed 

on LTCC substrate. 

2. Design, measurement and properties evaluations of 

thick film BP prototype filter constructed on LTCC 

substrate with bandwidth set by ECC organization.  

3. Integration of LP and BP prototype filters mentioned 

in point 1 and 2 to multilayer structure based on 

LTCC substrate. 

4. Study and analysis of 3D technological possibilities on 

LTCC substrate and assess its suitability for the 

construction of I - Q demodulator prototype for 

UWB sensor system based on LTCC substrate. 

III. SOLVED TASKS IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR 

Tasks which are summarized in the following section were 

solved in last year of postgraduate study based on dissertation 

thesis. 

A. Integration of Microstrip LP and BP Filters to Multilayer 

      Structure Based on Various LTCC 

According to the simulations multilayer structures with 

integrated filters (BP and LP) using various LTCC materials 

were fabricated and measured. We’ve demonstrated impact of 

interlayer vias on LP filters’ performances and suitability of 

different LTCC substrates for UWB sensor system (based on 

M – sequence). Measurement of LP filters where signal is 

transmitted through vias and where signal is transmitted 

straight to LP filters shows that vias with fine quality improve 

properties of transmitted signal. We point out that quality of 

interlayer vias have major impact on LP filters’ performances. 

We have shown that the more suitable LTCC material for 

microstrip LP and BP filters for UWB sensor system 

(frequency range from DC to 13 GHz) is LTCC substrate 

GreenTape 951PX (despite to bigger value of loss tangent). 

On the other hand the transmission characteristics of 

microstrip filters based on both LTCC types of substrates meet 
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requirements and are acceptable for use in I – Q demodulator 

for UWB sensor system. This project was preliminary for 

manufacturing multilayer package of I – Q demodulator with 

all his parts based on LTCC substrate [6]. 

B. Design of Low Pass Filter Based on Substrate Murata 

      LFC for Ultra Wide-Band Sensor System 

 The microstrip stepped-impedance LP filters with cut off 

frequency 2.5 GHz and a minimum attenuation -40 dB in stop 

band were designed, simulated and experimental tested. The 

layouts of LP filters were created by the HyperLynx 3D EM 

Designer (from Mentor Graphics) and simulated with full-

wave electromagnetic simulation. Comparisons between 

simulated and measured S parameters of designed microstrip 

stepped-impedance LP filters were presented. We point out 

that conductor system designed for GreenTape 9K7 (DuPont 

LL612) is compatible with LTCC substrate Murata LFC. We 

verified the suitability of the LTCC material Murata LFC for 

the production of the microstrip stepped-impedance LP filters 

for high frequency area.  Transmission characteristics of 

microstrip LP filters are acceptable for use in the UWB sensor 

system as an antialiasing LP filters for I – Q demodulator [7]. 

C. Impact Analysis of LTCC Materials on Microstrip Filters’ 

      Behaviour up to 13 GHz 

We have presented 3 types of microstrip filters (LP, BP, 

BS) based on various LTCC dielectrics due to meet the aim to 

investigate the impact of materials on filters’ behavior in 

UWB frequency application. Relatively high dielectric 

constant of LTCC (GT 951PX, GT 9K7 PX, Murata LFC) 

enables a significant reduction in the module dimensions. 

Except size reduction, the proposed filters fabricated using 

different LTCC substrates are characterised in low dielectric 

losses. It is not possible to unambiguously determine the most 

suitable LTCC dielectric for these filter design but 

temperature-stable dielectric properties of Murata LFC make 

them a promising ceramic for HF application (repeatability of 

realised experiments). The novelty of this work lies in using 

various LTCC as active part of electronic devices which gives 

LTCC another option and advantage in HF applications. 

Processing demands and low dielectric losses are the most 

essential properties in material selection. This paper confirms 

suitability and possibility for high frequency applications, 

especially for filter design [8]. 

D. Correlation between Simulations and Real Measurements   

     of Microstrip Filters based on LTCC in High Frequency    

     Area 

Three types (LP, BP, BS) of filters were designed, 

simulated, fabricated and measured. Simulated and measured 

forward transmission coefficients were plotted in joint graphs 

to analyse their mutual correlation. Simulations provided by 

Ansoft Designer are very ideal and do not correspond with 

real measurements, this distortion could influence 

performance of devices in very important manner, on the other 

hand, simulations provided by HyperLynx 3D EM Designer 

are in correlation with measured results, in general for all three 

types of filters. For these reasons HyperLynx 3D EM Designer 

is considered to be more suitable for design of microstrip 

structures in HF area [9]. 

E. Modified I – Q Demodulator for M-Sequence UWB 

      Sensor System Based on LTCC 

We have developed new multilayer I – Q demodulator with 

embedded microstrip LP and PB filters based on LTCC 

dielectric substrate Green Tape 951PX (Fig.1). Multilayer  

I – Q demodulator was designed, simulated and experimental 

tested. We point out that developed microstrip LP and BP 

filters achieved better transmission characteristic in 

comparison with commercial available LTCC SMD LP [5] 

and BP [4] filters. We verified the suitability of the LTCC 

material GreenTape 951 for the production of I – Q 

demodulator. We’ve demonstrated impact of interlayer vias on 

microstrip LP filters’ performances. Measurement of 

microstrip LP and BP filters shows that filters based on 

microstrip structures are suitable for HF area (up to 10 GHz). 

We presented advantages of this new “LTCC” approach for 

the construction of multilayer I – Q demodulator with 

embedded microstrip filters [10]. 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 1.  Multilayer I – Q demodulator: a) top side b) bottom side 
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Abstract—this paper deals with facts about the regulation and 

management of micro grid as the part of smart grid. This paper 

also contains the overview on all my tasks solved in the last year 

period of time. There are some facts about the regulation of micro 

grid such as primary, secondary and tertiary control. The grid 

with implemented voltage level of 400 V in simulating program 

MODES is also mentioned there. The principle of regulation that 

is divided into 4 parts is discussed in chapter three. Finally there 

are aims for implementation and analyze for the next year. 

 

Keywords—Smart grid, micro grid, renewable energy sources, 

regulation of micro grid 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increasing demand of electricity and the 

decreasing trend in fossil sources are micro-sources becoming 

an integral part of the energy mix of electricity sources. Micro 

grids are an effective tool in wide range of applications in 

cooperation with various renewable sources, which produce 

electricity in normal operation but also in island operation. 

Micro grids have great importance considering the enormous 

potential for application in remote areas. The new ideology of 

using renewables offers us the possibility to supply the load 

without financial compensation to the consumer. Renewables 

in micro grid usually consist of number of different sources, 

such as wind turbines, photovoltaic cells, together with the 

storage (eg.: battery, supercapacitor, etc.).[1] 

As shown in [2], the direct benefits of micro grids fall into 

two categories: local benefits are resulting from the internal 

operation of the network and the wider benefits are from the 

ways in which micro grid cooperate with its associated 

distribution systems. Additional benefits include higher 

reliability of supplying the energy to customers in micro grid 

and beyond. Operation of micro grid indirectly provides many 

other benefits that are very difficult to define and quantify. 

From the environmental way it brings the reduction of 

emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants, the 

integration of renewable energy sources into the network, 

reducing the dependence on external sources, fuel prices as 

well as creation of new jobs. 

The main challenge of these intelligent systems is control 

and ensuring the operation stability. The aim of my thesis is to 

research and analyze the principles of stable operation in 

micro grid with integrated wind, photovoltaic and other 

renewable energy sources, along with the battery systems, as 

the storage of energy. There are two control tasks that need to 

be analyzed and defined, that are interaction between micro 

grid and distribution system, as well as ensuring the operation 

inside the micro grid. 

II. THE INITIAL STATUS IN THE SOLVING OF THE RESEARCH 

TASK  

The main task was to initialize the 400 voltage level to the 

program MODES and the implementation of battery system to 

the simulation program. The creator of the program made the 

patch for MODES which content energy storage systems and 

made some changes that accept 0,4 kV voltage level. Now we 

started to choose the area that is best for modeling the smart 

grid cases. The result of modeling should be cases of 

operational regulation of the micro grid. There are defined 

some cases for testing that are: micro grid without renewable, 

micro grid with renewable, micro grid with energy storage 

systems, island operation mode of micro grid. It is very 

important to implement the regulation of micro grid to the 

simulating program. The study and the analysis of micro grid 

regulation concept were done in the period of last year. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE TASKS SOLVED IN THE PREVIOUS 

YEAR 

The main task was finishing the written thesis to the 

dissertation exams. My thesis talks about various projects of 

smart grid in the world and in the Europe. The result is that 

many countries and governments invest a lot of money to 

research and development projects of smart grids. The 

projects are mainly about integration of renewable energy 

sources to the power system and their influence on the 

operation of the grid. There are some projects that talk about 

storage of energy produced during the generation peak of the 

renewables. The biggest group of realized projects is about 

smart metering activities in local distribution network all over 

the world. The aim of Europe is to implement more 80 % of 

smart meters to the grid before the year 2020. Asset of smart 

metering is in decreasing the losses of the grid and in the 

offering data from the meter to the customer who can adjust its 

consumption according the prize of the electricity. Slovak 

republic starts with demonstration project of smart metering. 

We have time to the end of April to analyze which technology 

is the best for our infrastructure. In general energy sector is 

now very interesting for new smart technologies and many 
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companies offer products for testing the benefits of 

communication infrastructure.  

The technical requirements of smart grids are also the part 

of my thesis. There are processed the functionality as the 

reliability and monitoring of electricity transmission, 

management of electricity consumers. 

Building the micro grid with implemented renewables and 

energy storage systems should be the final result of this thesis. 

There are many captures that must be solved such as planning 

the grid operation, energy system management, smart 

substations – automation and protection, monitoring of 

equipment in substations, and the solution for smart metering. 

During the last year we analyze the regulation of the micro 

grid. There are five levels of control. 

A. Level 0: Internal control loops 

The control of each device is included in the zero level, 

which belongs to the level of primary regulation. Its aim is to 

create linear and non-linear control loop sensing currents, 

voltages, feedback and prediction of events. These control 

loops allow regulation of output voltage and current to 

maintain the stability of the system. 

B. Level 1: Primary regulation control 

This level of control is necessary to ensure the voltage and 

frequency deviations within allowed limits of regulation. 

Deviations are formed in the inner current and voltage loop. 

The primary control ensures the fastest response to any 

changes in the production and consumption and increases the 

stability of the system operation.  

C. Level 2: Secondary regulation control 

It ensures that the electrical measurement parameters are 

maintained within the required limits. This level also provides 

a synchronization loop for easy connection the micro grid to 

the distribution power system and its disconnection in case of 

critical situation. 

D. Level 3: Tertiary regulation control 

This level of regulation ensures the regulation and 

management of power flow between micro grid and the 

distribution power system. 

Micro grid with AC voltage can be operated in the mode 

with connection to the distribution power system and without 

that connection as the island operation. It is necessary to take 

in to account the possibility of control in grid operation mode 

and suggest the logical control of micro grid. It is important 

that micro grid should be able to disconnect from the rest of 

the system, but also the re-connection, respectively the 

restoration after complete power failure.  

Operating mode of micro grid that is connected to the 

distribution system is based on rules and operating orders of 

the distribution system. The transition to island mode is 

restricted by intentional or unintentional event such as short 

circuit in the network. We need to define own algorithm in 

details to detect the transition to island mode. In fact it means 

that we set operational parameters in simulating program that 

specify the limits for safe operation of micro grid. In island 

mode micro grid must provide the desired active and reactive 

power as well as frequency stability and the voltage stability 

must me also ensured. Reconnection to the distribution power 

system requires compliance with phasing conditions. Active 

synchronization ensures monitoring voltage within allowable 

limits, frequency and phase angle in micro grid. 

IV. PROPOSAL FOR THE NEXT STEPS IN THE NEXT PERIOD OF 

TIME 

There are some tasks to be solved in the next year time. 

First of all we need to initialize the primary regulation control 

on the power sources that are operating in the micro grid. 

After this step the grid will be prepared for initialization of 

secondary control. This regulation control is very important 

for maintaining the balance between production and 

consumption. The work on mentioned scenarios will be also 

the aim for the next year. We need to implement logic for 

cooperation the production from various energy sources 

together with energy storage systems. The whole regulations 

of micro grid are based on inverters that are placed on the 

output of the micro power plant. The regulation is so relative 

to every power plant and storage system. It means that every 

power plant connected to micro grid must be able to provide 

ancillary services. The finalization of my work should also 

contain some diagrams that are needed for optimization the 

operation of sources according the peaks that are during the 

day. 
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Abstract—The aim of this research is to design high frequency 

resonant converter for induction heating. In order to design the 
converter the parameters of the induction coil and workpiece 
needs to be calculated. For this purpose the simulation model of 
induction heating is presented using finite element method of 
solution. The model provides essential data for designing 
converter such as equivalent resistance and inductance of 
induction coil – workpiece coupling during heating process, 
amplitude and frequency of AC current to achieve desired 
temperature of workpiece. In order to minimize the switching 
losses of the tranzistors, an LCL resonant circuit with ZVS 
switching is designed. The control of the converter is made via 
Phase Locked Loop.  
 

Keywords—COMSOL Multiphysics, induction heating, LCL 
resonant circuit, PLL, ZVS  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The induction heating (IH) is non-contact technique of 
heating electrically conductive materials. The induction 
heating system consists of source of high frequency AC 
current, induction coil and worpiece itself (Fig.1).  
 

 
Fig. 1 Induction heating system 

 
As its name implies, this technique relies on currents that 

are internally induced in workpiece, called eddy currents. The 
flow of eddy currents in electrically conductive material 
generates Joule’s heat and thus the workpiece is heated. This 
is primary mechanism of heat generation in every electrically 
conductive material even non-magnetic. The second 
mechanism of heat generation is present only in magnetic 
materials and it’s related with the hysteresis losses [1].  

The design of induction heating includes knowing the 
processes ongoing in workpiece such us heat generation, heat 
transfer in material and heat transfer between the material and 
external environment. Electromagnetic and heat transfer 
phenomenon are highly interrelated because of the physical 
properties of heated metals. These properties are nonlinear 
functions of magnetic field intensity, temperature, chemical 
composition and many others [2].  

Considering abovementioned facts, the IH phenomenon is a 

complex problem, thus numerical simulations seem to be a 
useful tool for the design and the investigation of IH systems 
[4]. 

The program used in design is called COMSOL 
Multiphysic [3]. This model considers the nonlinear properties 
of metal depended on temperature and allows to design and to 
observe the relations that are present in workpiece.  

II. INITIAL STATE OF RESEARCH 

   The induction heating model was created in program 
COMSOL Multiphysics. In this case the workpiece is bolt 
M12x60 made from medium carbon steel. Parameters that 
have the main contribution in induction heating, thus used in 
simulation model are: relative permeability µr, electric 
resistivity ρ, thermal conductivity k and heat capacity Cp.   
The simulation result of this model is depicted in Fig. 2. The 
coil is supplied with current Imax = 50 A with frequency 
 f = 100 kHz.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Model of induction heating in COMSOL Multiphysics 

 
   In order to design the converter utilizing LCL resonant 
circuit, the equivalent resistance (Req) and equivalent 
inductance (Leq) of induction coil - workpiece coupling needs 
to be calculated [5].  
 

 
Fig. 3 Equivalent inductance Leq of coil – workpiece coupling during 10 min 

heating 
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   The results of Req and Leq during heating process are 
depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig.4, respectively. 
   Next step is to design the inverter that feeds the coil with 
high frequency AC current.  

 
Fig. 4 Equivalent resistance Req of coil – workpiece coupling during 10 min 

heating 
 
   For our purpose the half-bridge converter with LCL 
resonant circuit is used. The topology of converter is depicted 
in Fig.5 [5].  
 

 
Fig. 5 Half-bridge resonant converter 

III.  CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH 

   Induction coil is connected in parallel with capacitor, 
creating the parallel resonant tank. Adding inductor L1 into the 
circuit ensures current lagging in the converter output and 
ZVS is achieved. Considering the LCL topology and constant 
values of L1 and C, resonant frequency during heating does 
not remain constant and it is changing due to change of Req 

and Leq. Calculated resonant frequency of this circuit lies 
within range fr = 103.3 – 105.2 kHz. In order to achieve ZVS 
in whole range the control circuit with phase locked loop 
control is used [6], [7]. In resonance, phase shift φ between 
the converter output voltage and voltage of resonant capacitor 
is φ = 90°. The PLL control ensures that this phase shift is 
approximately 90° and sets the switching frequency of 
converter in that manner. 

A. Experimental results 

   In the Fig. 6, the simulation and experimental results of 
surface temperature for Imax = 50 A are shown. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Simulated and measured temperature of workpiece surface for 

 Imax = 50 A  
 

  The measured temperature settled down after 450 s to value 
of 600 °C. On the other hand, the simulated temperature did 
not reach its maximum even after 600 s. Its value was 584 °C. 
The switching frequency of converter during heating is 
depicted in Fig. 7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Experimental measured switching frequency of converter during 
heating process for Imax = 50 A 

    
   The difference between the simulation model and 
measurement results of temperature in dynamic states is 
closing to 61%. On the other hand, in steady – state states is 
approximately 5%. This is caused by representation of 
numerical model and thermal properties of workpiece.  
   As can be seen in Fig. 7 the switching frequency of 
converter changes within range fs = 102.0 – 105.3 kHz which 
approximately equals calculated fr.  The resonant frequency is 
interrelated with Req  and Leq, thus can be stated that presented 
numerical model brings accurate results and it is good 
approach in modelling similar problems. 

IV.     FUTURE RESEARCH 

  Future work will be focused on implementing control 
scheme via PLL in digital signal processor, increasing the 
switching frequency and amplitude of current flowing through 
the coil and in the numerical model, all non-linear properties 
needs to be included.   
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Abstract—This paper deals with two types of free space 

communication methods and about system which allows to model 

the characteristics of the transmission channel. In this paper I 

will focus on Free Space Optics (FSO) communication and on 

Radio Frequency (RF) transmission. The fog, dust and small 

particles are critical parameter for FSO link, because they 

decrease visibility and availability of FSO systems. The dense 

rain causes attenuation of radio waves. Combination of these two 

communication methods creates hybrid link which is more 

reliable than each link separately. Therefore, it is important to 

know when and how to do the switching process to maintain high 

speed data transmission process. There are exists several types of 

switching methods, but I have proposed new switching methods 

based on fog sensor.  

 

Keywords—availability, communication, fog sensor, free space 

optics, radio frequency.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As was mentioned in abstract, the main losses of FSO are 

due to fog, dust, smog. Free space optical beams are absorbed 

and scattered by the air molecules as well as by the solid and 

liquid particles diffused in atmosphere. Absorption of the 

signal causes a decrease in signal strength. Scattering does not 

cause a decrease in signal strength, but it send off the signal in 

different directions [1]. These phenomena occur in foggy 

days, when relative humidity is high and visibility is low. 

Technology of FSO systems has amount of advantages: it 

provides broadband full duplex communication; it not requires 

telecommunications license; easy and fast installation; 

affordably solution of last mile. 

Radio frequency communication transmits data via air by 

electromagnetic waves. Entire frequency spectrum is cut to 

smaller bands which have different properties. The 

electromagnetic waves can be propagated directly or by 

reflection according to wavelength is used. For this purpose 

we consider direct visibility between antennas because RF link 

is the backup link for FSO link which needs direct visibility. 

We use microwave 60 GHz antennas which can provide data 

transmission rate similar to FSO. 

Known switching methods are hard and soft switching [2]. 

More information about my previous research in this area and 

about hard and soft switching; configuration commands and 

devices for switching are describes in our other articles [3,4]. 

II. PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS 

The most enterprise data applications are satisfied with 

greater availabilities than 99 %. However, if mission critical 

data or voice is transmitted via FSO link, the availability 

requirement increases to 99,999 % [1]. The solution is based 

on hybrid FSO/RF link. But there is missing a program 

package which allows simulation of hybrid link. We have 

program package, called FSO System Simulator, but it does 

not include RF link [5]. In this program is able to simulate 

only FSO link under the different weather conditions, change 

visibility or distance of given link. It is a good choice, but only 

for simulation of FSO link. 

III. OBTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT WEATHER 

As was mentioned above, critical fades are caused by foggy 

weather. I have proposed a sensor system for monitoring 

weather in Technical University of Košice campus. Measured 

data is stored in database which allows easy future evaluation 

of data. I created application for collecting data for this system 

in Java. In Fig. 1 you can see window of mentioned 

application.  

 
Fig. 1.  Application´s window. 

Application´s window is divided into three parts (Fig. 1). 

Last values inserted to database obtain raw information from 

sensor unit and actual date. Converted values mean real values 

about weather with their units. Last part is called Select serial 

port. In this part you can select device´s serial port. 

As you can see from Fig. 1 raw value of Density is 80 and 

after conversion to real values it corresponds with 0 g/m
3
. It 

means, that atmosphere was clear, so it was a sunny day 
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without any fog. Interesting values for us begin with number 

of Density on level 125. This value for continental type of fog 

means 3,5 km visibility (Fig.2).  

 
Fig. 2.  Dependence of visibility on LWC. 

IV. SYSTEM FOR ANALYZING TRANSMISSION ENVIRONMENT 

In general, for design and implementation of free space 

communication in to the environment is necessary to properly 

set up the parameters of future link. It is important to obtain 

information about climate in given area, amount of 

precipitation during the year and character of environment in 

different seasons. My proposal of system for analyzing 

transmission environment can be divided to three main parts 

and it will be programmed in C#. Proposal includes possibility 

to enter information about RF link too. From obtained 

information about weather is able to make switching method 

based on Liquid Water Content (LWC) [6,7]. 

A. Steady model of Free Space Optics communications 

It contains amount of different parameters based on 

mathematical equations which can be set. All settings we can 

divide to two areas. First area allows enter device parameters 

manually or choose them from database. Second area 

describes channel properties. Due to visibility and weather 

condition you can simulate different decreases of signal 

caused by rain or snow. You can also simulate turbulence by 

the selection of Kim or Kruse model. There is able to choose 

computing mode via international visibility code [8]. After 

setting all required properties of the channel, it is necessary to 

start calculation process. There exist two way, how to show 

the results. Representation of results is graphically displayed 

in created window. Detail values of results will be written 

under the window. They contain information about different 

types of attenuations: due to atmosphere, turbulences, 

geometrical, rain or snow and the maximum length of FSO 

link with given settings under the selected channel properties.  

B. Steady model of Free Space Optics/ Radio Frequency 

communications 

This part has the same settings for FSO link, but it allows 

input device parameter for RF system too. Similar, we can set 

them manually or choose from database. Setup channel 

properties are the same for both links. During the calculation 

process it has been taken in to the account all parameters from 

the user settings. Representation of result is similar as in 

Steady model of Free Space Optics.  

C. Statistical model 

This part of program is focus on availability and reliability 

of free space communication. There is a possibility to create 

graphs of measured, stored data. Database contains additional 

functions which help us to filter the stored data. Every day 

8640 values of each parameter are stored. If we want to show 

availability of given FSO or RF systems for a long periods 

only for visual check, we do not need to count every single 

measurement. Program allows set the threshold for maximum 

density of fog. After that it is able to calculate availability of 

FSO or RF link [%]. User can also see graphs of fog, 

temperature and relative humidity. Data which exceeds the 

threshold is counted [sec]. Each pattern is one second long. 

V. CONCLUSION 

My next research will be focus on my dissertation work and 

to make the final version of System for Analyzing 

Transmission Environment for Free Space Communication. 

My dissertation work is divided to three main parts. Two parts 

I have done, but third part including program package is in the 

final process. I need to complete the graphic interface and 

make experiment by this program. I have amount of weather 

measurement, so I need to evaluate them. After that I want to 

write a manuscript which will be the end of my Phd. study. 
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Abstract—This article describes the proposal of traffic sign 

position determining algorithm, for purpose of automatic 

inventory system, based on optical correlator. Whole inventory 

process should be processed using the inventory system installed 

in a vehicle. It should work without any need of human 

intervention. Because positions of car and recorded traffic sign 

are different, it is needed to determine the traffic sign position by 

calculation based on available input parameters. The main input 

parameter is the exact car GPS position and distance of recorded 

traffic sign from this vehicle. An additional parameter is a 

vehicle orientation and input image areas representing the 

recorded traffic sign. 

 

Keywords—Automatic inventory, GPS position, optical 

correlator, traffic sign 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of our research is to propose and realize 

the automatic traffic sign inventory system with use of optical 

correlator. Automatic inventory makes an evidence, 

controlling and maintenance activities significantly easier. In 

addition to data collection, the inventory system can signalize 

some traffic sign defects, or create a statistic reports for 

maintenance purposes. In present we have prepared a structure 

of system software core. Our goal is to implement each of the 

individual parts described in the block scheme (Fig. 1). The 

actual important part of inventory system functionality we are 

implementing is to determine the position of recorded traffic 

sign using GPS coordinates. Inventory system hardware is 

usually installed in the vehicle dedicated for this purpose. The 

position of vehicle and recorded traffic sign is different during 

the whole inventory process. It is needed to determine the 

exact traffic sign position using the specific correction, based 

on distance between the vehicle and traffic sign and on their 

relative geometric orientation. 

II. SYSTEM BLOCK SCHEME 

The Fig. 1. is representing the blok scheme of whole 

inventory system. It consists from software core and I/O 

peripherals. Software core communicates with the optical 

correlator, stereoscopic camera system and GPS receiver. 

Information from peripherals is processed and stored in the 

inventory database. 

A. Software core 

Each function block of software core controls the 

functionality of whole system. The segmentation block 

obtains pictures from stereoscopic camera system and creates 

binary images for optical correlator processing. Optical 

correlator compares these images with binary samples from 

reference database. Its output image is processed in Match 

evaluation block and the result is stored in the inventory 

database. The traffic sign position is calculated in position 

processing block. The most important input parameters for 

this block are GPS coordinates and orientation of vehicle. The 

additional information for position calculation are the 

segmented binary images from stereoscopic camera system. It 

is possible to get the distance between the vehicle and the 

recorded traffic sign based on horizontal shift of image 

between these images. 

 

B. Optical correlator 

Optical correlator is the main computing part of whole 

inventory system. It provides the optical correlation using a 

difraction lenses. Because the optical correlator works in very 

high speed, it is possible to compare binary image samples 

without significant load of electronic computing system.  

C. Stereoscopic camera system 

Stereoscopic camera system is used to record images and for 

measurement of recorded traffic sign distance. Calculation of 

this distance is based on relative horizontal shift of binary 

images from both cameras of stereoscopic system. 

D. GPS receiver 

GPS receiver is used for obtaining the actual GPS coordinates 

of vehicle. This information is the main input parameter for 

calculation the traffic sign position. The second important 

parameter obtained from GPS receiver is the horizontal 

orientation of vehicle. It is possible to get the direction of 

motion vector by comparing GPS coordinates of vehicle in 

specific time intervals. 

 
Fig. 1.  Block scheme of automatic traffic signs inventory system [2] 
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III. BASIC INPUT PARAMETERS 

A. GPS position 

GPS position of inventory vehicle is the key parameter 

which the additional calculation of exact traffic sign position 

is based on. The inventory system obtains the GPS 

coordinates in NMEA sentences form. It is needed to export 

the necessary information from NMEA structure. [3] 

B. Horizontal orientation 

The recorded traffic sign has always non-null distance from 

vehicle, so its GPS coordinates are different from GPS 

coordinates of the inventory vehicle. For correct calculation of 

the exact traffic sign position it is important to know the 

correct relative geometric configuration of vehicle and traffic 

sign. It is possible to determine the proportion for correction 

of individual coordinates based on this geometric 

configuration. The vehicle orientation is calculated as a 

direction of vehicle motion vector. If the GPS coordinates are 

obtained in at sufficiently short intervals, the motion vector 

direction can be calculated using simple trigonometry 

formula. If the first vehicle coordinates are latv1, lonv1, and 

second coordinates are latv2, lonv2, the angle for correction of 

individual coordinates, based on vehicle direction, should be 

calculated as  

  (1) 

IV. ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS 

A. Traffic sign distance 

Distance between the traffic sign and vehicle is determined 

using the output of stereoscopic camera system. According to 

relative shift of the corresponding binary images of certain 

traffic sign between the both pictures, it is possible to 

determine the distance of this traffic sign from the vehicle. 

The Fig. 2. describes the basic principle of stereoscopic 

measurement. Distance can be calculated according to this 

figure and formula (2). 

 

  (2) 

B. Position on input scene 

During the inventory process, the road signs are recorded 

using the camera system with specific viewing angle. It is 

needed to know the right place in the image scene where the 

recorded traffic sign is placed. As it is described in Fig. 2., we 

can calculate the corresponding horizontal angle where the 

recorded traffic sign is placed. Then we can simply add this 

angle to the vehicle angle for exact GPS coordinates 

correction (3). The center of images is zero point, so traffic 

signs placed on the left side have negative values of angle. [1] 

 

  (3) 

V. THE FINAL POSITION DETERMINING ALGORITHM 

 Regular determining vehicle position using GPS 

receiver 

 Calculation of the vehicle direction 

 Computing distances between vehicle and traffic sign 

 Direction offset, based on input scene sign position 

 Calculation of the exact traffic sign coordinates 

[lat, lon], based on (4) [4] 

 

 

  (4) 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The traffic sign position determining is the only one of 

many parts of automatic inventory system. It contributes to 

provide a complex inventory process without need of any 

human intersection. Compared with another solutions, this 

approach of position determining allows us to identify the 

exact position of traffic sign independently of inventory car 

position. It is needed to solve more accurate segmentation, 

based on color and corner filters. In our research we are also 

trying to implement the evaluation of different types of traffic 

sign damages, based on geometric proportion, or comparing 

of inner traffic sign textures. [3] 
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Abstract— The increase in the line complexity, configuration 

and the power transmitted has introduced a number of problems 

in relation to distance protection. Distance relays are widely used 

as the main protection for transmission lines around the world. 

They operate based on impedance measurement at the relaying 

point, which is affected by several factors including the fault 

location, pre-fault condition (loading condition), short circuit 

levels, arc fault resistance and presence of FACTS devices on a 

transmission line. In this paper, discussion is made on the basic 

needs of protective systems, the various schemes of protection and 

the importance of distance protection in power system.  

 

Keywords — FACTS devices, distance relays, faults, 

transmission lines.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In recent years the application of FACTS devices in power 

systems has increased to enhance the operational capacity of 

transmission lines. This has been achieved by pushing 

transmission lines to operate closer to their thermal and 

stability limits [1].  

 Protection is one of the most important areas of the 

power system operation, where the impact of FACTS devices 

is considerable and therefore it is essential to be studied. In 

this context, distance relay is very much prone to mal-

operation as its impedance measurement is largely affected by 

the presence of FACTS devices and their operational 

strategies. Effects of these devices compounded with the 

impacts of previously mentioned factors could severely affect 

the apparent impedance measured at the relaying point and 

cause mal-operation of distance relays, in the form of over-

reaching or under-reaching the fault point. Therefore, in the 

presence of FACTS devices, the conventional relay 

characteristics, such as Mho and quadrilateral, may not be 

suitable under some fault conditions. Impacts of FACTS 

devices on the measured apparent impedance at the relaying 

point are more complicated than the previously mentioned 

factors, since apart from their parameters, their installation 

points on transmission lines can also affect the measured 

apparent impedance [1]-[3]. 

II. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF ISSUES 

 One of the most important FACTS devices which is 

connected to system in series is Thyristor Controlled Series 

Capacitor (TCSC) that is used to increase the overall 

capability of power transmission in a power long  

transmission line. Disadvantage of it is that although its usage 

will improve the power transmission capability and Stability 

on system, it may result i non-coordinated trip operation of 

circuit-breakers connected to main power system [4]. 

TCSC mounted on Fig. 1. (Left) is a type of series FACTS 

compensators. It consists of a capacitance (C) connected in 

parallel with an inductance (L) controlled by a valve mounted 

in anti-parallel thyristors conventional (T1 and T2) and 

controlled by an extinction angle (α). Using TCSC is possible 

to increase the transfer capability of existing power 

transmission systems together with the use of other 

benefits [5]. 

If we want solve only steady state (published in 

Elektroenergetika journal, 2015) we can simplify our model of 

TCSC, considering that ω is a constant representing the 

parallel connection unchanging capacitance XC and variable 

inductance XTCR (α), or susceptance BC and BTCR (α). 

After further simplification, we could replace the entire 

controller only element with XTCSC (α) respectively BTCSC 

(α), Fig. 1 (Right). 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Structures of simplified TCSC model 

 

If we want to examine what will happen in power system 

when short-circuit or other dynamic state will occur we need 

to consider management of extinction angle (α) using 

controller, presented at Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Structures of dynamic TCSC model 
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It is well documented in the literature that the 

introduction of FACTS devices into power systems has a 

great influence on their dynamics. As power system dynamics 

changes, many sub-systems are affected, including the 

protective systems. Therefore, it is essential to study effects 

of FACTS devices on the protective systems, especially 

distance protection [6]. 

III. CURRENT RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

 At the beginning of my research I have dealt with 

theoretical study of operations and settings of digital distance 

protection (Distance Relay - DR). This study consisted from 

understanding of several different parts but mainly from 

operation and relation the internal logic of these devices.  

 Subsequently I continued my research by creating a 

functional model of DR in program Matlab / Simulink. In this 

program was designed the whole internal logic of protection, 

where individual parts operate as one unit. This part was 

published in Elektroenergetika journal (Vol.7, No1 (2014)). 

There is always space for next upgrades and further ideas to 

improve the model, which I gradually add to the model.  

  Next steps in extending the DR model lead to wider 

implementation of fault loop impedance calculation for 

different types, configurations and operation modes of the 

network which was published in a conference (Current 

Problems of Maintenance of Electrical Equipment and 

Management, 2015) and Acta Electrotechnica and Informatica 

journal, 2015. 

 In the past MHO tripping characteristics were most 

frequently used but these characteristic did not provide 

sufficient comfort settings.  

 In my research I worked with modern quadrilateral 

characteristic (composed of lines), which have variability 

settings, thereby providing opportunity for future adaptation 

and changes, which can occur by the addition of new device 

(in my case it will be FACTS devices) to the existing power 

system. 

 After completing basic model DR I came to study the 

operation of series TCSC device described in the sections 

above. 

 I studied all the effects and possible variants simulation of 

this device in professional publications and books. Now, I'm 

trying to simulate this device and implement to the network 

(later more complex network) together with DR. 

IV.  DIRECTION OF FUTURE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

 My next steps would lead to the creation common model of 

DR. This means that I want to create a block "in Matlab called 

subsystem", where the user only connects necessary measured 

values for calculate and sets the basic parameters of the 

network in user interface. This unit could be set according to 

the configuration of the power system in which will be 

implemented.  

At this time the block is fully functional and includes all the 

necessary parts for its unmanned operation. Given that I'm not 

always satisfied with this block, therefore it is continuously 

improved and its final version will be ready after the 

completion of the all joint tests DR with TCSC device. 

However, the main objective is the implementation of 

designed TCSC model to the network and study changes in the 

measured impedance parameters with subsequent evaluation.  

Nowadays, I examine closer dynamic TCSC model 

implemented in Simulink program and test its behavior in 

various situations which may arise in power system. Only then 

can I investigate the impact of TCSC on the DR parameters. 

 According to the publication, I know that TCSC device 

have a significant impact on DR and therefore should my final 

steps have led to description of the impact of TCSC device on 

quadrilateral characteristic. This description would allow 

quicker and easier setting of distance relay parameters, if 

TCSC device will be fitted for the first time to the existing 

network. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 In the presence TCSC device in power transmission 

systems, the conventional distance characteristic are greatly 

subjected to mal-operation in the form of over-reaching or 

under-reaching the fault point therefore these characteristic 

might not be utilized satisfactorily.  

 Since the distance relay are the most common used 

protection HV and EHV networks, therefore they should be 

given to more attention. 
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Abstract—With rapid development of wireless transfer of 

information the exposition of our bodies to radiofrequency 

electromagnetic radiation has increased. Every day the 

radiofrequency electromagnetic field of mobile phones,   Wi-Fi 

internet, TV broadcast and even more effect on us while we cannot 

see it or even feel it.  First part of this paper is focused on literature 

review of electromagnetic field properties and effects of non-

ionizing radiation on biological systems. In the end it evaluates 

future work and research of effects of non-ionizing radiation on 

biological systems.  

 

Keywords—electromagnetic field, biological effect of 

electromagnetic filed, specific absorption rate, temperature.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Whether this electromagnetic exposure is or is not dangerous 

for our health scientist are trying to find answer for. 

Electromagnetic pollution is responsible for interference 

between electrical devices, but it also affects the human 

body. The organism reacts to the electrical, magnetic and 

electromagnetic fields around it. The biological effects 

depend on the type, frequency and strength of these fields. 

The boom in the use of the cellular phone has led to a very 

evident increase of electromagnetic pollution [1]. 

The number of mobile phone users has increased 

exponentially recently and it has become an important device 

in human daily life. The world's largest individual mobile 

operator by subscribers is China Mobile with over 500 million 

mobile phone subscribers. Over 50 mobile operators have over 

10 million subscribers each, and over 150 mobile operators had 

at least one million subscribers by the end of 2009. In 2014, 

there were more than seven billion mobile phone subscribers 

worldwide, a number that is expected to keep growing [2]. 

Figure 1 shows the increase of mobile users until 2014.  

Radio frequency used in mobile communication has the 

ability to penetrate through the semi-solid substances like meat 

and living tissue [3]. Researches conducted show that the 

electromagnetic wave produced by the mobile phone might 

cause adverse effect to human especially at place near the ear 

region [4]. 

 
Fig. 1 Mobile phones in use per 100 inhabitants 1997-2014 [2] 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Electromagnetic field properties 

Constant fields - the direction does not change. Examples 

include the Earth's natural electric and magnetic fields, the 

magnetic fields used to run subways and streetcars, and the 

fields used in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 

Alternating fields - the direction does change. The number 

of periods per second is equal to the frequency.  

Low-frequency fields (LF): Alternating fields up to 30 kHz. 

This fields typically Occur in power systems, electric railways 

and industrial processes, droughts and melting, smelting and 

welding.  

High-frequency, radio-frequency (HF, RF) fields: 

Alternating fields from 30 kHz to 300 GHz. These fields are 

found in mobile phones, radio and TV broadcasting, satellite 

communication, radar systems, etc. 

 

Electromagnetic fields propagate as waves and travel at the 

speed of light c. The wavelength is proportional to the 

frequency. If the distance to the field source is less than one 

wavelength, then we are usually in the near field (almost always 

the case in the low frequency range up to 30 kHz). If the 

distance is more than one wavelength, then far field conditions 

usually hold [1]. 

This distinction between near and far fields is important 

when it comes to measurements. In the near field, the ratio of 

electric field strength E (V/m) and magnetic field strength  

H (A/m) is not constant, so we have to measure each 

separately. In the far field, it is enough to just 
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measure one field quantity since we can compute the other [1] 

[5]. Their ratio being a known constant: 

 

𝑍𝜔 =
𝐸

𝐻
= 120𝜋 = 377Ω.  (1) 

 

For point sources, the far field is at the distances 

greater than r> λ / 2π, where r is the distance from the source 

[5]. 

In the near field (Figure 2), the wave impedance may become 

any value ranging between: 

 

120𝜋 (
2𝜋𝑟

𝜆
) < 𝑍𝜔 < 120𝜋 (

2𝜋𝜆

𝑟
) Ω.  (2) 

 

 
Fig. 2 Wave impedance depended on distance [5] 

 

For antennas with dimensions D, the following requirements 

must be met for far-field [6]: 

 

𝑟 >
2𝐷2

𝜆
;  𝑟 > 5𝐷;  𝑟 > 1,6𝜆.  (3) 

 

B. Global System for Mobile communication 

Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is a 

digital wireless communication protocol for mobile phones 

and was developed in the early 1980's. GSM is a cellular 

network used by mobile phone where mobile phone 

connect to the cellular network by searching of cells in 

the immediate surrounding area [7]. GSM technology is 

invented to eliminate certain problems with the predecessor 

cellular networks. The existing problems of cellular network 

are that analog networks could not handle the growing capacity 

of cellular networks and the existing digital networks were not 

compatible with each other [4]. GSM technologies had made 

the data communication easier to build into the system. It is a 

low-cost standard supported voice calls and short message 

service (SMS). GSM also provided useful features like 

security, authentication and the Invention of the SIM card. 

GSM networks operate in four different frequency ranges 

which are 900 MHz band, 1800 MHz band, 850 MHz band and 

1900 MHz band. GSM 900 and GSM 1800 standard is the most 

commonly used standard. 850 MHz band and 1900 MHz band 

is introduced because the 900 MHz and 1800 MHz frequency 

bands were already allocated [8]. GSM 1800 standard provide 

more bandwidth and less power requirements than  

GSM 900 MHz The transmission power in the mobile phone is 

limited to a maximum of 2 watts in GSM 850 and GSM 900 

while maximum power of 1 watt in GSM 1800 and GSM 1900 

networks [4] [7]. 

 

C. Biological effects of electromagnetic radiation 

The measurable effect of the RF electromagnetic radiation is 

the thermal one [9]. The degree of absorption of 

electromagnetic waves is a function of the frequency and 

intensity of the field and the type of tissue. The depth of 

penetration deceases at higher frequencies. Fields above 

10 GHz are absorbed at the skin surface. Only a small portion 

of the energy penetrates into the underlying tissue. Very high 

field strength is needed to produce cataracts or skin burns. The 

organs with the least blood flow are most endangered, e.g. the 

eyes. In contrast, the heart and brain are better at handling heat 

due to their better blood flow. Besides obvious damage such as 

burns, long-term effects are also under discussion, e.g. 

increased risk of cancer, influences on hormone balance, cell 

growth and the immune system [10]. 

RF radiation can affect human body because human body is 

made up of 65-70% water, electrolytes and ions. The water 

molecule is a polar molecule which has positive and negative 

charges separated by a dipole length. Since human body 

contains water, electrolytes and ions, human body has its own 

weak electromagnetic field and each of the cells has its own 

electromagnetic field too [11]. Therefore, weak 

electromagnetic fields such as RF radiation emitted from 

mobile phone will interact with human body and affect the 

human body’s own weak electromagnetic fields. As the human 

body’s own weak electromagnetic fields were interfered, the 

body’s natural healing processes also interfered [4] [11]. 

 

Human body’s own electromagnetic frequencies are 

essential to human’s health, repair cells, reproduction and 

replication of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). It will be altered 

by outside sources of energy such as electromagnetic and 

electrical radiation then cause biological effect to human. 

Electromagnetic and electrical radiation can cause the 

displacement of electrolytes and ions within the body which 

interfere the body’s neurological system and maintaining 

homeostasis system. This will weaken the defense mechanism 

of the body as the body expends energy to redress this 

imbalance [10].  

RF radiation emitted from mobile phone has effects on 

human health which can be categorized as thermal, non-

thermal, genotoxical, increased probability of getting brain 

tumor and non-specific symptoms [12]. Non-specific 

complaints had been made by mobile phone users such as 

symptoms like headaches, earaches, blurring of vision, short 

term memory loss, numbing, itchy, burning sensations, bad 

sleep, electromagnetic hypersensitivity exhaustion and anxiety 

when using mobile phone. Researchers had found that 

symptoms such as headache, fatigue, and difficulty in 

concentration were more common in people with higher 

exposures to RF radiation [13].  

Experiments performed at Radiation and Nuclear Safety 

Authority (STUK) also have produced indicators that mobile 

radiation could cause temporary changes in the functions of 

cells. These functions include the functions of genes, activation 

of proteins, and the internal chemical communication within 

cells. Some studies also show that mobile phone signals affect 

sleep patterns and possibly delay sleep onset cause of RF 

radiation exposure. In another clinical study carried out by 

Sweden's Karolinska Institute and Wayne State University in 
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the US (United States), the authors suggested adverse effects 

on sleep quality within certain sleep stages is caused by 

radiation. Electromagnetic hypersensitivity happens in some 

users of mobile phone who reported feel several unspecific 

symptoms such as burning and itchy in the skin of the head, 

exhaustion, sleep disturbances, dizziness, loss of mental 

attention, reaction times and short term memory loss, 

headaches, depression, heart palpitations, and disturbances of 

the digestive system [14].  

 

D. Specific absorption rate 

Different concepts and quantities have been proposed and 

used to characterize propagation and absorption of 

electromagnetic energy in biological systems. One of the 

identities is SAR. SAR is the time rate of energy absorption per 

gram of tissue from non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation. 

The term SAR distribution is used to indicate the pattern of SAR 

inside the body [14].In the Figures 1 and 2 there are shown SAR 

distribution towards human head when using mobile phone.  

 

 
Fig. 3 SAR distributions towards human head when using mobile phone [14] 

 

 
Fig. 4 High intensity radiation of radio frequency toward the skin near the ear 

skull region [15] 

 

From [8] it is shown that the computed total power absorbed 

by head tissues is Pabs = 0.795W with only mean SAR values 

over tissue balls are used in mobile phone norms. SAR values 

are dependent on distance of the body and mobile phones. As 

the distance of the body and mobile phones is closed, the SAR 

values will be higher and vice versa. SAR value is normally 

specified at the maximum transmission power. Transmission 

power will be higher when the mobile phone is used at the area 

with very low field strength of received signals [16] [17]. 

Using mobile phones with low SAR values and making a call 

at high reception field strength which permitting low 

transmission power can reduce the exposure to the high 

intensity radiation [14]. SAR is time rate of energy absorbed in 

an incremental mass, divided by that mass. Average SAR in a 

body is the time rate of the total energy absorbed divided by the 

total mass of the body. The units are watts per kilogram (W/kg). 

SAR can be calculated by [18]: 

 

 𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 𝜎
|𝐸|2

𝜌
= 𝑐

∆𝑇

∆𝑡
 (𝑊/𝑘𝑔)  (4) 

where, σ is the conductivity of tissue simulant (s/cm), E is the 

electric field strength (V2/cm2), ρ is the density of tissue 

simulant (g/cm3), c is the specific heat capacity of the tissue 

simulant (J/g/°C) and T is the change in temperature when 

exposed for time change of t. 

 
TABLE I 

ELECTRIC PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS TISSUES [19] 

Tissue ρ (g/cm3) Frequency 

900 MHz 1800 MHz 

εr σ (S/m) εr σ (S/m) 

Bone 1850 8 0.11 8 0.16 

Skin/fat 1100 34.50 0.6 32 0.52 

Muscle 1040 58.50 1.21 55 1.7 

Brain 1030 55 1.23 53 1.7 

Lens 1050 44.50 0.8 41 1.29 

Cornea 1040 52 1.85 50 2.32 

 

 

III. PRESENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Our preliminary works are conducted to previous research 

efforts of the team of Professor Karol Marton [20]. We applied 

non-ionizing electromagnetic field to expose several biological 

tissues for different time periods.  We have chosen the 

frequency and power similar as it is with telecommunication 

devices.  The very first experiences revealed that research 

methodology, laboratory procedures, analytical methods and 

sample logistics are suitable for designing of future research 

[21]. 

For the measurement of non-ionizing radiation in various 

locations of the Slovak Republic, subsequent analysis  

and consultation will conclude an agreement with an expert 

on electromagnetic fields in practice. In the future it is planned 

to find researchers in biology with required equipment  

and laboratory for providing biological tissue and for analysis 

of these tissues before and after electromagnetic exposure. 

Researching the impact of non-ionizing radiation will be 

assembled in the workplace with EMC chamber where 

biological tissue will be exposed to the non-ionizing radiations, 

which have been previously measured in various locations.  

For a better idea of penetration, distribution and impact  

of non-ionizing radiation on biological tissue will be creating  

a mathematical model and simulation in ANSYS software. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

According to statistics the trend in various types of wireless 

communication is rising. It rises localized electromagnetic 

fields pollution in populated areas. On one side this calls for 

better bands management from technical, and on the other for 

deeper studies of possible negative effects from ecological and 

health risk standpoints. 
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Abstract—This paper is dedicated to one of predictive control 

methods – the finite control set model predictive control with 

application to a permanent magnet DC motor (PMDC). Proposed 

method uses prediction of future states of PMDC for all possible 

switching states of power converter as a voltage source. Both 

speed and current of PMDC motor are controlled by a single 

controller. Simulation results are included. 

 

Keywords—model predictive control, permanent magnet DC 

motor, cost function  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Generally, predictive control includes various control 

methods, but their common characteristic is that they use 

system model to predict future behavior of the controlled 

system.  

The advantages of the predictive control are: 

 easy to understand 

 easy to implement 

 applicable to various systems 

 more variables can be controlled simultaneously  

by single controller 

On the other hand, predictive control is sensitive on the 

accuracy of used system model and often needs high 

computation time, thus it was not applied on fast systems, such 

as power converters and electrical drives in the past. However, 

with development of fast microprocessors, computation power 

is fast enough to overcome this disadvantage. A survey of 

predictive control applied on power electronics and electrical 

drives can be found in [1].  

Finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC) uses 

the fact that the operation principle of power converters offers 

only limited count of switching states, i.e. three states for H-

bridge and eight states for three phase inverter. Therefore, 

only limited counts of voltage values can be applied on the 

load. These values are used for prediction of system behavior 

for each switching state. The FCS-MPC controller then 

chooses the best action to achieve given demands (e.g. speed 

control [2], [3], torque ripple minimization [4] or even 

position control [5]).  

 In the conventional control methods, output voltage of the 

converters is commonly created by using pulse-width 

modulation or by space-vector modulation (in case of three-

phase drives) [6]. Pulse-width modulation causes regular 

switching of all switching elements, e.g. at switching 

frequency of 10 kHz with variable switch-on/off time. FCS-

MPC on the other hand has variable switching frequency, with 

maximum frequency equal to the system sampling frequency, 

but in transient states it is also possible to hold only one 

selected switching state for several sampling cycles. Therefore 

it is possible to achieve higher dynamics than by conventional 

control methods. 

In this contribution, FCS MPC, applied on a permanent 

magnet DC (PMDC) motor, is presented in order to describe 

principle and possibilities of this type of predictive control.  

In the second section, a PMDC motor model is described. 

The third section is dedicated to predictive control design and 

in the fourth section, the proposed control is verified by 

simulation.  

II. PMDC MOTOR MODEL 

State space model of PMDC motor used for proposed type 

of control is as follows: 
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where: ia is the armature current, ω is the rotor angular 

speed, Ra is the armature resistance, La is the armature 

inductance, kt is the torque constant, J is the motor inertia, Bω 

is the friction coefficient and TL is the load. 

FCS-MPC is a discrete time control, therefore the model of 

PMDC motor was discretized by Taylor series expansion. 

III. PREDICTIVE CONTROL DESIGN 

PMDC motor is driven by conventional H-bridge with four 

switching elements, i.e. four possible switching states. In fact, 

PMDC motor can be connected to positive, negative or zero 

voltage (there are two possible switching states for zero 

voltage). 

According to actual motor states, future states are predicted 

one step forward for each switching state by using discrete 

motor model. Predicted values are then compared by cost 

function; the one with minimal value of the cost function is 

selected. 

For this purpose, following cost function to control both 

angular speed and motor current was designed: 
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where: λi is the weighting factor, ωset is the requested 

angular speed, LT̂  is the estimated motor load and filim is a 

nonlinear function for current limitation.  

The first term in (2) penalizes speed reference tracking 

error one step forward, whereas the second term controls 

motor current to minimalize current oscillations. Controlling 

motor current in such a way also increases motor dynamics in 

case of load change. Finally, the last term strongly penalize the 

switching state, which would cause motor overcurrent. 

Current limitation is defined as: 
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where IMAX stands for maximal allowed value of the motor 

current. In the implementation, a very large constant is used 

instead of infinite. 

Weighting factors in cost function are determined by 

importance of each term. Incorrectly chosen values could lead 

to static error in speed following or in large overcomes in 

waveforms.  

In order to accurately predict motor states, the disturbances 

applied on the motor have to be known or online identified. 

For that purpose, Kalman filter with torque estimation was 

designed.  

Although the Kalman filter is difficult to tune and needs a 

lot of computational time, its usage has few important 

advantages. The first advantage is very good noise filtering 

capability and the second is the possibility to observe some 

system variables. Both capabilities can be done by using only 

single Kalman filter.  

The control structure is depicted in Fig. 1, where LKF 

stands for linear Kalman filter in the form of predictor - 

corrector.  

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Proposed predictive control was verified by simulation, 

where step changes of the velocity demand and load were 

applied (Fig. 2). Firstly, in the time of 0.2 s velocity step 

change to 50 rad.s
-1

 was requested. It can be seen, that the 

controller chose switching state that applies to the positive 

voltage for several sampling instants, until motor current 

reached a maximum value. After that, the maximum value is 

held by switching between zero and positive voltage, until 

velocity approaches requested value. In the steady state, 

without the load, all three switching states can be observed. 

  At the time of 0.5 s, a load step change to rated torque was 

applied. As can be seen, this disturbance is quickly 

compensated.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Proposed control method with speed and current control by 

one controller ensures very high dynamics of the controlled 

system. FCS MPC has also an ability to control more system 

variables by a single controller in opposite to conventional 

cascade control structure, where one controller for each 

controlled variable is needed. Presented principle of FCS 

MPC can be easily applied also on different types of load and 

power converters as well.  

Disadvantages of such control are computational power 

requirements and sensitivity to predictive model accuracy.  

Future work is focused on applying proposed control 

method on permanent magnet synchronous motor fed by 

a three phase inverter with experimental verification as well. 
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Fig.  1 Finite control set model predictive control of PMDC motor 

 

 
Fig.  2 Simulation results 
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Abstract—Hardware-in-the-loop simulation is an increasingly 

popular engineering tool for its effectiveness in maintaining  

a balance between the two competing demands of: a) well 

designed and thoroughly tested systems, and b) reduced 

development time and costs to remain competitive. This paper 

gives an introduction to Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation 

and shows how HIL simulation can be used to successfully test 

control systems.  

 

Keywords—hardware-in-the-loop (HIL), real-time simulation 

(RTS), programmable logic controller (PLC) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MOTOR-DRIVE systems are an important component  

in industrial applications.  A lot of these applications require 

adjustable speed drives. The demand considering  

the reliability, safety, flexibility, and capability of those drives 

is increasing steadily. [1] 

Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation is a technique that 

is used for the development and testing of control systems 

which are used for the operation of complex machines and 

systems. With HIL simulation the physical part of a machine 

or system is replaced by a simulation. As the name implies,  

in HIL simulation, a part of the system is modeled and 

simulated in real time, while the remainder is the actual 

hardware, connected in closed loop through various I/O 

interfaces such as analog-to-digital (A/D). Hardware-in-the-

loop (HIL) simulations have been successfully used as 

essential prototyping means for system development and 

testing in a wide range of industrial automation and 

engineering fields, such as aerospace [3], automotive [4], 

controls [5], manufacturing [6], and naval and defense. [2] 

Nowadays more and more developed using this 

methodology. HIL simulation enables thus to check 

availability and reliability of drives (machines, power 

electronics and control) before their insertion on a whole 

system. Indeed, implementation constraints are taken 

into account such as sensor accuracy, sampling period, 

modulation frequency, active limitations and so on. 

 

II. BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

One of the first uses of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) 

simulation was for flight simulation. Hardware-in-the-loop 

simulation has found widespread use in testing missile 

guidance systems in the past 40 years. The Sidewinder 

program was one of the first to use HIL simulation back  

in 1972. Soon after, in parallel with missile simulations, 

NASA was working on the development of highly 

maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) [7]. The purpose 

of the HiMAT program was to investigate the use of then 

advanced concepts such a reduced static stability and fly-by-

wire. NASA developed a range of high-fidelity hardware-in-

the-loop simulations to enable this research. 

More recently, within the past 20 years, hardware-in-the-loop 

simulation has gained popularity in automotive industry. There 

hardware-in-the-loop simulation is used for design of anti-lock 

braking systems (ABS), traction control systems (TCS), 

suspension systems and others. Other applications 

of hardware-in-the-loop simulation are mainly in the fields 

of power engineering and robotics. [8] 

 

III. HIL SIMULATION FOR ELECTRIC DRIVES 

Hardware in the loop simulation system has advantages 

of saving development cost, shorting development time, so it 

has been applied in the field of automotive system, power 

electronics, electric drives, etc. [11] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Design cycle of a control system 

 

In hardware-in-the-loop simulation systems, part 

of the simulation loop is composed of computer software, 

while the rest is the actual hardware systems. In practical 

control systems, the hardware in the loop can either be the 

controllers or the plant. For example in aerospace and military 

systems, the hardware in the system is usually the controllers. 

 

However in process control systems, the hardware is usually 

the plant, and the controllers can be the Simulink models. One 

advantage of hardware-in-the-loop simulation is that  
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the validation of control results is very straight forward.  

In industrial control, hardware-in-the-loop simulation 

techniques can significantly reduce the time required to design 

controllers and can increase the reliability of the systems. [12] 

The conception of hardware-in-the-loop station is illustrated 

in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Conception of hardware-in-the-loop station 

 

The conception of station uses Ethernet connection (100 

Mb/s) to communicate between the engineer station and PLCs. 

The Ethernet connection between target nodes allows parallel 

computation of models with small time step size. [12] 

Fast prototype design is a new approach in controller design 

and implementation. The controllers can be constructed 

with Simulink and Stateflow, and the executable code 

for the controllers can be generated easily, and the parameters 

of the controllers can be tuned on-line, according to the actual 

control behavior. The designed controller can be regarded as  

a prototype, and once the control results are satisfactory,  

the code can be downloaded to the real controllers and  

the control actions can be carried out without the use 

of MATLAB or Simulink. [12] 

 

IV. HIL SIMULATIONS CONCEPTS FOR ELECTRIC 

DRIVES 

An electrical drive can be divided into several subsystems 

(Fig. 3): the process control, the power electronics set, 

the electrical machine and the mechanical load to move (the 

mechanical power train of a vehicle for example). Power 

devices are connected according to the action and reaction 

principle. A controller board contains the process control and 

yields the switching orders of the power electronics converter. 

[16] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Subsystems of an electric drive 

 

Measurements of all power parts are inputs for this controller 

board. In some cases, several controller boards are used.  

In other case analog devices as FPGA are used to control  

the faster dynamics and to achieve high-frequency 

modulations of power electronics. 

 

A. Signal level HIL simulation 

Only the controller board (which contains the process 

control) is tested (Fig. 4). The other parts (power electronics, 

machine and mechanical load) are simulated in real-time.  

The simulation system must manage inputs and outputs 

of the controller board under test. A second controller board is 

thus used to simulate in real-time the power parts 

of the system. A specific signal conditioning is required 

to impose the same inputs and outputs as imposed by the 

power parts. This method can be called “signal level HIL 

simulation” because only signals are used at the interface 

between the system under test and the simulation environment. 

This kind of HIL has been very often employed in aerospace 

and automotive applications for assessment of controller 

boards. [16] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Signal level HIL simulation 

 

B. Power level HIL simulation 

In the second case, the actual controller board and the power 

electronics converter are evaluated. The other parts (electrical 

machine and mechanical load) are simulated. The simulation 

system must impose inputs and outputs for the power 

electronics and the controller board under test. The simulation 

environment is generally composed of a second power 

electronics set (electric load) and a second controller board 

(real-time simulation) (Fig. 5). This method can be called 

“power level HIL simulation”. Indeed the interface between 

the system under test and the simulation environment require 

signal and power variables. [16] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Power level HIL simulation 

 

C. Mechanical level HIL simulation 

In the last case, the whole drive (control, power electronics 

and electric machine) is tested and the mechanical part is 

simulated. The simulation system must impose mechanical 

inputs and outputs to the electrical machine under test. 

Moreover, measurements on the mechanical part have to be 

sent to the controller board under test. Another electrical 

machine (load machine) is often used as controlled mechanical 

load. It is supplied by a second power electronics set (load 
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supply). A second controller board (real-time simulation) is 

required to control the load machine and to send fictitious 

mechanical "measurements" to the controller board under test 

(Fig. 6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Mechanical level HIL simulation 

 

This method can be called “mechanical level HIL simulation”. 

Indeed the interface between the system under test and 

the simulation environment correspond to mechanical 

variables. [16] 

 

D. Control System 

Most control systems in the offshore and marine sector are 

implemented on PLC's. A Programmable Logic Controller 

or PLC is a digital computer dedicated for the control 

of machines and systems. PLC's have a widespread use  

in industry because of their rugged design which make them 

suitable for operating in severe conditions.  

Most PLC brands support these programming languages: 

function block diagram (FBD), ladder diagram (LD), 

structured text (ST), instruction list (IL), sequential function 

chart (SFC) or programming in C-code (#C). 

PLC's can use a wide variety of fieldbus systems. Some 

PLC brands only support their own "closed" fieldbus system 

while others support a wide variety of "open" fieldbus system. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

A. Produce of HIL simulation 

The main steps in HIL Simulation are as follows: 

1. Develop a mathematical model. Create a mathematical 

model of the real environment where the hardware 

device is meant to be used. 

2. HIL Simulation (Software + Hardware).  Test your 

device on a simulated process (mathematical model). 

3. Implement your hardware on the Real Process 

(Hardware only). If everything is OK, you may want 

to implement your hardware device in the real 

environment where it meant to be used. 

 

These tasks follow the main idea with a HIL simulation. First 

step is to simulate your system in software. Next is to test your 

hardware on the simulated process. Finally you implement 

your hardware on the real system. [15] 

 

HIL simulation is widely used in developing Embedded 

Control Systems, such as: 

 Medical Devices 

 Industrial machines 

 Power Generation Systems 

 White Goods 

 Aerospace 

 Automotive 

 Process Control 

 

B. HIL simulation in automotive 

HIL simulation for electric drives has been done for many 

years now. In automotive HIL simulation, it became more and 

more important from about 2004 onwards, due to 

the increasing development efforts for hybrid-electric vehicles. 

Today, controlled electric drives are used for a large variety 

of different important and safety-critical systems in modern 

vehicles. They can be found in hybrid-electric or electric 

powertrains as well as in electric steering systems or gear box 

actuation. Most of these applications have in common that 

they incorporate a complex distributed control system 

(hardware and software) comprising several ECUs and having 

significant requirements with respect to reliability and safety. 

HIL testing is therefore an obvious choice, and many different 

solutions have been presented. [20] 

 

C. HIL in power electronics 

Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation for Power Electronics 

systems is the next quantum leap in the evolution of HIL 

technologies. The ability to design and automatically test 

power electronics systems with HIL simulations will reduce 

development cycle, increase efficiency, and improve reliability 

and safety of these systems for large number of applications. 

Indeed, power electronics is an enabling technology for hybrid 

electric vehicles, electric vehicles, variable speed wind 

turbines, solar photovoltaics, electric trains etc. Real-time 

simulations of switching transitions require digital processor 

speeds and latencies that can actually be met with off-the-shelf 

computer systems and with FPGA/CPU platform technologies 

making it 100 times faster than traditional computational 

methods to achieve high-resolution HIL for power electronics. 

 

D. DC Motor Drive 

The main Simulink block diagram which was used for real 

time closed-loop speed control of a permanent magnet DC 

motor with an inner current loop is on Fig 7.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7.  The Simulink block diagram for PMDC motor control 

 

The model consists of two subsystems, the first subsystem 

model of DC motor runs on the PLC PP550 and the second 

subsystem speed and current controller run at the PLC 

X20CP1484-1.  

The simulation results are then transferred to the operator 

display on PLC PP550for display. The current loop has a PI 
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controller with gains calculated to cancel the pole due 

to the electrical time constant of the DC motor, and to give  

the required bandwidth. The speed controller also has a PI 

controller designed to achieve a certain phase margin and 

bandwidth. The motor is coupled with another PMDC motor 

which functions as a generator.  

 

 
 

Fig. 8  Block diagram of speed-current controller for an PMDC machine 

 

The generator is supplying a variable resistive load.  

The controller parameters are controlled by the command 

station GUI. A fixed-step sampling time was chosen for this 

setup to avoid overrun. Fig. 8 shows the block diagram 

of the controller. Fig. 9 shows the Simulink implementation 

of the controller block diagram.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9  The controller implementation in Simulink 

 

The PWM signals are generated by RT-EVENTS and then 

send to a control board that runs the DC motor. The speed is 

sensed using an optical encoder, and the current is sensed and 

fed to one of the ADC channels of the PLC. This block 

diagram is compiled and transferred to the PC. The collected 

data are then sent to the command station for display.  

A square pattern change in the speed reference was given 

using the graphical real time interface. [20] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper offers an overview about hardware-in the loop 

methods for electric drives. HIL simulation reduces 

development time and enables various tests that cannot be 

achieved on the actual system for cost or security reasons 

(fault operation for instance). “Signal level HIL simulation” is 

very often used in industry to check controller boards and 

process controls. Its “power level” and “mechanical level” 

extensions are growing because they are promising 

intermediary step before integration of electric drives in actual 

systems. Because of the increasing complexity of the systems 

under test, the organization of the HIL simulator is of prime 

importance to assess the best performance. This knowledge I 

would to use for  my research. The main goal of PhD. study is 

intelligent methods of complex drives control using method 

HIL.  
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Abstract—Hybrid RF/FSO (Radio frequency/Free space 

optics) links combine the advantages of RF and FSO links. FSO 

links offer the high (gigabit per second) data rate, but suffer from 

atmospheric loss due to fog and scintillation. RF links have lower 

data rate and they are sensitive to rain or wet snow. In this paper 

the Soft – switching scheme is presented. Soft – switching is         

a method of switching between the different parts of hybrid link.     

 

Keywords—Channel model, Hybrid RF/FSO, Raptor codes, 

Soft – switching.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In free-space optical communication an optical carrier is 

employed to convey information wirelessly. FSO systems have 

the high data rates with the advantages of quick deployment 

times, high security, and no frequency regulations. 

Unfortunately such links are highly susceptible to atmospheric 

effects. Scintillation induced by atmospheric turbulence causes 

random fluctuations in the received signal. One method to 

improve the reliability of these systems is to introduce a radio 

frequency link to create a hybrid RF/FSO communication 

system.  When the FSO link is blocked by cloud or fog, the RF 

link maintains reliable communications, but at a reduced data 

rate. Typically a millimeter wavelength carrier is selected for 

the RF link to achieve data rates comparable to that of the 

FSO link. At these wavelengths, the RF link is also subject to 

atmospheric effects, including rain and scintillation, but less 

affected by fog. The two channels are therefore 

complementary: the FSO signal is severely attenuated by fog, 

whereas the RF signal is not; and the RF signal is severely 

attenuated by rain, whereas the FSO is not. Both, however, are 

affected by scintillation [1]. 

There are two possible configurations for a hybrid RF/FSO 

link. The first of them is hard - switching configuration. The 

transmitter and receiver jointly select either the FSO or RF 

channel for data transmission. The high data rate FSO link is 

selected only if channel conditions permit reliable 

communications, otherwise all data are sent over the RF 

channel. The transmitter and receiver must be coordinated via 

feedback to select the correct channel for transmission. A key 

disadvantage of hard-switching is that at any time one link is 

sitting idle. In practice, the sensitive FSO channel will cause it 

to be selected rarely [2]. The second configuration is the soft – 

switching. This configuration will be described below.  

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the 

hybrid RF/FSO communications, primary FSO link and 

backup RF link, section 3 describes the soft – switching and 

Raptor codes and finally conclusion is given.   

II. HYBRID RF/FSO COMMUNICATIONS 

For the point-to-point hybrid RF/FSO system the channel 

model is a combination of two individual line-of-sight RF and 

FSO channels [2].  

 
Fig. 1 Hybrid RF/FSO communication system [1] 

 

First, a binary message sequence is jointly encoded into 

parallel FSO and RF bit streams. Each bit stream is modulated 

according to a discrete modulation scheme, up-converted to its 

respective carrier frequency, and transmitted simultaneously 

through an atmospheric channel to the hybrid receiver. The 

hybrid receiver simultaneously down-converts each carrier 

signal, demodulates, and jointly decodes the received 

sequences to recover the original message [1]. Fig. 1 presents 

the block diagram of hybrid communication system.  

A. FSO Channel model  

In FSO communication systems, data are transmitted by 

modulating the instantaneous intensity of a laser source and 

detecting the received intensity with a photodiode. A 

conventional channel model is: 

 nhR += χγ                (1) 

where γ a χ  is the optical intensity of transmitted and 

received signal, h is the channel gain, R is receiver 

responsivity and n is noise. Noise is modeled as Gaussian 

noise [2].  

B. RF Channel model 

RF link is considered as a complementary link to the FSO 

channel [3]. Point-to-point RF links achieve several km 

transmission distance at rates of tens to hundreds of Mbps [4]. 

In most of the situations the RF channel is modeled as a fading 

free, additive white Gaussian noise channel.  
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III. SOFT – SWITCHING USING RAPTOR CODES  

As mentioned above, there are two possible configurations 

for a hybrid RF/FSO link. Hard – switching and soft – 

switching, as presented in Fig. 2. To overcome the hard – 

switching disadvantage is to coordinate data transmission in 

both link (RF and FSO) using channel coding [2], [3].  

 

 
Fig. 2 Configurations for hybrid RF/FSO links [2] 

 

  In this case data are encoded by a single LDPC (Low 

Density Parity Check) code with a portion of the codeword 

split to RF and FSO links and the rate is adjusted via 

puncturing according to instantaneous channel conditions. 

Although this technique improves over hard – switching, 

channel conditions must be known at transmitter and receiver 

and complex soft decoding is required which is difficult at 

FSO data rates [2]. Raptor codes can improve this problem. 

These codes do not require channel knowledge at the 

transmitter and are able to adapt their rate to channel 

conditions with only a single bit feedback per message [4], 

[5]. Use Raptor codes for hybrid RF/FSO communication 

links is detailed described in [6], [7]. In [6] a bit – wise Raptor 

coding is considered in which bits transmitted on FSO and RF 

links are random linear combinations of message bits [2]. 

Additionally, soft iterative detection is required at the receiver 

and the impact of varying atmospheric conditions is not 

considered. 

A. Design of Short - length Raptor codes 

 A packet – level coding technique using Raptor codes is 

described here. A sequence of Raptor – encoded outputs are 

generated from the message packets and sent over RF and 

FSO links simultaneously. There is no coordination between 

RF and FSO links and packets are sent either on RF or FSO 

channels at their respective transmission rates. The receiver 

collects packets that were not discarded by the equivalent 

RF/FSO erasure channels and the entire message is decoded 

when sufficient packets are received. It is assumed that the 

transmitter continues sending encoded packets for a given 

message until a 1 – bit feedback is received to proceed to the 

next message. We consider a set of short – length k = 16 – 
1024 Raptor codes [2]. Raptor codes are random bipartite 

graph codes in which every encoded packet is a linear 

combination of a random number of message packets [7]. 

A message consists of k packets each of length l bits. The 

degree of an encoded packet is the number of message packets 

combined, and is chosen randomly and independently for each 

encoded packet. Raptor codes consist of an LT (Luby 

Transform) code and a pre-coding LDPC code. We can write: 

( )km mε+= 1              (2) 

where m is the number of received packets necessary for 

successful decoding of a k packet message, mε  is the 

statistical overhead and • denotes expectation [2].   

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a soft – switching configuration for hybrid 

RF/FSO links with packet – level Raptor codes is presented. 

The length of Raptor code is k =16 – 1024. This short length 

achieves high data rate and low decoding cost. We know, from 

the available literature, that the hardware encoder and decoder 

for k = 16 can be implemented in an FPGA (Field 

programmable gate array) to demonstrate the practicality of 

soft – switching in hybrid RF/FSO links. Soft – switching 

hybrid RF/FSO links based on short – length Raptor codes are 

practical and efficient.  

This paper is the review of the state of the art of this 

problem and in the future my work will be devoted to hybrid 

RF/FSO communication systems with soft – switching 

configuration and MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) 

communication system. I will test different types of channels, 

modulation, coding and their combination. The results of these 

different types of transmission systems I will compare and 

evaluate. Also, I will deal the application of MIMO hybrid 

RF/FSO communication systems. Appropriate transmission 

system, I would like verified experimentally.      
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Abstract—In order reduction means for the transmission of
information technology has been developed to allow the trans-
mission of large amounts of data when using existing transmis-
sion path. A concrete example is the compression channels of
the WDM technology. Currently, the practice of using optical
systems with a transmission capacity of 16 Gbps, at very short
distances on the order of meters can be achieved by 40 Gbps.
With increasing transmission speeds of light waveguides exhibit
undesirable nonlinear effects. The aim of postgraduate studies is
the investigation of nonlinear phenomena in optical networks.

Keywords—Nonlinear effects, xWDM systems, Stimulated scat-
tering, OADM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear phenomena are a hot topic in particular the fact
that their emergence me closely connected with increasing
transmission speed. Among the nonlinear effects are non-
linear phase modulation and stimulated inelastic scattering.
For further investigated stimulated scattering, thus stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) [1].

In a simple quantum-mechanical picture applicable to both
SRS and SBS, a photon of the incident field (called the
pump) is annihilated to create a photon at a lower frequency
(Belonging to the Stokes wave) and a phonon with the
right energy and momentum to conserve the energy and the
momentum. Of course, a higher-energy photon at the so-
called anti-Stokes frequency can also be created if a right of
phonon energy and momentum is available. Even though SRS
and SBS are very similar in their origin, different dispersion
relations for acoustic and optical phonons lead to some basic
differences between the two. A fundamental difference is that
SBS in single-modefiers occurs only in the backward direction
Whereas SRS can occur in both directions [2], [3], [4].

Area of study encompasses inter nonlinear stimulated
scatterings also technology of optical add/drop multiplexers
(OADM). The investigation is not focused only on stimulated
scatterings but as well as their impact on the function of
add/drop multiplexers. The aim in the near future is to design
its own implementation for add/drop multiplexers, which will
seek to suppress non-linear effects [5], [6], [7], [8].

II. TASKS WERE ALREADY SOLVED

In the previous time, all efforts was focused to obtain a
sufficient amount of study materials in contemporary issues
and understanding the basic operation of the technology.

Developments in optical networks is continuous and retain
the current overview is therefore very important. The basic
objectives were to study the theory of nonlinear phenomena
incipient in optical fiber systems. The next item was un-
derstanding and studying of basic types of optical add/drop
multiplexers (OADM), which are already an integral part of the
optical transmission systems. Last but not least, standards of
Coarse WDM (CWDM) and Dense WDM (DWDM) systems
were studied [9], [10], [11].

The sources for the study were not only books in the field,
but also articles published in international conferences and
proceedings. Unsubstitutable role played the documents of
optical components’ manufacturers and vendors.

III. KNOWLEDGES AND RESULTS OBTAINED DURING A
PREVIOUS YEAR

Last year was devoted to the study of nonlinear effects
and finding their practical measurements. The area of optical
communications is now highly developed and it is possible
to see in household. Availability for experimental purposes,
however, a major problem especially in terms of finances. In
academic conditions of the Technical University we will work
with simulation program OptSim. A part of experiments will
be interactive environment Matlab.

OptSim is an intuitive modeling and simulation environ-
ment supporting the performance evaluation and design of
the transmission level of optical communication systems. A
library of simulation algorithms, including more than 400 of
the most widely used optical and opto-electronic components,
is distributed with OptSim. OptSim end users are typically
telecom and datacom R&D staff focused on developing and
deploying key infrastructure for access, metro, and long-haul
networks, including equipment for DWDM, optical amplifica-
tion, all-optical network configurations, and link transmission
optimization.

The OptSim interface to Matlab enables OptSim users
to run Matlab routines that fully interact with the OptSim
data structure, either for pre- and post-processing or for co-
simulation purposes. The interface enables users to write new
Matlab routines for use with OptSim co-simulation or to reuse
their own Matlab proprietary code.

A. Simulations in OptSim program

Environment of OptSim program provides large amount
of different configurations. After installation it is possible
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to run and to simulate base programs which are available
immediately after installation. OptSim allows to create own
versions of simulation programs. Scalability is a big advantage
of this program.

Recently, simulations focused on optical add/drop multi-
plexers’ presentation of basic features have been executed.
OADM can drop (separate) any selected wavelength or wave-
lengths from transmitted signal. Subsequently, OADM can add
new signals on the wavelengths which were droped in the
previous step. There is a possible to add also new signals on
new wavelengths that have not been used up to now.

In the Fig. 1. is showed basic model of transmission system
with OADM. In the transmission path is located optical
add/drop multiplexer which one signal drops and at the same
time adds another signal [12].

Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of transmitted signal.

The Fig. 2. shows spectrum of transmitted signal. There
are four signals which have follow carrier frequencies tx1

= 193.35THz, tx2 = 193.45THz, tx3 = 193.55THz, tx4 =
193.65THz. The frequencies in this model meet standard
DWDM with frequency grid 100GHz.

Fig. 2. Spectrum of transmitted signal.

Fig. 3. shows spectrum of signals processed by OADM.
New frequency at the value 193.15THz is added to the
transmission path.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our experiments were the first step towards meeting dis-
sertation theses. Simulations performed so far modeled the
recommendations and standards for selected technology. In
the coming period will continue the simulation with standard
CWDM and DWDM. The aim will monitor the impact of non-
linear phenomena on transmitted signals and optical add/drop

Fig. 3. Spectrum of transmitted signal after one signal is dropped and another
is added.

multiplexers. Acquired results will be continuously published
in journals, anthologies of domestic and international confer-
ences.
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Abstract— Batteries in transmission grids can provide 

auxiliary network services, such as primary frequency response, 
voltage regulation in network nodes or back up power. Battery 
Energy Storage Systems (BESS) is often the most limiting factor 
within their more extensive usage for the frequency regulation. 
Because of this it is necessary to adjust the system charging SoC 
and the performance of battery systems so that they fulfil the 
same requirements as those ones which are applied in case of 
conventional providers of primary frequency regulation. This 
article says more about the possibilities of using and stability of 
battery systems and their ability to be a part of the auxiliary 
services providers. 

 
Keywords— auxiliary services, frequency regulation, battery 

energy storage systems (BESS), battery charging level (SoC)  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The share of primary regulation performance in Slovak 
Republic within the common transmission grid ENTSO-E is 
±29MW [1]. According to the technical requirements of the 
transmission grid operator (TSO) SEPS the maximum share of 
the primary regulation performance purchase (PRV) from 
abroad is 30% [2]. The share of PRV ±8 MW represents an 
import from neighboring transmission grids. The primary 
regulation performance in Slovakia is provided by two blocks 
of nuclear power plant Mochovce. Block 3 and block 4 of the 
nuclear power plant Mochovce are being certified at the 
moment. Block 5 and block 6 of the thermal plant Vojany, 
steam-gas power plant Energochem Svit and some generators 
of hydroelectric plant Gabčíkovo. Considering the fast of a 
stabile delivery of the primary regulation performance it 
becomes more and more problematic to be able to replace 
some blocks of power plants, for example nuclear power plant 
Jaslovske Bohunice or steam-gas power plant Malženice. 
Furthermore, due to a performance reservation and providing 
of PRV, the lifetime of generators decreases. Within the 
European transmission system ENTSO-E, the pressure to 
create a common market with primary regulation energy is 
increasing which also would have an impact on the financial 
effectiveness if traditional rotary units for PRV are used [3,4].  

II.  SIMULATION  

  
The BESS model for Slovakian transmission grid is based 

on weekly analysis of system frequency to analyse the 
influence of battery on the primary frequency regulation. On 

picture 1, there is a flowchart of proposed algorithm of 
positive or negative performance balance.   

 
To keep the SoC system BESS we decided for a regulating 

network. After the first 15 minutes of providing of PRV we 
suppose an activation of secondary frequency regulation 
(SRV) and a capacity deviation by 50% or more SoC will be 
balanced within next 15 minutes. 
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Fig.1. Flowchart of SoC balancing on 50%  
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As we see on Figure 2, within the analysed day the CoC 
kept the limits when our model was used. During some 15 
minutes intervals at the end of the day, the positive deviation 
of system frequency caused that the batteries were being 
charged, the system did not make it within active points AF to 
reduce the SoC so the batteries were charged on a level of 
91,99%. Within the intervals tn 91 a 92, no AF were outside 
the dead band. During following intervals tn 93 a 94 and with a 
high amount of active points, the system provided a regulation 
performance and the charging of SoC came back on 50%.    

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Development of SoC on analysis day 13.09.2012 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. 15-minutes values of delivered/ consumed performance and 
AF 

 

 
 

Chart 1.  Balancing of SoC at the analysis day 
 

 
 

Chart 2. Balancing of SoC at restricted FoC, FoD 

 
 
 
 

Figures 4. and 5. present performance units FoC/FoD for a 
30 minutes interval, where the balancing performance was 
limited in a way that the real performance matches the 
tolerance defined by the operator:   

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Values FoC, FoD within two following 15 minutes intervals 
for analysed week 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Values FoC, FoD within two 15-minutes intervals in 
analysed week if algorithm for PRV quality is kept 

 

III.  CONCLUSION 

In this article we analysed the strategies of usage of battery 
systems for primary frequency regulation. It was proved that 
keeping the limits of SoC can be explicit executed and there is 
no need to use external sources within the tolerance defined by 
the operator. The algorithm we applied did not cause any early 
capacity loss of BESS. During the simulation the limits of 
SoCmin/SoCmax were not exceeded. This analysis also showed 
the advantages of battery systems and their ability to ensure a 
frequency regulation under same conditions as guilty for 
conventional PRV providers. 
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Abstract—In this paper we developed a countermeasure
against the first order differential power analysis attack. The
countermeasure is based on an Inner Product masking scheme
in which one 8-bit value stored in hardware is represented
as four 8-bit shares. We implemented basic building blocks of
AES cryptosystems. Firstly, we had to implement Galois field
operations in VHDL code - addition, multiplication, squaring
and inversion. After, we developed all the operations needed for
AES using the Inner Product masking scheme. Moreover, we
attacked the developed design using the first order differential
power analysis attack. We collected the measurements of the
instantaneous power consumption during the operations that
are tested. Finally, we suggested improvements for the design
to improve resistance against the attack.

Keywords—Advanced Encryption Standard, Inner Product
Masking, Side Channel Attacks, VHDL implementation

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a gap between security of proposed countermeasure
schemes and implementations of these schemes in current
cryptography. We agreed on realization of hardware imple-
mentation of promising scheme called inner product (IP)
masking [1], which can defend the implementation against the
first order DPA attack.

We chose AES algorithm and Altera Cyclone III DISIPA
FPGA board [2] as hardware platform. The software imple-
mentation for the 8-bit Atmel was already developed for AVR
ATMega128 in assembly language [3]. Hardware implemen-
tation was the next logical step.

II. BUILDING THE IP MASKING SCHEME LIBRARY

The next step was hardware implementation of the IP mask-
ing in VHDL for the chosen platform. As the first approach,
we implemented VHDL codes with purely combinatorial logic.
Before realization of IP masking operations we needed to
implement operations of the underlaying field - Galois field
GF(28):

• Addition realized with XOR gates (addition in GF(28)
is bitwise XOR of inputs)

• Multiplication realized using Mastrovito’s multiplier
• Squaring realized using net of the XOR gates (the net

was computed using properties of squaring and AES
irreducible polynomial)

• Inversion realized using subfield GF(24)
We lately added powering to 4 and 16 in GF(28) for

better effectiveness. The realization of the powering are the
same as squaring. For every operation we created highly

commented and readable VHDL code and testbench, which is
used for testing implementation against precomputed results
(using Matlab).

Then we implemented all basic operation using IP masking
scheme needed for AES algorithm:

• masking, unmasking, mask refreshing
• addition, addition of a constant
• multiplication, multiplication of a constant
• squaring, powering to 4 and 16
These basic operations using IP masking scheme are closely

described in [3]. The most interesting operation in terms of
side-channel attacks is IP masked version of S-box operation
because of its nonlinearity. We needed to implement more
complex IP masked operations in VHDL code based on the
basic operation:

• Inversion
• Affine transformation
• S-box
Similarly as for GF(28), we created highly commented and

readable VHDL code and testbenches (which were used for
testing implementation) for every IP masked operation.

III. MAIN RESULTS

The first main result was developed and tested hardware
implementation of IP masked operations. They were written in
VHDL language and for Altera Cyclone III FPGA target. We
developed 6 entities for underlying field GF(28), 12 entities for
IP masking, testbenches for every entity and Matlab scripts for
testing. All entities were developed using only combinatorial
logic with the most complex developed operation (IP masked
S-box) that used 13,202 logic elements. Therefore maximal
frequency was below 10 MHz, which could not be deployed
in real application. In future it will be necessary to simplify
developed complex operations using registers, to adhere the
temporal division of the shares of masked values and to take
into the account the results of DPA measurements.

Next step was DPA attack on basic IP masked operations.
Measured data was evaluated using a t-test trying to find
statistically significant difference between fixed input and
random input measured trace sets [4] (or fixed versus another
fixed input). Before attacking on IP masked operation, we
always performed measurement with one masked share fixed
to zero. These measurements were done for testing if we could
detect first order leakage. Example of the test measurement can
be found in Fig. 1 (IP squaring with fixed share to zero).
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The first measured and evaluated IP masked operation was
squaring due to its simplicity. We ran various measurements of
IP squaring with slightly different configurations. Introductory
measurement analysis showed first order flaw during the cycle
with LED toggling. It was caused by toggling input (fixed
0x00 and random) in a way that LED was toggling, which
was evaluated as a leakage. LED switching was disabled and
input data were chosen randomly between fixed and random.
This upgrade fixed the problem with false detection.

After fixing the false detection, we run the attack on IP
squaring, where all the masked shares were evaluated at the
same time. First order leakage was not detected (as expected).
Then we evaluated the data for the second order attack (using
second statistical moment using one leakage point in time).
The results showed second order flaw exactly at the point in
time when the masked data was handled (Fig. 2).

Next measurement was done on IP squaring implementation
with separately evaluated shares. Similarly as for the mea-
surement before the first order DPA attack was not showing
any leakages. Then we applied second order attack using
first statistical moment in two separate leakage points in time
(bivariate 1st order attack in). This attack was not successful
with the same amount of the measured traces as for univariate
second order attack. This can mean that computing each share
separately is more secure than computing them at the same
time. In my opinion, much more traces are needed (better
processing and evaluating) for the successful bivariate attack.

Last measurements were done for IP refreshing of the mask.
In [5] it was theoretically proven that IP refresh scheme
contains first order flaw. My task was to prove that this leakage
can be measured. First, we tried to specify one share (e.g. fixed
to 0x00), which produced measurable first order leakage. Then
we tried purely combinatorial implementation with random
shares. With 45,000 measurements we were not able to detect
any first order leakage (second order univariate was, indeed,

Fig. 1. T-test of IP squaring (fixed 0x00 vs. random) with one input masking
share fixed to value 0x00. Squaring of all shares was done simultaneously.
Altera Cyclone III FPGA board was used for this measurement. Parameters of
the measurement: sample rate 25 GS/s, 500 MHz band, 10,000 measurements.
The current flow from decoupling capacitor to FPGA was measured (sensing
point 4 on our evaluation board). Left peak is first order flaw from the IP
squaring operation with fixed one share, peak on the right is leakage from
writing the result to UART.

Fig. 2. Analysis of difference between variances (blue graph) of two group
of traces during IP squaring (all shares at the same time). First group with
input 0, second group was with random input. The figure shows second order
leakage univariate (in one point at the time) around sample 4,000 at the exact
point where the IP squaring was taking place one clock cycle after trigger
(yellow graph) goes to 0. Trigger was down for 7 clock cycles, which can
be seen on the green graph of power consumption. Altera Cyclone III FPGA
board was used. Parameters of the measurement: sample rate 25 GS/s, 500
MHz band, 45,000 measurements. The current flow from decoupling capacitor
to FPGA was measured (sensing point 4 on our evaluation board).

detectable because all shares were handled in the same cycle).
Then we tried to artificially write the vulnerable intermediate
value (according to [5]) to register in order to increase leakage
(our experience was that the value leaks information if it is
written to the register). Even with registered intermediate value
we were not able to detect the theoretical first order flaw. We
suggested that much more traces were needed for a successful
attack on the vulnerable intermediate value.

IV. CONCLUSION

We developed AES library based on IP masking scheme
in VHDL. In the future we would like to improve our
implementation in terms of hardware area, speed and security
in order to make this kind of countermeasure effective.
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Abstract—This paper describes recent advance in research of
through-wall person localisation methods based on short-range
ultra wideband (UWB) radar measurements. Short range UWB
radars are considered to become a valuable tool of living persons
localisation in emergency situations such as building fires, natural
disasters or acts of terrorism. Through-wall (or through-obstacle)
passive person localisation applications developed in the last
years, aimed towards use in emergency situations, usually provide
a person location estimate in 2D space. However, according to
security experts, the person position estimate in 3-dimensional
space (3D) is required.

Keywords—UWB radar, localisation, through-wall

I. INTRODUCTION

Presently, we recognize two typical scenario types which
represent the need for detection and localisation of persons
hidden behind walls, obstacles or otherwise obscured. First
group of scenarios are military and security operations in
which it is required to detect unauthorised entry to secured
areas, or to detect, localise and determine the number of
perpetrators of the crime or their victims. Second group of
scenarios is aimed towards life rescue in emergency situations
such as earthquakes or building fires in which the goal is to
estimate the location of motionless survivors to increase the
effectiveness of search and rescue operations.

Among existing techniques used in described situations are
thermovision cameras, cameras with long optical fibers that are
injected into the holes or fissures in the collapsed buildings,
acustic systems detecting sounds produced by survivors, search
dogs that mark a place where they smell human beings. The
use of short-range UWB radar with ability to detect motion
was proposed as a complementary or alternative solution to
these existing techniques.

The proposed system for human beings detection and
localization consists of UWB radar with one transmitting
and two or more receiving antennas. Transmitting antenna
emits electromagnetic waves to monitored area and receiving
antennas capture reflections of electromagnetic waves from
objects in this area. Information about presence and position
of persons is determined from the measured data by means
of signal processing methods. Such system has a potential of
increasing the effectiveness of life saving operations, which
motivates me to work on the topics related to the improvement
of its reliability.

II. UWB RADAR SYSTEMS

The acronym UWB refers to a technology which make use
of signals occupying a very large bandwidth of frequency
spectrum. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
defines a UWB device as any device where the fractional
bandwidth Bf is greater than 0.2 or which occupies the
absolute bandwidth B greater than 0.5 GHz. The fractional
and absolute bandwidth is defined as follows:

Bf =
2(fu − fl)

fu + fl
, (1)

B = fu − fl, (2)

where fu and fl are the upper and lower cut-off frequencies
of the emission point Lcut−off = −10 dBm.

There are several types of UWB radars such as Impulse
radar, Impulse Doppler radar, FM-CW (Frequency Modu-
lated Continuous Wave) radar, Stepped-FM radar, Noise and
Pseudonoise radar.

UWB radar systems emitting signals occupying a frequency
band DC − 5GHz can be used for through-obstacle person
localisation, with advantage, because electromagnetic waves
with such frequencies propagate through most common build-
ing materials with acceptable attenuation, whereas higher fre-
quencies are significantly attenuated. Unfortunately, we have
identified a possible unfavourable influence of narrowband
interference on the M-sequence sensor performance at the
construction of wireless UWB sensor network using FSK
modulated signals with the carrier about 868 MHz for sensor
network communication infrastructure. This effect has moti-
vated us to study the mentioned problem.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE INTERFERENCE BY NARROWBAND
SIGNALS

In order to operate with a high efficiency, rescue or law
enforcement teams are used to employ at the emergency situ-
ations solution usually narrowband wireless personal commu-
nication systems operating in the same frequency band as the
UWB sensors. In addition, a standard TV and radio broadcast-
ing, and WiFi and mobile communications (e.g. GSM, LTE,
etc.) can be active as well. And finally, the particular nodes
of the UBW sensor network could communicate by using a
narrowband transmission systems with carriers located in the
frequency band exploited by the UWB sensors. Hence, the
UWB sensor performance under the condition of narrowband
interference has to be considered.
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In the past, only a few papers and works have been
devoted to the analysis of the UWB sensor operation under
the narrowband interference. The most comprehensive analysis
of that problem have been done in [1] for the impulse UWB
radar. In the case of the M-sequence UWB radars, it has been
reported that the performance of this kind of UWB devices is
quite-well resistant a narrowband interference. This statement
has originated in the basic principle of M-sequence UWB radar
consisting in the combination of the pulse compression by
using M-sequence and sub-sampling (stroboscopic sampling).
We further analyzed the problem of narrowband signal inter-
ference on the M-sequence sensors in [2]. The partial analysis
of the impact of the interference signal power level on the
received signal degradation are shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. M-sequence sensor signal degradation by narrowband interference
signal scaling from -30dBm to -1dBm

IV. ADVANCES IN 3D UNCOOPERATIVE TARGET
LOCALISATION

In order to obtain data from scenarios similar to real-
life situations, we organised a measurement campaign. The
campaign took place at Ilmenau University of Technology,
Germany, and was mainly focused on localisation of single
moving or motionless targets in 3D space. The sensor used in
this series set of measurements was an M-sequence sensor with
one transmitting and four receiving channels. The campaign
was very specific due to the fact, that the data were not
measured through the wall only, but through the ceiling and
through the floor as well. Among many other scenarios, we
simulated the search for the motionless target hidden under
the ground level, as well as localisation of moving targets
behind the wall or on the upper floor. The data are being
processed by our original and novel signal processing methods
in an ongoing research on 3D uncooperative target localisation.
Partial results are to be published in [3].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The UWB sensors have been recently successfully used
to locate moving and motionless uncooperative targets. Such
sensor application can be improved in terms of performance
by using proper antenna array layouts and signal processing
methods. Recently, we have responded to the problems of

the TOA based multilateration techniques and proved the
viability of the novel signal processing methods. Our research
in the field of 3D uncooperative target localisation was very
positivelly accepted by the peers in our field. We would like to
continue the research on the extended antenna array layouts,
localisation and tracking signal processing methods and ana-
lysis and suppression of the narrowband signal interference.

VI. EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Alongside with the research I took part in several extracur-
ricular activities such as:

• Commitee member for oral defense of master and bach-
elor thesis.

• Teaching four courses of Introduction to programming
and networks weekly.

• Consultant for various student master and bachelor thesis.
• Representation of the university at the ”Noc vyskumnika

2014” event.
• Representation of the university at the ”Den otvorenych

dveri” event and other similar events.
• Representation of the university by providing an inter-

view to a local newspaper - Kosicky Korzar.

VII. ACHIEVEMENTS

Based on the quality of the research in the field of localisa-
tion of uncooperative targets in 3D space, I was awarded the
following prizes:

• Young Scientists Contest, Polish Academy of Sciences
Prize
Awarded at: 15th International Radar Symposium (IRS
2014), Gdansk, Poland
Awarded for: scientific paper titled ”Simple 3D Localiza-
tion of Tag-Free Moving Targets by UWB Radar”

• Best Student Paper Award (2nd place)
Awarded at: Progress In Electromagnetics Research Sym-
posium, PIERS 2014), Guangzhou, China
Awarded for: scientific paper titled ”Localisation of Mo-
tionless Persons in 3D Space by UWB Radar”

• EuRAD Young Engineer Prize
Awarded at: 17th European Microwave Week (EuMW
2014), Rome, Italy
Awarded for: scientific paper titled ”A Simple Approach
to Through Wall Localization of Persons Moving in 3-
Dimensional Space”

• Best doctoral work at Technical University of Kosice
Awarded at: Best doctoral work contest 2014
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Abstract — The summary of main results of the study of 

magnetic and electrical properties of two kinds amorphous 

ferromagnetic microwires during my postgraduate study is 

presented in this paper. Experimental results concerning single 

magnetic domain wall dynamics in an inhomogeneous magnetic 

field in so called bistable microwire are reported. Domain 

structure contribution to the impedance of amorphous 

ferromagnetic wire in a zero external field was measured in as 

cast Co68.2Fe4.3Si12.5B15 wire, prepared using the in-

rotating-water-quenching technique and in the wire with 

small uniform helical anisotropy. It was found that the frequency 

dependence of “domain structure impedance” of these wire have 

a characteristic shape with a single maximum. 

  

Keywords — ferromagnetic wires, magneto-impedance, 

domain wall mass.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Amorphous ferromagnetic cylindrical wires are novel 

materials which have been extensively studied in the last two 

decades. They can be divided into two groups. The first one 

includes wires prepared by the in-rotating-water quenching 

technique. Typical radius of wires prepared by this technique 

is about 100 µm [1]. In the second group there are amorphous 

glass-coated microwires prepared by rapid quenching and 

drawing of molten alloy (Taylor-Ulitovsky technique). These 

microwires consist of metallic nucleus of diameter of 100 nm 

– 20 µm which is covered by the glass-coating of thickness of 

2 – 20 µm [2].  

Small size combined with soft magnetic properties (low 

coercivity) and magneto-transport properties (particularly 

GMI effect) make these materials very promising for technical 

applications [3].  

II. GMI EFFECT  

Giant magneto-impedance (GMI) effect in thin 

ferromagnetic wires has been intensively studied for about 

two decades. The magneto-impedance effect is defined as a 

relative change in the real and imaginary components of 

impedance due to present of external magnetic field. In some 

materials relative changes in impedance can be more than 

100%. The main parameter for interpretation of this effect is 

so-called skin depth δ. This parameter specifies the thickness 

of the region beneath the surface of the conductor through 

which the ac current flows [4]. 

When magnetized in axial direction the wires with high 

magnetostriction are characterized by the so-called bistable 

behavior, i.e. rectangular axial hysteresis loop. Assuming that 

microwire consists of one large axial domain, magnetic 

reversal takes place by a large Barkhausen jump [2]. Magnetic 

bistability is a property very interesting for many sensor 

applications based on a high rate of magnetic reversal [3], [5]. 

III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

A. Magnetic domain wall dynamics in an 

inhomogeneous magnetic field  [6] 

An amorphous ferromagnetic Fe77,5B15Si7.5 wire, prepared 

using Taylor-Ulitovsky method, was used for the 

measurements. Theoretical models for the wall with negligible 

or fixed length were created. These models were compared 

with experimental data. Description of experimental set-up 

and measurement procedure can be found in [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of modeled curve (full lines) and experimental 

ones (point). Curves are modeled for constant mass of the wall  

We have found that model curves are in qualitative 

agreement with experimental results. The best agreement 

between model and experimental curves was obtained for the 

case when the wall propagates in a less disturbed magnetic 

field, i.e. for the lowest value of Hpcmin = 92.3 A/m. For higher 

values of Hpcmin the field in which the wall propagates is more 

disturbed and the difference between model and experimental 

curve becomes gradually more distinct. It seems that this 

simple model cannot explain all aspects of the experimental 

curves. Different parts of the domain walls are influenced by 

different forces due to the field inhomogeneity. There are two 

consequences that should probably be taken into account. The 

first one is the change in the average force acting on the wall 

for different lengths of the wall. The second one can be the 

change in wall length due to force inhomogeneity. Therefore 

the model was modified for a quasi-planar domain walls with 

a fixed length. We looked for the optimal values of the fitting 

parameters, the wall length and mass of its unit area. 
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Agreement between experimental and modeled curves was not 

much better than that shown in Fig. 1. Moreover big 

differences in the values of the wall mass per its unit area 

calculated from the fitting parameters for three experimental 

curves were obtained.    

B. Effect of domain structure on the impedance of 

ferromagnetic wire with circumferential anisotropy 

[7]  

An amorphous ferromagnetic Co68.2Fe4.3Si12.5B15 wire, 

prepared using the in-rotating-water-quenching technique, 

was used for the measurements. The measurements were 

carried out on as-cast wire and also on a treated sample. 

Description of experimental set-ups and treatment procedures 

can be found in 7.  

We have found that the frequency dependence of 

contribution to the impedance of domain structure for both 

types of wire have a characteristic shape with a single 

maximum. This shape probably originates from domain walls 

oscillations. Additional contribution can originates from the 

changes in volume magnetization distribution after removal of 

the domain structure. 
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Fig. 2 Frequency dependence of magneto-impedance of domain 

structure for two different amplitudes of ac current I0 for as-cast wire  
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Fig. 3 Frequency dependence of impedance of domain structure for 

annealed wire with small uniform helical anisotropy 

For an as-cast wire after turning off the saturating axial 

field the domain structure is determined by anisotropy 

distribution which is of helical type with a small angle by 

which the easy direction deviates from the circular one. It 

seems reasonable to assume that the deviation angle has the 

same sign inside the circular domains, and that the domain 

walls are located at places where the deviation angle changes 

its sign. After removal of the domain structure, these places 

become sources of stray field which results in a reduction of 

the axial component of magnetization, decrease of transverse 

permeability and finally decrease in impedance. This 

mechanism causes positive contribution to magneto-

impedance of domain structure. If this mechanism is applied 

to a treated wire with uniform helical anisotropy, the 

contribution to the impedance of domain structure is negative. 

In this case, places where the domain walls are fixed becomes 

the sources of the stray field which results in the decrease of 

the axial component of magnetization, decrease of transverse 

permeability and finally decrease in impedance with respect to 

the state without domain structure. 
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Abstract— This paper deals with my knowledge, experience 
and results, which I collected during last year on PhD. study.  
This paper deals with nanofluids, especially magnetic nanofluids 
which could be replacement for conventional insulating/cooling 
liquids as mineral oils. Monitoring of condition during thermal 
ageing of nanofluids might be by measuring as with conventional 
liquids, for this case the dielectric relaxation spectroscopy was 
used. The next development in my work for next period is 
described in last part. 
 
Keywords—nanofluid, magnetic fluid, dielectric spectroscopy, 

transformer  

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

 Rising of consumption electric power and its quality has 
strong influence on distribution, transmission and power 
production devices. Especially, increasing requirements on 
thermal conduction and insulation have been important for 
safe power system functioning. Power transformers are part of 
this power system, where the cooling and insulation have 
important role. Conventional cooling and insulation system of 
power transformer consisting of oil-paper system has only one 
solution for improvement its properties with rising trend of 
consumption - extended surface of cooling system. The 
inherently poor thermal conductivity of conventional fluids, 
as mineral oil puts a fundamental limit on heat transfer. Since 
1990's, researchers and engineers developed possible 
substitution for conventional thermal/insulation liquids 
composed of nanoparticles dispersed in these conventional 
liquids - nanofluids. Motivation for works of many 
researchers is in development of stable suspension without 
settle and with excellent thermal and the insulation properties. 
Mineral oil is limited by petroleum reserves and it has non-
environmentally effects at leakage. Solution for improvement 
cooling/insulating properties in transformer is substitution of 
the used mineral oil by nanofluid based on previous oil, or 
using new liquids which are environmentally friendly and 
have electrical, chemical properties similar as mineral oil. 
Furthermore, these new liquids can be also used at production 
of nanofluids. [1-3] 

 Number of power transformers on area of eastern Slovakia 
is about 60 on distribution level and 13 on transmission level, 
which all are filled by mineral oil. This aspect is sufficient for 
local motivation. 
 

II. PRESENT STATUS OF NANOFLUIDS IN WORLD AND ON OUR 

DEPARTMENT 

Nanofluid is composed by three parts: 
1. Liquid carrier - There can be used conventional 

liquids as water, oils, glycol ethylene. Especially, 
mineral oil is used for needs cooling and 
insulation. In some new articles [5, 7] it has been 
described several investigations with natural and 
synthetic esters, which are more environmental 
friendly as mineral oil. On our Dept. of Power 
Engineering, we used as carrier fluid the mineral 
transformer oil. 

2. Nanoparticles - Nanoparticles used in nanofluids 
have been made of various materials, such as 
oxide ceramics (Al2O3, CuO), nitride ceramics 
(AlN, SiN), carbide ceramics (SiC, TiC), metals 
(Cu, Ag, Au), semiconductors (TiO2, SiC), carbon 
nanotubes, and composite materials such as 
alloyed nanoparticles Al70Cu30 or nanoparticle 
core–polymer shell composites.[1] For our cases 
were used nanoparticles of magnetite with 
different concentrations. 

3. Surfactant - Surface active compound, which has 
been added in order to disperse nanoparticles. 
Surfactant consists of long chain molecule with 
polar and non-polar part, which polar part is 
attracted by nanoparticle and non-polar by fluid. It 
warrants mutual repulsion of nanoparticles. For 
magnetite nanoparticles can be used as surfactant 
acid oleic as well as it was in our case.[8] 

Nanofluid consisting of magnetite particles is called the 
magnetic fluid (MF) with its specific properties described 
in [8]. In [6] was described prototype of single phase, low 
power, and medium-voltage electrical transformer. This 
work is headed for replacement of conventional liquids 
used in transformer to new MFs with specific properties. 
One of important tasks in area of liquid dielectrics is 
monitoring of electrical, chemical a. o. properties and their 
changes with degradation degree. Spectroscopy of 
conventional liquids is today on considerably high level, 
but important questions in case MF are: Can we monitoring 
degradation of MF with the conventional spectroscopy 
techniques?, or Shall we develop new spectroscopic 
techniques for MF and then the replacement of 
conventional liquids will be more expensive? 
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III. SOLVED/UNSOLVED TASKS OF LAST YEAR 

 Few years ago started some of my colleagues on 
department with several works, which were based on 
monitoring dielectric properties and their changes with 
increasing thermal degradation for MFs.[8] Understanding of 
polarization processes in dielectrics, measurement methods 
and knowledge from new area of nanofluids were my task at 
the beginning of my PhD study. Well-known dielectric 
spectroscopy in insulating liquids was a good stepping stone 
for identification changes in NFs. [3, 4] 
 But question was: Can we measure dielectric properties 
with equipment for conventional liquids as mineral oil or 
synthetic ester? Important aspect for spectroscopy of the MFs 
is measuring of parameter, which could be good reflection for 
changes inflicted thermal, chemical, electrical ageing. In my 
case it has been observed by frequency domain relaxation 
spectroscopy, where were measured and calculated the parts 
of complex permittivity, that before thermal degradation and 
after. For better interpretation the linearized Cole-Cole plot 
and linear regression was used. For better comparison the 
mineral oil, which was used as carrier liquid in case MF, there 
was also thermal stressed. From results on Fig. 1 we could 
observe growth of slope the regression line with increase of 
time of thermal stress. Similar change in slope was found in 
both of liquids: MF and mineral oil.  

 
Fig. 1. Linearized Cole-Cole diagram with regression lines for magnetic 
fluid before and after thermal degradation 
 

Based on these results we can consider that frequency domain 
relaxation spectroscopy as one of tools for monitoring 
properties of MF. 
 The only simple mathematic-physical method for this 
reflection not exists. Creation of set of many data about 
properties of MF then can be helpful for monitoring with 
increasing time of thermal, chemical, electrical degradation. 
Based on these changes could be predicted the next progress 
of degradation MFs as well as cellulose insulation.  
 Furthermore, I cooperated on current contents paper about 
MFs, on part about the effects of dielectrophoretic and 
magnetophoretic forces acting on MF in electric and magnetic 
field. Currently, the paper is waiting on release.[2] 
 Another part of my work is coordinate graduate students 
with my supervisor on their diploma works. We work on 
experiment relating to alternative liquid dielectrics based on 
natural esters. There were examined different types of liquids 

like rapeseed oil, flax oil, and thistle oil, and monitored 
parameter was breakdown voltage. Samples of these oils were 
thermal stressed and consequently measured by IEC 60156. 
Results from this work could be used for production MF 
based on these oils.  
 Other diploma work deals with time dependence relaxation 
spectroscopy in MF, where are measured the charge and 
discharge currents. This experiment is measured in special 
anechoic shielding chamber with 50Hz network filter for fine 
measuring without harmonics and interferences. 

IV. NEXT STEPS 

 In [2] was thermal stressed only alone MF, but in real 
transformers is insulation system composed of liquid, paper 
and pressboard. In my next work, under thermal degradation 
will be inclusion also cellulose part, for better and realistic 
imitation conditions in transformers. 
 I want pick up on idea of my colleague about abrasive 
qualities of nanoparticles on paper insulation and change in its 
properties, like breakdown voltage or polarization processes. 
 Unfortunately, on our department it can't be possible 
production of magnetic fluids, because of equipments 
limitation. However, production of nanofluids with different 
carrier liquids based on synthetic and natural esters or some 
kinds of nanoparticles could be interesting. This problem 
could be solved with cooperation with some chemical institute 
or with Slovak Science Academy. Furthermore, quantity of 
MF on our department is limited and then we cannot be 
possible execute breakdown voltage tests, which they are 
destructive. 
 Next aim of my dissertation work will improvement of 
spectroscopy methods and expansion of data set of MF and 
search further advantages or disadvantages these new 
composite materials. 
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Abstract—This paper describes my scientific efforts in particle
filters area performed this year. As you can see in almost every
scientific paper regarding to object tracking using particle filters,
quality or accuraccy of this implementations are described by
words like: this is good trajectory or this is bad trajectory. I’ve
implemented three types of filters. Every of these filters have
quiet good results. Since I like the numbers and also prefer
assessment of quality in reasonable metric. This paper describes
how to measure this quality by numbers not words.

Keywords—particle filter, histogram, color, accuraccy

I. INTRODUCTION

Start of school year after summer holidays was the same as
in early year. But in winter semester I have only one entry in
my teaching time agenda. This has forced me to use the time
for science in particle filter theory.

One of unsolved problems was that there is no reasonable
metric for quality assessment of particle filter tracked trajecto-
ries. During the study, I proposed and implemented some types
of particle filters. Thees filters are doing good job in object
tracking in video sequences. But this quality are defined only
by my words. This subjective quality assessment is impaired
because of my brain and my eyes are different from other
persons. [1]

Problem of objective quality assessment is in that fact,
there is need to know the ground-truth object trajectory.
This is not reachable in real world, because of relativity. In
computer vision are that problem solvable. You can measure
requested quality using synthetic video-sequence. This process
is described in next chapters.

II. SYNTHETIC VIDEO-SEQUENCES

Synthetic video is concept of generating video-sequences.
Using right software tool is quiet simple to create video-scene
that consist of object that are moving from known position to
other positions. [2]

Because I have respect to school budget, I decided to use
free software to solve problem of synthetic video. Free soft-
ware are tools and programs created by community of peoples
that share their work(programming code) to others peoples.
Knowing of this source code helps to software debugging
or patching. Every software engineer can contribute to this
software. [3]

The choice of animating software fell on Blender. Using
this big piece of software I have created four types of video
sequences. The main role played four-sided object called
square. The trajectory of square object described by words
have this properties:

• In first passage object moved from start position to next
position using three degrees of speed(slow, medium, fast).

• In second, object started to move with constant speed but
with rotating 90◦ clock-wise.

• Next section the object started scaling to 1,5 times
dimensions.

• In last section object changes position quickly and rotates
in 180◦ clock-wise.

Trajectory of moving object can be exported directly from
Blender software. But it must be performed using python
script, because lack of this feature in the software. Python
is popular scripting or interpreted language, and is also fre-
quently used as console language of big software products.
Presence of this console language saves me from manually
determining of exact position of square object in every frame
in video sequence. For a better vision at figure 1 is showed
exact characteristics of movement using shapes for x and y
directions. [4]
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Fig. 1. Exact object movement described by particular axes

As was described above, I created four video sequences for
quality assessment of particle filters. In first video sequence
moving object have one solid color and background is white.
In second, object is divided into four pieces and every part has
a different color. Background is also white. Next two video
sequences are quiet same as previous but background have
multiple color stripes. Small example of object tracking using
particle filters on synthetic sequence is at figure 2.

Only to be exact and precise, video-sequence have spatial
resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels. Frame rate is 30 frames per
second. Overall number of frames in video sequence is 300,
thus duration is 10 seconds. [5]
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Fig. 2. Example of synthetic video sequence with multiple color object and
multiple color background

III. ERROR METRICS

As described above, for measuring of tracking error we
need to know original trajectory of moving object. This
trajectory can be obtained from synthetic video-sequences
using specialised software as described in previous chapter.
Next is possible to compare every point in original trajectory
with point from tracked trajectory.

I propose two well know methods that are described in next
two sub-sections.

A. Euclidean distance

Every point in trajectory can be measured as difference
between original and tracked movement as:

DED =
√
(px − qx)2 + (py − qy)2 (1)

where p is point from original trajectory, q is tracked point.
This measure (D) is well known metric named as Euclidean
distance. Since position point in video sequence is defined
using two values for both axes x and y, error must be
calculated for every component of this point. [6]

This distance must be expressed for every point in trajectory.
For example generated video sequences have 300 frames, thus
original trajectory have also 300 position points. [7]

Mean tracking error of entire video sequence can be ex-
pressed as mean of euclidean distances, as:

MED =
1

N

N∑
i=1

DEDi (2)

where D is function of distance between i − th original and
tracked point and N is number of frames. [8]

B. Mean Square Error

On the other side there is also different metric that can
be used for trajectory assessment. This method is known as
square error [9]. Can be calculated as:

DSE = (px − qx)
2 + (py − qy)

2 (3)

Mean square error for whole trajectory is then computed as:

MSE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

DSEi
(4)

Results of comparing original and measured trajectories are
in plot 3. This results are expressed by both proposed methods.
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Fig. 3. Visualisation of tracking error using both methods

IV. CONCLUSION

As described in previous two sections measurement of
particle filter accuracy is not straightforward task. In real
conditions it is very hard task, because original trajectory must
be precisely defined and this must be done using some others
methods, like GPS tracking, or others precise position tracking
methods. Thus, as you can see, experimental verification of
quality of filter, can be done relatively easily but it needs
prepared resources as synthetic video sequences and synthetic
object trajectory.

Because this is probably last year of my study at Technical
university of Košice, I am currently summarizing my whole
scientific research work in my dissertation thesis. I hope that
this work will be a good basis for people who are investigating
the ”jungle” of particle filter theory.
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Abstract— This paper deals with my work in previous year. 

The measurements were focused on measuring of shielding 

effectiveness in the range of high frequencies from 1 GHz to 9 

GHz in the step 0,2 GHz. The measured object was a polystyrene 

and brick wall with a thickness 25 cm. Size of brick wall were 

2x2 m. Measurement was preformed according IEEE Standard, 

Method for Measuring the Effectiveness of Electromagnetic 

Shielding Enclosures.  

 

Keywords—shielding of electromagnetic field, electromagnetic 

field, antenna.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wide professional community is more and more focused on 

resources of electromagnetic fields, their impact and the 

associated concept of electromagnetic compatibility. EMC 

could be defined as the ability of devices to coexist in the 

same electromagnetic environment. Electromagnetic 

interference can cause severe problems, and it should be taken 

into account in the design of new power plants and other 

devices. The term Electromagnetic Compatibility is closely 

related to the notion of shielding electromagnetic field. 

Everyone is exposed to a complex mix of electric and 

magnetic fields, both at home and at work, from the generation 

and transmission of electricity, domestic appliances and 

industrial equipment, to telecommunications and broadcasting. 

Research activities on my PhD study are focus on the 

measuring of shielding effectiveness and reflection of 

electromagnetic fields. Measured objects were building 

materials – polystyrene and brick. 

II. THE INITIAL STATUS IN THE SOLVING OF THE RESEARCH 

TASK 

Quality of shielding materials is determined by three 

coefficients, shielding effectiveness SE, absorption coefficient A 

and a reflection coefficient R. The main factors which determine 

the shielding effectiveness are the capability of shielding 

materials (the electric and magnetic conductivity and the 

permeability), the thickness of shielding material and the 

frequency of the incident wave. If we know all these factors, the 

shielding effectiveness of materials can be calculated by 

(1):[1][2]  

RASE            (1) 

Shielding effectiveness can be calculated according to the 

relations (2–5) if the value of the transmitted signal is set in 

logarithmic unit. 

]dB[log2log1 EESE        (2) 

]dB[log2log1 HHSE        (3) 

]dB[log2log1 VVSE        (4) 

   ]dB[log2log1 PPSE         (5) 

where E1 and H1 are the intensity of electric field and 

magnetic field in the absence of the shielding, respectively E2 

and H2 are the intensity of electric field and magnetic field 

within the shielding, V2 is voltage reading within the shielding, 

V1 is voltage reading in the absence of the shielding and P2 is 

power detected within the shielding, P1 is the power detected in 

absence of the shielding. 

Formulas (8), (9), (10) and (11) are used according to the 

available measuring equipment.[2][3][4] 

III. TASK SOLVED IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR 

My research was focused on the building materials, 

polystyrene, brick wall. Block diagram for the purpose of 

measuring of shielding effectiveness SE of the electromagnetic 

field is shown in Fig.1. This workplace consists of a analog 

signal generator Agilent N5181A, spectrum analyzer Agilent 

N9038A MXE EMI, the receiving antenna and transmitting 

antenna horn type. 

 
Fig. 1.  Block diagram for purpose of measuring of shielding effectiveness of 

electromagnetic field 

 View of the measuring in the chamber is shown in Fig. 2. The 

measuring results are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4. Dependence of 
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shielding effectiveness SE of electromagnetic field in frequency 

range 1 GHz to 5 GHz for bricks wall shown Fig.2. Dependence 

of shielding effectiveness of electromagnetic field in frequency 

range 1 GHz to 9 GHz for bricks wall shown Fig.3. Dependence 

of shielding effectiveness of electromagnetic field in the 

frequency range from 1 GHz to 9 GHz for polystyrene with 

thickness 50 mm show Fig.4 

 
Fig. 2.  View of the measuring in the chamber 

 

Fig. 3. Dependence of shielding effectiveness SE of electromagnetic field in 

frequency range 1 GHz to 9 GHz for bricks wall   

 
Fig. 4. Dependence of shielding effectiveness SE of electromagnetic field in 

frequency range 1 GHz to 9 GHz for polystyrene with thickness 50mm   

More results can be found in [6][7][7][8] and other.  

IV. PROPOSAL FOR THE NEXT STEPS IN THE NEXT PERIOD OF 

TIME 

In next period I would like to continue with measuring of 

reflection electromagnetic field of building materials not 

measured in the quoted publications. From the measured data, 

it is possible to calculate absorption of the electromagnetic 

field. 
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Abstract— This publication deals with Dense Wavelength 

Division Multiplexing (DWDM) systems and the physical 

phenomena that affects a high-speed optical signal transmission. 

The non-linear optical effects which have been intensively 

researched in recent years when designing a fully optical 

communication system must be taken into account. DWDM 

systems have high demands on transmission capacity and speed. 

Limiting factors are FWM (Four-Wave Mixing) and CPM 

(Cross-Phase Modulation) which may result in poor draft 

crosstalk between channels. For this reason, it is important to 

denote each non-linear phenomena individually in this optical 

communication systems. 

 
 

Keywords— CPM, FWM, SPM, standard DWDM, 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks are 

optical networks which use a principle of wavelength division 

multiplexing allowing a single fibre to transmit several optical 

carrier waves, each being at a different wavelength [1]. It is a 

frequency multiplex in the optical transmission band of the 

transmission medium as the wavelength corresponds to the 

frequency of the optical signal carrier. This transfer 

technology allows deploying optical carrier waves carrying 

the data to the whole band of the medium permeability, taking 

into account the available transmission technologies, meaning 

one fibre is binding more optical wavelength ranges 

transmitting the data. The transmission at each wavelength 

can be achieved with a different transmission (bit) rate, 

another type of modulation and other forms of signal. The 

idea of WDM networks allows better use of built optical 

networks by transporting a single fibre with a number of 

carrier wavelengths, yet the structure of optical networks has 

not changed [2].  

The disadvantage of WDM systems is the increased 

damping of the network due to the multiplexer and 

demultiplexer inserted into the transmission chain. In the mid-

nineties the term Dense WDM started to be used after 

managing to transfer more and more channels with 

significantly smaller spacing in one fibre. 

II. DENSE WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 

Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) is one 

of the most perfect and most widely used systems in today's 

optical communications. Spacing between channels are 0.8 

nm, theoretically up to 0.1 nm in UDWDM (Ultra Dense 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing), means the ability to 

transmit a single fibre to several dozen channels [3]. These 

channels are transmitted by optical fibres in parallel and 

without being dependent on each other, the transmission 

capacity of optical connection increases many times. Modern 

DWDM systems can on a single physical link operate 96 

channels, in each such channel transmit enable a signal rate of 

2.5 to 10 Gbit.s-1. In Fig. 1 is displayed a 4-channel DWDM 

system. 

 

Fig. 1 4-channel DWDM [3] 

For proper implementation of this technology is used laser 

DFB (Distributed FeedBack laser) with an extremely narrow 

spectral line, amplifier EDFA (Erbium Doped Fibre 

Amplifier) and spectral filters with high selectivity. These 

devices are very sensitive to temperature and frequency 

stability. This is one of the main reasons of its high price. 

Regulation ITU-T G.694.1 "Spectral grids for WDM 

applications: DWDM frequency grid" defines the various 

transmission channels for DWDM wavelengths in the range of 

1,490 nm (200.95 THz) to 1620 nm (186.00 THz), S, C and L 

band [3]. Channel spacing DWDM is based on the normalized 

initial frequency of 193.1 THz. The raster with the spacing of 

the individual channels in the range of 100 GHz (0.8 nm), 50 

GHz (0.4 nm), 25 GHz (0.2 nm) (UDWDM) and 12.5 GHz 

(0.1 nm) depends on the frequency. In Fig. 2 is shown channel 

spacing for DWDM system. The distance between 

wavelengths and frequencies is given by the equation 

𝛥𝜆 =
𝜆.𝛥𝑓

𝑓
,                         (1)   

where Δλ represents the wavelength spacing, Δf is the 

frequency spacing value, λ represents each wavelength and f 

represents frequency. For a high quality of transmission and 

the correct operation it is necessary that the wavelength 

deviation from the designed wavelength will not exceed 0.2, 

representing tolerance ± 0.16 nm for 100 GHz channel 

spacing.   
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For use DWDM technology in access and metropolitan 

networks should be appropriate to narrow wavelength range to 

the band "C" only, which represents the area from 1530 nm to 

1565 nm [4-6]. For this band, the components (EDFA 

amplifiers, etc.) are suitable and affordable. 

 
Fig. 2 Channel spacing DWDM system  

III. FURTHER RESEARCH FIELD  

Non-linear effects in optical fibres arise from the change in 

the refractive index of the medium with the optical intensity 

and inelastic scattering [6]. The dependence of the 

performance and the index of refraction is responsible for 

Kerr effect [7]. As shown in Fig.3, is displayed linear and 

non-linear dependence. 

Depending on the type of input signal, Kerr effect occurs in 

three different phenomena, self-phase modulation (SPM), 

cross-phase modulation (CPM) and four-wave mixing 

(FWM). At high power levels, the inelastic scattering 

phenomena causes stimulated effects such as stimulated 

Brillouin scattering (SBS) and stimulated Raman scattering 

(SRS). Scattered light intensity increases exponentially when 

the incident power exceeds a certain threshold. The difference 

between the Brillouin and Raman scattering is that SBS 

generates phonons (acoustic) that are coherent and cause 

macroscopic acoustic waves in the fibre, while SRS generates 

phonons (optical) that are inconsistent and do not generate 

macroscopic wave [7]. 

 

Fig. 3 Linear and non-linear dependence 

A. Self-Phase Modulation  

Self phase modulation is a nonlinear phenomenon caused 

by the interaction of light and material. If the light pulse 

propagates in a nonlinear optical medium due to the optical 

Kerr phenomenon induced a change in refractive index. This 

causes a dependence of the pulse phase on the intensity, and 

this leads to a change in the pulse spectrum [8]. The Fig.4 

shows the effect of SPM on a pulse signal in which the 

frequency of the pulse at the onset decreases and increases 

during deceleration. The frequency is in the middle of the 

pulse approximately linear [6-8]. 

 

Fig. 4 The impact of self-phase modulation on the signal pulse [9] 

Phase changes with time in the same way as the optical 

signal. Different parts of the pulse go through various phase 

shifts due to fluctuations in phase. This results in the 

frequency chirping. The primary phenomenon of self-phase 

modulation is broadening the pulse. SPM effect is more 

pronounced in systems with high transmission power as 

chirping effect is proportional to the signal transmission 

power. Phase is expressed as follows 

   𝜙 =
2𝜋

𝜆
𝑛𝐿,                                      (2) 

where λ is the wavelength of the optical fibre of the 

transmitted pulse having a refractive index n, and nL is called 

optical length [9].  

The fibre used for high transmission power can be replaced 

with neff and Leff respectively i.e. 

𝜙 =
2𝜋

𝜆
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓,        (3) 

or  

𝜙 =
2𝜋

𝜆
(𝑛𝑙 + 𝑛𝑛𝑙𝐼)𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 ,      (4) 

where the right part of the first relationship is a linear portion 

of a constant phase (𝜙l) and the second relationship is a 

nonlinear portion of the constant phase (𝜙nl). 

If the intensity is time dependent and the wave is modulated 

in time, then the phase φ is also time dependent. Substitution 

phase in time causes a change in the frequency spectrum 

which is given by 

𝜔 =
𝑑𝜙

𝑑𝑡
.         (5) 

In dispersion, the medium in the spectrum changes 

temporarily and the pulse changes the nature of variations. It 

is necessary to take into account the Gaussian pulse, which 

modulates the carrier frequency ω and the new instantaneous 

frequency becomes 

𝜔′ = 𝜔0 +
𝑑𝜙

𝑑𝑡
.        (6) 

The sign of the phase shift is SPM negative due to a minus 

sign in the expression for the phase (ωt - kz) 

𝜙 = −
2𝜋

𝜆
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑛𝑙 + 𝑛𝑛𝑙𝐼),     (7) 

 and, therefore ω is 

𝜔′ = 𝜔0 −
2𝜋

𝜆
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑙

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
.      (8) 

 

Thus the leading edge pulse 
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
> 0 is 

𝜔′ = 𝜔0 − 𝜔(𝑡),        (9) 
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and the rear edge 
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
< 0 so, 

𝜔′ = 𝜔0 + 𝜔(𝑡),        (10) 

where 

𝜔(𝑡) =
2𝜋

𝜆
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑙

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
.      (11) 

This shows that the pulse is chirp and the frequency is 

varied across the pulse. This phenomenon called chirping is 

caused by SPM leading to an extent pulse spectrum [10]. 

B. Four-Wave Mixing  

When tied to a light beam of high intensity, the response of 

the optical environment ceases to be linear and together with 

Kerr phenomenon is further define as four-wave mixing [11]. 

General FWM occurs in binding the three light beams of 

different wavelength. Optical environment for the fourth wave 

different from the three other at the optical fibre (referred to as 

"idler").  

The FWM is shown in Fig.5, where the right part of the 

image shows the effect of FWM [11]. FWM is a type of 

optical parametric oscillation. Condition of occurring FWM is 

called "Phase-mismatching" factor 

∆𝑘 = 𝑘1 + 𝑘3 − 𝑘2 − 𝑘4,      (12) 

where 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3 a 𝑘4 are linearly dependent vectors and the 

wave frequency is equal to 

𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑓𝑖 + 𝑓𝑗 − 𝑓𝑘 .       (13) 

This nonlinear phenomenon occurs only in WDM systems 

where its presence causes complications of transmission. 

Evolving frequency signals/channels degrade the transmission 

quality when they interference with the useful signals while 

increasing the absorption of useful channels whereas transmit 

power in favor of the new channels [9]. Option filtration 

newly created channels is possible only for those who are not 

in the original wavelength. Prevent FWM can be with an 

appropriate distribution channels, so that the new created 

wavelengths do not occur on the useful channels and thus do 

not reduce the transmission quality [12]. 

Effect of FWM is inversely dependent on chromatic 

dispersion coefficient, FWM is most apparent at wavelengths 

zero dispersion. 

 

Fig. 5 The emergence of new channels in four channel DWM system. In 

Figure on the right we can see spectral lines of new channels. [12] 

C. Cross-Phase Modulation  

Cross-phase modulation is a major limitation for non-linear 

single-channel systems. The intensity dependence of the 

refractive index leads to a further non-linear process [13]. If 

two or more optical pulse propagates at the same time, there is 

a cross-phase modulation accompanied by the self phase 

modulation. It arises due to the nonlinear refractive index of 

the optical pulse which depends not only on the intensity of 

the beam but also on the intensity of other propagating pulse 

[15-17].  

Cross-phase modulation actually performs fluctuation 

power at a certain wavelength to phase fluctuations in 

promoting other channels. The result of CPM may be 

asymmetrical enlargement of the spectral lines and pulse 

shape distortion [14]. The effective refractive index of the 

nonlinear medium can be expressed by the input power P and 

the effective core area Aeff as, 

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑛𝑙 + 𝑛𝑛𝑙
𝑃

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
.                         (14) 

The nonlinear effects are dependent on the light output ratio 

of the cross-sectional area of the fibre 

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘𝑙 + 𝑘𝑛𝑙𝑃,                           (15) 

where kl is the linear part of the propagation constant and knl 

the nonlinear propagation constant. The phase shift caused by 

nonlinear constant after covering a distance L inside the fibres 

is as follows 

𝜙𝑛𝑙 = ∫ (𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝑘𝑙)
𝐿

0
𝑑𝑧, (16) 

consequently, the nonlinear phase shift is expressed by 

relationship 

𝜙𝑛𝑙 = 𝑘𝑛𝑙𝑃𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 .                               (17) 

If the optical pulses spread at the same time, the nonlinear 

phase shift of the first channel depends not only on the 

strength of the channel but also the signal strength of the other 

channels. For two channels is a nonlinear phase shift as 

follows 

𝜙𝑛𝑙
1 = 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑃1 + 2𝑃2).

 (18) 

For N-channel transmission system is a shift for the I-th 

channel expressed by relationship 

𝜙𝑛𝑙
𝑖 = 𝑘𝑛𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑖 + 2∑ 𝑃𝑛

𝑁
𝑛≠𝑖 ).   (19) 

The element 2 in the above equation is the original form of 

the non-linear susceptibility, indicating that the CPM is twice 

more effective than the SPM at the same energy. The first part 

of the equation represents the contribution of SPM and second 

part the contribution of CPM. CPM is effective only if the 

influencing signals overlap in time.  

CPM limits the performance of the system in the same way 

as SPM, the frequency "chirping" and chromatic dispersion, 

although CPM may interfere with the performance of more 

than SPM. CPM greatly affects the particular system with a 

large number of channels. 

D. Stimulated Raman Scattering  

Stimulated Raman scattering is among the most important 

effects, whether in terms of nonlinear phenomena in optical 

fibres or in adversely affecting the transmission 

communication systems, although its base is relatively simple. 

When this phenomenon occurs during the propagation of 

photons to the molecular vibrations, leads to loss of energy 

and generation of optical phonons. The generated waves with 

small wavelengths are called Stokes waves [16].  

In stimulated Raman scattering occurs pumping energy 

from lower wavelengths at higher wavelengths, causes at 

higher wavelengths suppress signals from lower wavelengths. 

This phenomenon occurs especially at high bit rates and at 

high transmission performance. The only way to reduce the 

impact of Raman scattering is to reduce the input power. In   

the Fig.6 is shown stimulated Raman scattering [17]. 
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Fig. 6  Stimulated Raman scattering [17] 

E. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering 

The detrimental effect on communication systems called 

stimulated Brillouin scattering observed in 1964. Its base is 

similar to the SRS, except that for the SBS, in the 

dissemination of photons are generated in molecular vibration 

acoustic phonons [18].  The stimulated Brillouin scattering 

occurs only in the backward direction of propagation along 

the fibre, unlike the SRS, which occurs in a straight line. Like 

the SRS, the SBS pronounced at high transmission speeds and 

at high transmission performance [19]. The Fig.7 shows 

stimulated Brillouin scattering. 

 

Fig. 7  Stimulated Brillouin scattering [19] 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This publication consists of basic information about 

DWDM system and its composition.  Research on the non-

linear effects applied in WDM systems is done on a very 

broad scale. My task is to address the non-linear phenomena 

in DWDM systems and design a system for eliminating the 

effect of non-linear phenomena in optical amplifier (EDFA).    

This is an amplifier design in Matlab and OptSim and the 

subsequent realization of fully optical communication system. 

Fig.8 represents the scheme of a fully optical 

communication system created in Technical University of 

Košice optoelectronic system laboratories, incorporating the 

amplifier part which will be my task to research in the coming 

years.  

 

Fig. 8  Optical communication system 
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Abstract— This paper deals with the simulation of 

electromagnetic field and calculation of shielding effectiveness. 

The impact of shielding materials to its distribution is observed. 

The simulation is created in ANSYS Workbench, and HFSS 

based on finite element method.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Exposure to electromagnetic fields is not a new 

phenomenon. However, during the 20th century, 

environmental exposure to man-made electromagnetic fields 

has been steadily increasing as growing electricity demand, 

ever-advancing technologies and changes in social behavior 

have created more and more artificial sources. Everyone is 

exposed to a complex mix of weak electric and magnetic 

fields, both at home and at work, from the generation and 

transmission of electricity, domestic appliances and industrial 

equipment, to telecommunications and broadcasting. At 

present it is not possible to confirm or deny possible harmful 

effects of electromagnetic fields on human health. The 

significant number of completed and published research says 

that this issue is very actual. Electrical and biological systems 

must be resistant to other systems and its action may adversely 

affect the normal operation of other systems and devices.  The 

motivation to solve this research task results from activity 2.1- 

“Research the impact of building materials to the distribution 

of electromagnetic field”, project: Protection the population of 

Slovak Republic against the effects of electromagnetic fields 

founded by the requirement of European Union.  

II. PROBLEMATIC OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

The electromagnetic field is a physical field in which 

electric and magnetic forces operate in space. Nowadays, the 

effects of electromagnetic fields on living organisms are 

discussed by the International Organization for Non-Ionizing 

Radiation Protection (INCIRP) and the World Health 

Organization (WHO). Biological effects are measurable 

changes induced by some stimulus or change in the 

environment. These changes do not necessarily lead to 

damaging health. The human body has many compensatory 

mechanisms and the ability to adapt to various changes. These 

reactions are normal signs of life. Biological effect, however, 

could have an adverse effect in the case where the body is 

exposed to long periods of harmful factors and compensatory 

mechanisms are insufficient. 

We can solve the problems about electromagnetic field by 

measurement or by modelling and computing specific situation 

[1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. 

III. SOLUTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

The aim of this work is the simulation of electromagnetic 

field and impact of materials with various properties to its 

distribution. The model and simulations are created in 

computational software Ansys Workbench 14.5 for static 

calculations and in HFSS for frequency depending 

simulations. Calculations are based on the finite element 

method. 

Following pictures shows the distribution of static magnetic 

field. 

 

In my simulation the electrical properties of shielding 

material and frequency where changed. Shielding 

effectiveness was observed by the change the thickness of 

shielding materials and their distance from the source. Then 

relative permeability for magnetic field and isotropic 

resistivity for electric field was changed. Following picture 

shows the propagation of electric field in waveguide, in the 

middle is material from polystyrene, frequency range is from 

1,5 to 5GHz.  

 

 
Fig.1. Distribution of the magnetic field 
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Some results from simulations are available on [6], [7], [8], 

[9], and some results from measurement in [10], [11].  

Shielding effectiveness was calculated according to [5], [12]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

My work is focused on simulations of the electromagnetic 

field distribution and the ways how to shield it. This was done 

for static calculations in Ansys Workbench using Emag and in 

HFSS for frequency depending simulations. All results from 

simulations are published in my dissertation work. Further will 

be appropriate to continue the research of electromagnetic 

field propagation in the next diploma and dissertation thesis. It 

would be good to focus on the influence of electromagnetic 

fields to the biological systems. The question is how to solve 

this problematic by simulation.   
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Fig.2. Propagation of electric field through the polystyrene 

  

 
 

Fig.3. Electric field behind the shielding material (polystyrene)   
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Abstract—Paper deal with study the possibility, approach and 

the correct procedure for nonlinear circuit simulation using 

mathematical tool MATLAB. Especially, paper describes 

nonlinear circuit simulation, modeling of nonlinear elements and 

using graphical user interface in MATLAB. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Circuit simulation is a technique for checking and verifying 

the design of electrical and electronic circuits and systems 

prior to manufacturing and deployment. It is used across a 

wide spectrum of applications, ranging from integrated circuits 

and microelectronics to electrical power distribution networks 

and power electronics. Circuit simulation combines 

mathematical modelling of the circuit elements, or devices, 

formulation of the circuit equations and techniques for 

solution of these equations. [1] 

Many different kinds of network element are encountered in 

network analysis. For circuit analysis it is necessary to 

formulate equations for circuits containing as many different 

types of network elements as possible. There are various 

methods for formulation of circuit equation. 

Research in this topic consists of these parts: 

1. Description of real circuits and their elements. 

2. Design of real electrical and electronic components models. 

3. Selection of appropriate methods to solve mathematical 

models of real electrical circuits. 

4. Create application to solve nonlinear electrical and 

electronic circuits using MATLAB. 

5. Choosing a suitable method for applications testing. 

II. INITIAL STATE 

Nonlinear circuits consist of linear and nonlinear elements. 

Before nonlinear circuits simulation simulation and modeling 

of nonlinear elements we muss describe models of linear 

elements.  All models of active and passive linear elements for 

simulation of AC and DC steady-state circuits using Sparse 

Tableau Analysis are described in [1]. 

Before the start of circuit simulation chooses the method of 

preparation circuit equations is needed. The process of 

selecting a suitable method is described in [2]. Sparse Tableau 

Analysis (STA) with system of circuit equations (1) was 

selected. Subsequently, linear elements models were adjusted 

for STA.  
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In addition to the above activities options of MATLAB 

were examined, in particular MATLAB graphical user 

interface [2]. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF TASKS AND RESULTS 

Next research followed up the results described in initial 

status. Simulation of nonlinear circuits using MATLAB 

consist of:   

A. Description and creating models of nonlinear elements. 

B. Selection of method for nonlinear equations systems 

solving. 

C. Creating application in graphical user interface of 

MATLAB. 

D. Creating and testing application of nonlinear circuit 

simulation. 

 

A. Models of nonlinear elements 

First step of nonlinear circuit simulation is creation models 

of nonlinear elements. Models of real circuit elements consist 

of linear and nonlinear elements. Linear elements are 

described in [1]. We know three varieties of ideal nonlinear 

elements: 

Nonlinear resistors divided into voltage-controlled with 

element equation (2) or current-controlled with element 

equation (3). 

 
)( RR ufi   (2) 

 
)( RR ifu   (3) 

Nonlinear cumulative elements are nonlinear voltage-

dependent capacitor C(u) and current-dependent inductor L(i). 

Nonlinear controlled sources divided into four groups:  

 voltage control voltage source (VCVS) 

 voltage control current source (VCCS) 

 current control voltage source (CCVS) 

 current control current source (CCCS) 

Process of creating a model for the STA method will be 

demonstrated on the basic nonlinear element semiconductor 

diode Fig. 1 case a). STA models of real elements consist of 
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ideal elements and models of ideal elements will be used. 

Elements equation of semiconductor diode is (4). Therefore, 

we can use only one ideal element (voltage-control nonlinear 

resistor) to create model of diode Fig. 1 case b). Companion 

model of diode Fig. 1 case c) consist of resistor and voltage 

source. 
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Fig. 1 a) semiconductor diode, b) replacement with nonlinear resistor, 

c) companion model of diode. 

 

Second way to create a model of nonlinear element is 

linearization of this element. In this case, only linear ideal 

elements will be used to create the STA model. 

 

B. Simulation of nonlinear circuits in MATLAB  

Linear STA equation system will be extended of nonlinear 

elements equation written in the vector of nonlinear element 

equation G(x). G(x) consists of nonlinear functions gi(x). 

Every entry gi(x) is the nonlinear function corresponding to a 

single nonlinear element in circuit. This extension system 

called nonlinear STA system (5) is used to simulate nonlinear 

circuits. 
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C. Solving of nonlinear equations system  

We must find solving of nonlinear equation system (5). 

There are numerous approaches to solving nonlinear systems, 

most based on using some type of approximation involving 

linear functions. Nonlinear problems are often treated 

numerically by reducing them to a sequence of linear 

problems.  

Approximate the graph of y = f(x) by the tangent line at a 

point x
(0)

 near the desired root, and use the root of the tangent 

line to approximate the root of the original nonlinear function 

f(x). This leads to Newton’s iterative method (6) for finding 

successively better approximations to the desired root [4]. 
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This generalizes to handling systems of nonlinear equations. 

Let f(x) = 0 denote a system of p = n+2m linear and nonlinear 

equations in p = n+2m unknowns (7). Newton’s method for 

solving this system is given by (8) when k = 0, 1, 2, … . In 

this, f′(x) is a generalization of the derivative known as the 

Jacobian matrix of system f(x), and the second equation is a 

linear system of order p [4]. 

 ), …, v v, …, u u, …, ix = (i nmm 111 ;;  (7) 
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An important related class of problems occurs under the 

heading of optimization. Given a real-valued function f(x) with 

x a vector of unknowns, a value of x that minimizes f(x) is 

sought. In some cases x is allowed to vary freely, and in other 

cases there are constraints on x. 

D. Graphical user interface 

User-friendly interface should be used to enter information 

about circuit and print output information from circuit 

simulation. MATLAB provides a simple graphical interface 

called Graphical user interface (GUI). GUIs provide  

point-and-click control of software applications, eliminating 

the need to learn a language or type commands in order to run 

the application. Therefore, GUI was used to create 

applications for nonlinear circuit simulation . 

 

 
Fig. 2 Circuit simulator in MATLAB Graphical user interface. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Tasks for next research are: 

1. Description of real elements and creating models of real 

circuit elements. 

2. Improve graphical application of nonlinear circuit 

simulation. 

3. Testing application of nonlinear circuit simulation. 
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Abstract—The paper deals with short overview of process 

of the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) development. Some the 

newest trends are presented from the field of sensorial system 

and navigation and basic principles of 3D simulator development 

are described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Complex development of small unmanned helicopter 

involves many small, but very important subtasks like attitude 

and heading reference system, inertial navigation system, 

simulation and control systems design. These all tasks could 

be labeled as low-level unmanned aerial vehicle design [1, 2, 

3].  

On other hand, industry misses solutions that enable small 

UAVs deployment in real life scenarios [4]. Deployment 

in real life requires solving problems associated with tasks 

of odometry in real environment, mapping and path planning 

[5]. All these tasks are associated with concept of point 

clouds. Point cloud is special data structure, specifically a set 

of data points in some coordinate system. In a three-

dimensional coordinate system, these points are usually 

defined by X, Y, and Z coordinates, and often are intended 

to represent the external surface of an object. 

The objective of the paper is survey of our work techniques 

that allow deployment of small unmanned aerial vehicles. 

These techniques are based on point clouds, stereo vision and 

intelligent techniques of control systems. We describe step by 

step each task necessary for design small UAV capable 

autonomy fly in real environment. 

II. VISUAL ODOMETRY 

For our purpose we chose combination techniques 

of machine vision and classical inertial navigation. Our 

sensory system consisted of a stereo camera and triple axis 

inertial measurement unit. The output of stereo camera is pair 

of images, which are mutually displaced. We can determine 

true dimensions and distance of each point in the space based 

on images displacement. Necessary condition, for proper 

determination of all dimensions in space, is proper calibrated 

camera. Camera calibration is realized by calibration 

chessboard with known dimension of squares and their 

number. 

Visual odometry was tested on real data. Data were 

acquired of flying hexacopter in real environment. For data 

accuracy we used scenario of industrial hall. Graphic user 

interface with original stereo camera output, artificial horizon 

and displacement of stereo images is shown in the Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Graphic user interface for visual odometry visualization 

III. 3D MAPPING 

When we had finished visual odometry, our next step was 

creating three dimensional reconstruction of real environment 

and visualizing it as three dimensional maps. For this purpose 

we used again stereo camera connected to hexacopter. During 

flight we acquired single point clouds and known position 

of hexacopter in the hall (from visual odometry). 

Subsequently, the individual point clouds were registered and 

connected together. Process of map rendering was visualized 

on operator’s computer (Fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Creating of 3D map based on stereo camera images 
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IV. FUZZY CONTROL 

When we had information about hexacopter position 

in the space and three-dimensional map, out next step was 

designing controller, which allow hexacopter control position 

in certain space. 

The hexacopter 3D model visualization was developed 

in Gazebo simulation environment (Fig. 3) which is provided 

with a robust physics engine, with quality graphics and 

conventional programming and graphic interface.  The model 

runs in real time which enables its direct control. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Hexacoter simulation model in Gazebo enviroment 

 

The objective of the fuzzy controller design was the control 

of hexacopter position in space, i.e. position control in all 

three axes X, Y and Z. A separate discrete fuzzy controller 

with standard PI structure was designed for position control 

in each axis [5]. The controller inputs are control deviations 

between the desired and the real position in the individual 

axes and their difference, and the output is the gain 

of the corresponding control action. The resulting fuzzy 

controller diagram is shown in Fig. 4.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of hexacopter with control structure 

 

 The main problem in hexacopter altitude control (motor 

thrust control) is the fact that its propellers are not capable 

of generating negative thrust. If we want to stop 

the hexacopter at a certain altitude, we have to apply the brake 

before reaching this altitude, while the braking is possible 

only through reducing motor thrust, or stopping the motors. 

Altitude control as such therefore means balancing between 

motor thrust force and gravitational force. 

In the design of hexacopter altitude fuzzy controller 

(position in Z-axis) we used a standard Mamdani type 

controller, and the fuzzification of variables and proposal 

of rules were based on the analysis of experimentally 

measured data and experience of a pilot – expert. 

The experimentally measured responses of fuzzy control 

of hexacopter position in space to step changes of the set-

point for the individual axes are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Experimental data in Z, X and Y-axis 

V. FUTURE WORK 

Next goal of development is applying all mentioned 

techniques to helicopter T-Rex 600. Our final goal is creating 

visual real-time gazebo simulation model.  Three-dimensional 

model for simulator, created in CAD program, is in Fig. 6.  

 

  
Fig. 6 T-Rex 600 - 3D model for application in Gazebo environment 
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Abstract-The paper presents a brief overview of MPPT 

(Maximum Power Point Tracking) techniques for Photovoltaic 

(PV) applications. These techniques include Perturb and Observe 

(P&O), Incremental Conductance (IC) and Constant Voltage 

(CV). The MPPT algorithms of P&O, IC, CV methods are 

described with help of flowchart. The Fuzzy control and Neural 

Network (NN) are also briefly described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The growth of emerging economies and their energy 

consumption, coupled with strong concerns about the 

environmental conservation and the excessive production of 

CO have generated an urgent need to find economically 

viable, clean and sustainable solutions [1]. Photovoltaic 

energy stands out as a free power source and essentially 

distributed throughout the planet, however this technology is 

still considered expensive considering factors such as high 

initial investment, the limited life span and low energy 

efficiency rates [2].  

The characteristic of PV panel is that the available 

maximum power is provided only in a single operating point 

given by a localized voltage and current known [3], called 

Maximum Power Point (MPP).  

In order to gain maximum power, MPPT (Maximum Power 

Point Tracking) is an essential part of a PV generation system. 

Because of the nonlinear voltage-current characteristics of PV 

cells, the power versus voltage (P-V) curve in solar cells has 

more complicated nonlinear relationship when solar 

illumination and ambient temperature change, so the MPP is 

difficult to solve analytically, and therefore numerous 

techniques have been proposed to realize MPPT [4]. The 

literature proposes many MPPT strategies that guarantee to 

operate at the Maximum Power Point (MPP) of the I-V curve 

of the PV array. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents 

characteristic of photovoltaic cell. Section III presents the 

some methods for achieve MPP.  

In the first instance it’s necessary to know what the PV cell 

is and what characteristics have.  

II.   CHARACTERISTIC OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL 

Photovoltaic cells consist of a silicon P-N junction that 

when exposed to light releases electrons around a closed 

electrical circuit. Electrons from the cell are excited to higher 

energy levels when a collision with a photon occurs. These 

electrons are free to move across the junction and create a 

current [5]. 

Characteristic of photovoltaic cell is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The figure illustrates solar illumination which is represented as 

symbol S. The S variation is from 200W/m
2
 to 1000W/m

2
, and 

temperature T is constant 40 ºC. Besides the solar 

illumination, another important factor influencing the 

characteristics of a photovoltaic module is ambient 

temperature, as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure is solar 

illumination constant 1000W/m
2
, and temperature T vary from 

20 ºC to 100 ºC [6].  

 

 
Fig. 1 Current versus voltage curves of PV array influenced by solar 

illumination [6]. 
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Fig. 2 Current versus voltage curves of PV array influenced by temperature 

[6]. 

 

Next factor that have characteristic influence of solar cell is 

partial shading, see Fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 3 Current versus voltage curves of PV array influenced by partial 

shading [7]. 

 

It follows that, in the design of algorithm for solar cell 

converters is necessary to take account of these influences. 

III. CONTROL ALGORITHMS FOR MAXIMUM POWER POINT 

The configuration diagram of the photovoltaic generating 

system for the MPPT control is as shown in Figure 4. It is 

composed of the PV module to convert solar energy into the 

electrical energy and the boost converter for step-up voltage 

the PV voltage. In the PV module, a voltage and current are 

measured and the power is calculated and the MPPT control is 

performed about the solar illumination change. By using Vref 

outputted from the MPPT control, the boost converter is 

controlled through PWM [17]. 

In recent years, a large number of techniques have been 

proposed for tracking the MPP in the literature [8-13] and the 

most commonly used are the Perturb and Observe (P&O) 

method, Incremental Conductance (IC) method and Constant 

Voltage (CV) method. There are also some other methods, 

which are more or less deviations from the above algorithms. 

Also the MPP is possible achieve by using fuzzy control or 

neural network. 

 

 
Fig. 4 System configuration diagram for the PV MPPT control [17]. 

 

A. Perturb and Observe method  

The P&O algorithm is very popular and the most commonly 

used in practice because of simplicity in algorithm and ease of 

implementation. 

The P&O algorithm is also called “hill-climbing”, but both 

names refer to the same algorithm depending on how it is 

implemented. Hill-climbing involves a perturbation on the 

duty cycle of the power converter and P&O a perturbation in 

the operating voltage of the DC link between the PV array and 

the power converter [8]. 

The basic flowchart implementing the P&O algorithm is 

shown in Fig. 5. In this algorithm the operating voltage of the 

PV module is perturbed by a small increment, and the 

resulting change of power, ΔP is observed. If the ΔP is 

positive, then it is supposed that it has moved the operating 

point closer to the MPP. Thus, further voltage perturbations in 

the same direction should move the operating point toward the 

MPP. If the ΔP is negative, the operating point has moved 

away from the MPP, and the direction of perturbation should 

be reversed to move back toward the MPP, [14].  

 

 
Fig. 5 Flowchart of P&O MPPT algorithm 

 

The shortcomings of the P&O method can be improved by 

using the incremental conductance method.  

 

B. Incremental Conductance method  

The incremental conductance algorithm [10] makes use of 

the fact that the slope of the solar module P-V curve is zero at 

the MPP, positive on the left of the MPP, and negative on the 

right of the MPP. The IC method has the advantage over the 

P&O of not oscillating around the MPP under rapidly 
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changing environmental conditions, but has a more complex 

circuitry. The accuracy of the method depends on the iteration 

size, which is usually fixed for the conventional IC method. 

There are many improvements to the conventional IC [15]. 

The basic flowchart implementing the (IC) algorithm is shown 

in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6 Flowchart of IC MPPT algorithm 

 

C. Constant Voltage method  

The output voltage of the solar cell array has the constant 

voltage characteristic having the little bit of vibration 

amplitude about the solar illumination change. Therefore, it 

can be said to the CV control method in which it sets as Vref 

and it controls by the constant voltage.  This method is not 

needed the calculated power value for an output. The duty of 

the Boost converter is determined by the control circuit and 

the DC voltage of the output terminal is consistently 

maintained by Vref value. The CV control method has the 

disadvantage that is unable to track the MPP in solar 

illumination rapidly change and the power efficiency is 

reduced [17]. However, there is the advantage of reducing the 

sensor of an array and DC part and Fig. 7 shows the flowchart 

of the CV MPPT control method.  

 
Fig. 7 Flowchart of CV MPPT algorithm 

 

 

D. Constant Voltage and Incremental Conductance methods 

together 

CV method is a simplified MPPT method and is actually a 

voltage regulator control. The method keep the output voltage 

of the PV array at a constant voltage stage, since the MPP will 

vary with illumination intensity or temperature change, The 

method could not track the MPP rapidly and precisely 

especially in fluky weather [16]. 

From the preceding analysis, the constant voltage method 

cannot guarantee that the output power of PV array is MPP, 

and only guarantee the work point is near the MPP. In order to 

maximize the performance of PV array, the IC method is used 

in the next step after the control target of constant voltage 

method is achieved. The method is different from the 

traditional IC method, and the CV method is adopted when the 

external environment change. Therefore, the stability of the 

MPP is the main control objective in the IC method and the 

step size can be selected much smaller than the traditional IC 

method, which can effectively eliminate the power oscillation 

around MPP [16].  

The basic flowchart implementing the CV with 

implementing IC algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. The output 

voltage and output current of PV array at k time is defined 

respectively as Vk and Ik, and the working status of the system 

is determined by the output voltage of PV array as following. 

In the first instance, the CV method is implemented when the 

output voltage of PV array is outside of the range of Vs ± ΔV, 

where Vs is the set voltage, and ΔV is the range. In the next 

instance, the IC method is implemented when the output 

voltage of PV array is in the range of Vs ± ΔV. The working 

point of PV array is repeatedly adjusted until dI / dV = -I / V, 

and the system working point is the MPP at this moment.  

 

 
Fig. 8 Flowchart of CV with IC MPPT algorithm [16] 

 

E. Fuzzy control method  

The fuzzy control has adaptive characteristic in nature, and 

can achieve robust response of a system with uncertainty, 

parameter variation and load disturbance. It has been broadly 

used to control ill-defined, nonlinear or imprecise system. 

Fuzzy logic controllers have the advantages of working with 

imprecise inputs, not needing an accurate mathematical model, 

and handling nonlinearity. Therefore has been successfully 

applied in many fields, such as industry controls. Fuzzy 

control does not require accurate models of control object [6]. 

A MPP search based on fuzzy heuristic rules, which does 

not need any parameter information, consists of a stepwise 

adaptive search, leads to fast convergence and is sensorless 

with respect to sunlight and temperature measurements. The 

control objective is to track and extract maximum power from 
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the PV arrays for a given solar insolation level. The maximum 

power corresponding to the optimum operating point is 

determined for a different solar insolation level and 

temperature [6]. 

The fuzzy logic consists of three stages: fuzzification, 

inference system and defuzzification. Fuzzification comprises 

the process of transforming numerical crisp inputs into 

linguistic variables based on the degree of membership to 

certain sets. Membership functions are used to associate a 

grade to each linguistic term. The number of membership 

functions used depends on the accuracy of the controller, but it 

usually varies between 5 and 7 [6], [18-19]. The inference 

system corresponds to a set of fuzzy that have learning 

capability to approximate nonlinear functions.  

The last stage of the fuzzy logic control is the 

defuzzification. In this stage the output is converted from a 

linguistic variable to a numerical crisp one again using 

membership functions. There are different methods to 

transform the linguistic variables into crisp values. It can be 

said that the most popular is the center of gravity method. 

However the analysis of these methods is beyond the scope of 

this paper, therefore the more information about this control 

method can be seen in literature [6].  

 

F. Neural networks  

Another MPPT method well adapted to microcontrollers is 

Neural Networks (NN) [20]. The simplest example of a NN 

has three layers called the input layer, hidden layer and output 

layer, as shown in Fig. 9. The input variables can be 

parameters of the PV array such as V and I, atmospheric data 

as illumination, temperature and partial shading or the 

combination of these. The output is usually one or more 

reference signals like the duty cycle or the DC-link reference 

voltage. 

 
Fig. 9 Neural network layers [20] 

 

The main disadvantage of this MPPT technique is the fact 

that the data needed for the training process has to be 

specifically acquired for every PV array and location, as the 

characteristics of the PV array vary depending on the model 

and the atmospheric conditions depend on the location. These 

characteristics also change with time, so the neural network 

has to be periodically trained. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper commonly describes basic MPPT methods 

which can be used for control of converters. Some methods 

can be mixed for achieve better results. The paper also 

describes PV characteristics in the various conditions. In the 

next case can be these methods used for multiphase 

converters. 
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Abstract— Paper presents description of experimental vehicle 

concept and user interface to operate with Kinect device. Part of 

this paper is devoted to design of the experimental vehicle for the 

implementation and verification of mapping and navigation 

algorithms. Last part describes graphical user interface created 

in RVIZ package in ROS environment. 

 

Keywords—Experimental vehicle, DSP, Kinect, SLAM 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The current trends of modern robotics tend to the 

development of small unmanned autonomous robots capable 

of self and long-term performance of the tasks set in 

unfamiliar surroundings without full external operator 

intervention. Dissertation thesis solves highly topical issue in 

the field of modern robotic systems with a focus on the 

development of an autonomous mobile robot using operating 

systems based on the latest technologies for a more efficient, 

faster and more reliable to fulfill its goals in unknown 

environment. The concept of the robotic system in the context 

of the autonomous mobile robots includes the knowledge of 

methods for locating the position of robotic systems, the 

methods for mapping the unknown space, and algorithms for 

their intelligent navigation, decision-making and management. 

[1][2][3] Important is the area of knowledge of sensor systems 

to create maps of unknown environment based of camera 

systems (machine vision). Machine vision is currently the 

world's most modern trend towards substitution of expensive 

sensors operating on the principle of laser or ultrasonic 

distance measurements. Therefore, the paper describes 

concept and structure of experimental vehicle for processing 

Kinects data and verification of SLAM methods and 

algorithms in real environment. The use of this sensor is 

currently a worldwide trend in development of robotic 

systems. [4][5] 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL VEHICLE 

An important part of the work will be an experimental 

verification of the mapping and localization results. It is very 

important to verify obtained theoretical results on real devices, 

because many of them cannot be verified only by 

mathematical simulation. Otherwise, they might not be 

sufficient for use in a real environment. Therefore, 

experimental model of the robotic ground vehicle was 

designed for the purpose of implementation and verification of 

mapping and navigation algorithms. The prototype of 

experimental model is based on the RC car chassis Traxxas 

Slash 1:10 TQ RTR (Fig.1). This RC car is equipped with a 

powerful DC motor Titan 12T 550, transmission Magnum 272 

with hardened steel gears and gear ratio of 2.72 to 1. The RC 

car model was chosen due to its robust design and appropriate 

size of the chassis. During the design of the experimental 

vehicle we considered the fact that the chassis will be 

equipped with a platform. The platform will include the 

Kinect sensor and mini-PC for data processing. These devices 

represent an additional weight about 1.5 kg. Therefore, the oil 

shocks will provide stiffness of the chassis.  Also, they are 

used to adjust the required angle and stiffness of the vehicle. 

The disadvantage of this RC car is an electronic controller 

XL-5 LVD, which is not able to actively brake during driving. 

Turning of the front axle is provided by servo Traxxas 2075. 

III. CONCEPT OF CHASSIS 

Concept of experimental vehicle is based on a platform that 

divides experimental vehicle into two parts, upper and lower. 

The platform is composed of shaped Plexiglas.  

The lower (hardware) part of the vehicle is designed to 

store batteries and control devices for the operation of an 

experimental vehicle. Control devices consists of two circuit 

boards.  

 
 

Fig. 1.RC car chassis 
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First circuit board ensures the regulation of engine speed, 

evaluation of the data from additional sensors and creates a 

communication bridge with a mini-PC through RS232. For 

these purposes digital signal processor C2000 TMS320F2808 

has been used. During the design of the experimental vehicle 

we considered that the vehicle should be extended with other 

types of sensors and equipment. Therefore, we extended the 

PCB by analog and digital outputs from the DSP, PWM for 

servo/motor, and external power supply for additional sensors 

and features. For example, the distance sensors which create 

the front shield. The front shield is feature, formed by a pair of 

ultrasonic proximity sensors, used to detect obstacles that the 

main Kinect sensor cannot detect. Limitation of Kinect 

detection distance is from 0,4m to 5m.  

The built-in controller for DC motor used in RC car is in 

terms of braking process for our solution unsatisfactory. 

Therefore, it was necessary to design and implement our own 

controller. It’s based on two H-bridges. 

The upper (software) part is still under implementation. It 

will consist of sensor Kinect and mini-PC for processing the 

Kinect’s data.  

IV. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

We are using two important technologies in SLAM 

implementation, 3D depth sensor i.e. Kinect and Robot 

Operating System (ROS). ROS is a collection of open-source 

libraries that intend to solve various problems related to 

robotics like Object Identification, Gesture Recognition, 

Mobile Robotics, Path planning etc.[6] The graphical user 

interface (Fig.2) based on sensor Kinect data has been created 

for interaction between the user and mapping as well as 

localization process. The main task was to create a graphical 

interface that will display current workspace data and to 

render and analyze RGBD 3D map of the environment. 

Graphic User Interface was created in RVIZ. RVIZ is a 3D 

visualization ROS package for displaying sensor data and state 

information from ROS. Using RVIZ, you can visualize a 

virtual model of the robot. You can also display live 

representations of sensor values coming over ROS Topics 

including camera data, infrared distance measurements, sonar 

data, and more. Our interface shows depth data in distance 

color spectrum. We are using registered data structure for 

matching Color and Depth image from sensor Kinect. Next 

step is to implement Point Cloud Library and use PCL to 

generate 3D maps of environment. 

V. FURTHER WORK 

The main goal is to connect hardware (lower) part and 

software (upper) part together through RS232 link. This is the 

highest priority goal, because without communication we 

cannot test our SLAM algorithm program in real environment. 

Other important tasks will be to implement and improve 

SLAM algorithms. The goal is to improve accuracy of map 

and vehicle position on the map. At last, we want to add some 

optional features into experimental vehicle like charging 

station, headlights and detailed telemetry.  
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Fig. 2.Visualised data from Kinect in RVIZ 
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Abstract—Control systems are very important in these days. 

There are used in many industrial fields such as automotive, 

medicine and manufacture. Video assistant and video surveillance 

systems belong to these systems. The systems process large 

quantities of data in real time, so the processing speed is very 

important. The use of optical processing technology will increase 

the speed of processing amounts of data.    

 

Keywords—Colour models, edge detection, Optical correlator, 

optical Fourier transform.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Video assistant systems (VAS) are used to increase safety 

and comfort of the driver and passengers. The role of VAS is 

to evaluate the surrounding and warm the driver against 

potential danger. VAS supports the driver in various driving 

situation. Many of these systems use camera to acquire 

information about movement, speed, distance, shape or form. 

The motor car companies design their own video assistant 

systems such as Traffic Sign Detection, Audi Active lane 

assist, Parkpilot or BMW Night Vision.  

Video surveillance systems are used to increase quality of 

product manufacture and to ensure security at airports, banks. 

More recently, government agencies, businesses and even 

school are turning toward video surveillance as a means to 

increase public security. Application of video surveillance 

include car and pedestrian traffic monitoring, human activity 

surveillance for unusual activity detection, people counting, 

controlling manufacturing or quality of product manufacture. 

The optical systems that can handle the amount of data in a 

very short period of time are used more often. Example of 

such systems is an optical correlator. The optical correlator 

uses the optical properties of lens in process of correlation. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Chapter II, optical 

correlator, types of optical correlator and optic Fourier 

transform are described. Chapter III is devoted to basic colour 

models and edge detection. Chapter IV contains a description 

of the application of optical correlator. Conclusion is 

summarized in Chapter VI. 

II. OPTICAL CORRELATOR  

An optical correlator automatically recognizes or identifies 

the contents of an image by combining an incoming image 

with a reference image, and the degree of correlation after 

combining the images determining the Intensity of an output 

Light beam. Optical correlators can perform complex pattern 

recognition more rapidly than known Digital techniques. 

Optical correlators are capable of processing large amounts of 

Data in a data stream that can be useful in the detection, 

extraction and classification of desired information included in 

the data. Optical correlators are employed for many optical 

signal processing applications, including pattern and character 

recognition, implementation of optical interconnections in 

hybrid optoelectronic parallel computers, and in artificial 

neural Network technologies. Optical correlators are typically 

found in optical communication systems for signal detection 

applications involving data that are conveyed by light carriers 

whose Frequency or operating Wavelength is increasing as the 

technology continues to advance. The optical correlators are 

frequently implemented using spatial light Modulator (SLM) 

technology that involves spatial data serving as reference data 

and representative of two or three dimensional quantities 

commonly stored on holograms. Spatial light modulators 

(SLM) are transducers that modulate Incident Light in a 

spatial pattern corresponding to an electrical or optical input 

[1, 2]. 

A. Types of Optical Correlator 

There are two main types of optical correlator, the Matched 

Filter (MF) and the Joint Transform Correlator (JTC). Both 

types achieve largely the same results, but process the 

information in different ways. 

 

Matched Filter 

The process involves taking the individual Fourier 

Transforms of the “Input” and “reference” images, taking their 

product and then Fourier Transforming the result. Usually, the 

reference transform is done off-line in electronics to provide 

the “filter”, which is usually displayed on a transmitting 

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM). Typically, the input transform 

is produced optically, using an input SLM. The input Fourier 

Transform is then optically multiplied with the reference filter 

and the result optically Fourier transformed to produce the 

correlation. The advantages of this method are a high space-

bandwidth product and extremely fast process time. 
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Fig. 1 Matched Filter Correlator [17] 

 

Joint Transform Correlator 

The Joint Transform Correlator was invented by Weaver 

and Goodman in 1966 and is traditionally the less commonly 

used of the two designs. The process differs significantly from 

the Matched Filter process, since no reference filter is 

required.  

JTC use “Input” and “Reference” images aligned and 

displayed alongside each other on SLM as is shown in Figure 

2. These before single images are now Fourier Transformed 

together. A non – linearity (mostly a camera or photodiode 

array) then captures the intensity distribution of transform to 

produce Joint Power Spectrum (JPS). 

 
Fig. 2 Joint Transform Correlator [17] 

 

JPS is then binary or threshold processed and this processed 

image enters to transform process as input image of second 

Fourier Transform. Output of this transform is correlation 

plane include correlations peaks per match. This found match 

is shown as highly localized intensities and the intensity of 

peaks provides a measure of similarity of the images being 

compared whilst position of spots denote how the images are 

relative aligned in the input scene. 

The most advantages of this method of correlation are the 

simplified optical train (and therefore much cheaper to 

produce) and no strict alignment criteria [3-7, 17, 18]. 

B. Optical Fourier Transform 

A better understanding the principles of the optical Fourier 

transform is that a simple lens can perform a Fourier transform 

in real-time as follows (see Fig. 3). Place an image, for 

example a slide transparency, at the focal length of the lens, 

and illuminate that slide with coherent light, like a collimated 

laser beam. At the other focus of the lens place a screen. The 

lens will automatically perform a Fourier transform on the 

input image, and project it onto the screen. For example if the 

input image is a sinusoidal grating, as shown below, the 

resultant Fourier image will have a bright spot at the centre, 

the direct current term, with two flanking peaks on either side, 

whose distance from the centre will vary with the spatial 

frequency of the sinusoid. 

 
Fig. 3 Optic Fourier transform 

 

The holistic principle behind the optical Fourier transform 

is that every point on the input image radiates an expanding 

cone of rays towards the lens, but since the image is at the 

focus of the lens, those rays will be refracted into a parallel 

beam that illuminates the entire image at the ground-glass 

screen. In other words, every point of the input image is 

spread uniformly over the Fourier image, where constructive 

and destructive interference will automatically produce the 

proper Fourier representation (Fig. 4 (a)). 

Conversely, parallel rays from the entire input image are 

focused onto the single central point of the Fourier image, 

where it defines the central direct current term by the average 

brightness of the input image (Fig. 4 (b)). 

 
Fig. 4 Direct (a) and inverse (b) Fourier transform 

 

The optical Fourier transformer automatically operates in 

the reverse direction also, where it performs an inverse Fourier 

transform, converting the Fourier representation back into a 

spatial brightness image. Mathematically the forward and 

inverse transforms are identical except for a minus sign that 

reverses the direction of the computation [8-12, 17, 18]. 

III. PRE-PROCESSING OF IMAGE 

A. Basic Colour Models 

Colour images can be modelled as three-band monochrome 

image data where each band of data corresponds to a different 

colour. The actual information stored in the digital image is 

the brightness information in each spectral band. Ehen the 

image is displayed on the screen by picture elements that emit 

light energy corresponding to that particular colour. 

Typical colour images are represented as red, green and 

blue, or RGB images. Using 8-bit monochrome standard as a 

model, corresponding colour image would have 24 bits/pixel – 

8 for each of the three colour bands. RGB colour model is 

shown in Fig 5. 
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Fig. 5 RGB colour model [16] 

 

The final colour depends on combination of these colour. 

As it is known, every byte can encode values in range from 0 

to 255, so we can create 16777216 various colours by 

combination of three basic colour values. 

In many applications, RGB colour information is transforms 

into mathematical space that decouples the brightness, or 

luminance space and a two-dimensional colour space. Now the 

two-dimensional colour space does not contain any brightness 

information, but it typically contains information regarding the 

relative amounts of the different colours. An additional benefit 

of modelling the colour information is this manner is that it 

creates a more people-oriented way of describing the colours. 

For example, the Hue/Saturation/Value (HSV) colour 

transform allows the description of colours in terms that we 

can more readily understand. 

 
Fig. 6 HSV colour model [16] 

 

The Value represents quantity of white light or specifies the 

rate of light reflectivity. The Hue is what we normally thong of 

as colour. It can be in range from 0 to 360 degrees. The value 

of Saturation labels quantity of grey colour in proportion to 

basic hue. It can be in range from 0 to 100% [13-16].  

B. Edge Detection 

Many of edge line detection operators are implemented with 

convolution masks, and most are based on discrete 

approximations to differential operators. A large change in 

image brightness over a short spatial distance indicates the 

presence of an edge. Some edge detection operators return 

orientation information, whereas others only return 

information about the existence of an edge at each point.  

Edge detection methods are used as a first step in the line 

detection process. Edge detection is used to find complex 

object boundaries by marking potential edge points 

corresponding to place in an image where rapid changes in 

brightness occur. After these edge points have been marked, 

they can be merged to form lines and object outlines. Edge 

detection operators are based on the idea that edge 

information in an image is found by looking at the relationship 

a pixel has with its neighbours. If a pixel´s grey-level value is 

similar to those around it, there is probably no an edge at that 

point. However, if a pixel has neighbours with widely varying 

grey levels, it may represent an edge point. 

The Roberts operator marks edge points only; it does not 

return any information about the edge orientation. It is the 

simplest of the edge detection operators and will work best 

with binary images. The Sobel edge detection masks look for 

edges in both the horizontal and vertical directions and then 

combine this information into a single matric. The Prewitt is 

similar to the Sobel, but with different mask coefficients. The 

Kirsch edge detection masks are called compass masks 

because they are defined by taking a single mask and rotating 

it to the eight major compass orientations. The Hough 

transform is used to find lines. Line is a collection of edge 

points that are adjacent and have the same direction. The 

Hough transform is an algorithm that will take a collection of 

edge points and find all the lines on which these edge points 

lie. The primary advantage of the Hough transform is that it 

reduces the search time for finding lines [13]. 

IV. FURTHER RESEARCH FIELD 

The correlator technology and concepts can be used in a 

wide range of application areas, which fall into either or both 

of two categories, namely recognition/validation/ inspection 

and motion tracking.  It is of particular use in applications 

involving extremely large amounts of data processing. Below 

is a summary of application areas optical correlator is either 

currently involved with or has interest in. Other fields include 

Database Searching, Component Monitoring, CCTV Real 

Time Analysis, Mass Spectrometry, Automated Vision 

Systems [3, 17-20]. 

A. Optical High Performance Computing Architecture 

By applying the principles of Fourier optics to solving 

Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), optical correlator is 

developing a technology which addresses the fundamental 

limitations of serial electronic processing. The technology is 

of particular significance to High Performance Computing 

(HPC) / supercomputer architectures used to solve PDEs in 

the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which is 

considered of particular relevance as its demands for increases 

in data resolution and processing speed cannot be met with the 

current FFT-based approach. 

B. Traffic Signs Recognition 

Object recognition is currently more and more popular. 

There are many applications, where the video-based object 

recognition helps to keep life safe, such as image retrieval, 

surveillance systems, driver assistance system etc. Each of this 

system has its own specific requirements for input data (image 

or video). To extract relevant features from input data, input 

images or videos, have to be input pre-processed. Correct 

extracted features are very important for next processing. 

Recognition process is based on the cross-correlation 

matching between ROI extracted form traffic scene and 

reference traffic sign from reference database. Systems use the 

optical correlator for this cross-correlation process. Optical 

correlation enables the rapid identification of targeted sign 
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within an input traffic scene. 

C. Medical Analysis 

With the NHS plans for screening all over 50’s for diseases 

coming into force over the next few years, the need for high 

data processing systems is set to become ever more apparent, 

making the optical correlator a highly attractive technology. 

It is still commonplace for teams of workers to examine 

high-resolution test data to pick out cancerous or abnormal 

cells (for example Pap smears). The optical correlator is 

looking into how the correlator may be put to use to diminish 

the errors and missed warning signs in a variety of medical 

applications. 

D. Biometric Recognition 

The ability of the correlator to examine and pick out 

matches from cluttered or partial data creates an exciting 

opportunity in the rapidly expanding field of biometric 

recognition. Full graphical comparisons of captured data are 

possible in a field where the norm is to look for specific 

features. 

Fingerprint recognition relies upon identifying enough 

minutiae points from the sample to guarantee a match. 

However, many people do not have any such minutiae points 

and cannot therefore be included in normal search process. 

In Facial recognition, most processes rely on calculating the 

distance between the eyes and nose, or on low-resolution 

faces. However, these rely on capturing a large proportion of 

the face and suffer from changes in appearance or expression. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper contains basic information about optical 

correlators, various types of an optical correlator and principle 

of operation. Technical University of Košice, department of 

Electronics and Multimedia Communications, optoelectronic 

system laboratories has Cambridge optical correlator. My 

research includes working on applications based on 

Cambridge optical correlator in image and video processing 

systems.  

Fig. 6 represents detailed block diagram of a proposed 

system – Vertical Traffic Signs Inventory System. This system 

contains five blocks. Blocks Database, Pre-processing and 

Traffic Sign Identification will by designed in C# language. 

Database contains all necessary information about traffic 

signs. Pre-processing block includes colour filtering, edge 

detection, shape detection, extracting a region of interest and 

as well as other partial functionalities.   

 
Fig. 7 Block diagram proposed system 

 

In my feature work I will consider possibilities of using an 

optical correlator in biochemical industry specifically 

recognition DNA images and optical Fourier transform to 

solve differential equations.    
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Abstract—This summative article describes the process of 

modeling, control and realization of an optical safety system 
which will be used in a robotic workspace in which the robotic 
arm will be cooperating with a human.  
 

Keywords—Seriallink Robot Manipulator, Robotics Toolbox, 
Safety System, MATLAB 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This article describes the design and realization of a safety 
system of a robotic workspace capable of working in human 
proximity or in cooperation with a human. The most suitable 
solution is to use a camera as a permanent workspace safety 
monitoring sensor system. 

The best solution, using only one camera, is to place the 
camera directly above the robotic workspace facing 
downwards and monitor the movement of both the human and 
the robot at the same time. This system could be supplemented 
by a warning system, which lets the user know where the 
robot's working area lies. A projector is used for adaptive 
placement of virtual barriers. This projector can project the 
robot's working area, which changes according to the robot's 
current position, onto the workspace. 

 

II.  PREREQUISITES 

The first important decision when designing the robotic 
workspace pertains to the size of the robot. If the robot should 
work in the immediate proximity of a person, it is suitable to 
use a smaller model of an experimental robotic arm - the 
bigger and heavier the robot, the greater the probability of 
injury upon contact. 

The possibility of using a safety system also depends on the 
robot's size. If the camera is to be mounted above the robotic 
workspace and to be able to monitor all of it, bigger robots 
would make it difficult to meet such a requirement. 

Furthermore, as the robotic workplace is to be used 
primarily in teaching, the following criteria were significant: 

- low costs 
- small size 
- easy manipulation 
- openness of the whole system 

III.  WORKSPACE OPERATION 

This whole safety system (Fig. 1.) works as follows: 
The camera recording the movement of the human and 

robot is, with the projector, placed above the robotic 
workspace and monitors the safety during the entire operation. 

The projector sends an image signal about the boundaries of 
the robot's working area. The boundaries of the danger zone 
are generated according to the current position of the robotic 
arm. 

The camera records any breach of the safety zones. When 
they are breached, the control system stops the robot to 
prevent any human injuries. 

The control system is composed of a computer with a 
monitor, to and from which all the workspace's control signals 
are sent. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Experimental robotic manipulator workspace with an optical safety 
system 

1. Projector 
2. Camera 
3. Graphical user interface control panel 
4. Experimental robotic arm 
5. Generated optical safety barrier of the robotic arm 
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The whole control system was created in Matlab (Fig. 2.). 
The graphical and control interface is always visible on the 
computer screen and it has all the functions needed to control 
the robotic arm's movement and the workspace's optical safety 
system. 

The user interface can be divided into several subgroups: 
- control of the communication between the computer and 

the robotic arm - it is possible to switch the communication 
port and control packet transfer on and off. The user can also 
verify the effector's functionality by requesting that control 
packets be sent. 

- calculation of forward and inverse kinematics with the 
possibility of entering the position value of individual joints, 
using numerical values or sliders. The user defined position of 
individual joints is automatically calculated into a 
transformation matrix of position, and the 3D robot model in 
the defined position is displayed in one of the graphical 
windows. 

- creation, saving, loading, and calculation of the robotic 
arm's trajectories with the possibility of setting the duration of 
each movement, activating the effector, choosing the packet 
sending period, and, of course, controlling its operation in one 
cycle or a repeated cycle. 

- possibility to monitor the robotic arm's parameters either 
just when the arm is moving, or during the whole simulation. 
The user can choose, which parameter's value they want to 
read (position, velocity, load etc.) and on which actuator 
(either individually, or all actuators at once). After the 
movement or the simulation ends, it is possible to display the 
results in graphs in the viewing window (the required value of 
the actuator, the final value of the actuator, or their 
difference). 

- change of what the viewing window shows - the robotic 
arm (3D model, front view, top view, and side view), its 
model (full, symbolic, transparent, wire frame etc.), or the 
parameter graphs. 

- change of the camera's parameters with the possibility to 
change the frame rate, the resolution, the recorded area, and 
backlight illumination compensation. 

IV.  USE AND CONCLUSION 

The created safety system can be used to test newly-
developed robot programs, to verify the principles of control 
of the robotic arm's actuators, to calculate the robotic arm's 
trajectories, to process the camera feed, to generate image on 
the projector, to generate the robotic arm's safety zones, to 
evaluate the breach of the robotic arm's safety zones, and to 
monitor the overall safety of the workspace, which is intended 
for mutual robot-human cooperation. 

This system can be further developed to optimalize data 
processing speeds to improve the reaction times when 
stopping the robotic manipulator and to speed up the 
reception, processing, and sending of the input and output data 
of all used devices. 
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Fig. 2. Control panels of the graphical user interface, which enable the control of the experimental robotic arm's movement and of the robotic workplace's 
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Abstract—Proportion of electricity produced from renewable 

energy sources records tremendous growth nowadays.  This is 
happening in accordance with strategies, which aim on decrease 
the production of greenhouse gases and carbon emissions. But, on 
the other hand it has resulted in many changes and related 
problems in electric power system especially with its optimal 
operation control.  It can be solved by accumulation of electricity, 
which can provide better integration of renewable energy sources 
due to its internment power supply and it also helps to prepare 
conventional distribution grids to new smart grid concept. In the 
light of these facts, this is a big challenge and it is necessary to 
create new approaches to the management and control of 
renewable sources, energy storages, and also to optimal operation 
of whole grids. 
 

Keywords—renewable energy sources, energy storage, micro 
grid, smart grid, optimal operation control. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For a number of years, motivated by economics, 
decentralization policies and sustainability concerns, the trend 
in the power industry worldwide is to reduce investment and 
operation costs and to become environmentally friendly. This 
has resulted in an increased share of renewable energy (such 
as wind and solar) in the total generation capacity, and an 
increased number of small and medium sized geographically 
distributed power plants (such as wind turbines, photovoltaic 
arrays and district combined heat and power plants) [1]. 

These types of sources are characteristic with unpredictable 
and intermittent production of electricity and this is a major 
problem. In order to provide a power quality and reliability, 
this unstableness and balancing output power must be firmed 
in certain way. The variable, intermittent power output from a 
renewable power plant, such as wind or solar, can be 
maintained at a committed (firm) level for a period of time 
using some type of energy storage technology. The energy 
storage systems can smooth the output power, control the 
ramp rate (MW/min) to eliminate rapid voltage and power 
swings on the electrical grid what improve power quality. In 
dependence on technology it can also provide frequency 
regulation [2].  

All of this causes a rapidly changing network topology and 
in order to this some new approaches are needed. This 
topological change in the power system landscape is opening 
up possibilities to form a new concept called microgrid. 

Microgrids, also characterized as the “building blocks of smart 
grids”, are perhaps the most promising, novel network 
structure. 

In summary, distribution grids are being transformed from 
passive to active networks, in the sense that decision-making 
and control are distributed, and power flows bidirectional. 
This type of network eases the integration of DG, RES, 
demand side integration (DSI) and energy storage 
technologies, and creates opportunities for novel types of 
equipment and services, all of which would need to conform 
to common protocols and standards [3]. 

II.  MICROGRIDS CONCEPT 

Microgrids are defined as localized groups, which integrate 
distributed generators, storages systems such as battery and 
also local loads. These devices are coupled together and act as 
autonomous power systems with a single point of common 
coupling to the main electricity network [1][4][5]. 

Microgrids meet the power quality and reliability 
requirements of the local customers [6], and also shield itself 
from issues such as voltage distortion, voltage sag, flicker, and 
lightning transients [7]. Apart from the technical benefits, 
microgrids have also economic advantages [8] if appropriate 
optimal control and management systems are implemented. 

To economically operate the microgrid, the central 
controller will dispatch controllable distributed energy 
resources including batteries [4]. A microgrid can either 
operate at the grid connected or autonomous modes [6], [7] 
when the grid is suffering blackouts. At autonomous modes, 
voltage and frequency should be supported by a microgrid 
itself, usually through synchronous generators. 

For a microgrid without synchronous generators, the system 
voltage and frequency would be difficult to maintain without 
the support of the ac grid. One solution is to use a voltage 
source converter (VSC) interfaced energy sources to provide 
voltage and frequency control [9]. In [9]–[11], battery systems 
are employed to restore system voltage and frequency quickly 
(several cycles). In practice, applications of battery storage 
system for grid frequency regulation have been deployed [12] 
with the maximum capacity of 20 MW. 

As was mention before, microgrid consists of some basic 
parts, which must be operated by intelligent control. 
Distributed energy sources based on renewable energy, energy 
storages and loads are described below. 
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A. Distributed energy sources based on renewable energy 

During the past decades, the deployment of distributed 
generation has been growing steadily. Distributed generators 
are connected typically at distribution networks, mainly at 
medium voltage and high voltage level, and these have been 
designed under the paradigm that consumer loads are passive 
and power flows only from the substations to the consumers 
and not in the opposite direction [3]. For this reason, many 
studies on the interconnection of distributed generators within 
distribution networks have been carried out, ranging from 
control and protection to voltage stability and power quality 
[13].  

Different microgeneration technologies, such as micro-
turbines, photovoltaics, fuel cells and wind turbines with a 
rated power ranging up to 100 kW can be directly connected 
to the LV networks. These units, typically located at users’ 
sites, have emerged as a promising option to meet growing 
customer needs for electric power with an emphasis on 
reliability and power quality, providing different economic, 
environmental and technical benefits. Clearly, a change of 
interconnection philosophy is needed to achieve optimal 
integration of such units [3]. 

Most importantly, it has to be recognized that with 
increased levels of microgeneration penetration, the LV 
distribution network can no longer be considered as a passive 
appendage to the transmission network. On the contrary, the 
impact of micro sources on power balance and grid frequency 
may become much more significant over the years. 

Controllability of intermittent renewable sources units is 
limited by the physical nature of the primary energy source 
[6]. Moreover, limiting renewable energy sources production 
is clearly undesirable due to the high investment and low 
operating costs of these units and their environmental benefits 
over carbon emission. Consequently, it is generally not 
advisable to curtail intermittent renewable energy sources 
units, unless they cause line overloads or overvoltage 
problems [3][6]. 

The operation strategy for intermittent renewable energy 
sources units can therefore be described as “priority dispatch”. 
It means that intermittent renewable energy sources units are 
generally excluded from the unit commitment schedule, as 
long as they do not violate system constraints. Units with 
independent reactive power interfaces (decoupled from the 
active power output) can be included in reactive power 
dispatch to improve the technical performance of the total 
microgrid [3][14]. 

B. Energy storage systems 

Accumulation or energy storage systems are irreplaceable in 
terms of production and consumption of electricity. Electric 
energy is very problematic commodity in principle and any 
efforts to its distribution face the problem of immediate supply 
and demand. Energy storages are still in development 
nowadays. However, there are some options how to store 
electricity with relatively good efficiency [15].  

Energy storage systems can be divided into primary and 
secondary. Primary storages may supply immediately, 
secondary after polarization of electrodes (initially must be 
charged). Energy storages can be also divided into many 
categories, for example in dependence by the output power, 
accumulation capacity, number of cycles and others. 
Technological division is described by the block diagram (Fig. 
1.). 

 
Fig. 1 Block diagram of energy storage technologies 

 
The energy storage device can be installed for each micro-

source, or as a shared resource for more microsources, or in 
some cases one storage devices for the entire microgrid. The 
criteria to decide the ratio of energy storage device to 
microsource and also the size of energy storage device is 
mainly based on the microgrid characteristics, especially the 
dynamic response of the microsources and the power quality 
required by the loads [13] [15]. 

The dynamic response of microsources cannot be seen 
independently to design energy storage devices, but it should 
be considered relative to the rate of change of the loads. For 
instances, a slow-response microsource will just need a small 
size energy storage device or no energy storage device at all if 
the microgrid loads have slow rate of change. However, it will 
require a big size energy storage if the microgrid loads have 
fast rate of change. Similarly, a fast-response microsource 
depending on the rate of change of the microgrid loads just 
requires small size energy storage or no energy storage at all. 
The idea here is to balance the dynamic response of the 
microsource and the rate of change of loads in order to have 
smooth load following or load-generation balancing in 
transient [16]. 

Technically, a storage unit could behave either under a 
load-following paradigm (i.e. balancing applications) or under 
a price-following paradigm (i.e. arbitrager applications) 
depending on the purpose of its operation. At the same time, 
storage units can provide balancing reserves ranging from 
short-term (milliseconds to minute-level) to long-term (hourly 
to daily scale) applications. Specifically, for DC-based storage 
technologies (battery, super-capacitor etc.), a properly 
designed power electronic interface could contribute to the 
reactive power balance of the system without incurring 
significant operational costs [3][15][16]. 

C. Loads 

Demand side integration is also referred to as demand side 
management (DSM) or demand side response (DSR). It is 
based on the concept [17] that customers are able to choose 
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from a range of products that suit their preferences. The 
innovative products packaged by energy suppliers will deliver 
– provided that end-user price regulation is removed powerful 
messages to consumers about the value of shifting their 
electricity consumption. Examples of such offers include [16]: 

1. time-of-use - higher “on-peak” prices during daytime 
hours and lower “off-peak” prices during the night 
and at weekends (already offered in some EU 
member states) 

2. dynamic pricing (including real-time pricing) - prices 
fluctuate to reflect changes in the wholesale prices 

3. critical peak prices - same rate structure as for Time of 
use, but with much higher prices when wholesale 
electricity prices are high or system reliability is 
compromised. 

The control of customers load can either be [3][16][17][18]: 
1. manual - customers are informed about prices, for 

example on a display, and decide on their own to shift 
their consumption, perhaps remotely through a 
mobile phone 

2. automated - customers' consumption is shifted 
automatically through automated appliances, which 
can be pre-programmed and can be activated by 
either technical or price signals (as agreed for 
instance in the supply contract). 

Demand side integration measures in a microgrid are based 
on forecasts of load and source outputs and will very probably 
vary from day to day. A requirement for the successful 
application of microgrid DSI measures is the adoption of 
smart metering and smart control of household, commercial 
and agricultural loads within the microgrid. Depending on the 
criticality of the target load, DSI measures can generally be 
divided into shiftable loads and interruptible loads. The 
integration of DSI measures is expected to maximize their 
benefits in potential “smart homes”, “smart offices” and 
“smart farms” within microgrids [3][18]. 

III.  MICROGRIDS CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

Main control functionalities of microgrid are presented in 
this section. These functionalities can be distinguished in three 
groups, as shown in Fig. 2. The lower level is closely related 
to the individual components and local control (micro sources, 
storage, loads and electronic interfaces), the medium level to 
the overall microgrid control and the upper level to the 
interface to the upstream network. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Microgrid control functionalities [3] 

A. Upstream network interface 

The core interaction with the upstream network is related to 
market participation, more specifically the microgrid actions 
to import or export energy following the decisions of the 
energy service provider/company. Owing to the relatively 
small size of a microgrid, the service provider can manage a 
larger number of microgrids, in order to maximize its profit 
and provide ancillary services to the upstream network.  

B. Internal microgrid control 

This level includes all the functionalities within the 
microgrid that require the collaboration of more than two 
actors. Functions within this level are: 

• load and renewable energy sources forecast, 
• load shedding/management, 
• unit commitment/dispatch, 
• secondary voltage/frequency control, 
• secondary active/reactive power control, 
• security monitoring, 
• black start. 

C. Local control 

This level includes all the functionalities that are local and 
performed by a single DG, storage or controllable load, that is: 

• protection functions, 
• primary voltage/frequency control, 
• primary active/reactive power control, 
• battery management. 

It should be noted that these functionalities are relevant to 
the normal state of operation. They might need to change in 
critical or emergency states. The normal state covers both 
islanded and interconnected mode and does not deal with 
transition to island mode. The role of information and 
communication technology is critical for the relevant control 
functions [3]. 

IV.  CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE DIRECTION OF MICROGRID 

RESEARCH IN THE WORLD  

Current research in planning and designing for microgrid 
mainly focuses on the following aspects: 1) Models and 
algorithms. 2) Optimal configuration for energy storage 
system. 3) Distribution network planning containing 
microgrid. 4) Software development [14]. For example, Basu, 
A. K. et al. [19] proposed an optimization method using 
differential evolution technique under real power demand 
equality constraint, heat balance inequality constraint, and 
distributed generators capacity limits constraint at the planning 
of combined heat and power based microgrid, Chen, S. X. et 
al. [20] presented a new method for optimal sizing of an 
energy storage system in a microgrid for storing renewable 
energy at the time of surplus and for rescheduling, Kirthiga, 
M. V. et al. [21] proposed an approach transforming an 
existing radial distribution network into an autonomous 
microgrid using novel sizing and siting strategies for 
distributed generators and structural modifications for 
autonomous microgrids, the Distributed Energy Resources 
Customer Adoption Model (DER-CAM) developed at 
Berkeley Laboratory is a fully technology-neutral optimizing 
model of economic DER adoption. Its objective is to minimize 
the operating cost of on-site generation and CHP systems, for 
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either an individual customer site or a microgrid, and Hybrid 
Optimization Model for Electric Renewable (HOMER) 
developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL), USA, designs the most optimized and cost effective 
hybrid generation system component configuration after a 
significant amount of simulations for offgrid or grid-connected 
power systems.  

Numbers of research work have been reported related to 
energy management and control of microgrid with renewable 
energy and energy storage [22]. Hierarchal control was 
addressed in [22] and planning based operation discussed in 
[23]. Intelligent approaches have been presented in 
[24],[25].Two-layered control architecture for stabilizing 
microgrid in islanded mode has been discussed in [26] and 
generation capacity design of microgrid to maintain power 
quality and energy surety in both grid-connected and islanded 
modes has been discussed in [27]. 

As was mentioned above, microgrid has three levels of 
control functionalities. My future research aims to the lowest 
control level named Local control and protection, especially 
on battery or other technology independent energy storage 
management. This includes optimal operational control in 
order to decrease environmental impact and operational costs, 
and on the other hand to increase reliability and power quality. 
I estimate that to achieve these goals, it will be needed to 
create a computer model of microgrid including renewable 
energy sources, energy storages, and loads. After creating a 
model some optimization methods or algorithm will be 
proposed and result will be presented.  
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Abstract— This paper refers to one of the network sector of 

the national economy in which the regulation is seen as essential. 
It draws attention to the fundamental laws essential for the 
pricing for electricity. The legislation implies a relatively 
extensive set of regulated prices. They are processed in the table 
and reflected in the price composition. The basic price structure 
is presented in short. The aim of the paper is to summarize a 
number of factors that affect the amount of expenses of the 
electric energy end-users.  
 

Keywords— electricity, regulatory policy, price regulation, 
price of electric energy, end-user.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electric power engineering is a network industry with 
electric energy as a final product. Providing electric energy as 
goods is carried out by regulated activities – from the electric 
energy production trough transmission, operator duty of 
short-term market with electric energy, distribution to supply 
of electric energy. Conditions for implementation of those 
regulated activities are prescribed in the Law of 2012, No 250 
of the Regulation in network industries. 

The purpose of the regulation is to ensure that the electric 
energy as goods would be accessible to all market participants 
under the same conditions. The core subject-matter of 
regulation protecting the electric energy market against non-
transparent and discriminatory approach of the participants is 
the price. The conditions determining the price, 
implementation and quality of electric energy supply are 
provided and elaborated in the regulatory policy 
[4][5][8][9][10].  

II. THE REGULATORY POLICY 

The regulatory policy lays down the basis, principles and 
methods of regulation of the network industries. It is a 
strategic document adopted by the Council for a regulation. 
The Council for a regulation is the Regulatory authority for 
network industries. It is an independent collective state 
authority of the regulation strategy and management in the 
network industries. The Regulatory policy establishes the 
procedures for the Regulatory authority for network industries 
at the regulation performance in the network industries in 
relation to the general binding rules for the regulation of 
Slovak republic. The Council for a regulation has set the 
length of the regulatory period from the 1st January 2012 to 
the 31st December 2016. The length of the regulatory period 
is determined by the evaluation of the previous regulatory 

period to ensure the stability of the market environment for 
the regulated subjects [4] [5]. 

III. PRICE REGULATION 

„The price setters must know the laws regarding prices and 
be sure that their pricing policy is legal. Price regulation 
within the meaning of the prices Law is an instrument of the 
state macroeconomic policy to determine or direct guide price 
levels by control authorities." [2]. 

 
The Decree 221/2013 of the Regulatory authority for 

network industries is implementing rules for price regulation 
in the electric power engineering.  

 
 A calendar year is a regulatory year under the listed 

Decree. The price regulation, excluding precise determination 
of the sub-activities of security of electricity supply, divides 
the entity cost to economically justified and unjustified. It is a 
unique approach to the cost structure of the business entity. 
The electric power engineering price regulation thereby is 
protecting consumer of electricity against unjustified or 
disproportionate cost of calculation of the regulated entities. It 
provides a balance of prices in electric energy sales by the 
precise calculation of amount of reasonable profit [1]. 

 
The Decree determines directly or by calculation the 

following: [1][5][8]   
- fixed price, that is not possible to modify,  
- maximum price, that is not possible to exceed   
- tariff – understood as the fixed price linked to the 

technical unit.  
 
The method of price regulation implementation is 

summarized in the following table [8]: 
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Activities Fixed 

price 
Maximum 

price tariff 
Production of electricity from 
renewable energy sources 

x   

Combined electric energy and 
heat production 

x   

Electric energy production 
from indigenous coal 

x   

Connection to the system  x  
Access to the transmission 
system and electric energy 
transmission 

 x  

Access to the distribution 
system and electric energy 
distribution 

 x x 

Providing system services  x x 
Providing support services  x  
Operator duty of short-term 
market with electric energy 

 x x 

Electric energy supply by last 
instance suplier 

 x 
 

Electric energy supply to 
vulnerable consumers 

 x  

 
Prices for activities stated in table are transferred into basic 

electric energy end price structure [1][8][10][11][12][13]: 
a) partial prices for electric energy supply, 
b) partial prices for access to distribution system and for 

electric energy distribution, 
c) partial prices for losses, for system operation, for system 

services, for contribution to National Nuclear Fund, 
d) tax charge by value added tax eventually by consumer 

tax. 
If end user considers an electric energy supplier change, it 

is enough to compare only the price for supply because this 
item is defined by regulatory office as maximal price. This 
price can be different at each supplier but lower than maximal 
price. The price for distribution and other price components 
are stated by regulatory office as fixed prices, therefore they 
are not competitive among mutual electric energy suppliers 
[10]. 

 
Based on previous studies we can say that the electric 

energy end price consists of: 
- Costs of all process participants beginning from electric 

energy generation until its supply, 
- State expenses for electric energy generation from 

renewable sources, from domestic coal, for combined electric 
energy production and for termination of electric energy 
production in nuclear plants, 

- Other state costs which charge end user’s price taxes. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND PROPOSAL FOR NEXT 

RESEARCH 

The objective of this paper was to refer to a big quantity of 
influences and complexity respectively structure of electric 
energy price creation. It is only a brief description that is a 
summary of a whole range of factors having impact on 
usually monthly expenses of end users. 

Therefore further research will focus on two points of view 
on this topic: 

a) First the electric energy market participator’s point of 
view: 

Specification of reasons, influence factors, cost and 
calculation items of subjects entering the price creation 
process. 

b) On the other side the end user’s point of view: 
Design a more understandable invoicing model.  
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Abstract— In this paper is described another method for
modification of the magnetic properties of amorphous material
FINEMET-type. Specifically, it is a pulse annealing of this
material in the shape of amorphous ribbons. Furthermore, the
apparatus for measurement of the pulse of other physical
quantities such as voltage, current, resistance, power,
temperature is described. In the next step, we measured the
magnetostriction of our sample.

Keywords — amorphous ribbon - FINEMET, pulse heating,
measurement of magnetic properties, magnetostriction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nano-crystallization of amorphous FINEMET creates
materials, which have a wide range of applications due to their
high magnetic softness. The disadvantage of these alloys is
their brittleness. This makes them not suitable for application
where shocks or vibrations are present, for example, in
automotive or aviation industry. Therefore, our research is
focused on improvement of their magnetic properties while
keeping the amorphous state of the material. Exceptional
magnetic softness (very low Hc), reduced hysteresis losses,
modified shape of the magnetization curve can be achieved in
these alloys using pulse annealing. Using this kind of
treatment it is possible to preserve their mechanical properties,
in contrast to the traditional heat treatment, which is used on a
large scale in manufacturing nano-crystalline alloys [1, 2].

II. PULSE SOURCE AND MEASUREMENTS OF
SAMPLE TEMPERATURE DURING PULSE ANNEALING

OVERVIEW LAST YEAR:
Determination of the temperature achieved during the

single impulse was one of the principal tasks. The first idea
was to place IR (Infra Red) sensing diodes directly on the
sample holder in order to measure the temperature directly
during the pulse. Since each IR semiconductor diode that we
had at our disposal was made of parts made of ferromagnetic
material, we decided to calibrate individual pulses. This was
realized contactless with miniature IR pyrometer (CTF-SF15-
C3 MICRO-EPSILON). The reason for contactless
temperature measurement is a small heat capacity of the
sample and a large heat capacity of scanning sensors with
short reaction times. Heating rate during thermal treatment

was about 3000 °C/s. Cooling was carried out exponentially
with average cooling rate of 100 °C/s. Selected pulses the
different lengths are depicted in Fig. 1a.

Fig. 1a, 1b. Graphic temperature dependence of time and progress of the
magnetic polarization during the pulse. During the pulse we observed the
transition from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic state and back.

Calibration accuracy was verified by measurement of
Curie temperature (Tc). Fig. 1b illustrates magnetic
polarization during the pulse. During the pulse we observed
the transition from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic state
and vice versa [3 -5].

In Fig. 2a, the dependence of cubed magnetic
polarization on the temperature from which Tc can be
accurately obtained, is shown.

Fig. 2a, 2b. Dependence of cubed magnetic polarization on temperature and
dependence of the magnetic polarization on temperature. From this graphs,
the temperature Tc is determined.

Subsequently we verified the measured value of Tc

using vibration magnetometer in the laboratory of ÚEF SAV
in Košice. Output of this measurement is shown in Fig. 2b.
From this graph, the temperature Tc is determined as the
temperature of inflection point.
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During pulse annealing a series of magnetic
measurements were carried on FINEMET samples for several
times. The results of these measurements were published in
articles [3 - 5].

RESULTS ACHIEVED IN THIS YEAR:
Another task was to improve the apparatus for

measuring of other physical quantities during the pulse. These
were the voltage on the sample, the current flowing through of
sample and the relevant temperature for the given number of
periods. From these of quantities were subsequently calculated
additional physical quantities such as resistance, power and
total supplied energy. The reason for this measurement was to
better define the impulse. The following experimental set-up
(see Fig. 3) depicts the apparatus for impulse heating and its
connection with the existing the apparatus for measuring the
magnetic properties [6, 7].

Fig. 3. Experimental set-up for impulse heating.

In the Fig. 4 is plotted progress of single parameters
during the impulse.

Fig. 4. Progress of selected parameters during the impulse.

In the next step, magnetostriction, our sample was
measured as another parameter of magnetic properties. It was
measured in the laboratory of PF-UPJŠ using Narita method
[8]. Magnetostriction is given by the following equation:








HJSS 3
1

(1)

Where JS is saturation magnetization, ∆σ is the change
of mechanical stress and ∆H is a corresponding change in the

magnetic field. Ratio

H

is a slope fitting line of the curve.

The calculated value of magnetostriction is 21.13x10-6

for our sample.

III. RESULTS

Results presentations and publications previous year:

 Active participation in the conference SCYR 2014:
Experimental Measurements and Results Obtained during
2nd Year of my Postgraduate Study /L. Hubač

 Published paper in proceedings: IMPULZNÝ OHREV, AKO
MOŽNOSŤ ÚPRAVY MAGNETICKÝCH VLASTNOSTÍ
FEROMAGNETICKÝCH AMORFNÝCH ZLIATIN / Lukáš Hubač,
Ladislav Novák, In: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND
INFORMATICS 5 : PROCEEDINGS OF THE FACULTY OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INFORMATICS OF THE
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF KOŠICE.

 Paper was published in Current Contents journal ACTA
PHYSICA POLONICA - A: PULSE HEAT TREATMENT OF
FINEMET ALLOYS UNDER TENSION / Antal Lovas, Lukáš
Hubač, Ladislav Novák

IV. THE NEXT STEPS

In the future we would like to extend the measuring
apparatus to be able carry out uniaxial mechanical stress that
is to be controlled by PC. In the next step magnetization on
ribbons type FINEMET in the outer magnetic field with
uniaxial mechanical stress will be measured. We want explore
influence of the pulse annealing during uniaxial mechanical
stress, on changes in magnetic properties and the relation of
these changes to the structure of these materials.
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Abstract—This paper is summarization of the last year of 

author’s dissertation topic. Firstly, the required theoretical 

knowledge about future research in the UWB low profile antenna 

design will be discussed. Next, we briefly introduce the author 

study activities in the last year. We also discuss about 

pedagogical part of postgradual study.  

 

Keywords—Ultra wide band, UWB antenna, low temperature 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The topic of dissertation thesis is low-profile antennas of 

Ultra wide band (UWB) radars based on Low Temperature 

Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC). UWB is technology in which its 

transmission occupies a bandwidth of more than 20% of its 

center frequency (>500 MHz). Antenna is one of the most 

important components in UWB systems [9]. Ideally, the UWB 

antenna should be compact, planar and low cost. Our general 

research direction is design, simulation and practical 

realization of several functional samples of UWB antennas on 

LTCC, which will be compatible with UWB radar 

system/sensor network. The LTCC technology is a suitable 

technology to provide low cost, high performance, and high 

level of integration. This is mainly because the LTCC 

technology is able to integrate complex 3D structures such as 

vias or air cavities. Many studies have hence been devoted to 

integrated LTCC antennas [8]. This paper is divided in two 

sections. Section one discuss about research tasks and in 

section two pedagogical tasks solved in previous year are 

stated. 

II. RESEARCH TASKS SOLVED IN PREVIOUS YEAR 

First and huge part with high priority of my solved tasks in 

previous year was to write and to vindicate thesis to the 

dissertation examination. Dissertation work describes 

theoretical overview which is useful to requirements of low 

profile antenna. Work is divided into the three main chapters. 

First chapter describes basic features of dielectric materials 

which are permitivity, losses and loss tangent and also work 

describes two kinds of material used in microwave area: 

LTCC and PCB (Printed circuit board) consisting of ceramic-

filled PTFE composites, hydrocarbon ceramic laminates or 

filled PTFE (random glass or ceramic). LTCC was chosen for 

low losses in the UWB frequencies (for example band width 

by FCC (Federal Communications Commission) is: 3.1-10.6 

GHz) and for the ability to create 3D multilayer structures. 

Second chapter describes evolution progress in development 

wideband antennas as in the [3] and also a few wideband and 

multi-band antennas currently used. Next, parameters of the 

antenna are described. Band widths of antenna, gain, 

frequency dependence of reflection coefficient are most 

important. These parameters with physical dimensions will be 

evaluated in our low profile antenna based on LTCC. Last 

chapter of thesis to the dissertation examination describes 

methods of modification of electromagnetic field of antenna. 

These methods are named EBG (electromagnetic band gap) 

structures. EBG structures are artificial periodic (or sometimes 

nonperiodic) objects that prevent/assist the propagation of 

electromagnetic waves in a specified band of frequency for all 

incident angles and all polarization states [6]. For our case, in 

lowprofile antenna design, EBG structures are useful to 

suppress the surface waves. These structures are also found to 

be effective for bandwidth improvement, compact microstrip 

antenna designs, harmonic control, and the radiation pattern 

control. EBG structure is also an attractive solution to reduce 

the power loss through the substrate of a conventional antenna 

[7].  

During the summer vacation (from June 29
th

 to July 18
th

, 

2014), I participated with my colleagues Jozef Lipták, Daniel 

Novák and Marek Godla on a very intensive program of 

MARTIN Summer School Marine Technology 

Instrumentation, organized by the SARTI centre of Technical  

university of Catalonia in Vilanova i la Geltr`u (Spain).  

Lectures, exercises and projects of this summer school were  

mainly focused on the technology used in the Navy (inertial 

navigation, measurement of seawater parameters, autonomous 

underwater vehicles, underwater communication systems …) 

and base introduction to LabView (myRio).  

 
Fig. 1 Participation diploma 
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All projects were presented in front of the committee and 

awarded by participation diplomas (Fig. 1). The projects were 

also published in the Instrumentation Viewpoint journal 

[1][4][5]. Main purpose of our project was draft application in 

LabView, which monitors rotating engine of Glider, AUV 

(autonomous underwater vehicles) or ASV (autonomous 

surface vehicles) and indicates the fault of engine, if detects it 

by acoustic waves.  

I am member of the research team of Prof. Dušan Kocur 

created for realization APVV project oriented to location of 

persons using UWB radar system . Last year of study, I have 

been involved in few events for the general public in which 

our research team promoted functionality and usage of UWB 

radar systems for rescue and other security forces. 

Also, I participate at different various measurements 

localization and detection of persons with impulse UWB 

radar, see in Fig. 2. My task is to set the appropriate 

parameters of UWB radar antenna system. These parameters 

include, for example, height and relative spacing of the 

antennas, type of used antenna. The aforementioned factors 

affect the adoption of radar signal parameters such as signal-

to-noise ratio, attenuation etc. 

 
Fig. 2 UWB impulse radar system with antennas 

III. PEDAGOGICAL TASKS SOLVED IN PREVIOUS YEAR 

Most important part of doctoral study is also teaching 

students of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 degree of the study on university. In 

previous year, I was teaching practice exercises from subject 

of automotive electronics. For this subject, I prepared brand 

new set of practical exercises on real KIA Ceed vehicle. 

Students can test and verify the functionality of the selected 

sensor (lambda probe, sensor camshaft) in engine 

compartment with multifunctional diagnostic station, see Fig. 

3. Further, students could in addition to testing the 

functionality of the sensors go through the whole process of 

emission control with diagnostic station. They create a 

protocol that can be compared with the emission standards set 

by the manufacturer or by State Slovak Republic.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND PROPOSAL FOR NEXT RESEARCH 

For further research it is planned a proposal of a low profile 

UWB antenna with a desired frequency bandwidth (~ from 

200MHz to 6GHz), with as small geometric dimensions as 

possible, the standing wave ratio of at least 2.5 in (SWR≤2,5) 

and maximize gain by focusing on the implementation of the 

antennas on LTCC. Next, focus and developing optimization 

process predictability shrinkage of the material is in the 

process of firing low-temperature ceramic firing, with the 

component after firing to achieve the desired dimensions with 

respect to wavelength. And finally, realize a series of 

functional samples antennas. Verified by measuring, the 

characteristics of antennas on the basis of electrical 

parameters. Evaluate the low profile antenna statistical 

methods and compared with other commercial antennas.  

Also, a multi-view e-learning system for remote education 

[2] will be created from practical exercises and measurements 

with diagnostic station ACTIGAS on Kia Ceed vehicle created 

for automotive electronics.  

 
Fig. 3 Diagnostic station ACTIGAS 
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Abstract — This paper offers information’s about research of 

special equipment’s which are utilized to improve transient 

stability of power systems. These devices have a wide range of 

applications. For example UPFC, the main function is to regulate 

the power flow, but it has also positive influences on transient 

stability as well as at voltage stability. These days the problem of 

stability of power systems is more recent. 

 

Keywords— FACTS, power system, transient stability, black 

out.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the biggest problem in ENTSO-E interconnected power 

system is the transient stability. Proof of this problem is blackout in 

the U.S. in 2003 and a few months later in Italy. Over 50 Million 

American as Canadians stayed in August 2003 without electricity up 

to 42 hours. Blackout affected large American and Canadian cities 

New York, Detroit, or Toronto. Just a month later occurs blackout 

almost the whole of Italy. Without electric power found itself 57 

million people. Nowadays, when the number of renewable energy 

sources rises, the risk of blackout also increases. One option to avoid 

such a huge power outage is to use advanced special equipment to 

improve system stability. 

 

II. RECENT RESEARCH 

Research is focused on finding new opportunities to increase 

stability of power systems. Many international companies invest 

huge amounts of money in research and development of new devices 

that can improve the stability of the system. Many of these devices is 

the object of our research. Research of impact of specialized devices 

for improve transient stability of power system was investigated in 

some articles.                                                 Reference [1] 

showed the impact of Thyristor controlled series compensator 

(TCSC) on transient stability of little power system. The results 

showed that the TCSC can improve transient stability of power 

system. The Impact of Unified power flow controller (UPFC) on 

transient stability of PS was investigated in [2]. The influence of 

another special Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) was 

publicized in [3]. Reference [4] shows the comparison of two special 

devices on transient stability, that are Static Var compensator (SVC) 

and TCSC. The results of this research are that the Thyristor 

controlled series compensator has better influence on transient 

stability of power system than Static Var compensator. The results of 

further research have been published in various conferences and 

journals: [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], 

[17], [18], [19]. 

III. MY CURRENT RESEARCH 

 
Due to continued increases of electricity consumption, we are 

forced to increase the production of electricity. Building of new solar 

and wind power plants causes a number of new challenges. Building 

of huge number of wind farms in the seas, especially in northern 

Germany and the requirement to transfer this huge amount energy 

over long distances today presents considerable problems for 

transmission system operators. Another problem is the liberalization 

of the electricity market in which there is a large transit flow of 

electricity between power systems. These facts largely cause 

overloading of lines, deterioration of stability of the system and the 

risk of total collapse of the power system "Black Out". 

Modern devices based on power electronics called FACTS 

devices can help us in reducing risks from these problems.  

These devices are specifically designed to increase the transfer 

capability of existing lines and power flow controlling over certain 

transmission lines in the system [2]. Over the past few decades two 

generations of FACTS devices emerge .First generation of FACTS 

include the conception of thyristor controlled phase shift capacitors 

and transformers .Second generation of FACTS Utilize GTO (gate 

turn off ) thyristor switched inverters Which are used as source 

voltage of inverters. 

Static Var Compensator (SVC) is one of the most popular 

FACTS devices. It is a static source of reactive power. It is known 

that the SVC with suitable injection of signal may significantly 

improve the transient stability of the power system. SVC was used 

successfully to improve the transient stability of the synchronous 

machines. 

Another important facility is Thyristor-controlled series 

compensator (TCSC). Main use of this device is to control the power 

flow in the transmission system. But there are other benefits that can 

be exploited to improve the transient stability of the transmission 

system. [3]    

The emergence and development of new types of FACTS 

devices were mainly possible with utilization of GTO thyristors. 

Thanks to the new type of thyristors were developed STATCOM, 

which is seriously competitor of SVC. In terms of transient stability 

of the power system STATCOM provides better performance than 

SVC. It is able to respond quickly to fluctuations in the power 

system. 

Very considerable device is UPFC (Unified Power Flow 

Controller). It was created as a combination of static synchronous 
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series compensator (SSSC) and static synchronous compensator 

(STATCOM). The article [19] shows the UPFC influence on 

transient stability of the power system.  

My current research is focused on measuring of the impacts of 

various FACTS devices on the transient stability of the Slovak 

transmission system. Further investigate the effects of regulators in 

Slovakia system on the operation of FACTS devices and vice versa.  

 

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
My future research will focus on modeling of an accurate model 

of the transmission system of the Slovak Republic with regulation of 

generators excitation and power system stabilizers. 

 Further research will be dedicated to the development of such a 

controller of FACTS devices that fully cooperate with regulators that 

are already installed in the power system. 

Further research will present other properties of these devices. 

From previous studies it is known that these devices have other 

usable features in the power system. For example, the TCSC is 

proposed mainly due to the ability to regulate power flow, but also 

from my previous research, it is clear that it has a significant impact 

on the stability of electricity transmission. Another useful feature is 

the reduction of losses. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the importance and possibilities for improving 

the dynamic stability of the power system. Installation of new 

equipment in the transmission system in the near future may be 

necessary to maintain the reliability and quality of electricity 

supplied. Installation of such equipment is very costly, so it is 

important that we have chosen the right kind of equipment and 

choosing the right destination location of that device. Today, the 

application of these devices is hampered mainly because of the price, 

but we should consider what economic damage can cause several 

hours long Black Out, that we could avoid by installing FACTS 

devices. 
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Abstract—A tension control plays an important role in
assuring product quality and process stability in steel rolling
industry. The paper presents the mathematical model of a part of
wire rod roughing mill and it is used to simulation and analysis of
the tension control algorithm.

Keywords—wire rod rolling, tension control, rolling torque

I. INTRODUCTION

The roughing mill consists of six stands, individually driven
by motors. The workpiece pass through the stands with box-
oval and round-oval grooves in horizontal-vertical rolling
sequence. There is no rolling force measurement, no interstand
tension measurement and no loop is formed between the
stands. Hence, motor current or motor torque is used to
interstand tension control [1]. In general, rolling with low
tension on roughing mill is a fundamental condition to ensure
the stable rolling process. However, deviation in rolling
parameters as a groove wear, or new set up, can increase or
decrease interstand tension [2]. Tensions between roll stands
have a great influence on delivery size. When end of a bar
passes through a roll, the tension of the bar suddenly turns to
zero and the size of bar changes [3]. All these deviations have
a big impact on product quality and on the time that is
required to set up the mill. Moreover, these changes in cross
sectional area along the workpiece can lead to the cobbles on
intermediate and finishing mill. Massive tension can cause
total unload of given stand that consequently leads to cobbles
due to the failure of interstand tension control. Against, no
tension causes loopering between the stands, that leads to
cobbles on roughing mill.

II. ROLLING PROCESS AND TENSION CONTROL

Rolling process is a complex and difficult phenomenon and
its simulation and analysis requires a deep knowledge of
rolling, plant and control system parameters. Calculations of
the main rolling parameters, such as rolling speed and rolling
torque, are described in [1]. Drive, motor and mechanical
parameters used for simulation are derived from original ones,
used in rolling mill Slovakia Steel Mills, a.s. Strážske. Control
structure includes Cascade control, Impact Droop Function
and Tension control.

On a continuous rolling mill fixed speed ratio must be
achieved to get stable mass flow. Interaction between
upstream and downstream stands are not allowed except the

tension control. The feed-forward, so-called Cascade control
function, is used for these purposes [4].

The Impact Droop function is used to get smoother
workpiece entry. It is suggested to run subsequent stand faster,
with an speed offset. Once workpiece passes the given stand,
the speed offset is set to zero, and excess in inertial energy of
given stand, due to the higher speed, helps in reducing speed
drop [5].

As it was above mentioned, there is no possibility to exactly
measure the tension between the stands. Hence, the motor
torque, which is proportional to the rolling torque, serves as
the tension indicator [6]. In stable gauge conditions, interstand
tension is a result of relative rolling velocity variation in
successive stands of continuous rolling sequence [7]. Tension
torque can be caused by back or front tension, and it has affect
on position of neutral point. With the variation of neutral point
position along the roll bite length comes motor torque
deviation due to the rolling force deviation [7]. This deviation
in motor torque can be observed once the workpiece reaches
successive stand. Hence the motor torque of given stand
before and after the loading of successive stand is used for the
Tension control [6].

III. SIMULATION MODEL

Simulation model is created in MATLAB Simulink, and it
involves first three stands of roughing mill; STD01, STD02,
STD03. Simulation model consists of three main parts:

 model of drive and stand
 model of workpiece
 control structure

Fig. 1. Scheme of simulation model for two stands of rouging mill.
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General simulation model includes three models of rolling
stands and three models of workpieces. In Fig. 1 is shown a
principle scheme of the simulation model for two stands.

A. Model of the drive and stand
Model of drive and stand is based on real machines and it

includes a model of drive, gearboxes and rolling stand.

B. Model of the workpiece
As it was above mentioned, load torque is represented by

tension free rolling torque Mv0 and torque deviation from front
(Mvtf) and back (Mvtz) tension. In order to simplify the model,
back tension Mvtz is neglected. Mv0 is a static part of the
workpiece model and its value was determined
experimentally, during tension free conditions on the mill. Mvtf
represents a dynamic part of the workpiece model and its
value is changing with the speed ratio change. The relation
between speed ratio and Mvtf was identified experimentally,
during tension conditions on the mill, and it is shown in Fig. 2.
Hence, linear function has been determined as an dynamic part
of the workpiece model.

C. Control structure
Control structure has to control the rolling speed of the

stands and maintain desired tension conditions. Principled
scheme of the control structure is shown in Fig. 3. The main
points are Cascade speed control, Impact droop function and
Tension control.

Cascade speed control uses a feed-forward function to
achieve stable speed rations between the stands. Hence the
tension controller output of given stand is added to the tension
controller output of the upstream stand.

Impact droop function starts to decelerate given stand when
the load is detected. Results of Impact droop function for
STD01 can be seen in Fig. 4 as a reference speed droop during
stand loading.

Tension control is used to maintain low interstand tension.
Since there is no rolling force and no tension measurement on
roughing mill, motor torque is used to the tension
identification. An interstand tension between stands STDi and
STDi+1 is controlled by speed of STDi. Tension free rolling
conditions STDi is represented by time interval, when
workpiece is rolled by STDi but does not reach consequent
stand. Once workpiece enters STDi+1, motor torque of STDi
can be affected by tension between STDi and STDi+1 and
Tension control turns on. Working sequence of Tension
control during simulation is shown in Fig. 4.

IV. FURTHER WORK

The next step is to create a model of the intermediate train
and propose the new tension control algorithm for roughing
and intermediate mill. More robustness control and decrease
of the time required to the tension elimination are expected
from the new design.
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Abstract— Hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES) are 

becoming popular for remote area power generation applications 

due to advances in renewable energy technologies and subsequent 

rise in prices of petroleum products. Economic aspects of these 

technologies are sufficiently promising to include them in 

developing power generation capacity for developing countries. 

Research and development efforts in solar, wind, and other 

renewable energy technologies are required to continue for, 

improving their performance, establishing techniques for 

accurately predicting their output and reliably integrating them 

with other conventional generating sources. The paper describes 

methodologies to model HRES components, HRES designs and 

their evaluation.. This paper gives simulation results of PV-Wind-

Diesel hybrid system. HOMER (Hybrid Optimization Models for 

Energy Resources) power optimization software by NREL 

(National Renewable Energy Laboratory) is used to simulate and 

analyze the PV-Wind-Diesel hybrid system. HOMER is a micro 

power optimization software used in evaluating designs of both 

off-grid and grid-connected power systems for a variety of 

applications. 

Keywords— PV; Wind; Battery; Homer; Simulation; Hybrid 

system; Renewable energy.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HRES) is composed of 

one renewable and one conventional energy source or more 

than one renewable with or without conventional energy 

sources, that works in stand alone or grid connected mode. 

HRES is becoming popular for stand-alone power generation 

in isolated sites due to the advances in renewable energy 

technologies and power electronic converters which are used 

to convert the unregulated power generated from renewable 

sources into useful power at the load end. The important 

feature of HRES is to combine two or more renewable power 

generation technologies to make best use of their operating 

characteristics and to obtain efficiencies higher than that could 

be obtained from a single power source. Hybrid systems can 

address limitations in terms of fuel flexibility, efficiency, 

reliability, emissions and economics [1].  

A. Wind energy 

    The energy available in the wind depends on the density 

and air velocity. The density, as any other gas, changes with 

the temperature and pressure which varies with the high level 

of the sea. The energy of a mass of air which is displaced is 

determined by the Kinetic Energy (K.E) flux.  

3
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VAP      (1) 

Where, 

P0 - Power in Watts 

ρ-  Air Density in kg/m3 

A-Turbine Area in m2 

V- Wind Speed in m/s. 

    When wind move across the wind turbine, the static 

pressure drops to a lower pressure than the atmospheric 

pressure. As the air follows its trajectory, it takes its 

atmospheric value again, inducing an extra wind deceleration. 

By this way, in a distance between upstream of the turbine and 

downstream, behind the turbine, there is no change in static 

pressure, but there is a reduction in kinetics energy. This 

phenomenon is represented by the Betz law in eqn (2). 
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VAPMAX                                                    (2) 

Where, 

Pmax - Power in Watts 

ρ-  Air Density in kg/m3 

A-Turbine Area in m2 

V- Wind Speed in m/s. 

     Wind is a natural phenomenon related to the movement of 

air masses caused primarily by the differential solar heating of 

the earth's surface. Seasonal variations in the energy received 

from the sun affect the strength and direction of the wind. The 

ease with which wind turbines transform energy in moving air 

to rotary mechanical energy suggests the use of electrical 

devices to convert wind energy to electricity. Wind energy has 

also been utilized, for decades, for water pumping as well as 

for the milling of grains 

B. Solar Energy 

Solar energy is the most promising of the renewable 

energy sources in view of its apparent unlimited potential. The 

sun radiates its energy at the rate of about 3.8 x 1023 kW per 

second. Most of this energy is transmitted radially as 

electromagnetic radiation which comes to about 1.5kW/m2 at 

the boundary of the atmosphere. After traversing the 

atmosphere, a square meter of the earth's surface can receive 

as much as 1kW of solar power, averaging to about 0.5 over 

all hours of daylight. Studies relevant to the availability of the 

solar energy resource in Slovakia have indicated its viability 

for practical use.  

     In solar photovoltaic applications, the solar radiation is 

converted directly into electricity. The most common method 

of doing this is by the use of silicon solar cells. The power 

generating unit is the solar module which consists of several 

solar cells electrically linked together on a base plate. On the 

whole the major components of a photovoltaic system include 
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the arrays which consist of the photovoltaic conversion 

devices, their interconnections and support, power 

conditioning equipment that convert the dc to ac and provides 

regulated outputs of voltage and current; controller, which 

automatically manages the operation of the total system; as 

well as the optional storage for stand alone (non-grid) systems 

[2]. 

C. HOMER 

    HOMER (Hybrid Optimisation Model for Electric 

Renewables) – another time-step simulation program 

developed by NREL – adds optimization to basic simulation 

capability. It simulates the annual performance of many 

different system configurations for a specified set of energy 

sources to find a configuration that satisfies technical 

constraints at the lowest life-cycle cost. It is also possible for 

the user to define sensitivities (e.g. different mean values for 

solar irradiation, wind or power consumption) to narrow the 

range of results. The outcome of the simulation is a list of the 

possible systems in order of life-cycle costs. A graph depicts 

the various ranges of the most cost-effective systems over the 

given operating period, based on the selected criteria. Detailed 

results can be output for each of the individual simulated 

systems (graphs, tables, scatter plot, print-out)[3],[4],[5]. 

II. HYBRID SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

A. Load profile 

     The load profile is hypothetical higher load. Fig. 1. 

illustrates this profile. A higher base load of 2 kW occurs 

throughout the day and night. Small day peak of 4 kW occur 

in the morning and at noon, while the majority of the load 

occurs in the evening. This evening load, with a peak load of 

6,7 kW. The total daily load averages 85 kilowatt-hours per 

day. 

B. Solar resource data 

    The solar resource was used for a site in Košice at a 

location of 48° 43' N latitude and 21° 15' E longitude. Solar 

radiation data for this region was obtained from the NASA 

Surface Meteorology and Solar Energy web site. The annual 

average solar radiation for this area is 3,09836 kWh/m2/d. Fig. 

2. shows the solar resource profile over a one-year period. 

C. Wind resource data 

     Wind resource data was also used for a site in Košice. The 

annual scaled average speed of wind in this site is 4,5 m/s. 

Figure 3 shows the wind resource profile over a one-year 

period. 

III.  HYBRID SIMULATION SYSTEM 

    After the system components and the equations, Modeling 

and simulations of the micro power system is carried out. 

HOMER, optimization model is used to simulate the system. 

Large number of options are available for different sizes of the 

components used, components to be added to the system 

which make sense, cost functions of components used in the 

system. HOMER’s optimization and sensitivity analysis 

algorithms evaluated the possibility of system configuration. 

A. Simulation result 

     Fig. 5. shows two possibilities of hybrid system sizes which 

are based at simulation. First and best choice is PV-Wind-

Battery system and the second is PV-Batery system. Both of 

this systems can provide electricity for the default load. 

     Fig.  6. shows the monthly production from sources PV 

sources production per year is 20809 kWh and Wind turbine 

production per year is 21298 kWh. Year production of whole 

hybrid system is 42107 kWh. 

 
Fig. 1.  Hourly load profile 

  

 
Fig. 2.  Solar radiation a clearness index profile for Košice 

  

 
Fig. 3.  Wind speed profile for Košice 

  

 
Fig. 4.  PV-Wind-Battery hybrid generation system 

  

 
Fig. 5.  PV-Wind-Battery hybrid generation system 

  

 
Fig. 6.  Monthly average production in PV-Wind-Battery system 
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B. Sumary of problems and next direction 

Problems in sizing optimization of hybrid systems are with 

chosing right mix of renewable sources to best cover load of 

system for lowest price of whole hybrid system. 

Next direction of my work is designing hybrid systemes 

conected to grid and analyze benefits of this connectin and 

behaviour of hybrid system connected to the grid. 
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Abstract—A paper is focused on unconventional isolated 

DC/DC converters with secondary side active rectifier. By this 
special type of converter topology soft switching of switches on 
the primary side of isolated DC/DC converter could be achieved. 
In the paper a principled idea of this type of topology is 
described, next overview from published works to this topic is 
done and also the function of basic version of isolated DC/DC 
converter with active rectifier is discussed and simply analyzed. 
Finally, there are offered solutions and possible ways to develop 
the desired fully soft switching DC/DC converter topologies. 
 

Keywords—active rectifier, DC/DC converter, snubber, soft 
switching 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Soft switching isolated DC/DC converters are frequently 
mentioned type of power converters. They are high frequency 
operated converters and switching frequency is very important 
working condition for them. It is known, that increase of their 
switching frequency causes reduction of their weight and 
volume. Therefore, tendency is to use very high switching 
frequencies. Unfortunately, switching losses in transistor 
switches are proportional to switching frequency. Soft 
switching technique in general reduces switching losses, 
ideally to zero, independently on working frequency of power 
converter. Hence application of some kind of soft switching 
technique to the high frequency DC/DC converter is very 
useful and desired to achieve its high efficiency, small weight 
and size. The DC/DC converter with secondary side active 
rectifier offers good conditions, which could result in 
achieving this goal. This type of converter has one or more 
transistor switches on the secondary side. By these secondary 
switches soft switching on the primary side in full load range 
is very simply achieved. With combination of some kind of 
auxiliary circuit like snubber on secondary side, it could be 
designed quite simply soft switching high frequency DC/DC 
converter. Principled block diagram of this type of isolated 
DC/DC converter is shown in Fig. 1. 

II.  OVERVIEW OF PUBLISHED SOLUTIONS 

Soft switching DC/DC converter with active rectifier 
controlled by one switch with passive snubber is presented in 
[1]–[4]. This kind of topology consists of full bridge inverter, 
high frequency center tapped transformer, center tapped full  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
wave controlled rectifier with one switch and snubber, and 
output filter. The mentioned converter is controlled by 
classical pulse width modulation. This kind of solution is very 
simple, low cost and easy applicable. Due to few devices in 
series with load current, conduction losses are small. The 
problem can occur only at soft switching of rectifier transistor 
switch, when big change of his duty cycle occurs. Further, in 
some cases it can be problem that switching frequency of 
rectifier switch is so high. Soft switching DC/DC converter 
with active rectifier controlled by one switch with active 
snubber is presented in [5]. This kind of topology consists of 
full bridge inverter, high frequency center tapped transformer, 
center tapped full wave controlled rectifier with one switch 
and active snubber, and output filter. This converter and also 
active snubber are controlled by classical pulse width 
modulation. The main advantage is that this kind of topology 
ensures soft switching of rectifier transistor switch for big 
change of his duty cycle. Also due to only few devices in 
series with load current, the conduction losses can be quite 
small. The disadvantage is that active snubber consists from a 
lot of devices and moreover, one additional control signal is 
required. Soft switching DC/DC converter with active rectifier 
controlled by two switches is presented in [6]. This topology 
consists of full bridge inverter with lossless snubber, high 
frequency center tapped transformer, center tapped full wave 
controlled rectifier with two switches, and output filter. The 
mentioned converter is controlled by phase shifted pulse width 
modulation. This type of topology is a simple and basic 
solution of DC/DC converter with active rectifier controlled 
by two switches. It is easy applicable in final product. 
Significant disadvantage is that inverter transistor switches 
turn off only at zero voltage, so when IGBTs are used as 
switches, tail current causes switching losses. The soft 
switching DC/DC converter with active rectifier controlled by 
two switches with symmetric passive snubber is presented in 

AC 
AC DC 

DC INPUT 

Rectifier Inverter 

HF 
transformer 

Power 
control 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 1.  Block diagram of DC/DC converter with secondary side active 
rectifier. 
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[7]–[12]. This kind of topology consists of full bridge inverter, 
high frequency center tapped transformer, center tapped full 
wave controlled rectifier with two switches and symmetric 
snubber, and output filter. This converter is controlled by 
modified pulse width modulation. This topology can be used 
in very high power applications. It can be very useful 
especially at high output voltage of the converter. The 
problem can occur only at soft switching of rectifier transistor 
switches, when big change of their duty cycle occurs. The 
disadvantage of this kind of topology is also that the 
symmetric passive snubber is quite complicated and consists 
of many devices. Soft switching DC/DC converter with active 
rectifier controlled by two switches is presented in [13]–[18]. 
This topology consists of full bridge inverter with lossless 
capacitor snubber, high frequency transformer, full bridge 
controlled rectifier with two active switches connected in one 
leg of rectifier, and output filter. The mentioned converter is 
controlled by phase shifted pulse width modulation. The main 
advantage is that at this kind of topology simple transformer 
with only one primary and one secondary winding is used. But 
conduction losses of whole converter can be high, because 
there are a lot of devices in series with load current. The main 
disadvantage is that inverter transistor switches turn off only at 
zero voltage, so when IGBTs are used as switches, tail current 
causes some turning off losses. 

III.  ANALYSIS OF THE SIMPLEST VERSION 

The basic and simplest version of isolated DC/DC converter 
with secondary side active rectifier has one transistor switch 
on the secondary side. The circuit diagram of topology is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 This topology is very simple, easy understandable and 
analyzable. Moreover, it is very easy applicable in the real 
converter design. The basic idea of the topology is to turn off 
load by rectifier transistor switch before the inverter transistor 
switches turn off. It causes that load current in secondary 
winding of transformer falls down, and hence falls down load 
current in primary winding. It results in zero current value in 
corresponding inverter transistor switches. Of course, 
magnetizing current of high frequency transformer will still 
occur, but it is insignificant because of its low value. So we 
can speak about zero current turning off of inverter transistors. 
To achieve this goal the rectifier switch has to be turned off 
before corresponding inverter switches. Otherwise inverter 
switches turn off full load current and therefore we speak 
about hard turning off, respectively full current turning off 

which of course causes high turning off losses. In Fig. 3 
simplified analytical time waveforms which can easily 
describe the operation principle of this kind of topology are 
shown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

It is obvious that switching frequency of rectifier transistor 
switch is two times higher than switching frequency of inverter 
transistor switches. Corresponding inverter transistor switches 
SS1 and SS2 (respectively SS3 and SS4) cooperate in same 
constant duty cycle. Between turning off one pair of inverter 
switches and turning on the other pair of inverter switches, 
must be ensured switching dead time. It is to protect 
transistors from their destruction, but also it must be provided 
to reach desired conditions for soft turning on of 
corresponding inverter switches. During the dead time, 
magnetizing current of high frequency transformer discharges 
the output capacities of inverter transistor switches. Therefore, 
duration of the dead time must be minimally so long to ensure 
that these capacities are discharged to zero. Then we can 
speak about zero voltage turning on of inverter transistors. 
From analytical time waveforms is obvious that inverter 
transistor switches also turn on at zero current, so we also 
speak about zero current turning on of inverter transistors. It is 
caused by leakage inductance of high frequency transformer 
which is in series with inverter switches. This inductance 
slows down the load current rise. The output power of 
converter is controlled only by rectifier transistor switch. So 
duty cycle of this transistor switch is variable. But it is 
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Fig. 2.  Circuit diagram of DC/DC converter with active rectifier with one 
switch on secondary side. 
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Fig. 3.  Simplified time waveforms of DC/DC converter with active rectifier 
controlled by one switch. 
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important that it must be less then the duty cycle of inverter 
transistor switches, to achieve zero current turning off of these 
switches. Rectifier transistor switch turns on at zero current, so 
we can speak about zero current turning on of rectifier switch. 
It is like inverter switches, caused by leakage inductance of 
high frequency transformer which is in series with rectifier 
switch. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

But it is obvious that turning off of rectifier switch is at full 
load current, so we can speak about hard turning off. It of 
course causes high switching losses which are undesirable. 
Fig. 4 shows simplified sequence from equivalent circuit 
diagrams of significant period time intervals, by which can be 
better understood the operation principle of this topology. 

Soft turning off of rectifier transistor switch SU has to be 
ensured by auxiliary circuit. This auxiliary circuit could be 
some kind of lossless snubber. Principled circuit diagram of 
this kind of topology comprising snubber is shown in Fig. 5. 
In this way, rectifier switch ensures soft turning off of inverter 
transistor switches and snubber ensures soft turning off of 
rectifier transistor switch. Thus we can speak about fully soft 
switching high frequency DC/DC converter with secondary 
side active rectifier and snubber. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

Isolated DC/DC converters with secondary side active 
rectifier are principally suitable to achieve soft switching of all 
transistor switches used in converter circuit. In general, active 
rectifier offers desired conditions to achieve soft switching of 
switches on the primary side in full load range. This solution 
of soft switching of inverter switches is very simple and 
always effective. So in real inverter circuit connection IGBTs 
can be easily used, even at very high switching frequency of 
converter and very big change of load. Therefore, high power 
IGBTs could be used and thus high power DC/DC converters 
could be designed. The inverter switches will always turn on 
at zero current and also at zero voltage, so we can speak about 
zero voltage-zero current turning on (ZVZCS). Turning off of 
the inverter switches will always be at zero current, so we can 
speak about zero current turning off (ZCS). Hence, the 
problem of the inverter soft switching is fully solved. It does 
not need to develop any other solution because this is a very 
good way to achieve the final goal. Therefore, a focus of 
research to this part of problem is not required. The soft 
switching of transistor switches on the secondary side must be 
ensured by the other solution. Soft turning on of the secondary 
switches is ensured. The turning on of the rectifier switches 
will always be at zero current, so we can speak about zero 
current turning on (ZCS). But soft turning off of the rectifier 
switches is not ensured, so it must be resolved. The possible 
way to achieve this goal is to use some kind of snubber and 
also select suitable control algorithm for whole converter. For 
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Fig. 4.  Simplified sequence of equivalent circuit diagrams of DC/DC 
converter with active rectifier controlled by one switch. 
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real design of DC/DC converter is ideal to develop the control 
algorithm which completely solves the described problem. It 
could be a very simple and convenient solution, but it is 
usually unreal or limited. So use some kind of snubber is the 
most realistic way to reach the desired condition. Therefore, 
design and function of the snubber is very important and the 
focus of research to this problem is required and important. 
The developed snubber can consists of passive parts like 
capacitor, inductor, diode, and also of active parts like 
transistor. Hence, final developed snubber can be passive or 
active. In general, passive circuit is simpler than active, but 
active circuit can be more effective and in many situations 
more convenient. It must be taken into consideration that 
control algorithm of the active snubber can significantly 
influence final function and effect. Therefore, correct 
combination of snubber and control algorithm is significant. 
So research and development of various combinations of 
control algorithms with various snubbers is required. By this 
way the various fully soft switching DC/DC converter 
topologies can be developed. Finally, the advantages and 
disadvantages of every solution should be evaluated. Into 
consideration range of load, topology of rectifier, conduction 
losses, complexity of snubber and number of additional 
control signals should be taken. 
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Abstract—This paper presents possibility of ceramic substrates 

use in power electronic as well as joints used in this area. Work 

offers an actual survey of power electronic and brings theoretical 

introduction as well as it offers description of ceramic, their 

important properties and basic requirements in this area. This 

paper detailed describes DBC substrates, which are the most 

often used in IGBT power electronic modules and it describes 

their benefits in comparison with organic substrates or substrates 

with metal core. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The thesis of my work is in study of material behavior in 

power electronics and to study and analyze of 

termomechanical thermal cycling in various power electronics 

modulus and measuring of their behavior and reliability. 

Power electronics are now driven by challenging 

requirements, such as volume, power density, operation 

temperature and cost. The general objectives of power 

electronics packaging are to distribute signal and power, 

dissipate the heat generated from the power chips, and protect 

he chips and circuits from mechanical damage. Power 

electronic packaging is critical to performance and reliability 

of power electronics system. For a high current, high voltage 

power module, it requires the paralleling of many insulated 

gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and diodes that are mounted 

on the substrates via large-area die attachment. Lead free 

solder, e. g. Sn3Ag0.5Cu (SAC305), is a conventional choice 

for lead-free power assembly. However, SAC305 could not be 

used at high temperature because of its low homologous 

temperature (low melting temperature). Therefore in power 

electronics have to be use other types both solders and joints 

that can operate at higher temperatures (more than 230°C) [1]. 

II. THE SUBSTRATES USED IN POWER ELECTRONICS 

MODULS 

 

In power electronic modules are used several types of 

substrates. On these substrates are placed several requirement. 

The basic requirements on power electronic substrates are 

excellent thermal conductivity, suitable thermal expansion, 

high electrical resistivity, resistance to power cycling and high 

temperature resistance. All of these requirements are very 

important when choosing substrate in the end application. 

These substrates could be divided to three categories: 

1.   Organic substrates – glass fiber reinforced epoxy 

substrates FR4 with thin cooper layers usually used in 

soft electronic [12]. 

2.   Metal substrates – substrates with metal core and 

dielectric layers on surface (aluminum PCB, cooper 

PCB) [10], [11]. 

3.   Ceramic substrates – frequently used DBC (Direct 

Bond Copper) [9] and DBA (Direct Bond Aluminum) 

substrates [26]. 

  

Circuit boards are usually fabricated from glass fiber 

reinforced epoxy printed boards (FR4) with cooper layers. 

Their disadvantage are low thermal conductivity (0.25 – 0.5 

W/m.K) and low used temperature (just 150 °C) [23] there are 

organic substrates with higher working temperature (on based 

polyimide’s or with use Teflon), but they are too expensive. 

However, for high power applications, large currents and high 

voltages demanded by the applications require circuit boards 

that can carry high current loads and efficiently dissipate large 

amounts of heat [2]. The substrates with metal core have these 

properties. Cooper that is used as core in these substrates has 

excellent thermal conductivity (400 W/m.K) [5]. These cooper 

substrates have on the surface dielectric layer on which are 

placed circuit layers. Whereas employing large amount of 

copper and so many steps in production, production these 

substrates is too expensive, therefore manufacturer’s 

substitutes metal core substrates with ceramic materials. In my 

future work we will be use ceramic substrates; therefore they 

are detailed described in next lines. 

DBC (Direct Bond Copper) denotes a process in which 

copper and ceramic material are directly bonded. Normally, 

DBC has two layers of copper that are directly bonded onto an 

aluminum-oxide (Al2O3) or aluminum-nitride (AlN) [15]. In 

specific cases can also be used ceramic silicon nitride (Si3N4) 

[18], [21], beryllium oxide (BeO) [13], silicon carbide (SiC) 

[17] and boron nitride (BN) [17]. Similarly than DBC are used 

in power electronic also DBA substrates. They have ceramic 

base (Al2O3, AlN, BN, BeO, SiC) but on the surface is thin 

layer of aluminum. They used there where are used a lot of 

wire bonding, because soldering of aluminum is very difficult. 

While any oxide can be used for DBC, most applications 

use electrically insulating substrates that are thermally 

conductive [19]. Beryllium oxide has the highest thermal 

conductivity (260 W/mK) of the ceramics but it is not 

commonly used because of beryllium toxicity [13]. Aluminum 
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oxide is commonly used despite a moderate thermal 

conductivity (~ 250 W/mK) because of its low cost, high 

substrate quality, and high bond strength. Aluminum nitride is 

also used because of its high thermal conductivity (170 

W/mK) and a coefficient of thermal expansion (~4.7 µm/m°C) 

that is closely matched to silicon [3], [14]. 

The DBC process yields a super thin base and eliminates 

the need for the thick, heavy copper bases that were used prior 

to this process. Because power modules with DBC bases have 

fewer layers, they have much lower thermal resistance values 

and because the expansion coefficients matches silicon, they 

have much better power cycling capabilities (up to 50 000 

cycles) [2]. 

  

Properties of DBC ceramic substrates (Tab. 1): 

1. Good mechanical strength, mechanically stable shape, 

good adhesion and corrosion resistant. 

2. Excellent electrical insulation. 

3. Very good thermal conductivity. 

4. Environmentally clean. 

5. The thermal expansion coefficient is close to that of 

silicon, so no interface layers are required. 

6. Good heat spreading. 

7. May be structured just printed circuit boards. 

8. The 0.3 mm thick layer permits higher current loading for 

the same conductor width. Assuming the same cooper 

cross-section the conductors needs to be only 12% of 

that of a normal printed circuit board. 

9. The excellent thermal conductivity provides the 

possibility of very close packaging of the chips. This 

translates into more power per unit of volume and 

improved reliability of system and equipment. 

10. DBC ceramic is the basis for the “chip-on-board” 

technology which represents the packaging trend for the 

future. 

 
TABLE I:  

BASIC PROPERTIES OF DBC SUBSTRATES [2], [15], [18], [19]. 

Ceramic 
Aluminum Oxide 

(Al2O3) 

Aluminum Nitride 

(AlN) 

Purity ≥96% ≥97% 

Dielectric strength 10kV/mm ~14kV/mm 

Electrical resistivity >1014 Ω/cm >1014 Ω/cm 

Thermal conductivity 24-28 W/mK ≥150 W/mK 

Thermal expansion 

coefficient 

7.4 .10-6 K-1  

(50 – 200 °C) 

5. 10-6 K-1 

(25 – 500 °C) 

Thickness 0.63; 0.38; 0.25 mm  0.63 mm 

Surface finish Cu or (electroless) 

nickel plated Cu 

Cu or (electroless) 

nickel plated Cu 

Cu thickness Standard 0.3 mm Standard 0.3 mm 

Ni thickness Standard 7 µm Standard 7 µm 

Application 

temperature (inert 

atmosphere) 

-55 to 850°C -55 to 850°C 

 

One of the basic parameters of power electronic substrates 

is the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). CTE is also 

critical to power modules reliability. Thermal expansion is the 

tendency of materials volume a change in response to 

temperature change. The CTE for all materials described 

above is measured in [10-6 K-1]. Copper, for example, has a 

higher CTE than silicon. Given temperature increase for both 

materials, cooper expands about six times more than silicon. 

Table 1 shows key materials used in DBC substrates [4]. 

The CTE of Al2O3 is closer to silicon than copper. The CTE 

of AlN is also closer to that of Si, which reduces stresses in 

die attach materials (Fig. 1). However, the stresses are actually 

higher in the joint between the cooper baseplate and DBC 

because of the greater difference between the net CTE of the 

Al2O3 DBC and of the Cu baseplate. This causes the power 

module to bend further. This difference causes thermal 

stresses in the devices, solder interconnections, and substrates 

because the mismatches are frozen during the assembly 

process of the module at high temperatures, especially during 

the soldering process. These stresses can cause mechanical 

and fatigue failure or changes in operating behavior [4]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Thermal expansion of common ceramics and device materials vs. 

temperature [5]. 

 

DBC ceramic substrates are the base materials of future for 

both the construction and the interconnection techniques of 

electronic circuits. They will be employed as base material for 

electronic components with high values of power dissipation 

and demanding requirements concerning their thermal shock 

behavior as well as their failure rate, whenever normal printed 

circuit boards are no longer adequate. Typical concept of 

modules used in power electronic is shown in the Fig. 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Principal design of power module with DBC substrate [8]. 

 

Example use DBC substrates: 

1. Power hybrids and power control circuits, 

2. power semiconductors, 

3. smart power building blocks, 

4. electronics heating devices. 
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III. JOINTS AND BONDS IN POWER ELECTRONICS 

 

Similar to the packaging of other electronic devices, power 

electronic packaging is also the first level of assembly toward 

building the power electronic system or an end product. The 

power electronic packaging mainly involves die attachment, 

interconnection between die pads and the leadframe or 

substrate and encapsulation. The particular operating 

mechanisms and their intended purposes present some 

challenging requirements [6], [8]. 

First of all, the joints needs to ensure desirable circuit 

performance and efficiency by minimizing parasitic effects 

(resistance, inductance, and capacitance), especially at high 

switching frequencies. Secondly, the large current and high 

voltage of power joints requires the packaging materials and 

architecture to possess not only high current carrying 

capability but also excellent electrical insulating properties. 

Thirdly, the increasingly dense integration of power devices 

forces its packaging to have efficient heat dissipation. Finally, 

the reliability of power electronic packaging becomes 

relatively important due to high-power conversion and the 

accompanying loss. Typically, the following interconnection 

methods are employed in power electronics packaging [6], [7]. 

A. Wire bonding 

With its mature technology, wire bonding was initially 

widely used and still dominates in electronic power packaging 

because it can effortlessly accommodate design changes in 

packaging and make use of existing infrastructure. Moreover, 

the reliability of wire bonding has been proved. As with the 

multi-chip wire bonding module, the multiple different 

switching dies are soldered to a direct-bond copper (DBC) or 

direct-bond aluminum (DBA) substrate. To increase the 

current-carrying capability, multiple aluminum wires ranging 

from 125μm to 625μm are ultrasonically bonded from one pad 

to a surrounding conductive trace, as shown in the Figure 3. In 

practice, some disadvantages of wire bonding interconnection 

in power electronic packaging become obvious, especially for 

high-power and high-frequency applications. For instance, the 

thin, long wire leads to large electrical resistance of the entire 

packaging. Correspondingly, parasitic inductance and thermal 

resistance also increase [6], [20]. 

 
Figure 3: Typical wirebonding application [15]. 

B. Ribbon bonding 

Ribbon is an alternative to bondwire for use in power 

electronic packaging to reduce electrical resistance and thus 

improve current handling capability. Compared with 

bondwire, the larger cross-section area of ribbon enables it to 

possess lower electrical resistance and thus carry larger 

current. Some wedge wire bonders can be accommodated to 

bond a ribbon. Additional benefits provided by the use of 

ribbon instead of wire include improved reliability due to a 

larger cross-section at the heel of the bond, less heel cracking 

due to the lower loop profile, less cratering because the bond 

force and ultrasonic energy are evenly distributed over a larger 

area and there is no wire sway because of the structural 

rigidity of flat ribbon [6], [24]. 

C. Solder joints 

Solder alloys, which is mainly used to attach the die to the 

substrate, can work as an interconnect between the top die pad 

and the leadframe or substrate. The resistance between the 

source or gate and the top leadframe was significantly reduced 

compared to that of wirebonding. Additionally, the heat 

dissipation was dramatically improved due to an enlarged 

contact area between the leadframe and the gate and source 

terminal pads. However, reliability became a big concern due 

to the large coefficient thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch 

between the copper leadframe and the silicon die [4], [6], [8]. 

In solder alloys is one of basic properties homologous 

temperature, because this parameter determines to which 

temperature solder may be used. The principle is that 

maximum operating temperature should be expressed as a 

fraction of the metal’s melting point (in K). Seen from the 

perspective of operational strength, consideration of possible 

fatigue failure applies to the design of metal materials if the 

homologous temperature Thom (Thom = Tuse/Tmelting) is above 

0.4. Most metals are used in the range of 0.3 – 0.5 but solders 

can be up to 0.87. To add a little more leniency we can use a 

ratio of 0.9 [24]. 

The use of a high temperature solder preform is proposed 

and demonstrated for use as a die-attach material in high 

power devices. Solder preforms alloys can be indium-

contained, gold-contained, lead-free, fusible or standard tin-

lead, as well as many others. Solder Preforms are used in a 

variety of applications that require precise amounts of solder. 

Preforms come in standard shapes such as squares, rectangles, 

washers and discs. Typical sizes range from 0.254 mm up to 

50.8 mm. Smaller and larger sizes, as well as custom shapes, 

are also available. Dimensions can be held to tight tolerances 

to assure volume accuracy [23]. 

D. Sintered silver 

The high junction temperature of SiC devices and the hard 

operating environment mean their packaging must withstand a 

high operating temperature. For example, some SiC power 

devices can work at up to 175°C or even 250°C, but at 250°C, 

most solders would melt. Moreover, when the working 

temperature is close to the melting temperature, the long-term 

reliability of the device is compromised. To meet high power 

and high temperature requirements, Semikron employed 

sintered silver as interconnect material because silver, with a 

melting point of 961°C, which is far beyond operating 

temperatures, is substantially cheaper than gold and palladium, 

is not susceptible to oxidation like other metals, and has 

significantly better electrical an thermal properties [7]. 

Moreover, sintered silver is more reliable than bondwire and 

solder alloy since no intermetallic compound is involved in the 
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bonding microstructure. However, a high sintering 

temperature of 600°C and a long processing time become an 

obstacle to the introduction of sintered silver into 

manufacturing. To facilitate sintering, assisted-pressure is 

applied during processing. Figure 4. shows sintered silver 

interconnection in a power module carried out by 

Semikron [6], [7]. 

 
Figure 4: Cross section of sintered modules [7]. 

E. Press pack 

To eliminate parasitic effects caused by bondwire and to 

relieve concerns about reliability of a solder interconnect or 

metal deposition, press-pack technology emerged as an 

effective interconnect method to not only handle high voltage 

and current but also to have improved reliability. In press-pack 

packaging, the contact to the die is made only through 

externally applied pressure, which eliminates the need for wire 

and substrate bonds, thus minimizing the stress and associated 

lifetime reduction factors for the die. Individual die gate 

terminals are contacted via sprung pin, which is commonly 

connected to the external gate terminal via a planar 

distribution board, which is carefully configured to ensure 

series impedance to the die and therefore good homogeneous 

switching. However, the expensive manufacturing cost 

involved with precision machining and planarization limits the 

press-pack to high power packaging applications [8], [22]. 

 

 
Figure 5: The cross section of the pressure contact cell [22]. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper offers an overview of the possibilities use of 

ceramic materials which ceramic substrates in the power 

electronic. Work describes the main advantages ceramic 

substrates such as DBC for this area. Furthermore, the paper 

describes other types substrates (organic substrates or 

substrates with metal core) and their limitation such as low use 

temperature, low thermal conductivity or high price. Paper 

describes the importance of knowledge the basic parameters of 

substrates. It is also very important to know the parameter of 

thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, used temperature as 

well as volume resistivity. DBC ceramic substrates are the 

base materials of future for both the construction and the 

interconnection techniques of electronic circuits. They will be 

employed as base material for electronic components with 

high values of power dissipation and demanding requirements 

concerning their thermal shock behavior as well as their 

failure rate, whenever normal printed circuit boards are no 

longer adequate. Because power modules with DBC bases 

have fewer layers, they have much lower thermal resistance 

values and because the expansion coefficients matches silicon, 

they have much better power cycling capabilities. 

My future work will be focus on development of new joints, 

which will have high melting temperature and high thermal 

cycling resistance. I will be study they behavior these joints 

will be used in power electronic on the connection silicon 

chips with DBC substrates. One of aims of my future work is 

based on study heat distribution and his simulation in power 

modules and to study and analyze of termomechanical thermal 

cycling in various power electronics modulus and measuring 

of their behavior and reliability. 
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Abstract—The demand on high data rate, low latency, high
spectral efficiency and low power consumption creates an ongoing
pressure on the development of communication systems. Al-
though cellular technologies like Long-term evolution and Long-
term evolution - Advanced can face many of these demanding
challenges the dramatic increase of mobile data transfer in
the last years gives rise to design even more sophisticated
methods. Multi-carrier modulation formats retain great potential
to meet the requirements of the next generation 5G systems. The
presented paper is an overview of the research activities in the
field of multicarrier communication that have been done during
the last term. It also summarizes the ongoing work of the research
projects in which the author participate.

Keywords—5G, GFDM, OFDM, wireless technologies

I. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Wireless communication has become a key element of
modern telecommunication industry. Recently, mobile tech-
nologies of the 4-th generation denoted as Long-Term Evo-
lution - Advanced (LTE-A) are deployed in many countries.
These systems allow high data throughput thanks to the
application of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) along with Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
techniques. OFDM is widely adopted because of its favorable
features like simple implementation based on Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) and robustness against fading channels.
However, the requirements of particular applications scenarios
foreseen for 5G might not been coped by OFDM. Along stan-
dard bitpipe transmission, scenarios like machine to machine
communication (MTM) and Wireless Regional Area Network
(WRAN) are in the field of interest for 5G networks. The
MTM communication requires extreme low power consump-
tion which can cause serious impact on the synchronization
process, thus it is not possible to preserve the orthogonality
between individual sub-carriers. Although the cyclic prefix
(CP) is a powerful tool to overcome the issues related to
multipath fading it is responsible for low spectrum efficiency
of OFDM while applying in WRAN. Especially, the high out-
of-band (OOB) radiation of OFDM limits the utilization in
opportunistic and dynamic spectrum access. Therefore, the
focus of recent research efforts is dedicated to alternative
physical layer technologies. One of the most discussed is Filter
Bank Multi-Carrier (FBMC) [1]. FBMC uses well designed
filter banks to shape the individual subcarriers, thus the OOB
radiation is kept extremely low. Owing to the suitable filter
design in the frequency-time domain, no CP is used, hence
extremely high spectral efficiency is achieved. On the other

hand, the application of MIMO is not straightforward and
the equalization process for rapid time varying channels is
more challenging. Generalized Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (GFDM), proposed in [2], is an another possible approach
to meet the requirements on flexible modulation technique.
Here, the data symbols are proceeded in frequency-time block
manner and pulse shaping is performed per subcarrier. On the
one hand, pulse shaping enables to control the OOB and Peak-
to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR), on the other hand it causes
self-interference, which needs to be compensated, e.g. on the
receiver side using interference cancellation technique. Hence,
all these properties are making GFDM an attractive choice for
deployment in 5G communication systems.

Since GFDM is a sum of pulse shaped subcarriers it suffers
from high signal envelope fluctuations, thus the nonlinear char-
acteristics of the high power amplifier (HPA) causes major per-
formance degradations. Several PAPR reduction techniques, to
overcome the issues of nonlinearities, have been introduced
in the literature. In the paper [3], the clipping technique has
been investigated as a PAPR reduction scheme in GFDM. The
results have shown that GFDM can in special case outperform
OFDM. To the authors best knowledge, there is no paper deal-
ing with nonlinear amplification in GFDM systems. Therefore
we have investigated the impact of nonlinear amplification on
GFDM systems and analyze the error probability performance.
The simulation results show that the particular HPA model
and its transmission parameters significantly influences the bit
error rate (BER). All these and many other results will be
published in upcoming international conferences and scientific
journals.

II. PROJECTS

A. The research of coexistence between broadband LTE net-
works and digital terrestrial TV broadcasting DVB-T/DVB-T2

The project deals with the research of coexistence be-
tween broadband LTE800 and digital DVB-T/-T2 terrestrial
TV broadcasting in the Slovak Republic. Part of the project
will be focused on research of mutual influence of radio
communications systems that were invented only a few years
ago and even some of their new additions are currently under
development.

The main objectives of the project are:
• Identification of areas of the Slovak Republic, which

may result in degradation of the reception of DVB-T/-
T2 signal as a result of the introduction of LTE800
transmission.
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• Establishment the functional public information system to
identify the risk of interference of terrestrial DVB-T/-T2
system.

• Proposals on measures to prevent unwanted interactions
between LTE800 and DVB-T/-T2 systems and solutions
leading to elimination of problems in practical operation.

Up to the present no research in Slovakia in terms of
compatibility of broadcasting DVB T/ T2 and LTE800 systems
with a focus on assessing the impact on the population of
the Slovak Republic was realized, which could be used in the
design, implementation and real service of these networks, and
therefore the project is clearly genuine.

• Definition of the resident groups and areas within Slovak
Republic that will be affected by interference between
LTE800 and DVB-T/-T2, which may result in the degra-
dation of terrestrial TV reception.

• Establishment and introduction of functional information
system on the internet designated for the general public,
telecommunication and radio communication operators
containing information of possible interference of terres-
trial DVB T/ T2 in specific locations within Slovakia and
processing of related documentation.

• The design and application of processes and policies lead-
ing to the suppression of interference between LTE800
and DVB-T/-T2 systems to eliminate adverse impacts
of unwanted interference of the radio communication
systems in particular cases of real operation.

The procedures of project realization will lead to the original
application outcomes, including in particular:

During the last term the cooperation of this project resulted
in a publication [4], which was presented on the conference
NoTeS 2014.

B. Interactive Multiview Video Streaming for Supporting Ed-
ucation

The project is oriented to development and application of
accessible software and hardware for interactive streaming of
multimedia content, without necessity to save it in local data
store. The aim of project is to elaborate and realize methods
of access to various formats of multimedia content, such as
video, sound record, and access to web cameras array with
multiple visual angles (multi-view video streaming), as well.
It is planned to design multimedia educational content for
exploitation of such access. That all will be dedicated for
supporting teaching in 1-st to 3-rd degrees of university edu-
cation in the frame of telecommunication subjects as follows:
switching technology, digital television, satellite technologies
and services, etc. Access to learning materials mentioned
above will serve naturally to support distance education. In
this [5], a multi-view e-learning system for supporting remote
education is introduced. Since video is the most natural way to
perceive information and of interaction between people, it also
has inherent capabilities when using in education environment.
The system, we propose, should encourage students more use
the opportunities offered by remote learning to foster their
training on the university. To enable multi-view video (MVV)
streaming a system with three cameras is used. A central server
is used to capture the partial streams and it also serves as the
control unit to manage the whole system. The student will
have the choice to decide which particular part of the captured
scene he/she wants to watch. Another option will be a guided

stream, where the streams are switched automatically, based
on the area where the presentation is currently focused. We
believe that this model might contribute to the educational
process.

C. Agent based modeling of the spectrum distribution in
cognitive radio networks

The goal of the project is the design of the novel and
efficient models of the spectrum sharing and trading mech-
anisms in the cognitive radio networks. In the paper [6],
we propose an agent-based model for spectrum trading in
the shared use model of dynamic spectrum access. Spectrum
trading is employed using the single-unit sealed-bid first-price
auction, which takes into the account risk caused by the
imperfect spectrum sensing. Bidding strategies of the bidder
are controlled by the reinforcement learning algorithm. Coop-
erative energy-based spectrum sensing is used as a spectrum
sensing mechanism. Two different decision fusion strategies,
which provide different levels of risk are discussed. The results
demonstrate that in risky environment, total revenue and total
payoff of the auctioneer and bidder respectively is higher,
than in the case of system with lower level of risk. On the
other hand, normalized revenue and payoff per a single auction
round is higher in the case with lower level of risk. Moreover,
the results have shown that the optimum sensing time for
maximizing revenue and payoff is different.

III. CONCLUSION

This paper analyses the scientific work of the author what
have been done during the last term. 5G wireless communica-
tion are in great interest of research activities in the last time.
The important role of mulcirarrier technologies will have an
important role also in the upcoming communication systems.
Therefore, the focus in this field of study has already brought
some interesting results and we can courageously state that
it will bring more promising result and application in the
following years
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Abstract—This paper deals with the diagnostic of XLPE 

insulation. Many studies and experiments show an influence of 
ageing and moisture to degradation of XLPE insulation. It is 
subsequently reflected by changing of dielectric parameters of 
insulation. The dielectric parameters of XLPE cable samples 
were measured using dielectric relaxation spectroscopy method 
(DRS) in time and frequency domain. The results are compared 
and it was observed a change of parameters in consequence of 
additional ageing and influence of moisture. 
 

Keywords—aging, capacitance, dielectric relaxation 
spectroscopy, dissipation factor, moisture, polarization current, 
XLPE cable.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The power cables play an important role in the safety of the 

power load and reliable transmission of electricity and they are 
important devices in the power system. Therefore, the cable 
insulation system, but also insulation system of any high 
voltage equipment, is very important and sensitive part. 
Damage of insulation can lead to equipment failure and other 
disorders. 

Nowadays, polymeric materials are widely used as 
insulation system of power cables.  Cross-linked polyethylene 
(XLPE) is widely used as electrical insulation material for 
high-voltage distribution power cables. XLPE is characterized 
by excellent physical, chemical and electrical properties.  The 
power cables may be exposed to high currents and voltages 
and they are critical parts of the transmission infrastructure. 
Therefore, it is expected their high resistance against possible 
failures. 

The motivation for the solving these research is importance 
of modern operational diagnostic and systematic maintenance, 
which can ensure the longest possible operation of electrical 
device, with a maximum performance, quality and reliability 
of operation. 

II. AGING OF XLPE INSULATION 
The insulation degradation is inevitable during the 

operation and the failure rate increases with the service time 
[5]. During operation, the XLPE insulation of power cables 
may be exposed to high currents, overvoltage, mechanical and 
chemical stress and pollution of environment. Interaction 
various factors together may significantly speed up the 

degradation processes. The cables also are permanently 
exposed to thermal aging. It may cause change in dielectric 
parameters of cables and also irreversible damage of cable 
insulation. In most cases failures in the insulation are related 
to moisture and integral degradation of the insulation like 
water treeing in XLPE cables. The insulation failures may be 
also caused by lower dielectric strength due to aging processes 
or by internal defects in the insulation system. Many studies 
have been performed concerning water trees in XLPE based 
materials. [4], [5], [6] 

It is necessary to assess degradation and insulating state of 
cables, since process of aging of insulation is the most acting 
on the quality of insulation and it is a phenomenon that is 
essentially cannot be affected. XLPE insulated cables for high 
voltage applications and XLPE cable ageing have been 
studied and investigated for nearly 45 years in order to 
evaluate a function of service stresses and aging time, and in 
order to improve dielectric performance of XLPE material. 
Many methods have been proposed to evaluate the properties 
of XLPE. One of the methods for detection of insulating state 
of XLPE insulation is measurements of dielectric parameters 
of insulation using the dielectric relaxation spectroscopy 
(DRS). This method is a non-destructive method. [2], [3] 

III. TASK SOLVED IN PREVIOUS YEAR 
My research is focused on measurements and investigation 

insulating state and quality of solid insulation material, 
specifically XLPE, using measurement of dielectric 
parameters by the method DRS in time and frequency domain. 
This method is widely applied in the characterization of ion-
conducting solids and polymers and uses polarization as the 
response of the sample on a time-dependent electric field. The 
principle of this method is based on examination of molecular 
dynamics of polarized and polar materials. [1] 

I evaluate the time response using measurement of the 
polarization and depolarization current. The total polarizing 
current flowing through the dielectric can be following 
assumption of existence the independent Debye’s polarization 
processes and Maxwell-Wagner equivalent model, expressed 
as the sum of currents with exponentially decreasing 
amplitude Imi with definite-time component τi. These 
components represent the polarization occurring in the 
material. Debye’s polarization processes are exponentially 
decreasing in time. Number of members of expansion n 
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depends on the structure and homogeneity of the dielectric and 
on the time at which the polarizing action are measured [1]. 
The parameters Imi, τi are correlated with the material 
properties. For analyze the quality of materials is an important 
analysis of these parameters and it is necessary to know these 
values and their development of previous measurements. 

In the frequency domain, I measured the frequency 
dependence of dielectric dissipation loss factor tanδ and 
complex capacitance C(ω). Using these parameters it is 
possible to evaluate the state and quality of insulating 
materials. [1] 

The experimental measurements were performed on several 
samples of power cables that have been degraded - 
operationally unknown technical condition, or new - 
operationally unaged and undamaged. Lengths of the samples 
were different. Using the electrometer Keithley 617, and 
Keithley 6517B were recorded polarization and depolarization 
currents depending on time during the charging period 1000s. 
Using the precision LCR meter Agilent E4980A were 
recorded changes of capacitance and dielectric dissipation loss 
factor depending on frequency in range from 20 Hz to 2 MHz. 

The samples were subjected to accelerated thermal aging at 
90 °C in a laboratory air oven for a specified time and all 
measurements of dielectric parameters were repeated. The 
aging time always was doubled (24 h, 48 h, 96 h and so on) 
and the overall aging time was 1512 h. There also were carried 
out thermal aging of samples at the maximum operating 
temperature of 105 °C for 216 h. Other samples were exposed 
to moisture and were used three different solutions. The 
obtained data and time constants τ are continuously analyzed 
and compared, and it is monitored the change of insulation 
state due to aging and moisture. 

Detailed results and conclusions are presented in my 
publications [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], some of which 
are in the SCOPUS database, or WoS. 

I also cooperated on significant publication [14], [15]. I 
cooperate with my colleagues on various others experiments. 
In the present I also would like to publish my experiment 
result in journal which is referred by Current Contents. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The dielectric properties and electrical parameters of 

insulation are dependent on a number of factors that affect to 
the insulation during operation.  It is well known that aging of 
insulation influences on the parameters and quality of 
insulation. Using suitable measuring method can be evaluated 
change of properties of investigated insulation material. 
Further research could be directed to improving the properties 
of XLPE insulation for example by means of appropriate 
nanocomposites and addition agents, and also for the 
improvement of diagnostic methods. 

The aim of my work is diagnostic of insulation materials 
using dielectric spectroscopy.  In the near future I will 
evaluate and publish research results and my aim is to 
successfully complete graduate degree. 
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Abstract — this work deals about solar cells as renewable 
source of energy. In other part this work is a sample calculation 
of economic efficiency of the most powerful photovoltaic power 
plant in the word.  

Keywords — economic efficiency, silicon cells, solar cells, solar 
power plant, Topaz solar farm, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past people started use fossil fuels like gas, crude oil 
and coal. They could be simple mined from surface and depth 
of planet Earth. In the present we combust the fossil fuels in 
big volumes. So there are many problems with mining, 
transport and finding new places with occurrence of fossil 
fuels. One approach is replacement of fossil fuels with 
renewable sources. As renewable sources of energy we can 
use solar energy, wind energy, hydro energy, biomass energy 
and geothermal energy. One option is using solar energy and 
build huge solar power plant for satisfy demand of electric 
energy. Cost efficiency and space efficiency for solar power 
plant are the determining factors for most investors [6] [6]. 

II. MONOCRYSTALLINE SILICON SOLAR CELLS 

Solar cells made of monocrystalline silicon, also called single-
crystalline silicon and are quite easily recognizable by an 
external coloring and uniform look. This indicates high clean 
silicon used in solar cell. Monocrystalline solar cells are made 
out of silicon ingots, which are cylindrical in shape. To 
optimize performance and lower costs of a single 
monocrystalline solar cell, four sides are cut out of the 
cylindrical ingots to make silicon wafers and that is 
something, what gives monocrystalline solar panels their 
characteristic look. The typical monocrystalline solar cell is a 
dark black color [5] [6]. 

 
Fig. 1.  Characteristics for monocrystalline cells 

III. POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON SOLAR CELLS 

The first solar cells based on polycrystalline silicon, which 
also is known as polysilicon and multi-crystalline silicon.  
Raw silicon is melted and poured into a square mold, which is 
cooled. Then silicon is sliced into perfectly square wafers. 
Polycrystalline solar cells look perfectly rectangular without 

rounded edges. Polycrystalline solar cells are identifiable by 
its signature light or dark blue color [5] [6]. 

 
Fig. 2. Characteristics for polycrystalline cells 

IV. STRING RIBBON SOLAR CELLS 

String Ribbon solar panels are also produced of 
polycrystalline silicon. String Ribbon is the name of a 
manufacturing technology that produces a form of 
polycrystalline silicon. Temperature resistant wires are pulled 
through molten silicon, which results in very thin silicon 
ribbons. Solar panels made with this technology looks similar 
to traditional polycrystalline solar panels [5] [6]. 

 
Fig. 3. Characteristics for string ribbon silicon solar cells 

V. AMORPHOUS SILICON SOLAR CELLS 

Amorphous silicon solar cells belong to the category of thin 
film solar cells, where one or several layers of photovoltaic 
material are deposited onto a substrate. The silicon material is 
not structured or crystalized on a molecular level, as many 
other types are of silicon based solar cells. This problem is 
partially solved by stacking several amorphous solar cells on 
top of each other, which increases their performance and 
makes them more space efficient [5] [6]. 

 
Fig. 4. Characteristics for amorphous silicon solar cells 
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VI. THE MOST POWERFUL PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANT 

The most powerful photovoltaic power plant in the world has 
power Pm is 550 MW. Time of using maximum τ is 1200 
h/year, and annual production of electric energy A is 660 
GWh. The amount of investment unit costs for plants using 
renewable energy sources have an influence mainly energy 
density in these resources, which results in high specific 
requirement of material and area. In this table are compared 
four types of solar panels for this power plant [6]. 

TABLE I 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOLAR CELLS 

Type of solar panels  Monocrystalline Polycrystalline Thin Film String Ribbon
Initial costs per 1 kW (€/kW) 2165,376 1369,413 1392,444 1700,064
Area per 1 kW (m2/kW) 7 8 15 10
Variable costs (€/kWh) 0,008 0,008 0,008 0,008
Exteranlity costs (€/kWh) 0,0004 0,000975 0,005 0,002125
Avarge effecinency (-) 17 14 8 13
Iinitial costs for power plant (€) 1190956800 753177150 765844200 935035200
Area for power plant (km2) 11,67 13,34 25 16,67
Cash flow per year (€/year) 55916212 70858999,75 67759153 63734968  

Annual production costs Nv for photovoltaic power plant can 
be calculated by next equation. These calculations are shown 
on the next figure [1] [4]. 

AkkNnnkNkk vexpoi 2121   (1) 

 
Fig. 5. Characteristics of costs per year 

If annual production costs Nv are divided by annual 
production of energy A, we get equation for unit costs nv. 
These calculations are shown on the next figure [1] [4]. 
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Fig. 6. Characteristics of unit costs 

If annual production costs Nv are divided by power of plant 
Pm, we get equation for specific unit costs 1Nv. These 
calculations of equilibrium diagrams are shown on the next 
figure [1] [4]. 
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Fig. 7. Equilibrium diagram 

Information about return cash flow is decided for building this 
power plant. The best results have solar panels made from 
polycrystalline cells. This is shown on the figures without and 
with time factor [1] [4]. 

 
Fig. 8. Return cash flow without time factor 

 
Fig. 9. Return cash flow with time factor 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Currently, these calculations simulate results only for solar 
power plant with photovoltaic panels. For the future 
calculations can be compared with other types of power 
plants. For the future problems with fossil fuels can be solved. 
This solution is economically effective but we need large area 
for this power plant. 
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Abstract—This paper is a summarizational article, that
presents a summarization of my work in the past and last year of
my post gradual study. I describe here assets of my work, and add
some praise of me - based of my major publications. My main
work in the last year was focused on study and proposal of new
methods for decomposition of signal’s into a set of exponentional
functions and the behavioral studies of this decomposition. The
other part of my work was focused on development of a library
of functions for analog-to-digital converters testing, according to
the existing standards and deploying this library on the web.

Keywords—last year, Jozef Lipták, praise, summarization,
work.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADC’s (analog digital converter) and DAC’s (digital analog
converter) are a major part of our technical World. Because
ADC and DAC testing is a key operation that secures the
accurate interpretation of measured data, developing new and
faster testing methods is still a actual topic. Also new ADC
architectures were presented - when assuming they typical be-
havior, development of optimal testing procedures is possible.

My other minor interests are focused on signal analysis.
Many real-world signals are very complex, covered in high
amounts of noise, or need to be decomposed in order to obtain
some information about the source or to provide knowledge
about degradation of the signal path through which is the
signal propagating.

II. WHAT WAS DONE BEFORE

We continued to cooperate with István Kollár from the
Department of Measurement and Information Systems in
Budapest. We made a exhaustive comparative study of ML
(maximum likelihood) vs. LS (least squares) fitting for ADC
testing. The resulting article was very successful and is in-
dexed in Current Contents.

Work related to signal conditioning and analysis was done
with cooperation with Slovak Academy of Sciences. This
resulted to a software package and a measurement stand for
automated respirometric measurements.

A newly introduced DAC measurement method was ana-
lyzed for its uncertainty. The results were published in the
International Conference on Measurement.

We run a training stand for ADC study on our server.
This was the result of a didactic oriented KEGA project. The
web-page is accessible on the web and runs also some other
electronic oriented training material and simulations of main
electronic circuits (e.g. operational amplifier, stabilized power
supply, etc.).

Another signal analysis work was done with cooperation
with Domenico Luca Carnı̀. Experiences gathered within this
cooperation resulted to a study that tried to classify capacitors
on behalf of their discharging curve.

All of the above was presented in detail on the last year
Scientific Conference of Young Researchers in my paper [5].

III. THE ACTUAL WORK

A. Scientific and dissertation thesis related work

Exponential input stimulus signal is attractive for dynamic
ADC tests because of the simplicity of the generating RC cir-
cuit. The estimation of the testing error requires measurement
of the distortion of the stimulus signal. Despite the simplicity
of the RC circuit there is a distortion in the exponential signal:
distortion components are caused by dielectric imperfections
of the capacitors in the discharging circuit. So we continued
to analyze the properties of such exponential signals, their
decomposition and the influence of noise and distortion to this
decomposition.

This resulted to a Current Contents indexed paper [2] that
presents a method for measurement of multiexponential signal
components as an example of the more general task of signal
decomposition where signal components are non-orthogonal.
Such a complex signal is then represented as follows:

xs(t) = A1e
−B1t +

L∑
i=2

Aie
−Bit + C + n(t), (1)

where Ai � A1, Bi � B1, i = 2, 3, ... .
While parameters A1 and B1 represent the basic exponential
signal, the parameters Ai and Bi represent the distorting
exponential components. Number L is the number of all
exponential components assumed. The constant C in (1) de-
scribes the offset of the whole exponential signal. The distorted
multiexponential signal is corrupted by additional (mainly
thermal) noise of the analog components and by interferences
from external sources (n(t)). The well known commonly used
method for estimation of multiexponential signal is Prony’s
method. The paper presents new alternative estimation method
based on maximum likelihood optimization. It was aimed on
the comparison of both methods using simulation of taking
into account a real reference waveform recorder and by
measurement performed on the circuit with known distorting
elements. The proposed method is also suitable to identify
parasitic components representing dielectric absorption in the
capacitors. This paper was a extended and exhausting study
of a previous paper [4], in which was this concept firstly
mentioned.
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Fig. 1. Certificate of Attendance on IP MARTIN 2014

The second part of my work was to develop a library that
allows very fast and effective development of software in
LabVIEW R© for ADC testing according to the standards. The
library is accessible on http://meas-lab.fei.tuke.sk/ADC test.
The library consists of the following classes:

• Static test
• Sinewave histogram processing

– Test conditions
– Histogram test

• Dynamic test
– Test in time domain
– Test in spectral domain

As an example of application of the library, software demon-
strating all common ADC test methods accessible across the
Internet was developed. Here any user can perform simulated
test, change ADC characteristics and test conditions, and can
learn how these condition influence results of testing. The
library was presented in [3].

B. Other (awards, certificates, etc.)

Right after the deadline for paper submision of the last
SCYR conference I had the opportunity to participate on
The Erasmus Intensive student meeting called Intercultural
Knowledge Transfer in Engineering for a Sustainable Global
ICT Community: SUSCOMTEC 2014 that took place at the
Technical University of Sofia (Bulgaria). I was a member of
the group that took the 1st place for their project presentation.

I participated during the summer vacation also on a intensive
program of MARTIN Summer School Marine Technology
Instrumentation, organized by the SARTI centre of Techni-
cal university of Catalonia in Vilanova i la Geltrù (Spain).
Lectures, exercises and projects of this summer school were
mainly focused on the technology used in the Navy. All
projects were presented in front of a committee and partici-
pation diplomas (see Fig. 1) were awarded. The projects were
also published in the journal Instrumentation Viewpoint [1].

Last years PhD students publication scoring went very good
for me. I ranked in the 8th place at our faculty and in the 3rd

place at our department. My resulting score is in the Table I.
I prepared during the winter semester study material’s for

the Tempus Project “Technological Transfer Network”.
My last but not least experiment was to write a paper using

LATEX 2ε. You are reading it now. After this test I decided to
write my dissertation thesis also in LATEX 2ε.

TABLE I
FINAL SCORE AFTER 3rd YEAR OF STUDY

ADC AFC, AFD AFC, AFD TOTAL
in CC in SCOPUS and WoS non SCOPUS and WoS

8.0 1.2 2.0 11.2

According to https://hodnotenie.fei.tuke.sk and https://epc.lib.tuke.sk/

IV. NEXT STEPS

My main interest in the following days is given by my
status – a student in his last year of doctoral study. I want
to focus all my time to work on my dissertation thesis. All of
the investigation and research work is done. No new areas will
be examined. I need to finish just few experiments for data
collection purposes. They are related to a ongoing bachelor
thesis, so they will be done right in time to get the deadlines.

After the submission of mi dissertation thesis I will center
on the preparation of the defense of this thesis and continue
to work on ongoing projects at our department.
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Abstract— This paper offers information about research of oil-

paper insulation system. Insulation system is one of the most 

important part of electrical devices. It is very important to 

understand electrical and dielectric properties of insulation 

system. The insulation system of many type of electrical 

equipment is mainly composed by the insulating oil and paper. 

Oil impregnated insulation paper is used in transformers for 

many years. Conventional mineral oil is some possibility of 

environmental pollution and fire with explosion. But natural 

ester insulating oils are non-toxic, more biodegradable and less 

flammable than a mineral oil. Therefore conventional mineral oil 

is being replaced with natural ester insulating oils. The next aim 

of this paper is research of influence of accelerated ageing on the 

oil impregnated paper. 

 

Keywords— mineral oil, natural ester, thermal stress, ageing.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a liquid-filled transformer, the insulating liquid plays an 

important function by providing both the electrical insulation 

(in combination with a solid such as cellulose) and the means 

of transferring the thermal losses to the cooling system. The 

insulating liquid can also provide important and easily 

obtainable information for use in diagnosing the health of a 

transformer [1]. For the reliable operation of high voltage 

power transformers, it is essential that the cellulose insulation 

structures used in their construction are completely oil 

impregnated. The oil impregnation procedure is important to 

ensure that no cavities are left inside the cellulose insulation 

and thereby dangerous partial discharges are avoided [2]. For 

more than one hundred years, the majority of liquid-immersed 

transformers have been filled with mineral oil. The significant 

use of this petroleum-based product has been justified until 

now by its wide availability, its good properties, its good 

combination with cellulose and its low cost. However, with 

environmental issues now becoming extremely important, the 

use of a product with a high fire point temperature and high 

biodegradability is becoming extremely attractive [3]. Natural 

esters are produced from vegetable oils, which are 

manufactured from plant crops. They offer the advantage of a 

high fire-point as well as good biodegradability, but all types 

of natural esters suffer from not being as oxidation stable as 

other types of insulating liquids. Although natural ester fluids 

can be produced from a wide variety of crop oils, natural 

esters for electrical applications are most commonly produced 

from soya, rapeseed and sunflower oil. This is due to factors 

such as availability, cost and performance characteristics [3]. 

Therefore, my research is focused on electrical properties of 

natural esters and the option to use of these liquid dielectrics 

in electrical equipment. 

II. RECENT RESEARCH 

Research of electrical and dielectric properties of oil paper 

insulation is the aim of many scientific collective. Properties 

such as breakdown voltage, dissipation factor, relative 

permittivity belong between the basic of diagnostic variables. 

Current research of this area compares the electric and 

dielectric properties of mineral oil paper insulation and 

rapeseed oil paper insulation. The results [4] shown that 

rapeseed oil paper insulation has a higher permittivity as a 

mineral oil paper insulation. Dissipation factor has a similar 

behavior for a both insulation systems. Temperature is one of 

the factors which has strong influence on condition of oil 

paper insulation.  

 

III. MY RESEARCH 

Because of insulation system of oil- paper is composite 

from liquid part and solid part, my current research is focused 

on these parts together. 

Since last SCYR conference my research was focused only 

on oil-paper insulation system. Properties as relative 

permittivity, dissipation factor, and electric breakdown voltage 

were measured. The results [5] shown that, both insulation 

systems have similar dependence of dissipation factor on 

frequency. Dissipation factor exponentially decreasing as the 

frequency is increasing. Rapeseed oil paper insulation has a 

higher value of dissipation factor than mineral oil paper 

insulation. The breakdown voltage of natural esters is higher 

than breakdown voltage of mineral oil. The average value of 

breakdown voltage for rapeseed oil paper insulation is 19.3 

kV and for mineral oil paper insulation is this value 18.3 kV. 

As well as the breakdown voltage, the electrical breakdown 

strength of rapeseed oil paper insulation has higher value for 

Ep than mineral oil paper insulation. The average value of Ep 

for rapeseed oil paper insulation is 53.61kV/mm and for 

mineral oil paper insulation is 50.84kV/mm. These results 

were published in Proceeding of the Faculty of Electrical 
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Engineering and Informatics of the Technical University of 

Košice, Electrical Engineering and Informatics V. 

The aim of my next work was analyze of properties such as 

relative permittivity and dissipation factor of oil paper 

insulation depending on frequency and voltage. In this 

experiment were used two types of mineral oil and two types 

of natural esters with combination of paper. From the results 

[6] we can make following conclusions. Insulation paper 

impregnated by rapeseed oil has the highest value of relative 

permittivity in throughout frequency range. Insulation paper 

impregnated by sunflower oil and insulation paper 

impregnated by mineral oil Nynas-Lyra X have very similar 

waveforms of relative permittivity in frequency range from 10 

Hz to 2 MHz. Waveforms of dissipation factor decreases 

exponentially for all specimens of oil paper insulation. The 

highest value of dissipation factor was measured at insulation 

paper impregnated by rapeseed oil. Significant difference of 

dissipation factor is among specimens in the frequency range 

from 10 Hz to 0.1 MHz. This difference is not such significant 

at higher frequencies, and at higher frequencies the dissipation 

factor starts increasing. Frequency has strong influence on 

changes of relative permittivity, whilst influence of applied 

voltage has not such significant. The same conclusions apply 

for dissipation factor. Voltage dependence of relative 

permittivity is constant or the changes are not such significant 

as at frequency. These results were presented on International 

conference of Current Problems of Maintenance of Electrical 

Equipment and Management, 10-12 September in High 

Tatras. 

Temperature has great influence on condition of insulation 

system and it causes accelerated ageing of this system. 

Electrophysical properties as relative permittivity, AC 

breakdown voltage and polarization index of insulation oil 

paper before and after thermal ageing were measured. From 

the results we can make following conclusions. AC breakdown 

voltage of rapeseed oil paper is higher than AC breakdown 

voltage of mineral oil paper in each case. The value of relative 

permittivity is decreasing after each thermal stresses. 

Decreasing of relative permittivity is caused by evaporation of 

moisture from oil paper. Relative permittivity of mineral oil 

paper is increasing if voltage is increased in each of cases. The 

resistance of mineral oil paper insulation is higher than 

resistance of rapeseed oil paper insulation. The Results from 

this experiment will be published in Acta Electrotechnica et 

Informatica in current issue. 

The last experiment describes the similar electrophysical 

properties as above, but there were used mineral oil, synthetic 

oil and natural ester as a one part of oil paper insulation. The 

temperature of accelerated ageing test was 90°C and there was 

chosen two different intervals of ageing. The first 

measurement was realized with new samples, the second one 

of measurement   was realized after 500 hours ageing and the 

third one of measurement was realized after 750 hours ageing. 

Properties such as relative permittivity, dissipation factor and 

the breakdown voltage were described and analyzed. 

Conclusions from this experiment will be presented in 16th 

International Scientific Conference Electric Power 

Engineering (EPE) 20- 22 may 2015 in Kouty nad Desnou. 

 

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH   

The last experiment confirmed that the 750 hours of 

accelerated aging has not degradation effect on oil paper 

insulation. Degradation of insulation system causes that the 

properties as relative permittivity, dissipation factor and AC 

breakdown voltage are worse. This fact has not demonstrated 

in this experiment. The next research will be focused on 

investigating of these properties with longer time of 

accelerating ageing like 750 hours. The second direction of 

my future research will be devoted to mixture of mineral oils 

with natural esters which can improve  anti-ageing properties 

of insulation system. 

CONCLUSION 

This article presented some electrical and dielectric 

properties of liquid insulators and combination insulating oil-

paper. Results shown that natural esters can be used as 

substitute of traditional mineral oils obtained from the 

petroleum. Therefore, the research of natural ester oil paper 

insulation is very important. 
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Abstract—Number of measurements realized by our 

department with UWB radars is increasing every academic year. 

During these measurements we are aware of multiple problems 

devoted to the measurement with a UWB radars. At this moment 

there is no simple solution to solve such problems. However, 

taking into account and avoiding of such situations is very 

effective in all aspects of measurements. In this paper, an 

overview of present known problems is given. 

 

 

Keywords—UWB radars, measurement, undesired effects, 

problems.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Ultra WideBand (UWB) sensors are lately very popular 

devices in several fields of applications. Such sensors can be 

used for human motion monitoring purpose e.g. human 

walking [1], human breathing [2] or human heartbeat 

detection [3]. In recent years, there are many interesting 

applications of UWB sensors arising such as building 

mapping using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [4], 

impedance spectroscopy for material characteristics 

investigation or radar configuration as Ground Penetrating 

Radar (GPR) for underground landmine detection [5].  

UWB sensor is commonly known as UWB radar device. It 

consists of minimum one transmitting and one receiving 

antenna. Such radar emits one type of UWB signal. This 

signal is defined as an electromagnetic wave with certain 

spectral characteristics. In case of UWB signal, its value of 

absolute bandwidth B has to be at least 0,5 GHz. Type of 

emission signal can be e.g. set of impulses, frequency 

modulated signal, noise or pseudonoise respectively. At our 

department, 3 pseudonoise radars emitting M-sequence and 

one impulse radar are available. 

During various measurements using these UWB radars we 

are experiencing several problems which need to be taken into 

account. In this paper, a quick overview of mentioned 

problems is given. 

This paper is organized as follows. First section is 

discussing about multiple problems that can be experienced 

during measurements with UWB radars. Also, origin and 

utilization of some problems is given. In the second section, 

author’s other academic activities for the last year are 

presented. 

I. SIGNAL ACQUISITION PROBLEMS 

Let’s focus on the detection of human targets using UWB 

radar. Successive detection and localization of a human target 

strongly depends on the environment or surroundings. We 

suppose that a movement of the target is placed within 

complex environment [6]. This environment contains a lot of 

solid obstacles made of miscellaneous materials. Propagation 

of the electromagnetic wave through such surroundings 

causes this wave to scatter and/or diffract. Some part of 

energy is absorbed by material.  

For successful detection of the target it is required to 

receive the signal transmitted from the radar and scattered 

from the target at a sufficient power level. Appearance of the 

target in complex environment causes lowering of the power 

level of the received signal. This situation might in some 

cases make detection almost impossible. In the next parts, 

some of the undesired factors related to such situation are 

mentioned. Many of them are commonly experienced during 

conventional measurement with UWB radar system. 

A. Internal factors of the radar system 

Some of these phenomenons can be solved by proper 

choice of the radar and antenna equipment or by setting the 

suitable parameters of a radar system respectively. 

Antennas of the radar system – gain, directivity and 

radiation pattern have great influence on the amount of a 

signal that can be acquired from the environment. Also lower 

height and small mutual distance of the antennas are negative 

factors that have, especially for the targets situated at a greater 

distance from the antenna system, negative influence for 

detection and localization of such targets. In cases where 

possible is recommended place the antenna system to the 

sufficient height (more than 150 cm, less than 200 cm).  

Radar sensor parameters – range, resolution, emitted power, 

measurement speed or frequency band of the radar signal. 

Especially for the through-the-wall measurements it is 

important to provide a signal operating in the baseband. 

Lower frequencies of the emitted signal are more suitable to 

penetrate through solid nonmetallic obstacle.  

Speed and length of measurement – proper speed of 

measurement (data acquisition) can ensure detectability of 

moving target. Length of measurement is important especially 

when vital signs of the monitored target are detected. 

B. External factors 

Many of these issues cannot be eliminated easily. However, 

some of them can be suppressed by proper placing of the radar 

system. This category contains mainly properties of the 

monitored environment.  
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Character of the surroundings – number and position of 

walls, windows, bigger pieces of furniture and strong static 

reflectors. These were defined in [6] as objects that provide 

much better reflection of electromagnetic wave compared to 

human target. Partial solution of strong static reflectors 

removal consists in using of two-staged detector. This method 

named advanced background subtraction was presented in [7]. 

Character of the environment – moisture and dust level. 

Obstacle parameters – electrical parameters such as per-

mittivity, permeability, conductivity and geometrical 

parameters as corners, ceilings (horizontal walls) alcoves etc. 

Special parameter is homogeneity, which can be defined as 

difference of obstacle (wall) thickness, especially when this 

obstacle is a front wall (in front of antennas). In this case, a 

method called wall effect compensation can be used with 

advantage [8]. 

Current target position – when a target is situated close to 

the strong static reflectors or behind the metallic obstacle, 

localization errors may occur. 

Number and mutual position of multiple targets – in case 

of multiple target appearance within the monitored area, a 

special situation may occur. Target situated closer to the 

antenna system may block the path of radiated electro-

magnetic wave. Solution for this situation is use of the method 

called weak signal enhancement [9]. 

Type of target’s motion – generally, motion of the target that 

can be marked as “obvious” (walking, moving of limbs etc.) is 

easier to process than periodic motion caused by vital signs. 

Therefore, better conditions such as higher signal-to-noise 

ratio or no other additional motions are required for 

successive detection.  

Interference and jamming of the radar signal – UWB 

signal is partially resistant to common interference with TV, 

radio or mobile communications signals. However, 

interference at the lower frequencies signals with concentrated 

power may effectively overlay UWB radar signal at the radar 

input. Example of this case can be local radio frequencies of 

security and emergency services.  

 Not considering effects and phenomenons mentioned above 

may lead to errors and defects in final estimation of target’s 

position or track.  

II. OTHER AUTHOR’S ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 

For purposes of measurement simplification, a modular 

construction RexRoth was obtained into our laboratory 

(Fig. 1). This construction can be used as an antenna stand 

and also as a radar equipment trolley.  

Our laboratory also took part in action called “Researchers 

night 2014”. It was an opportunity to present our equipment 

and work to a large audience.  

During summer vacations me and my colleagues were 

participating at a summer school called “MARTIN Summer 

School Marine Technology Instrumentation” organized by 

SATRI Centre, Technical University of Catalonia, Barcelona, 

field office Villanova i la Geltrú. This school provided three 

weeks of intense courses focused of technology used in the 

Navy. Our two professors, prof. Michaeli and prof. Šaliga also 

participated to this school as a lecturers.  

Output from this summer school is a journal 

Instrumentation Viewpoint with a submission from each 

group [10]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Construction RexRoth in use 

III. CONCLUSION 

Summarizing of problems appearing during measurement is 

important by means of understanding and future work. 

Avoiding of just some undesired effects can clearly improve 

target detection probability and localization accuracy. For 

problems that cannot be avoided, existing methods should be 

improved or new methods could be implemented.  
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Abstract—The paper presents short introduction of power 

management in vehicles. It contains description of powertrain 
configurations in currently produced vehicles, their advantages 
and disadvantages and also power management approach to 
optimizing fuel economy and emissions reduction. Last section 
of this paper describes problems of currently used control 
strategies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the present, almost all propulsion power in conventional 

vehicles is provided by spark-ignited or compression-ignited 
internal combustion engine. As it is well known, as the 
energy source for mentioned engines serves gasoline or 
diesel; both refined from fossil oil.  In the 2008, the world oil 
reserves were 1,342 trillion barrels [1] and the daily 
consumption was about 85 million barrels [2].  Around 60% 
of the total oil consumption goes to transportation.  The 
United States Energy Information Administration predicted 
that the world daily oil consumption would increase to 98,3 
million barrels in 2015 and 118 million barrels in 2030 [3]. 
Burning of fossil fuels also contributes to the increase of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere which conduces to 
greenhouse effect [4]. 

Those are the main reasons why European parliament, as 
an international regulator, forces vehicle producers to 
improve the propulsion systems efficiency and to lower 
emissions, produced by a passenger car, to 95 g CO2/km [5] 
in 2020.  

Accordingly, new propulsion system configurations, such 
as hybrid vehicles (HEV), plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV) 
and pure electric vehicles (EV) are under development. To 
decrease amount of wasted energy, power management is 
used.  

The main aim of power management is to control 
combustion engine and electric motor power demand, 
manage battery charging and discharging and energy 
regeneration. 

This paper is dedicated to power management in vehicles. 
The contributions is organized as follows, section two 
describes the main items which have to be considered in 
power management controller design. The power 
management in conventional vehicles is described in section 
three and in hybrid electric vehicles in section four. In last 

section reader may find problems of currently used 
optimization methods in power management.  

II. VEHICLE POWER MANAGEMENT 

Power management in vehicles is very important for 
various objectives, such as better fuel economy, reduction of 
pollutant emissions, prolonging lifetime of power sources 
(e.g. the battery or fuel cell) and enhancing vehicle 
drivability and reliability. To accomplish these objectives, it 
is important to develop proper power management strategies 
with respect to: 

- Optimal engine operating point – controlling engine 
operation at area with highest fuel economy and 
minimum emissions. 

- Optimal engine operating line – controlling on the 
line constituted by optimal operating points related 
to different power demands. 

- Optimal engine operation region – operating region 
on the torque-speed plane where the fuel economy of 
the engine is high. 

- Minimum engine dynamics – regulating at proper 
speed avoiding fast fluctuations 

- Minimum engine speed – turning off the engine below 
threshold level where engine economy is low 

- Minimum engine turn-on time – avoiding of frequent 
engine turning on and off 

- Proper battery capacity – keeping battery state of 
charge (SOC) at proper level for supplying power to 
acceleration and absorbing regenerative breaking 
power. 

- Safety battery voltage – avoiding of over-voltage and 
under-voltage of the batteries. 

III. POWER MANAGEMENT IN CONVENTIONAL VEHICLES 

The power management in conventional vehicles may be 
divided into two areas: 

- Powertrain torque-speed characteristic mapping 
- Electric power management 

Conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) is capable 
to deliver torque only at bounded speed range (e.g. from 800 
to 7500RPM) and there is a narrow range which provides 
better fuel economy. Therefore, dual clutch transmission and 
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automatic transmission were developed. Their task is to 
match the engine outputs (speed and torque) with vehicle 
demand while optimizing engine efficiency. However, both 
transmissions have finite amount of gear ratios what is very 
limiting for ICE operation optimization. Continuous variable 
transmission overcomes this problem by providing infinite, 
continuously changeable gear ratios. Such a transmission 
enables engine to run in optimum speed-torque area in whole 
speed range.  

On the other hand, more and more mechanical systems of 
the vehicle are replaced by electric control (so-called drive-
by-wire systems), for example electric steering, 
electromechanical breaking, active suspension, etc.  

All these devices, among amount of other onboard 
electronic, such as infotainment systems, heated seats, heated 
windows, etc., have to be supplied with electric power 
provided by the battery and alternator. The alternator is 
coupled with the engine through the pulley, so loading of the 
alternator means also the loading of the engine. As in typical 
passenger car, electric power demand may be more than 3-5 
kW, which is no longer negligible.  

 

ICE
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Alternator

Transmission Final Drive
PE PD

PG

PF

PB

PL

ωFωE
FE

 
Fig. 1 Power flow in conventional vehicle 

 
The power flow in the conventional vehicle is shown in 

Fig. 1. The fuel rate FE is nonlinear function of engine speed 
ωE and engine power PE, i.e., FE=F(PE,ωE). The whole 
engine power is split between the drivetrain and the 
alternator: 

GDE PPP   
where: PE is the engine power, PD is the power of 

drivetrain and PG is the power of the alternator.  
The alternator converts mechanical energy PG to electrical 

power where one portion, denoted as PB, charges the battery 
and other portion, denoted as PL, supplies electric loads. In 
some cases, the power to electric loads is provided by the 
battery, thus alternator load is reduced. Hence, FE may be 
modeled as a function of PD, PB, PL and ωE.  

PD and PL depend on drivers’ demand, therefore, in the 
most cases; it is not possible to control them. ωE needs to 
match vehicle speed by controlling the transmission gear 
ratios. Also magnitude and direction of PB may be controlled 
depending on the state of charge (SOC) of the battery. Since 
only PB and ωE can be controlled, it is possible to describe 
fuel rate FE as the nonlinear function of PB and ωE,  

(P , )E B EF f   
It follows that fuel economy may be improved by power 

management [10]. 

IV. POWER MANAGEMENT OF HYBRID VEHICLES 

Hybrid vehicles combine ICE with electric motor. There 
are several different drivetrain configurations of hybrid 
vehicles. The main configurations are  

- Series hybrid 
- Parallel hybrid 
- Series – parallel hybrid 
- Complex hybrid 

Control strategies in HEV are more complicated than in 
conventional vehicles due to more freedom of power splitting 
between various power sources. Thanks to this, it is possible 
to maintain better fuel efficiency results as with conventional 
vehicles. Power management controller in HEV is designed 
to meet driver’s power demand while optimizing fuel 
economy, reducing pollutant emission and maintain state of 
charge (SOC) of the battery [9]. 

In series hybrid, ICE is not directly connected to wheels so 
ICE serves only to drive generator to recharge traction battery 
(as shown on Fig 2.A). The main goal of power management 
in this case is to maintain SOC of the battery and control ICE 
to operate in optimal torque-speed area. Wheels are driven 
only by electric motor, which is also able to regenerate energy 
during braking. The main disadvantage of this configuration 
is that it requires more propulsion components (ICE, 
generator, motor). Motor has to be designed for the 
maximum power required by vehicle. For long distance trip, 
all three propulsion components (ICE, motor and generator) 
has to be rated at maximum power. 

In parallel hybrid, an electric motor and ICE are connected 
to the transmission through a mechanical coupling device. In 
this case, vehicle may be propelled by electric motor, by ICE 
or by both. Mechanical coupling between motor and ICE can 
be configured to share common transmission, or use separate 
transmissions or even separate axles. Vehicle is primarily 
propelled by ICE and electric motor is in use when burst of 
power is demanded or during regenerative breaking as 
generator. That means that if more power is needed, control 
algorithm has to decide whether demand more power from 
ICE and let it operate in less efficiency torque-speed area or 
increase power using electric motor. On the other hand, when 
the ICE operates at given speed and above optimal speed-
torque range it is possible to use electric motor to charge the 
battery depending on SOC. The main advantage of parallel 
hybrid against series is that parallel hybrid propulsion system 
needs only two propulsion components (ICE and electric 
motor). Also for short-distance trips ICE and electric motor 
may be rated at reduced power levels. For long-distance trips 
the engine may be rated at maximum power, while 
motor/generator may still be rated to half of maximum 
power.  

Considering advantages of both, parallel and series hybrid 
configurations, manufacturers have developed series-parallel 
hybrid vehicles. In this configuration, ICE is mechanically 
coupled with electric motor like in parallel hybrid but is also 
connected with generator through selection device as in series 
hybrid. Typical representative of series-parallel hybrid is 
Toyota Prius where a small series element is placed in 
addition to primarily parallel HEV to charge the battery 
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during prolonged waiting periods such as traffic lights or in 
traffic jam [6].  

These HEV can operate using electric motor alone or with 
assistance of the ICE. As mode selection device, sets of 
clutches may be used to select which shaft is connected to 
ICE, whether the final drive shaft or the electric generator 
shaft. Another choice is to use power split device such as 
planetary gear train, which can split power of the ICE to final 
shaft and the electric generator. Control unit is in the charge 
of driving mode selection. This configuration allows power 
management control unit to maintain ICE in optimal 
operation area with high fuel efficiency.  

 
A.)

B.)

C.)

D.)

 
Fig. 2 Configurations of HEV (A. Series hybrid, B. Parallel 

Hybrid, C. Series-Parallel hybrid, D. Complex Hybrid) 

 
There is also more configuration of HEV which cannot be 

classified in previous categories. In generally, they may be 
designated as complex hybrids. For example, in Fig. 2, there 
is dual-axle four-wheel drive vehicle in which rear axle is 
driven by electric motor while front axle is propelled by 
combination of ICE and electric motor. Complex hybrid is 
very similar to series-parallel. The main difference is that in 
the series-parallel hybrid, the generator allows only 
unidirectional power flow whereas the complex hybrid motor 
connected to power split/combine device allows bidirectional 
power flow. This bidirectional power flow allows operating in 
the three propulsion operating modes that are impossible in 
series-parallel hybrid. In complex hybrid rear- and front-axle 
are separately driven by electric motor or by hybrid 
powertrain. When low power is demanded, battery supplies 
front electric motor to drive front axle. In normal operation 
mode, ICE power is split to propel front axle and drive 
electric motor (as generator) to charge the battery. If the 
vehicle is running at heavy load, for example during 
acceleration, ICE with cooperation of front electric motor 
propel front axle and meanwhile rear electric motor drive 
rear axle. Both motors become generators during regenerative 
breaking [4, 9, 11].  

Configuration of complex hybrid may differ in amount of 
electric motor or which axle is driven by ICE. For example, 
Toyota Highlander uses three electric motors and ICE to 
maximize fuel economy and improve drivability. Two electric 
motors are used to separately drive rear wheels what allows to 
use so-called electronic differential and one is used to propel 
front axle in cooperation with ICE. 

V. PROBLEMS IN PRESENT VEHICLE POWER MANAGEMENT 
So far, optimal control strategies, especially dynamic 

programming (DP) and artificial intelligent (i.e., fuzzy logic 
and neural networks) supervisory systems, have been 
successfully applied to vehicle power management.  

In optimal control scheme for vehicles, optimization laws 
are based on cost functions of the vehicular systems [7]. The 
disadvantage is that optimal control is sensitive to variations 
of parameters and to measurement noises. It means that even 
small measurement inaccuracy may cause stability problem. 
For the optimization process, all the static and dynamic 
behaviors of the vehicle have to be taken into account. 
Sometimes, some assumptions may be used to simplify 
calculations due to complexity of given problem. But optimal 
solutions are obtained only under these assumptions so it may 
give worse results in real-world conditions. The discrete time 
event strategy is used in the optimal controller since it is 
simple and more robust. Depending on certain decision rules, 
system behaviors move from one state to another. Because 
discrete time event strategy uses binary (on/off) mode, only 
partial optimal solution may be obtained. The resolution of 
rules determines system performance.  

The most popular artificial intelligent system approach, 
used in vehicle power management, is the fuzzy logic. Fuzzy 
logic control with a nonlinear structure, suitable for power 
split problem, gives more flexibility to optimization and 
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brings more robustness than other methods [8]. On the other 
hand, the defuzzyfication process, if implemented, consumes 
a lot of computation time and memory. In addition, 
optimization of the defuzzyfication process may cause 
problems in fuzzy control. 

Artificial neural network models are used for prediction of 
vehicles behavior, which covers fuel consumption and 
emission. In order to use neural networks in real-world 
conditions, a large diversity of training sets is needed. 
Implementing an effective artificial neural network requires 
also large storage and computation resources. 

The wavelet technology can identify high- frequency 
transients from power demand of the driveline. With this 
technology, it is possible to control power split. Doing so it is 
possible to improve fuel efficiency and prolong life time of 
power sources as well. Its main disadvantage is the need of 
supercapacitor, which absorbs high power density during 
transient processes [12]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The paper presented a survey of power management 

strategies which are used in the present vehicles. The 
common problem of all mentioned strategies is their 
implementation in real-world and real-time conditions. 
Although all of them are able to achieve good results in fuel 
efficiency and emissions producing during predefined driving 
cycle, it is difficult to achieve same results in real traffic, 
even with cooperation with some prediction methods to 
predict future road conditions. In the most cases, small 
prediction horizon and measurement inaccuracies decrease 
power management performance. To sum up, future vehicle 
power management requires new advanced control strategies, 
optimization strategies and better prediction algorithms to 
create more efficient real-time vehicular system. 
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Abstract—Viscometry has played an important historical role 

in advancing our knowledge of macromolecular structure and 

dynamics in solution. By measuring the solution viscosity, in 

principle, important polymer parameters, such as its relaxation 

times or the gyration and hydrodynamic radii can be 

determined. However, the interpretation of such experiments 

encounters serious difficulties with the treatment of the 

experimental data, but also because of fundamental problems 

with the theory of viscosity of polymer solutions. Particular 

problems reviewed in this contribution concern the so called 

theta temperature and the permeability of polymers to the 

solvent. Our first viscometry experiments and attempts to give 

their adequate description are also presented. 

 

Keywords—dilute polymer solutions, Huggins and Kraemer 

viscosity functions, theta temperature, viscosity. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Viscosity, light scattering, small-angle X-ray scattering, 

and osmotic pressure, are the main types of measurement 

performed in solutions. From these techniques viscometric 

measurements have played crucial role for determination of 

the conformational properties of polymer chains and 

subsequently, properties of polymers in solutions [1]–[3]. 

From historical point of view, the anomalously large 

viscosities of dilute polymer solutions were a key component 

of the arguments in advancing the macromolecular 

hypothesis. Theoretical analyses of the viscosity of 

impermeable particles enabled the application of viscometric 

measurements to determine the native molecular shapes of 

proteins in solution. Determination of intrinsic viscosities 

remains a widely used technique to obtain information about 

macromolecular structure in solution. The concentration 

dependence of polymer solution viscosity is influenced by 

thermodynamically driven changes in molecular 

conformation, as well as intermolecular interactions, which 

may be direct (hard-core, van der Waals, dipolar, electrostatic, 

hydrogen bonding) or indirect (hydrodynamic). 

Understanding the role of these interactions and their 

relationship to polymer structure is basic to controlled 

processing of polymers in the solution state [3]. In this way 

the starting point is to investigate the polymer solutions near 

their so called theta temperature, when the polymers behave 

like ideal chains. It allows using rigorous mathematical and 

physical methods to obtain “universal” polymer 

characteristics, which can be then improved for concrete 

chemical composition and structure for specific polymeric 

systems.  

II. THE THETA TEMPERATURE 

Any macromolecule assumes a conformation in solution 

which is directed by the balance between the strengths of 

interaction of the polymer segments between themselves and 

with the solvent molecules. This balance is generically 

referred to as solvent quality. The interaction between two 

monomers (repeated segments of polymer) depends on the 

type of chain and on the solvent too. It is possible to express 

the potential energy of this interaction u(r), as a function of 

the distance r between the monomers. Qualitatively, main 

features of u(r) are quite common for all types of molecules 

and monomers: if r is small, u(r) is positive and very large. 

This is because the monomers cannot penetrate into each 

other. As r becomes larger, monomers usually start to attract 

each other. The volume taken up by each monomer is 

automatically excluded from that available to any other one 

(hence the phrase “excluded volume”). To bring two 

monomers together, as close as r, some work has to be done. 

This work is stored in u(r). It is done against the solvent 

molecules, as they need to be squeezed out of the way. Hence, 

the potential energy u(r) represents the effective interaction of 

monomers through the solvent. It should depend, therefore, on 

the contents and state of the solvent, as well as on the 

temperature. The segment density n is very low so we can 

write for internal energy U of segment interaction 

U = V kBT n2B + n3C + ..., (1) 

where V is the volume of the coil, and B and C are expansion 

(or virial) coefficients. They are fully determined by the form 

of u(r) and the temperature T. Obviously, the first term in (1) 

stands for the binary interactions. The most important values 

of r are those where u(r) > 0. So the internal energy of the coil 

(as well as the second virial coefficient B) is positive. In 

contrast, at lower T it is the “attractive” part of u(r), where 

u(r) < 0, that gives the biggest contribution. So the internal 

energy of the coil U and B are both negative. We say that we 

are dealing with a good solvent, and in the latter case with a 

bad one. If in a solvent the segments of polymer chains tend 

to repel each other, the polymer will dissolve. Conversely, if 
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the segments attract each other, the polymer chains stick 

together and precipitate out rather than dissolve. The quality 

of a solvent (i.e., whether it is good or bad) may change with 

its contents or with temperature. Hence, there has to be 

a special point where the second virial coefficient goes 

through zero: B = 0. It is usually called the theta-point (or 

Flory theta temperature TƟ). At the TƟ, attraction and 

repulsion between the segments completely cancel out, and 

the behavior of the polymer becomes ideal [4] forming 

random coils. The polymer parameters are then easily 

calculated and compared to experimentally measured 

quantities. Due to this much work has been devoted to the 

determination of T . However, different methods could lead 

to different T  [5]. Moreover, often reliable values of T  are 

not known, since they are outside the range of the 

temperatures at which the experiments on polymer solutions 

are conducted, or even the temperatures when the polymer 

chains exist [6]–[8]. In such cases the interpretation of the 

experiments and the determination of the polymer parameters 

become difficult and ambiguous. To make a comparison 

between the theory and experiment, T  should be well 

defined.  

Much effort has been devoted to find ways of careful 

interpretation of the viscometric experiments on polymer 

solutions and to determine the main phenomenological 

parameters of the polymer. The most popular ones come from 

the Rouse and Zimm bead-spring models [2], [4], [9].  A 

generalization of these theories includes the hydrodynamic 

interactions (HI) between the beads without the assumption of 

the impermeability of the polymer coil with respect to the 

solvent [10]. Contrary to the usual approach [2] to the 

interpretation of experimental data, the polymer dynamics is 

not considered in its non-draining limit. Only for infinitely 

strong HI the coil behaves as an impenetrable body. In 

general, the theory should contain the Rouse and Zimm 

models as limiting cases of small (Rouse) and large (Zimm) 

HI [9]–[12]. The strength of the HI is related to the draining 

parameter h, which appeared already in the famous work by 

Kirkwood and Riseman [13]. Its results for the intrinsic 

viscosity were corrected in [9], [10]. To describe the 

experiments, usually the draining effects are ignored. We have 

demonstrated that the “non-universal” theory with nonzero h 

much better describes the obtained experimental data.  

III. VISCOSITY MEASUREMENTS NEAR THETA POINT 

In our experiments we investigated Poly(2-ethyl-2-

oxazoline) (also known as PEOX), the polymer, for which 

water is assumed to be nearly a theta solvent at room 

temperature ( 25°C) [14]. Its intrinsic viscosity scales with 

the molecular mass M as ~ M0.56, with the exponent close to 

0.6, as predicted for theta conditions by the Mark-Houwink 

equation for very high M polymers adopting ideally an 

Gaussian form conformation [15]. PEOX is a nonionic, 

synthetic water- and organic-soluble polymer, which is 

biocompatible, heat stable, and blends well with other 

polymers. Due to these properties it finds many applications, 

including the use in thermo-sensitive materials, as sensors, in 

drug delivery systems, and others [16]–[19]. Despite a number 

of papers devoted to the physico-chemical studies of PEOX, 

to our knowledge, the detailed comparison between the 

experiments and existing theories of the dynamics of dilute 

polymer solutions is absent.  

PEOX in our experiments was a commercial product of 

Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Germany) without other modifications. 

The weight-average molecular weight was 500,000. The 

polymer was dissolved in deionized water. The apparatus used 

was an automated microviscometer (AMVn), combined with 

a density meter (DMA 4500 M), both from Anton Paar, 

Austria. The measurement principle of AMVn is the falling 

ball system consisting of the detection of a ball´s drop time in 

a diagonally mounted glass capillary filled with sample. The 

shear rate is influenced by changing the inclination angle of 

the capillary. The measurement system configuration with the 

capillary and ball diameters 1.6 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively, 

was used. It is suitable for the measuring range from 0.3 to 

about 10 mPas with reproducibility better than 0.5%. The 

temperature is measured with an uncertainty 0.05°C. The 

experimental data were treated with the software OriginPro 

(OriginLab, USA). 

Since we were interested in the behavior of the PEOX 

solution near T , the measurements were carried out at 20, 25, 

and 30°C. The polymer concentration c changed from 0.5 to 4 

mg/ml, well below the concentration 1/[] (for the intrinsic 

viscosity [] as determined in [15]). The sample thus can be 

considered as a dilute solution and up to the critical 

concentration c  2 mg/ml (corresponding to the first 

permanent contacts between macromolecules in solution) 

even as an extremely dilute one [20]. In the treatment of the 

experimental data the effect of overlapping of different coils 

thus plays a minor role.  

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Let us 

denote the viscosity of the solution as  and that of the solvent 

as 0. The relative viscosity, rel = /0, showed no 

dependence on the shear rate, so that the solution can be 

treated as a Newtonian fluid. The results for rel for different 

temperatures and concentrations are presented in Fig. 1. The 

curves are second order polynomial fits rel = 1 + B1c + B2c2. 

The standard errors of the coefficients are shown in the 

parenthesis: 1 ( 310-3), B1 ( 310-3 ml/mg), and B2 ( 

710-4 ml2/mg2). The fits match the curves obtained by simple 

linking of the experimental points. 

 
Fig. 1.  Relative viscosity of the PEOX 500,000 aqueous solutions at different 

concentrations and temperatures. 

IV. TREATMENT OF VISCOMETRIC DATA 

At low concentrations the Huggins equation is used to 

describe the dependence on the polymer concentration c [1], 

red =sp/c = (rel  1)/c = [](1 + kH[]c +...). (2) 
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Here, red andsp are the reduced and specific viscosity, 

respectively, [] is the intrinsic viscosity, and kH is the 

Huggins coefficient. Alternatively, the Kraemer expression 

for the viscosity is used, 

lnrel =c[] (1 + kK[]c + …), (3) 

where kK is Kraemer´s constant. At low c approximately the 

equation kK  ½  kH should be obeyed. Figure 2 shows the 

dependences of the viscosity functions sp/c and c-1lnrel on 

the concentration for three experimental temperatures.  

 
Fig. 2.  Huggins and Kraemer viscosity functions from dilute to extremely 

dilute PEOX solutions. 
 

 

TABLE I 
INTRINSIC VISCOSITIES AND HUGGINS AND KRAEMER 

CONSTANTS OF PEOX SOLUTIONS 

T(°C) kH kK 

 

kH + kK 

 

[]H 

(ml/mg) 
[]K 

(ml/mg) 

20 
0.418 

(0.418) 
0.112 

(0.113) 
0.530 

(0.531) 
0.113 

(0.113) 
0.113 

(0.113) 

25 
0.472 

(0.453) 

0.073 

(0.087) 

0.45 

(0.540) 

0.103 

(0.103) 

0.103 

(0.104) 

30 
0.489 

(0.464) 
0.060 

(0.078) 
0.549 

(0.542) 
0.094 

(0.094) 
0.094 

(0.095) 

 

 

The dependences on c are well fitted by linear polynomials 

A + Bc, with the errors in the determination of the intercept A 

being less than 3.510-3 times smaller than A. The slopes of 

the lines, B, are determined with the errors 310-2 and 810-2 

times smaller than B in the Huggins and Kraemer functions, 

respectively. The quantities A and B were used to calculate the 

intrinsic viscosities []H and []K, and the constants kH and kK 

for different temperatures, as shown in Table 1. In 

parenthesis, the values are given that were obtained without 

fitting the relative viscosity by the second order polynomial. 

For every experimental value of the viscosity the Huggins and 

Kraemer functions were calculated and only then the linear 

fits were used to get the intrinsic viscosities and the constants 

[]H and []K. It is seen that the two approaches give close 

results lying within the experimental errors. 

In the interpretation of the viscometry experiments on 

dilute polymer solutions usually the “universal” Flory theory 

of steady-state processes [1], which is consistent with the 

theory of Zimm [2] and that of Kirkwood and Riseman [13] in 

its non-draining limit, have been widely used for a long time. 

However, several experiments indicate a non-universality of 

these theories, possibly caused by draining effects. The first 

clear observation of the draining effect for long polymer 

chains, using static and dynamic light scattering experiments 

and viscometry, was reported in [21]. In the calculation of the 

viscosity of polymer liquids these effects can be accounted for 

based on the theory [9] of the long-time relaxation of the 

internal modes of flexible polymers. In this theory the 

polymer solution is described as a porous medium permeable 

to the solvent flow. This flow is governed by the linearized 

Navier-Stokes equation with an additional term 20  (the 

average value of the force acting on the liquid in an element 

of volume dV, provided that the average number of polymers 

in solution per dV is c), where 1/2, 0, and  are the solvent 

permeability, viscosity and velocity, respectively. It holds 

20 = c(t)f, where f is the friction factor on one polymer 

chain that can be determined from the Einstein relation for the 

diffusion coefficient of the polymer coil, D = kBT/f. The 

polymer is assumed to consist of N  1 beads connected by 

elastic forces that are given by the Gaussian equilibrium 

distribution of the beads [2]. The motion of the solvent 

created by the motion of beads is much faster than the motion 

of the coils, which determines the changes of c(t). Thus, these 

changes around the equilibrium value c, which are due to the 

motion of the coils, are neglected. We do not a priori assume 

the validity of a concrete, Rouse or Zimm, model of the 

polymer dynamics. Only the strength of the HI determines 

which type of the polymer behavior is dominant. With the 

increase of c the Zimm contribution to the observable 

quantities (such as the coil diffusion coefficient or the 

viscosity of the solution) decreases and the polymer tends to 

behave (as distinct from the previous theories 2) in 

correspondence with the Rouse model. Now the diffusion and 

the relaxation of the polymer internal modes depend on c. The 

diffusion coefficient is a sum of the Zimm and Rouse 

contributions (independent on c), D(c) = DZ(c) + DR, where 

DR and DZ(0) are the well-known Rouse and Zimm limits for 

the diffusion coefficients [2]. 

In our experiments, [] near the assumed theta point at 

25°C changes around 0.1 ml/mg, see Table 1. This is in good 

agreement with the result obtained in [14]. However, there is 

no evidence that at T = 25°C the solvent is exactly at the  

condition. Since at T the exponent in the Mark-Houwink 

equation should be 0.6 giving a larger [], based on the data 

of Table 1, we rather expect that the theta temperature should 

be lower than 25°C. This is supported also by the theory [9]. 

Let us compare the theoretical value for the Huggins 

coefficient with the one determined from the experimental 

data. In the region of the expected theta temperature, kH 

changes from 0.418 to 0.489. According to the theory [9], its 

value 0.3275 in the non-draining (Zimm) limit is notably 

lower. This indicates that the studied polymer coils are not 

perfectly impermeable to the solvent and behave partially as 

Rouse polymers. We have calculated, see Fig. 3, that between 

the limiting Rouse (kH = 0) and Zimm value kH(h) represents a 

peak with the maximum kH = 0.417 at h  2.92. This maximal 

kH is very close to the experimentally determined value 0.418 

at T = 20°C. It thus suggests that the real theta temperature of 

the aqueous PEOX solution is 20°C rather than 25°C. 

If the polymer coil is regarded as a sphere of volume V, 

from the familiar Einstein formula for the viscosity of 
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suspensions,   0 = (5/2)0 [22] ( is the volume fraction 

of polymer chains in solution), the intrinsic viscosity and the 

hydrodynamic (viscometric) radius are expressed as [11] 
 

[ ] 2.5 AVN

M
  ,     

1/3

3[ ]

10
H

A

M
R

N





 
  
 

 (4) 

 
The equation gives RH = 20.8 nm, close to the Zimm value 

19.4 nm at h  . Within the theory [9] 1/2RG/RH = 8/3 + 

21/2/h, so that one obtains a lower value RH = 16.4 nm. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Theoretical dependence of the Huggins coefficient on the draining 

parameter h. 
 

Finally, let us assume that the shear viscosity of the studied 

solution is a thermally activated process. Using the Arrhenius 

equation to describe the temperature dependence of the 

viscosity [23], we have  = Aexp(B/T). Here, T is the absolute 

temperature, B = B0 + (M)c, and ln(A/A0) = (M)c, with A0 

and B0 being the values for the solvent. By comparison of this 

formula with the representation of viscosity at c  0 in Eq. 1, 

 = 0(1 + []c + …), one finds []   + /T. The 

experimental results for the intrinsic viscosity presented in 

Table 1 are excellently described by this equation with the 

constants  = 162.7 K ml/mg and  = 0.443 ml/mg.  

 In conclusion, contrary to the “universal” Flory theory of 

steady-state transport processes in dilute polymer solutions 

[1], the polymer characteristics, such as the diffusion 

coefficient of the coils or their relaxation times of internal 

modes, seem to depend on the draining parameter connected 

with the permeability of the coils with respect to the solvent 

and the strength of the hydrodynamic interactions between the 

polymer segments. Although several experiments indicated 

non-universality in the polymer behavior, the polymers are 

usually considered in the non-draining limit, which 

corresponds to the infinitely large draining parameter h. We 

have calculated the Huggins coefficient and compared it to its 

experimentally determined value from dilute PEOX solutions. 

We have found that for h corresponding to the maximum of 

the peak in the theoretically predicted function kH(h) the 

experimental value of kH exactly agrees with the experiment. 

This happens at the temperature T = 20°C. Since the used 

theory is built for the theta condition, we propose that the 

theta temperature for PEOX is 20°C rather than 25°C known 

from the previous studies.  

In our opinion, further investigations are needed to solve 

this controversy. This can be done, e.g., by studying the 

dependence of the intrinsic viscosity on the polymer mass at 

different temperatures. This will be the subject of our future 

study.  
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Abstract—Cloud computing and cloud robotics are getting 

more and more popular. Because of this we chose to create a 

cloud-based platform for helping robotic agents to solve tasks in 

an environment. We want to use the advantages of cloud in 

robotics and to design and create methods that will increase the 

effectiveness of the system. The system itself and research done 

are described in this paper.  

 

Keywords—cloud, cloud robotics, learning, multi-robot system, 

rules.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud robotics is a relatively new field in robotics. This 

area is the fusion of cloud computing and robotics. The 

motivation for this topic came from two existing cloud robotic 

systems. The first one is called RoboEarth [1]. This system 

communicates with agents using the Robotic operating system. 

It has a database for storing knowledge and information about 

the environment. It can communicate and control multiple 

types of robotic agents. The manufactural information of each 

robotic platform is added to this cloud platform. Another 

cloud robotics system that inspired my work is called DaVinci 

[2]. This system can use parallelization advantages of the 

cloud. The goal of my work is to create an alternative to those 

mentioned systems, where also new methods for increasing the 

effectiveness of how the system will work and how robotic 

agents will react to the environment be added.  

II. ANALYSIS 

The goal consists of two subgoals. The technological 

subgoal is the usage of a cloud-based platform for the support 

of robots. For this purpose, we do not want to create a new 

cloud platform, but utilize an existing one. For now we choose 

Azure provided by Microsoft [3], which has all needed 

features that a cloud platform needs to have. 

For the scientific goals of our work, we want to base our 

work on two existing methods. One of the scientific goals is a 

modification of a method that will dynamically react to the 

change of the number of inputs or outputs. The first method 

we want to utilize uses the MF-ARTMAP neural network. We 

have chosen this method because of its feature of dealing with 

the problem where the possible number of outputs increases. 

The second method is the learning classifier system [4] which 

is a population algorithm using reinforcement learning 

mechanisms and genetic operators. We chose this method 

because individuals can have different number of inputs and 

also can be used when the number of possible actions 

increases, but for now it cannot effectively deal with the 

problem where the relation between inputs and outputs is 

suddenly changed. We also want to create a method for 

extracting rules from a behavior encoded in another form, not 

in rules corresponding condition-action patterns. There were 

some mechanisms for this as in [5], but those methods are not 

universal enough (they do not work for multiple algorithms). 

III. SUMMARY OF SOLVED AND UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN THE 

CLOUD-BASED MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM 

We proposed the architecture of the cloud-based multi-robot 

system that was the first time described in ATP journal [6]. 

This scheme is shown in Fig. 1. This system will be used as 

the support for robots and will be used for sparing resources of 

the robot and sharing data among robots. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of the cloud-based multi-robot system modified from [6]. 

 

Each part of this system was detailed described in a series 

published in the ATP journal. The first part described the 

functionality of the system in general and three blocks of the 

system: Event server, devices, and rule extractor [6]. The 

second part of this series described the AI brick approach and 

the block of learning algorithms [7]. The last part of the series 

was about the blocks for learning environment and databases 

[8]. One part in the previous series in ATP journal was also 

focused on the cloud-based architecture for supporting 

multiple robotic platforms. It was mainly focused on 

communication between devices and the cloud service through 

the Simple object access protocol technology using the 

Windows Communication Foundation technology from 

Microsoft. 
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We were also focusing on designing a mechanism for 

extracting rules from an output produced by a learning 

algorithm. For now we focused only on the rule extraction 

from the Zeroth-level classifier system (ZCS). The first 

important method we published was [9] on the Mendel 

conference in Brno. The scheme of this rule extractor is shown 

in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Diagram of a rule extractor from [9] 

 

We trained a ZCS and then extracted rules from it. Then we 

used the ZCS and a simple production system with the 

extracted rules for controlling an agent in the environment. 

The production system had better results as the classifier 

system that was learning continuously from the environment. 

The drawback was that this method is not universal enough. It 

is possible to use this method only if we want to extract rules 

from learning algorithms that are population based, and the 

rules are coded in the form of individuals. 

The second method for rule extraction was published on the 

conference SCIS & ISIS 2014 in Japan. We named it 

“Interference of waves based usage of an optimization 

algorithm” [10]. The method uses multiple optimization 

algorithms (in this case evolutionary algorithms) for extracting 

rules from an output of a learning algorithm. It uses the 

combination of sensory inputs and actions used by the output 

from learning/controlling the agent within the environment. 

These conditions and actions are used as the input to the 

extraction method. At the beginning, the method evolves only 

one rule and when the evolution process ends all the methods 

start evolving the second rule, where the first one remains the 

same. This incremental process goes on until all evolutionary 

algorithms will not have the fitness values in the actual cycle 

less or equal to the fitness in the previous learning period. The 

best solution from the entire set of individuals is the solution. 

In addition, we have created a cloud service for storing data 

recorded from the Kinect sensor (skeleton). This service 

recalculates those movements so that the NAO robot can use 

those movements. We also created a wrapper that can connect 

to that cloud service and download the action that was selected 

through the website. 

The paper [10] has been chosen as one of the 45 papers, the 

extended version of which can be submitted for publication in 

one of the five journals indexed in the Scopus database. 

Another significant success was that we contributed to a 

proposal of a cloud project for robotic devices. On the basis of 

this proposal, we have obtained a grant for resources on Azure 

cloud to the value of 40,000 dollars. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

Next we will test the rule extraction method on a more 

complex task as the animat problem (agent who needs to go 

from the start position to the position with food). We want to 

test this method not only with the ZCS but also in connection 

with another learning mechanism. The plan is to test it for 

extracting rules from neural networks. We will test the particle 

swarm optimization algorithm instead of the evolutionary 

based method because particle swarm optimization is built 

primarily for numerical optimization (neural networks works 

with float values instead of Boolean or integer values). 

In the close future, the goal is the improvement of the 

wrapper system, so the wrapper does not need to be 

specialized for one type of the task as it is now. Another 

technological aim is to select an existing simulator and make a 

mechanism where the cloud services will be able to 

communicate with the simulation core of that simulator. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper starts with a brief introduction to the field of 

cloud robotics. Two systems: RoboEarth and DaVinci 

framework are mentioned as the motivation why we choose 

this topic for our research. The paper also describes the 

analysis of facts which serve as the starting point for our work. 

Next section describes research and publications. The last 

section is a list of future work tasks. 
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Abstract— The presented paper describes the state of our 

research in the area of modeling and optimal control of under-

actuated mechanical systems. A particular focus is placed on the 

results obtained during the past year. Relevant open problems 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Underactuated systems, defined as nonlinear mechanical 

systems with fewer control inputs than degrees of freedom, 

appear in a broad range of applications including robotics, 

aerospace, marine and locomotive systems. The ultimate 

motivation behind the research into underactuation is the 

ability to control nonlinear systems without complete control 

authority by exploiting their natural dynamics, which is 

similar to how biological systems execute motions involving a 

loss of instantaneous control authority [1]. Underactuated 

devices are therefore expected to be more efficient, simpler 

and more reliable than their fully actuated alternatives with the 

drawback that the control of underactuated devices is more 

complex theoretically. Strong structural properties which 

facilitate control design for fully actuated systems (feedback 

linearizability, passivity, linear parametrizability) are usually 

lost in underactuated systems, while at the same time 

undesirable properties (higher relative degree, nonminimum 

phase behavior) tend to appear [2].  

The presented PhD thesis, titled Modeling and Optimal 

Control of Nonlinear Underactuated Dynamical Systems, is 

the first doctoral thesis at the DCAI-FEEI to comprehensively 

explore the topic of underactuated systems. As formulated in 

the Feb. 2013 proposal, the general objective of the thesis is to 

identify and pursue open research problems occurring at the 

mutual overlaps between three principal areas: mathematical 

modeling of underactuated mechanical systems, optimal 

control of nonlinear systems subject to constraints, and hybrid 

systems theory, notably switching control structures. This 

paper details which aspects of this objective have been 

accomplished and to what extent, and describes the algorithms 

and supporting tools which were developed to achieve 

selected tasks. 

II. A GENERALIZED APPROACH TO MODELING AND CONTROL 

OF UNDERACTUATED SYSTEMS 

Benchmark underactuated systems, such as inverted 

pendulum systems (IPSs), two-link planar robots Acrobot and 

Pendubot, the Inertia Wheel Pendulum or the convey-crane 

system create complex low-order nonlinear dynamics which 

enables us to gain insight into the principles of modeling and 

control of advanced, higher-order underactuated systems. We 

started to develop a set of algorithms which derive the Euler-

Lagrange equations of motion for a selected benchmark multi-

body underactuated system. We specifically introduced the 

concept of a generalized (n-link) inverted pendulum system, 

which allows us to treat an arbitrary system of interconnected 

inverted pendula as a particular instance of the system of n 

pendula attached to a given stabilizing base, such as a cart or a 

rotary arm. Physical derivation and MATLAB implementation 

of general procedures of automated model generation for 

classical and rotary IPSs were first presented in [3] together 

with generated motion equations of example systems and 

verification of their validity. For classical IPSs, more 

generalizations were soon introduced into the procedure, 

which by now covers all possible combinations of initial 

assumptions for the pendulum reference position and direction 

of rotation, and considers various shapes of weight load 

attached to the last pendulum link.  

Optimal control algorithms based on the quadratic 

functional minimization were implemented and verified in a 

variety of control structures. Initial case studies which covered 

modeling and stabilizing control of the classical double and 

the rotary single IPS were published in [4][5]. Simulation 

experiments were conducted using pre-prepared blocks from a 

Simulink block library which was developed as a software 

framework for the analysis and control of IPSs [6]. The 

extended version [7] of [5] presented a complex problem of 

swinging up and subsequent stabilization of a rotary single IPS 

in the unstable position, which involved a hybrid setup of a 

swing-up and balancing controller in a switching control 

structure. The potential of nonlinear control techniques was 

first explored in [7] which examined the state-dependent 

Riccati equation (SDRE) algorithm and generalized it to be 

used with an n-link IPS. It was next verified on a rotary single 

IPS that the SDRE-based controller, which solves a separate 

optimal control problem at each time step using original 

nonlinear system dynamics, gradually outperforms the 

conventional LQR algorithm as the state vector moves away 

from the equilibrium. 

The above-mentioned contributions are the result of the 

Vega project implementation Dynamic Hybrid Architectures 

of the Multi-agent Network Control Systems (No. 1/0286/11), 

completed in Jan. 2015, and in part of KEGA project imple-

mentation CyberLabTrainSystem–Demonstrator and Trainer 

of Information-Control Systems (No. 021TUKE-4/2012). 
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III. RECENT ADVANCES IN MODELING AND CONTROL OF 

UNDERACTUATED SYSTEMS 

The past year’s efforts have been predominantly directed 

towards the completion of the PhD thesis. The interim results 

of the thesis have so far been summarized several times, 

starting with an award-winning survey paper on the main 

achieved results in modeling and control of underactuated 

systems by worldwide research groups [9], and a total of three 

chapters of a monograph [10], which respectively focus on the 

results obtained in the three main areas of our research by the 

end of 2013. Another summary paper [11] gave a report on the 

previous year’s results. Finally, a poster presentation was 

prepared for the competition for PhD students held on 

Nov. 10, 2014 as part of the Science and Technology Week 

national event – mine being one of the two PhD theses-in-

making nominated to represent FEEI. In addition to the overall 

motivation, each of the three main areas of the future thesis 

was characterized by corresponding theoretical contributions, 

developed software tools, and example simulation results. 

It is our ultimate goal to complete a readily available 

collection of mathematical/simulation models of underactu-

ated mechanical systems to serve as a testbed model basis in 

simulation experiments exploring their properties and testing 

control strategies. As a follow-up to our previous work, 

algorithms for automated model generation with an optional 

reference link position have recently been developed for other 

typical underactuated systems, such as the Acrobot, Pendubot 

and inertia wheel pendulum, rotary IPSs, and the 3D convey-

crane system. Although these will first occur in the thesis itself 

together with their detailed classification, our earlier work on 

the expanded model generation procedure for classical IPS 

was recently published as a Springer book chapter [12]. 

We have further explored control problems of under-

actuated systems which require the use of switching control 

structures. The hybrid control setup composed of a swing-up 

and balancing controller was tested for several pendulum-like 

benchmark systems (IPSs, Acrobot/Pendubot), where the 

swing-up was performed via energy-based methods according 

to Lyapunov, or via partial feedback linearization techniques. 

Since linear quadratic optimal control was confirmed as a 

reliable control technique for a class of underactuated systems 

we went on to analyze model predictive control (MPC) 

algorithms with respect to their suitability for stabilizing 

control of benchmark underactuated systems. 

Hybrid systems theory provides a framework for modeling 

and control of systems characterized by an interaction between 

continuous and discrete dynamics, as was the case of phase 

transitions in a particle movement system [13]. In particular, 

hybrid MPC is suitable for systems defined by switched linear 

dynamics subject to constraints on state/input variables.  

The obtained results have provided us a starting point for 

the research of advanced underactuated systems, notably biped 

robots and the mechanism of robot walking. Walking robots 

are often based on benchmark underactuated systems and 

manage to exploit their dynamics to create naturally-looking 

gait. Hybrid models and switching control structures are useful 

if event-based dynamics of legged locomotion is considered.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND PLANS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This paper summarizes the results that have been achieved 

in the area of underactuated mechanical systems in the final 

stages of the PhD program. The principal aim of our research 

was to identify and overcome the critical aspects of control 

algorithm design caused by the disadvantageous physical 

properties of underactuated systems. In order to contribute to 

the modeling and control education at the DCAI-FEEI TU, 

underactuated systems are being integrated into the 

research/teaching activities of the Center of Modern Control 

Techniques and Industrial Informatics at the DCAI. In 

addition to the developed library of simulation models, 

laboratory models of classical and rotary inverted pendulum 

are being prepared to enable control algorithm verification. 
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Abstract— This article focuses on the description of prior 

research on the use of GPGPU technology for the distribution of 

neural networks and on my progress in the previous year in a 

distributed architecture for the implementation of the neural 

network and plan future research in this area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Neural networks are becoming increasingly popular in 

application areas where the emphasis is focused on obtaining 

results in real time. Although there are different 

implementations of neural networks available to sequentially 

operating computer systems, a large number of these patterns 

requires an enormous amount of time for training and the life 

stage of the neural network, where the network is large. 

Artificial neural networks are massively working parallel 

systems with a large number of simple computational 

elements. Therefore, it is natural to try to implement such a 

system of parallel computing on. As one approach to working 

parallel to implement a neural network is used GPGPU 

technology, which nowadays provides high computing power 

for working parallel computations. The aim of the thesis is to 

design a distributed system architecture for neural networks 

using GPGPU. The distribution of data to the neural network 

computing system will take care of the algorithm, which 

ensures efficient power distribution and thus achieves a 

reduction of time spent. 

II. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART IN NEURAL NETWORK 

IMPLEMENTATIONS 

In recent years, increasing the data in the commercial and 

academic sphere has gained great dimensions. As the 

consequence,  the examination of the possibilities of 

parallelism and distribution of machine learning was tried by 

several authors [1], [2], [3], [4 ], [5], [6], [7]. Most of this 

research has been focused on the convex linear models where 

the distribution gradient calculation is the first essential step. 

  

 In this area it has been managed to achieve a reduction 

claims to be synchronized with the review of late updates 

convex problems [2], [7]. Other groups working in parallel 

with this research address the problems of fine gradients 

(sparse gradients) (issues where only a tiny fraction of the 

coordinates of the vector gradient is zero for this example) 

investigated the induction gradients, stochastic process, which 

does not require mutexes (lock memory) on shared memory 

architectures (eg. single machine) [8], [9]. 

  Jeffrey Dean et. al. deals with the idea that combines the 

best of both approaches, allowing the use of cluster, 

Asynchronous Counting gradients, but without it, the problem 

is either convex or fine [10]. In the context of deep learning, 

most work has been focused on training relatively small 

models of individual computers (eg., Theano [11]). 

Application for extension for deep learning involves the use of 

GPU for training deck large number of small models and 

subsequent averaging the prediction [12], or by modifying 

standard deep network for their parallelism [13]. The 

examination is based on scaling deep learning techniques in 

the direction of learning large models containing several 

billion parameters, but without this leading to a reduced form 

model. In specific cases, where one layer controls calculations, 

some authors consider the distribution calculations in a single 

layer and replication calculations in other layers [8]. 

 

 
 In general, where the use of a number of layers of the model 

is computationally intensive process, it is necessary to 

parallelize this model [14]. To the calculation be successful, 

the model  parallelism must be properly joined and combined 

with distributed optimization techniques, which uses data 

parallelism. It were considered large numbers of existing 

computational tools to use for a given problem, MapReduce 

[15] and GraphLab [16]. Finally, an in-depth examination was 

that Mapro -Duce designed for parallel data processing is not 

suitable for iterative calculations associated with deep learning 
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networks, while GraphLab intended for general (unstructured) 

graph calculations will use the computing power available in 

structured graphs, usually located in deep networks. 

 

III. PROPOSAL OF DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE FOR NEURAL 

NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION 

The aim of the chapter is a description of the dissertation 

proposal distributed architecture using the CPU or the use of 

high performance GPGPU technologies of parallel data 

processing. Large-scale neural networks require large 

computing power to be able to process data in real time. 

The proposed distributed architecture can enhance the 

performance and closer to the processing of data in real time. 

The proposed model of distributed architecture shows 

Distribute different neural network system computing nodes 

that will be available. The algorithm of proposed architecture 

takes care of the distribution of data and uniform load nodes 

and  post-processing partial results into a single unit in the 

master. 

Due to the distribution of the neural network, there is a need to 

create a design file system for labeling each neuron. This file 

system will take care about where computing nodes are and 

how neurons will communicate with each other (exchange 

data). Individual results of neurons depend on the deployment 

of a particular neural network and solving problem. 

 
 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

Given the current stage of the analysis of the problems of 

neural networks and their implementation on a distributed 

architecture using GPGPU technology seems completely 

unexplored. Further work should focus on the analysis of 

existing opportunities for cooperation of these sectors and to 

provide a more optimal solution by proposing a model of 

distributed architecture, which makes use of existing 

knowledge for efficient data processing in neural networks. 

The result is a chance to move closer to the reduction of time-

consuming calculations.  

Future work aims are divided into three different steps: 

 Design and implementation of distributed architectures 

for neural networks 

 Design of the optimization algorithms for uniform load 

nodes of distributed architecture for neural networks 

 Benchmark to measure the performance of distributed 

architectures for neural network implementation and 

measurement. 

V. CONCLUSION 

From the analysis of the current state of the problem of neural 

networks and GPGPU technology, was designed model of 

distributed architecture for neural networks. Current trends 

and innovations constantly confirmed, that without parallel 

computing , difficult and demanding tasks cannot be solved in 

reasonable time. The options of distributed computing power 

of neural networks using GPGPU and deployed on such new 

technologies were examined. 
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Abstract—In this paper, an enhanced approach to fault es-
timation is described. Its modification allows simple design of
adaptive fault observer in case of singularity of standard linear
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of the fault detection and isolation, its results give means for
compensation of a influence of the fault in the system. Further,
an design procedure for dynamic output control for non-linear
systems is outlined.

Keywords—fault estimation, fault detection, output control,
inverse LQ problem

I. INTRODUCTION

Active fault tolerant control systems (AFTCS) provide a
possibility to maintain a function of the system that is under
influence of a fault. Common sense approach uses hardware
redundancy, higher frequency of maintenance activities, more
robust system components. All these paths to obtain better per-
formance of the controlled system will be hardly ever replaced
by AFTCS, however combination of both approaches offers
significant advantages. AFTCS use analytical redundancy of
the system, that is dependent upon hardware redundancy,
although in some cases not specifically. Use of analytical
redundancy still demands existence of a component or set
of components able to perform at least remedial actions in
the system. Interesting advantages mentioned in [1] could
be achieved if prerequisites of AFTCS would be taken into
consideration during the system design phase.

Traditionally, processes of AFTCS can be divided in two
separate parts. First one is fault detection and identification
(FDI) and deals with detection of influence of the fault oc-
curred in the system, then localization of the faulty component.
In the end, FDI should be able to provide useful information
about the state of the system, that is usable in decision process,
whether it is viable to maintain the system operation or what
remedial actions should be taken. Second part of AFTCS pro-
cesses provides mentioned remedial action, that will allow the
system to continue in operation or to modify operational goals.
This can be achieved using available resources, both analytical
and hardware redundancy, and selecting pre-computed control
law or synthesizing a new one in real-time. It worth to note that
some authors in this field use slightly different nomenclature,
however that is irrelevant, given the content is more or less
same.

Place for application of AFTCS is apparent in safety-critical,
cost-critical or volume-critical systems [2]. In previous years
AFTCS principles were largely applied in wind turbines [3].

II. INITIAL STATUS

Parity space principles, observer-based methods and param-
eter identification techniques applied in fault detection and
identification were studied extensively in the past. Different
approach for fault detection has been applied using LQ control
properties [4], where residual function is based on evaluation
of the LQ performance index. Application of the scheme is
described in [5]. The approach allows use of the scheme for
fault detection in non-linear systems described by Takagi-
Sugeno (TS) models. Useful property of the scheme is ability
to use arbitrary state space control instead of LQ control,
that could be expected because of the evaluation of the
LQ performance index. Limitation of LQ control is avoided
solving inverse LQ problem, where parametric matrices Q, S,
and R are not given, but computed so the resulting LQ control
is equal to given arbitrary state space control represented by
control law K.

The scheme provides simple algorithm with high sensitivity
to additive sensor and actuator faults, that are detected almost
immediately after its occurrence. Application of the mentioned
scheme for fault detection based on evaluation of the LQ
performance index for case of non-linear systems led during
previous year to development of dynamic output control for
such systems [6].

III. DESCRIPTION OF SOLVED TASKS

A. Dynamic output control of non-linear systems

In practice, it is usually impossible to measure all states
of the system and only the observable outputs are available
for static or dynamic control. Described method of control
law synthesis changes synthesis into a linear matrix inequality
(LMI) optimization problem. Using bounds on the system
properties allows to change possibly non-convex conditions
into solvable convex problem.

A non-linear dynamic system described by TS model with
dynamic output controller takes form

q̇◦(t) =
s∑

i=1

s∑
j=1

hi(θ(t))hj(θ(t))A
◦
cijq

◦(t), (1)

y ◦ (t) = I◦C◦q◦(t), (2)

where
q̇◦T (t) =

[
qT (t) pT (t)

]
(3)

A◦
cij =

[
Ai +BiN iC N iM j

LjC N j

]
, (4)
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I◦ =
[
0 Im

]
, C◦ =

[
0 In
C 0

]
(5)

q(t) ∈ IRn, u(t) ∈ IRr, y(t) ∈ IRm are vectors of
the state, input and output variables and Ai(t) ∈ IRn×n,
Bi(t) ∈ IRn×r, C(t) ∈ IRm×n are constant matrices,
hi(θ), i = 1, 2, . . . , s is set of normal membership functions,
θ is the vector of the premise variables.

The task of the problem was to develop design scheme for
dynamic output controller

ṗ(t) =
s∑

j=1

hj(θ(t))(J jp+Ljy(t)), (6)

u(t) =

s∑
j=1

hj(θ(t))(M jp+N jy(t)), (7)

p(t) ∈ IRn is the vector of controller state variables, the set
of parameter matrices K◦

j ∈ IR(n+r)×(n+m)

K◦
j =

[
J j Lj

M j N j

]
(8)

is describing the desired control law able to stabilize the
given system, if there exists a positive definite matrix Q◦ ∈
IR2n×2n, symmetric matricesXij ∈ IR2n×2n, a regular matrix
H◦ ∈ IR(n+m)×(n+m) and matrices Y ◦

j ∈ IR(n+r)×(n+m),
X◦

ij ∈ IR2n×2n, such that following conditions set in form of
LMI and linear matrix equalities (LME)

X◦
ij =X

◦
ji,


X◦

11 X◦
12 . . . X◦

1s

X◦
21 X◦

22 . . . X◦
2s

...
...

. . .
...

X◦
s1 X◦

s2 . . . X◦
ss

 > 0, (9)

C◦Q◦ =H◦C◦, Q◦ = Q◦T > 0, (10)

A◦
iQ

◦ +Q◦A◦
i +B

◦
iY

◦
jC

◦ +C◦TY ◦T
j B◦T

i +X◦T
ij (11)

hold for hi(θ)hj(θ) 6= 0, i, j, . . . , s. Then the control law gain
matrices are given as

K◦
j = Y ◦

j (H
◦)−1, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. (12)

Proves of above mentioned statements and further description
of the scheme can be found in [6].

B. Fault estimation based on adaptive observers

An interesting approach to actuator fault estimation for
linear continuous time systems has been presented in [7]
and provides useful and easily implementable tool in process
of FDI. Modified design conditions were presented in [8].
Additive actuator fault signals estimated by an adaptive fault
observer can be potentially used in combination with the
control law to compensate the influence of the fault. In
both cases, conditions for the stability of the error dynamics
were given in terms of LMIs. Considered are single actuator
faults in the multi-input linear systems with unknown time of
occurrence .

Adaptive fault observer is stable if for positive δ ∈ IR, there
exist matrices P , Q ∈ IRn×n, H ∈ IRp×m, Y ∈ IRn×m and
a positive scalar γ ∈ IR such that following conditions hold

P = P T > 0, Q = QT > 0, γ > 0, (13)

QA+ATQ−Y C−CTY T +CTC ∗ ∗
P −Q+ δQA− δY C −2δQ ∗

F TQ 0 −γIp

 < 0,

(14)
CTH = δQF . (15)

Then observer matirx J is given by the relation

J = Q−1Y . (16)

Advantage of the structure (14) in comparison to the similar
structure presented in [7] is in possibility to find a feasible
solution in case that the fault input matrix F would cause
the unmodified structure to become singular, thus the scheme
would not provide a usable solution.

Further description of the schemes together with system
model, fault description, proofs and illustrative examples can
be found in [8] and [7].

IV. NEXT STEPS

Set of strict conditions required for control law in some
cases can limit application of previously proposed fault detec-
tion schemes. Better understanding or development of more
suitable control schemes will hopefully provide means neces-
sary for application of AFTCS with dynamic controllers.

Fault estimation based on adaptive observers provide useful
information about the fault in the system. This allows to
possibly compensate the influence of the fault in the system or
can be used in different control reconfiguration schemes. Up
until this point, the fault has been always directly compensated
by simple subtraction of the estimated fault from the control
input. Interesting results could be obtained from combination
of given fault estimation and control reconfiguration schemes
usable in case when a simple compensation of fault is not
possible.

Further steps in the research will lead to application of fault
estimation for decentralised system and to implementation of
reconfigured control using the already obtained results.
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Abstract—The quality of stochastic language models in large 

vocabulary continuous speech recognition mostly depend on an 

sufficient amount of the text data and on the methods and 

techniques that are used for estimation of these language models. 

This paper summarizes the work of student for the previous year 

of the post gradual study aiming on comparison of several 

advanced language modeling techniques for the Slovak 

continuous speech recognition that were published in relevant 

journals in recent years. Maximum entropy, power law 

discounting, hierarchical Pitman-Yor process, variable-order 

Kneser-Ney smoothed models and recurrent neural networks 

language models were compared according to their model size, 

perplexity, speech recognition performance and overall 

complexity of their usage in the real conditions of Slovak speech 

recognition system. 

 

Keywords—continuous speech recognition, language model, 

model perplexity, word error rate. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In general, stochastic language models for large vocabulary 

continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) need to accurately 

estimate the probability P(W) for a given word sequence       

W = {w1, w2, …, wn}, called history (h). This probability can 

be defined as follows: 

    
 


N

i

N

i

ii wwwwPhwPWP
1 1

121 ...)(   (1) 

where P(wi|w1,w2, …, wi-1) is a conditional probability and a 

word wi is given by the sequence of words (w1,w2, …, wi-1). 

Real systems are based on the several previous words, which 

leads to an n-gram language models. Language models are 

usually evaluated by two standard measures: perplexity (PPL) 

and word error rate (WER).  

This paper is focused on evaluation of language models that 

were published in the last year in real conditions using Slovak 

automatic dictation and transcription system [1].  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly 

overview several advanced modeling technique. In the Section 

III Slovak LVSCR system is mentioned. Experimental results 

are summarized at the final section. 

II. ADVANCED LANGUAGE MODELING TECHNIQUES 

The next subsections briefly introduce several advanced 

statistical technique that have never been tested in the Slovak 

LVCSR system. The detailed description can be found in 

accompanying literature. 

A. Maximum Entropy Language Model 

A maximum entropy language modeling (MaxEnt) toolkit, 

as an extension to SRILM toolkit, with using the hierarchical 

feature technique and scalable optimization algorithm that can 

handle large amount of training data, was first introduced in 

[2]. The results showed that the MaxEnt models are 

comparable in terms of PPL and WER to the convenient n-

gram language models.  

B. Hierarchical Pitman-Yor Process Language Model 

A hierarchical Bayesian language model based on Pitman-

Yor process (HPYLM) for meeting speech recognition, where 

the language models can be created from large amount of 

training data using the advantages or parallel computation was 

firstly mentioned in [3-4], where PPL and WER performed 

better results than the n-gram language models. 

C. Power Law Discounting Language Model 

A power law discounting language model (PLDLM) uses 

the power law distribution over word tokens that removes the 

main disadvantages of time expensive computation process in 

HPYLM. In [5], PLDLM obtains comparative results to 

HPYLM and convenient n-gram language model in two 

meeting speech transcription tasks.  

D. Variable-Order Kneser-Ney Smoothed Language Model 

In [6], authors used the Morfessor unsupervised 

segmentation tool and the state-of-the-art Kneser-Ney 

smoothing algorithm to create variable-order Kneser-Ney 

smoothed language models (VariKN) that are suitable for 

modeling the under-resourced languages, which rapidly 

decreased WER results in their LVCSR system [6]. 

E. Recurrent Neural Network Language Model 

Neural network language model have been continuously 

reported to perform well amongst other language modeling 

technique. The best results were mostly obtained by recurrent 

neural network based language model (RNNLM). In [7], a 

new RNNLM is used in speech recognition task. The 

experimental results showed that RNNLM are superior to 

standard n-gram techniques, except their computational 

complexity. 
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III. LARGE VOCABULARY CONTINUOUS SPEECH 

RECOGNITION SYSTEM SETUP 

The created language models that will be used in our 

mentioned experiments in the next chapter, were tested by 

LVCSR system that consist from 4 state triphone acoustic 

model based on hidden Markov models using HTK toolkit. 

Julius decoder based on two-pass strategy was also used.  

Language models have been created using the SRILM, 

MaxEnt, HPYLM, PLDLM, VariKN and RNNLM toolkits. 

The partial language models were trained on 24 independent 

domain-oriented models (2.1 billion tokens in 120 million 

sentences) and merged together using linear interpolation. The 

dictionary consist from 325 555 unique words. The first test 

dataset (T1) consist from 3 426 sentences and 41 820 words 

and the second test dataset (T2) contains 132 156 words in 

12 163 sentences that were not part of the training data. 

RNNLM cannot be directly used in our LVCSR system 

because they are not finite states machines and cannot be 

saved in appropriate .arpa format. We used them as a 

generative model to generate a new 24 text data corpora. 

RNNLMs have generated around 100 million tokens for each 

corpora. RNNLMd have generated around the same amount of 

token as each of the 24 corpora. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

As we can see in the Table I., we have trained 13 different 

bigram and trigram language models. The baseline language 

model smoothed by the Witten-Bell back-off algorithm 

(WBSLM), which is successfully used in our LVCSR system 

and other five advanced models are mentioned in the first part 

of the table. The second part illustrates experimental results of 

interpolated models with WBSLM using linear interpolation. 

The results showed that the number of bigrams are almost 

the same in every case except RNNLM, where was generated 

a huge amount of new bigrams in contrast to the number of 

trigrams, where was generated the smallest amount.  

The PPL of bigrams models were only decreased when the 

advanced models were interpolated with WBSLM. Otherwise 

the PPL of trigram models were decreased almost in every 

case in both test data sets. The lowest PPL were obtained by 

the interpolation of WBSLM and VariKN trigram models.  

The best recognition results we observed with the 

convenient WBSLM language models in both test sets. 

Bigram and trigram models created with the advanced 

techniques achieved worse recognition results in word error 

rates as the baseline language models in both performance 

evaluation scenarios. Although interpolated models achieved 

at least better recognition results than the convenient language 

models, but still worse than the baseline model. The worst 

results were observed if the variable-order Kneser-Ney 

smoothed language models were used.  

We proved that the convenient n-gram language models are 

still the optimal choice for our large vocabulary continuous 

speech recognition system even if the MaxEnt, HPYLM or 

RNNLM can achieve comparable results, but their memory 

requirements due to the increasing number of n-grams are not 

very suitable in case of real-time continuous speech 

recognition and automatic transcription. The detailed 

comparison of these modeling technique can be found in [8]. 
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TABLE I 

THE OVERALL RESULTS OF THE SLOVAK LVCSR SYSTEM 

LM technique 

Size  

[GB] 

Number of n-grams 

        2g                     3g 

PPLT1 

    2g        3g 

WERT1 [%] 

2g          3g 

PPLT2 

2g          3g 

WERT2 [%] 

2g           3g 

WBSLM 5.61 81,768,292 100,222,797 106.42 60.63 7.62 6.55 458.75 309.91 13.05 11.68 

MaxEnt 13.50 81,273,825 328,933,339 108.86 58.62 7.89 6.89 490.12 303.46 13.68 12.79 

HPYLM 5.62 81,768,398 100,222,888 110.72 61.66 7.95 7.41 474.61 291.24 13.53 12.60 

PLDLM 14.23 81,768,292 352,087,702 109.54 59.15 8.13 7.11 468.80 289.75 14.27 13.14 

VariKN 14.20 81,768,310 351,167,374 112.24 57.47 9.59 8.32 505.30 289.70 17.35 16.15 

RNNLMs 12.53 383,474,264 55,539,632 138,71 98.50 8,36 7.74 637,31 514.52 14,66 14.80 

RNNLMd 10.33 305,849,388 57,065,940 139,20 98.48 8,37 7.80 635,16 512.44 14,60 13.97 

WBS+ME 13.73 81,768,291 336,315,612 105.07 57.21 7.64 6.64 458.75 286.41 13.19 12.08 

WBS+HPYLM 5.62 81,768,397 100,223,121 105.75 58.10 7.68 6.73 455.97 281.86 13.22 11.93 

WBS+PLDLM 14.23 81,768,292 352,087,702 105.40 55.88 7.84 6.81 449.77 275.47 13.61 12.46 

WBS+VariKN 14.21 81,768,310 351,460,657 106.31 54.09 9.90 7.97 465.65 270.20 17.54 15.75 

WBS + RNNLMs 16.70 431,743,528 137,763,540 106.07 59.89 7.63 6.59 461,60 305.78 13,32 12.07 

WBS + RNNLMd 14.47 354,357,102 138,435,360 106.07 59.88 7.63 6.62 459,02 303.80 13,26  12.01 
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Abstract — This paper deals with the requirements model for 

an autonomous computing system. Requirements, why? The 

inputs for logical architecture design are the domain model, 

system context, dictionary and the requirements model, which 

one is the basis of architecture design. We focus this paper on the 

autonomous manager and present the steps of its logical 

architecture design.  

 

Keywords— autonomic system, requirement, architecture 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Autonomous systems are systems that are capable of self-

care. Within the IT sector, usage is oriented on automation of 

monotonous human work consisting of small and easy 

steps[1][2]. The most important advantage is continuous 

operation without system shutdown or reboot due to 

maintenance. Note that this does not mean elimination of 

human interaction. We say a system is autonomous in the case 

it fulfills the requirements stated in [3][8]: 

• Self-monitoring of internal states. 

• Self-awareness via internally stored aims and goals. 

• Self-healig in emergency situations, without effecting 

running operations. 

• Configurable by users, who can add and/or change the 

stored aims and goals of the system. This interface should 

provide monitoring reports as well.  

The basic model includes the four attributes as ability to 

self-configuration, self-healing, self-evolving and self-

protection[1][4][3], which is included with the autoreflexive 

software architecture (ARSA) [6][10]. 

The aim of this paper is to present requirements necessary 

for creation of an architectural prototype based on the 

methodology described in [11]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The concept of autonomous element is standalone software 

that implements all four attributes of an autonomous system as 

defined in the previous section. Each element contains sensors 

with which scans provided the resources and the tools for its 

subsequent modification if necessary. It can evaluate the 

situation and adjust their behavior based on external as well as 

internal factors[5][7]. The behavior of the element therefore 

depends on what is perceived or not perceived at that time, or 

in the past and is tailored to meet all the requirements of their 

knowledge. Although it was regarded as an independent, it is 

still restricted to enter the destination and any change must be 

made to inform the administrator who has the authority to 

possible external interference [5]. One element can itself 

constitute the entire autonomous system, but it is usually only 

a part of a larger autonomous system, which consists of a 

number of autonomic elements but also other elements. These 

elements have independent properties, need not be 

dynamically adapted and are independent of the potential of 

the situation. 

The structure of autonomous elements is built on the 

principles of architecture model introduced by IBM in [5]: 

• Managed resource 

• Effectors 

• Sensors 

• Autononic manager 

Managed resource is a component that belongs either to the 

program or computer equipment. This may include a server, 

database, storage unit or other entity. Each resource provides 

an interface to autonomous manager called touch points. 

There are two types of touch points: sensors and effectors. The 

sensors are used to monitor the controlled resources. 

Continuously acquire information provided by autonomous 

manager to analyze and plan the necessary changes[9]. 

Effectors then implement these changes in the managed 

resource. Touch points allow encapsulation of resources 

making it possible to be self-accessed with the help of their 

own interfaces. 

 
Figure 1 Autonomic element structure. 

III. REQUIREMENTS AND LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 

The architecture of the autonomous system will be designed as 

a centralized, autonomous and scalable system. In case of 

extension of terminal equipment system, resp. adding new 

components does not modify the original architecture 

solutions. 

The main features of the proposed architecture are mainly: 
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- Flexible architecture of the autonomous system will be 

oriented onto web services 

- Clearly defined roles and levels of the different components 

of the autonomic system 

- Separation of components on the basis of clearly defined 

functionality and interfaces 

- Selection of all values obtained in the process of 

autonomous system for the purpose of evaluation and 

follow-on system configuration 

- Automatic error diagnostics, evaluation and adequate 

correction of errors by taking measures to prevent their 

occurrence 

- Sync multiple processes to ensure optimization and 

adaptation to the new conditions on the fly, without 

affecting ongoing operations 

A. Requirements for autonomous element of the autonomous 

system 

The autonomous element will be designed with given a 

predefined targets and the level of knowledge. Tracking the 

source control will be realized by means of sensors that will 

continuously collect information for the purpose of providing 

autonomic manager on the analysis and implementation of 

appropriate changes made through effectors on a proposal 

autonomic manager. 

The sensors are designed to identify those parameters 

source control that are essential for efficient operation of the 

exclusion of unnecessary data that would slow down the entire 

system and not by the progressive improvement of autonomy. 

Implementation of effectors will be synchronized together 

with sensors to the extent that there is no improper and 

inadequate resources proposed change in control of 

autonomous managers. 

System administration will be ensured through autonomous 

manager-based adaptation changes obtained by systematic 

monitoring data in combination with the overall knowledge of 

the system. 

B. Requirements for the management of autonomous system 

 Autonomous management system will be ensured through 

intelligent control loop, which will play a key role not only in 

collecting information from the system, but also in creating a 

decision and, if necessary, the adjustment of the system. 

Architecture autonomous system will be designed in such a 

way as to ensure mutual interactivity of the components of 

intelligent control loop and autonomic manager, points of 

contact and resource control. 

Autonomic manager with the assistance of sensors will be 

capable of monitoring resource control. After subsequent 

analysis of the information obtained and comparing them with 

the overall knowledge about the system, if necessary, change 

plans, the execution to take place through resource control 

effectors. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Simpler and probably more effective option for obtaining 

regular primary messages will be direct conversion of 

information in managed resource. This functionality can be 

provided by using the tool "The Common Base Event API" 

intended for the Eclipse development environment [1]. 

For creating blank common base event interface is used 

"ICommonBaseEvent interface" tool provided by "The 

Common Base Event API".  

To define the source component that has the problem it is 

necessary to use "IComonentIdentificator" interface.  

Completion report of the problem, and the importance of 

implementation time follows based on the data obtained via 

monitoring. 

After creating and filling out reports is necessary to ensure 

communication with separate managers. The source is 

assigned after initialization control interface, thus touch points 

through which the assignment of a particular manager 

implements.  

Proposed communication via the contact points and the 

controlled device is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Proposed messaging between manager and 

resource 
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Abstract—This paper presents the problem solving of 

augmented reality (AR) system for more users. Paper is divided 

into three parts. The first part describes introduction of 

augmented reality. Second part describes summarization of the 

research task in AR. The last part presents concept of a solving 

the problem for more users using head-mounted displays for 

visualization of virtual scene in the real environment. 

 

Keywords—Augmented reality, mixed reality, 

modularization, visualization, communication protocol  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Augmented reality (AR) is computer-generated data 

integration with the real world, which among others can be 

done with computer graphics rendering on a real-time footage. 

AR can be used for many things, such as displaying a mobile 

directions to head-up display, in the medical field, the AR may 

help doctors to insert information on a patient's medical record 

(such as x-ray result from the patients), or to reconstruct the 

historic buildings as reality which can be seen at real time [4], 

[6], [10], [11]. AR in the architecture merges virtual designs 

with real construction sites, and enables new types of 

interactions that enhance the design process [12]. Behzadan et 

al. developed a hardware and software framework for 

visualization of construction processes (e.g., machinery 

placement) for construction sites [13]. 

  

II. DIVIDING AND SUMMARIZATION OF AR 

According to the method how virtual objects are aligned 

with real scene image there are two systems use: 

 Marker systems – special markers are used in a real 

scene (article [7]). 

 Markerless systems – additional information for real 

environment, for example image (e.g. photo (semi-

markerless system (article [3]))), face recognition, 

GPS data, inertial and electromagnetic tracking 

devices (articles [1], [4], [5]), etc. 

Based on how a user sees mixed reality there can be two 

types of systems: 

 Optical see-through systems where the user sees 

real world directly and computer generated objects 

are added to this view. This category of systems 

usually works with semi-transparent displays 

(articles [2], [6], [8], [9]). 

 Video see-through where captured real world image 

with added virtual objects is displayed to the user. 

This is usually realized via camera – display system 

[3]. 

The goal is to create augmented reality system for more 

users using head-mounted displays for visualization of virtual 

scene in the real environment. The main significance is in 

interaction with one virtual world. 

III. SOLVING THE PROBLEM FOR MORE USERS 

The basic concept (Fig.1) of an augmented reality system in 

our proposal consists of following most important module 

functions: 

 Observer module – for direct interaction between 

system and users 

 Storage module – to store current scene data 

 Dynamic module – out dynamic case (e.g. scripted 

movement of objects in scene) 

 Synchronization module -  for synchronization of 

other modules 

 Communication module - is a form of server 

application, which implements communication 

protocol, 

  

 
Fig. 1. The basic concept of modules for an augmented reality 

system. 

 

Users directly interact with AR using observer module. This 

module is divided on input and output modules. Main task of 

output module is to visualize data with use of data helmet or 
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monitor and in case of mixed reality also to combine virtual and 

real worlds.  Input modules provide entry data from sensors to 

correct point of observer view (it receives tracking data of 

position and orientation of observer) and entry data from data 

glove. Output module (for visualization) can use more users 

and each user can see a virtual scene in the real environment.  

Figure 2 shows diagram of relations between modules in 

terms of specific data exchanged. Communication module is 

not displayed, but all modules used this module to 

communicate with system. As the figure shows, central 

module of system is storage module, which provides scene 

data to other modules and they modify data in storage.  

 
Fig. 2. Relations between system modules with a specific data 

exchanged. Red components are an input hardware, green 

component is data storage, black components show 

visualizers for more users and blue components are other 

modules of mixed system.   

 

Visualizer also allows calibrating position of virtual world in 

real world. The transformation M used to create the correct 

view on scene can be expressed using formula 1(x - matrix 

multiplication): 

M = M1 x M2 x M3          (1) 

The M1 in formula corresponds with the initial 

transformation of a scene (identity), M2 is transformation 

caused by calibration and M3 is application of virtual (left or 

right) camera's position and orientation. 

The Fig.3 illustrates users with head-mounted displays 

which can manipulate with a virtual object using data gloves. 

 
Fig. 3. The users with head-mounted display can manipulate 

with a virtual object using data gloves (illustration). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system for more users with head-mounted 

displays, presented in the paper, was constructed at the DCI 

FEEI TU of Kosice (Department of computers and informatics, 

Faculty of electrical engineering and informatics, Technical 

university of Kosice) in the LIRKIS (Laboratory of Intelligent 

Interfaces of Communication and Information Systems). 

Advantage of this solution is that more users can see same 

virtual scene and they can change position of 3D objects in 

the virtual scene. Users can interact with the virtual scene 

using hand gestures. The next advantage is that augmented 

reality system is composed of modules, and new features can 

be added with new modules . Further research will focus on the 

creation of additional modules with new features of the system 

(e.g. input data from gyroscope, GPS, Kinect , implementation 

of animation for Bezier curve, etc.). 
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Abstract—Automatic speech recognition (ASR) quality is a
huge topic and improvements in this field are necessary. Acoustic
model (AM) is a base for hidden Markov model based ASR sys-
tems. It is modeled from manually transcribed speech data which
are not easy to obtain. In this article unsupervised AM training
will be proposed. Unsupervised system needs just a small seed
AM which is iteratively retrained with new untranscribed data
that are widely available. Such system concepts and theoretical
basis for this problematic is presented in this article.

Keywords—Automatic speech recognition, acoustic modeling,
unsupervised modeling, hidden Markov models, speed signal
parametrization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quality improvement of automatic speech recognition sys-
tems (ASR) is needed nowadays. In the core of many ASR
systems is acoustic model used, but these models was made
from many hours of manually transcribed speech data. Manual
speech data transcription is tedious and not very cost effective.
The fact that several hundreds hours of transcribed speech is
necessary for only fair quality of acoustic model. Automatic
self-training system for acoustic modeling is widely know as
unsupervised or lightly-supervised acoustic modeling. These
systems are found to be useful for under-resourced languages
[15]. In the core of both systems is seed acoustic model used
which was made from several hours of transcribed speech.
Lightly supervised acoustic modeling use loose transcriptions
which are not aligned with speech or have errors in transcribed
text. Speech is being recognized by ASR with seed acous-
tic model and resulting hypotheses are aligned with loose
transcriptions. Aligned utterances are used for retraining of
the seed acoustic model. This process can be repeated until
alignment of the hypotheses of loose transcribed audio data
is not significant any more. This method is not cost effective
because the loose transcriptions needs to be obtained.

There are many methods for unsupervised acoustic model
training as described in [14]. One of the methods use two
independent ASR systems with two seed acoustic models.
Untranscribed speech data is being recognized by those ASR
systems and their hypotheses results are compared and aligned.
The probability that two independent ASR systems make
the same error is very small and aligned hypothesis can
be considered as correct. Aligned speech data are used for
retraining of seed acoustic model and it can be done iteratively
as presented by lightly supervised system. The benefit of this
method is that easy obtainable speech data can be used for
acoustic model training.

Fig. 1. Simplified flow diagram of HMM based automatic speech recognition.

A model of an unsupervised training system, theoretical
basis for features and hidden Markov model for acoustic
decoding and modeling will be proposed in this paper. [1]
[2] [3] [14].

II. HMM BASED AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

Basic concept of ASR system based on HMM is shown on
Fig. 1. There are 3 main blocks where spoken utterance is pre-
processed, acoustic signal features extracted and at last feature
vector is decoded supported by acoustic and language model
and dictionary. Pre-processing and Feature extraction can be
merged into ”signal processing front-end” [13].

A. Signal processing front-end

Purpose of signal processing front-end is to transform signal
from acoustic representation of speech to parameters which
mostly describe the signal. Parameters should:
• be perceptually significant, which means that they should

represents characteristics of speech signal which si most
similar to human ear perception characteristics.

• be speaker, communication channel or environment inde-
pendent.

• contain information about spectral changes in signal over
time.

• be normalized and not redundant.
• be computed effectively by current computers.
1) Digital filtration: Analog to digital conversion is neces-

sary and essential for pre-processing of audio signal. One of
the most common pre-processing technique is digital filtration
of speech signal. The purpose is to adjust speech signal in
such way that boosts selected parts of frequency spectrum
of the signal, for example raise signal-to-noise ratio etc.
Typical filtration of speech signal in many ASR systems is
pre-emphasis filter which emphases frequency components
approximately 20 dB/decade. Such filtration reduces natural
attenuation and perceptually emphasizes more important parts
of speech spectrum [10].
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Pre-emphasis is realized by finite impulse response (FIR)
filter with transfer function:

Hpre(z) =

Npre∑
k=0

apre(k)z−k (1)

More common is a transfer function with just one coefficient
apre with typical range from −1 to −0.4.

Hpre(z) = 1 + aprez
−1 (2)

2) Temporal speech signal processing: Analog to digital
conversion and pre-emphasis filtration is processed continually
but all further operations are done sequentially frame-by-
frame. Frame in this context is a sequence of digital audio
samples which represents signal in a time period from 10 to
20 mili-seconds. Signal is considered as stationary on such
small periods of time. This range is divided from articular
organ movement speed and shape transformation frequency of
articular tract during speech production.

Both frame edges are overlapping with previous or follow-
ing respectively. Frame overlap is usually from 33%-66%.
The problem with rapid increase or decrease of signal on on
frame edges is solved by a window functions applied on frame.
Signal samples in frames are weighted by windows function.
Most commonly is Hamming window function used but there
are more of them available like Hann, Blackman, Kaiser.

3) Spectral analysis: The goal of spectral envelope estima-
tion is to get parameters which represent vocal tract transfer
functions. There are many methods used such as frequency
bank based methods, linear prediction algorithms, discrete
Fourier transformation (DFT) and very popular cepstral co-
efficient calculation.

Gain and vocal tract impulse response characteristics sepa-
ration was proposed by homomorphic filtration (HMF) signal
decomposition. HMF is very efficient and became one of
most used for speech signal spectral analysis. Result of HMF
is a set of parameters representing spectral envelope. These
parameters are called cepstral coefficients because they are
obtained from cepstral transformation. Logarithmic cepstral
transformation is widely used by ASR systems.

x̂(m) =
1

2πj

∮
C

log[
∞∑

n=−∞
x(n)z−n]zm−1dz (3)

−∞ < m <∞

where x(m) is complex spectrum which is a mirror of
input image in quefrency domain. Complex cepstrum can be
effectively computed by Fourier (DFT) , Harley, sine or cosine
transformations. In modern ARS systems,DFT method is used.
Almost all ASR systems use non-linear frequency scale instead
of linear. Usually they use Mel frequency scale. Mel-frequency
cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) are often used, which differ
only in frequency scale with cesptrum coefficients proposed
earlier.

ĉmel(m) =
2

N

Ncb∑
i=1

X̂cb(ki) cos(
2π

N
mki), (4)

m = 1, 2, ..., L,

4) Normalization of spectral parameters: Normalization of
spectral parameters is a method for gaining smoother shape
of spectral envelope minimizing unequal loudness influence
in speech signal. Benefit of this method is adaptability for
speaker/microphone change or noise influence in communica-
tion channel. MFCC parameters may be normalized by cepstral
mean normalization [11] [16].

5) Spectral parameters derivation: Disadvantage of tempo-
ral spectral analysis is that it does not represent longer dynamic
changes in spectrum. Usually auxiliary parameters are added
to feature vector which should describe time-varying spectrum
changes of speech signal. The first and higher order time
derivation of spectral estimation parameters are called delta
or delta-delta parameters. There are many methods for delta
parameters calculation, but normally they may boost parameter
noise. To reduce such noise, we need to work with weighted
or filtered temporal spectral estimations.

ẋ(n) =
d

dt
x(n) ≈

Nd∑
m=−Nd

mx(n+m) (5)

In regression analysis in Eq. 5 parameter noise is reduced. In
this derivation are subtractions between symmetrically spaced
samples from current sample in time n. For computation of
current sample are Nd samples used of both directions. Delta
or Delta-Delta parameters should reflect dynamic changes is
speech spectrum on longer time frame. They are computed
from multiple frames. From equation above is clear that N
states for number of frame and m is frame offset in forward
or backward direction [12].

X. Huang et. al found in their research [5] that optimal
number of parameters for feature vector is 39. 13 MFCC,
13 delta (Eq. 6) and 13 delta-delta (Eq. 7) coefficients are
optimal and efficient for speech recognition and decoding.
They experimentally found that 16 MFCC does not improve
word error rate (WER) of ASR system. The third order delta
coefficients also didn’t improve WER. Combination of 13
MFCC, 13 delta and 13 delta-delta coefficients are considered
as the most effective feature vectors.

4ck = ck+2 − ck−2 (6)

44ck = (ck+3 − ck−1)− (ck+1 − ck−3) (7)

B. Statistical modeling for ASR systems

Current ASR systems are based on hidden Markov models.
HMM represents statistical model which emits a symbol
sequence. Speech is a non-stationary process but in HMM
modeling it may be assumed that on short time interval
acoustic representation is unchanged. Left-to-right HMM is
used in almost all ASR HMM based systems. HHM with non
emitting states on both sided and emitting symbols between
them are usually used [6] [7].

1) Acoustic modeling: Hidden Markov model is defined as
double stochastic process (Q,O) where two related time se-
quences of random variables are generated. Stochastic process
Q = qN1 = {qi}i=1,2,...,N is a finite sequence of model states.
It is the underlying Markov first order string which is related
to time varying changes of speech signal. This process can’t
be directly observed therefore is so-called ”hidden”. Stochastic
process O = oT1 = {ot}t=1,2,...,T is emitted random variable
sequence of HMM output.
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The transition NxN matrix A = {ai,j}i,j=1,2,....,N consist
of discrete probabilities ai,j of transition from one state to
another where:

ai,j , P (qt = j|qt−1 = i) (8)

Hidden Markov string Q = qN1 = {qi}i=1,2,...,N is hid-
den Markov model for observed sequence Q = qN1 =
{qi}i=1,2,...,N only if for every t is ot defined and Eq. 9 is
true.

b(ot|ot−11 , qt1) = b(ot|qt) = bqt(ot) = bj(o) (9)

where bj(o) is probability density for observation o in j state
with time observation-independence assumption. Then HMM
can be defined by set of parameters

λ = (A,B) (10)

where B is vector B = {bj}j=1,2,...,N of observation o
probability densities in state j. HMM definition in general
contain vector π = {πi}i=1,2,...,N which describes probability
of model starting state. In that case HMM would be defined
as λ = (A,B, π). As proposed earlier HMM may have non-
emitting starting symbol thus hidden vector Q with state q0
and qT+1 is extended. Then HMM can be defined Eq. 10.
Hidden Markov process can be defined as:

G = (Q,O, λ) (11)

Probability of symbol emission in specific state is set by
probability density function (PDF) which shape is modeled
in HMM training process. PDF can be discrete (DHMM)
or continuous (CHMM). If two or more states shares PDF
function of one state then HMM is called semi-continuous
SCHMM. DHMM uses vector quantization where codebook
is added to system. Those systems are not very often used by
ASR system due accumulation of quantization distortion in
training process. ASR systems adopted SHMM method with
continuous Gauss PDF functions.

N(o, µ,Σ) =
1√

(2π)n|Σ|
exp(−1

2
(o− µ)′ Σ−1 (o− µ))

(12)
where n is observation vector size, µ is mean vector Σ is
covariance matrix. In practice non-diagonal elements are set
to zero to reduce number of available model parameters.

Parameter vector’s PDF has usually complicated shape
therefore their modeling with simple Gaussian function with
diagonal covariance matrix is not sufficient, especially for
robust ASR systems. To cover acoustic space represented
by feature vectors are Gaussian mixtures used. Emission
probability can be described by equation:

bj(ot) =

M∑
m=1

cjmN(ot;µjm,Σjm) (13)

where M is number of PDF mixtures and cjm is weight of
mth PDF mixture. To determine HMM parameters is only
coarse parameters estimation used in the first step. Fine values
can be obtained for example with Baum Welch re-estimation
algorithm.

Size of HMM means how many states HMM has. It’s
topology describes which states transitions are allowed. In
DHMM is codebook also HMM size parameter. CHMM size
parameter is number of components in distribution mixture.
If is phoneme used as basic element of ASR system then

Fig. 2. HMM topology for phoneme modeling.

HMM uses often 3 - 5 states. Words level HMM uses more
states. Less than 3 states per phoneme could not map all co-
articulation phonemes. Example for phoneme HMM topology
is shown on Fig. 2. Model has 2 non-emitting states on both
ends and 3 emitting between them [8] [9].

2) Decoding: Decoding is final step of speech recognition
process where is found such word sequence Ŵ which satisfies
Eq. 14.

Ŵ = arg min
W∈V

P (O|W ) P (W ) (14)

where P (O|W ) is represented by acoustic model and P (W )
is represented by language model. To this problem are two
method proposed.
• decoding with deep lookup;
• decoding with wide lookup;

Deep lookup decoding is search for the most likely hypothesis
by sequential way from the beginning of sentence to its end.
For this method can be stack or A* decoders used.

Wide decoders do parallel search for hypothesis like Viterbi
algorithm [4]. If φj(t) represents maximum probability that
observed sequence of speech vectors o1 to ot and model was
in time t in state j then probability can be calculated as:

φj(t) = max
i
{φi (t− 1)aij} bj (ot) (15)

when starting conditions φ1(1) = 1 and φj(1) = a1jbj(o1) for
1 < j < N is satisfied. Maximum probability is calculated by
solving Eq. 16.

φN (T ) = max
i
{φi (T )aiN} (16)

Multiplying very small numbers could add inaccuracy to calcu-
lation, therefore it is logarithmic scale used. Viterbi algorithm
can be interpreted as the best path lookup over graph where x-
axis represents observation vectors and y-axis states of HMM.

ψj(t) = max
i
{ψi (t− 1) + log(aij)}+ log(bj(ot)) (17)

Speech recognition with CHMM based ASR requires some
changes in proposed theory of Viterbi algorithm. So-called
Viterbi token passing algorithm is based on that object (token)
exists and remain its logarithmic value ψj(t) during state
transition (moving over states) in time t. This value represents
partial probability comparison of observation o1 to ot and
HMM model with restriction that model is in time t in state
j. Basically Viterbi token passing have 2 steps.
• Token copy in state i is placed to all j states (only to those

where is transition from state i to j allowed). New loga-
rithmic probability is calulated as log[aij ] + log[bj(ot)].

• All tokens in state j are compared and that with the
highest probability remains and other are deleted.
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Fig. 3. HMM based automatic speech recognition flow diagram.

III. FUTURE WORK AND MOTIVATION

Slovak language in speech recognition field is not under-
resourced language any more. Manually transcribed data of
several hundreds hours are available for acoustic modeling.
Moreover ASR systems in present time can produce satisfying
result on some circumstances e.g. when speech is prepared or
carefully read text. for example speech recognition in noisy
background is difficult.

Recognition quality depends on dictionaries, acoustic and
language model. Training acoustic models on many speech
data may have significant quality improvement. Speech data
have to be transcribed which require lot of effort (and cost)
to obtain. Another point is that if actual model modeled with
hundreds hours of transcribed speech data is retrained with
small amount of speech data then recognition improvement
wouldn’t be very significant. Retraining such acoustic model
would need many times more of speech data to reduce
satisfying amount of WER.

Unsupervised acoustic modeling as proposed in introduction
would deal with this problem. Speech data in sufficient audio
quality is available nowadays. TV or radio broadcast, lectures,
audio books even Slovak parliament sessions are easy to
obtain. Model of unsupervised acoustic modeling with such
data without transcription is proposed on Fig. 3.

Unsupervised acoustic model training may be valuable for
under resourced languages and could have significant improve-
ment in WER. H. Cucu successfully tested that seed AM made
of several hours may be retrained iteratively with untranscribed
speech data resulting better recognition quality on Romanian
Language.

There are many methods for unsupervised training like
method with just one ASR system with selecting hypothe-
sis based on thresholded recognition score. Output sequence
which passes threshold is considered as correct and model is
retrained with it. Another method with two independent ASR
systems as shown on Fig. 3 will be designed and build with
HTK tools. Further experiments will be done with different
configurations.

In some cases changing of dictionaries, language and acous-
tic models prior recognition depended on speaker, gender,
domain and environment could increase quality of speech

recognition in some cases. Acoustic model may be created
(or retrained) with unsupervised acoustic modeling.

Of course that not only acoustic model is responsible for
errors in recognition. Language models could be adapted for
domain, and speaker as well. New words are used in Slovak
language almost on weekly basis, e.g. names, places, events
or foreign words. These words should be added to dictionary
because ASR system can recognize only those words which
are in dictionary. These topics and grapheme modeling will
be studied in future.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article describes selected methods for feature extrac-
tion, speech signal parametrization and acoustic model training
and decoding as theoretical basis for further work with unsu-
pervised acoustic model training. Result of authors future work
should be working dual ASR unsupervised acoustic model
training system and further experiments on them.
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Abstract— Timely and cost effective big data analysis is key 

factor of success in many companies. Companies have huge 

amount of structured and unstructured data in which they want 

to: search, look up relations and extract important information. 

Big data allows the companies to gain insight and make better 

decisions, so they gain a competitive advantage on the market. 

The aim of this paper is to explain and highlight the big data 

impact in organizations and also explain how big data helps to 

creating additional value, because big data does not only allow us 

to rise the value of goods and services, but also make processes 

simpler and more effective. We want also show how big data 

allows the companies to understand customers’ behavior. 

 

Keywords— Big data, data analytics, value added, customer 

relationships 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, data analysis is having growing importance. 

With rising usage of computers in organizations, huge amount 

of data has been generated. Data analysis is important because 

of ability to change the data into information and knowledge 

useful for the business. This analysis allows e. g. segmentation 

of customers, i.e. dividing customers into groups based on 

their similar characteristics; offer the customers goods and 

services which satisfy their needs; predict who will respond to 

the supply of certain good; forecast occurrence of an insurance 

event etc. Organizations and companies use data for decision 

support task in order to maximize their profit, make processes 

more effective and simpler, increase the effectiveness, and 

minimize frauds and costs. All of these tasks help to maximize 

the value of organization. 

Section 2 discusses the basic description and characteristics 

of big data, 3Vs and other characteristics. At the end of this 

section, general architecture of the big data analysis is 

mentioned. 

Section 3 provides an overview of how organizations are 

using big data in organizations, basic characteristics of 

business intelligence and business model. Customer relations 

and appropriate big data analysis tasks are also described. The 

last part of Section 3 focuses on increasing the value added 

and value of enterprise with use of big data. 

II. BIG DATA 

In recent years, big data has become the key source of 

competiveness on the market. Big data analysis is important 

mainly for companies with huge customer network. If 

company wants to analyze what is happening inside as well as 

outside of it, it needs huge volumes of detailed data. With data 

sample, an analysis can be conducted. Based on the analysis 

results, data models are created and using prediction business 

is optimized. This is just one of examples of usage the data. 

However, every data analysis has a common objective – 

making better decisions. 

The term “big data analytics” is used to refer to the process 

of examining large amounts of data in an effort to uncover 

hidden patterns or unknown correlations [1]. Another 

definition states that big data analytics is process of using 

advanced analytic methods to analyze big data files [2].  

The business and non-business subjects have to realize that 

importance of information is growing. Information has never 

been as easily accessible as nowadays. Except of that, they are 

spreading very quickly. 

A. 3Vs of Big Data 

Big data is often characterized by means of 3V: volume, 

velocity, variety. Many researchers and experts add also other 

characteristics such as variability, veracity and complexity. 

Audio records, pictures, photographs, tweets and facebook’ 

statuses, call center conversations, text documents represent 

unstructured data which significantly contribute to rising 

amount of data. Volume describes data sets which are notable 

big (measured from terabytes to zettabytes) [2]. The most 

important task is the scalability of data. The biggest challenge 

is both storing and fast processing of huge volumes of data. In 

last decades, lot of researchers focus on optimization of 

algorithms and accelerating the process of data analysis [3].  

The term “velocity” means the speed of generating data or 

the speed of data generation and processing [1]. Data changes 

daily, and the objective is to maximize their value. There are 

many types of the data sources which are dynamical, e.g. 

nearly real-time big data sources providing changing 

information about stock markets including supply and demand 

prices, etc [2]. 

 Another aspect of big data processing is the variability, i.e. 

type of data format. Data occur in structured (such as tables, 

numerical values from database) and unstructured form (such 

as e-mails, videos, audios, text documents etc.) [2]. 

Unstructured data cannot be easily fitted into some data 

model, so they do not have formally defined structure [3]. By 

analyzing the data, it structure may be deduced. Data also 
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exists in semi-structured forms organized in semantic entities 

[4]. This type of data is represented by XML data, data 

decoded in markup languages (HTML, SVG)…  

Variability refers to inconsistencies in the data stream, 

inconstancy in data analysis in time [5]. Especially, variability 

is important in sentiment analysis tasks.  

Data is worthless unless it is accurate. We can state that 

quality of an analysis depends on the veracity of data sources 

[2] which is also an aspect of big data. 

Complexity is used to describe that data comes from 

different sources and integrating these sources and 

transformation of this data is challenging and difficult task [2] 

for many companies. 

 

 
Fig. 1 3Vs of Big Data [2] 

B. Architecture of Big Data Analytics 

In the Fig. 2, general architecture of big data analytics is 

depicted [6]. It consists of the following three parts: multi-

source big data collecting, distributed big data storing and 

intra/inter big data processing. 

The first block on Fig. 2 stresses 3V characteristics of big 

data [7]. The goal of the next block is to organize the data 

effectively, and the third one shows the needs to analyze 

structured and unstructured data in order to maximize their 

value.  

The volume of generated data rises faster than the budgets 

in companies. This discrepancy between spending and 

requirements on data storing increases the difficulty of 

effective data storing and processing. 

Data storing is computationally-intensive science which 

conducts the tasks in distributed computing systems [6]. The 

problem is the lack of space for storing such huge volume of 

data. Some data coming from financial and medical science 

had to be removed because of lack of storing space [7]. The 

priority of knowledge discovery process in big data is its 

accessibility and availability [10]. The stores need to provide 

quick and as simple as possible access to data. The data 

storing requires storing platforms which are distributed, 

scalable, elastic and fault-tolerant [12]. Data warehouses 

represent one of ways how data can be stored. 

 Many technologies used in big data processing are outdated 

and do not manage to process large amounts of data, so if we 

want to capture the value of big data new techniques and 

technologies for analysis need to be developed [8]. Big data is 

stored in distributed way and should be process in parallel way 

[9]. Different applications require different techniques and 

optimization. 

  

 
Fig. 2 Architecture of Big Data Analytics [11] 

III. BIG DATA AND ORGANIZATIONS 

Companies and organizations realize the potential value of 

their data which allows understanding their customers. Using 

these analyses, companies can make a great progress in 

different areas and support their decision making. In addition, 

big data provide a place for development of real-time 

applications and services working with electronic data in order 

to present the value to the customer. The objective of each 

organization usually are to maximize its value, rise profit and 

effectiveness, make its business processes more simple and 

effective. With big data era, the problem of integrating of 

information coming from new data sources to own enterprise 

systems appears [3]. In addition, the question of legitimate 

usage of data and customer privacy arises. Therefore, it is 

necessary that the companies must use mechanism providing 

data security before starting big data project [4]. 

Companies aiming to effectively use big data have to 

answer the following questions [5]: 

 What if we will not be able to manage large volumes 

of data because data are too big and too varied? 

 Which data has to be stored? 

 Which data has to be analyzed? 

 How to find out which data points are really 

important? 

 How can the data be used to best advantage?  

Companies that use their data reasonably, can understand 

the behavior of their customers in the past and use their actual 

(real-time) data in decision process, so they are able to 

maximize their productivity and profit. The profit may be from 

5 to 6% higher than the profit of competitive companies not  

using the data effectively [11]. Companies that are able to 

process and evaluate these large volumes of data have 

significant advantages [10] in comparison with companies 

lagging in this field. 

In the Fig. 3, there are results of a survey conducted by 

TDWI [11]. The respondents answered the question whether 

the organization they work in executes advanced analytics 

against big data. 

As can be seen, 74% of respondents have practiced some 

kind of data analysis. 40% of respondents practice some form 

of advanced analytics, but not with big data. Data analysis 

with and application of big data is performed by 34% of asked 

analysts. 23% of respondents do not practice any form of 

advanced analytics. 
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Fig. 3 Big Data analytics [10] 

A. Business intelligence 

Business intelligence tools help the organizations to 

understand their internal and external environment [12]. They 

help to collect, normalize, analyze, presentation and 

interpretation of business (transaction) data [13]. The primary 

objective of such systems is supporting processes, decisions 

and planning in many areas of business 

 

B. Business model 

In data mining, model means the structure modeling 

relations among  features of cases covered by available data. 

Models gained as the results of data mining have been 

designed to support the decision. A conflict between model 

accuracy and the feasibility of a simple interpretation occurs 

very often [14]. More complex models often provide more 

accurate results, but it is usually difficult to clarify the 

principles of these models to other people, which can make the 

implementation more difficult.  

The business model is designed for a wide range of formal 

and informal descriptions within the business. Its feature is to 

define and classify the attitude of company for the business. It 

represents the main characteristics of certain company and 

covers overall strategy for the organizations (depicted in the 

Fig. 4), determines how the business creates, distributes, 

manages and improves different forms of value, including 

economic, social, cultural and technological value [13]. Based 

on the analysis results, company may monetize the data and 

create new business model. Based on the business model, an 

analysis of data applications is carried out [15].  

 

 
Fig. 4 Business model [16] 

C. Customer relationships 

Using big data, companies are able to segment their 

customers, forecast the reaction of customers on goods supply, 

resulting in reduction of spending on marketing [15]. Big data 

analyses allow creation of models which can determine 

whether the customer will be interested in buying also other 

product of a certain company. Big data also “contains” 

information needed to create model determining and 

describing the characteristics of leaving customers [16]. 

Customer relationships topic describes how big data “reduces” 

the gap between customers and companies and companies can 

better satisfy their customer’s needs [17]. Therefore, 

companies have to improve and innovate theirs services and 

look for new approaches to managing customer relations.  

In examining customers’ behavior, it is necessary to find 

correlations that may be indicators of causal relationships. 

These can be used in marketing to improve target marketing 

[16]. When considering unstructured data, it is useful to know 

how to extract interesting links and relations among data. 

 Using big data analysis and continuous monitoring and 

by analysis of transaction data coming from e-shop, we can 

create model describing the shopping behaviors [15]. This 

model let the company to improve their target advertising and 

savings on spending enable maximization of company’s value 

[17]. Both customer and company are satisfied, customer gets 

what he asked for and company maximized its profit. 

D. Value added 

The term “value” refers to an indicator of business 

performance . The objective of companies is to optimize and 

maximize this performance [8]. Value added comes from 

employers’ salaries, as well as interests earned and product 

profit [17]. 

The organization increases its value, when value created by 

its own activities is higher than costs spent on conduction of 

these activities [18].  

Companies using big data for analyses and making decision 

are reducing the cost and the risk of wrong decisions. Data 

may prove whether the company was working  like its analyses 

and predictions showed [3]. This s the highest value because it 

firstly validates its forecasts and predictions and after 

validation, decisions are taken. 

In most of organizations, there are countless amounts of 

data which do not need to be stored only in databases [17]. A 

lot of interesting and possibly useful data and information can 

be found in company’s book-keeping entries, e-mail 

communications etc.  Finding interesting and important 

relations is often very difficult not only due to size of the data 

but also due to lack of structure [19]. 

Companies operating in the manufacturing sector use their 

data mainly for improving their information technologies and 

automation. According to several studies [20], there is a 

possibility of reducing operating costs in almost 50% across 

all sectors of manufacturing with usage of big data potential. 

Long-term usage of big data leads to increased productivity 

and reduced costs. Manufacturing companies have a lot of 

data which can be analyzed and turned into the value, but they 

are not able to use their potential and gain a value [20]. 

Predictive analytics is a field in data mining which deals 

with the prediction of future probabilities, trends, risk forecast, 

and segmentation etc [19]. Predictive analytics enables 

improving key metrics of a company, which makes higher 

profit and faster growth [20]. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

The aim of my thesis is the analysis of big data in order to 
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extract information from them, which organizations helped to 

increase the added value. By analyzing big data company 

would have to understand and know not only their own 

business, customers and suppliers, but also the relationship 

between market and any aspects relevant to a given segment in 

which the company operates. 

Using various analytical tools help us to become familiar 

with the huge amount of information, thereby facilitating 

decision making in the company to accelerate the process etc. 

Selected tool to set up and prepare for advanced data analysis 

and design and implement applications to work with an 

analytical tool for the end user. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, big data is coming to the center of attention and 

there is no doubt that our society has entered the era of big 

data. Big data is considered to be phenomena changing the 

future. 

Big data comes from all sources and affect our lives. If the 

company is able to view this data correctly, it will be able to 

find answers to almost any questions. 

Analyzing big data helps the organization to gain deeper 

understanding of their own businesses and what is the most 

important, it enables forecasting of customers’ behavior and 

creates value added for the company itself. The aim of 

analyzing current and historical data is identification of 

potential threats and opportunities in organizations’ 

environments. 

Companies use big data for analytical purposes, decision 

support and big data also enable the development of big data 

applications and big data services using a huge amount of 

electronic data in order to present the value of the customer. 
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Abstract— Big data processing and analysis tools offer the 

features which cannot be provided by traditional data processing 

tools. Nowadays, users may choose from wide range of tools 

according to their preferences, but these preferences may cause 

inappropriate tool selection and process of following data 

processing gets complicated. Due to missing complex view on 

selection of the analysis tool, there is still a huge potential for next 

research, which is addressed also by my work and sketched in 

this paper. 

 

Keywords—big data, tool selection, big data benchmarks.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data era comes with a lot of challenges. There is a need 

for creation of new approaches to big data analysis, new 

algorithms, new tools etc. Except these, there is also another 

interesting big data challenge – selection of appropriate tool. 

In this field, almost none research have been conducted. Only 

few authors discussed the suitability of big data analysis tool 

for different tasks. Results of this research are described in 

[1]. 

The main objective of our research is to find out critical 

factors influencing the suitability of a tool or an approach to 

big data analysis and create a decision support model. The 

model should include several criteria as well as results of big 

data systems benchmarks. 

II. SELECTING AN APPROACH TO BIG DATA PROCESSING 

There are only few models describing the suitability of 

certain approach to big data processing. The research potential 

and importance of this topic is outlined in [2]. According to 

one of principles of knowledge discovery process in big data 

sets, one tool is not suitable for each task [3]. 

Model summarizing existing works in this area is proposed 

in [1]. This model is focused on the big data strategies, i.e. 

approach which needs to be used. According to this model, 

there are four basic approaches or ways how to store and 

analyse big data. These approaches include relational 

databases (RDBMS, mainly in parallel form), big data as 

a service (BDaaS) provided by third party, distributed file 

systems (DFS) with MapReduce, and a hybrid approach. 

Every one of these strategies needs a different level of 

integrating certain big data technology into organisations’ 

environment. 

Authors of above mentioned model identified eight key 

contingency factors and grouped them into following groups: 

strategic factors, resource factors, and operating environment 

factors. Strategic factors include the relevance of big data 

analysis in terms of the business objectives, investment 

(sponsorship) level into big data technologies and urgency of 

analysis needed to be done. Resource factors describe the 

availability of human and financial resources. The availability 

and absorptive capacity of personnel are also referred as the 

resource factors. The third group focuses on factors 

influencing operating environment of an organisation. It 

includes two factors – routines of tasks (analytical tasks and 

queries) and issue of data privacy which can be limiting factor 

of putting the data into external cloud. 

Model based on these factors is the only existing and usable 

model which can be used as a decision support tool. The main 

disadvantage of this model is its focus only on one aspect – 

organisation’s environment and its characteristics. That makes 

this model incomplete because selection of the tool is more 

complex problem and it should include more factors. 

III. DECISION SUPPORT MODEL PROPOSAL 

As mentioned in Section 2, selection of appropriate tool is 

a complex problem and suitability of a tool needs to be 

examined from different points of view. Factors described in 

previous section can be referred as organisational factors due 

to their direct relation to the organisation’s environment. 

These factors allow selecting the strategy, i.e. type or group of 

tools which are the most suitable in certain the organisation. 

We propose a model illustrated in Fig. 2. This model 

contains two groups of criteria added – technological and 

financial factors. These groups directly influence the 

suitability of certain tool. 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Factors influencing selection of big data processing tool 
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Technological factors include characteristics describing 

technological aspects of big data and its processing. These 

criteria are e.g. the amount of data to be processed and 

analysed, the average size of records, the need of real-time 

processing, the structure of available data, the desired features 

according to CAP theorem etc. The most of technological 

factors can be mapped to 3Vs. These factors’ impact may be 

supported by results of benchmarks which are described in 

Section 4. 

Other very important aspect to consider is financial aspect. 

There are a lot of different financial measures expressing how 

much the investment costs and what value it creates for 

organisation. Since most of big data tools are cloud-based, we 

proposed adopted versions of TCO (total cost of ownership) 

and ROI (return on investment) measures in [4] for measuring 

cost and investment effectiveness. 

IV. BIG DATA BENCHMARKS 

Big data tools deal with big data processing problems and 

challenges in different ways. Evaluation and comparison of 

performance of each system (or tool) is the main reason of 

developing and creating new benchmarks [5]. The creation of 

new benchmarks is very actual topic both in industrial and 

research community. As big data is still new and developing 

research area, also creating benchmarks brings new interesting 

challenges. 

The most of current state-of-the-art benchmarks were 

designed for specific types of systems, e.g. HiBench [6] and 

GridMix [7] for Hadoop clusters, Yahoo! Cloud Serving 

Benchmark (YCSB) [8] for Cassandra, HBase, PNUTS (now 

known as Sherpa) and shared MySQL implementation, TPC-

DS [9], BigBench [10] for comparison of DBMS and 

MapReduce systems, LinkBench [11] for systems working 

with graph data, BigDataBench [12] for comparison of 

different processing architectures, and many others. 

Based on knowledge from practice and existing 

benchmarks, benchmark should support bigger data and 

workload diversity, but workload suit should not be too wide 

in order to avoid time-consuming computations [5][13]. 

A. Benchmarking process for big data tools 

Benchmarking process of big data systems consists of five 

steps illustrated in the Fig. 2. 

 
Planning 

The first step of benchmarking process is planning when the 

objective of benchmarking, application domain, and 

performance evaluation metrics are selected [5]. 

Generating data 

For running different workloads, we need data. Benchmarks 

use synthetically generated or real data. Each of these two 

alternatives brings some problems. Getting real data is 

difficult because data owner is usually not willing to let third 

party get an access to the data. This data is also not as flexible 

as synthetic one. Therefore, some researchers recommend 

using synthetic data [5]. But there rises a question whether 

synthetic data are “real” enough and whether the results 

obtained using synthetic data will correspond to the results of 

real data. Therefore other authors recommend the use of real 

data [14]. 

When using synthetic data, the data generator has to be able 

to generate different amount of data as input of typical 

workloads, e.g. text processing algorithms, graph data systems 

etc. Data generators should also support setting the velocity of 

data generating in order to determine whether the system is 

suitable for processing data streams or not. Generators should 

also allow generating different data structures – structured 

data, unstructured and semi-structured data and generate data 

specific to various sources (tables, text, data streams, graphs, 

etc.) 

Generate tests 

Successful results corresponding to the reality is meaningful 

only when applying an application-specific benchmarking test 

[15]. Task from application domain needs to be abstracted to 

their basic functionality such as specific read, write and drop 

operations. One workload may consist of several operations. 

Typical workloads include read, write, rewrite and updates, 

sorting algorithms, PageRank, WordCount and other. 

Execution 

Execution phase includes execution of selected workloads 

(tasks) with use of selected data. Execution of formulated 

tasks runs as a series of experiments done by several tools or 

on different architectures. 

Analysis and evaluation 

In the last step, the results of benchmark experiments are 

analyzed and evaluated. Successful and effective benchmarks 

give realistic and accurate results, which enable to make good 

decisions regarding tool to be used for particular big data 

analytic task. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

By analysing existing approaches to big data tool selection 

and studying theoretical background of this topic, we have 

stated these tasks: 

1. identify the most important criteria in each group of 

factors mentioned in Section 3; 

2. create big data benchmark and run series of experiments 

and examine whether tool features correlate with 

benchmark results; 

3. create data generator for benchmarks with ability to 

simulate real world data. 

Successful fulfilling these tasks may contribute to current 

state of research in this area and help to cover uncovered 

research gap. 
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Abstract—This paper gives an actual status of knowledge in 
the field of blind image steganalysis. Steganalysis is a scientific 
discipline utilized for detecting the subliminal channels 
established for secret communication among two participants. On 
the other hand steganography aims to creating those channels. 
Steganalysis uses the characteristic features which are changed 
after embedding the secret information into unsuspicious data by 
steganography. This work focuses on the methods which use 
image as transferring media for secret message. Discussed 
methods of steganalysis extract the features from different 
domains to create universal, blind detecting system. The classifier 
is an important part of every blind steganalytic method so there 
are mentioned different individual and ensemble techniques used 
nowadays. 
 
Keywords—blind steganalysis, classification, ensemble 

classification, steganalysis, steganography.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term steganography consists of two Greek words: 
steganós – hidden and grapheín – to write. So the aim of that 
scientific field is to hide a secret message in the background of 
any transmitted multimedia data, originally in the text form. 
Related discipline to steganography is steganalysis that is 
utilized to break a system of steganography (in other words its 
purpose is to detect a presence of the hidden message). 
Steganalysis is being developed side by side with the systems 
of steganography. Steganography is the part of wider area 
which is called information hiding. As it is illustrated in the 
Fig. 1, information hiding, in accordance with the purpose and 
method of use, is divided into several groups [1]. 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Classification of an information hiding. 

Covert channels represent the use of a communication 
channel for the purpose for which it was not intended. 

Anonymity is the method which is used to hide original 
source of the information.  

In the steganography information is hidden in order that 
only the recipient knows where to look for the hidden 
message. 

Copyright marking forms a group of methods intended for 
user authentication or authorization data source. This may 
include watermarks or user authentication using biometrics 
(e.g. fingerprints). 

A. Image Steganography 

The main goal of steganography is to transfer the secret 
message in a background of unsuspicious data (cover data). 
Any type of multimedia information, such as video, audio, still 
images, and text, can be possible cover data. Steganography 
discussed in this paper utilizes still images as cover data. Such 
branch is called image steganography. According domain 
where embedding process is performed, image steganalysis 
can be divided into two main classes: spatial domain image 
steganography and frequency domain image steganography. 
The former works with the images without necessity of their 
transformation to another domain, whereas the second one 
embeds message to the image transformed to a frequency 
domain. The most commonly used transformations are discrete 
cosine transformation (DCT) and discrete wavelet 
transformation (DWT). In both cases LSB (Last Significant 
Bit) is the most popular steganographic method. It deals with 
the substitution of LSB bits of certain code words by bits of 
the secret message.  

B. Image Steganalysis 

Steganalysis is a scientific discipline primarily utilized to 
detect the subliminal channels established by steganography.   

Steganalysis focused on a detection of the secret message 
potentially embedded in the still images, or simply method 
used to detection of the image steganography is likewise 
called image steganalysis.  

When steganalytic technique is adapted to the 
steganographic method and characteristics which are 
influenced, this technique can achieve higher efficiency in the 
process of detection. Such a system of steganalysis is called 
targeted steganalysis. On the other hand there is a blind 
steganalysis. It has no information about used steganographic 
method. Blind steganalysis usually extracts more statistical 
features in the spatial and transform domain for detection 
more than one steganographic tool. Even, it is appropriate to 
detect new no-well-known algorithms, too. Both targeted and 
blind steganalysis extract features in training and testing phase 
of the process as well. There are two approaches of blind 
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steganalysis: first one defines cover and their appropriate 
stego images which contain as many steganographic 
algorithms as possible in the training phase of the system, 
while the other one uses only cover images to train a model. 
Such approach is known as one-class learning. In this method 
there is no necessity of any other training the model to 
detection of new no-well-known steganographic algorithms as 
well [2].  

II. BLIND IMAGE STEGANALYSIS 

Model of blind steganalysis is shown in the Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2.  System of the blind image steganalysis. (I) Phase of the features 
extraction. (II) Training phase. (III) Phase of the testing. Input image is tested 
by the trained model.   

The first phase (marked as I.) is the phase of extraction the 
characteristic features from an image. All the images are from 
an image database that consists of cover images X and 
appropriate stego images XM. The testing image is the image 
that we want to know whether it contains embedded message 
or not. Features are extracted in the next block with 
characteristic name. Phase II. is called training phase and it 
works with features obtained in the block mentioned before. 
Classifier marks extracted vectors of features as stego or cover 
according class where they belong to. There is a method of 
machine learning (more accurately supervised learning) 
utilized to train a model based on the input arguments. In the 
testing phase (III.) there is the model used to determine 
whether testing image contain secret message or not.   

A. Features Extraction 

Steganalysis aims to the distinction between cover and stego 
objects. In this order steganalysis searching for the statistical 
features that are affected by steganographic algorithm. 

Basic methods of blind steganalysis can be divided by 
domain where the features are extracted. When process of 
extraction is performed in the spatial domain, Binary 
similarity measures (BSM) is considered. Steganalysis of the 
features obtained from wavelet domain is known as Wavelet-
based steganalysis (WBS) and when features are extracted 
from the DCT domain (more accurately from JPEG domain), 
we discuss about the Feature-based steganalysis (FBS).  
1) Binary similarity measures 

There is a supposition that steganographic algorithms leave 
statistical artifacts between neighboring bit planes of an image 
in the spatial domain. It means that if LSB method is used, 
cover and stego images will be differ between seventh and 
eighth bit plain. In [3] are shown all the similarity measures 

chosen by Avcibas that are performed on cover and stego 
images. The results (extracted features) are subsequently 
utilized to construct a classifier. As Avcibas published, BSM 
has higher efficiency of detecting LSB method whereas 
Farid´s WBS is proved as superior when the steganographic 
algorithms F5 and Outguess are analyzed.  
2) Wavelet-based steganalysis 

WBS represents a different approach for the features 
extraction. Authors in [4] assert that most of steganalitic 
methods are focused on first-order statistics, i.e. histogram of 
DCT coefficients; however the simple measurement could 
keep them intact. That fact caused a proposition of the higher-
order statistics which are extracted from the each sub-band 
after transformation of an image to the wavelet domain by 
QMF filters (Quadratic Mirror Filters). These statistics consist 
of mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis. The second part of 
the identical statistics is calculated from an error obtained by 
linear prediction of the each sub-band´s coefficients. 
3) Feature-based steganalysis 

FBS, in some papers called as Feature calibrated-based 
steganalysis, calculates statistics from the both JPEG and 
spatial domain. The set of features chosen by Pevný and 
Fridrich was first appeared in [5]. The method uses a 
calibration to estimate the cover image [6].  

Process of callibration is ilustrated in the Fig. 3. First, JPEG 
image J1 is decoded into the spatial domain. Then is cropped 
by 4 pixels in each direction and re-encoded with the same 
quality factor qf to obtain a callibrated image J2. The features 
are extracted from an input (I1) and callibrated image (I2). 
Both sets are substracted each other to create the set of 
features entering a classifier (I3 = I1 – I2). 

 
Fig. 3.  Process of the calibration. Input image is decoded into spatial 
domain, cropped by 4 pixels in each direction and re-encoded to make a 
calibrated image. 

Use of the callibration decreases a range of feature values. 
The consequence is reflected in significantly shorter time of 
the training phase.  

B. Classification 

Classification represents the main role of steganalitic 
system. It works in both training and testing phase of blind 
steganalytic system as well. Its role is to put a testing object to 
the appropriate class. This separation is performed by 
classifier.  
1) Individual Classifiers 

Among the most popular individual classifiers belong [7]:  
 Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
 Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLD) 
 quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) 
 ordinary least-squares regression (OLS) 
 Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) 
 naive Bayes classifiers (NBCs) 
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From the upper mentioned list, the most efficient are SVM 
and FLD.  

a) Support Vector Machines  

Support Vector Machines (SVM), proposed by Vapnik [8], 
is method of machine learning which is used to classify linear 
separated or nonlinear separated problems. Based on the input 
data, SVM computes the parameters of a separated hyperplane 
to classify data to the appropriate class. Problem of the 
training a model is to find an optimal border by which are 
cover and stego characteristic features divided. In the Fig. 4 is 
illustrated linear separated problem by SVM classifier.  

 
 Fig. 4.  Linear separated problem classified by SVM. 

Optimal separated hyperplane is defined in (1) [9], where x 
is an input vector, w – a vector of weighting coefficients, and 
b – an offset.  

bwx   (1) 

Hyperplane is situated in the middle of range 2m which is 
given by support vectors. 

Case described above is determined for the linear separated 
problems. If the problem is nonlinear separated, input vector is 
transformed to the space with more dimensions. It is achieved 
using a kernel function (see Fig. 5) [10].  

 
Fig. 5.  (a) Nonlinear separated problem. (b) Transformation into the 
multidimensional space. 

Now, the classifier searches for optimal separated plane in 
multidimensional space. Separated hyperplane in multi-
dimensional space is defined as 

  ,bxw    (2) 

where: Φ(x) is the transformation of vector x to 
multidimensional space by the kernel function. 

b) Fisher linear discriminant analysis  

Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLD) [26] is a classic 
statistical method determined to classify linear separated and 
nonlinear separated problems. FLD represents a projection of 
the samples from n-dimensional space to a line in order to a 
better classification the input data. 

In the Fig. 6a) is illustrated an ideal separation in two-
dimensional space, whereas projection in Fig. 6b) represents a 
non-ideal separation. 

 
Fig. 6.  (a) Ideal-separated projection of samples by FLD classifier. (b) Non-
ideal-separated projection of the same samples. 

Vector w defines a line (in general, hyperplane) which is 
utilized to definite classification the input data. In the case of 
nonlinear separated problem input samples are transformed 
into a multidimensional space by the kernel function to make 
linear separated problem as well as in the case of SVM.  
2) Ensemble Classifiers 

Another method of classification in steganalysis is based on 
joining more individual classifiers to the one functional 
aggregate. Classifier made using this technology is called 
Ensemble classifier. Some techniques of combined models 
are:  

 Bootstrap Aggregation 
 Boosting 

As we can see in the Fig. 7, Bootstrap aggregating 
(bagging) is a technique where Ensemble classifier consists of 
many base learners BL.  

 

 
Fig. 7.  Scheme of Ensemble classification. Random subspaces are obtained 
from feature space dim and randomly and uniformly divided into each dsub. 
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Each base learner is an individual classifier trained with 
(uniformly) randomly selected subspace dsub of the feature 
space dim of input images. In phase of the testing each base 
learner produces final decision whether testing subset of 
features belongs to the cover or stego class. Final decision is 
achieved by aggregating of each minority decision [11]. 

The other technique is boosting. Boosting combines many 
weak classifiers to make strong high-accurate one. The earliest 
boosting framework is AdaBoost. AdaBoost, in compare with 
bagging, trains the individual classifiers sequentially and each 
next one with those samples that have been difficult to classify 
by previous one. The final decision is achieved by majority 
decision of individual minority likewise in the bagging. This 
method gives high accurate and effective training time [11].  

III. CONCLUSION AND PROPOSAL FOR THE NEXT STEPS OF MY 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

In this paper, there was performed short review of the blind 
image steganalysis. Steganography, as part of the wider area 
information hiding, is used to secret communication in order 
to avoid detection of a presence of the communication itself. 
This property of the steganography is attractive to criminals 
mainly what encourage to developing effective methods of the 
steganalysis. Blind image steganalysis method is most popular 
nowadays because extracts more statistical features in both 
spatial and transform domain for the detection of more than 
one steganographic tool. Blind techniques differ in a domain 
where the characteristic features are extracted. Next variance 
is in a use of the classifier. Ensemble classification is very 
effective tool. It brings primarily shorter time of training phase 
with comparable efficiency with individual classifiers.  

In the next period of time I am going to focus on the sets of 
extracted parameters in DCT and DWT domain to find more 
characteristics which the different steganography tools 
changes. Moreover the method of steganography is able to do 
returnable censoring of an image, so I would like to aim on 
this using of that discipline, too.  

Finally I want to thank to my supervisor Prof. Ing. Dušan 
Levický, CSc. for his useful advices and leadership.  
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Abstract—Linear logic is able to describe real processes used
in computer science. By its we can specify dynamics, non
determinism, consecutive processes and important resources as
memory and time on syntactic level. One can verify specified
properties by its deduction system. By extending propositional
linear logic with predicates and quantifiers the expression power
of linear logic grows. In this paper we define predicate linear
logic and construct a categorical model of predicate linear logic
as a symmetric monoidal closed category.

Keywords—Predicate linear logic, symmetric monoidal closed
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear logic was introduced by Girard [1]. Linear logic
is the only logic which is able to describe the dynamic of
processes, internal or external non determinism, consecutive
processes manage with resources on a syntactic level.

Propositional linear logic is often used for describing pro-
gram systems [2], [3], their behavior [4] and its extension with
modal operators enables the modeling of knowledge achieve-
ment [5]. The expressing power of propositional linear logic
is insufficient for describing properties of some objects and
relations between them. Predicates together with quantifiers
provide predicate linear logic. Predicates expresses properties
or relations of calculations. Quantifiers are able to specify a
group of objects for which some feature or relation is valid.

We introduced types into linear logic because we need them
to express predicate linear logic. We formulated the semantics
of types by symmetric monoidal closed category [6] as

the interpretation function for object is

i : T → Cobj

and it assigns an object in Cobj to every type from T as
follows:

i(σ) = JσK i(σ ⊗ τ) = JσK⊗ JτK
i(I) = JIK i(σ ( τ) = Hom(JσK, JτK)

The interpretation function for morphism

j : T E RM → Cmorp.

assigns a morphism in Cmorp for every typed linear term from
a set T E RM .

j : τ ` t : σ → JtK : JσK→ JτK.

Semantics of the linear types is defined as a pair of functions

(i, j).

II. MULTIPLICATIVE FRAGMENT OF PREDICATE LINEAR
LOGIC

The multiplicative fragment of predicate linear logic con-
tains the multiplicative connectives with their neutral elements
from the propositional linear logic. A linear formula ϕ has a
form defined by the following BNF rule:

ϕ = p | 1 | ⊥ | ϕ⊗ ϕ | ϕOϕ | ϕ( ϕ | ϕ⊥ | !ϕ | ?ϕ |
| P (t1, ..., tn) | ∀xϕ | ∃xϕ

The multiplicative fragment of predicate linear logic [7] is
modeled in symmetric monoidal closed category.

III. CATEGORICAL MODEL OF THE MULTIPLICATIVE
FRAGMENT OF PREDICATE LINEAR LOGIC

We constructed the semantics of linear type theory as
symmetric monoidal closed category. Next we constructed the
categorical model of the multiplicative fragment of predicate
linear logic in symmetric monoidal closed category, too [8].

Elementary sentence is interpreted as a basic type, an object
in category C .

Neutral element
1 ≡ I

is interpreted as terminal object I of the category C . The
neutral element ⊥ is dual to 1

⊥⊥ ≡ 1,

therefore from the properties of category ⊥ is interpreted as
initial object of C .

For the interpretation of negation we use the following
equivalence:

Jϕ⊥K ≡ Jϕ( ⊥K

According to [9] we interpret every sequent

ϕ1, ..., ϕn ` ψ

as morphism
Jϕ1K⊗ ...⊗ JϕnK→ JψK

in C , where JϕK expresses object, a representation of the
formulae ϕ in C .

Connectives are interpreted as morphisms in category C as
follows:

JϕK⊗ JψK→ Jϕ⊗ ψK
JϕKOJψK→ JϕOψK
JϕK ( JψK→ JψϕK
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Because the symmetric monoidal closed category is cartesian
closed category, the existence of objects Jϕ⊗ψK, JϕOψK and
exponential object JψϕK arises from its properties [10].

An unary predicate P (t) is a property of the value of a term
t of type σ. Because JσK is an object in C , the interpretation
of the predicate P (t)

JP (t)K ⊆ JσK

is a subset of the object JσK in the C .
The interpretation of the n-ary predicate P (t1, . . . , tn) is

JP (t1, . . . , tn)K ⊆ JσK⊗ . . .⊗ JτK

is a subset of the product of objects JσK⊗ . . .⊗ JτK where
a term t1 has a type σ and a term tn has a type τ .

We define the semantics of modal operators of course !
and why not? and quantifiers by adjoint endofunctors. The
definition of functors and endofunctors is cited in [11].

Adjunction means that there exists exact correspondence
between morphisms ϕ → G(ψ) and ψ → F (ϕ), i.e. the
Homsets

Hom(F (ϕ), ψ) ∼= Hom(ϕ,G(ψ)). (1)

are isomorphic. Adjunction can be illustrated also by the
following commuting diagram.

ϕ
F- F (ϕ)

G(ψ)

f

?
�G

ψ

g

?

The property (1) is useful in defining semantics of modal
operator of course ! as follows. Let F and G be a pair of
adjoint endofunctors

F a G

in C . We define this modal operator as a composition

J!K : G ◦ F

such that for any object JϕK

(G(F (JϕK))) = J!ϕK

it returns an object isomorphic with JϕK, i.e. We can model
unexhaustible resource JϕK by composition of adjoint functors
as it is illustrated in figure 1.

The modal operator why not ? is dual to modal operator of
course !

(J?ϕK)⊥ ≡ J!ϕK

To interpret quantifiers we use adjoint functors, too.

Fig. 1. Model of predicate linear logic

Let JP (t)K ⊆ JσK be an interpretation of the unary predicate
symbol, where JσK is an object in C . We consider a variable
y : τ and we construct a predicate P (t, y) interpreted as

JP (t, y)K ⊆ JσK× JτK,

where y has no free occurrence in t. We construct an auxiliary
endofunctor H as follows:

H : P(JσK)→ P(JσK× JτK),

where P(JσK) is a power set over JσK.
We define a left adjoint functor of H that is interpretation

of existential quantifier ∃

J∃K a H

as
J∃K : P(JσK× JτK)→ P(JσK),

that for quantified formula ∃y.P (t, y) returns a value of type
τ (if it exists) satisfying predicate P(t,y):

J∃y.P (t, y)K = {JtK ∈ JσK| exists a value in JτK |= JP (t, y)K} .

Because of duality between existential and universal quan-
tifiers, we interpret universal quantifier as a right adjoint to
the auxiliary functor H

H a J∀K.

Interpretation of quantifiers by adjoint functors is illustrated
in the figure 1.

In the following text we explain how deduction rules and
proofs can be interpreted by morphisms in our model. The
identity rule

ϕ ` ϕ
(id)

is interpreted as identical morphism:

idJϕK : JϕK→ JϕK.

The proofs

τ1....
Γ ` ϕ,∆

τ2....
Γ′ ` ψ,∆′

are interpreted as morphisms

f : JΓK→ JϕO∆K g : JΓ′K→ JψO∆′K
in category C .The proof of the multiplicative conjunction

τ1....
Γ ` ϕ,∆

τ2....
Γ′ ` ψ,∆′

Γ,Γ′ ` ϕ⊗ ψ,∆,∆′
(⊗R)

is interpreted as morphism

JΓK⊗ JΓ′K
f⊗g

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Jϕ⊗ ψO∆O∆′K

in category C .
Our model of predicate linear logic is constructed as a

symmetrical monoidal closed category of types together with
appropriate adjoint functors for modal operators and quanti-
fiers. A proof of a formula is modeled as a finite path of
category morphism.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Linear logic is the most appropriate logical system for
computer science because of its dynamic nature, expressing
causality, non determinism and handling resources. In this
paper we defined the multiplicative fragment of predicate
linear logic and constructed categorical model based on sym-
metric monoidal closed category. In this category types are
represented as objects and they enable direct connection with
computing. We used adjoint endofunctors for modeling the
modal operators expressing non exhaustibility of resouces and
for modeling quantifiers. In our further research we will either
specify contracts and dependencies between components in
modeling component based systems, or in modeling observ-
able behavior of such systems on the base of coalgebras.
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Abstract— Nowadays, in world of modern technologies and 

technology society, information can be the most valuable 

commodity on the market and so gathering it, buy or sell it 

becomes the most important part of doing business. Because 

of the prizing, the more sophisticated ways of gathering and 

processing of the information are still being developed, 

various kinds of more sophisticated and faster systems are 

being created and more complex technologies are being 

made, which clearly opens various paths for various 

criminal menaces. To be able to react appropriate and fast  

on this threads and protect valuable property of its own, to 

protect the data and be able to find an appropriate solution 

for protecting them and for preventing them from damage 

or any other misusing, man should be aware of the processes 

behind the whole cycle and be able to define the whole 

menace scope given to the general situation and scenario. 

 
Keywords- obfuscation, garbage, permutation, structure  

I. INTRODUCTION TO MALWARE PROBLEM 

There exists many ways how to look at and how to 

understand term Malware and malicious software. 

Malware or malicious software is code sequence used to 

corrupt or sabotage computer operations, operations on 

specific sensitive and vulnerable parts of computer 

systems or various kinds of devices or to get access to 

sensitive information or gain sensitive data in order to 
achieve using rights to private devices or computer 

systems. Early states of malware like software were 

meant as prank to do simple damage, which was easy to 

detect and remove or as learning tool for gaining 

principles of first simple computer systems working. 

Nowadays, mainly because of the financial sector policy 

and virtual money transfers and sensitive easy to money 

change information floating, malware became more 

sophisticated, aiming the most sensitive spots of the 

whole process. Tons of new concepts of already existing 

malware versions of are released in daily manner and the 

brand new malware families are still developed. In order 
to detect and categorize them and to be able to do 

prevention,  sophisticated detection and analyzing process 

is needed. It is although limited by various code hiding 

techniques as obfuscation, code encryption and using 

polymorphic concept [1]. 
 

II. CODE OBFUSCATION TECHNIQUES 

From a practical side of the problem, code obfuscation 

technique ground lies in making the desired code 

sequence as ―unintelligible‖ as possible, which means 

hiding its signature. This kind of practice has come to use 
lately with the widespread of high-level programming 

languages such as .net and java. As far as higher-level 

programming languages are in discuss, the byte code 

format produced at the compilation time, still contains the 

whole code sequence core information. Because of that, it 

is possible to trace back the original source code 

sequence and additionally the underlying algorithms as 

well. Code obfuscation is made for thwarting 

decompilation process in order to protect the original 

code meaning and source. It is important to notice that 

code sequence obfuscation can be operational on various 

layers of the code sequence operational life cycle, the 
program data and control flow. A detailed taxonomy of 

obfuscation techniques can be found in [7]. Below are 

mentioned the usual obfuscation approaches that are 

particularly used by metamorphic viruses for example: 

 data flow obfuscation (instruction substitution, 

instruction permutation, dead code or called 

garbage code insertion, variable substitution); 

 control flow obfuscation (changing the control 

flow). 

A.  Data flow obfuscation 

Instruction substitution the core of it lies in replacing a 

chosen instruction block with another instruction block or 

blocks while keeping the same code semantics. 

Instruction permutation the core of it lies in 

modification process of  the instruction execution order in 
the given sequence while keeping the same semantics. 

Variable substitution the core of it lies in either  

changing the used registers or in modifying the extent of 

the used variables by using local or global variables 

instead of registers at the binary code level. 

Dead code insertion this approach is more sophisticated 

and using it requires more knowledge about the the whole 

given changed entity. The core of it lies in introducing 

and additionally adding so called useless pieces of code 

into the sequence code entity. In a similar approach, it 

can be structured from more complex instruction 

sequences that will never be executed. Table 1 shows 
some rules, which can be applied as ―dead code 

insertion‖. The left column shows instructions which are 

semantically equivalent to the NOP (No Operation) 

instruction. The exact meaning of the given rules is 

shown in the right column.  
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Rules Meaning 
ADD Reg,0 Reg ← Reg + 0 

MOV Reg,Reg Reg ← Reg 

OR Reg,0 Reg ← Reg | 0 

AND Reg,-1 Reg ← Reg & -1 

Table 1  Dead code approach Rules Meaning 
 

 

B.  The control flow obfuscation  

Its principles lie in modifying and changing the execution 

flow of the code sequence by inserting conditional or 

unconditional branching sets of instructions, while 

preserving the program result. Figure 1 shows an example 

of such modification approach by inserting unconditional 

branching instructions. The original sequence made of 

sequential instructions can be replaced by the two other 

sequences whose execution is modified to be executed 

non-sequentially. In both cases the whole semantics of 

the entity remains the same. 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Control flow obfuscation example 

 

C. The main abfuscation development approaches 

According to Collberg s work [3] as reference it is 
important to define a metric commonly used to evaluate 

the efficiency of obfuscators. It can be defined as follows: 

 the potential which serves to evaluate the 

understanding of the obfuscated code 

complexity during analysis run by human 

(human-driven analysis); 

 the resilience which is meant as measure of the 

of the inverse operation (deobfuscation) 

complexity by using of the automatic tools; 

 the cost, which defines the price it needs to be 

paid in terms of computing time and memory 
space required for the analysis[9].  

It is clearly visible that in terms of the malicious 

software, the main field of interest would be the 

resilience. In matter of fact, resilience can informally be 

addressed as the difficulty of detection the malicious 

software code sequence. The main approach study 

presents the using of the opaque predicates in terms of 

increasing the resilience of an obfuscated program.  

Predicate P can be considered as opaque if it has a 

property q known to the obfuscator algorithm but which 

is hard for a deobfuscator to deduce and reproduce. 

 

D. Transformation potency 

When define potency of obfuscating transformation, the 
first measure must be defined, to equalize, the readability 

of code sequence P1 in comparison to code sequence P2. 

Measuring program sequence complexity is quite old 

problem, which have been investigated through [3], in 

software theory. Many different systems and measuring 

techniques have been created.  Some of them though 

cannot be used due to their using of high level languages. 

 
Table 2 Measuring techniques of program complexity  

    

Definition 1 For given complexity measure, E(P) potency 

of obfuscation transformation T in relation to obfuscated 

program sequence P, Π (T,P) is defined as: 

 
It is given, that T means strong obfuscating 

transformation when Π (T,P)>>0 for selected group of 

complexity measuring techniques. When considering 

machine code measuring techniques from mentioned in 

Table 2, they can be defined as: 
1. Length measuring EL, which specifies concrete 

length of code sequence P, containing N 

instructions, which gives it the value based on 

this condition: 

 

 
 

2. Depth measuring Ed, has typical value of integer, 

which describes the nesting level of conditional 

branches. It can be computed by different ways 
similar  as this algorithm which core is defined 

as follows: 

If instruction can is defined as conditional 

branch, find its jump depth, proceed until the 

end of the examined code sequence and then 

return the maximum of the founded depths.  

3. Flow measuring Ef  has typical rational values 

and counts and describes the average number of 

references to local memory in program basic 

code block. The basic block can be described as 

code sequence between the two nodes of control 

flow graph: 
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 where M is defined as the basic number of code 

sequence blocks and ai is defined as number of references 

in local memory in block i. 

 

All three measuring values should be influenced by the 

obfuscation process in the same way. The final value can 

be computed as follows [11,12,113,14]: 

 

 
 

E. Obfuscation limits brief overview 

It is a very well-known and can be proven that the 

bulletproof obfuscation is impossible to achieve. The 

semantics of the given code sequence cannot be perfectly 

hidden [10,11]. In other words, however good 

obfuscation technique or combination of them, given 

code semantics can always be recovered. But, the 

semantics extraction cannot be achieved by automated 

process (Rice theorem [12]). Because of that, some 

detection experimental approaches try to built an model 
of the created program by using code compiling 

optimizations [13,14]. This creation process is performed 

in two basic steps: 

 control flow graph of the examined sequence is 

built. This graph is a model of the possible 

program execution flows, 

 data flows are analyzed and simplified. In case 

of finding the more obstacles in the process, it is 

repeated simplify it. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Information about the techniques and processes described 

in previous chapters are becoming more and more useful 

because of the growing cyber criminality trends and 

though the necessity of well educated specialists, who can 

successfully understand the security issues and adopt 

measures to stop or even prevent the given systems from 

being crashed and information being corrupt or even 

stolen and misused.  
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Abstract— New homes and appliances often contains functions 

for interconnection with others appliances. With creating 

infrastructure connected appliances is necessary for easy and 

comfortable using unify user control interface. This article is 

dedicated to the unification design for all appliances in homes 

with mobile app. Mobile app brings more ways for controle 

smart homes.  

 

Keywords—mobile app, design, iOS, iPhone, smart home, 

arduino.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently lot of devices changed in smart. It is devices with 

own operating system and various functions as remote 

control. Homes with smart devices called smart home. Smart 

home is complicated system. Depending on how it is 

implemented, in publication [1] Richard Harpper divided 

households into five groups: Homes which contain intelligent 

objects, Homes which contain intelligent, communicating 

objects, Connected homes, Learning homes, Attentive homes. 

In addition to the first two group are all connected devices in 

the home connected to network. By adding a control unit such 

as the Arduino, used in the project [2]. 

 Home is easy connect to Internet and then controlled with 

any connected device[Fig. 1.]. With web server used in 

project [3.] is easy control home from any PC.  Basic 

smartphone ability is connect to network either through a 

wireless connection or mobile network. With this ability is 

easy controlled all devices in home from one device in pocket. 

In application stores are many apps of same type. The user 

decides between them on the basis of their design and ease of 

use.  

 

II. SMART DEVICES 

The user will learn most easily controlled application if 

already with a similar design have ever met in the past. For 

this reason is important standardize the design of appliances 

for control. User does not need to learn to control appliance 

separately. To system can be add new devices without change 

on client app. For this reason was appliances in smart home 

organized into groups by how many states can take. We 

created Two stateful devices group, More stateful devices 

group and Devices with floating point stateful group. All 

devices are displayed in a simple list [Fig 2.], as it is assumed 

that each user has experiences with list component. Devices 

are split to group by rooms for better user orientation. For 

more better way how find devices which can be complicated 

if app will be use in company with lot of connected devices 

can be use search bar. When search bar is not empty, in list 

will be shown appliances only with suitable name or type. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Smart home devices in list. 

  

 
 

Fig. 1.  Schematic description of controlling smart homes connected to 

network. 
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A. Two stateful devices 

In two stateful group is appliances usually with on/off state 

or open/closed state. For control can be use button or two 

stateful segment. This states are represented in Arduino with 

bit values according to logical attribution. The appliance has 

value set on 1, meaning open or turn on. This can be showed 

with white or green background color on the line in the table. 

The value of 0, meaning turn off, locked is showed with 

background with transparent color or with a certain degree of 

translucency. White backlight can be replaced by red and 

green backlighting. For standardize user interface is best way 

use universal meaning colors like white for turned on and 

transparent for turned off. 

 

B. More stateful devices 

Arduino control unit can read and write values on analog 

and digital pins. Digital pin can have two states 1 and 0. On 

analog pins can be set value between 0 and 255. Devices with 

more as two values is harder standardize. Most more stateful 

devices is shadowing lamp, RGB lamp and devices worked 

with intermediate state such as blinds. RGB lamp is composed 

of three successive values in a row. Take values from 0:0:0 to 

255:255:255 where first three digit affect red color, next three 

digit green color and last three digit affect blue color. When 

color change, values is sended in a row to control unit. To 

control RGB lamps was elected special component [Fig. 3. 

left] showing all colors. User can with one touch in the color 

spectrum easily select color. For clean design is not necessary 

more components, actual selected RGB color is set as 

background color. When user changed color, component 

background color is change in simple animation, for notify 

user about succesful action. Shadowing lamp has values from 

0 to 255. Is control like in RGB lamp where spectrum enable 

colors is changed for suitable colors for shadowing lamp. 

Other components like blinds was easily created with added 

next text label for show actual state. This intermediate state 

like when blinds is moving to other state is only for some 

short time and don't need own component. Is necessary only 

for information user about some action is happening with 

appliance. In this situation can be text label replaced by image 

represent state. This can not be universal in some special case 

like when we create new appliance. We will be need update 

images database on mobile app. 

 

C. Devices with floating point values 

Arduino device can receive values with floating point via Post 

communication. This values are used in devices like 

thermostat. In conventional thermostat user normally set new 

value with two buttons for increase and decrease value with 

constant step. When user wants to increase the temperature 

must click on buttons until the temperature on the thermostat 

does not adjust. Mobile devices with touch screens, allows 

user change value of simply with swipe finger up or down on 

screen. With split screen for two parts for control values 

before the comma and decimal value [Fig 3. right] can user 

change value easily, more precisely and quickly. With this 

way of thermostat is user possible enter value with one or two 

swipes across the screen. For example user with conventional 

thermostat with step 0,5°C must click 13 times for change 

value from 16,5°C to 23.0°C.  Next devices use floating point 

is alarm with settable sensitivity or humidifier. 

III. CONCLUSION 

With the development of new smart appliances will make 

our home more and more smart. Design and controlling this 

devices will be more important factor for choose which will 

be use not only for smart appliances but too for way how we 

will be choose for the control. Standardize, easily control and 

clean design is best way how attract user for choose mobile 

app for use. With standardized devices we are able create API 

for create and add devices to big existing systems without 

many or any changes. 
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Fig. 3.  Component for control RGB lamp (left) and component  for control 

devices with floating point (right) 
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Abstract—This paper presents a proposal of using source code
annotations to record design decisions and explicit semantic
properties directly in the code. The proposal builds upon several
works that use design and semantic annotations (together concern
annotations), however, it focuses solely on their usage for the
purposes of program comprehension. We introduce the problem
and shortly discuss our experimental study that provides evidence
that concern annotations can be reused between developers,
thus providing basis for using concern annotations for program
comprehension.

Keywords—Source code annotations, concern annotations, pro-
gram comprehension, experimental study.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the computers’ era the program-
ming process evolved to software engineering due to the
growing complexity of software systems. Multiple different
research fields have risen to support software development
– software development processes, programming languages,
programming tool support, etc. One of the fields that were
result of the software system complexity growth is the program
comprehension field.

An important phase of software development cycle is main-
tenance and evolution. In this phase there may be many
changes in teams and the code written by one developer has to
be comprehended and updated by another. In the development
process, developer communicates with customers to get all the
requirements for the software system. These requirements de-
fine the problem domain. But when it comes to implementation
of the system, there is an abstraction gap between problem and
solution domain [1]. Program comprehension research field
aims to aid the process of code comprehension – the process
of recreating the mental model describing the program’s source
code and mapping the problem and the solution domain.

II. EXPLICIT DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT

In our work we focus on explicit documentation support.
The comprehension problem is many times elevated by the
lack of communication of problem understanding. During the
implementation phase programmers create their own mental
model of the problem they solve and they apply it in the
implementation. Unfortunately, this mental model is many
times lost, or inadequate, because programmers find writing
internal documentation (internal documentation explains the
source code) too demanding with very low return value. But
the internal documentation (comments) plays an important role
in program comprehension.

We examine usage of annotations for recording design
decisions (design annotations) and code semantic properties

(semantic annotations) explicitly in the source code. These
annotations will be called concern annotations in the rest of
the paper (because they record concerns of the code). The goal
of the work is to examine whether concern annotations can be
beneficial for the process of program comprehension.

III. PROGRAM COMPREHENSION AND ANNOTATIONS

My work is inspired by works that use source code annota-
tions (attribute-oriented programming) to record decisions in
the source code. Existing research in comprehension annota-
tions uses annotations primarily as a configuration input for
various tools. E.g., Hedin [2] uses annotation-like language
extensions to record semantic concerns of the code that are
later used by a recommendation system to detect possible
design pattern instances. Sabo et al. [3] uses design decisions
expressed by annotations to preserve design patterns in the
code. Annotations are used by a tool to check whether the
recorded design pattern instances did not break. Again, the
design decisions and semantic properties recorded by anno-
tations are mainly used by tools for some automation. The
same applies to the semantic annotations dicussed by Cachopo
[4] or by Kiczales et al. [5] in context of aspect-oriented
programming (AOP). They too focus rather on annotation
processing for the purposes of AOP configuration than on
annotations’ potential for program comprehension.

Two main comprehension problems that can be addressed
by concern annotations and annotations-based tool support
is the problem of feature/concept location and the problem
of comprehension of relations between program elements.
Feature (or concept) location problem [6] is a problem of
locating a feature or a concept implementation in the source
code. As a result of crosscutting concerns, a concept/feature
implementation can be scattered in code [7]. If the given
feature or concept implementation is logged in the code
by concern annotations, its location can be easily found by
finding all usages of the given annotation. The problem of
comprehension of relations between program elements [8] is
a problem of understanding (and locating) which program
elements are related to the one currently inspected. Providing a
fast way to locate and navigate to all related program elements
of a given program element could make developers’ work
more effective [9]. A concern annotation expresses a relation
between a set of program elements that are annotated by it.

We performed a study in which we hypothesized that con-
cern annotations can be reused between people. That means
that two different people could share the same mental model,
at least partially. Thus concern annotations created and con-
sidered proper by one person would be considered proper and
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significant by someone else, too. To examine this phenomenon
we designed a study in which participants annotated a project
with concern annotations. Afterwards we inspected the degree
of mutual coverage (agreement) of annotations describing the
same concern. Accepting this hypothesis is a precondition
for further research considering concern annotations. Without
possibility of their reuse they cannot be anyhow beneficial for
program comprehension.

The study was performed with 7 participants. All of them
have master of science degree in computer science and have
experience with programming in Java. The code base under
inspection was the source code of the EasyNotes project1. All
the participants started with a clean (not annotated) source
base and were told to use annotations to comment the code.
They did not cooperate nor discussed their mental models.
After performing the study we have inspected the code and we
found 110 annotation types for concerns total, and 598 concern
annotations annotating the program (5.44 annotations for an
annotation type in average). To examine the agreement be-
tween participants, we identified separate concerns expressed
by annotations and analysed how often did multiple developers
recognized the same concern as significant. To understand
the agreement better, we defined effective agreement, where
effective agreement is a percentage of effective annotations
from all annotations in all considered projects. The average
effective agreement in the study was 17.48%. When we did
not consider the concerns that were not shared, we got 36.55%.
The higher the effective agreement, the better is the concerns
reuse, since not only the same concern was recognized, but it
was also mapped to the same program elements in the source
code.

Annotating study provided data that support our hypothesis
that the concern annotations can be reused between people.
Of course, not each concern is interesting to all the people.
However, considering that 26 of 46 concerns were recognized
by at least 2 participants, we can conclude that concern
annotations can be reused.

IV. CONCERN ANNOTATIONS SUPPORT BY
METAPROGRAMMING

To promote usage of concern annotations to document the
source code we proposed two approaches based on metapro-
gramming that use concern annotations to aid program com-
prehension. First approach provides concern-oriented projec-
tions of the source code. The basic idea behind concern-
oriented projections is to provide editable views that present
together program elements manifesting some common prop-
erty (design decision, semantic property, etc.). Early proposal
of the projections was published in [10]. In [11] we present a
prototype implementation of projections and we also discuss
different types of projections depending on how the tool
identifies concerns of the code. Concern-oriented source code
projections challenge standard file-based view of the source
code.

The second approach uses a correspondence between docu-
mentation phrases and concern annotations. A documentation
phrase is a set of documentation fragments that all document
the same semantic or design property that is shared by the doc-
umented program elements. The same way a concern annota-
tion annotates program elements that share common semantic

1https://code.google.com/p/easy-notes/, revision r6

property or design decision. The proposal of annotation-based
documentation phrases was published in [12]. A more detailed
presentation along with a case study was published in [13].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Presented work is a follow-up of works in field of design
annotations and semantic annotations. Using a experimental
study we examined their potential for the purposes of program
comprehension. In section IV we provided an overview of our
works that use metaprogramming techniques (IDE modifica-
tion and generative programming) and concern annotations to
aid program comprehension.
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Abstract— Computer graphics and virtual reality has become 

a part of the twenty-first century. Slowly but surely it found its 

way into almost every aspect of our everyday life.  Graphics 

editor is special software designed for creating 2D and 3D 

graphic content. The objective of each software designer is to 

create the most natural and the most intuitive interface without 

restrictions in functionality. This paper aims to compare 

geometry representations and modeling techniques of graphics 

editors which are often use for content creation for virtual 

reality worlds. 

 

Keywords – content creation, virtual world, modeling 

techniques, model creation, geometry representation.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The methods for creating content of virtual world are 

different processes of developing a mathematical 

representation of any three-dimensional (3D) object or rather 

its surface. The final products are call 3D models and because 

they are based on math the computer can very easy display, 

work, manipulate and transforms these objects. Trend in 

increasing computing power resulted in huge development of 

3D computer graphics.  

II. REPRESENTATIONS OF GEOMETRY 

Important part in developing the content of the virtual world 

is to understand the different types of representations of 

geometry and modeling techniques to help you select one 

which additionally satisfies the initial conditions for attaining 

the desired results. They are something like languages for 

describing geometry in way that computers can handle.  

 

The point cloud represents a set of data points in some 

coordinate system. Point clouds may be created by 3D 

scanners and those clouds represent the set of points that the 

device has measured [1]. Works aimed on point cloud 

processing are [1][2][3]. Range imaging is the name for a 

collection of techniques that are used to produce a 2D image 

showing the distance to points in a scene from a specific 

point, normally associated with some type of sensor device 

[5][6]. The resulting image, the range image, has pixel values 

that correspond to the distance. Range imaging VLSI sensor 

which gives a range image of a scene with high robustness 

and high accuracy at a video frame rate is described in [4].  

Polygon soup is a group of unorganized triangles, with 

generally no relationship whatsoever are a geometry storage 

format in a 3D modeling package, such as 3D Studio Max, 

Blender, or Maya. Floating polygon soup for applications like 

3DTV and FTV (Free Viewpoint Television) is presented in 

[7]. Fast algorithm to approximate the swept volume (SV) 

boundary of arbitrary polygon soup models is presented in 

[8].  

 

Binary space partitioning (BSP) is a method for recursively 

subdividing a space into sets by planes. This subdivision 

gives rise to a representation of objects within the space by 

means of a tree data structure. BSP trees have proven their 

utility in 3D modeling, graphics and image processing, and 

their tree structure allows efficient algorithms to be developed 

that are compact and numerically robust [9]. A voxel 

represents a value on a regular grid in three-dimensional 

space. Similar with pixels in a bitmap, voxels themselves do 

not typically have their position explicitly encoded along with 

their values. Voxels are good at representing regularly 

sampled spaces that are non-homogeneously filled [10][11]. 

Constructive solid geometry (CSG) is a technique used in 

solid modeling. Allow to create a complex surface or object 

by using Boolean operations. CSG presents a model or 

surface that appears visually complex, but is actually far more 

than combined objects. Using 3D texture mapping and frame 

buffer pixel operations, the algorithm can interactively 

generate a binary volume of the CSG model [12]. Modeling 

method based on CSG are presented in [13][14]. Sweep 

process is represented as set moving through space which 

may trace or sweep out volume. That volume may be 

represented by the set and its trajectory. Current research has 

shown several approximations of three dimensional shapes 

moving across one parameter, and even multi-parameter 

motions [15][16][17]. 

 

Box/Subdivision modeling is the most popular technique. 

Modeling starts with a primitive (usually a box or cube) and 

begins adding detail by dividing the box into pieces and 

extending faces of the box to gradually create the more 

detailed and complex form [18][19]. 

 

 
Box/Subdivision modeling 
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A spline is a curve in 3D space defined by at least two control 

points. The most common splines in 3D geometry are 

NURBS. A cage of splines is created to form a "skeleton" of 

the object you want to create. The software can then create a 

patch of polygons to extend between two splines, forming a 

3D skin around the shape. Spline modeling is not used very 

often these days for character creation, due to how long it 

takes to create good models. The models that are produced 

usually aren't useful for animation without a lot of 

modification [20][21]. Edge/Contour it is advanced technique 

of poly modeling perhaps very precise technique. Often starts 

out with a single quad (4 points object) and extrude an edge 

of the quad, creating a second quad attached to the first. 

While poly modeling is not as fast as box modeling, it 

requires less tweaking of the mesh to get it "just right," and 

you can plan out the topology for animation ahead of time. 

Digital sculpting, also known as Sculpt Modeling or 3D 

Sculpting, is the use of software that offers tools to push, pull, 

smooth, grab, pinch or otherwise manipulate a digital object 

as if it were made of a real-life substance such as clay. 

 

 
Edge/Contour and NURBS/Spline modeling 

 

Procedural modeling is term for a set of techniques in 

computer graphics to create 3D models from numbers of 

rules. L-Systems, fractals, and generative modeling are 

procedural modeling techniques since they apply algorithms 

for producing scenes. The set of rules may either be 

embedded into the algorithm, configurable by parameters, or 

the set of rules is separate from the evaluation engine. 

Procedural models often exhibit database amplification, 

meaning that large scenes can be generated from a much 

smaller amount of rules [22][23]. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper aims on techniques of geometry representations 

and creations. All of those methods find their usage in 

different fields of practice. Polygon soup can help save 

memory compared to the equivalent polygon mesh. For 

instance particle simulations can reach into the millions of 

polygon, causing large disk space and read/write overhead. 

At the other hand BSP tree allows spatial information about 

the objects in a scene that is useful in rendering, such as their 

ordering with respect to a viewer at a given location, to be 

accessed rapidly. Voxels are frequently used in the 

visualization and analysis of medical and scientific data.  

Procedural modeling has relation to CSG which can also be 

performed on polygonal meshes, and may or may not be 

procedural and/or parametric. Sweep representation is 

important in the context of applications such as detecting the 

material removed from a cutter as it moves along a specified 

trajectory. Box modeling is popular method for creating the 

basic shape of the model. Once practiced, the technique is 

very quick to get acceptable results. The downside is that the 

technique requires a lot of rotation of the model along the 

way of creation. Box modeling is useful as a way to create 

organic models, like characters but also hard objects like 

buildings, however precise curved shapes may be far more 

difficult to create. NURBS and Beziers curves are perhaps the 

most effective and precise technique in poly modeling 

however they are not the easiest to get started with. Splines 

are extremely useful when creating hard objects like car 

bodies, airplanes, furniture and smooth curved objects with 

no separately animating parts. 

 

Poly modelers often combine these techniques to create either 

organic or hard objects. Digital sculpting as still a relatively 

new method, but it has become very popular in the few years. 

Method can often introduce details to meshes that would 

otherwise have been difficult or impossible to create using 

traditional 3D modeling techniques. This makes it preferable 

for achieving photorealistic result. But count of polygons for 

this technique is of the order of tens of thousands. For that 

reason is primarily used in high poly organic modeling 

(movies). Procedural modeling is often applied when it would 

be too cumbersome to create a 3D model using generic 3D 

modelers, or when more specialized tools are required. This 

is often the case for plants, architecture or landscapes. As we 

can see all these methods and representations has relation to 

practical usage.  

 

Our previous work was directed to comparison hardware and 

software interfaces of virtual reality editors. This paper was 

about different approaches of virtual model creation. Our 

future work will be directed for issues how to implement 

different representations and techniques to VR editor which 

should be able create content for virtual world. 
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Abstract— In this paper we present you a device, which is able 

to take a panoramic photography and subsequently it enables us 

to see it. We can also find in this paper example of current 

devices that capture a panoramic photography and differences 

between them and proposed device. This paper describes a 

various functions of this device and its usage in practice.  At the 

end, we are dealing with extensions and improvements of the 

whole functionality of the proposed control module and its 

possible usage in practice.  

 

Keywords— panorama, DSLR, Raspberry Pi, stepper motor 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

From the ancient times people have tried to capture some 

important moments of their lives, whether using mural images, 

or later, via paintings. The big break came in 1840, when 

Alexander Wolcott constructed the very first camera in the 

world [1]. Since then cameras came a long way during which 

they changed their shape, size, methods of capturing and 

functionalities. Their development proceeds further and 

currently the photography became an unavoidable part of our 

daily life. Nowadays, the main task of photography is not only 

capture people but also the environment, in which they are. To 

accomplish this need the panoramic camera was created.  

Panoramic photographs are special kind of photographs that 

captures a greater angle of view when compared to classic 

photography. They are used, for example, in the capturing of 

buildings, whether historical or new-buildings and various 

natural sceneries. The main difference between the classic and 

panoramic photography is aspect ratio of the photography. 

Classic photography has aspect ratio 1.33:1, while in 

panoramic photography it is usually 3:1 [2]. Panoramic 

photographs can be classified into three main types: 

cylindrical, spherical and planar panoramas [3].  Currently 

there exist a big number of devices that are able to capture 

panoramic photographs by various means for capturing. These 

devices may use several cameras that are located inside the 

sphere and panoramic photography is created by linking the 

photographs, which was created by every camera at the same 

time. Other solutions use only one camera that progressively 

take a photo of the whole environment. However, these 

devices are expensive and in the most cases they are only used 

for taking of the panoramic photography, while no attention to 

is given to the following display.  

Proposed device uses only one digital single-lens reflex 

(DSLR) camera that during progressive rotation captures the 

whole room and then connects photographs into the panoramic 

photography. 

II. DESIGN OF THE DEVICE 

Design of the device consists of three parts. The first part is 

design of the mechanical part of the device. The main part of 

the mechanical part is tripod, on which is placed the 

panoramic head that allowed automatic capturing of 

panoramic photography. Panoramic head is constructed 

according to several criteria to meet all requirements. The first 

requirement is the material that has to be strong enough to 

hold the weight of the camera and light enough to not exceed 

the load of the tripod. 

Another aspect that we need to consider is size that allows 

proper setting of the nodal point of the lens. Nodal point is 

always in the axis of the lens and is located in the area of the 

front the lens of the objective. Lens is rotating as close as 

possible around the nodal point. This can eliminate parallax 

errors, which may require a lot of retouching in the final image 

of panorama. Parallax error in panoramic photography can be 

described in the easiest way as the fault of the geometry of the 

picture that results due the rotation of camera during 

panoramic capturing around the wrong point.  In practice, this 

error can be seen especially as deformation of close objects 

near the lens, creating non-continuous line of the final 

panoramic photography [4]. 

 
Fig. 1 The rotational axis of the node point [5] 
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Fig. 1 illustrated that if the rotational axis is on the node 

point, the gap remains constant. In the case that rotation axis is 

in front of the nodal point (Fig. 2), the rotation away from the 

object increases the width of the gap and rotation camera 

towards the object reduces the width of the gap and vice versa, 

if the rotation axis is behind of the nodal point (Fig. 2), 

rotating of camera away from object reduces the width of the 

gap and rotating camera towards near object increases width 

of the gap. 

 
Fig. 2 Rotation axis in front and behind of nodal point [5] 

 

Due to the rotation of the two axes, the panoramic head 

consists of three parts. 

A. Mechanical component design 

First part (1) is attached to the tripod. The second part (2) 

that enables horizontal rotation is in the bottom part of the first 

part. The third part (3), which enables vertical rotation of the 

camera, is also connected to the first part (1) in its upper part. 

The stepper motor and gear wheels are properly placed on the 

parts 2 and 3 and their task is to rotate with this two parts. In 

the Fig. 3 we can see simplistic graphical model of the device. 

In case of using different cameras and lenses it is necessary 

to include the possibility of adapting panoramic head 

accordingly, following the nodal point of the lens. Nodal point 

is at each lens and each focal length located elsewhere for any 

particular lens. Because of possibility of setting of this point, 

is in the all parts of panoramic head carved groove that allows 

camera to move properly. 

  
Fig. 3 Design of the mechanical part 

B. Electronic part design 

 The second part of proposed device is proposal of its 

electronic part. Electronic part of the project is used for 

control of the rotation of the panoramic head and capturing of 

photographs. The main component of the electronic part is 

Raspberry Pi, which controls stepping motors thereby turns 

panoramic head. It also controls the shutter trigger of DSLR 

camera. To control stepper motor through GPIO pins of 

Raspberry Pi Darlington Transistor array is used: ULN2804A 

that amplifies the signal from RSPI for stepper motors. In the 

Fig. 4 is shown a scheme of the connection of the electronic 

parts of the device. 

 
Fig. 4 Scheme of the connection of the electronic parts of the device 

C. Software design 

In the last part is proposed the software part of device. The 

whole process of creation of the panoramic photography is 

controlled through the website, which is running on Raspberry 

Pi. This website allows user to access the panoramic 

photographs taken previously and also particular views of the 

photographs that create the panoramic photograph, user can 

also create another panoramic photography. When creating a 

panoramic photograph, the parameters of camera such as ISO, 

shutter speed, aperture and angle of view of used lens may be 

set. 

Capturing itself includes three steps that are logically 

repeating. The very first step is capturing of the photography, 

which is followed by downloading of photography from the 

memory card on the Raspberry Pi. The second step is 

horizontal rotation of the head of the tripod by horizontal 

angle of view. These two steps are repeating until the tripod 

head reaches its initial position. In the last, third, step the third 

part of the tripod head is rotated by vertical angle of view 

upwards and continues with progressive variation of first and 

second step. 

The script written in the Python language is used to activate 

stepper motor that rotates the tripod head. USB protocol PTP 

enables activation of shutter and parameters of the camera. 

Once the capturing of the whole room is finished, all the 

photographs are connected using an algorithm into the one 

panoramic photograph, which is then possible to access 

through the website. 
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Fig. 5 Flowchart of the software part of the device 

III. SOLUTION 

Proposed device was designed and allows rotation in two 

directions. Gear, composed of three gear wheels, is used in the 

vertical rotation to multiply the power of rotation of stepper 

motor. Gear wheel that allows horizontal rotation was created 

by 3D printer and is attached to the tripod. In Fig. 6 can be 

seen the actual solution, i.e. fully functional device. 

 
Fig. 6 Designed device 

 

 Website was designed and created in a way to allow user to 

select whether to capture 360 degrees (cylindrical), or 360 * 

180 degrees (spherical) panoramic photography. It is also 

possible to set own settings of camera parameters and angle in 

horizontal and vertical plane, which is subsequently captured. 

In the Fig. 7 can be seen the output, i.e. panoramic 

photography obtained using this device. 

 
Fig. 7 Panoramic photography created by designed device 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Following the outputs of the testing procedure using the 

final solution was found that the gear used for vertical rotation 

is not sufficient. Plastic gear wheels used in this gear are not 

strong enough and it is necessary to replace them by the metal 

gear wheels. The fully manual control mode of the head 

rotation and remote control of the camera are to be further 

implemented. Another important enhancements is utilization 

of stronger stepper motors to ensure smoother rotation of 

panoramic tripod head. Deployment of additional power 

source, i.e. external battery, is one of the possible extensions. 

Such extension is to allow utilization of device in the absence 

of electrical current. Another functionality we have been 

considering is to enable capturing of HDR photographs. 

Proposed device can be used in the creation of virtual reviews 

of historical monuments, or buildings intended for sale by 

estate companies. 
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Abstract— This work deals with data acquisition, industrial 

remote control, related problems and my proposed solutions in 

the field of industry. Number of data and devices are increasing 

every day. Increasing number of data and devices is causing 

problems related with remote control. Intention of this work is to 

solve these problems with designed architecture, services and 

created algorithms. The architecture is based on Serviced 

Oriented Architecture (SOA), algorithms are inspired from 

machine learning and data mining. Wished results of this work 

will improve remote control and are based on better data 

acquisition and integration of operational and informational 

technologies in industry. 

 

Keywords— SCADA, CPS, SOA, remote control.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 IT is one of the fastest emerging field in the world and it 

leads to new revolution approaches in industry in connection 

with automation and control. The new industrial approach’s 

name is Industrial revolution 4.0. Citation of president and 

chief operating officer in Rockwell, Don H. Davis, Jr. 

describes principle of the revolution, who said:   

“The driving force behind productivity today isn’t working 

faster, or working cheaper. It’s working together”.  

I am concentrating on industry, exactly on remote control 

and data acquisition, where I defined problems according 

research and commercial publications. I picked these: 

improving interactive interoperability, connection between 

technological layer, connection to the technological layer, 

better quality of monitoring, devices and data management 

over much higher amount of devices. According mentioned 

problems, I am focusing on:  

1. Managing such amount of data to improve collecting, 

integrating, controlling, storing and visualizing in industry. 

2.  Decrease energy consumption and network overload 

with such big amount of sensors and actuators.  

3. Unified and non-fixed connection to technological layer. 

Defined problems are in relation with SCADA (Supervisory 

Control and Data Acquisition) system and remote control [1]. 

SCADA should take care about how to operate with amounts 

of devices for monitor and control. Another problem appears 

how to real-time represent data for controllers and humans. 

I divided this paper into summarization of already known 

facts, solved tasks and results. The last chapter represents 

proposed results and next steps. 

II. INITIAL STATUS 

My application field is monitoring and control system in 

large area. There are problems to use wire communication 

with sensors and actuators in large area systems. Battery or 

other power sources play key role in sensors and actuators. 

Therefore, sensors and actuators use wireless communication. 

The better mobility is an advantage in using wireless 

communication, too.  

Sensors and actuators represent low power and 

computational units. It exists solution how to spare energy on 

nodes. For example protocols (WiseMAC, TRMA), which 

reduce energy consumption thanks the idle states, scheduled  

communication, by defining main nodes, which collect 

messages from other nodes in specified sequences or events or 

other protocols [2]. These solutions are not evolving meaning 

of embedded systems and smartness into communication. 

III. SOLVED TASKS IN PREVIOUS YEAR 

The completely defined solution for defined problems 

consists of [3]: 

1. CPS-s (Cyber-physical systems) – in my work, represent 

low power devices, which connect physical and digital 

world. 

2. Gateway - represents gateway to technological processes 

(represented by CPS). 

3. Clients – represent HMI and MES system. 

A. CPS communication reduction 

I concentrated on creating base layer for monitoring 

technological processes in the previous year. 

I have already designed, realized and done experiments 

only with the first point (CPS-s). In the first part, my main 

goal was to design architecture and create a method for data 

acquisition. Intention was to design solution, which will 

reduce amount of communication messages and decrease 

energy consumption. The reduction should decrease amount of 

messages, but not decrease information about monitored 

environment. Finally, the intention is to reach better remote 

control and data acquisition describe in [4],[5]. 

In my first step, I used two methods, which help to find 

information in measured raw of data. 

First motivation came from Shannon entropy. Shannon 

entropy can detect change of entropy in raw of sensor data.  

Tsallis defined better representation of entropy. His entropy 
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does not use logarithm. Tsallis entropy saved six processor’s 

cycles for one loop in my implementation. I did experiments 

only in laboratory conditions. Finally, in production area, we 

can reached 23% time reduction according performance 

results. Used Tsallis entropy was enough responsive to 

dynamic processes like sensing position. I reached better 

sensitivity to unexpected changes or higher probability 

changes. I realized implementation in Java and tested on 

Android with gyroscope in laboratory conditions. I described 

this method and solution in [6]. 

In contrast to previous solution, I realized alternative 

solution, SPRT (Sequential Probability Ratio Test). SPRT 

detects unexpected changes in sensor’s data raw. SPRT 

operates with two hypothesis and allows global view on 

monitored process. I have published these results, but 

publication has not been registered yet. 

Energy is critical for low power devices. Wireless 

communication is defined like a big energy consumer. 

Therefore, amount of messages and capacity of messages have 

big influence on power consumption [6]. All sensors is based 

on the SOA and its detailed architecture is described in my 

phd thesis proposal. 

B. Conclusion Entropy vs. SPRT  

In conclusion, I picked Tsallis entropy. Tsallis gives better 

results in sensitivity and better scalability of monitored data. 

Better scalability enables to do much more with detected 

changes.  

C. Definition of CPS - sensor 

According reached result, I designed and build sensor node. 

First was designed data processing method. 
 

Physical 
messurment

Cleaning

Data stream

Integration

Time sampled data

Processing 
entropy

Data window

Classification 
and event 
handling

Processed window entropy value

 
Fig. 1.  Simplified processing method implemented in device for data sensing  

Method was partially motivated from data mining. The 

whole method I described in [3]. I designed an architecture for 

sensor node and communication interface for data acquisition 

in SCADA system. Data are integrated in gateway, which 

enables communication between low power devices and 

server. I have already defined principles for data management 

and functionalities in gateway. Gateway creates a gate to 

technological processes, but analyze data, manage devices 

with help of machine learning. The gateway is based on SOA. 

I picked K-NN like a first preprocessing method in gateway. 

K-NN helps to classify devices. I designed another method, 

which will use classified these devices for data and device 

management. Finally, it will help to realized unified 

connection to technological layer thru amount of low power 

devices, partially solved in [7]. Complex results have not been 

published yet here. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

I want to finish gateway realization and implement already 

designed methods. Then, I will verified these methods for data 

and device management. In the next step, I will design and 

realize unified connection to the technological processes, what 

should improve remote monitoring and control. In other 

words, I want to realize a unified connection between OT 

(Operational Technologies) and IT (Information 

Technologies). This connection will help to collect data from 

increasing number of devices. I will create sample for HMI 

and MES system, which I will use for gateway’s and CPS’s 

methods verification. According specified criteria, I will find 

other improvements in used methods. I want to use this 

solution in the meaning of SOA [8], to imrpove integrity in 

industrial conditions in data acquisition and remote control. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Last year, I designed, implemented and verified 

communication reduction in CPS. According requirements, I 

designed SOA inspired architecture for CPS and data 

acquisition. I designed gateway for interconnection between 

OT and IT with help of machine learning, a unified connection 

for client (MES, ERP) and I realized gateway partially. 
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Abstract— This article deals about problems connected with 

processing huge amounts of data created in all science and 

engineering domains, including industry. Thanks to fast 

development and decreasing prices of networks, storages we can 

now monitor, transfer and save more data than ever before. In 

this increasing trends of data sources may be hidden new 

potentially useful information so new techniques for these 

purposes was made. With this progress are also connected 

Industrial revolution 4.0 and Internet of Thing. Nowadays Big 

Data is the one of the hottest terms connected with processing of 

large-volume, complex, growing data sets with various sources. 

In this article I´ll focus on growing amounts of data with focus on 

industrial systems and how can be Big Data and other ideas 

possibly used. 

 

Keywords— Business intelligence, Big Data, data analyses, 

industry systems. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data is all around us. We are living in the world where 

information technologies are used almost everywhere. With 

this trend come various advantages and disadvantages. One of 

this moot news is growing amounts of data of various types. 

Some analysis says that 90% of the data was created in the last 

two years. [1][2] 

Rapidly generated data thanks to decreasing prices of 

networks, mobile devices, sensors, storages and others. All 

devices we can connect to the internet, so data can be stored 

and used later. We can see it in business, industry, health care 

etc. where technologies are used almost everywhere. Imagine 

just mobile phones. In these devices are other sensors 

collecting data like GPS, accelerometers, light sensors, 

speakers etc. from which can be all measurements collected 

and potentially used to answer business, health and other 

questions. 

II. CHANGES FROM PAST YEARS 

In the past years, emergence of promising tools such as 

Enterprise Systems provided companies with solutions to 

improve their productivity and service quality. Today's 

competitive nature of world enforces industry companies to 

implement more recent technologies to secure their position 

among competitors. [19] 

Recent technological advances in the field of 

communication and computer science have provided cost-

effective solutions for companies to acquire and transfer 

gigantic amount of data from their fleet of assets. 

Consequently. Handling these huge sets of data is not easily 

achievable, therefore supporting "Big Data" is one of the most 

recent topics in the world industry. [18] 

III. INCREASING AMOUNTS OF DATA  

There are many predictions about amounts of data in our 

world, one of them, made by IBM, was mentioned in 

introduction of this paper.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Amounts are increasing in orders of magnitude [2] 

 

These predictions may have different numbers but they have 

one thing in common. Amounts are increasing in orders of 

magnitude. This fact we can divide in to three main periods: 

 

 Data created by employees – in the first period 

data was generated and accumulated by workers. 

In other words, employees of companies was 

entering data into computer systems. 

 Data created by users – with the development of 

internet things has changed, so now internet users 

can generate more data than employees and our 

amount of data are increasing. Think about pages 

like Facebook, YouTube, Instagram or Flickr.  

 Data created by machines – now is even a third 

level in this progression, because now machines 

are accumulating data. The buildings and all of our 

cities are full of the monitors that are monitoring 

humidity and temperatures, electricity usage, there 

are smart meters in our homes. And that once 

machines are accumulating data that orders of 

magnitude higher than users 
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These big volumes of data are the secondary consequences 

of new technologies that we can find in every field of our life. 

Some of this big steps that are connected with industry are 

Industrial Revolution 4.0 and Internet of Things.  

A. Industrial Revolution 4.0 

The Industrial Revolution is a concept and a development 

that has fundamentally changed our society and economy. On 

the next picture Fig. 2. Industrial Revolution comes through 

four stages until now. From the steam machine to intelligent 

cyber-physical systems. [6] That means more data created 

during production.  

 

 
Fig. 2.  Different stages of Industrial revolution [6] 

 

B. Internet of Things (IoT) 

This term indicates network which consist of physical 

objects or "things" embedded with electronics, software, 

sensors and connectivity to enable it to achieve greater value 

and service by communication with other connected devices 

and exchanging data with the manufacturer, operator. Each 

thing is uniquely identifiable through its embedded computing 

system but is able to interoperate within the existing Internet 

infrastructure. [7] 

In the next decade it is estimated that there will be some 25 

billion “intelligent systems”, internetconnected devices that 

analyze information collected in real time. It is larger than the 

combined number of PCs, phones and tablets. [21] 

 
Fig. 3.  Intelligent systems in the next decade [21] 

IV. PROCESSING AND ANALYZING OF DATA 

The fact that we can collect data from numerous sources 

and store them is only part of success. This data are usually 

stored in data warehouses. With this stage problems come. 

Data has various formats. Data warehouses must be capable to 

handle, store and effectively manage all kinds of incoming 

data that will be used in later analyses. 

If we have data in our databases, we have to find relations 

among data to understand them. For these purposes was made 

few techniques which have one thing in common, it is finding 

information among data. It labels as data analyzing or data 

mining. Data analysis is a process of inspecting, cleaning, 

transforming, and modeling data with the goal of discovering 

useful information, suggesting conclusions, and supporting 

decision-making. [13] [14]  

Two terms that are one of the most connected with data 

analysis are Business intelligence and Big Data. I choose them 

because they will be field of research in my next study. On the 

next picture is graph with search rates of these terms during 

last years. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Google Trends - search rates for terms Business intelligence and Big 

Data in past years [6] 

 

As we can see that Business intelligence was more 

frequented term. But now with growing amounts of data are 

coming new approaches. Big Data have the same idea as 

Business Intelligence but they are oriented to handle large-

volume, heterogeneous, autonomous sources with distributed 

and decentralized control, and seeks to explore complex and 

evolving relationships among data.  

V. BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 

As Business Intelligence (BI) we understand all techniques 

that are needed for distributing right information, collected 

from internal and external sources, for right people and in 

right time. This idea is old and has really long history. 

Richard Millar Devens used term Business Intelligence in 

1865 to describe how banker gained profit by receiving and 

acting upon information collected from his environment. This 

idea is today still at the heart of BI. [9] 

A. Definition 

Business intelligence is defined as set of techniques and 

tools, which allows transformation of raw data into meaningful 

and useful information for business analysis purposes. BI 

technologies must be capable of handling large amounts of 
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unstructured data from various sources to help identify, 

develop and otherwise create new strategic business 

opportunities. BI technologies provide historical, current and 

predictive views of business operations. [11] 

B. Architecture 

Data collected from various sources is transformed into data 

warehouse by ETL procedures (Extraction, Transformation, 

Loading). This is used as data source for OLAP (Online 

analytical processing). OLAP tools enable users to analyze 

multidimensional data interactively from multiple 

perspectives. [12]  

C. Outputs from BI 

Information are presented in form that is easy to understand. 

With numerous different functions, users can create static or 

dynamic reports and analysis. These outputs can be distributed 

by mail or visible on internet on the BI portal.  

VI. BIG DATA 

The term “Big Data” was firstly used Roger Magoulas in 

2005. The most fundamental challenge for Big Data 

applications is to explore the large volumes of data and extract 

useful information or knowledge for future actions. [5] 

Big Data is a new idea from last few years, younger than 

Business Intelligence but they have much in common. The 

main difference between them is in volumes and diversity of 

data they are work with. Information extracted from data has 

value only if is delivered in time. This causes problems with 

real time analyses of big volumes data. Computers used for 

these purposes have to be powerful.  

 
Fig. 5.  Latest technologies and other terms connected with Big Data [15] 

 

According to HACE Theorem Big Data starts with large-

volume, heterogeneous, autonomous sources with distributed 

and decentralized control, and seeks to explore complex and 

evolving relationships among data. [14] 

If we are talking about data, there are some definitions to 

help to define data, which is used in Big Data cases. We are 

talking about “V-s”.  

A. The 4 “V”: 

 Volume is about size of collected data. It is amount of 

collected data and number of data sources. 

 Velocity means speed which data is produced. Usually 

we are collecting data from various sources in different 

rates. It is also rate at which data is collected. 

 Variety comes with different types of captured data. Data 

are usually collected from sensors and they can be 

simple meters measuring one value or more specific 

devices able to capture, process and transfer more 

complex measurements. The most common types of 

data are documents, pictures and videos. 

 Veracity is the fourth “V” and it means the level of 

reliability with certain kinds of data. 

 Value is as the fifth “V”. We can find information in 

data, this information labeled as gold and the value is 

limited by our ability to mine or extract gold from the 

data. 

VII. PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH DATA ANALYSES 

Amounts of data are increasing and if companies want to 

analyze them, they have to solve various problems. One of the 

biggest problems are connected with huge volumes of data and 

real time analyses. These problems involves everything from 

networks, powerful computers through new approaches like 

Hadoop and much more. 

A. Problems connected with performance of systems 

First group formed by problems connected with systems 

that are processing data. In this major group there scientist are 

solving questions about. 

 Faster networks. When we speak about Big Data, we 

are speaking in Petabytes and more than that. 

Imagine that you want to transfer 1PB via network, 

it will take more than one week.  

 New architectures like grid-computing, clouds. With 

Big Data comes need for powerful computers that 

allow real or near real time analyses. 

 New types of data storages were we could 

effectively store structured and unstructured data 

without any increased needs on performance. 

 Security and privacy problems. If Big Data are 

working with some confidential data there can be 

restrictions about places where data can be stored.  

B. Problems connected with analyzes an visualizations of 

processed data 

Second group is about find better ways for processing data, 

finding new useful information and presenting them. In this 

group can be defined problems from many fields. 

 Data mining problems connected with mining in big 

piles of data. 

 Mathematical problems connected with statistics 

and making predictions. 

 Finding new ways how to present information in 

better ways and different devices. We could see 

this trend in past 10 years where computers were 

replaced by mobile devices. 

These were some of the most common solved and unsolved 

problems connected with Big Data. If we focus on industrial 

systems, we can define more specific tasks for future research 

and development in next years.  

Current industrial evolution is guiding industry toward 

maximum leverage. Companies with more futuristic vision 

will have better opportunity of being significantly successful 

and profitable in recent future. For these purposes are the 

importance of intelligent prognostics and health management 

in industry for retaining production and service excellence. 

[16] 
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VIII. BIG DATA AND BIG OPPORTUNITIES 

There are multiple uses for Big Data in every industry. 

Some of the latest solutions are in healthcare, banking, 

insurance, energy, etc. Solutions offer many possibilities, they 

can analyze larger volumes of data than was previously 

possible to drive more precise answers, to analyzing data in 

motion to capture opportunities that were previously lost. Big 

Data and analytics platform will enable your organization to 

tackle complex problems that previously could not be solved. 

[3]  

IBM made ones of the latest noticeable solutions. Watson 

and Bluemix, which can be used for building applications.  

A. IBM Watson 

We can Watson describe as a cognitive technology that 

processes information more like a human than a computer. It 

can understand natural language and can gets smarter by being 

taught from users and by learning from prior interactions. [4] 

Watson is a question answering computing system that IBM 

built to apply advanced natural language processing, 

information retrieval, knowledge representation, automated 

reasoning, and machine learning technologies to the field of 

open domain question answering.[22] 

In 2011 Watson competed on Jeopardy! against former 

winners and received the first place prize of $1 million. After 

two years in February 2013, IBM announced that Watson 

software system's first commercial application would be for 

utilization management decisions in lung cancer treatment. 

Watson is used as chef in cognitive cooking. Now it is 

possible build solutions with Watson services. 

B. IBM Bluemix 

IBM's Open Cloud Architecture implementation based on 

the Cloud Foundry project. Cloud Foundry is an open source 

platform as a service (PaaS) that lets you quickly create and 

deploy applications on the cloud.[23] 

IX. FUTURE WORK 

In my future work, I want to focus on cooperation with 

IBM. In Kosice they solving problems connected with IoT, 

where I can contribute with data analyses, and they have other 

plans with Watson.  

X. CONCLUSION 

During my previous study, I was working with companies 

like U.S. Steel and IBM in Business intelligence field, which 

is widely used in many companies. Predictions say that 

amounts and diversity of data are rapidly increasing so for 

analytical purposes have to be new techniques used. I think 

that Big Data is field where can be done lot of research in next 

5 years. Big Data are used to extract maximum information 

from every possible data source all around us. Therefore, we 

can say that Big Data require a “big minds” to consolidate 

data for maximum values. [20] 
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Abstract—This paper describes the results of my work in 

recent years during my doctoral studies, but the emphasis is 

mainly on previous year. Part of the paper is a brief introduction 

to the topic, my motivation to solve the problems of selected area 

as well as references to the articles that were written during the 

study. I would also mention my plans for further papers in the 

forthcoming period as well as other activities related to my 

studies. I am talking about the passing of summer school or 

working in the various projects that are more or less related to 

the topic of my dissertation. 

 

Keywords—Data Analysis, DSS, Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases, Business Intelligence. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The field of data analysis is currently one of the most 

attractive areas of IT´s world. Reason is a very simple. 

Amount of data available to different types of organizations, 

businesses or any other entities is constantly increasing. This 

data often differ according to the type of the domain in which 

it originated. It results that we currently have the market a full 

of different analytical platforms, data-mining-tools and 

business intelligence technologies that serve to organizations 

to mine useful information and knowledge from the data 

storing in their data warehouses [1] [2]. The problem is that 

these organizations often do not know what analytical 

platform they need or what tool for knowledge discovery is 

thus suitable for them. Frequently they just have no idea in 

what formats are keeping their data, volume and thus whether 

it is appropriate for them to consider, for example, the Big 

Data technologies[3][4][5]. 

The topic of my thesis is the design of decision support 

system, which should simplify and streamline the selection of 

appropriate analytical platform based on the input parameters, 

choosing by different organizations. Design of that system is 

necessary to divide into several stages of research. It should be 

noticed that not all phases are scientific research. We talk 

about the application research in the case of implementation of 

that system. 

II. STAGE RESEARCH 

The aim of my research is to design decision support 

system for the selection of appropriate analytical environment. 

Such a system or methodology should be implemented in a 

suitable web application. This will ensure that individual 

entities will have easier orientation in the selection. In the first 

steps, I assume that the behavior of organizations in the 

selection can be categorized into two groups. There are 

organizations that do not know what criteria are important to 

them. On the other hand, organizations preferring their rank (it 

is their personal weight of the criterion) are not very 

exceptional. Based on these facts, a series of mathematical 

models and algorithms were designed. These models will be 

the basis for my decision support system. However, it should 

be noticed that design of these models and algorithms is only 

one of the successive stages of research. Figure 1 shows all 

five research and application stages to fulfill my explorations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are phases highlighted in bold. These stages have 

been done already. Mapping the current state was a very time 

consuming and took about 1.5 years. Design phase of 

mathematical models and the identification of parameters 

entering the model is the outcome of my work in the previous 

period. 

 

III. SOLVED TASKS IN PREVIOS YEAR 

A. Design of mathematical models and algorithms 

As mentioned above, I have been working in previous year 

on the design of mathematical models and algorithms with the 

 
Figure 1. Stage research 
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identification of parameters that would come into these 

models. I designed three basic mathematical models. 

 

 Model with the criteria selection without priorities 
of the organization. 

 Model with the criteria selection rated by experts. 

 Model with the criteria selection rated by experts 
and own preferences. 

 

A detailed description of these models and operating 

principle of the proposed algorithm is currently part of the 

paper to be submitted to the 14th International Conference on 

Perspectives in Business Informatics Research in Estonia. 

 

B. Identification of parameters 

The third stage of my research is the identification of 

parameters entering to proposed models. That stage is also 

important part of the entire system. It is not very easy to 

design a mathematical model working with n parameters, but 

identification of relevant criteria for choosing a good 

analytical platform is more complex. This task is the result of 

a comprehensive analysis of current trends and the current 

state of the art. It is the most demanding phase from the terms 

of time. 

There are several ways to identify criteria entering into my 

proposed decision support system. One option is to talk with 

experts and people who deal with this issue. We could use a 

questionnaire for this purpose, but it is not very practical 

solution because every expert would have to identify criteria 

and give them weights (due to the second and third model). 

Therefore, I decided for an experimental and also bit risky 

way. Criteria will be identified from set a 200 scientific and 

commercial articles. My decision follows from fact that the 

authors of these papers are ultimately also experts of people 

who are dealing with this topic. Each time when an attribute 

describing some technology appears, this attribute will be 

recorded as an input parameter – criterion for selection. This 

will yield n input parameters and also we are able to give 

weights to them, what is more interesting. 

 

 

IV. PLANS FOR THE FURTHER STUDY 

Plans for the future can be quite easily deduced from Figure 

1. Since the first three stages have been done, the stage of 

implementation is my aim to the next period of my study. That 

stage encompasses the implementation of the proposed 

algorithms and models in an appropriate and pleasant 

appearance. I decided that my DSS will be in the form of a 

web application. Part of the web application that will serve as 

a DSS will also categorizing the different input parameters 

(decision criteria). Thus, this application will, inter alia, highly 

informative nature. 

The last important stage of research is to verify whether the 

DSS really alleviates decisions the organizations and whether 

recommended output is really best for the organization. This 

verification will be done using the method of case studies, 

which is related to my other activities in our department. 

Among other things, I am contributing to the analysis of data 

from the monitoring environment of T-Systems Company. 

That my activity is one of the case studies.  I work with two 

analytical platforms – R and RapidMiner in analyzing the 

data. I would also mention that I attended a summer school in 

Madrid to improve my abilities in data-mining just in R in last 

summer. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Finally, I would like to notice that the proposed DSS is a 

combination of scientific and application activities and a 

verification desired effect is very difficult. It is related to the 

amount of time that is required for such verification. 

Organizations need time to use DSS and also after the 

selection of analytical platforms to have a lot of time to 

analyze their data. After that period, they can say whether the 

selected analytical tool for them was really the most satisfying 

solution. And even that is not quite surely, as this field of IT is 

rapidly changing. What is today for this type of data suitable 

and fastest, tomorrow may no longer be true. In any case, I 

would like to make this system as a first step in the research of 

DSS in the field of data analysis.  
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Abstract—Virtual reality becomes an everyday part of our 

lives. Important part of virtual reality is human-computer 
interaction. With advancement of technology, there are 
interesting new ways opened to control virtual reality systems in 
human natural manner. Such interfaces are commonly found 
interesting and intuitive by users. Despite the undeniable 
advantages of these systems, it is yet not possible to say that we 
have found considerable applications in enterprise environment.  
This paper provides insight into the development of systems 
based on virtual reality with regard to the possibility of effective 
deployment in such enterprise environments. 
 

Keywords — virtual reality, human-computer interaction, 3D 
interface, natural user interface, gesture, fatigue, enterprise 
environment 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Thanks to sophisticated implementations and more 

reasonably priced solutions, virtual reality technologies 
become part of a growing number of research institutions and 
households. Within the household, it is logical that advanced 
interfaces are used mainly for playing computer games that 
are critical mass of interest and financial income therefore, 
long-term driver of technological progress of ancillary 
hardware. Despite the undeniable advantages that such 
advanced 3D solutions can provide, it is not a common 
practice to use them within a professional environment. 
Dominant technologies in this field are yet traditional and 
well established inputs and outputs such as keyboard, mouse 
and 2D monitor. 

Most of advanced virtual reality interfaces are based on 
control by movements of the user`s body. This may be rather 
difficult task in the long term usage. Gaming is relatively 
time-limited activity, which usually takes from several 
minutes to few hours in extreme situations. Because player 
spends controlling the virtual world disproportionately less 
time than a professional user within their typical working 
hours, this problem is not that much critical. Players can 
leave the game at any time and rest if they feel physical 
fatigue without the risk of potentially dangerous 
consequences. Moreover, in the context of gaming physical 
activity is welcomed as it can be understood as relax in a 
way, which is in many cases similar to serious sports. On the 
other hand in a professional environment, there must be 
emphasis on efficiency and long-term sustainable 
performance. 

II. DESIGN OF MODERN NATURAL USER INTERFACES 
The term "natural user interface" (NUI) is an emerging 

computer interaction methodology which focuses on human 
abilities such as touch, vision, voice, motion and higher 
cognitive functions such as expression, perception and recall. 
A natural user interface or NUI seeks to harness the power of 
a much wider breadth of communication modalities which 
leverage skills people gain through traditional physical 
interaction. 

Much in the same way the graphical user interface (GUI) 
was a leap forward for computer users from command line 
interfaces, natural user interfaces in all of their various forms 
will become a common way we interact with computers. The 
ability for computers and human beings to interact in diverse 
and robust ways, tailored to the abilities and needs of an 
individual user, will release us from the current constraints of 
computing allowing for complex interaction with digital 
objects in our physical world. [1] 

The new generation of NUI can greatly profit from user 
interface techniques that are adapted the way people perceive 
and interact with the real world. Despite the fact that almost 
all studies on the design and implementation of advanced 3D 
interfaces have been implemented in the context of virtual 
reality systems, their deployment is actually much lower than 
would be expected [2]. Although the researchers 
demonstrated 3D interface with a high degree of functionality 
and usability, most VR applications in the real world has very 
simple user interface. 

One of the main conditions for the active deployment of 
3D interfaces based on VR technologies is their effective 
utilization when interacting with VR system. The most 
common act is the selection of the object over which the user 
intends to perform a given action [3][4][5][6]. Typical issues 
within the 3D interface include double vision, spatial 
disorientation and eye accommodation problem due to change 
in its movement within the created virtual stereoscopic scenes 
and real world objects. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Problems of object selection in 3D space 
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Appropriate adaptation of selection algorithm based for 
example on the distance of the virtual object from the 
observer ultimately increases the efficiency of a given VR 
system while reducing the burden on the user visual system. 

User fatigue factor is crucial for the usage in an enterprise 
environment. Problems such as hand fatigue and poor gesture 
identification are primarily caused by irrationality between 
input defined by gestures and mapping of these gestures 
within the software [7]. The mobility of the arm and the 
fingers must be taken into account when defining gestures in 
a way they do not cause unnecessary high muscle tone. 

When designing and implementing interactive mixed and 
virtual reality environments, one should explore various 
sources of inspirations such as narration (storytelling) and 
transitional environments. Such metaphors could empower 
users with special abilities and help to familiarize themselves 
with interactive system’s capabilities, behavior and 
limitations [8]. Many developers do not fully explore and 
deploy the sensorimotor possibilities of the human body, 
partly because of methodological and knowledge limitations. 
3D interaction techniques design approach should consider 
the full potential of the human body. Such analysis can be 
instrumental in designing new or alternative multi-sensory 
and potentially full body interfaces [9]. When analyzing 
human potential, an assistive technology design perspective 
can aid: it can offer a stringent test environment to uncover 
issues and provides a different view on design by looking at 
human potential [10]. A number of issues come to mind 
when analyzing gaps in 3DUI design, though the full breadth 
and depth of issues is still not yet fully understood. Assistive 
technology has touched upon (3D) user interface design in 
numerous cases, including the usage of speech recognition, 
gestures, eye-tracking, and brain-computer interfaces. As 
such, it can have an extended impact on 3DUI design in an 
additional way by offering a different design perspective, 
methodology and set of user needs. 

Recent advent of natural user interfaces based on motion 
and gesture detection, for example the Microsoft Kinect, has 
outrun software testing research. This leaves a rapidly 
growing domain of software ranging from entertainment to 
medical applications without suitable test automation 
techniques. To address this issue one can use a technique that 
automatically tests such applications by generating test cases 
based on statistical model trained on a corpus of common 
gestures [11]. 

III. CONCLUSION 
There are many interesting areas suitable for research in 

the field of virtual reality systems. Despite the great progress 
in advanced 3D virtual reality interfaces, many of them are 
designed for short-term use and experience. 3DUI design 
ergonomics is still an issue often handled insufficiently. 
Partly grown out of a strong computer science community 
with less experience in ergonomics, the design of physical 
devices as well as the motion patterns afforded does not 
necessarily reflect ergonomics best practice. Longer duration 
usage is therefore extremely tiring for the users. This is 
ultimately affecting their usage in our everyday life. 

Main design trend of systems utilizing virtual reality 
technologies in the past was based on tightening the user to 
the system environment. This was primarily due to  the state 
of currently available technologies in particular time period. 
However, progress in the field of virtual reality technologies 
closely tied to users nowadays, enables us to address this 
problem from the opposite direction. Modern virtual reality 
systems need and can be designed in the context of the user 
located in some specific, highly ergonomic environment. 
User and his capabilities are closely linked and defined by 
such environment. We should not force user to adapt to the 
system, but rather force the system to adapt to user`s needs 
and capabilities in order to solve defined tasks. 

Focus of our future research is on effective utilization of 
virtual reality systems based on modern advanced 3D 
interfaces with respect to the user and environment they are 
deployed into. One of the main goals is wider acceptance of 
such systems in an enterprise environment. 
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Abstract— Emotion detection is one of the actual research 

topics. Despite a lot of research is done in facial expression 

recognition we have decided to focus on detection of emotion in 

text. We have begun with simple standalone application to see 

how precise results we will obtain. Seeing that results were 

average, we proposed improvements which were implemented in 

our web-based application. We can say that this paper offers the 

solution to creating dictionaries. Such dictionaries can be used 

beyond the scope of this work. In conjunction with other sources 

of information, it can create a complex system for an autonomous 

behavior of robots. 

Keywords— crowdsourcing, emotion detection, human-robot 

interaction, sentiment analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Analyzing sentiment and detection of emotion in a text is 

still popular task these days. As was mentioned in [1], authors 

focus on using emotion detection in human-robot interaction. 

Human-robot interaction is the study of interaction dynamics 

between humans and robots, a multidisciplinary field that 

includes engineering (electrical, mechanical, industrial and 

design), computer science (human-computer interaction, 

artificial intelligence, robotics, natural language understanding 

and computer vision), social sciences (psychology, cognitive 

science, communications, anthropology and human factors) 

and the humanities (ethics and philosophy).  

According to [2] author, is not aware of any system in 

robotics which allows a robot to use information about 

emotion in a text to act accordingly. Generally experiments in 

human-robot interaction are conducted using the Wizard of Oz 

technique, which means that the robots are not acting 

autonomously, but they are tele-operated by a human [3].  

Our goal is to move from robots that do not interact with 

humans, are programmed to do a specific task and are unable 

to learn new things from humans to robots that interact with 

humans and are able to acquire new knowledge and use it 

productively. 

II. INITIAL STATUS 

There are four major approaches to detecting emotions in a 

text: corpus-based methods, machine learning methods, 

knowledge-based methods and hybrid methods. In this paper, 

we will focus on corpus-based methods.  

As for emotions, three major directions in affect computing 

are recognized: categorical/discrete, dimensional and 

appraisal-based approaches. The categorical and dimensional 

approaches are the most commonly used models for automatic 

analysis and prediction of affect in the continuous input. In 

this paper, we are using categorical approach. To be more 

specific, we are using Eckman emotion model that identifies 

the six emotion: happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise 

and fear. 

As for language, both, Slovak and English texts were used 

for experiments. As will be explained later, we created two 

application from which the first one used texts in Slovak and 

the second application is independent of the selection of 

language. 

III. CURRENT WORK 

From our scheme presented in [1] we are currently working 

on “DATA ACQUISITION” and “CLOUD” blocks. Data 

acquisition block consists of application and learning 

algorithm. Cloud block consists of data processing and 

emotion detection. At the moment name of the second block is 

not reflecting the reality because we choose not to use cloud 

but rather server. 

 We made two application that their main goal was to 

correctly identify emotion in text. 

A. First Application 

We created application Fig. 1 to detect emotion in the short 

text about sport [4]. The database of 100 sports news from 

www.sport.sk website has been created to test our 

classification method. Firstly two experts were asked to 

categorize text to emotion category. For automated detection 

of emotion, we used emotion dictionary created by students in 

our university. The dictionary consists of 19 000 Slovak 

words. Each word is characterized by its part of speech, 

polarity (in the range -3 to 3) and emotion. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Example of evaluated text 
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We obtained the result shown in Table 1. According to the 

table, we can say that our application agreed with experts 

mostly in emotion disgust, anger, and happiness. On the other 

hand, emotions fear, surprise and especially sadness were not 

categorized with high reliability. Also, experts between 

themselves did not unambiguously agreed on emotion 

categories. For more details on obtained results see [5].  

We deduced that due to two reasons the accuracy was low. 

Firstly the size of the dictionary was not sufficient. Dictionary 

did not contain words required to categorize sports news. Both 

experts are individuals with their own perception of words. 

From this fact, we can deduce the need for personalization. By 

personalization, we mean that we all are individuals and 

cannot generalize triggers for specific emotions (one thing 

may be funny for one but sad for another).  

To solve mentioned problems we came up with the second 

application. 

 
Table 1 Results of categorizing text according to emotion from application 

and both experts. 
 Disgust  Anger  Happiness  Sadness Fear Surprise  

Application 6 5 41 5 2 33 

Expert #1 3 9 44 11 8 25 

Expert #2 2 5 44 18 3 28 

B. Second Application 

We have two ways of annotating words for further natural 

language processing research. One is hiring an expert to 

manually annotate (label) words. However, this approach is 

time-consuming, expensive and tedious. That presents a 

second method attracting audiences recently, crowdsourcing. 

We break the problem into smaller chunks (sub-problems) and 

let the crowd solve it. It’s more efficient, often more accurate 

and quicker. Now the question is how to further implement 

crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing takes many forms that require 

different motivational methods to achieve the end goal of 

annotation.  

 In our second application, we decided to use 

crowdsourcing as a main way of creating dictionaries. We 

created a web-based application, shown in Fig. 2, which 

allows anybody to input any text. At the moment, we have 

around 150 Aesop Fable. After saving fable in our system, 

everybody can access the story. Every word in every story can 

be afterwards marked by anyone for its polarity in range 

between 5 (to be strongly positive) to -5 (to be strongly 

negative) and emotion (six categories: happiness, sadness, 

anger, disgust, surprise and fear. 

 To solve the problem with personalization users can use this 

application after they register. This will prevent any unwanted 

inputs, same as deleting texts and marking unreasonable 

words. Registered users have also option to download the 

dictionary in JSON a CSV format.  

IV. FUTURE PLANS 

Future plans are the implementation of part of speech tagger 

and implementation of machine learning algorithms for 

evaluating emotion for given text.  

Part of speech tagger can indicate nouns, adjectives, verbs, 

and interjections. These words are usually charged with 

emotion. Marking such words can help users not to overlook 

them.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Marking words with appertaining emotion and polarity 

 

 After sufficient evaluating of emotion in a text, we could be 

able to implement this solution on the robot. As we mentioned 

above, we are currently detecting emotion in Aesop fables. In 

one of our experiment, we plan to give children robot that will 

read stories. While reading the Aesop fable the robot will be 

adapting its voice and movement to the emotion in the text. 

We are expecting that children’s attention will be higher in 

comparison with robot reading the fable without any 

expression of emotion.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Presented work introduced a new way of creating a 

dictionary for further analysis of emotion and polarity of 

words. Firstly standalone application was made for detection 

of emotion. The results were insufficient, therefore, there was 

need to reevaluate the way of making a dictionary. The 

decision to make crowdsourcing application was made. Every 

user of our application is able to make besides one general 

dictionary his own dictionary. This leads to the creation of 

personalized dictionaries. On top of that second application is 

web-based therefore it is always online and there is no need 

for additional installation.  
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Abstract—In this paper are described possible solutions for 

communication in areas without infrastructure based on 

multihop transfer of message. Maintenance of communication is 

very important in those areas, because natural disaster or target 

attack can destroy operative infrastructure. After these 

incidents, by rescue operations, is very helpful, when many 

mobile devices as smartphones, tablets or laptops are possible to 

use for transfer messages, pictures or voices in those unexpected 

and critical situations about actual state in the epicentre of the 

disaster. 

There may be used a multihop communication in which are 

proposed many new approaches and routing solutions, how to 

create and maintain the communication. After those analyses we 

want to create a routing protocol, which will combine advantages 

of Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) and Delay/Distribution 

Tolerant Network (DTN) routing solutions. A pattern for 

MANET routing will be a DSR routing and for DTN routing will 

be a single copy transfer based on social behaviour between 

nodes. We expect that this type of routing will provide a transfer 

in areas without infrastructure with well-connected areas and/or 

sparse areas with independent level of movement and velocity. 

 

Keywords — Device-to-device routing protocol, MANET 

routing, DTN routing, intermitted communication, multihop 

communication, communication without infrastructure, mobility 

model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Communication and transfer of information are one of the 

most important things between people. It is not a problem in 

our society to use global infrastructure network or radio links 

network, which is provided with some organizations or 

administrators. For this transfer of information is mostly used 

equipment of daily use, such as smartphones, laptops or 

tablets. 

This system of communication is great till infrastructure is 

correct and functioning. In the situation like natural disaster, 

target attack and then rescue operation when all infrastructure 

on the small area, in terms of tens of kilometres, is destroyed, 

people are unconnected in this area and outside from it. In this 

case is impossible to use available devices of daily use. 

Multihop communication can solve the problem, how to keep 

communication in areas without infrastructure with the same 

devices, which lost connection in traditional infrastructure 

network. For example, two ways are available for the 

transmission of information (messages, pictures, videos, 

voices, and act.), using a) MANET routing and b) 

opportunistic or DTN routing. It depends on many factors, for 

example velocity and density of mobile nodes. Which method 

is better for the use depends on these factors, because both of 

them have many advantages and disadvantages [3], [5], [7], 

[9], [11], [13]. 

We want to propose a routing protocol, which will contain 

advantages of both routing methods and will ensure transfer 

of information between devices without infrastructure and 

with constantly changing connectivity between devices. It 

allows the creation of several islands with good connection 

inside and worse connection outside of them. It is expected 

that the delivery will be more successful in terms of higher 

probability of delivery, but with a higher delay. 

II. COMMUNICATION WITHOUT INFRASTRUCTURE 

Communication between people is matter of course in our 

society during everyday life. There are many supported 

devices which can transfer data by supported applications to 

everyone. The problem begins, when the infrastructure is 

unusable for various reasons. For example the provider stops 

to support the services, the infrastructure is destroyed by 

natural disaster or a group of people is in an area with no cell 

coverage. There are many possibilities how to communicate 

in those areas. The easiest way is using a radio transmitter. 

However, not all the people own or carry it all the time. A 

better solution is utilization of devices which are used daily 

by people and which can use standard technologies and 

wireless interfaces, such as WiFi, Bluetooth, NFC etc. These 

devices will be able to create other type of network based on 

multihop communication. Therefore it can and it knows to 

create a path from source to destination using only other 

nodes in the neighbourhood based on many criterions which 

are specified by the routing protocols. This network is 

composed from mobile nodes and the type of movement is 

very important for the selection of optimal routing solution, 

which will provide finding a path and delivering a message 

[1], [10], [11]. 

III. MULTIHOP COMMUNICATION  

A. Movement and velocity  

Mobile nodes have some patterns of movement. We can 

identify whether the node was walking, running around or 

went in the vehicle based on information about movement and 

velocity. 

The movement can be a) random, b) forward learned or 
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c) influenced by social behaviour. Movement and velocity can 

form a network, which will be dense or sparse. A well-

connected network or many well-connected separate sub 

networks (islands) without mutual radio range as well as 

individual devices without neighbours can be created there. 

We can know which type of routing will be the optimal 

solution for successful transmission based on this movement 

and velocity information [9], [10]. 

 

B. Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) 

MANET is a collection of mobile nodes, which forms a 

temporary and dynamic network without aid of centralized 

administration or standard support devices regularly available, 

such as conventional networks. These nodes generally have a 

limited transmission range and so each node seeks the 

assistance of its neighbouring nodes in forwarding packets 

and hence the nodes in MANET can act as both routers and 

hosts. Thus the node may forward packets between other 

nodes as well as run user applications. These types of 

networks are suitable for situations in which either no fixed 

infrastructure exists or deploying network is not possible. 

Mobile nodes will often be battery powered, which limits the 

capacity of CPU, memory and bandwidth. This will require 

network functions that are resource effective. MANETs have 

found many applications in various fields like military, 

emergency, conferencing and sensor networks. Each of these 

application areas has their specific requirements for routing 

protocols. 

The unique feature of these protocols is their ability to trace 

routes in spite of a dynamic topology. In the simplest 

scenarios, nodes may be able to communicate directly with 

each other. However, MANET has to also support 

communication between nodes that are only indirectly 

connected by a series of wireless hops (multihops) through 

other nodes. 

In general, MANET is a network where every node is 

potentially a router and every node is potentially mobile. 

MANET is not a traditional wired network because of 

presence of wireless communication and mobility, which 

requires that the routing protocols used in MANET should be 

based on new and different principles [1], [2], [8]. 

MANET is very practical solution for an area without 

infrastructure with many advantages like: a) no infrastructure 

and lower cost, b) mobility, c) decentralized and robust, 

d) easy to build paths and spontaneous infrastructure; but on 

the other side many disadvantages like: a) higher error rate, 

b) lower data rate, c) dynamic topology and scalability, 

d) security, e) high velocity [14]. 

 

Routing solutions for MANET 

The main idea for routing protocols in MANET is to 

correctly and effectively estimate the path between a pair of 

nodes in the network. The routing protocols are created in 

view of the QoS parameters [1]. 

MANET network is dynamically changing network which 

always creates new connections between nodes and loses the 

old connections. A problem is arisen, when standard routing 

protocols fail and therefore begin to create a new variety of 

routing protocols for MANET networks. For propose of 

MANET routing protocol should take into account a) the 

environment in which it will be largely deployed, b) the 

bandwidth required for the run, c) the velocity of movement, 

d) where it will be implemented and e) including some QoS 

parameters, such as energy consumption, exploiting width 

bandwidth, computational efficiency, reliability and safety. 

Routing protocols for MANET can be categorized into tree 

basic groups [2]: 

 Reactive (Source-initiated) – it represents a class of 

routing protocols where the route is created only when 

the source requests the route to the destination. The 

route is created through a procedure of route discovery 

which involves flooding the network with route 

request packets (RREQ) from start node to the 

destination, till it will be found. Once the route is 

formed or multiple routes are obtained to the 

destination, the route discovery process comes to the 

end. A route maintenance procedure maintains the 

continuity of the route in the time by the source; 

 Proactive (Table-driven) – these protocols always 

maintain up-to-date information about routes from 

each node to every other node in the network. Routing 

information is stored in the routing table of each node 

and route updates are propagated throughout the 

network to keep the routing information as actual as 

possible. Most of the routing protocols are not suitable 

for highly dynamic networks due to extra control 

overhead, which is generated to keep the routing tables 

consistent and fresh for each node in the network; 

 Hybrid – this routing scheme combine elements of 

reactive and proactive protocols. The general idea is 

the area where the connections change relative slowly 

and are more amenable to table driven routing, while 

areas with high mobility are more appropriate for 

source-initiated approaches. 

Another division of routing protocols can be: singlepaths or 

multipaths. For MANET routing protocols were created much 

more detailed divisions and many categories based on their 

property and utilization like: Location-aware, Hierarchical, 

Multicast, Geographical Multicast or Power-aware. 

C. Delay/Distribution tolerant network (DTN) 

DTNs [4] have the unique feature of intermittent 

connectivity, which makes routing quite different from other 

wireless networks. For example, since an end-to-end 

connection is hard to keep in MANETs, a store-carry-forward 

solution is used to deliver the packets to the destination. 

Nodes in the DTN choose to store or to forward their data 

to neighbouring nodes. If there is no neighbouring node in its 

communication range, the node stores the data and waits until 

a neighbouring node appears. The node sends the stored data 

to neighbouring node after finding it. On the other hand, if 

there are some neighbouring nodes, the node sends the data to 

some of these neighbouring nodes according to the applied 

routing method. DTN routing methods do not find the path to 

the destination, in the simplest term they send data to the 

neighbour nodes and hope that the neighbour nodes deliver 

them to destination or bring them closer to the destination. 

The sophisticated method of sending the data is based on 

computing of probability whereby the neighbour node is 
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selected as optimal node which can meet the destination node. 

This method of decisions is used in cases, when the message 

can be forwarded, or can be stored and wait for better 

opportunity. 

It is good solution how to keep transfer of message in areas 

without infrastructure and it has many advantages, but also 

disadvantages, like MANET routing approaches. As the main 

DTN advantages can be presented: a) transfer method store-

carry-forward, b) no need of end-to-end paths, c) high 

mobility improves success of delivery of message. On the 

other hand, to DTN belong some main disadvantages, such as: 

a) increasing time of delivery, b) flooding of network with 

copies of messages, c) allocation of more resource on devices 

[4], [5], [9]. 

 

Forwarding solutions in DTN 

DTN can help to solve a problem, which arise in MANET. 

Communication without end-to-end connection is helpful in 

disconnected network. Every routing method has other 

transfer of data, which is categorized into three groups [10]: 

 Deterministic (scheduled) – much context information 

between nodes is known; 

 Force-message – transmission is provided by special 

nodes (Message ferry node - MF), which are moving 

on the known routes, MF picks up, stores, carries and 

forwards messages; 

 Opportunistic – it uses every opportunity to transfer a 

message. It is type of epidemic sending of data. 

 

This transfer of messages is provided by routing protocols, 

which can be divided into three groups [1], [3]: 

 Redundant – family of redundant routing protocols 

creates many copies of message through transfer of 

data and finds the destination. Those methods improve 

probability of delivery, but paralyze a network and 

waste resources (bandwidth, battery, storage, etc.); 

 Utility based – routing protocols, which belong to this 

group, take into account, if the transfer to neighbour 

node is useful or no and evaluate probability of 

delivery by neighbour based on measurable parameters 

(battery life, storage capacity, number of contacts with 

destination, social behaviour between nodes). This 

group of routing protocols reduces number of 

transmitted copies of message to one or two what can 

increase time of delivery, but can reduce probability of 

delivery; 

 Combination of redundant and utility based – this group 

of routing protocols provides delivering of message to 

destination with combination of both previous methods 

because of higher probability of delivery and lower 

time of delivery. 

D. Device-to-device communication (D2D) 

This type of communication referred as D2D, which 

combines advantages of MANET and DTN routing, was 

proposed and begun to be implemented because of a) great 

natural disaster, which can destroy infrastructure network 

and/or b) rescue operations in areas without infrastructure and 

c) improving the delivery of message in every velocity and 

topology situation and finally d) the transfer can be cheaper. 

There are used store-carry-forward methods in combination 

with MANET transfer solutions for successfully delivery of 

message with a higher delay [3], [7], [10], [11]. 

Some of D2D routing method was proposed and 

continuous improved based on combination of both methods, 

because MANET routing is well functioning in network with 

low velocity and high density and for DTN network is better a 

network with higher velocity and sparse density of mobile 

devices. 

Some of the main representatives are [7]: 

 Context-aware Adaptive Routing – it integrates choosing 

of nodes and temporary storing of data with proactive 

MANET routing solutions. Proactive routing is 

adapted to exchange context information between 

devices, which can than calculate a probability of 

delivery [20]; 

  Adaptive routing schema – source node makes a 

decision, which routing method (for MANET-AODV 

or for DTN-spray&wait) will use based on 

accumulated testing packets. Only source node makes 

the decision and nexthop cannot change this decision 

about routing type [15],[18]; 

 DT-DYMO – probabilistic model is inserted to DYMO 

proactive routing protocol based on counters of 

meeting between nodes. Process of finding a path is 

modified to choose potential custodian node, which 

can store a message. 

 HYMAD – it combines MANET and DTN routing 

solutions in terms of transfer data using a) MANET, 

when the network is well-connected and end-to-end 

paths exist and b) DTN, when the network is divided 

into many smaller subnetworks without end-to-end 

paths using spray&wait routing [6], [18]; 

 Store and Forward BATMAN – this routing protocol 

adds to MANET routing protocol a DTN feature store 

and forward, which is activated when no paths to 

destination exist; 

 Storage Aware Routing – makes a decision between 

storing and forwarding of packet. OLSR routing 

method is used to find a path from source to 

destination. High delay is accepted for this new routing 

method as standard OLSR routing solution [17]; 

 AODV-DTN – one routing protocol from family of D2D 

routing methods, which supports bundle protocol 

(something similar as usage of TCP/IP, but it transfers 

one big block of message, which can wait on some 

node, more specification is in RFC 5050[19]). AODV 

[15], especially finding packets for new path to 

destination, are changed for the purpose of 

ascertaining, which supports bundle protocol. If source 

node supports a bundle protocol and no path by AODV 

exists, than the transfer will be changed to bundle 

transfer; 

 DTS-OLSR – it is D2D routing method, which uses 

overlay network based on proactive routing called 

OLSR, which sends periodic update. Only nodes with 

bundle layer can be used for D2D transfer. The node 

without bundle has to send a message to other node 

with bundle layer immediately [16]; 
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 Robust replication routing – it estimates a delay and 

based on it routing protocol chooses MANET part of 

routing or multipath routing. 

IV. PROPOSE OF D2D ROUTING 

We want to develop a Combined MANET-DTN routing 

protocol after analyses of the actual routing methods in 

mobile network without infrastructure, which is composed 

from MANET approach - modified reactive protocol DSR and 

DTN approach based on single copy sending of message 

based on social behaviour between nodes. The main idea of 

our proposal is shown in Fig1. The path will be found by 

modified DSR routing for actual topology in timeslot t1. 

Topology will be divided into more subnetworks and our 

protocol ensures transfer the rest of data to Virtual source (Vs) 

by partial usable path in t2. Vs will try or wait for appropriate 

conditions for the search of a new DSR path in t3. When Vs, 

as a new source, will find the path to D, than it will use this 

path to finish the transfer. 

 
Fig. 1 The main idea of Combined MANET-DTN routing protocol 

A. DSR modification 

Source (S) finds a path using modified DSR routing based 

originally on RFC 4728 [12]. Route Request Packet (RREQ) 

is distributed as broadcast to any node and finds a destination 

(D). After this finding the S expects Route Replay Packet 

(RREP) with valid path or paths. We expand transfer 

information in RREQ about social information, which the S 

owns about D. The probability of delivery by every node, to 

which a RREQ arrives, is calculated based on social 

information. It will be helpful for next usage, when MANET 

part of routing - modified DSR will crash and DTN 

mechanism ensures the delivering, but with higher delay. 

B. Social information 

Calculation of probability of delivery is important because 

of selection of nexthop, respectively a new virtual source, 

which will act as a new source. This calculation is performed 

based on personal and social information (where the person 

lives and works, how to travel, where he spends a free time) 

about people, because every device has an owner [13]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We want to create new routing protocol for network 

without infrastructure independent on velocity and 

connectivity. We want to create a simulation tool, which 

confirms our solution and compares other routing methods 

usable for disconnected or occasionally connected network 

with different level of density and velocity. We want to create 

some models of mobility for nodes because of implemented 

social behaviour. 
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Abstract—The paper summarizes the work and results 

obtained in the previous year of the PhD study. The research 

aims to increase the reliability and safety of an aircraft turbojet 

engine by diagnostic/backup system. This article describes the 

process of proposal and implementation of the diagnostic and 

backup system, which uses majority method (diagnostic method) 

and mathematical models (backups) calculated by methods of 

experimental identification. As an object of research was chosen 

the small turbojet engine ISTC-21V located in the Laboratory of 

Intelligent Control Systems of Jet Engines (LIRS LM). 

 

Keywords—Backup, diagnostics, experimental identification, 

small turbojet engine, voting method.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increase in the complexity of aircrafts (their structure 

contains a greater number of elements) also leads to increased 

failure probability of an aircraft components. Consequently, 

any potential fault of a turbojet engine could cause even more 

extensive damages, therefore the issue of reliability and safety 

come to the fore [1]. With these concepts are also related 

activities diagnostics and backup [2]. The main aim of 

a diagnostic/backup system of an aircraft turbojet engine, and 

also my motivation for solving this issue, is to ensure accurate 

fault detection and isolation, prevent expensive damage to 

engine parts, avoid failures that can lead to catastrophe and 

reduce costs of maintenance. 

The article deals with the application of the diagnostic and 

backup system of a small turbojet engine, which contains the 

proposal of the structure and its implementation in the chosen 

software environment. The main focus is oriented on a real-

time diagnostics which function is to detect sensor errors and 

isolate them, so they do not affect control. 

II. INITIAL STATE 

In the previous SCYR article [3], we described integrated 

system health management for aircraft turbojet engine [4]. It 

should be able to ensure decrease of the probability of 

catastrophic failure, detection of errors and their isolation, 

prediction of future failure, etc. All these goals can be 

achieved by three health management techniques, which are: 

 Diagnostics and backup 

 Prognostics 

 Life extending control 

As the first, we decided to focus on diagnostic and backup 

methods. 

III. SOLVED TASKS IN THE PREVIOUS PERIOD 

In the following section are described tasks solved in the 

last year of my PhD study. 

A. Proposal of Diagnostic Modules 

The overall diagnostic/backup system [5] consists of 

diagnostic modules for each of the selected parameters of the 

small turbojet engine ISTC-21V [6]. We have created a 

proposal of diagnostic modules, where inputs represent signals 

from sensors. Those either directly enter the selected 

diagnostic method (majority method) [7] or they are used to 

obtain modeled values of parameter through models acquired 

by methods of experimental identification [8]. The output of 

the majority method enters the control circuit. As an example, 

the proposed architecture of diagnostic module for parameter 

p2C (pressure of air) is shown in Fig. 1. 

B. Creation of Experimental Models 

Experimental identification represents the process leading 

to the compilation of a mathematical model of a certain system 

by using measured data [8]. We used three methods of 

experimental identification (method of successive integration, 

area method and artificial neural network) to create models of 

ISTC-21V engine’s parameters. These will serve as backups 

which can replace sensor errors with correct data. We have 

calculated experimental models using programming 

environment MATLAB and implemented them in Simulink. 

For example, the scheme of the neural model of parameter p2C 

is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

Fig. 1.  The structure of the diagnostic module for parameter p2C [5] 
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C. Implementation of the Diagnostic Method 

From different diagnostic methods, we have chosen 

majority (voting) method [7] as the best for the purpose of 

diagnostics of the ISTC-21V engine. There are three signals, 

which enter the majority method. One input is measured data 

(I1) of the selected parameter and other two are model values 

(I2, I3) of this parameter (backups) calculated through 

experimental models. Each pair of these signals is compared 

in a block of pair comparison on the basis of permissible fault 

values. After this comparison, average value IP is calculated 

from the signal values that do not overstep the maximum 

allowed error size. Then IP is transferred through the function 

of qi(εi) (maximum allowed deviation from error residuum εi), 

which decides if input provides correct data or not 

(signalization Vi). In the end, arithmetic mean IC is computed 

from errorless input values and enters the control circuit. 

Based on the described process, we designed and 

implemented the voting method in LabVIEW environment. It 

communicates with experimental models created in Simulink 

through OPC interface. 

D. Testing of the Diagnostic and Backup System 

We have tested the functionality of the implemented system 

for real-time diagnostics and backup in the Laboratory of 

Intelligent Control Systems of Jet Engines (LIRS LM) during 

the operation of the small turbojet engine ISTC-21V. Tests 

were run during the errorless engine operation and also when 

a two types of faults occur (failure of individual inputs and 

presence of random input values) [5].  

Results have shown that the diagnostic/backup system is 

working properly and can eliminate these types of failures. 

Accuracy of the implemented system from the view of created 

experimental models for individual engine parameters 

(temperatures T1C, T2C, T3C, pressures p2C, p3C, fuel flow 

supply QPal and speed of engine’s compressor n) is shown 

in Table I. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this article, we have shortly described the results of the 

work done in the previous year. The main objective was to 

increase reliability and safety of the small turbojet engine 

ISTC-21V through the creation and implementation of the 

diagnostic/backup system. Based on the tests performed is 

shown that system is able to detect sensor faults, isolate them 

and replace with correct values. As can be seen in Table I, on 

the basis of selected parameter, the accuracy is from 1 to 5 %. 

Future research will be focused on improvement of the 

proposed diagnostic/backup system by decreasing amount of 

error. It will also be important to ensure that the system is able 

to distinguish between sensor fault and engine component 

fault. 

Further research will focus on prognostics for prediction of 

future failures and on life extending control for engine parts 

damage reduction as other techniques of the integrated system 

health management [3], [4]. 
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Fig. 2.  The scheme of the neural model of parameter p2C in Simulink 

  

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF THE CREATED EXPERIMENTAL MODELS BASED ON THE 

AMOUNT OF MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) 
 

Parameters Experimental model MAE MAE [%] 

T2C [°C] 
Neural network 5.0788 3.4026 

Succesive integration 5.0359 3.3008 

T3C [°C] 
Neural network 11.7036 1.2377 

Succesive integration 19.9546 2.1120 

T4C [°C] 
Neural network 7.4042 1.4834 

Succesive integration 8.9987 1.8058 

p2C [At] 
Neural network 0.1046 4.5225 

Succesive integration 0.0425 1.8685 

p3C [At] 
Neural network 0.0770 5.0378 

Succesive integration 0.0687 4.3637 

QPal [l/min] 
Neural network 0.0255 2.5638 

Area method 0.0307 3.0958 

n [ot/min] 
Neural network 742.0916 1.6726 

Succesive integration 596.4056 1.3331 
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Abstract — Contribution describes progress on dissertation 

research. Title of dissertation is Modeling and optimization of 

robotic and technological production lines. Dissertation deals 

with optimizing effector speed of an industrial robot to a required 

accuracy. The resulting system input will by parametric equation 

of trajectory, required speed or accuracy and output will be 

movement of robot’s effector according to specified requirements.  

 
Keywords — industrial robot, diagnostic, speed, accuracy.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Article is dedicated for dissertation. This dissertation is 
about accuracy and speed of industrial robot’s effector on 
specified trajectories. These trajectories will be specified to 
robot by parametric equation. After specifying trajectory, 
industrial robot will move on that trajectory with required 
speed and accuracy. During movement on specified trajectory, 
robot will not use own program for movement, but program 
developed by dissertation, which this article describes.  

II. INITIAL STATE 

During the diploma thesis [1] processing, two problems 
were found. Diploma thesis was not solving these problems. 
The first problem was speed of industrial robot’s effector. 
Despite the fact that the speed was set to a specific value, the 
robot was not moving with this speed. This problem solved 
publication Optimizing industry robot for maximum speed 
with high accuracy [2]. The next problem was small option of 
movement trajectories. Programmer of industrial robots can 
mostly use only three types of trajectories and these 
trajectories are ellipse, straight line, point-to-point, 
specifically. When diploma thesis was being solved, 
mentioned trajectories was not sufficient. That was reason for 
created functions for added movement described in 
publication Control of robot integrated in flexible production 
line [3]. A small selection of trajectories and necessary of 
functions for new trajectories leaded to next research. This 
research described contribution Industrial robot optimization 
for required accuracy and speed [4]. This contribution 
designed function where input is parametric equation of curve 
(trajectory) for industrial robot movement. 

Next aim was to associate mentioned results to complex 
system, which is described in thesis for dissertation exam [6]. 
This complex system is containing: 

1. Functions to robot movement along a defined 
trajectory using the parametric equation of the curve 
(trajectory), 

2. Optimize the speed of the robot’s effector by set the 

iteration step [4], [6], 
3. Diagnostic tool for diagnosis speed and accuracy. 

This system is tested on an industrial robot MELFA RV-
2SDB and on industrial robots of laboratory model with name  
Robotized workplace. These models are DCAI (Dept. of 
Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence) models. 

An important task was calculated the direct and inverse 
kinematics (mathematical model) to these industrial robots. 
Direct and inverse kinematics was calculated in publication 
Mathematical model of robot Melfa RV-2SDB [7]. When 
mathematical model was being created, then university 
textbooks [8], [9] and [10] were helpful. 

When the mathematical model of industrial robots was 
known, then it was necessary to create a mentioned diagnostic 
tool. The first and basic design of tool was discussed in [2], 
[5] and [6]. This diagnostic tool is near at the end of 
realization and so far it has not been written for its any 
publication. 

Control and diagnostic of industrial robot are distributed 
therefore was used methods described in [11].  

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE TASKS SOLVED IN PREVIOUS YEAR 

University Science Park Technicom was processed during 
last year. 

Diagnostic tool can be tested only with industrial robot. 
Therefore has to be programmed robot controller. Various 
functions of robot movement were programmed through 
parametric expression of curves (trajectories), which was 
designed in [4]. These functions were programmed in 
programming language Melfa Basic V in integrated 
development environment RT Toolbox 2. Diagnostic tool can 
be tested after programming these functions along with basic 
control of speed and accuracy of robot’s effector. Designed 
and programmed basic algorithms of control of speed and 
accuracy were tested with diagnostic tool together. 

Diagnostic tool is programmed in programming language 
C# in development environment Visual Studio. This 
application monitors the actual speed and acceleration of the 
robot, calculated from the current position of the robot’s 
effector. Application receives information about the current 
position of robot’s effector from robot controller through RS-
232 interface. To application can be specified parametric 
equation of curve. When parametric equation and current 
effector location are known, then it can be calculated position 
error. This error can be seen in application on graph and in 
real time as number. The application also monitors the speed 
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error, because the desired speed is known. 
On defense of thesis for dissertation exam and on some 

conferences was recommended to add secondary sensors at 
movement diagnostic of robot’s effector. 

Secondary sensor of movement was chosen black-and-white 
(grayscale) camera Guppy F-503-B. This camera with new 
algorithm of image recognition in diagnostic tool recognizes 
position of effector and plots this position to application. 
Effector 3D position was plotted in orthogonal projection by 
diagnostic tool (position of the observer was not parallel to 
any basic plane – XY, XZ, YZ), but after the addition of 
image recognition algorithm was decided that the plotting 
position in space will be the view from the top (position of the 
observer is parallel to basic plane XY). 

Effector position is plotted three times into application of 
diagnostic tool. The first time application is plotting required 
position (3x3 pixels, blue color), than position detected by 
sensors of servomotor (1 pixel, red color) and last position 
detected by camera with algorithm of image recognition (1 
pixel, green color). Part of diagnostic tool window is shown 
on figure Fig. 1 with plotted positions.    
 

 
Fig. 1. Part of diagnostic tool window with 3D plotting of effector position 

 
Diagnostic tool works in real time, therefore it was 

necessary to design algorithm of image recognition to require 
the least processor’s (CPU’s) time. 

Picture from camera is inserted to RAM memory in a row 
directly. Access to information about brightness is realized 
through pointers. Image thresholding is omitted in the 
resulting solution, because mark on robot’s effector has 
specific interval of brightness and is in shape of rectangle. 
Mark’s first pixel is found by searching in vector (not in the 
array, because pointers is used) on both sides. Center of mark 
is calculated on the basis of these two information (the first 
pixels on both sides), and this point (center) is plotted to 
application of diagnostic tool. Knowledge of the subject 
Computer Vision and university textbook [13] for this subject 
helped in this procedure.  

Then it is necessary to synchronize the plotted position of 
the camera and the servomotor’s sensors, this synchronization 
is made by transformation spatial point to planar point with 
formulas of this transformation. Calibration is needed at this 
synchronization. Camera position has to be known in 
coordinate system of robot and their common coordinate 
system has to be moved to appropriate place. Mentioned 
transformation is applied from a theory described in the 
university textbook [12]. 

Optimization tools were programmed during last year, 
which was mentioned in [5]: 

1. optimization for required speed, 
2. maximum speed optimization for required accuracy, 
3. speed optimization for required accuracy and speed. 

A detailed description of these three types of optimization is in 
contribution [4] and [6]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Last year, contribution [5] mentioned three phases of 
research continuation. These days, the first phase is completed 
and work continues on the second and the third phases, 
parallel. 

The second phase consists of the following tasks: 
- verification of created functions on real model, 
- creation and description of methodology for 

optimizing robot speed in relation to accuracy, 
- verification of methodology in terms of laboratory 

models of the department. 
 The third phase processes these results into a dissertation. 
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Abstract—This article deals with the structure of diagnostics
of sensors and actuators within distributed control systems.
Proposed structure consists of several layers which can be
separated and processed by multiple control systems. This
makes diagnostics more transparent and gives a way to share
computational load between control systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diagnostics of dynamic systems is very current topic,
whether in system with increased reliability where the error
of the sensor can cause big financial loses or a threat to life.
Diagnostics is also required in system with poor maintenance
access such as satellites, research rovers, etc.

Diagnostics is wide concept which includes detection, local-
ization, identification and isolation of the error, alternatively
reconfiguration of the control system.

Diagnostics as a whole should make the system more
resistant to errors and in the case of occurrence of the non
critical error, the system should be able to continue functioning
without losing nature of its function. For proper function there
need to be some sort of redundancy in the form of redundant
sensors or analytical redundancy.

Since the final form of diagnostics will be implemented
on mobile robots which are equipped by microcontroller(s)
with limited computational power, the diagnostics should be
modular to provide the tool for distribution of processing load
between multiple control systems.

II. INITIAL STATE

In previous work there were introduced few ways of fusing
data from multiple sensors, especially focusing on Multisensor
data fusion (MSFDF) using Extended Kalman filter (EKF).[1].
There were also developed prototypes of mobile robots (MR)
like MR for MiroSot competition [2] and mobile robot AL-
FRED [3]

III. TASK SOLVED IN PREVIOUS YEAR

Diagnostics of sensor system is quite difficult task, which
consists of multiple steps. Based on the analysis the current
state of diagnostics, there was created diagnostic system
divided into several logic parts (layers), whose together form a
pyramid shown in Fig.1 where every layer can be implemented
using several different ways. Block diagram of sample diag-
nostics system with interconnections between layers is shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Proposed structure of diagnostics within distributed control systems.

A. Layer of physical sensors

On this layer there are real (physical) sensors, whose output
is analogue signal in the form of voltage or current, or digital
signal transfered using communication interfaces (I2C, SPI,
UART, CAN, Ethernet, etc.). This layer also includes scaling
of the range of sensor to the range of analog to digital (AD)
converter. Sensors within mobile robotics can be divided into
three sections:

Sensors of internal state are sensing units directly asso-
ciated with internal states of mobile robot like voltage of the
battery, current flowing trough motor coils, linear or angular
velocity of the wheels, etc.

Position sensors are used to determine current position and
angle of the robot. Position sensor may be subdivided into
two categories namely absolute (GPS, accelerometer, compass)
and relative (accelerometer, rotary sensors, gyroscope) position
sensors.

External environment sensors are measuring units envi-
ronment outside the mobile robot (distance sensors, environ-
ment quality sensors, cameras, etc.).

B. Collection, filtering and preprocessing of the data

Raw data from the sensors often need to be preprocessed, so
the control system will know to work with them.In this case the
preprocessing of the data is considered filtering (smoothing)
and transformation of the data from engineering to physical
units.
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This layer is based on hardware and software. Hardware
part consists of communication buses, hardware filters and
AD converters and software part includes software filtering
and transformation of the data. Some of the sensor and
communication bus errors can be detected on this layer

C. Layer of models and virtual sensors
On this layer there are mathematical models of the system

as kinematic and dynamic model, as well as models describing
relationships between measured and state values of the system.
Mobile robots are described by kinematic and dynamic model.

Based on complexity, dynamic model may include the
weight of MR, moment of inertia of MR and wheels (including
gears in gearbox), frictions, etc. [4].

Kinematic model describes the relationship between linear
or angular velocities of wheels (tracks, legs, etc.) and the
position and angle of the MR in space. Kinematic model with
association with wheel speed sensors can be used to calculate
relative position of the mobile robot. Basic kinematic model
can be enhanced to include parameters line slippage between
wheels (tracks) and surface.

On this level there are also virtual sensors, which take
readings from real sensors and calculate the outputs using
some system models [5].

D. Detection, diagnostics and elimination of errors
For diagnostics and to improve reliability of the system,

it is advantageous to have multiple sensors sensing the same
value, ideally with sensors based on different physical sensing
method.

Detection of the errors is done using residues which are
next used to determine exact error of the sensor or actuator.
Residue is indicator of an error derived from the difference
between the results from sensors and models of the system.
Analytical methods which uses residues as error indicators are
generally called as a method of analytical redundancy.

Diagnostics - its most basic problem is to differentiate
between unnatural or faulty state of the sensor and between
non standard state of the system. In real dynamic systems
such a mobile robots it is difficult task, because dynamics of
the system and outer influence may hide actual fault of the
sensor. Accurate diagnostics of the sensor fault may obstruct
the fact, that multiple sensor faults can be described by similar
symptoms [6].

Fault elimination is the process when the fault data from
corrupted sensors are eliminated to ensure that incorrect data
wouldn’t affect the result of measured unit. In the case when
the data from specific sensor are used as a feedback for control
system, it is necessary to modify (reconfigure) the control
system to get the feedback data from another real or virtual
sensor.

E. Multisensor data fusion
This layer serves to join data from multiple sources (real or

virtual sensors) to create one more robust and precise result
than by using just one sensor. For application of MSDF there
are several ways, for more informations see [1] or [7].

The proper function of MSDF depends on few conditions,
namely the noise in data from sensors should be uncorrelated
white noise, median of difference between measured and real
values should be close to zero and data from faulty sensors
must be eliminated before entering MSDF.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of sample diagnostics.

F. Development and construction of new mobile robots

During last year were developed and constructed several
mobile robots for robotic soccer category MiroSot V2 based on
the prototype from the past [2]. These MR are more accurate,
reliable, lighter, compact and durable than prototype. There
was also developed and constructed tracked mobile robot
TrackBot which is controlled by Arduino board with custom
made sensor and communication shield.

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research will be focused on creating of the algorithms
for every layer of proposed diagnostics system. After this
phase will follow testing of the created algorithms on the real
models of mobile robots, which will consists of three parts:

1) Off-line testing of algorithms and creating of mathemat-
ical model based on measured data.

2) On-line testing of algorithms using mobile robot as a
remote agent.

3) On-line testing of algorithms with their execution on
mobile robot’s control system.

Testing of the algorithms of diagnostics will be performed on
the mobile robots for robotic soccer category MiroSot V2 and
on tracked MR TrackBot.
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Abstract—The paper summarizes the research realized during
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performance optimization done by white noise modulation. It
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I. INTRODUCTION

The court of Slovak Republic uses the transcription of
the court hearing. Those transcriptions contain different mis-
spelling errors, semantic errors and other types of errors.

Current solutions for this domain use different ways based
on a vocabulary continues speech recognition. Those solutions
are mainly based on a DBN – deep belief network, a HMM –
hidden Markov model, or hybrid systems like a DBN-HMM
– context dependent solutions [5].

We are developing Elise – Semantic Search Web Agent.
This project works with natural language and it is build up
a semantic network model. It supports misspelling processing
natively. Currently a founded documents are the output of the
semantic network. It works with words, phrases, sentences and
paragraphs as building blocks, and it represents good base for
such kind of a problem solving [6].

II. SEMANTIC NETWORK

A core’s implementation is realized via the semantic net-
work. This semantic network is customized in several direc-
tions.

In the figure 1. an example of our semantic network is
illustrated. It is a digraph of symbols as vertices and time
delay relations as edges.

A difference of our semantic network opposite to common
semantic network is in the relations. In the common semantic
network relations have a meaning. And they hold the informa-
tion (for us, this kind of the information is represented again
as the symbols). The relations hold only the information about
a time delay.

A formal semantic network formula is: N = (S, C), where
S is the set of symbols, objects (nodes) and the C is the set of
connections (edges). Because, it is possible to have multiple
connections to the same symbol, the aggregation function have
to be defined – fa.

Symbol definition S =< id, fa, x >

id: identity of the symbol
fa: the aggregation function AND(weighted distance,
...), OR(max)

Fig. 1. Semantic Network

x: strength of the signal/activity < 0, 1 >,
The connection definition is:
C =< sinput, soutput, τdelay, λprobability >

sinput: input symbol
soutput: output symbol
τdelay = 1...n: time delay of signal transition, where
tdelay > 0
λprobability: probability that next connection will be
fired.

III. SEPARATE TIMING / WHITE NOISE MODULATION

Because of a performance optimization a White Noise
Modulation was introduced the last year. We decide to use
stochastic principles for inference.

A random signal, which has a constant power spectral
density is called white noise [1]. With other words any
distribution of values having a zero mean value [2] can be
considered as the white noise.

The main properties for us are:
1) The mean value is zero
2) The random signal / random distributions of values
3) Constant power spectral density
Because the mean value is zero, the amplitude of the modu-

lated information will be not affected, if the white noise which
is used will not correlate with the modulated information. This
is ensured by the second condition, which says that the values
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are random, and thus the probability of correlation depends on
the randomness of white noise. Uniform power spectral density
ensures that the result will not be affected even cross-reference
symbols activation happened. E.g: those references where a
same term/symbol is activated in two different contexts [4].

IV. TRANSCRIPTION ERRORS CORRECTION

As the Elise was not originally designed for this kind of
problem, we have introduced next modules:

1) Decision maker
2) Mirroring
3) Difference detection
4) Focusing
5) Error detection & Synthesizing

A. Decision Module

The decision module is used to change some characteristics
to change strategy which drives how are the symbols fired.

In a simplified form, each decision has own input and output
symbol. When output symbol for a decision is fired, a same
symbol is fired also on input layer. E.g. when symbol for
correction decision is fired. Elise starts to synthesize provided
input, and will write it on the output.

B. Mirroring module

During the learning phase, Elise learns to mirror the input.
When we talking about mirroring, we mind that output sym-
bols should be fired according to fired input symbols to keep
a same order of activating, and to keep also a same semantic.
The same meaning means, that only similar symbols can be
fired.

That it is almost the same as it is in case of the original
semantic network of the Elise. Because it has symbols in the
middle layer, which do the same job, and those symbols are
used to drive a selection of founded documents. But for this
case, we change a structure of the semantic network, that each
input term / symbol has also counterpart symbol in the output
layer.

C. Difference Detection

The difference detection module is composed from the sym-
bols, which calculate difference between predicted symbols
(symbols on the output layer) and the symbols which are in
the original focused text.

Difference detection has own symbols on the output layer,
which are used to change a behavior of a focusing and their
are talking us how big difference is in a current focused place.

For difference detection was used coded symbols. It is
special kind of symbols in the Elise network. Which are
not created by learning process, but have connection to fixed
symbols. And their activation is driven by program code.

D. Focusing

The focusing module is composed from the symbols, which
have the connections to the symbols from the ”Difference
Detection module”, and the symbols which drives a focusing
mechanism.

The focusing mechanism controls a size and a place of a
focused area. ”It is kind of driving how fast the Elise reads

the input text”. It means, if it can move to the next word, or
it should return back, or it needs to be on a same place more
longer.

With other words focusing mechanism controls, which input
symbols will be activated, and it also drives the difference
calculation.

E. Error detection & Synthesizing

When the focused area is small and the difference for the
focused area is big. It means that the focused area contains an
error, which need to be corrected, than an error is founded,
and the decision for a correction is activated.

When the Elise is switched to the process for an error
correction. Then the focused area will be synthesized. Syn-
thesizing is based on a special kind of the symbols, which
according to the activated input symbols activate the output
symbols in the way, which is similar to the natural language.

V. CONCLUSION

Elise in the numbers, it is a massive semantic network with:
• cca. 2 000 000 – base terms
• cca. 150 000 000 – instances of base terms
• cca. 1 000 000 000 – connections between terms
The Elise semantic search is in the progress, because of

some issues. And the plan is to fix the remaining issues and
to deploy semantic search into a production.

Transcriptions error correction - it is in the progress we are
preparing real testing data, and we will see how to correct
proposal solution.
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Abstract—This paper presents outcomes of numerous research 

studies published and presented during previous four years. The 
research conducted in the field of efficiency has proven that 
methodologies and methods used to quantify qualitative 
parameters are usually mathematically difficult or time 
consuming to be implemented and used in research practice. 
However, using the combination of simple figure or merit 
evaluation methods and key performance indicators, it is possible 
to easily automate the quality evaluation process. We seized upon 
this premise and applied respective methods in order to create a 
design of an information system, suitable for evaluating any 
qualitative parameter in scientific or research practice. The final 
outcome is a functioning prototype of a scientific research 
information system (SRIS), presented in this paper. 
 

Keywords—efficiency, laboratory of intelligent control systems 
of aircraft engines, SRIS, turbojet engine iSTC-20v.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Efficiency of identification is one of the factors in the 

applied research that is difficult to evaluate, not only because 
of its qualitative character, but also because of amount of 
information that are involved in the efficiency composition. 
Different analytical methods may be applied to carry out 
evaluations in manner of creating models of efficiency, or in 
some cases, even optimization models. These approaches are 
difficult for implementation in practice, because the formal 
description and runtime of a model in practice requires at least 
a simulation software, which is running the evaluations over 
experimental data [14]. Thus, our motivation originated from 
the idea to omit simulation software and mathematical 
overhead and find the simplest possible approach [15]. A 
longer but simpler approach is to utilize key performance 
indicators that easily quantify any qualitative parameter, which 
is conformant with SMART criteria [13]. They may be used in 
any information system or program firstly to plan and then to 
evaluate certain qualitative criteria. The character of applied 
research requires planning, data collection, analysis, 
evaluation and discovery of new knowledge [12], which is an 
ideal opportunity to use key performance indicators as a 
carrier of the quality information since planning until the 
knowledge discovery. The entire practical research has been 
adapted to fit the needs of the laboratory of intelligent control 
systems of jet engines, and the research object iSTC-20v in 
particular, which is a small turbojet engine [1]. 

II. PROOF OF CONCEPT 
Although there might be doubts whether it is necessary to 

create a unique information system for a task of efficiency 
evaluation, an information system is a solution of several other 
problems that rise in the efficiency evaluation problem field in 
general.  

As we already stated in the introduction, the efficiency 
evaluation in experimental identification is directly linked with 
physical testing that results in collections of different relevant 
or irrelevant data [15]. The second problem arises from the 
need to compare the expected and the achieved results. The 
expectations are represented by experimental plans. Besides 
their hierarchy, experimental plans contain the time parameter 
of research tasks, as well as the measurable criteria of 
expected results (valuated key performance indicators) 
[6][10]. Another problem that is connected with the evaluation 
of quality is, taking its components into account by means of 
their involvement in the composition of quality. For example, 
the reliability is one of the factors that is present in 
identification of technical systems and is emphasized as the 
most important factor of its operation. However, the reliability 
does not only rely on measured data but also on other 
technical data, obtained by observation of the system or its 
environment during its operational or stationary state. These 
observations are represented as log entries (operational, 
service, error) and allow the evaluation of reliability and 
safety, depending on the type of obtained technical data [8].   

Previously enumerated factors emphasized the need for 
integrating all necessary tasks into a single platform, a 
scientific research information system SRIS [8]. 

III.  RECENT WORK 
During previous years, we proposed a combination of 

possible methods [7] - [11], [17], tested them in a real 
environment (LIRS LM) and obtained sufficient knowledge 
about requirements of such an integrating platform [11]. We 
have done several research tasks as a proof of concept 
[2][4][5][6][14] in order to scientifically prove the ability of 
chosen methods to fulfill the needs of their practical 
implementation. In [7], we proposed the methodology of 
experiments planning and defined a basis of the conceptual 
character of the SRIS operation. Also the possibilities of 
various numerical methods in data analysis were studied, in 
order to discover valuable functions in analysis of 
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thermodynamic data. Studies about the basic data 
representation and possibilities of supporting the (tacit) 
knowledge discovery were conducted. Other studies involved 
possibilities of evaluating quality by key performance 
indicators, measurement analysis from the statistical point of 
view, future possibilities of efficiency, reliability and quality 
modeling for purposes of their enhancement in the operation 
of the iSTC-20v. Implementation and development studies 
about the SRIS concept in particular were published in [7] 
[10]. As a full summary, we published the entire conceptual 
structure of a SRIS system with its background and 
fundamental ideas in [8] and a simple overview with future 
possibilities in [9]. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT  
The particular implementation development and 

deployment were carried out in conditions of the laboratory of 
intelligent control systems of aircraft engines (LIRS LM). 
Needs and basic processes of the laboratory were mapped to 
the proposed architecture and the architecture was adapted to 
be logically compatible with these internal processes. The 
mutual compatibility was double checked with the research 
team in LIRS LM. Functionalities of the system have either 
risen from the task of efficiency evaluation or the process 
structures in LIRS LM. The final concept included the 
following essential logical modules and functions: 

- Experiment planning 
o Strategic planning 
o Tactical planning 
o Operative planning 

 Key performance indicators assignment 
- Measurement processing 

o Measurement parsing 
o Structured storage of measurements 

- Laboratory logs 
o Operational log 
o Service log 
o Error log 

- Quality evaluation 
o Partial evaluations for quality components 
o Partial evaluations for planning levels 

- Analysis 
o Numerical and statistical analysis (description) 
o Measurement playback and overview 
o Visual analysis of measurements 

Due to other requirements of the LIRS LM laboratory and 
possible perspective future requirements, the following 
modules and functions were proposed: 

- Environmental settings 
o Basic enumerable components 
o Key performance indicators definition 
o User definition 
o Errors definition 

- Electronic library 
o Semiautomatic publication retrieval 
o Informational efficiency evaluation 

- Real-time data transfer to remote locations [16] [3]. 
The development of the system was done using Asp.NET 

MVC framework and deployed at the laboratory server 
system. The prototype of the SRIS system is currently being 
filled with relevant data and will be used in the future for 

research agenda as well as the quality evaluation of the 
experimental identification. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In the past four years we have proposed, consulted, 

developed and deployed a SRIS information system as a 
solution for relatively different problems, with aim to enable 
evaluation of quality in experimental identification and as a 
support for knowledge discovery in the identification process. 
Contents of this paper resulted from the finished dissertation 
thesis, which has been submitted in the beginning of April 
2015. 
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Abstract—Evolution as a process of gradual and incremental
quality improvement is used in various areas of computer
language engineering. Basic principles of evolution are discussed
and ways of applications are presented. Genetic programming
is presented as a way to improve effectiveness of languages.
Grammatical evolution as a successor to genetic programming is
presented and shown on example. Use of evolution is presented in
context-free grammar inference from a language without formal
definition. Engineering discipline of grammarware is explained
and similar approach, the grammar-based systems are explored.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Evolution is a process of incremental quality improvement.
It occurs in nature where it is governed by complex laws
of physics, biology and other natural laws. Evolution by
natural selection is an automated process. Explanation and
evidence of evolution by natural selection is presented by
Dawkins in [1]. Other procedures, like selective breeding, is
governed by human mind with foresight of future achievement.
An example of that process can be selective breeding of
dogs. From a common ancestor, wolf, mankind was able to
create huge variety of dogs, from large Irish wolfhounds to
diminutive chihuahuas. Other examples of natural or artificial
evolution are presented by Dawkins in [2]. So to conclude,
evolution can either be directly governed or an automatic
process.

In computer science, evolution can represent historical
changes in various languages. I am using term evolution
in other sense, the one that is much more close to natural
evolution. It is an automated process primarily used for domain
specific languages (DSL) creation [3], [4]. Such languages are
tailor suited for various needs. Needs that may change over
time and therefore an automated process of constant improve-
ment is useful feature for convenience. Völter in [5] argues,
that examination of ties between modeling and programming
can be solution to that problem. He proposes creation of
modular languages that programmers of DSL languages can
benefit from.

II. SYMBOLIZATION AND CONCEPTUALIZATION

The main driving force of my research is automatic evo-
lution of human-computer languages. The idea is to create
some sort of automaton, that will accept input and process
it into a grammar. More input it gets, the more powerful
the grammar becomes. The input must be some meaningful

information, like an image or voice. The meaning itself is
provided by a lecturer, a human operating on that automaton.
If the grammar is strong enough, it will recognize similar
patterns and will know their meaning. Process on which
this automaton works is called formal processing of informal
meaning by abstract interpretation, and it is an active research
of my supervisor [6].

Meaning is a concept that we humans understand, but
computer is a machine that blindly obeys orders written in
instructions of its own language. It can process symbols, and it
can process them really efficiently and fast. But this is still just
a process predefined by some architect, a creator of computer
code. Structures like words, or music bear information that can
be symbolized in order to be processed by a computer. But to
extract meaning, a process called conceptualization is initiated.
Philosophical aspects of conceptualization and symbolization
are discussed by Gärdenfors in [7].

III. FORMAL GRAMMARS

Grammar is a formalism that describes the structure of
language. In the computer science, we can represent them as
a 4-tuple:

G = (Σ, N, P, S) (1)

Where:
Σ - Finite set of input alphabet, i.e. the symbols actually

appearing in sentences of language defined by grammar
G.

N - Finite set of nonterminal symbols. Such symbols do
not appear in resulting language and they need to be
transformed into terminal by rules.

P - Finite set of rules in form: (Σ∪N)∗N(Σ∪N)∗ → (Σ∪
N)∗, where ∗ is Kleene star, signing zero to n repetitions
and ∪ is union.

S - Starting symbol of grammar, S ∈ N .

A. Grammarware and grammar based systems

Term grammarware was coined by Klint et al. in [9]. It
comprises grammars and all grammar-dependent software,
where term grammar is meant in wide aspect, like context-free
grammars, XML schemas, class dictionaries, tree grammars
and other. Their proposition is that grammars are widely used
formalisms, yet the lack of engineering tools and procedures
is evident.

The main idea of their work is a proposition to create new
engineering discipline of grammarware. They describe various
uses of grammars and state, that grammars are essentially
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everywhere. A lot of ad hoc tools and procedures are in exis-
tence, where majority of those seemingly different problems
can be solved with use of same processes, if grammars are
extracted and worked upon.

In a similar fashion, Mernik et al. in [10] argue that a lot
of current existing software systems contain grammars in
some way. Yet the main problem is, that the grammar is not
formalized. They define term ”Grammar based systems”. It is
any system that uses grammars, or grammatically produced
sentences to solve problems outside the domain of program-
ming language definition. The important part is, that such
system has to be well structured. In their publication, they
offer various examples of grammar based systems, that are not
obviously tied with grammars, yet they concur to definition of
grammar-based systems. Such examples include:

• grammatical approach to software engineering,
• adaptive programming,
• evolutionary programming,
• neural networks
• data representation.

They conclusion is one similar to Klint et al. in [9], that
identification of grammar-based systems and their populariza-
tion may lead to improving the software and domain specific
languages development and may create standardized tools and
processes that will be applicable to various fields of computer
science.

IV. EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGES

Computer languages do evolve. Favre in [11] explores pro-
cess of change of various computer languages over time. He
argues, that languages are software too, and by acknowledging
that fact, various problems with migration can be avoided.
Evolution in his meaning is however not the type of evolution
I will work on, as I have already explained in Introduction of
this paper.

Process that used similar processes as biological evolution
by natural selection is called genetic programming. Explained
in depth by Koza in [12].

The main idea of genetic programming lies in changing
the program according to needs of current situation. Where
in nature, generally we have survival of the fittest. Or more
specifically, those who are more likely to reproduce will
reproduce, and they successful genes will spread. Hence the
next generation of better replicators is created. In genetic
programming, a fitness function must be created. Such func-
tion tests and selects the best behaving program or a set
of programs. Genetic programming then ”breeds” from the
successful program population a next generation with some
random mutations in code. And, again, fitness function selects
the best program. In the end, we can see, that evolved program
fits the problem nearly perfectly.

Evolution in this case is done on code itself, where code
is put inside a tree structure and mutations are done by
adding, removing or reordering branches. The problem of this
approach is, that the process is bound to specific language. In
the work of Koza it was Lisp.

A. Grammatical evolution

Different approach, more closely tied with biological evo-
lution was presented by O’Neill and Ryan in [13]. They con-
tributed to genetic programming work and created a process

they coined as grammatical evolution. [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18]

Grammatical evolution performs evolution not on the pro-
gram itself, but on genetic string. This, similar to the DNA, is
the essential part that is changed gradually by the evolution.
The resulting program itself is constructed from this string on
the basis of its grammar. We usually have some grammar de-
fined in a meaningful form, such as Bakchus-Naur form (BNF)
or other representation of CFG. This approach eliminates the
problem of specific language in genetic programming, since it
can be used on arbitrary formal language.

Consider a simple expression language written in BNF:

Expr → Expr Op Expr | V ar (2)
Op → +| − | × |÷ (3)
V ar → n | v (4)

where n, v,+,−,×,÷ ∈ Σ, n is number constant and v
is variable, both are in their own respect regular languages.
Expr,Op, V ar ∈ N ; (2), (3), (4) ∈ P and Expr = S.
Metasymbol | represents choice, it is called a sum operator.
Genetic string consists of numbers, each can determine the
choice from a single BNF rule. The mod function is used in
the process of determination. Take rule (2) for example, it has
two choices. Number of choices will be signed as m, therefore
a number from genetic string, let us mark it as x is processed
accordingly:

r = x mod m (5)

Result r is the choice from BNF rule that is selected for
program creation. This process is called genotype to phenotype
mapping [13].

Process of grammatical evolution for genetic string
200, 25, 8, 58, 105, 353 and grammar defined by rules men-
tioned earlier is depicted in Tab. I. We can see a resulting
sentence of language unfolding as the genetic string is pro-
cessed. Each non-terminal symbol is being converted by use
of its production rule and selection number r.

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF GRAMMATICAL EVOLUTION

x rule r result form
200 (2) 0 Expr Op Expr
25 (2) 1 V ar Op Expr
8 (4) 0 n Op Expr
58 (3) 2 n× Expr
105 (2) 1 n× V ar
353 (4) 1 n× v

In order to evolve useful programs, again, a fitness function
must be devised, that will test each program in current
generation and select the best one. But this process differs
from genetic programming, because only genetic string is
mutated. A random member of it is changed. Since O’Neill
et al. were using function mod, single codon (element in
genetic string) can point to the same rule even with different
value, gained by mutation. This also occurs in biological
evolution, where random mutations do not have direct effect
on phenotype. Those mutated genes themselves can spread and
create phenomena called genetic drift.

Same process can be applied to mutate grammars them-
selves, therefore creating new languages. Process of gram-
matical evolution was used in research done by Kollár and
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Pietriková in [19]. They were applying genetic strings on
the definition of EBNF itself, so they were not creating new
programs, not even new languages but new metalanguages.
In their work, they argue, that we can see a program as
either executable or data form, where both are semantically
equivalent. From one form we may get another with help of
genetic strings, hence we find ourselves inside an evolutionary
circle, where no semantic change occur. By enrichment or
attenuation of semantics, the circle become spiral where next
generation may have different level of semantics.

Then, they explore the Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF)
and possibility of mixing the meta-level (language constructing
level) with execution level. Hence, genetic string contains
not only parts for constructing the language, but also data
that are processed by the program being constructed. An
example of evolution spiral is presented, where EBNF has
been transformed from a data from to an executable form and
back.

Further extensions are possible, as shown, when from
weaker form of EBNF, the WBNF they evolved EBNF while
using principles from evolutionary spiral. They argue, that
unlike Völter in [5] who says that there are differences
between programs and models, in their conception, there is
no such difference, because each generated shape of a target
program at any meta-level is in fact model, if it’s abstracted,
and a program, if it can be generated.

B. Grammar inference and language learning

So far I have discussed ways to create new languages
by means of evolution from defined grammar. The evolution
algorithms can be applied on inverse approach. Consider
an existing domain specific language that does not possess
defined formal grammar. It may have been created by domain
specialist with little knowledge in the field of formal grammars
to define one. Yet, there are ways to infer the grammar from
samples of language like that. Hrnčič et al. in [20] present an
algorithm that infers CFG from a set of code samples of an
existing language.

Grammar inference usually works both on positive and
negative samples, where the former are sentences of terminal
symbols that belong to target language and the latter don’t.
Their algorithm, which they called MAGIc (Memetic algo-
rithm for grammar inference) works on initial positive samples
of a target language to infer CFGs, which are non-ambiguous
and have type LR(1). MAGIc is composed of following steps:

• initialization
• improve and evaluate
• mutation
• generalization
• selection
Initialization is a step performed only once. It constructs

initial grammar population based purely on input samples. For
every sample, one grammar is generated, based on repetitions
in its internal structure. After this step, the main evolutionary
cycle is stared, and runs until the finishing condition is met,
in this case it is the fixed count of algorithm iterations.

Improving and evaluation step is the first part of evolu-
tionary cycle. So far, we have a set of grammars, that parse at
least one input sample, and may or may not parse other. For
each grammar, the samples are divided between positive and
negative. In case that a grammar from a current population fails

to parse a sample, improvements are made to it, so it can parse
more positive samples. Those improvements include adding
new or extending existing production rules. The process of
improving is determined by application of linux diff command
onto the samples. It returns add, replace or delete differences.
Grammars are modified accordingly and are put to the existing
population set.

Mutation is next step inside a cycle. In this process, some
grammars from the set are randomly mutated on the level
of BNF, where rules may be put inside option (zero or
one), iteration+ (one to many) and iteration∗ (zero to many)
operators. Successfully mutated grammars are then put inside
grammar population.

Generalization is an important step that generalize gram-
mar rules, but not to extreme extents, since overly generalized
grammar is not optimal solution, as it can accept unnecessary
wide range of samples. New grammars that passed the fitness
test are put into grammar population.

Selection is the last step of evolutionary cycle. It evaluates
all grammars in population according to fitness function, i.e.
their strength to input samples. The best are selected for next
cycle. When the condition of maximum repetitions is met, the
resulting grammars should be the inferred grammars of input
language.

They test their algorithm in comparison to another existing
CFG inference processes, and find out that using evolution
is a very improving aspect. They also show the inference
process on an existing domain specific language for graphical
tree drawing. They show the inferred grammar that parses all
samples, hence they formalized a language that was created
without formal grammar in mind.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Use of evolution principles in computer language engineer-
ing has proved to be a huge asset to this field [21]. Since the
beginning of this approach almost 30 years ago, there have
been many problems solved and even more new topics found,
as it is usual process in proper science. The use of genetic
programing performed on the programs themselves has moved
its way for better process, grammatical evolution. Mimicking
the biological evolution by natural selection has proved to be
vital step in the field of formal language evolutions opening
new possibilities in a field of genetic programming and DSL
creation.

Grammatical evolution solves many problems that arise in
use of generative programming. It solved the problem of target
language, where no longer it is needed to possess language
specific algorithms, since it is possible to evolve programs of
arbitrary language [13]. Consider a problem whose symptoms
are known to us but internal details are concealed. In case
like that, a fitness function that tests the symptoms can be
constructed and grammatical evolution performed on arbitrary
language can find optimal solution.

Evolution process can be applied in inverse problematic. If
we have a language that was created by someone oblivious
to formal grammars, but still it is well formed, algorithms
that can infer formal grammar from such language have been
devised. Some of them, that do not use evolution principles are
less efficient in their results than those that apply the processes
of random mutation and survival of the fittest [20].

The fact that domain specific languages are being created
by domain specialists without proper grammar definition leads
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to existence of many ad-hoc tools and processes. The main
idea behind grammarware [9] is elimination of this problem.
The main benefits of this field of engineering is that by
proper definition of grammars we can categorize and unify
various software artifacts that may seemingly have nothing
in common. Recent discoveries show, that many artifacts do
converge in grammatical sense, as shown by Lämmel and
Zaytsev in [22]. The field of grammarware is still in active
research and still a lot of questions are unanswered. For
example the problem of proper grammarware tools creation,
testing utilities development, debugging and more.

Grammar-based systems offer alternative to view on how
to use grammars in software engineering. As the creators of
this term argue [10], in contrast to grammarware, grammar-
based systems offer wider variety of grammar applications to
be researched and then reused in form of computer languages
enrichment.

My research’s further direction will be determined by evo-
lutionary principles discussed in this paper. The process of
change and mutation can be applied to languages obtained by
information processing i.e. symbolization. By performing this
process, known as conceptualization, we may obtain grammat-
ical machine that will be able to recognize known patterns and
even be capable of recognition of previously unknown patterns
that bear similarities to knowledge base already stored within.
Another inverse operation can be performed: the information
generation, where based on its internal knowledge, the ma-
chine can generate random artifacts. Only the human teacher
can determine, whether such creations have meaning, and if
they have, they are absorbed into ever expanding knowledge
base, therefore evolving better and more capable grammatical
machine.
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Abstract—Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games are a genre of
video games representing an interesting, well-defined adversarial
domain for Artificial Intelligence (AI) research. One of many sub-
problems that RTS players need to solve is the micromanagement
of individual units (simple agents carrying out player’s com-
mands) during combat. Numerous multi-agent reactive control
mechanisms have already been developed to maximize the combat
efficiency of controlled units. Majority of these mechanisms make
use of numeric parameters that need to be fine-tuned in order
to achieve desired behavior. Due to a large number of these
parameters, assigning them manually is inconvenient and training
them by machine learning methods usually takes a long time
(search space is too large). To reduce the search space and
accelerate the training, we propose a simple reactive controller
with only eight parameters. We implement it for a classic RTS
game StarCraft: Brood War and train the parameters using
genetic algorithms. Our experiments demonstrate an impressive
combat performance after only a small number of generations.

Keywords—Genetic Algorithms, Evolution, RTS, microman-
agement, StarCraft.

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time Strategy (RTS) games, as a genre of video games
in which players manage economic and strategic tasks by
gathering resources and building bases, increase their military
power by researching new technologies and training units,
and lead them into battle against their opponent(s), serve as
an interesting domain for Artificial Intelligence (AI) research.
They represent a well-defined, complex adversarial systems [1]
which pose a number of interesting AI challenges in the areas
of planning, dealing with uncertainty, domain knowledge ex-
ploitation, task decomposition and, most relevant to the scope
of this article, spatial reasoning and machine learning [2].

Research in the area of RTS game AI is usually classified ac-
cording three levels of abstraction: high-level strategy, middle-
level tactics and low-level reactive unit control (referred to as
“micromanagement” by RTS players). Reactive control, as a
challenge addressed by this paper, aims at maximizing the
effectiveness of individual units of different types in combat
by moving them on the battlefield and selecting the attack
targets in response to terrain and the activity of opponent’s
units.

Decision-making for reactive unit control can in general take
centralized or decentralized (distributed) approach. Centralized
approaches try to control the whole group of units at once
by searching a game tree. For example, Churchill et al. [3]
presented a variant of alpha-beta search and Wang et al. [4]
employed a Monte-Carlo planning approach to the problem

of micromanagement. Unfortunately, centralized solutions are
usually too slow due to large search space and can only be
applied to situations with low unit counts.

Decentralized approaches are much more common, because
they scale better to situations with higher numbers of con-
trolled units. The search space is significantly reduced by
making the control decisions for each unit independently of
others. Decentralized solutions, which often take advantage
of potential fields or influence maps, have one thing in com-
mon each unit is controlled by a relatively simple controller
algorithm. The unit controller is a state machine that reacts
solely to current game state without performing any kind of
lookahead search.

The controller always comes with several parameters that
need to be fine-tuned in advance to achieve a desired effective
behavior. There has been a significant amount of work using
machine learning techniques like Reinforcement Learning,
Bayesian Modelling or Genetic Algorithms (GA) to train the
parameters of underlying controller algorithm automatically –
multiple examples of research in this area can be found in a
survey paper by Ontanón et al. [2]. However, a general draw-
back of decentralized micromanagement techniques is the high
number of controller’s parameters, leaving us with too many
possible value assignments [2] (problem of dimensionality).
For example, Liu et al. [5] used GA to train the values of 14
different parameters (chromosome encoded as a 60-bit string),
Ponsen [6] used 20 genes to train 20 parameters for combat-
related actions and Sandberg el al. [7] trained 21 parameters
of their micromanagement controller.

To address the problem of dimensionality, we propose a
controller with only eight parameters, as described in Section
II. We train these parameters using the GA with the population
of 32 individuals, roulette wheel selection method and uniform
cross-over method, according to detailed description in Sec-
tion III. Finally, the performance of the trained controller is
discussed in Section IV.

We implemented and tested our solution in a classic RTS
game StarCraft: Brood War by Blizzard Entertainment, which
was accessed via application programming interfaces BWMir-
ror1 and BWAPI2.

II. UNIT CONTROLLER

We propose a simple unit controller, implemented as a
finite state machine with as few adjustable parameters as

1http://github.com/vjurenka/BWMirror/
2http://github.com/bwapi/bwapi/
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possible to address the problem of dimensionality – low
number of parameters to fine-tune reduces the assignment
search space and makes the training faster. The controller is
called individually for each unit on each logical frame of the
game (approximately 23.81 times per real-world second on
the “Fastest” game speed). On each frame, a unit is either
left untouched or is assigned a new command. There are two
types of commands that can be assigned by the controller:
move(Position pos) or attack(Unit enemy). See
the flow chart describing the controller’s implementation in
Figure 1.

On game frame

Get retreat position

Unit can 
attack this 

frame

Attack 
animation 
in progress

Unit is 
Moving

Don’t issue any 
commands

Are there 
enemies in 

range?

Should we 
retreat?

Get best target
Get best attack 

position

Move to position Attack target Move to position

NO

NO NO

NO

YES

YES

YES YES

YES

NO

Fig. 1. Flow chart describing the reactive unit controller. Parts of the
controller using parameters trained by GA are highlighted by the blue color.

First, the controller checks if a given unit is currently
executing a move command. If it is, it checks if the unit
is able to attack at this frame (units in StarCraft must wait
a specified number of frames, called “weapon cooldown”,
between individual attacks). If the unit is able to attack and
there are some enemy units (targets) in its attack range, the
controller selects the best target and issues an attack com-
mand (target selection is explained in subsection II-A). If there
are no targets in range, the best position from its surrounding
area is selected (subsection II-B) and the unit receives a move
command sending it there. If the unit is already executing
an attack command on the current frame but it’s not in the
middle of attack animation (attack animation should not be
interrupted), it has two options: continue attacking or retreat
to a safer position3. The decision to retreat is parametrized
and described in subsection II-C, but the selection of retreat
position is hard-coded – the controller simply computes the
retreat vector directed away from the biggest enemy threats.

Following three subsections describe all the functions con-
taining the parameters that were fine-tuned by the genetic
algorithm. The total number of parameters is eight and each
of them has a value from interval [0, 1].

A. Selecting an Attack Target

The following function is used to select the most appropriate
target from all the enemy units in our unit’s attack range.
The function scores enemy units and outputs the one with

3We intentionally do not let units switch between the targets in their range
because such switch causes a long pauses between the attacks in StarCraft.
This, in general, negatively impacts the performance.

the highest score to be used as an argument for the attack
command.

Score = (D · p1)− (HP · p2) + (L · p3)

where D is the damage of a given enemy unit (multiplied by 3
to increase its significance without normalising the value) and
HP is the sum of its remaining Hit Points and Shields. The L
variable equals 100 if the sum of unit’s remaining Hit Points
and Shields is lower than our unit’s damage. Otherwise, the
L variable equals 0. Each of the variables in this function is
multiplied by an evolved parameter (p1, p2, p3).

B. Selecting an Attack Position

Next function selects the most appropriate position for a
unit to move to when it intends to attack enemy targets but
has no targets in range. This function computes the score of
a collection of walk tiles surrounding our unit (see Figure 2)
and returns the position of the one with the highest score. This
position is used as an argument for the move command.

Fig. 2. Walk tiles around our unit with the assigned scores. Walk tiles in
range of multiple enemy units have the lowest score.

We use the following equation to score a walk tile. Again,
the one with the highest score is used as a function’s output.

Score = Df · p4 −Dt · p5 − L · p6 − C · p7

where Df is the sum of the damage our unit is able to inflict
from the examined tile and Dt is the sum of the damage that
the enemy units are able to deal to our unit if it is moved to
that tile. The L variable is similar to the one from the previous
method – it equals 100 if the sum of the damage of enemy
units having range on examined tile is higher than remaining
Hit Points and Shields of our unit (equals 0 if not). Variable
C equals 50 if the path to the examined position crosses the
path of a moving friendly unit or if that path collides with any
non-moving unit (equals 0 if not). Again, all the variables are
multiplied by evolved parameters (p4-p7).

C. Deciding to Retreat

The last parametrized function returns True if our unit
should retreat to a safer location. The retreat decision is made
if the following holds:
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D ≥ HP · p0

where D is sum of damage of all units currently attacking our
unit and HP is the sum of remaining Hit Points and Shields
of our unit. The HP variable is multiplied by an evolved
parameter p0.

III. EVOLVING THE PARAMETERS

It is known that evolutionary optimization by simulating
fights can be easily adapted to any parameter-dependent mi-
cromanagement control model [2]. To train the parameters
of our controller, we used three different scenarios – each
scenario had our AI player face a different type of commonly
used enemy units (more details can be found in the following
section). Enemy units were controlled by standard built-in
StarCraft AI script. The controller was trained using the
population of 32 individuals during 15 generations.

A. Encoding

Every individual is represented by a vector of 8 real numbers
from the interval [0, 1], each representing a single parameter
used in our controller.

B. Evaluation

The game ends if one of the players loses all the units
or if the game hits the predefined time limit. After that, we
evaluate the current individual using the sum of remaining Hit
Points and Shields of all its surviving units and substract the
Hit Points and Shields of surviving enemy units. The final
fitness of an individual is averaged over 5 games to lower the
randomness caused by the StarCraft mechanics and by varying
behavior of the enemy AI script.

C. Selection Mechanism

We use a roulette-wheel selection method in our GA. Since
negative fitness values are not acceptable for this method,
we apply windowing to ensure the positive values during the
selection. Exactly half of the population is selected for the
parent role (while each individual may be selected multiple
times). Slight form of elitism is also applied on the populations
– the best member of each population is guaranteed to become
a parent at least once.

D. Genetic Operators

1) Cross-over: The GA uses a uniform cross-over with the
mixing ratio of 0.5. The offspring has half of the genes of
each parent on average, as the cross-over points are chosen
randomly throughout the gene.

2) Mutation: We apply a 10% chance of uniform mutation
for each individual carrying out to the next generation. The
mutation operator is applied after cross-over of the population
is done to prevent mutating the individuals prematurely and
possibly losing well-scored offsprings.

IV. PERFORMANCE

In the training scenarios, our AI player controlled a squad
of “Dragoon” type units (widely used StarCraft unit with an
average attack range). Three scenarios with different types of
enemy units were chosen for the training due to difference
in desired behavior depending on enemy unit’s attack range.
When facing melee (close-combat) or short-ranged units, the
Dragoons have a major advantage if they learn to apply so-
called “kiting” behavior (a hit-and-retreat technique com-
monly used in RTS games). On the other hand, too frequent
retreating while facing enemy units with the same or longer
attack range might lead to decrease in the performance.

The performance was compared to standard built-in Star-
Craft AI script (the variant used in “custom game” mode). We
computed the fitness of the built-in AI using the same fitness
function and averaged the value over 5 games.

A. Dragoons vs. Zealots scenario

Zealots belong among the most commonly used melee
units in StarCraft. After the initial generation, the majority of
individuals adopted similar values of first parameter (handling
the retreat decisions) and showed an elusive kiting behavior
patterns during their games. After only a few generations, the
results of the controller were fairly close to absolute optimum
(see Figure 3). The controller was outperforming the native
AI massively.
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Fig. 3. Dragoons vs. Zealots scenario: Fitness of the best individual (blue
line) and the average fitness of the population (red line) over time (15
generations) compared to the fitness of built-in AI (grey line).

B. Dragoons vs. Marines scenario

Marines were chosen for the second scenario as the cheap
and common short-ranged unit. The convergence of the GA
was not as fast as in first scenario (see Figure 4), yet the
behavior of the AI player ended up being quite similar. The
units became elusive, taking advantage of their superior range
and kiting the enemy units. It should be noted that with the
improving performance of the AI player, the games became
longer. This was due to dragoons kiting the enemy units,
attacking only if they were in safe distance.

C. Dragoons vs. Dragoons (mirror match scenario)

The last experiment was performed on a mirror match
scenario, where the AI player faced a set of units identical to
its own. While the first two scenarios resulted in an observable
behavioral difference compared to native AI, this scenario was
not able to produce the results as impressive as the previous
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Fig. 4. Dragoons vs. Marines scenario: Fitness of the best individual
(blue line) and the average fitness of the population (red line) over time (15
generations) compared to the fitness of built-in AI (grey line).

two. Kiting the enemy army with same number of units and
the same attack range is ineffective – even moving the units
may result in worse scores. Our individuals gradually learned
to reduce their movement and trained only the target selection.
After a few generations the AI player developed a behavior
similar to that of built-in AI scripts, which is also reflected in
the comparable fitness values (see Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Dragoons vs. Dragoons scenario: Fitness of the best individual
(blue line) and the average fitness of the population (red line) over time (15
generations) compared to the fitness of built-in AI (grey line).

In two out of three scenarios, our AI player surpassed the
built-in AI’s performance significantly. The controller was
performing best while facing melee or short-ranged units.
When facing long-ranged units (the mirror scenario), the
controller was performing slightly worse than the native AI.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the dimensionality problem,
typical for current parametrized RTS micromanagement solu-
tions. The problem is caused by the large number of numeric
parameters of the control mechanisms, that need to be fine-
tuned in order to achieve a desired effective behavior.

To reduce the search space and accelerate the training of
these parameters, we proposed a simple reactive controller
with only eight parameters. We implemented it for a classic
RTS game StarCraft: Brood War and trained the parameters
using genetic algorithm with roulette-wheel selection and
uniform cross-over methods.

Thanks to the reduction of search space, less than 10
generations with the population size of 32 proved sufficient
for GA to converge in every experimental scenario.

Compared to a built-in StarCraft AI, the performance proved
to be exceptionally good in two out of three experimental

scenarios (in the third one, it was comparable to that of the
built-in AI). The results depended on the type of enemy units
presented in each scenario. The hit-and-retreat behavior of
the AI player that emerged in two out of three scenarios
was extremely effective against melee or short-range units.
It proved to be ineffective against long-range enemy units and
was suppressed after a few generations to be replaced with
more static behavior.

The proposed controller has proven to be effective in typical
StarCraft combat situations only after a short training by
genetic algorithm.
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Abstract—In this paper is presented a novel approach for 

human body parameters estimation from static 2D image. We 

utilize known and constant parameters of human body and 

human face. Derived from known proportions and lengths of 

constant size we aim to develop a model for estimation of such 

parameters. Known algorithm for human detection called 

histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is utilized. Overall 

framework is expected to provide outputs that should closely 

correlate with real measurements. Outputs may be further 

utilized for the statistics purposes, as a complement to human 

identification or in other areas of industry.  

 

Keywords—anthropometry, distortion, human body, 

proportions.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Direct measurement is always the most accurate and 

precise, however certain measurements or parameters may be 

also extracted by non-direct means, e.g. photography or video. 

Estimation of parameters from photography or further referred 

as 2D static image is complex process that requires several 

steps in order to provide value that is to converge to real 

number. One of such means that is to help in determining the 

parameters are proportions of human body. We build this on 

fact that human body has specific limits, as to height, length of 

bones etc. Further several of these values, when in relation one 

to another produce constant proportions in the larger group of 

population. Such relations may then be used for the estimation 

of the real size, e.g. as a reference value may serve distance 

between eyes or several weak references that are to serve as 

one robust. 

II. STATE OF THE ART: BODY PROPORTIONS 

This part is dedicated to research in the field of body 

proportions related to the field of computer science. Outputs 

of these researches are to be further used in our research. In 

[1] authors refer to model of human body as a skeleton model. 

Research carried out by these authors was focused on 

orientation of body in space, in order to do that skeleton 

model extraction was necessary. Thus, authors first extracted 

five feature points of head and limbs, followed construction of 

edges that is connecting feature points (vertices). 

Anthropometric data was used for model development, usually 

3D model. In research by [2] used model utilizing such data 

collected as a part of Civilian American and European Surface 

Anthropometry Resource Project (CAESAR). Data was 

collected from 64 white markers places on subject, resulting 

data was combined and surface was reconstructed. Another 

research by [3] was focused on re-parametrization of 3D body 

models based on statistical body model. Review of body 

modelling techniques is presented in [4], these authors also 

carried out study on fast deformation techniques for human 

body models generation, as an input were used anthropometric 

parameters. Application of 3D body models are described by 

[5], examples are: crash simulation, motion analysis, 

workplace assessment, entertainment or motion notation and 

understanding. 

When it comes to body proportion it is comparison of length 

of one body part to another. In book of body measurements 

[6] are presented several of these proportions, e.g.: height of 

sitting person to height of standing person. Further is provided 

an example of just mentioned proportions to yield correlation 

of 44.71 to 45.45 percent. 

As authors in [7] state such proportion may be used as an 

indicator associated with risk of fatness, heart diseases, 

diabetes or some types of cancer. Another indications may be 

quality of the environment during infancy since between birth 

and puberty legs grow faster. Authors further point out two 

way of measuring length of leg: iliac height, where the length 

is measured from iliac crest to floor and another is subischial 

leg length, where measurement is carried out as a difference 

between stature and sitting height. Thigh length, is third 

approach to leg measurement "between the proximal end of 

the greater trochanter and the distal lateral femoral condyle". 

The last two approaches are however difficult to measure. The 

last one is knee height measure between anterior surface of the 

thigh and floor. As it is noticeable from just stated there are 

many approaches toward measurement of body parts, therefore 

based on testing the best one should be chosen. Perhaps an 

interesting fact is stated by authors regarding the mean values 

of height: Pygmies of Africa 145 cm and 136 cm for men and 

women respectively, while 184 and 171 cm for Dutch of 

Europe. Another factor to be taken into account is that body 

shape is based on genetic basis, however human groups that 

live in the same environment for several generations manifest 

no significant difference. 

Following the body proportions the study by [8] presents 

anthropometry data of several body dimensions - together 

nine, from three nationalities North American (NN), Japanese 

(J) and Hong Kong (HK). For these dimensions see Fig. 1 

where: 
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𝐴 - Vertical grip/reach; 𝐵 - Stature/head height; 𝐶 - 

Shoulder height; 𝐷 - Elbow height; 𝐸 - Eye height; 𝐹 - 

Forward grip/reach; 𝐺 – Knuckle height; 𝐻 - Knee height; 𝐼 
- Waist height. 

Complete list and values is available in [8]. Based on these 

data we estimated the smallest error when compared ratio of 

dimensions of two measurements to be 𝐴 : 𝐵 and 𝐵 : 𝐸. As an 

example: 𝐵 of 184.4 cm for NN and 175 cm for J, 𝐸 of 172.7 

cm for NN and 138.2 cm for J, yield ratio 𝐵 : 𝐸 of 184.4 : 

172.2 to be 1.0677 for NN and 175 : 163.5 to be 1.0703, 

estimated error between ratios is 0.26 percent. Such 

comparison was made for men:men, women:women and 

men:women. 

III. PARAMETERS ESTIMATION 

In order to extract parameters from the image there are 

certain requirements for the image to have - proper quality and 

resolution and person visible on image as much as possible. 

Note that only person facing the camera is considered in this 

phase of a project. See Fig. 2 for the following flow: once the 

image is loaded into the system, correction of the lens 

distortion is to be carried out, i.e. pincushion, barrel, and also 

non-lens distortion - perspective. Detection of person in the 

image is realized using robust feature descriptor referred to as 

histogram of oriented gradients or for short HOG. To detect 

and extract the specific limbs of person is to be used part-

based model detection, this will later allow mapping of pre-

defined 3D skeleton model of human person to be mapped to 

static 2D scene and also allow first approximation of 

parameters, e.g. height or limb length. To enhance the 

accuracy of parameters second approximation, based on the 

extraction of proportions of specific human body features is 

introduced and further deployed together with 

anthropometrical regression, i.e. the best proportions are used 

based on prior regression analysis. As an additional indicator 

may serve known objects that are present in the image - they 

are detected, classified and mapped. However using of such 

indicator has to deal with several issues - estimation of camera 

parameters, vanishing line and vanishing point, to achieve this, 

proper conditions have to be met. For each step of just 

described techniques, semi-automatic and automatic 

approaches are to be considered. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper was presented novel framework for visual 

human body parameters estimation from static 2D image. 

Knowledge of well-known parameters that are analogous for 

each individual allow to carry out such estimation and further 

complementary approaches are to be used for enhanced 

approximation to real values. 
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Fig. 2. Internal system processes for parameters estimation  
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Abstract— Intrusion detection is enormously developing field 

of informatics. This paper provides summarization of the work 

and a survey of actual research trends in intrusion detection. It 

presents a review about intrusion detection systems (IDS) with 

ways to achieve higher performance with usage of general 

purpose computing on graphics processors and effective analysis 

in detection engine. The most common technique is pattern 

matching algorithm used in detection engine. 

  

Keywords—Intrusion detection, high performance computing, 

pattern matching algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer security plays an important role in the present. 

Majority of malwares and computer attacks is using for their 

expansion and purpose computer networks. Within the cost of 

information processing and Internet accessibility, 

organizations are becoming increasingly vulnerable to 

potential cyber threats such as network intrusions. A large 

scale of security systems is being used as a protection against 

them. There exists a need to provide secure and safe 

transactions through the use of Intrusion Detection Systems 

(IDS). Attackers can access the system from Internet or from 

inside as authorized users attempting to gain and misuse non-

authorized privileges. Intrusion detection system (IDS) plays a 

role of the last defence line in overall system security. 

Although it doesn’t replace direct access control devices it is 

successful for monitoring and violation detection of network 

traffic attempts or anomaly activities. Thereby it provides 

important information for countermeasures in time [1].  

Network intrusion detection systems are faced with the 

challenge of identifying diverse attacks, in extremely high 

speed networks. For this reason, they must operate at multi-

Gigabit speeds, while performing highly-complex per-packet 

and per-flow data processing. It is increasingly challenging to 

prevent the attack attempts at the edge of the Internet. 

While many high-performance IDS employ dedicated 

network processors or special memory to meet the demanding 

performance requirements, it often increases the cost and 

limits functional flexibility. In contrast, existing software-

based IDS stacks fail to achieve a high throughput despite 

modern hardware innovations such as multicore CPUs, 

multicore GPUs, and 10 Gbps network cards that support 

multiple hardware queues [2]. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Intrusion detection systems are based on two fundamental 

approaches: the detection of anomalous behaviour as it 

deviates from normal behaviour, and misuse detection by 

monitoring those "signatures" of those known malicious 

attacks and system vulnerabilities. IDS produces alerts, 

messages or reports for administrators. There are three steps in 

the process of intrusion detection: 

 monitoring and analysing traffic, 

 identifying abnormal activities, 

 assessing severity and raising alarm. 

The potential goals of IDS usage include detection and 

prevention attacks, detection of policy violations, enforcement 

of use and connection policies and collection of evidence [3]. 

A. IDS performance issues 

Intrusion detection systems must operate at multi-Gigabit 

speeds, while performing highly-complex per-packet and per-

flow data processing. Thus, they (mainly signature-matching) 

can have two types of performance limitations [4]:  

 CPU-bound limitations,  

 I/O-bound limitations.  

This is caused by the overhead of reading packets from the 

network interface card and high computing load in detection 

engine. 

B. Research trends 

Detection mechanism network of IDS systems uses the most 

system features and in some cases it can occupy up to 75% of 

modern IDS systems’ performance. The main operation of 

detection engine is a comparison of incoming network packets 

to a set of signatures of known attacks. The comparison of 

packets to signatures is a string-matching operation which is 

CPU-intensive. Research into improving the runtime of the 

packet comparison falls into three categories:  

 improvements in the string-matching algorithm in 

detection engine of IDS,  

 utilizing packet-header characteristics to optimize 

comparison, 

 usage of specialized hardware to improve IDS 

performance (GPU, FPGA,...).  

The first two approaches are complementary and have been 

incorporated into most software-based IDSs, while the third 

approach has been widely deployed in router technology [1]. 
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III. SUMMARIZATION OF THE RESEARCH 

Research is focused on predictive analysis and reaction 

during string-matching process in detection mechanism. 

Multiple-string-matching process uses some well-known 

algorithms like Boyer-Moore [5] or Wu-Mamber [6]. 

However, Aho-Corasick [7] algorithm (AC) provides high 

performance for the worst and the most complex cases. The 

algorithm excels in its robustness and in detecting various 

attacks, which is why the majority and widely deployed in 

today's IDS detection mechanisms [8]. The algorithm is based 

on tries defined by deterministic finite-state automata as it is 

shown on Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig.  1 Aho-Corasick algorithm used in predictive intrusion analysis with 

example patterns: RYBA, RAK, BYK 

 

Process of predictive analysis is based on AC algorithm 

where we can predict (with certain probability) intrusion 

before finalization string-matching process. As it show on Fig. 

2, AC provides an O(n) linear complexity, regardless of the 

number of patterns. We can prioritize different kinds of 

intrusion as it is shown on Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig.  2 Definition of intrusion detection priority Z and markers computation 

of predictive intrusion analysis Mh and Ms with pattern length k.  

  

Intrusion detection priority leads to a focus on the most 

dangerous attacks and getting ability to prevent and prepare 

system to execute adequate reaction. In standard process 

algorithm results input string as possible attack when DFA 

reach final state. Our approach reaches possible attack with 

certain probability earlier with computation of markers (Ms, 

Mh). Computation of markers may be acquired by two ways 

(see in Fig. 2): 

 defining level value h and gaining marker Mh, 

 defining predicted intrusion area S and gaining 

marker Ms. 

According to AC algorithm, pattern has finite number of states 

defined by length k. If computation state x reach Ms or Mh 

value, IDS results predictive alert.  

This approach we applied on the proposed IDS architecture 

[9] consists of number (at least two) of standalone IDS 

stations which use the computing power of the graphics 

hardware (Fig.3). Cooperation between the IDS stations is 

covered by the central control node – mentor [10]. 

 
Fig.  3 Final application of predictive intrusion analysis on proposed IDS 

architecture. 

IV.  FUTURE WORK 

Predictive intrusion analysis brings some issues that need to 

be solved: 

 define evaluation intrusion parameter Z according to 

existed case-studies, related research etc., 

 setting common markers for similar kinds of 

intrusion, 

 consider false functions in AC algorithm. 
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Abstract— In  this  paper  is  elaborated  the  problematics  of 
information  systems  and  their  first  level  maintenance  in 
operational  management.  It  discuses  the  background  of  such 
activities  starting  with  basic  theoretical  concepts,  followed by 
obstacles  which  may  arise  during  the  operation  in  large 
heterogeneous multi  node systems, next are considered system 
availability problems and at the end applications and operating 
system  monitoring  fundamentals.  In  practice  lots  of  today's 
operating systems can be supervised by a software designed for 
monitoring various events,  collecting performance metrics  and 
if desired taking corrective action when needed. 

In second part of the paper are presented usual  techniques 
used mainly in practice for dealing with repetitive problems in 
operation.  With  the connection to theoretical  background this 
paper will create basis for author's next research for Big Data 
analysis  in  corporation environment  for  increasing  quality  of 
provided services by improving efficiency of whole process using 
automation.

Keywords— Performance,  monitoring,  system management, 
data analysis, heterogeneous systems, automation, maintenance, 
root cause evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

Current  operating  systems  allow  to  install  specialized 
software for analyzing and processing application and kernel 
related  tasks  and  activities  [1].  From  system  management  
point of view there is a little difference whether the system is 
virtualized or not, when we look at it as a monitored device. 
Main point of such tools is to observe, collect and if needed 
control the behavior of the system for better service delivery 
to  the  end  user.  There  was  performed  a  range  of  studies 
aimed  to  heterogeneous  systems  and  their  monitoring  and 
system management [2]. This paper is therefore focused on a 
specific problematics of such systems mainly from operator's 
point of view and his/her efficiency when working with tools 
aiding such related tasks. One of the most important duties is 
to  control  availability of service.  High  availability is  often 
demanded by a customer due to a high  cost of outages and  
downtimes, therefore lots of features are added by developers 
to increase and enhance availability of software products [3]. 
Network  management  nor  system  management  alone  is 
sufficient  for  overseeing  availability,  but  only  their 
combination can bring wanted result [5]. On the other hand,  
in practice various license and contract related obstacles may 
limit  the  control  over operations.  With  the need of bigger 
infrastructure  also  the  demand  for  the  restructuralization 
grows to better  utilize  limited  staff and  minimize  possible 
human  errors.  Therefore the need for automation of known 

errors is one of the most wanted features. Efficiency of such 
tools  can  be  evaluated  by increasing  mean  time  between 
failures and minimizing mean time to repair for specific tasks 
[6].  Thus,  there  arises  need  for  improving  existing  and 
creating new tools for automation in operations environment.

II.PROBLEMS PRESENT IN REAL LIFE PRODUCTIVE OPERATIONS 
ENVIRONMENT

Productive  operations  environment  in  data  related 
enterprise can be regarded as a highly dynamic system, with  
deterministic as well as stochastic behavior [8]. This view of 
the operations will allow us to identify internal  and external  
variables  affecting  the  operational  work-flow.  External 
variables  are  those  independent  variables  which  are  not 
influenced by anything else in the operations [9]. External or 
“exogenous”  variables  can  also  be  defined  as  those  that 
perturb  the  data  center  into  its  characteristic  behavior 
determined by its structure

 [10].  It  is very important  to understand  the structure of 
operations  in  data  center  which  includes  its  attributes  and 
deep elements. 

In  practice  there  is  a  certain  difference  between desired 
attributes  of  operation  and  the  real  ones.  For  instance, 
operator  which  is  dealing  with  immediate  problem  cannot 
always intensively focus on a single problem, when there is a 
time schedule defined by service or operation level agreement 
and often the basic issue which can be handled on the first 
level support is forwarded or routed to the higher one. Here 
we understand  the  first  level  support  according  the  multi-
tiered  technical  support  concept  [11]  as  a  initial  point  of 
contact  with  a  problem.  So their  task  is  to  collect  needed 
information and determine the customer's issue by analyzing 
the symptoms and figuring out what the underlying problem 
may be causing  issue.  Reality is sadly different.  First  level 
operators deals only with basic analysis, mostly only correct 
routing to solving group of higher level support teams almost 
without  any  investigation,  issue  correlation  or  corrective 
actions whatsoever, even if there are prepared tools relevant 
to the issue. This often causes prolonging the mean time to 
repair and thus deteriorate KPI of solving groups by SLA or 
OLA breach. 

Operators  of  IT  resources  are  continuously  becoming 
service providers.  In  this  role operator  needs new concepts 
and  tools  to  provide  service  according  SLA  or  OLA.  To 
guarantee  the  quality  of  service,  such  as  response  time, 
availability, the operator needs to control the whole process 
of  IT  service  life  cycle.  In  the  past  IT  service  providers,  
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operators,  mostly depended  on their  intuition  and  partially 
experience.  Knowledge  gained  from  experience  mostly 
controlled  the  way how the  infrastructure  components  like 
servers,  networks  elements,  or  other  infrastructure  nodes 
were maintained  [12].   This  situation  has  changed  mainly 
because of the upgrading to more decentralized and dynamic 
computing service platforms like cloud, virtual  systems, etc. 
It  was necessary to change, because obviously running  such 
complex and  heterogeneous system requires standardization 
for operation services to maintain  certain  quality of service 
demanded  by customer  who  in  turn  is  willing  to  pay an 
agreed  price.  These  standards  were  focused  in  many 
standards, but one of the most used is ISO 20000 [13]. 

Tools  for  aiding  system  management  operations,  brings 
many  advantages  to  operators,  mainly  concentrating 
important  information into smaller  number of interfaces. In  
practice,  first  level  support  operator  is  often  challenged  in 
manner  of his concentration,  ratio of configuration items to 
the  personal  often  very  high.  This  will  increase  the 
probability of interruption of thought process. For such cases 
the selection of appropriate tool is very important.

III. PERFORMANCE MONITORING THROUGH HP OPERATIONS 
AND PERFORMANCE AGENT

Continuous  performance  monitoring  is  crucial  to  detect 
software aging and thus justify reason to enable performance 
tuning  by  software  or  hardware  way.  Software  aging  is 
phenomenon  which  implies  that  its  state  is  degrading  with 
time.  This  degradation  is  visible  mainly  in  performance 
declination or hang/crash  events. It  has been observed, that  
this  degradation  results,  particularly from operating  system 
resources  exhaustion.  To  prevent  outages  and  downtimes 
from  these  degradation  processes,  we  need  effective 
performance and  system monitoring  tool which will  collect 
data of runtime performance parameters in order to forecast 
software aging and when it reaches its critical levels [16].

Company HP provides tool aids and software for complete 
support  of system management  in  big enterprises including 
performance metric collection and automatic alert generation.  
These  tools  create  sufficient  background  for  operators  to 
handle issues presented in previous chapter. According their 
philosophy today's IT professionals must do more with less, 
therefore  system  contains  basic  monitoring,  performance 
metering  and  alerts  which  send  events  to unified  interface 
where operators can handle problems directly by using tools, 
or  by incident  ticket  creation  forward  issue to higher  level 
support team [14]. 

Effective  support  team  needs  to  have  correct  data  in 
reasonable  time  window.  In  practice,  when  system  is  not 
configured  properly,  operators  have  to  deal  with  delayed 
events,  and  thus  under  time pressure  are  more probable to 
make mistakes. Therefore data collecting infrastructure must 
be  reliable  and  able  to  process  requests  from  whole 
environment. Operations Manager includes both agent based 
and  agent  less  monitoring  to  ensure  higher  flexibility  in  
monitoring infrastructure [Fig. 1]. 

Server  includes  a  graphical  interface  that  represents  a 
single point from which operators can see, monitor and check 
both  physical  and  virtual  systems,  networks,  applications, 
storage,  middleware.  This  console contains  filters  and  role 
based views, which better structure event flow  for operators. 
Built  in  reporting  and performance tools allows bottlenecks 
analysis  on  one  or  more  systems,  thus  streamlining 

operational processes and enhancing efficiency [15].

In  practice  operators  equipped  with  these  tools  are 
encouraged  to  create  their  own  tools,  or  at  least  create 
requests  to  engineering  teams  for  automation  common 
problem  solving.  However  workload  is  mostly the  reason, 
that they are not interested in such activities. Here we want to 
continue  with  a  research,  to  find  out,  why is  the  situation 
such and to improve the automation by increasing efficiency 
by delivering more suitable tools to operators.

IV. ROOT CAUSE EVALUATION FOR PERFORMANCE 
BOTTLENECKS USING DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

 In production environment there is need to know in time 
when system performance is decreasing. This need is due to 
nature  of  some  contracts  where  end  user  is  paying  for 
consumed performance units  instead  of regular  fee. It  have 
advantages that user doesn't pay when system is not used, but 
on  the  other  hand,  user  is  complaining,  if  system utilizes 
more as expected. 

The typical  methodology for evaluation,  systems requires 
reference  system  which  can  be  used  as  a  model  for 
comparison. Usually testing processes are repeated numerous 
times under different conditions including load levels, system 
kernel  settings,  network configuration,  etc [17].  From these 
data  can  be derived as  presented  in  [17] that  the  response 
times of the system are proportional  to the load.  Therefore 
metrics related to system load will be most relevant for root 
cause analysis of system slowing. 

HP Performance  agent  is  collecting  hundreds  of metrics 
[18], which provides great source of data, but very important  
is  correlating  metrics  with  actual  problems.  Due  to  a 
mentioned  time  density  of  events  and  broad  expertise  to 
analyze  them,  the  aim  is  to  send  event  in  as  correlated 
manner  as possible so the experience stress to operators  in 
minimized [19]. 

In production environment we have performed analysis of 
approximately  two  and  half  hundred  systems.  We  have 
detected  handful  of nodes  utilizing  CPU for  more  than  5 
hours at more then 95% of CPU time. In [Fig. 2] is showed 
simple graph  which encompass 7 day interval  when probes 
were  active  and  collecting  data,  every  event  occurrence 
means, that  at least one core of CPU was utilized over 95% 

Fig. 1 HP Operations Manager infrastructure [14]
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threshold for more than 5 hours. 

Only  fifteen  systems  were  utilized  over  specified 
thresholds.  Decision about thresholds settings was based on 
historical  data,  so  regular  backups  and  maintenance 
processes are not selected into analysis. 

By means  of collecting,  grouping  and  analyzing  known 
data we have performed basic descriptive statistics to find out 
the root cause of the most utilized system [20]. With help of 
HP  Performance  Manager  we  obtained  more  detailed 
performance data and compared times of mentioned five hour 
peaks with times of scheduled actions, which were referred as 
the  root  cause.  Among  them  were  for  example  HP 
DataProtector  backup processes,  Oracle Database processes, 
SAP application processes, etc. 

Most  of incident  tickets  which  were  created  from  these 
events  were resolved as  temporary issue caused by backup 
processes.  Therefore  we firstly  compared  times  of  backup 
with CPU peaks, and the results was that they are completely 
uncorrelated,  therefore with  high  certainty could be stated, 
that they were not responsible for causing a CPU bottleneck.  
This procedure was performed also manually on the rest of 
processes.  The  final  findings  of  root  cause  were  SAP 
application processes which consumed high amount of CPU 
time. 

Lessons  learned  from this  analysis  was,  that  if  operator 
forwarded these events to solving group responsible for SAP 
application,  and  they would  consolidate  processes  to  other 
cluster nodes, probably end user would not experience slow 
response times at all. 

V. CONCLUSION

We have explored the basic problems of operator problems 
in  productive  environment.  Findings  are  that  design  of 
automated root cause detector, based on the analysis from last 
chapter,  with cooperation with various automated corrective 
tools in monitoring software suite would help with delivering 
better  services  by  decreasing  mean  times  to  repair  and 
increasing  mean  times  between  failures,  which  are  most 
common  reason  of  breached  operation  and  service  level 
agreements. 
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Abstract—This works aims to provide an overview of various 

intelligent spaces and their applications in the context of robotics. 

As intelligent spaces vary greatly a categorization according to 

the sensors they utilize was used for improved clarity.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

By intelligent space (iSpace) we understand environments 

with embedded systems, information and communication 

technologies that create an interactive environment (Figure 1). 

The purpose of intelligent space is to combine computational 

technologies to ease or enhance the activities that take place in 

them.  

 
Figure 1 – Intelligent space [6] 

 

This requires a combination of sensors and actuators. In the 

context of robotics actuators are provided by a robot or robots 

while the space itself provides them with additional 

information from the sensors embedded in the environment 

that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to obtain. 

Shape and sensor layout of the intelligent space depends on 

the specific place where it is constructed. However, sensors 

and the information they provide tend to be similar and can 

thus be used to categorize various examples of intelligent 

spaces. 

II. CAMERA BASED ISPACE 

Since vision is one of our primary senses, understanding and 

working with visual data is very intuitive for us. Therefore 

even intelligent spaces that do not rely primarily on vision 

tend to use it to some degree. In the case that an intelligent 

space does primarily utilize vision a wide variety of 

information can be collected from vision alone.  

One such example is the intelligent space described in 

Intelligent Space for Human Centered Robotics [1] (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2 – Human following application [1] 

 

Intelligent devices are distributed throughout the whole of the 

space. These intelligent devices have sensing, processing and 

networking functions, and are referred to as distributed 

intelligent networked devices (DINDs). One DIND consists of 

a CCD camera for acquiring space information, and a 

processing computer which has the functions of data 

processing and network interfacing. These devices observe the 

positions and behavior of both humans and robots coexisting 

in the intelligent space forming a multiple camera multiple 

object tracking system. Based on the accumulated information, 

the environment as a system is able to understand the intention 

of human beings (Figure 3). A hybrid tracking algorithm was 

created, which included MeanShift and Kalman filter for 

object tracking in one DIND. To track target objects in a wide 

area and to control mobile robots based on the environmental 

measurements, cooperation of the DINDs, effective 

communication and role assignment are required. As an 

application of the intelligent space for human centered robotic 

system a human-following mobile robot was introduced. This 

human-following robot based its movements on the 

measurements of the intelligent space with multiple DIND and 

a virtual spring model.  

 
Figure 3 – Acquired measurements [1] 
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Another example is the intelligent space from Design Policy 

of Intelligent Space [7]. Here the images captured by the 

cameras were processed with a background separation 

algorithm for the purpose of locating moving objects. To 

increase the robustness of the system color information was 

used to help locate human hands and heads. The positions of 

heads indicate traversable places in the intelligent space and 

were then used to generate a 3D map that the robots could use 

for navigation (Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4 – Map generation [7] 

 

The last example of the primarily camera utilizing intelligent 

space is Self-Identification of Distributed Intelligent 

Networked Device in Intelligent Space [10]. In this case 

several cameras placed at various angles were used to track 

the position of a robot or human in space (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5 – Camera positioning [10] 

 

The positions of the cameras in the intelligent space were 

known and were specifically set up so that certain areas of 

their vision would overlap (Figure 6). This allowed the final 

position to be determined. 

 
Figure 6 – Visual overlap [10] 

 

Despite its availability and intuitive use by humans visual 

information does have some disadvantages. The main 

disadvantage being, that to be usable by machines, visual 

information needs to be process by some usually quite 

complicated method or methods. Also depending on the image 

quality this information may not be always reliable. These 

problems may be alleviated by using some of the following 

sensors instead or in addition to cameras. 

III. SPATIAL SENSOR USING ISPACE 

By spatial sensors we generally understand active sensors such 

as laser range-finder or Kinect sensors.  Their advantage over 

cameras is that they automatically acquire spatial depth 

information without having to use complicated image 

processing algorithms.  

 

The first example is described in Acting in Intelligent Space 

[13]. Here distributed laser range finders were used to map the 

environment (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7 – Mapping result [13] 

 

The acquired information was then processed clustering and 

data association algorithms and further with Kalman filter to 

track objects and people in the intelligent space. This way a 

robot was able to path its way between the obstacles towards a 

human user.  
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The second example is described in the fifth chapter of Human 

Robot Interaction in Social Robotics [2]. In this case a 

network of laser range-finders was used. Data form this 

network was then used by a system for simultaneous position 

and body orientation tracking of multiple people. This system 

utilized methods of particle filtering and motion analysis to 

determine orientation and walking direction of multiple people 

(Figure 8).  

 

 
Figure 8 – Laser based tracking [2] 

 

IV. RFID SENSORS 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) uses electromagnetic 

fields to automatically identify and track special tags. Such 

system consists of an active sensor (reader) and a passive chip 

(tag) (Figure 9).  

 
Figure 9 – RFID system [16] 

 

In Building an Intelligent Home Space for Service Robot [17] 

RFID tags (Figure 10) were distributed across the intelligent 

space. By reading these tags a robot was able to determine its 

position in intelligent space. 

 
Figure 10 – Examples of RFID tag, reader and antenna [17] 

 

QR codes (Figure 11) were then utilized to mark specific 

objects which the robot had to then identify by using its 

cameras and attempt to grasp. 

 
Figure 11 - QR codes [17] 

 

Another example is described in the second chapter of Human 

Robot Interaction in Social Robotics [2]. Here museum 

visitors wore RFID tags and the information obtained from 

these tags was then used to direct the robots’ behavior. The 

robots could interact with the visitors using gestures or guide 

them towards various exhibits (Figure 12). 

 

 
Figure 12 - Human-robot interaction [2] 

 

V. OTHER SENSORS 

Although previously mentioned sensors tend to be more 

common, there are no restrictions on what kinds of sensors an 

intelligent space can use.  

For example chapter five of Human Robot Interaction in 

Social Robotics [2] describes the use of floor sensors to track 

multiple people in a crowd (Figure 13). Combined with the 

aforementioned RFID technology, movements of specific 

people could be tracked. 

 

 
Figure 13 - Tracking using floor sensors [2] 

 

Data form the floor sensors was then used to analyze group 

dynamics as well. That is identifying groups of people that 

travel together, the direction in which they are moving and 
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whether they are clustering around the robot and paying 

attention to it. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

There are no set when deciding what sort of sensors should an 

intelligent space utilize. Specific technologies should be 

chosen based on the location and intended function of the 

intelligent space. However, for increased robustness of 

acquired data various different sensors provide an advantage. 

Therefore for our future work we like to create our own 

iSpace that would utilize various kinds of sensors to gather 

information. This information will then be used to help 

augment robotic experiments. We believe that by providing 

additional information to robots we can achieve greater variety 

and robustness of our experiments. 
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Abstract—In this paper we present the review of case studies 

focused on finding patterns in the data. The primary purpose of 

these case studies was to provide as much insight in given data as 

possible. Consequently, in combination with the view of the 

domain expert, the patterns were more relevant to the user. We 

want to emphasize, that correctly applied data mining methods 

can be helpful supporting tool in order to provide for experts 

simple understandable diagnostic patterns. We used decision 

trees, logistic regression and association rules mining for 

different purposes, e.g. also for selecting of most important 

attributes from predefined groups of attributes. All obtained 

results were evaluated by human expert in order to confirm 

correctness and validity of the discovered knowledge.  

 

Keywords— frequent patterns, data mining, decision trees, 

association rules  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although data are everywhere, it is not unusual that the 

domain experts do not know how to make right analyses and 

get some valuable information from them. Knowledge 

discovery (KDD - Knowledge Discovery in Databases) aims 

to extract knowledge from data [1] and the goal of the field of 

exploratory data mining is to provide a domain expert as much 

insight in given data as possible. 

As it is written in [2] within exploratory data mining, 

pattern mining aims to enable the discovery of patterns from 

data. A pattern is a description of some structure that occurs 

locally in the data. This approach has advantage in 

interpretable representations, is understood by human experts 

and can thus provide explanations. Methods extracting 

patterns in form of decision trees have proved to be very 

successful and effective, they provide a classification structure 

and can be easily transformed also into form of decision rules. 

This is in contrast to classifiers like neural network models, 

which may provide nice classification results, but as a kind of 

black box. An example of such a rule might be that “There is 

98% probability to have mild cognitive impairment if patient 

is male and has high Body Mass Index.” The disadvantage is 

in amounts of patterns that are found, out of which many are 

redundant and background knowledge of the domain expert is 

not taken into account. Most of the time manual filtering of the 

results is necessary and data analyst needs be both a domain 

expert and a data mining expert [2]. It makes the job 

extremely time consuming. 

In our data mining projects we follow the Cross-Industry 

Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology. 

It typically consists of six phases - Business Understanding, 

Data Understanding, Data Preparation, Modelling, Evaluation, 

Deployment [3].  

II. THE ACTUAL RESULTS 

In [4]–[6] we focused on the possibility to use selected 

methods from machine learning theory to provide the answers 

on specified medical questions. The case study used data,  that 

were collected in a family practice located in an urban area of 

the town of Osijek, the north-eastern part of Croatia. The aim 

was to determine whether the patient is suffering from 

metabolic syndrome, a well-known cluster of cardiovascular 

risk factors, components of which include central obesity, 

impaired glucose tolerance, hypertension, increased serum 

triglycerides and decreased HDL-cholesterol.  

In general, use of data mining in medical data processing 

represents an interesting way how to discover hidden relations, 

new combinations of variables or boundaries for their values 

that can be further used as a decision support system for 

medical experts, doctors or researchers. Early diagnostics of 

the diagnosis can prevent the occurrence of any other diseases 

based on mainly lifestyle changes.  

By applying data mining approach on the dataset prepared 

in a way that collected parameters from many aspects describe 

the health status of patients, we wanted to find out whether 

there are some important extensions to the classical definition 

of the diagnosis, to add value to clinical reasoning and to map 

novel variables and pathways that can be used to direct future 

research.  

In our experiments we used two alternative instances of 

algorithm C4.5: J48 implemented in Weka data mining tool 

and C5.0 provided by SPSS data mining software. In both 

cases we have tested different parameters and their values to 

find the combination with good precision and optimal decision 

ability. Because of the small number of input records we have 

instead of the traditional division into training and test sample 

used 10-fold cross validation. Finally, we joined the best 

results from both methodological approaches to provide 

effective supporting mechanism for the diagnosis decision 

process. We obtained many interesting rules which can be 

used to test their practical usefulness on real-life data, or as an 

introduction for planning population-based research.  

Afterwards we searched for their optimal cut-off values as 

follows. For finding the optimal cut-off points c, which best 

distinguish diseased and healthy patients, we used the measure 

called Youden index. Its advantage is in offering the best 
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result with respect to the maximum overall correct 

classification by maximizing the sum of sensitivity and 

specificity. We considered the cut off values only in the case, 

when importance of particular variable was statistically 

significant (i.e. p<0.05). We used student‟s unpaired t-test to 

for this purpose. Experiments were performed by using R 

software with installed package “OptimalCutpoints” [7]. 

In [8] use of data mining represents an interesting way how 

to optimize the air traffic, to prevent a possible dangerous 

situation with negative consequences or to improve the 

customer services based on collected historical data. In our 

case we were focused on accidents during air traffic with the 

aim to evaluate the reasons of their occurrence with possibility 

to generate an easily understandable and cost effective 

prediction model. Decision trees were as in previous cases 

used to generate rules.  

Evaluation of prediction model contained not only accuracy 

metric, but also recall and specificity, as they provide relevant 

view in case of imbalanced datasets. Based on this fact, we 

applied some balancing on training set. We selected random 

oversampling method (positive records were replicated) in 

order to improve the conditions for model generation, as 

undersampling and cost sensitive learning did not bring better 

results. 

In [9] an objective was to identify the pattern of co-morbid 

disorders in older people with mild cognitive impairment 

diagnosis, which may increase risk of later progressing to 

dementia. Relevance of this paper is emphasized by the fact 

that this diagnosis is a potentially serious condition. 

Prevention planning would be especially important for the 

reason that available medications are not able to stop cognitive 

impairment progression.  

The important step dealt with necessary discretization 

procedure since algorithms for associations rule mining 

require discrete attributes. We applied two alternative ways. 

Fist one included the ChiMerge algorithm that uses the χ
2
 

statistic [10] and takes the class of the example into 

considerations when constructing intervals. We used package 

implemented in R [11]. ChiMerge algorithm has the tendency 

to construct too many intervals, so we also tried for 

comparison the K-Means clustering algorithm, implemented in 

R [12], [13]. Our experiments with K-Means algorithms 

resulted into value 3 as a good input number of clusters. We 

used these two alternatives as a replacement to the basic 

method of discretization with fixed length window, with which 

some relevant patterns can be missed if split is made by badly 

placed boundary points. Consequently we focused on 

association rules mining which was added by combination of 

logistic regression modelling and exploratory analysis. As 

expected, larger number of rules was generated. This paper 

represented the first step for establishing collaboration 

between data mining research groups and application domain. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Applying a range of data mining algorithms to data sets 

could improve the quality of the predictions in regards of 

accuracy but also efficiency and robustness. It is also 

important to actively involve the user in the exploratory data 

mining process in order to discover more interesting results 

[2]. A practical problem is that with support and confidence 

often too many association rules are produced. Although there 

are other measures that can exclude some redundant rules, the 

most important goal is to develop methods for learning, which 

uses task specific interestingness. It could provide the helpful 

decision support, which may result to faster diagnosis. 

 Interesting view on this problematic bring papers [14] and  

[15], where human in the loop decision support system (HIL-

DSS) is developed. They give an example with a scenario 

where human experts use DSS to make decisions but not 

always follow them, i.e. the humans use expertise on top of the 

DSS to make the final decision. This could be a way to 

eliminate not only redundant, but also uninteresting rules. 
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Abstract— This paper contains a review of modelling methods, 
control design and diagnostics methods to the systems with 
distributed architecture. Paper includes review of the worldwide 
research in modelling, control design and fault diagnostics of the 
simulation models and the real processes. It includes a lot of 
many approaches to modelling of the systems which are a part of 
the Distributed Control Systems. Also are presented possible 
methods of control design and fault detection in the levels of the 
Distributed Control Systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed control systems (DCS) are complex systems 
built from many parts arranged in the levels from the lowest 
part, represented by real processes and models to the higher 
management part. Every level of the DCS can be described by 
some model. For the aims of my PhD. thesis are important 
models of the real processes. The model of the real process is
a base of the control design. Implementation of the designed 
controller with the real process in correct control structure 
provides new quality of the system. However control provides 
the required quality of the DCS, sometimes may occurs some 
type of fault on the one or more real processes. Fault detection 
is research of fault diagnostics methods. All of these methods 
are usually used and implemented at the lower levels of the 
DCS [1], [2].

DCS provides a good opportunity for different kinds of 
modeling approaches, because this system includes continuous 
or discrete-event processes in continuous or discrete time 
form. There are many different methods of modelling and one 
of them is chosen by structure of the system. Different 
methods of system modelling are presented in [3] – [6].

Models of the real processes are used for next topic my 
PhD. thesis which is control and fault diagnosis design. Some 
interesting methods of the control design and diagnostics are 
presented in [7] – [16]. Usually control and fault diagnostics 
methods are interconnected, mainly in a real processes. Some 
of these methods can be implemented and verified on the 
simulation models and after successful verification used in real 
processes.

Modelling, control design and diagnostics implementation 
to the chosen simulations models are one of the main aims of 

my PhD. thesis. After successful testing and verification of 
control and diagnosis algorithms in simulation level will be 
these algorithms implemented to the real laboratory models.

All these facts presented in introduction are described in 
this paper.

II. DCS ARCHITECTURE

DCS are created by many systems with the different 
manners. This fact causes different approaches to their 
modelling, control and diagnostics. Modeling, control and 
diagnostics are the aim of my PhD. thesis Modern Methods of 
Modelling, Control and Diagnostics of Mechatronics Systems. 
DCS provides a very good opportunity for study and 
application of different modelling, control and diagnostics
algorithms. The DCS infrastructure of DCAI FEEI is
presented in web page of Center of Modern Control 
Techniques and Industrial Informatics 
(http://kyb.fei.tuke.sk/laben/infdsr.php).

DCS architecture of DCAI, FEEI includes 5 levels, Fig. 1. 
The lowest level is the Technological level which includes real 
models, sensors and actuators. From many different models, 
for PhD. thesis are mainly important model of Ball and Plate, 
model of Hydraulics, model of Helicopter and Assembly lines 
(Flexible manufacturing System, Flexible Assembly 
Company).

The first level is Technological level of control and 
regulation. This level represents a set of sources for regulation 
and control based on programmable logic controllers (PLC) 
and technological PC’s. Model sensors and actuators are 
connected to PLC’s or technological PC’s. For control of the 
Assembly lines and Hydraulic model are used PLC’s. 
Helicopter model and Ball and Plate model are controlled by 
PC (interface between Helicopter model and PC is Lab Card;
interface between Ball and Plate and PC is single-chip 
microcomputer). 

The second level includes SCADA/HMI and simulation 
models of low level systems. SCADA/HMI supports 
supervisory control as well as the acquisition, collection and 
archivation of data from the low level processes. This level 
also includes simulation models which are very useful for 
modelling, control and diagnostics design for models in the 
lowest level of DCS.

The simulation models will be serving as the first step in 
control and diagnostics algorithms design. The partial aim of 
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Fig. 1 Distributed Control System of DCAI, FEEI 
(http://kyb.fei.tuke.sk/laben/IMG/infsys.jpg)

my PhD. thesis is testing and verification of these algorithms 
on simulation models.

Next levels are Information level of control based on 
relational database system including MES and ERP/MRP. The 
last Management control level is based on multidimensional 
databases and OLAP technology. These levels are included in 
the paper for completeness of the DCS structure in this paper, 
but the main interests of this paper are in the Technological, 
Control and SCADA/HMI with simulation models level.

III. SYSTEMS MODELLING AT THE TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL OF 

DCS

Very important for aims of the PhD. thesis is choose 
suitable physical systems. These systems can be classified into
[17]:

 continuous states
 discrete-event

systems and models of both systems can be realized in:
 continuous time
 discrete time

form.
The first category includes models of the systems with 

continuous states. These models can be modelling in 
continuous or discrete time form. For mathematical model
derivation of these systems is possible to use theoretical
modelling (analytical identification) or experimental 
modelling (experimental identification) [17], [18], [19].

Different kinds of the nonlinear systems models are shown 
in Fig. 2. Analytical and experimental identification includes 
many different methods of model derivation. From chosen 
models are in this category model of Ball and Plate, model of 
Hydraulics and model of Helicopter.

The analytical identification is usually based on physical 
laws. Application of this method is very exact, if structure and 
parameters of the real system are known. The results of the 
analytical identification are presented in [3], [4], [23].
Mathematical models of mechatronics systems can be 
implemented in the simulation software e.g. Matlab/Simulink.

Experimental identification using methods based on the 
Least Square method [19] or methods base on Neural 
Networks [5], [18]. For this methods are very important 
measured input and output signals from identified system. The 
experimental identification can be realized by System 
Identification and Neural Network toolboxes of 
Matlab/Simulink.

Fig. 2 Different kind of the nonlinear systems models [17]

The second category includes discrete-event systems and 
representative models are assembly lines [20]. Assembly lines 
can be modelling in continuous or discrete time form, too.
Systems of this type are usually called Finite State Machines 
(FSM). For modelling of these systems are used state diagrams
or tools like CPN Tools, Stateflow, SMI++ [6], etc.

Some processes with continuous manners can be 
transformed to the FSM model shape. In [7] is presented the 
Three Tank System in hybrid form. Continuous and discrete 
dynamics of the tanks are modeled separately. Continuous part 
is represented by the differential equations based on the law of 
the mass conservation in each tank. Discrete part is modeled 
by defining three binary variables and defining the logic 
statements associated with each binary variable. The three 
binary variables represent the three valves in the tank model 
with on/off states. The logic statements are defined depending 
on the valve positions.
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IV. CONTROL DESIGN AT THE CONTROL AND REGULATION

LEVEL OF DCS

Control theory for systems with continues states includes 
many types of algorithms, but in PhD. thesis should be 
designed and verified mainly PID/PSD and LQ controller, 
adaptive controllers, predictive controllers and neural network
controllers. Very important in the algorithm implementation is 
choice of the system sample period for correct computing and 
realization of the system control input. 

The algorithms of the digital PID or LQ control was 
presented in many articles. These methods are very useful for 
simple implementation to PLC’s or technological PC’s
control. Time of the control input computing is very quick and 
this reason is their main advantage.

The adaptive controllers are successful implemented to 
systems without knowledge about their mathematical model, 
what is their main benefit [8]. These algorithms can be 
implemented to PLC’s or technological PC’s, too.

Modern methods of processes control are algorithms based 
on prediction of the system state or neural networks. These 
algorithms are more complex than digital PID or LQ 
controllers, but there are many advantages of these algorithms. 
A predictive algorithm provides smoothness control input. 
Also, predictive algorithms are very useful for target of the 
reference trajectory tracking [23]. Neural networks provide 
independence from the linearization in the one equilibrium 
point, so they are more complex for the targets like a reference 
trajectory tracking, too.

Predictive control is based on prediction of the future 
system manners in the control structure. This prediction is 
derived from the model of the system. Predictive control 
algorithms can be divided in terms of many different manners, 
but mainly in terms of the used model of the dynamic system. 
Predictive control based on the ARX or CARIMA model form
is Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) [9]. Also predictive 
control based on state space form is Model Predictive Control 
(MPC) [10]. Both algorithms used linear predictor [18], [21].

Another approach to dynamic system control using neural 
network. In [11] is used Feedforward Neural Network in 
control structure for computing of the nonlinear system control
input. Another approach of using neural networks is in
conjunction with predictive control algorithms. Neural 
network predicts future states of the system based on 
knowledge of current values of system inputs and outputs [12], 
[18].

FSM control consists of the specified conditions for 
transitions between states of the system. Control is usually 
realized by PLC’s with algorithms in ladder logic form.

Design and implementation of these presented control 
algorithms will be a next part of my PhD. thesis. At first, the 
main aim will be their testing and verification on the
simulation model. After successful results of the simulations, 
verified algorithms could be implemented and tested to the 
real laboratory models.

V. DIAGNOSTICS AT THE TECHNOLOGICAL, CONTROL AND 

SCADA/HMI WITH SIMULATION MODELS LEVEL OF DCS

Diagnostics is a recurrent thematic in research. Therefore is
not surprising to find contributions from distinct areas:
mathematics, system engineering, artificial intelligence, etc. 
As a general rule, different approaches can be classified as 
quantitative or qualitative depending on the nature of the 

measurements and/or observations being made over the 
system. In the industrial domain diagnosis is typically applied 
to an individual device or to the entire system [13].

The first three levels of DCS are suitable for 
implementation of diagnostics methods. Diagnostics 
algorithms are implemented like a part of the control structure 
with the real model which is in DCS represented by the 
Technological and Control level. This problematic contains 
many different methods and approaches. Very important for 
diagnostics methods are online input and output signals
measurements. Similarly as in the previous section, very 
important is value of the sample period for online detection of 
the system faults. Type of the system and value of the sample 
period have influence to the choice of the diagnostics 
methods.

The SCADA/HMI level is usually used for visualization of 
low level processes and for their faults, too. Very important 
parts of this level are simulation models which describe low 
level processes by simulation software. Simulation models 
provide good opportunity for testing and validation of design 
control and diagnostics algorithms of dynamical systems.

In [17] is presented division of the fault diagnostics
methods. From all of these methods is the aim of my PhD. 
thesis to choose right methods for selected laboratory models.
Fig. 3 illustrated tree with fault detection diagnostic (FDD)
methods.

Fig. 3 Different kind of the nonlinear systems models [17]

For the chosen model in section II are useful methods based 
on the parameter estimation, state estimators or neural 
networks according to specified control algorithms in section 
III. These FDD methods are derived from the model of the 
system. Model of the system can be represented by transfer
function, state space form or neural networks.

First of all for implementation of the FDD methods is tested
and verified on simulation models. The evaluation of the 
simulation results decides about suitability of FDD method for 
implementation to chosen laboratory model or real process at 
the technological level.

At the technological level could be included systems with 
periodic manners like a motors or gearboxes. In [17] are 
systems with periodic manners called Signal models. Types of 
these systems are one of the possible topics in my PhD. thesis. 
For diagnostics of these systems are used algorithms based on 
the Fourier transformation, e.g. Fast Fourier Transformation 
(FFT) [17].

The FFT represents a periodic signal using a family of 
complex exponents with infinite time duration. Therefore, FFT 
is useful in identifying harmonic signals [14].

Another method for signal analysis is based on 
decomposing of the signal x(t) into a family of functions which
are translation and dilatation of a unique-valued function ψ(t), 
to give the wavelet transform [15].
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Signal Processing Toolbox of Matlab environment includes 
functions for Fourier transformation and Wavelet Toolbox is 
intended for wavelet transformations.

Last of the possible diagnostics systems are FSM models. 
For diagnostics of these types is possible to use Fault trees 
analysis (FTA). In operating safety and reliability science, the 
FTA is widely used tool to clear out the contributions of 
different parameters in an undesired event. A fault tree is 
defined as a graphical representation of the relationship 
between an undesired event (called a top event) and all its 
potential causes. The analysis proceeds in a “top–down” 
approach, starting with the top event (failure, ...) and 
determining all the causes that can lead to it. It determines 
how these top events can be caused by individual or combined
lower level failures or events [16].

This method should be used for assembly lines diagnostics 
in my PhD. thesis. Another approach to using the FTA method 
is in application to hybrid systems. The answer to question if it 
is possible is one of aims of PhD. thesis.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper provides a review of the methods of the 
modelling, control design and diagnostics applications. These 
methods may be used for implementation to the chosen 
simulation models from DCS, shown in Fig. 1. After their 
testing and verification these algorithms could be implemented 
to the real processes at the Technological level of the DCS. 
Main purpose of my PhD. thesis should be in choice of the 
modelling methods and in correct design of control and 
diagnostics algorithms. Another purpose should be in their 
correct combination and successful implementation in the 
simulation or technological level of DCS. 
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Abstract— Rapid expansion of cloud technologies along with 
increasing speed of the Internet and spreading relatively cheap 
smart devices and sensors have created an environment for 
developing modern cloud-based applications. These applications 
are usable not only by humans but also by smart agents like 
robots, smartphones, smart vehicles, sensors etc. In this paper, we 
introduce this kind of cloud-based system. The proposed system 
consists of modules so-called AI bricks. It is able to solve a 
relatively difficult task in the cloud environment independently 
on smart agent's hardware and its capabilities. Moreover, cloud 
technologies used in the proposed system offer unification of 
different operating systems, programming languages, interfaces, 
by which smart agents are characterized. The only requirement 
on smart agents is the sufficient Internet connection. The 
consequence of that is expansion of agent's capabilities by 
abilities implemented like a cloud services. 

 

Keywords—AI bricks, cloud, cloud robotics, object recognition, 
ROS.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the year 2009, and only in SourceForge, there existed more 
than 500 free software projects related with robotics [1]. 
Examples of these projects implement: drivers for robotics 
devices and sensors; communication middleware; simulators 
and modeling tools of dynamic systems [2]. Unfortunately, 
none of these projects was developed as a cloud application. 
The reason is obvious - modern cloud technology is younger 
technology than robotics. 
The basic idea of cloud computing has arisen in 1960's, but 
just development of the Internet and increasing its speed, 
launching of the Web2.0 in 2009 and at the beginning of the 
era of providing browser-based enterprise application as a 
services dramatically supported development of cloud 
technology in recent years [3]. 
The rapid development of cloud technology proves, that the 
only one year after launching the Web 2.0, cloud technology 
has become so attractive that was established new approach in 
robotics called cloud robotics [4]. The interconnection of 
robotics and the cloud technology brings many advantages, 
which will be discussed in chapter III.  
The current problem is how to use the highly developed 
robotic software in cloud environment or how to benefit from 
cloud technology for developing new robotic software. 
 The primary goal of this paper is to provide an overview of 
the basic concept of modular cloud-based system as a service 

for smart agents. The aim of this system is to provide a 
possible solution for mentioned problems. 
The chapter II briefly introduce proposed cloud-based system. 
In the chapter III, we will discuss each used method in the 
proposed system and their advantages and disadvantages. 
Chapter IV concludes this contribution by summarizing the 
state of the work and will provide possibilities of the future 
work. 

II. PROPOSED CLOUD-BASED SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

As a topic implies, the core technology of the described 
system is cloud computing. It means that every part of the 
system is developed as a cloud service in conformity with 
principles of cloud computing defined in [5], [6].  Since the 
proposed system is cloud-based and is usable not only by 
humans, but also for smart agents like robots or smartphones, 
we can classify proposed system into the field of cloud 
robotics. 
Let us concretize the structure of the described system. It 
consists of software modules so-called Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) bricks. Each AI brick can be considered as a software 
library responsible for solving one particular specific task. For 
instance AI brick, which implements backpropagation learning 
for feed-forward neural networks, or AI brick for clustering, 
image processing etc. Since we want use advantages of cloud 
computing in robotics, many of AI bricks implements methods 
suitable for robots. 
If AI bricks are software modules, then is possible employ any 
number of AI bricks for solving a more complex problem. E.g. 
right functionality of implemented system will be proved using 
the task of object recognition from static visual images. It 
requires a collaboration of AI bricks responsible for the image 
processing, for features extraction and brick for performing 
classification of objects by using MF ArtMap neural network 
[7], [8]. 

III. USED METHODS 

In the proposed system, we will employ various technologies 
and methods. Many of them belongs to the field of AI. This 
section will deal with those methods, their advantages, 
disadvantages and also the needs of their implementation in 
the described system. 

A. Cloud computing and cloud robotics  

In recent years, along with the development of cloud 
technology, also exponentially rising its popularity. According 
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to the European statistics bureau, in 2014 19% of all 
enterprises in the EU, used cloud computing [9]. Every year 
grows the number of companies whose use cloud computing 
for their business. However, the cloud computing has become 
popular also in research. An evidence of that is the emergence 
of a new approach, named cloud robotics [4]. 
Cloud robotics was defined in 2010 by James Kuffner. 
According to Kuffner's definition [4], cloud robotics is a new 
developing approach in robotics, which massively use cloud 
services, cloud data storages, and other internet technologies. 
These internet technologies allow massive usage of parallel 
computation and sharing a huge amount of data [10]. The 
main goal of cloud robotics is a development of infrastructure 
for robots, which allows communication between robots, 
recording, uploading, sharing and downloading knowledge 
and also solving the particular task in the cloud environment. 
Using cloud technologies in robotics allows migrate 
computational difficult tasks from the robot's onboard 
computing to the cloud environment. So the entire 
computation is performed on the cloud site. The only one 
requirement for secure that is the full function Internet 
connection for robots.  
By connecting robots to the cloud environment and allowing 
use them cloud services, is possible extend their capabilities. 
From that point of view, a smart agent is not more limited by 
own computational performance or by memory capacity. 
However, there are still tasks, which cannot be migrated to the 
cloud. These critical tasks must be executed in real time. For 
instance obstacle avoidance, robot's movement, stability etc. 
[11] 
Although cloud robotics is relatively young field, till now was 
finished various successful projects. We can mention project 
DAvinCi [12], cloud-based project for robot navigation in the 
unknown environment [10] and object grasping using Google 
object recognition engine [13] or project RoboEarth [14].   
Regarding to proposed system (See chapter II) we decided to 
use cloud technology mainly because of possibility of system 
scalability, 24/7 worldwide availability, data redundancy, 
agent's platform, operating system and programming language 
independency and of course simple system maintenance and 
update. 

B. Concept of AI bricks 

Following AI bricks concept mentioned in chapter II, we can 
generalize mentioned information. An AI brick is any piece of 
code which is able to solve one specific task and is 
programmed as general as possible to cover the widest 
possible range of applications. 
In this paper, we consider AI brick as a software module, 
which usually implements a particular method of artificial 
intelligence or is suitable for implementing programs with any 
level of intelligence. 
If the AI bricks should be programmed in conformity with 
cloud computing principles, must fulfill following 
requirements: 
1. Each AI brick has to be implemented either as a software 

library attached to cloud service or as a stand-alone 
worker role. Note: In Microsoft Azure cloud is worker 
role equivalent to a back office. 

2. Each AI brick has to completely solve its task. Task can 
solve itself or can collaborate with other AI bricks. 

3. Each AI brick should have capability to communicate 
with others AI bricks or programs. It means that AI brick 

should be able to receive inputs from others AI 
bricks/programs and send them outputs. 

4. Each AI brick must have exactly defined desired inputs 
and outputs. 

5. Each AI brick must be scalable. This requirement means 
that the program should be implemented the way to run 
multiple instances on different virtual machines or use 
multiple threads running on various CPU cores. 

6. Data stored in cloud storages must be synchronized 
between instances of the same AI brick deployed on 
different virtual servers. 

It is necessary emphasize that AI brick concept creates a 
structure of software libraries or cloud worker roles deployed 
in the cloud environment. If AI brick is implemented as a 
software library, should be attached to every new cloud 
service, which uses a function of AI brick. (See Fig. 1) 

Fig. 1.  AI bricks implemented as a set of software libraries with an 
example of attaching to a new program. 

 
In the case of AI brick is implemented like a cloud worker 
role, must be referenced in every cloud service, which uses 
functions of AI brick. (See Fig. 2) 

Fig. 2.  AI bricks implemented like a set worker roles (wr) in the cloud 
service. The figure shows an example of communication between agents 
and cloud services, between cloud services and AI bricks implemented as 
worker roles and between AI bricks. 

 
New cloud service usually implements more complex 
program, which uses functions and task's solutions provided 
by referenced AI bricks. New cloud service tends to support 
communication between implemented AI bricks and 
connected smart agents. (See "PROGRAM" block in Fig. 1 or 
"Cloud service program" blocks in Fig. 2) 
Communication can be secured using Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) protocol, REST API, Windows 
Communication Foundation (WCF), Service Bus etc. [15] 
Regarding to proposed system, we decided to employ AI 
bricks concept for implementing various different algorithms 
and methods.  Main reasons are modularity, universality, easy 
maintenance, in the future possibility make experiments with 
different methods and simple change of use method. 
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C. Robotics Software Framework 

In chapter I., were provided examples of robotic software 
stored on SourceForge. These software solutions are usually 
clustered into the bigger groups, marked as Robotic Software 
Frameworks (RSF). The RSFs make robotic software 
development much easier [16]. Usually, every newly 
developed piece of code can be added to the RSF and 
considered as a new tool. Till now was developed several 
RSFs. Most popular are Robotic Operating System (ROS) 
[16], MT-middleware, YARP, JDE+, OROCOS, Webots [2] 
and more. 
The RSFs not only offer a set of tools for simpler development 
of robotic software, but they attempt to improve scalability, 
reusability and deployment of developed software [2]. The 
cloud technology attempt to improve basically the same 
characteristics. So the following question is emerged. Why not 
and mainly how to interconnect not cloud-based RSFs with 
cloud technology, specifically with cloud robotics? 
If the RSF were implemented in the cloud environment, 
developers would get a powerful cloud robotic-oriented tool. 
We can consider two main ways of usage cloud-based RSF. 
1. RSF as a communication middleware, which secure 

communication between implemented modules (AI 
bricks) and connected heterogeneous agents, sensors, 
actuators or hardware. RSF also provides the entire set 
of tools, simulators, compilers, debuggers etc. 
This way applications are built as modules attached to 
RSF. The only difference between RSF deployed locally 
and RSF deployed on the cloud is that RSF and also 
every new module is deployed in the cloud environment. 
The advantages of this approach are simple scalability, 
implemented by cloud service providers, unlimited 
computational power and storage capacity, modules and 
tools sharing with many different robots all over the 
word and more. 

2. Usage of RSF as an AI brick. This way RSF is deployed 
in the cloud environment, but its communication 
middleware isn't used. In the cloud is developed own 
communication mean between cloud services, workers 
roles (AI bricks), RSF and connected heterogeneous 
agents. 
The goal of this approach is use preprogrammed tools 
offered by RSF as an AI bricks for solving the specific 
task in the cloud environment. 

As a result of comparison RSFs in [2] and [17] was selected 
the Robotic operating system (ROS) for our next research. 
There are several reasons voting for ROS. We can mention big 
strong community, support of many different robotic 
platforms, programming language independency, a lot of 
preprogrammed drivers and tools like a simulators, possibility 
of scalability and capability of sharing ROS source code with 
another RSF. ROS has already been integrated with 
OpenRAVE, Orocos and Player RSFs [18].  
Moreover, ROS offers downloadable preprogrammed 
packages for solving some of most frequent robotic tasks like 
a mapping unknown environment, robot teleoperation tools, 
robot navigation packages, basic grasping functionality, 
Kinect sensor driver and basic Kinect data processing etc.   

D. Object recognition 

We use the object recognition from the static images is a toy 
task for proving the right functionality of proposed system. 

Nevertheless, the object recognition task is not a trivial, so in 
this chapter, we will introduce an employed methodology.  
In the fig. 3 is shown basic architecture AI bricks for object 
recognition. 

Fig. 3. The high-level architecture of the object recognition AI bricks as a 
service [19]. 

 
The requirements on connected devices (agents) are: 

1. Capability capture image 
2. The sufficient internet connection for sending captured 

images to appropriate AI brick. 
In the shown architecture, the image processing block and 
feature extraction block create one worker role – AI brick, 
responsible for the extraction of features from the input image. 
In the fig. 3 are shown three times. It indicates the scalability 
of implemented AI bricks. 
Image preprocessing includes image resize operation and 
conversion to a grayscale image. Block of feature extraction 
uses SIFT [20] and SURF [21] computer vision algorithm, 
which has capability find key points in the image and 
describes each key point by descriptor. Each descriptor is a 
vector of values – 128-dimensional vector in the case of SIFT 
algorithm or 64-dimensional vector in the case of SURF 
algorithm. The texture in the surrounding of each found key 
point is coded in the descriptor. This way is possible to gain a 
set of descriptors for input image. 
Once the descriptors are extracted, they are propagated into 
the AI bricks responsible for classification. It means that this 
AI brick implements classifier. The classifier classifies the 
object on the picture described by previously extracted 
descriptors into one of known classes or create a new one if 
the object does not fit to none of known classes [19].  
In our research was selected classifier neural networks for 
classifying purposes. More specifically ArtMap [22], [23] 
neural network subgroup. These networks are able to be 
trained using supervised learning. Finally, MF (membership 
function) ArtMap [7], [8] neural network was chosen as a 
classifier. This type of neural network combines the theory of 
fuzzy sets and ART theory. The consequence of this 
combination is structured output consisting of computed 
values of the membership function of every found fuzzy 
cluster of every known class for the input. This way, it is 
possible to compute how much the input belongs to every 
class [19]. 

IV. STATE OF THE WORK 

An overview of proposed cloud-based system, described in 
chapter II, is partially implemented. In this chapter, we will 
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discuss the state of the work. We will analyze which parts of 
work are done and which not. 
We started by studying cloud technologies and by 
programming cloud services deployed in Microsoft Azure 
cloud. The output is cloud service for image recognition from 
the static images. This system was implemented using the 
same principles as was described in point D, in previous 
chapter. Results were published in [19]. 
Next challenge was defining AI brick and requirements for 
implementation. It was discussed in point B, chapter III. In 
these chapter was mentioned that AI brick can be implemented 
as a software library, which is attached to every new cloud 
service project or can be implemented as a stand-alone worker 
role, which communicates with all others worker roles and 
connected cloud services. (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.) This 
principle we proved by implementing cloud service containing 
various worker roles (See Fig. 2). Each worker role is 
implemented as a library, which contains several functions. 
Using cloud storage queues, tables and blobs we implemented 
mean of communication between implemented worker roles, 
which allow call exact function from any worker role. At this 
time, we are finishing experiments and performance tests. The 
results will be published shortly. 
In our research, we also focused on robotic software 
frameworks and robotic middleware. On the basis of 
comparison RSFs provided in [2] and [17] we selected 
Robotic operating system (ROS) as a suitable candidate for 
implementation to the cloud environment. In point C, chapter 
III we mentioned that exists two ways how to use RFS in the 
cloud. One of them is using RSF as a communication 
middleware, the second one is implement RSF as an AI brick. 
The second way was chosen. ROS was installed as a dedicated 
virtual Linux server in the Microsoft Azure cloud. However, 
each AI brick should have capability to communicate with 
others AI bricks or programs, but due to Microsoft azure 
cloud safety setting, this communication was prohibited. We 
solved this problem by installing OpenVPN server, side by 
side with ROS virtual server in the cloud environment. 
OpenVPN server allowed us to create VPN connection 
between devices communicating over the local network and 
ROS server in the cloud. This way we met all requirements on 
AI bricks and created fully function RSF AI brick on the 
cloud. 
In our recent work, we finished basic overview of needed 
technologies and methods. We programmed a basic structure 
of each part of proposed system, mainly as a separate 
computer program. Our future work will be focused on 
integration partially developed parts of system with the aim to 
create the only one, integrated system. Moreover, each part of 
future integral system will be developing and enhancing by 
new functionalities and features. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Main goals of this paper are providing a basic overview of 
Ph.D. thesis topic and give appropriate theoretical 
background. This aim was met in chapter II, where we 
introduced the proposed system and consequently in chapter 
III we focused on the theory of cloud robotics, AI bricks and 
image recognition. We concluded this paper with discussion of 
work progress and with the sketch of future work. We believe 
that our work on proposed system will be beneficial for 
robotics. 
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Abstract— This paper deals with various ways of using multi-
objective (vector) optimization in assembly line optimization 
problem. Nowadays, there are two main approaches to solve 
multi-objective optimization tasks: artificial intelligence 
approach using mainly evolutionary algorithms; and 
mathematical approach based on detail mathematic description 
of optimized assembly line. This paper is summarizing 
knowledge of application possibilities of both approaches in 
assembly line optimizing. Also actual status of my dissertation 
thesis is mentioned, as well as list of solved and unsolved 
problems and future direction of my dissertation thesis.    
 
Keywords—assembly line, multi-objective optimization, 

objective function, constraints 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Assembly line is a flow oriented production system consisting 
of productive units (workstations), which are aligned in a 
serial manner. The workpieces are transferred from one 
workstation to another via some kind of mechanical transport 
system (usually conveyor belt is used for this purpose). 
Assembly lines were originally developed for cost efficient 
mass production of standardized products. First modern 
assembly line was designed by Henry Ford at the beginning of 
20th century. This line was able to build Ford Model T in 93 
minutes. However, since that time customer needs, as well as 
product requirements has changed dramatically. For example, 
German car producer, BMW, provides users with many 
additional features, which theoretically results in 1032 
different models. 
According to company requirements, designer is obligated to 
create assembly line, which is fulfilling customer’s needs 
most. Assembly lines can be divided into many different 
groups considering various criteria, for example shape of 
assembly line. Some basic configurations of assembly lines 
can be found in Fig. 1.[1],[2]  

 
Fig. 1. Basic assembly line configurations 

Assembly lines can produce only one simple model, or they 
can be adapted to produce number of different models. 
According to this criterion, assembly lines can be divided into 
simple, mixed and multi model assembly lines. Difference 
between them is displayed on Fig. 2.[3] 

 
Fig. 2. Difference between single-model, mixed-model and multi-model 
assembly line 

Some further information about mixed model assembly lines 
can be seen at [4] .Assembly lines and their workstations can 
be also divided into automatic, cooperative and manual. Other 
information about this topic and also about cooperation 
between humans and machines in assembly lines can be found 
in [5].  
For any shape and any type of assembly line, there is always a 
need to use this line as efficiently as possible. Mentioned 
criteria, as well as many others, are influencing the way of 
access for optimization and balancing particular assembly 
line.  
Assembly line balancing and optimization problem is 
represented by various optimization models aimed at 
supporting the decision maker in configuring efficient 
assembly system. Some problems and basic methods of 
assembly line balancing can be found in [6] and [3]. Ways of 
dealing with this problem are discussed in following chapters 
of this paper.  

II. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION 

Optimization can be considered as choosing the best option 
from wide spectrum of alternatives. In our everyday life we 
are trying to make our work done spending as little time or as 
little energy as possible. Optimization methods are used to 
solve this problem most frequently, mostly because of their 
mathematical basis, which guarantees objectivity and 
accuracy of optimization process. Publications dealing with 
optimization problems and its solving are [7] and [8]. 
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General optimization problem can be defined as minimization 
(maximization) of objective function 

 � = {��,��,… ,��} (1) 
with respecting all constrains  

 �
�
= {�1,�2,… ,��},���	�= 1,2,… ,� 

�� > 0, ���	�= 1,2,… ,�. 

 
(2) 

For solving optimization problems, methods of mathematical 
programming are used. Depending on the type of objective 
function, these methods can be divided into: 

 linear programming methods, 
 non linear programming methods, 
 integer programming methods, 
 parameter programming methods,  
 stochastic programming methods. 

Multi-objective (vector) optimization is dealing with ways of 
optimizing the problem with multiple goals. It is used when it 
is necessary to accept more than one factor in finding the ideal 
solution of optimization task. This type of optimization was 
created for solving planning and organizing problems in 
manufacturing process. Nowadays it is used in many different 
areas (f.e.in dynamic management systems). 
Vector optimization task is defined with relation to controlled 
system, which is described with n- dimensional vector 
� = (��,��,… ,��x1,x2,…,xn) with x ∊ {X} representing n 
independent variables (decision variables). This system 
� ∈ {�}is evaluated with k- dimensional vector functional  

�(�)= (��(�),��(�),… ,��(�)), (3) 
which elements are functions of vector �, where k represents 
number of objective functions. This functional is optimized in 
subject to 

��(�)≤ 0,�= 1,2,… ,� , (4) 
and 

ℎ�(�)= 0,�= 1,2,… ,�, (5) 
where m is number of inequality constraints and e is number 
of equality constraints. Solution of this task is �∗	∈ 	{�}, 
which is optimal solution of functional (or also called 
objectives, criteria, payoff functions, cost functions or value 
functions) ��(�),��(�),… ,��(�) according to chosen type of 
vector optimization. [9],[10]. 
Basically, there are two main approaches to solve vector 
optimization tasks: 

 artificial intelligence approach, 
 mathematical approach. 

A. Artificial intelligence approach 

Main feature of artificial intelligence used in multi-objective 
optimization are evolutionary algorithms. They are used 
mainly for generating so called Pareto optimal set of solutions 
(solutions that are not dominated by any other solution of 
particular problem). Detail definition of Pareto optimality can 
be found in [9]. 
Genetic algorithms are part of evolutionary algorithms, which 
are characterized by a population of solution candidates. 
Reproduction process enables to combine existing solutions 
and generating new possible solutions. Finally there is a 
natural solution which determines which individuals of 
current population will participate in the next one. Functional 
description of evolutionary algorithms can be seen in Fig. 
3.[11] 

 
Fig. 3. Functional description of evolutionary algorithms 

Some of evolutionary algorithms used for generating Pareto 
optimal set of solutions, but due to their working procedures, 
they often tend to stuck in good approximation and they do 
not guarantee identifying optimal trade-offs. 
Artificial intelligence approach has wide application potential. 
For example, commonly used algorithm is ant colony 
algorithm. Its application in modeling and balancing time and 
space constrained assembly line can be found in [12]. Another 
application of ant colony algorithm is described in [13], where 
this algorithm is used for optimizing single model U-shaped 
assembly line. 
There are many application possibilities for solving assembly 
line multi-objective optimization problem using genetic 
algorithms. Examples of their using in this area with detail 
description of their functionality can be found in [14].[15] is 
using genetic algorithm in dealing with assembly sequence 
planning problem. Solution for defining and two methods of 
pruning optimal Pareto set are mentioned in [16]. 
Variation of production rates and number of assembly line 
setups are optimized simultaneously with using multi-
objective genetic algorithm approach in[17]. 
Using metaheuristic method of tabu search for solving simple 
assembly line balancing problem is described in [18]. 

B. Mathematical approach  

From the 70’s, when first vector optimization tasks were 
solved, numbers of methods dealing with this issue were 
created. All these methods assume that there is a definition of 
more than one objective function, as well as list of equality 
and inequality constraints defining feasible solution space.  
Mathematical methods dealing with this manner can be 
divided according to [7] into three main groups: 

 methods defining the set of non improving elements , 

 compromising methods 

 methods of hierarchical criteria sequence. 

Methods defining the set of non improving elements  

There is no hierarchy of criteria in this group of methods, 
every criterion is equally important. Task of vector 
optimization can be defined as trying to minimize the vector  
�(�)− �(��), where ��	 is optimal values vector of variables  
� according to defined criteria. 

a) Quadratic norm 
The most common criterion used in this norm is minimal sum 
of quadratic variance of objective functions ��(�) for random 
�	∈ 	{�} from objective function ��(��) for vector of ideal 
values of chosen criteria �� = (���,���,… ,���), � =
1,2,… ,�;	 
 

�(�)= � 	(��(�)− ��(��)

�

���

)� 

���	�(�)= min
�	∈	{�}

� 	(��(�)− ��(��)

�

���

)� 

 
 
 
 
 
(6) 

Values of this norm are usually divided by optimal value. 
Reason for this is non-dimensional solution value. Calculation 
formula then looks like: 
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��(��)�

�

���
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(7) 

b) Linear norm 
It represents minimal sum of linear variance of objective 
functions (��(�)) from optimal values of objective functions 
��(��). Optimal value of functions �(�) can be calculated 
using formulas: 
 

�(�)= �� 	(��(�)− ��(��)

�

���

�, 

���	�(�)= min
�	∈	{�}

�� 	(��(�)− ��(��)

�

���

�. 

 
 
 
 
 
(8) 

c) Generalized norm 
Objective functions of this norm is  
 

��(�)= � 	

�

���

��(��(�)− ��(��)�
�
�

�
�
;�	≥ 1. 

 
(9) 

For � = 1 this functions corresponds to linear norm, for � = 2 
it corresponds quadratic norm and for � = ∞  it is  
 �� (�)= max

�
{(��(�)− ��(��);= 1,2,… ,�}. (10) 

All these norms can be refined by multiplying objective 
function elements with appropriate coefficients. Searched 
point �∗	∈ 	{�}		 is called non improving in space {�} 
regarding to functional �(�), if there is no point 	��	in this 
space, for which is valid  (��(��)≤ ��(�∗),� = 1,2,… ,�.  

Compromising methods 

These methods are based on defining more strict constrains or 
adding another constrains to objective functions. Compromise 
means finding optimal solution by minimizing value of 
formula ����(�)+ ����(�)+ ⋯ + ����(�), where ��	to	�� 
are carefully chosen importance coefficients. Their values are 
recommended to be chosen as follows: ��= 1 ���⁄ ,��= 
1 ���⁄ ,��= 1 ���⁄ , where ��� are values of objective functions 
counted in optimization only via selected criterion. 
These methods are used when it is possible to define 
importance of every criterion before starting optimization 
process, or when additional information about criterion 
importance is found out during optimization process. Main 
idea is in defining importance of every scalar criterion. This 
can affect the result of vector optimization (importance of 
scalar criterion will be labeled as λ). Most common methods 
from this group are optimization of weighted sum of scalar 
criteria and weighted sum of variance vector. 

d) Optimization of weighted sum of scalar criteria 
Function for this norm is defined by formula  
 

���	�(�)= ��� � ����(�)

�

���

. 
 
 
(11) 

Optimal solution is represented by maximum or minimum of 
weighted sum of scalar criteria, depending on character of 
problem being solved. 

e) Weighted sum of variance vector 
In this norm function  �(�) is represented by formula  

 
�(�)= � �� ∗	(��(�)− ��(��)

�

���

. 
 
 
(12) 

Optimal solution is always represented by minimum value of 
function �(�), because this norm is using variation from ideal 
values. 
 

���	�(�)= min
�	∈	{�}

�� �� ∗		(�� − ��(��)

�

���

�. 
 
 
(13) 

It is also possible to use quadratic variant of this formula 
(weighted quadratic norm).[7] 

Methods of hierarchical criteria sequence 

In this qroup of methods, hierarchical sequence of criteria is 
created, so there is one superior criterion chosen from list of 
criteria, and all others are inferior to it.  
 
Methods mentioned in this paper are not the only one used in 
solving multi-objective optimization problems, other methods 
can be found in [9] and [19].  

III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE ASSEMBLY LINE OPTIMIZATION 

First step in solving multi-objective optimization of assembly 
lines is creating a detail model of system. Assembly lines can 
be modeled by various means. During my work will be used 
Petri nets and Stateflow diagrams. Assembly lines modeling 
using Petri nets, as well as other possibilities for modeling 
assembly lines can be found in [20]. 
Created model must truly display real assembly line, for 
example follow precedence constraints of assembly line. This 
model can be also helpful in finding critical spots in 
production process, as well as defining optimization criteria: 

 maximizing profit level, resp. reducing costs, 
 maximizing reliability and safety, 
 maximizing efficiency resp. minimizing overload, 
 minimizing manual interventions, 
 minimizing of production time. 

Assembly line model can be also source for defining 
constraints for this multi-objective optimization tasks, f.e.: 

 maximum level of costs, 
 maximum time in one work shift, 
 minimum level of needed sources etc. 

 
 All criteria and constraints should be defined by 
mathematical equations, representing objective functions.  
Once there are defined, a multi-objective optimization task is 
built and there is a place to find ways of solving it. 
Focus of my dissertation thesis is to solve multi-objective 
optimization problem using mathematical approach. In my 
previous work, application able to solve vector optimization 
tasks was created in MATLAB. Present version of this 
application can be used for solving vector optimization 
problems with 2 objective functions. One of them can have 
either quadratic or linear form, the other one must be linear. 
Also all constraints have to be defined by linear equations or 
inequations. Solving sample tasks from production and 
economical sector using created application is listed in [21]. 
Algorithm solving mentioned vector optimization tasks is 
displayed in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for solving used in created application for solving vector 
optimization problem 

Application has also its own graphic user interface (GUI) 
designed for simple and intuitive inputting parameters, as well 
as for clear and easy-to-read displaying outputs. GUI of 
created application is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5  Application created for solving vector optimization tasks 

According to the fact, that this application can solve only 
limited number of tasks, my goal in my future work is to 
make it more complex and usable in solving optimization 
tasks described by other, more complicated objective 
functions and constraints. 
Another task, which has to be solved in my future work on 
dissertation thesis is creation of detail model of optimized 
production line. For this purpose Stateflow diagrams will be 
used. Main advantage of this form of assembly line modeling 
is simple, but complex syntax able to model large variety of 
processes executed in production lines.  
At the basis of this model, mathematical description of 
defined optimizing parameters will be created. 
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Abstract—This work describes deep neural networks (DNNs).
DNNs play an important role in the modern speech recognition
systems. We introduce the theoretical characteristics of the NN.
Primarily this paper is related to identification and division of
different structures in DNNs. We write about feedforward and
recurent neural network. The paper also describes basic function
of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). The goal of the work
is in using NN model for ASR.

Keywords—deep neural network, feedforward network, recur-
rent network, perceptron, backpropagation

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech is very important way for changing information.
We can convey various kinds of useful information during
communication. Speech signal has various features. It sounds
different when we are happy or sad, friendly or angry. In
the recent decades an improvement of speech processing has
occured. This progress makes human life easier and more
comfortable.

In section II. we describe basic functions of the Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) system. The procedure shows some
reasons which have to be done for good results in the ASR.

Section III. focuses on Neural Networks (NNs) and their
basic characteristics. Networks which were developed in the
biology are using in the modern speech recognition systems
or for pattern recogniton. In this part we describe Deep NNs
and we shortly explain what the deep means. We also describe
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and basic mechanism of
ANNs. In the third subsection we speak about feed-forward
neural networks and recurrent neural networks. We also show
the figures where we can see the difference between these
structures. Next subsection refers to Back-Propagation (BP)
algorithm and shows practical example.

Fourth section refers about Kaldi Toolkit which will be used
in the future for speech recognition in our laboratory. This
toolkit is free available on the Internet and it is written in
C++.

Next, fifth section is about related works. We write about
some references of papers in this part. Those works include
useful information using in the neural networks.

Conclusion part is situating at the bottom of this paper.
There are summary of this paper and future plans too.

II. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

Speech signal used in the neural network as a training data
is limited. New speakers, vocabularies, languages, dialects and
some new conditions must be encountered. We must have
a modern computation system, because training data has a

high capacity and computation can take many hours or days.
Neural network architecture is used in modern systems which
can work faster. We can compare its performance with hidden
Markov model systems based on ASR, but it depends on the
application.

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is very difficult pro-
cess for several reasons:

1) limitation of speech signal imposed by the Nyquist
interference criteria

2) redundant information in the acoustic signal,
3) signal degradation due to addititve and convolutional

noise, for example enviroment noise, telephone band-
width, device characteristics,

4) variabilities in pronunciation of words or phonemes, for
example the region dialect,

5) coarticulation effects, context-dependent pronunciation
of words or phonemes, and

6) using words which is out of the recognizer vocabulary.
ASR is a complex problem and it must be solved as well

as possible. In the recent years, the best way to recognize the
spoken speech was with using neural network (NN) algorithm.
The NN we describe below [1], [2].

III. NEURAL NETWORK

The term neural network was inspired by the biological
neural network system, such as the brain, process information.
The structure consists of a large number of highly connected
processing elements called neurons. We can divide between
input and output neurons. Input neurons get activated through
sensors recognizing the enviroment, output neurons get acti-
vated weighted connections from previously active neurons.

One of the most common applications of NNs is in image
processing. Some examples would be: identifying hand-written
characters, matching a photograph of a person’s face with a
different photo in a database, performing data compression
on an image with minimal loss of content. Other applications
could be: voice recognition, RADAR signature analysis, stock
market prediction. All of these problems involve large amounts
of data, and complex relationships between the different pa-
rameters [3].

A. Deep Neural Networks

As the name refers, deep neural networks differ from
conventional method in the structure. The basic method has
only one hidden layer. When we speak about deep network
we have to know what means the word deep. We have some
questions: How many layers we need, if we want to have a
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Output Layer

Hidden Layer 2

Hidden Layer 1

Input Layer

Fig. 1. An example of the deep neural network with two hidden layers.

deep network? Is two deep? According approximation theory
(2 > 1), two is trully deep. Deep neural networks should
have at least two hidden layers. We can have many hidden
layers, but the large number of these layers can return worse
results. Each layer has a negative feature for data signal as
attenuation, noise, etc.. We have to train some system with
different numbers of hidden layers and then we will find the
best one [4], [5].

The term deep neural network (DNN) was originally intro-
duced to mean multilayer perceptron (MLP) with many (often
more than two) hidden layers. Later, it was extended to any NN
with a deep structure. It plays an important role in the modern
Speech Recognition Systems [6]. Fig. 1 depicts a DNN with
four layers that include input layer, two hidden layers and
output layer [7], [8], [9], [10].

B. Artificial Neural Network

Many laboratories focus their work to modern systems. Very
popular approach for speech recognition is neural network.
The neural network is a method, which has roots in the
biology.

In the 1980s, a number of researchers began to apply
ANN approaches to speech classification, and in particular to
automatic speech recognition (ASR). ANNs, like people, learn
by example. It is configured for a specific application, such
as pattern recognition or data classification through a learn-
ing process. It consists of many biological features such as
distributed computation mechanism, adaptivity (trainability),
nonlinearity and simplicity as mentioned in [11].

The ANNs are based on the biological neural system and
they have many nodes and connections. The nodes correspond
to a neuron cell and the connections correspond to an axon
in the real biological neural system. Nodes have one part
for computation of basis function and the second part for
computation of application function and they are mutually
connected, see Fig. 2.

The basis function computes an input signal, which can be
an input signal to the network or an output signal to another
node, and computes the input signal to the activation function
unit. The aplication function unit produces an output signal,
which can be the final output signal of the network or an input
signal for another node. An arrow indicates the direction of
the information flow. We know two types of arrows: white and
black arrow. The white arrow shows information flow in the
backward direction and the black arrow marks the direction in
the forward way.

Detailed computation of the neural networks is on the Fig. 3.
There are N input connections xn and one output connection

β()
α()

Basis function

Activation function

connection

node

Fig. 2. Basic mechanism of the artificial neural network.

x
Nx

2

x
1 w

2

w
1

w
N

y=α()

β()α()

Basis function

Activation function

Fig. 3. Computation mechanism of the neural network.

y. Each arrow indicates n − th connection with their own
n − th weight wn. The input signal vector xn consists from
x = (x1, x2, .., xN )T , weight vector is w = (w1, w2, .., wN )T ,
where T is the vector transpose. Then, the basis function β()
computes an input signal to the activation function unit,

β(x) =
N∑

n=1

wnxn. (1)

The activation function computes the final node output y as

y = α(β(x)). (2)

Actually, there are many possibilities for the computational
selection of the basis function and of the activation function,
and these selections are one of the main factors determining
the mathematical characteristics of the ANN.

C. Structure

We can divide the structure in two separate types. One
of them is feedforward neural network (FNN). Connectivity
between the nodes (neurons) is made such as each neuron
from one layer is connected to every neuron in the next layer.
We define that signal flow only in one direction across the
network. On the Fig. 4 we can see only black arrows. It means
that information flow goes from the left side to the right side
(from input to output). It uses one-way mode. Each neuron
from the layer 1 receives the signals from the inputs of the
network. Then, received signal from the layer 1 is sent to the
next hop (layer 2). Signals from the layer 2 are transmitted to
all of the neurons in the next layer (layer 3), etc.. Transceived
signal from the layer 4 is an output signal. So, to use the
network to solve a problem, we apply the input values to the
inputs of the first layer, allow the signals to propagate through
the network, and read the output values.

On the other side we have recurrent neural network. The
output signal of each node is allowed to go back on the
previous neural node. We can say that it uses two-way mode.
As we can see on the Fig. 5, it consists of black and white
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layer 1

layer 4

layer 2 layer 3

Fig. 4. Feedforward network.

Fig. 5. Recurrent network.

arrows and it has bigger capability than feedforward network.
The recurrent neural network is better candidate for data such
as speech signal because of larger capacity [3], [12], [13], [14].

D. Backpropagation

This part rewievs the architecture of the backpropagation
(BP) neural network (NN). BP is currently the most widely
applied NN architecture. It was originally introduced by
Bryson and Ho in 1969 and independently rediscovered by
Werbos in 1974. This method uses Multiple-Layer Perception
(MLP) as system framework and Back-Propagation Algorithm
as training rule. Multiple-Layer in MLP model indicates that
it is composed of many layers of neurons [15], [16].

Have an example. If the house shakes, we do not know
either an unstoppable truck hits the house or there is an
Earthquake. So it is hard to ’backpropagate’ information
signal. But other direction is easier: if there is an Earthquake,
it is small chance that truck hits house, Fig. 6 [17].

IV. KALDI TOOLKIT

This section shortly describes the design of Kaldi, open-
source toolkit for speech recognition process. Kaldi is a toolkit
for speech recognition written in C++ and licensed under the
Apache License v2.0.

Kaldi is free available on the Internet (see
http://kaldi.sourceforge.net/index.html). From the website
we can download lot of files and examples. The toolkit can
be compiled under the Unix system or Windows. Main goal
of Kaldi is to have a modern and flexible code which is easy
to understand, extend and modify. We know several ways of
toolkits for design a recognition system. For example: HTK
[18], Julius [19], Sphinx [20].

unstoppable truckEarthquake

house shakes

Fig. 6. Example of backpropagation model.

BLAS/LAPACK OpenFST

Kaldi C++ Library

External Libraries

Kaldi C++ Executables

(Shell) Scripts

Decodable
Decoder

HMMGMM SGMM

Transforms

UtilsMatrix

Feat

LM Tree FST ext

Fig. 7. Schematic overwiev of the Kaldi Toolkit.

In the Fig. 7 we show a scheme of the Kaldi toolkit. It
consists of two external libraries which are free available
too. OpenFST for the finite-state framework, and the next is
numerical algebra libraries. It uses the standard Basic Linear
Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) and Linear Algebra PACKage
(LAPACK) routines for the latter. The library modules can be
grouped into two parts, each depending on only one of the
external libraries.

More descriptions about toolkit and about its functions we
can find in the [21]. Our plans to the future is using Kaldi
Toolkit for Slovak Speech Recognition.

V. RELATED WORKS

This section consists of some examples and practical appli-
cations. Many approaches are described below.

For testing cross-lingual knowledge transfer in DNNs, au-
thors use the GlobalPhone corpus. They used 19 languages,
100 speakers per language and about 20 hours of audio
material. As the main parameter for HMM-GMM systems they
chose Word Error Rate (WER). For the 15 hrs corpus was
WER around 15%, for 5 hrs of speech was WER 18.19% and
the worst WER was in 1 hr of speech signal 21.53%. In the
tandem setup (up to five layers deep) was WER for 15 hrs
more than 21.2% in each language and the hybrid system had
lower WER than tandem system (around 20%). More results
are shown in [8].

Authors in [22] write about dimensionality reduction with
Deep Neural Network. They describe hybrid model, context-
dependent deep neural network hidden Markov models (CD-
DNN-HMMs) and the Bottleneck features. The depth in this
hybrid model is largely increased and the output nodes of the
network are directly expanded from small number of mono-
phone states to large number of context-dependent triphone
tied-states.
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The Bottleneck features are generated from neural networks,
where one of the hidden layer has a very small number of
hidden units. In this paper authors used a Mandarin LVCSR.
They had 70 hours of speech from 1539 speakers. The results
of dimensionality reduction and WER are written in [22].

In [5] authors report results of applying ANN. They used
two databases where the first was TIMIT and the second
one was corpus of Hungarian broadcast news. The Hungarian
corpus consists of 8 TV channels and about 28 hours of
recordings. They applied backpropagation training.

On the TIMIT database Mohamed at al. reported 22.3%
error rate while Toth reported 21.8%. Hungarian news had
20.07% WER, but these results are not fully comparable.
Because this two systems used different pruning beam widths.
They used one to five hidden layers in the paper [5].

Paper [10] describes the time-delay neural network archi-
tecture. As input to the network it uses spectrograms, which
are computed with a certain frame-rate. They are using the
Tempo 2 Algorithm that is applied to phoneme classification.
Bodenhause and Waibel designed an adaptive architecture of
the optimal system. For training was used 783 phonemes and
for testing was used 759 tokens. The network was initialized
with random weights, random delays, constant widths of the
input and one connection among two units. The weight had the
best performance when we compare it with delays or widths.
But their combination with weight can improve the perfor-
mance. Authors trained and tested a variety of combinations
of constant and adaptive parameters.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, the basic characteristics of the Neural Net-
works were introduced. This method consists of input, output
and few hidden layers. It can has at least one hidden layer.

Deep NN must have two or more hidden layers. For instance
some authors made an example using 1 to 5 hidden layers.
When they used more hidden layers, the results were better.
But we cannot use many hidden layers, because each layer
has good but unwanted features too.

DNNs can divide in the feedforward neural network (FNN)
and the second one is the recurrent neural network (RNN).
RNN has a bigger capacity than a feedforward neural network
because of forward and backward flow of information.

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are one of the most popular
techniques in these days. It plays an important role in the
modern recognition systems. There are lot of fuctions which
can be used for solving many problems. Many laboratories are
focus in these method.

Researchers and scientists are using DNN for pattern recog-
nition, face recognition, speech emotion recognition, auto-
matic speech recognition and many others. Neural networks
increased the results and they are used in the modern systems.

NNs are becoming the standard in the world. In our speech
laboratory we are using many approaches and various methods
daily. We intend of transform our actual scripts for using with
DNN.

Firstly we want to train some examples and find the best
model for our data or we will looking for other (better)
procedures. When we will train some model and the results
will be comparable with our results from other techniques, we
will be trying to increased it.

Our research team wants to investigate the NN in the next
research. The visions to the future are in application of the

Neural Networks for Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech
Recognition (LVCSR) using Slovak Speech corpus.
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Abstract—This summary paper 

real-time object tracking from multiple virtual cropped views in 
4K video eliminates the requirement to utilize multiple capturing 
devices or requirement to physically move the camera. System is 
based on TLD object tracking algori
video output from capturing device are utilized to create new 
“virtual copped views”. Proposed model was experimentally 
implemented and tested in the laboratory conditions
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I. INTRODUCTION

Object tracking is widely covered area and focus of many 
studies. Survey carried out to estimate the performance of the 
latest algorithms may be found in [1]. Say we are interested in 
tracking of a lecturer or some presenter on a stage, first step is 
to provide some form of object tracking. In this way one user 
with one capturing device will be able to provide single 
tracking of an object. 

When referring to 4K resolution we mean any video of size 
up to 4000 pixels per line. 4K is rather new technology, 
according to [2] was 4K support announced by YouTube in 
July of 2010. Though 4K is up to 4000 pixels per line [3] 
notes that most applications refer to 4K as a frame size with 
dimensions of 3840x2160. Authors further note that streaming 
of uncompressed 4K video is difficult due to high data bit
rate. However once some for
communication is not that critical, this was proved by [4] who 
developed 4K bi-directional communication system using 
JPEG 2000. For brief introduction to 4K technology see [5].

From the variety of object tracking approaches we
primarily focus on Tracking
TLD algorithm which was introduced by Zdenek Kalal as a 
part of his PhD thesis [6]. Idea of TLD was to design an 
algorithm for long-term tracking of the unknown objects, 
however detection of the objects with the known pattern is 
available as well (image with an known object of interest). 
Authors of research [7] extended TLD of external detector and 
thus enabled multi-object tracking at the same time. In [8] 
TLD was empirically demonstrated to be used in multi
camera environment, concluding that its operation is feasible, 
providing lightning conditions and orientation of cameras is 
kept analogous.In our research is TLD algorithm chosen to be 
used as a tool for the object tracking.
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This summary paper deals with a approach for 
time object tracking from multiple virtual cropped views in 

4K video eliminates the requirement to utilize multiple capturing 
devices or requirement to physically move the camera. System is 
based on TLD object tracking algorithm. Subsections of 4K 
video output from capturing device are utilized to create new 
“virtual copped views”. Proposed model was experimentally 
implemented and tested in the laboratory conditions. 
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tracking of a lecturer or some presenter on a stage, first step is 
to provide some form of object tracking. In this way one user 
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according to [2] was 4K support announced by YouTube in 
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JPEG 2000. For brief introduction to 4K technology see [5]. 
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object tracking at the same time. In [8] 
TLD was empirically demonstrated to be used in multi-
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II. AUTOMATIC CUT M
Based on our previous research [9] was created model and 

prototypes of solution which enhances video experience from 
specific live streams to distant audience with autonomous 
director that improves surveillance and tracking abilities 
through the various multi-camera systems. Solution evaluates 
the best view on the object in real-
best output. Multiple cameras, with
would track the speaker and automatically change to different 
viewing angles based on the movement. Our solution is 
designed to provide automated source switching based on 
actual position of the speaker without changing the physical 
placements of the cameras or without their rotation itself. The 
new approach of our auto switching best shot solution does 
not presume utilization of multiple physical cameras but only 
the one ultra-high definition camera through creation of a 
multiple virtual cropped views from the original image.

Frequently scene’s conditions allow replacing the multiple 
physical cameras capturing such scene by one 4K camera. 
This method is usable for capturing various types of scenes 
with only one 4K camera, while being al
surveillance or production monitoring. Previous tracking of 
object of interest in video enabled us to define optimal virtual 
camera views in 4K based on object moving trajectory (Fig. 
1) or establish the most common object of appearance. Th
virtual views could be of different sizes (360p, 480p, 720p, 
1080p) and they can overlap or contain each other.

 
 

Fig. 1.  Multiple virtual cameras view of size of 360p in one 4K video

Object Tracking Based Model for Automatic Cut the 
amed Video 

, FEI TU of Košice, Slovak Republic 

MODEL DESIGN 
Based on our previous research [9] was created model and 

prototypes of solution which enhances video experience from 
s to distant audience with autonomous 

director that improves surveillance and tracking abilities 
camera systems. Solution evaluates 

-time and delivers only the 
best output. Multiple cameras, without manual operation, 
would track the speaker and automatically change to different 
viewing angles based on the movement. Our solution is 
designed to provide automated source switching based on 
actual position of the speaker without changing the physical 
lacements of the cameras or without their rotation itself. The 

new approach of our auto switching best shot solution does 
not presume utilization of multiple physical cameras but only 

high definition camera through creation of a 
ual cropped views from the original image. 

Frequently scene’s conditions allow replacing the multiple 
physical cameras capturing such scene by one 4K camera. 
This method is usable for capturing various types of scenes 
with only one 4K camera, while being also adaptable in 
surveillance or production monitoring. Previous tracking of 
object of interest in video enabled us to define optimal virtual 
camera views in 4K based on object moving trajectory (Fig. 
1) or establish the most common object of appearance. These 
virtual views could be of different sizes (360p, 480p, 720p, 

contain each other. 

 
Multiple virtual cameras view of size of 360p in one 4K video 
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Once the multiple views based on previous object 
appearances are defined or autom
need to use an evaluation metric for each virtual view. This 
metric is calculated related to parameters of tracked object 
from sight of each virtual view. Metric is composed of 
positional element, dimensional element and reliabi
element: 

푀 = (푀
The dimensional element of metric is calculated from ratio 

of width of tracked object and width of virtual view. The 
reliability element is composed of the percentage expression 
of reliability of detection of the object being tracked using 
TLD algorithm. The positional element of metric is calculated 
from zonal division (Fig. 2) of each virtual vie

Experimental realization of system based on 
interconnecting the vMix system with 2x SDI 4K video 
capture card with RED 4K camera was implemented. This test 
environment allows us to create multiple various sized virtual 
views that are automatically switched to the 
FFmpeg encoder based on calculated evolutional metric in 
real time based on object tracking results from TLD (Fig. 3).
 

Fig. 2.  Zonal division for calculating the positional metric for virtual view.

Fig. 3.  Interconnection between components of experimental proposed 
solution 

Once the multiple views based on previous object 
appearances are defined or automatically formatted there is 
need to use an evaluation metric for each virtual view. This 
metric is calculated related to parameters of tracked object 
from sight of each virtual view. Metric is composed of 
positional element, dimensional element and reliability 

푀 + 푀 ) ∗ 푀                              (1) 
The dimensional element of metric is calculated from ratio 

of width of tracked object and width of virtual view. The 
reliability element is composed of the percentage expression 
of reliability of detection of the object being tracked using 

algorithm. The positional element of metric is calculated 
from zonal division (Fig. 2) of each virtual view. 

ntal realization of system based on 
interconnecting the vMix system with 2x SDI 4K video 
capture card with RED 4K camera was implemented. This test 
environment allows us to create multiple various sized virtual 
views that are automatically switched to the output with 
FFmpeg encoder based on calculated evolutional metric in 
real time based on object tracking results from TLD (Fig. 3). 

Zonal division for calculating the positional metric for virtual view. 

 
Interconnection between components of experimental proposed 

III. CONCLUSION AND 

In this summary we presented a approach for automatic cut 
the best shot on the object of interest in a real
4K definition capturing device. Tracking of the object is 
utilized using TLD algorithm while selecting the best shot 
from the 4K video with virtual cropped view. This selection is 
automatic and based on the pre-le
future work the plan test the system in the real world 
conditions. Related work could be found on another selected 
manuscripts created by author of
[10][11][12][13][14][15] 
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Abstract—In this paper, three main topics – streaming 

technologies, videoconferencing systems and object tracking are 

presented. Brief overview of current high efficient video codecs is 

provided, followed by hardware, software and web-oriented 

videoconferencing solutions.  Study are also presents techniques 

used in object tracking for an extraction of object information. In 

addition, the possibility of extending the videoconferencing 

systems with detection of facial expressions or parts of the body is 

introduced.  

 

Keywords—Object tracking, streaming technologies, 

videoconferencing system. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays videoconferencing systems have a large number 

of features. Except for transmitting video and audio between 

end users, they enable even more advanced options. Of course, 

these systems allow to compose messages, share files or own 

desktop on computer. In addition, often a common area is 

shared, allowing all participants to write or draw. 

One possibility of expanding its features is implementation 

of object tracking mechanisms from video to the 

videoconferencing systems. Such a system could recognize the 

mood of the listener from facial expressions, differentiate 

whether to agree with something or not, or it would be 

possible to determine which answer shall be deemed correct. 

II. STREAMING TECHNOLOGIES 

Streaming technologies, more specifically video codecs are 

very important for video data transport from one 

videoconferencing system to another. Comparison of three 

main video codecs is shown on Fig.  1. 

 
Fig.  1 Comparison of codecs - HEVC, H.264, VP8 

A. Codec VP8 

VP8 is an open source video compression format supported 

by a consortium of technology companies [1]. From the 

beginning of its development, the developers were focused to 

make overall design of codec which should comply with the 

following properties: 

- low bandwidth requirement – VP8 is designed mainly for 

watchable quality video (~30dB in Peak Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio metric) to visually lossless quality (~45dB) [2], 

- heterogeneous – the adaptability to each device from low-

performance mobile phones to the most advanced desktop 

computers with multi-core processors [3],  

- web video format – the adaptability of video to conditions 

which is the optimal for web browsers [3], 

- hybrid transform with adaptive quantization and flexible 

reference frames – provides greater efficiency in 

processing video [2], 

- efficient intra and inter prediction – improving the 

properties of both predictions from previous versions of 

the codec [2], 

- high performance sub-pixel interpolation 

- adaptive in-loop deblocking filtering 

- frame level adaptive entropy coding 

- parallel processing friendly data partitioning - joining units 

with similar entropy [3]. 

B. Codec H.264/AVC 

As presented by [4] H.264 is the standard for compression 

of video. It is a process of conversion digital video to format 

which takes less capacity when stored or transmitted. Video 

compression (or encoding video) is the basic technology for 

application like digital television, video on DVD, mobile 

television, videoconference and internet video streaming [5]. 

Standardization of video compression allow mutual co-

operation for products from different manufacturers (e.g. 

encoders, decoders and storage media). The encoder converts 

video to compressed format and encoder converts video into a 

compressed format and decoder re-expands compressed video 

into uncompressed format [6]. 

H.264 video encoder implementing a prediction, transform 

and coding processes for the production of compressed H.264 

stream. H.264 video decoder performs a complementary 

process of decoding, inverse transformation and 

reconstruction produced decoded video sequence [7]. 

The biggest advantage of H.264 compared to previous 

standard is its compression performance. Compared to 

standards such as MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 Visual an H.264 has: 

- better video quality at the same bitrate compression, 
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- lower bitrate compression at the same image quality [8]. 

Standard DVD can, for example, store films with two-hour 

length with MPEG-2 format. Using H.264 codec, the length of 

the film may be doubled to four hours. Optionally the movie 

may be stored in higher quality than in the MPEG-2 [9]. 

In addition to improving the performance of compression, 

H.264 offers more flexibility in terms of compression and 

support of the transmission [8]. It is possible to choose from a 

wide range of compression tools, which is making it suitable 

for applications ranging from low-bitrate mobile data flow 

with a slight delay to the television with high definition on a 

professional level. The standard provides integrated support 

for the transfer and storage, including features that help 

minimize the impact of transmission errors [10]. 

C. Codec H.265/HEVC 

High Efficient Video Coding - HEVC is a new standard for 

video compression which provides better performance than its 

successor H.264/AVC. Video source, consisting of a sequence 

of video frames is encoded or compressed by HEVC video 

encoder to form a compressed data stream. The compressed 

data stream is stored or transmitted. Video decoder "unpack" 

data stream and produces a sequence of decoded frames [11]. 

HEVC has the same basic structure as the previous MPEG-2 

Video H.264/AVC, but it includes many partial enhancements: 

- more flexible partitioning images from bigger to smaller 

parts, 

- flexibility in prediction of size of transform blocks, 

- more sophisticated interpolation and deblocking filter [12], 

- more sophisticated prediction and signalization of motion 

vectors 

- function for support efficient parallel processing [13]. 

- The result is standard for video coding which can allow 

better compression, at the cost of potentially increased 

processing performance. 

III. VIDEOCONFERENCING SYSTEMS 

There are many videoconferencing systems providing basic 

or the advanced options of communication between two or 

more users. As an illustration in the following chapters are 

described some of these. 

A. Software solutions 

Skype is the most popular and best-known cross-platform 

software for Internet communication. The basic functions of 

Skype include text and voice communication and sending 

files. It allows video calls between two users or video 

conferencing between three or more users [14]. 

In addition to these basic services supports importing 

contacts from Microsoft Outlook and other email clients, web 

browsers integration with fast calling on published figures. It 

is also possible to buy premium features. SkypeOut allows 

calls to fixed and mobile networks worldwide, with SkypeIn 

service user is assigned a phone number to which you can 

attach to the telephone system, Voicemail provides voice mail 

and Skype SMS allows sending SMS messages [13]. The 

application is developed for a variety of platforms, is available 

for Windows, Linux and Mac OS for mobile devices running 

on Android, iOS, Windows, BlackBerry and Symbian, but 

also for Smart TV with support for Skype, for gaming or 

Xbox. Each user is identified by its Skype name. In the 

publication [14] author states that directory of users is 

decentralized and distributed among the nodes of the network 

and can therefore be easily adapted to a large number of user 

base without high costs. The main advantage of Skype is its 

ease of use and applicability almost anywhere. 

B. Hardware solutions 

TelePresence is one of the most popular hardware 

solutions. This system is designed to the best immediacy of 

communication. Cisco Telepresence is no ordinary conference 

solution. With this system it is possible to make a connection 

with other rooms worldwide. The rooms are designed in great 

detail, certification Cisco Systems guaranteeing compliance 

with strict standards as image and sound quality but also 

furniture, which is part of some larger Telepresence systems. 

Cisco TelePresence systems use special cameras, which are 

located above the screen and provide optimum eye contact for 

all participants in the meeting [16]. Another part of the large 

integrated display provides live video with high resolution. 

Sound area is very good, thanks to the specially placed 

microphone and speaker in the room. Cisco TelePresence 

systems require approved type of lighting, acoustics, in some 

cases, integrated furniture in rooms. All these factors 

contribute to the quality that is required for each room Cisco 

TelePresence [16]. There are various equipped rooms, but the 

cost of these systems is too high, and few can afford it, which 

is the main drawback of this system 

LifeSize is also a hardware solution, however for lower 

prices when compared to Cisco TelePresence. It offers a 

customizable solution usually consists of HD cameras, special 

microphone for high definition audio and hardware that 

process data. The entire system can be connected to a screen, 

projector or High Definition Television. It supports video 

communication in Full HD quality (1920x1080 pixels) with 30 

frames per seconds (fps) or 60fps and HD quality (1280x720) 

with 60fps [17]. Devices also allow sharing documents, 

presentations and multimedia files. In addition to having a 

wide range of products that are easy to install and to operate. 

LifeSize combines direct videoconferencing experience 

with many features and enables powerful, flexible and easy to 

use solution for communication. It does not provide such as 

authentic experience as Telepresence, but thanks to video and 

audio in HD, LifeSize products provide high-quality video 

conferencing solutions at comparatively lower price. 

C. Web-oriented solutions 

iWowWe is a web-oriented solution of videoconferencing 

system. It does not require installation of additional plug-ins 

or applications, it requires only webcam and internet 

connection. Everything happens in a Web browser. It allows 

up to 8 secure video streams, and in addition to video 

conferencing has many additional features such as sharing 

common areas (i.e. Whiteboard), where participants can draw, 

share various files like presentations, documents, videos and 

photos. It is also possible to edit documents, desktop sharing 

etc. The videoconference has capacity for up to 500 

participants [18]. There is a web interface and also application 

for smartphones with Android operating system, which allows 

you to see and hear everything during the conference, open the 

shared documents, videos, and can also take part in the chat. 

The application is free, but the services themselves require a 
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fee. 

Webex is another web-oriented videoconferencing solution 

by world known company Cisco. According to the publication 

[19] Webex is operated "in the cloud", which means that the 

customer service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 

365 days a year, without having to install of any device on the 

client's side and take care of its operation. 

WebEx is an intuitive environment. On the right side we 

find the list of registered participants, chat and notes. The rest 

of the area can be filled with shared flat, presentation or 

sharing media files. Webex enables the sharing of some 

applications and web browser. 

On the desktop, you can share a common area where 

conference participants can write or draw. Furthermore, they 

can also add documents, presentations or multimedia files. It 

also allows sharing of web content, either on your desktop, or 

as an application. The whole meeting can be recorded and 

saved directly to computer of user, but the disadvantage is that 

it is necessary to use the player from Cisco. The advantage is 

that Webex also supports mobile devices running on operating 

systems like iOS, Android, Windows and BlackBerry [19]. 

The number of users in the basic version is 8, and premium 

version is 100, of course, with a higher monthly fee. 

The publication [20] states that Hangouts is a result of a 

combination of communication services, Google Talk, 

Google+ Messenger and Google+ Hangouts. It allows user to 

send and receive messages, pictures and other items, and even 

make free video calls and voice calls (calls between two 

clients or group calls). 

Hangouts allows up to ten users simultaneously participate 

in videoconference with tools for conferencing and 

collaboration that goes beyond simple video. Anyone with a 

Google account can participate Hangouts sessions. Hangouts 

works on any browser whether the operating system is 

Windows or Mac. It is also available for users of smartphones 

and tablets.[21] Before first use, it is necessary to download 

easily installable plug-in the device. 

Hangouts provides a set of tools for collaboration and 

conferencing for use in video chat interface. All users are able 

to view video from YouTube presentation on the main screen, 

share desktop and even edit a shared document on Google 

Drive [20]. 

Shortly after the launch Hangouts, Google allowed 

Hangouts On Air. After clicking the check box Hangouts On 

Air will broadcast the session to the attached YouTube 

channel where others can look up the live presentation. 

Hangouts On Air automatically creates a record of 

presentation and loads it on the YouTube channel [20]. 

As defined in [22], WebRTC (Web Real-Time 

Communication) is open and freely distributed project, which 

allows web browsers using real-time communication. 

Everything is made using relatively simple API JavaScript. All 

WebRTC components have been optimized to best serve this 

purpose [23]. 

WebRTC is a new standard that allows web browsers to 

communicate in real time using peer-to-peer. It provides a 

secure audio, video and data communications between 

HTML5 web browsers [23]. WebRTC offers programmers the 

ability to write web applications, rich media applications 

operating in real time without any need for plug-ins or 

download and install the application on your hard drive. It 

helps create a strong RTC platform, working between different 

browsers and between different platforms [24]. 

According to Johnston and Burnett [22] the biggest 

advantage of WebRTC is simplicity. With a few lines of 

JavaScript code the functionality of WebRTC can be utilized. 

However, initial configuration as a signaling, and search for a 

client, security settings, and many others is required when the 

WebRTC API is in use. In addition, some new layer protocols 

are necessary for full functionality of WebRTC [25]. 

However, most of the work is carried out by the three basic 

components of WebRTC [26]: 

- MediaStream – access to input of  the local device, 

- RTCPeerConnection - setting the remote audio and video 

data,  

- RTCDataChannel – data channel between end devices. 

IV. DETECTION AND OBJECT TRACKING 

Methods for image detection using image segmentation 

divide the image into units called foreground in which the 

object and also section called the background can be found, 

background is thus unnecessary for further processing. The 

resulting foreground consists from group of elements in the 

image. In this group search element is detected using some 

kind of the model. Foreground can be extracted based on 

certain parameters such as color, shape or texture. 

A. Extraction of objects on the basis of color 

This type of extraction is carried out based on thresholding. 

Thresholding is used to transfer an image with multiple levels 

of brightness in an image with two levels of brightness - black 

and white (Fig.  2). The point where brightness is greater than 

a predetermined threshold, the threshold (T), is associated 

with the brightness level 255 (or 1), the other point is assigned 

a value of 0. The resulting value of the threshold on the point 

can therefore be defined as g (x, y) = 1, where f (x, y) ≥ T or 

G (x, y) = 0, where f (x, y) <T [27]. The next step includes 

choosing the points with a value of 1 for the foreground and 

the value 0 as a background or vice versa. Thresholding can 

be performed with a global threshold value, which is valid for 

the entire image, or locally with a threshold value, which is 

adaptive in different parts of the image [28]. The threshold 

value can be defined constant or a method of automatic 

threshold or method of finding the optimal threshold (Otsu’s 

method). 

 
Fig.  2 Segmentation with thresholding [34] 

B. Extraction of objects on the basis of shape 

When light conditions is changing or there is lack of color 

differences from the background regarding the objects of 

interest, it is more efficient and reliable to implement 

detection based on proportional certain properties. Also, in 
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case of implementation based on the extraction of color often 

resulting foreground object includes discontinuous points that 

lose form connected lines or shapes. These points can be 

connected by these methods together and reconstruct the 

original shape. In the extraction of objects based on shape it is 

first necessary to get the input image into shape with 

highlighted edges and lines associated with a clearly defined 

foreground and background in the form of using only two 

brightness levels (1,0). Subsequently it is necessary to 

transform the filtered image into a form suitable for finding 

the shape defined function. The first step - edge enhancement 

can be performed using Canny edge detection. The second 

step is the use of the Hough transform. 

An algorithm called the Canny edge detection consists of 5 

separate steps (Fig.  3): smoothing the image with noise 

removal, finding high levels of color changes, marking local 

maxima, double thresholding and finally eliminate 

insignificant unconnected edges [29]. 

 
Fig.  3 Canny edge detection [29] 

 

Hough transform has been developed for detection of 

analytically defined shapes such as lines, circles, ellipses etc. 

Theoretically it is possible to find any units that can be 

parameterized or express a function in the form f (v, c) = 0, 

where c is the vector of coordinates of vector parameters [29]. 

An example is the search of circle (Fig.  4), which contains 

three parameters: coordinates of the center and the radius. 

Input image to the Hough transform can be output image from 

Canny edge detector [30]. 

 
Fig.  4 Hough transform [35] 

C. Extraction of objects on the basis of texture 

Textures are visual patterns that have a certain 

homogeneity, which is not caused by the occurrence of only 

one color or one level of brightness in the image. Texture 

contains information on the structural arrangement of the 

surface of the object and its relation to the environment [32]. 

To obtain information about the textures, the most commonly 

used is discrete Fourier transform (DFT). It is the Fourier 

transform applied to a series of discrete complex numbers. 

D. Current methods 

As presented by [33] contemporary modern methods used 

for tracking objects in real time are: incremental visual 

tracking (IVT), variance ratio tracker (VRT), fragments-based 

tracker (FragT), online boosting tracker (BoostT), semi-

supervised trackers (SemiT), extended semisupervised tracker 

(BeSemiT), L1 tracker (L1T), multiple instance learning 

tracker (MIL), visual tracking decomposition algorithm 

(VTD) and track-learning-detection method (TLD). Reliability 

and performance of these algorithms can be verified by 

measuring the success of maintaining the detection of the 

reference object and by monitoring the wrong shift center 

position of the object. 

V. PROBLEMS WITH OBJECT TRACKING IN 

VIDEOCONFERENCING SYSTEMS 

In the introduction part was illustrated one of the 

possibilities for extending the video conferencing systems with 

ability of object tracking. The problem could occur especially 

in systems of peer-to-peer where the client requires a great 

deal of available resources. Personal computer might not be 

able to handle such processing of the objects in the video.  

For example, as presented by [36], in WebRTC technology, 

if there is many-to-many conference type with Full Mesh 

topology (Fig.  5) the problem of resources depletion may 

occur. Data is distributed from each client to each. There is a 

problem with the procedural load for all participants. 

 
Fig.  5 Many-to-many conference type with Full Mesh 

topology in WebRTC technology [36] 

 

Solution might be to distribute the processing of video to 

one or more machines dedicated to this purpose, with 

sufficient processing power. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces possibility of extending the 

videoconferencing systems with detection of facial 

expressions or parts of the body. The analysis and related 

researches carried out in the area of object tracking and 

videoconference systems shown possibilities of merging 

together both tracking and videoconference conclusion. 

However issues related to resources exhaustion are expected 

on the side of clients, due to this it might be feasible to shift 

computations to other resources. Bearing in mind just stated, 

future research is to focus on possibilities of implementation 

of specific object tracking techniques to particular 

videoconference systems and propose a solution for 

computational load distribution among other devices.  
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Abstract—In this paper we briefly describe the state of our
research in fault tolerant control systems, the solved design
problems in the last year and the plans and aims to the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Operating conditions in modern engineering systems are
still exposed to possibility of system failure. Any failure
of the sensors, actuators or other system components can
drastically significantly change the system behavior. Fault
tolerant control (FTC) allows create a strategy to improve
reliability of the whole system and so many techniques have
been proposed especially for sensor and actuator failures with
application to a wide range of engineering fields. In some
cases, fault estimation strategies are needed only to carry
on controlling the faulty system and, respecting this fact,
many sophisticated modifications have been developed, e.g.,
sliding mode observers, neural network based approaches
and adaptive observer technique. The standard approach to
control reconfiguration discards the nominal controller from
the control loop and replace it with a new controller so that
controller parameters are re-tuned in fault conditions and in
dependency on the remaining set of sensors and actuators to
recover the performance of the fault-free control system [1].
By contrast, instead of adapting the controller to the faulty
plant, the virtual approach keeps the nominal controller in the
reconfigured closed-loop system and virtually adapt the faulty
plant to the nominal controller in such a way that the virtual
reconfiguration block together with the faulty plant imitates
the fault-free plant [2], [3]. Designated to sensor faults the
reconfiguration block is termed virtual sensor (VS), while in
the case of actuator faults is named virtual actuator (VA).

II. THE INITIAL STATUS

The primary objective of the PhD. thesis is focused on fault
tolerant control systems (FTCS). In FTCS to estimate actuator
faults the principles based on adaptive observers, we have
provided an enhanced algorithm using H∞ norm approach.
Applied enhanced conditions in the scheme increase rapidity
and develop a general framework for fast fault estimation in
adaptive observer structures for linear deterministic systems.
The approach utilizes the measurable input and output vector
variables, design conditions are based on linear matrix inequal-
ity (LMI) technique giving an effective way to calculate the
observer parameters [4].

For the industrial systems operating at acting conditions
which are defined not only by given amplitude limitations
but also by the ratios of certain process variables has been
introduced in [5] the technique which makes use of the
equality constraints formulation for the discrete-time linear
systems, and was extensively applied in the reconfigurable
control design tasks [6], [7]. Because the mentioned control
algorithms use the static decoupling principle as a rule in
setting the system working points, the prescribed values of
equality constraints in the enforced mode are slithered in an
additive offset. To become values of the equality constraints
linearly dependent on the desired system output values, the
discrete version of PI controller has been designed in the
structure which ensures the system stability and sets up the
required linear dependency of the equality constraints. Since
the problem is generally singular, using standard form of the
Lyapunov function and a symmetric positive definite slack
matrix, the design conditions was proposed in the form of the
enhanced Lyapunov inequality [8]. The next step was applying
this technique in the reconfigurable control design tasks.

III. CURRENT RESULTS

A. On virtual observers in FTC

The virtual observers adjusted for linear continuous-time
systems under influence of sensor and actuator faults we
have designed using linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques
and, extending the bounded real lemma approach that is used
to regularize singular tasks in the synthesis VS, H∞ norm
principle we have proposed for design of VA with reflecting
the unknown disturbance. Using virtual observers, the virtual
elimination of faults influence on the system output is ana-
lyzed to obtain the minimum invasive control reconfiguration
adapting the faulty plant to the nominal controller by hiding
faults from the controller input point of view without the
nominal controller redesign at a fault occurrence time. The
virtual parts are formulated as autonomous algorithms that
may be performed online starting with dependence on the
detection subsystem fault localization time. The contribution
was submitted to the 20th International Conference on Process
Control 2015 in Slovak Republic, Štrbské Pleso.

For the FTC we have designed VA also in structures
with bi-proper dynamic output controllers (BP DOC). The
considered FTC design problem is parameterized in such LMIs
set with one additional LME which admit more freedom in
guaranteeing quadratic performance of the output feedback
control with BP DOC and VA respecting the disturbance acting
on the system. Design conditions of the BP DOC controller
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existence manipulating the stability of the closed-loop systems
imply the control structure which stabilize the system in the
sense of Lyapunov and the controller design task is a solvable
numerical problem. The additional benefit of the method is that
controller uses minimum feedback information with respect to
desired system output and the approach is flexible enough to
allow the inclusion of unknown disturbance. The contribution
was accepted to the 9th IFAC Symposium on Fault Detection,
Supervision and Safety for Technical Processes 2015 in Paris.

B. Control reconfiguration based on the PI constrained con-
trol algorithms

The method is based on discrete-time constrained PI control
techniques with state constraints defined by linear equali-
ties, where a single sensor fault is described by an equality
constraint given on the state variable associated with the
faulty sensor. Controller switching is taken into account since
such different faulty system representations is known, and
stabilizing controllers are pre-computed off-line. The design
conditions are proposed in the form of the enhanced Lyapunov
inequality. Design ideas and generalizations emphasize an
advantage that the faulty sensor output can stay fixed at zero
during the time the reconfigured PI controller is continuing its
mission.

C. Actuator faults estimation

Taking into account that adaptive observers can be used
in order to deal with only slowly varying additive system
parameters, the considered faults are assumed to be additive
in the adaptive observer structure and slowly-varying, which
makes the design of the adaptive observer reasonable. Such
adaptive observer structures can be described as follows

q̇e(t) = Aqe(t) +Bu(t) + Ffe(t) + J(y(t)− ye(t)), (1)

ye(t) = Cqe(t), (2)

where q(t) ∈ IRn, qe(t) ∈ IRn, u(t) ∈ IRr, y(t) ∈ IRm,
ye(t) ∈ IRm, f(t) ∈ IRp, fe(t) ∈ IRp are vectors of the sys-
tem, observer, input, output, estimated output, unknown fault,
estimated fault, respectively and A ∈ IRn×n, B ∈ IRn×r,
C ∈ IRm×n are matrices of the system dynamic, input and
output, F ∈ IRn×p is the fault input matrix and J ∈ IRn×m

is the estimator gain matrix.
The task is to design the matrix J in such a way that the

observer dynamics matrix Ae = A− JC is stable and fe(t)
approximates a slowly varying actuator fault f(t).

The state observer (1), (2) is combined with the law for the
fault estimation updating of the form

fe(t) = GH
Tey(t), ey(t) = y(t)− ye(t), (3)

where H ∈ IRm×p is the adaptation gain matrix and
G = GT > 0, G ∈ IRs×s is a learning weight matrix that
has to be set interactively in the design step.

A disadvantage of the structure of the adaptation rule
presented in [4] is that its feasibility is conditioned by the
structure of the input fault matrix F , which may cause the so-
lution does not exist because this inequality becomes singular.
We propose to solve the problem by using the adaptation rule
of the form (3) when the inequality element 2δQ is decoupled
from δFTQ.

In this case, the actuator fault estimator is stable if for given
positive δ ∈ IR there exist symmetric positive definite matrices
P , Q ∈ IRn×n, matrices H ∈ IRm×p, Y ∈ IRn×m and a
positive scalar γ ∈ IR such that

P = P T > 0, Q = QT > 0, γ > 0, (4) QA+ATQ−Y C−CTY T +CTC ∗ ∗
P−Q+δQA−δY C −2δQ ∗

F TQ 0 −γIp

<0,

(5)
CTH = δQF . (6)

When the above conditions are affirmative the estimator gain
matrix is given by the relation

J = Q−1Y . (7)

If a single actuator fault represents loss of the associated
actuator effectiveness, additive actuator fault signals, estimated
by an adaptive fault observer, can be used in the fault tolerant
control structure with the control law

u(t) = −Kq(t)− fe(t) +Ww(t), (8)

which can compensate the impact of faults, where K ∈ IRr×n

is the control gain matrix, w(t) ∈ IRm is desired closed-loop
output signal vector and W ∈ IRm×m is the signal gain ma-
trix. The contribution was accepted to the 16th International
Carpathian Control Conference 2015 in Hungary.

IV. FUTURE WORK

Our next goal in the field of FTC design is to investigate
the problem of the reconfiguration of the continuous-time
nonlinear systems using the Takagi-Sugeno dynamic VA in
structures with Takagi-Sugeno dynamic output controller of
order equal to the plant model order and using the Takagi-
Sugeno VA extended to contain integrating state. The design
procedure will be based on the solution of the set of LMI and
LME that will ensure the closed-loop quadratic stability using
Lyapunov approach, aggregating the fuzzy interactions among
the subsystems.

The proposed LMI based methods present some design
features and modifications where it was emphasized that the
advantage offered by such approach is a collection of feasible
algorithms with enough robustness to the sensor and actuator
faults.
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Abstract—More and more people use Internet in these days.
They communicate and exchange their opinions and life ex-
periences. It is very difficult to read all of these discussions.
Some of them can have more than hundred contributions. For
this reason, the processing of these discussions uses methods
of opinion mining and sentiment analysis. In this article, we
describe both the meaning opinion mining and methods that
are often used for opinion analysis. We divide methods into
two main groups - machine-learning approaches and approaches
based on lexicons. In last part we describe solved and unsolved
problems and identify solvable and unsolvable problems for the
next direction of our work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with rising possibilities of the Web, the number
of different communication lines between people increase.
They communicate with each other and influence mutually
their opinion. This is the reason why people have changed
their buying habits in last few years. Previously people only
went to shop and bought a new product. Now, they read
few discussions and comments which include reviews and
experiences from other users and then they buy a new product.
For these new buyers it is important and interesting to know
what other people think and what their opinion is. But these
discussions are often very long and people haven’t got any
time to read them all. In this moment it is useful to use
automated algorithm for opinion analysis.

The result of this effort are emerging fields such as opinion
mining and opinion analysis. They are often used in the
same way. They focus on polarity detection and recognition
of different emotions. Both of these fields use techniques
of data mining and natural language processing (NLP) for
discovering information and opinion from the text. This textual
data include opinionated texts such as blogs or review articles
and comments of products. Associated numerical data such as
aspect rating are also included [1], [2].

Mining sentiment of natural language is a big challenge.
It requires understanding of explicit or implicit, regular and
irregular and syntactical and semantic language rules. In NLP
there are a lot of unsolved problems, e.g. negotiation handling,
co-reference resolution, word intensification and word-sense
disambiguation. Opinion analysis is very restricted by these
problems because the system needs to understand positive and
negative sentiment of each sentence [1].

Sentiment analysis consists of set of different tasks [3]:

• subjectivity analysis - (Does the conversation obtain sub-
jective opinion?) depends on finding, whether the opinion
is presented in text or not, but orientation of this polarity
is not important

• opinion classification - (Is the conversation about subject
positive or negative?) it identifies positive and negative
expressions in text and classifies them into positive or
negative sentiments

• topic modeling - (What is the object of this conversation?)
the goal is to identify set of themes from collection of
documents, researchers try to find documents that are
relevant to all themes

• authorship identification - (Who is the opinion author?)
it identifies person, who wrote selected contribution

• opinion spam detection - (Is the content of some discus-
sion contribution informative?) - this task tries to remove
text, which does not have any relevant information for
reader

II. PROCESS OF OPINION CLASSIFICATION

Opinion classification involves these steps:
1) word subjectivity - we need only words that express

opinion to subject
2) word orientation - we identify the type of word subjec-

tivity
3) strength of polarity - we define the strength of word

polarity

A. Word subjectivity

For classification we need only words with subjectivity.
Subjective words express certain attitude about the subject.
Subjective words are often adjectives. We also use verbs,
nouns and adverbs. Finding words with subjectivity is one
part of the text pre-processing. We divide these words into
categories - words that are useful for classification and other
words.

B. Word orientation (polarity)

In this step we determine the type of polarity for each
subjective word. We often distinguish two types of polarity.
Positive and negative polarity. In some cases we can use
neutral polarity (when contribution doesn’t contain opinion).
There are words like long or easy. Their polarity depends
on the domain in which they are used. In work [4] they
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present study of influence of multi-polarity words on domain
adaptation. They detect this word in domain-specific reviews
and open-domain corpus of tweets. Detection of correct con-
nection word with domain improves opinion classification.
Word orientation is linked with changing polarity. We use two
types of negation:

• switch negation - changes polarity of word from positive
to negative or negative to positive with the same strength

• shift negation - changes only strength of polarity, polarity
can be changed to opposite but not with the equal strength
or the same polarity with lower strength

It is interesting that the negative sentiment is perceived
as more marked than positive sentiment, pragmatically and
psychologically. In many cases, negation tends to be expressed
in euphemistic way, which makes negation toi be more difficult
to identify in general [5].

C. Strength of polarity

Some approaches, [6] and [5] work with strength of polarity.
All words used in the text haven’t got the same strength. Some
words are more positive/negative than other. For example
perfect is more positive than good. In these approaches authors
created different degrees of polarity for more and less positive
(or negative) words. Intensification is in connection with
strength of polarity. Intensification means changing (increasing
or decreasing) polarity for each word with another word called
intensifier. We divide two types of intensification:

• in the first type is strength of polarity changed above one
degree

• in the second type is strength of polarity changed above
percentage of specific word

Second type of intensification allows the modulation of
the strength of word polarity by the strength of intensifier.
Intensifier with more strength (e.g. very) changes degree of
word more than intensifier with less strength (e.g. little).

III. OPINION CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES

For opinion classification we utilize different types of ap-
proaches. In general, there are two basic types of approaches.
The first approach is based on lexicons. In this approach
we calculate the orientation of document from orientation of
words. Words are saved in dictionaries. The second approach
is based on machine-learning or statistical approach. This
approach uses classification algorithms, mainly SVM (Support
Vector Machine), Naive Bayes and KNN (K-Nearest Neigh-
bors). Classifiers are trained on particular data sets. Thess
classifiers reach high accuracy in detecting polarity in domain
that they are trained to, their performance drops down when
they are used in different domain. Other type of division is
described as division of endogenous and exogenous methods
[7]. Endogenous methods don’t need any external information
instead of information that are part of algorithm or sample
data. Exogenous methods use external data such as dictionaries
or created rules. In some works, methods are divided into
approaches based on supervised and unsupervised learning.

A. Machine-learning approaches

Naive Bayes, SVM, KNN and Maximal Entropy are
approaches that often use machine-learning approaches.
Machine-learning algorithms are trained on large training

corpus of opinionated annotated texts. They use features such
as unigrams or bigrams with or without POS (part-of-speech)
labels. The most successful is using basic unigrams [8], [9].
System doesn’t learn only affective valence of keyword, but
takes into computation the presence of other non-opinion
words, punctuation and word frequencies. Classification tasks
are divided into several sub-tasks:

1) Data pre-processing
2) Feature selection and/or feature reduction
3) Representation
4) Classification
5) Post processing
In feature selection and feature reduction we try to reduce

the number of features in text for the next steps. The clas-
sification part finds the actual mapping between patterns and
targets. Machine learning is a promising way for sentiment
classification to reduce the annotation cost [10]. Machine-
learning approaches achieve very good accuracy in domain
in which they are trained but results decrease when used in
other domain.

1) Naive Bayes Classification: Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier
is the simplest Bayesian Classifier used in many machine-
learning tasks. Although it is applied in many tasks, it requires
independent of each example. Naive Bayes classifier is simple
classifier based on probabilistic Bayes theorem. It is suited
when the dimensionality of inputs are high.

It is approach of classification which assigns into classes
by E.q.(1), where C = {c1, c2} is a set of classes that consist
of positive and negative messages and d is a given document.

cNB = argmaxcj∈CP (cj |d) (1)

Naive Bayes classifier uses Bayes rule Eq. (2):

P (c|d) = P (c)P (d|c)
P (d) (2)

Where P (d) doesn’t play role in selecting cNB . For
estimation of term P (d|c), Naive Bayes decomposes if by
assuming the fi’s are independent to given d’s class as in Eq.
(3):

PNB(c|d) =
P (c)(

∏m
i=1 P (fi|c)ni(d))

P (d) (3)

Where m is the no features and fi is the feature vector.
Training method consisting of relative frequency estimation
P(c) and P(fi|c) [10]. Naive Bayes need these assumptions:

• words in text are independent
• doesn’t count with sequence of word
• doesn’t count with length of the message
We can use two types of implementation of Naive Bayes

classifier - a Bernoulli model [11] and multinomial model [11].
The difference between these two models is that Bernoulli
model is considering only in presence of word in message.
Multinomial model counts also with the number of word
occurrences in the text. In Table I is example of vector notation
of text [12].

In [12] they used both types of NB classifier, Bernoulli and
multinomial model and compare them. Multinomial modes
obtained better results than Bernoulli model.

2) Maximum Entropy: Another type of machine-learning
is Maximum entropy. It is a technique that has been proven
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effective in natural language processing. Sometimes, it
reaches better results than Naive Bayes tan standard text
classification. Its estimate of P(c|d) from the exponential as
in Eq. (4):

PME(c|d) = 1
Z(d)exp(

∑
i λi,cFi,c(d, c)) (4)

Z(d) is a normalization function. Fi and c are class
functions for feature fi and class c as in Eq. (5):

Fi,c(d, c
′) =

{
1 ni(d) > 0 and c′ = c
0 otherwise

For instance, a particular feature/class function might fire if
and only if the bigram “still hate” appears and the document’s
sentiment is hypothesized to be negative. Maximum entropy
as well as Naive Bayes makes no assumption about the
relationship between words. It could perform better results
when conditional assumptions did not meet in document [10].

3) Support Vector Machines: Support vector machine is
very effective at traditional text classification and generally
achieves better results than Naive Bayes. They search margins
between two classes in contrast with Naive Bayes or Maximum
entropy that use probabilistic approach. The main task of
SVM is to find a maximum margin hyperplane, which is
represented by vector. This method doesn’t separate one class
from another, but typically, the separation is as large as
possible. In work [13] Vapnik introduced algorithm support
vector machine. He wanted to find the best possible surface to
separate positive and negative samples in training corpus. The
main task is to find a linear hyperplane, which separates data
and where the margin is maximized. In figure 1 is illustrated
problem where two classes are separated into two dimensions.
There are many possible boundary lines to separate two
classes. Each boundary has its margin. The reason of using
SVM is that if we choose the one that maximizes the margin
we prevent the wrong classification in the future.

4) Usage of machine-learning approaches: In many works
researchers don’t use only one approach. They often use more

TABLE I
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BERNOULLI MODEL AND MULTINOMIAL MODES

Model Vector description
Bernoulli model [0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0]
Multinomial model [0, 2, 0, 3, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0]

Fig. 1. Different boundary decisions are possible to separate two classes
into two dimensions. Each boundary has an associated margin

of them and compare results between each of them. In work
[12] they used SVM and NB to classify texts in Russian
language. They used both types of NB classifier, then Bernoulli
and multinomial model and compared all of those four meth-
ods. The best results achieved SVM, even with better results
than both of Naive Bayes models (Bernoulli and multinomial
model). For NB models multinomial modes obtained better
results than Bernoulli model. In their work, they investigated
the impact of different types of pre-processing and post-
processing to final results. They applied bagging algorithm
that had only a little positive effect to classification results.
The same little positive influence had the usage of synonyms
and lemmatization.

In work [14] they compared NB classifier with lexicon
based approaches and approaches based on machine-learning
(Maximum Entropy and Random Forests). NB reached the
worst results for machine-learning approaches but comparable
results such as lexicon approaches on their corpus. Maximum
entropy achieved better results than both lexicon methods and
Naive Bayes but worse results than Random forests

One part of work [15] is dedicated to comparison of dif-
ferent types of machine-learning approaches. They compared
Naive Bayes, SVM and KNN on Arabic texts. In this work
NB achieved the best results.

B. Lexicon based approaches

Lexicon based approach uses opinion orientated words
and phrases, which are saved in dictionaries. In sentiment
lexicons, words are saved with their polarity and subjectivity.
It helps to identity contextual polarity and subjectivity of text.
Dictionaries can be created in many different ways.

First way, how to create a dictionary is to create it manually.
When we create dictionary manually, we often use existing
dictionaries. We can translate opinion dictionary from another
language or merge several dictionaries into the big one.
Manually created dictionary was used in work [5]. Dictionary
in this work contains mainly adjectives, nouns, verbs and ad-
verbs. These types of words have often emotional orientation.
Advantage of this creation type is that all words in dictionary
have opinion orientation and there is no need to check them
after the dictionary creation. Disadvantage is that it takes a lot
of time to create big dictionary for sentiment classification.

Another way is semi-automatically creation. This type of
dictionary creation uses existing resources such as WordNet
or SentiWordNet. SentiWordNet is a lexicon that was cre-
ated for sentiment analyzing. It derived from WordNet by
leveraging word relationships and word glosses. SentiWordNet
contains set of opinion score for words with given meaning
using semi-automated method where small bag of words are
manually labeled. Ohama in his work [16] deals with the
possibility to use SentiWordNet for opinion mining. They
compared manually created dictionary with a method, which
used the SentiWordNet. SentiWordNet obtained good results
in comparison with manual lexicons.

Dictionary can be also created automatically via associa-
tions. Score for new word is calculated by using the frequency
of the word’s proximity with respect to one or more seed
words. Seed words are small group of words, which are
strongly positive or negative. The association is usually calcu-
lated by Turney’s method for computing mutual information
[5].
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TABLE II
SIMPLE TEXT ORIENTATION BY NUMBER OF SENTIMENT WORDS

Polarity Condition
Positive

∑
pos >

∑
neg

Negative
∑

pos <
∑

neg
Neutral

∑
pos =

∑
neg

Advantages of automatically and semi-automatically dictio-
naries are that they can find many new words. For example,
unlistenable was tagged as highly negative. This advantage
was described in [17].

Basic lexicon approaches spot words with opinion in text
and count them. Polarity of the input text is determined by
number of different sentiment words in text as is shown in
table II.

∑
pos and

∑
neg represent the number of opinion

words in text. This type of analysis is presented in work [14].
Little modification of this approach includes strength of

polarity for each word. We sum of strengths of polarities and
in result we compare them. Other type of modification of this
method includes identification of negation. In this approach
we search words that change polarity of other words and in
overall sentiment of whole sentence. Works [5], [6] include
all of these modifications and add searching of words that
change the strength of polarity (intensifiers). This approach
is close to human processing of text. It works with different
strength of polarity, identify negation (changing polarity) and
intensification (increasing or decreasing strength of polarity).

IV. FUTURE DIRECTION OF WORK

In our work [18], [19], [20] we have created lexicon based
approach in Slovak language. We have created manually
annotated dictionary for opinion classification. This lexicon
contains adjectives, verbs, nouns and adverbs, that are useful
for classification. Every word in dictionary has assigned po-
larity (may be positive or negative) and strength of polarity
from -3 (the most negative) to 3 (the most positive). We
have also created algorithm, which processes these words
from dictionary. Algorithm can use negation (switch) and
intensification. It can work with intensify negation, negate
intensification and process double negation and intensification.
We use lemmatization in this algorithm. We make lemmas
from any morphological form of adjectives. We remove pre-
fixes and suffixes from word and change it with the same
spelling.

In future work we want to extend our algorithm with lemma-
tization algorithm, which will process other word classes such
as verbs and nouns. We want to add spam filter to algorithm
and test if it will increase the quality of classification. We also
want to work with negation and add shift negation, because
switch negation is very inaccurate. We are working on method,
which will combine lexicon approach and approach based on
machine-learning.
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Abstract— Many actual researchers in computer vision are 

confronted with the main problem - solving anomalous behavior 

in bigger space. The main objective is therefore to determine the 

object position in workplace. We describing in this article the 

solution for orientation in space based on basic methods, inspired 

by human orientation principles. We have discovered in our 

previous research three basic methods. Based on them we have 

designed and evaluated two functional prototypes.  

 

Keywords—Orientation in space, optical deformations, sift, 

surf, optical flow, camera, OpenCV, computer vision.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many projects and devices are facing troubles with 

insufficient sensors precision. Partial solution (enhancement) 

can be human-like camera sensors. These enable detection of 

objects, measurement of distances, positions and movements 

in space. In this way we would give human “eyes” to artificial 

intelligence systems, e.g. project presented in [1] is using 

camera in combat vehicle to determine persons in outdoor 

area, or project described in [2] is using camera to determine 

whether workspace robot is in. There are many other use-

cases, such as orbital probes, personal vehicles, tactical forces 

control, work-flow management etc.  

We carried out a research focused on human orientation in 

space; this was the fundamental requirement for later research. 

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

We were inspired by human orientation senses. The 

experiment made included 10 respondents who had a ratio 

camera mounted on the head for documentation purposes. 

Each respondent is given one task and a tutorial with graphical 

map to solve it. Task consists from locating 5 different 

symbols (numbers from 1-5) in space and to mark them as 

“visited” in required order. Each marked symbol has indicated 

vector to next symbol depicted by arrow in given map. Once 

this was done, respondents must repeat the workflow without 

instructions and in correct order.  

The results were divided into three groups, the first group 

consists of 3 respondents who do not use their own “virtual 

mind map” for task solving. After each marker they go back, 

look at the whole workspace, and locate the needed symbol 

(number). We refer to this principle as absolute positioning. 

The second group consists of 2 respondents. In order to locate 

the symbols they used mind-map using a kind of movement 

history and calculated actual position in work-space. We call 

this method relative positioning. The last respondents group 

consists of 5 members. Each of them used a hybrid method 

consisting from absolute and relative positioning. Hence we 

refer to it as hybrid positioning. 

Based on Human inspired in-space orientation research we 

needed a big amount of state of the art algorithms which are 

perfectly optimized. OpenCV includes majority of required 

graphical algorithms like perspective transformation, optical 

pattern recognition, optical object tracking or optical flow 

determination [3]. 

III. TESTING THE POSITIONING PRINCIPLES IN COMPUTER 

VISION 

We have implemented and tested the first two researched 

methods of human orientation on single laptop computer with 

single camera input. 

A. Absolute orientation principle  

First, there was a requirement to evaluate the real image 

processing speed for each kind of in space-orientation, this is 

the key property for real usage. We have implemented first 

two human in-space orientation principles, as explained above.  

For case of the absolute orientation we tested next three 

feature extraction methods: SIFT, SURF, ORB. These are 

based on feature extraction from pattern and input image, 

having the optical deformation invariant as their main 

advantage [4]. The testing machine handled 720p HD input 

video on Intel Celeron M 1.9 GHz with 1.5 GB memory 

(minimum requirements are specified as machine, which 

computes at least as 10 fps). Real-time processing speed using 

SURF method was rather poor. The best results reached was 

one frame per 0.7 second. Sift and ORB methods had better 

result however still not satisfactory. The first located required 

patterns in 0.5-0.6 second. Our results are in agreement with 

the research as presented in [5], where ORB has the best 

performance between tested methods – for our measurements: 

0.4 seconds. The last tested method was hard-pattern 

recognition. The given pattern is recursively searched in input 

image [3]. Whet pattern matches, the position in image is 

returned. The main disadvantage is sensitivity to optical 

deformations [3]. Method has the poorest results from all 

tested algorithms – requires 1.2 second to evaluate one video-

frame. These results are not applicable for real-time solutions. 
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Fig. 1.  Our new five layer model for relative orientation in space based on 

single video stream input in known environment. 

 

 

  

Due to this we moved to relative orientation principle. 

B. Relative orientation principle 

Optical flow algorithm was used as computer vision tool for 

relative orientation. This algorithm is based on pixel 

neighborhood and pixel movements [6]. Each pixel has its 

own history of movements and its actual state (position). This 

exactly defines the actual position in space and perfectly 

matches our relative orientation principle.  

The experiments having the same conditions as in absolute 

orientation principle evaluation and give very good results. 

The worst case of processing 60 random points in 720p HD 

video images gives up to 25 frames per second. 

Based on these results we have designed the complex model 

for relative position estimation. The model structure is 

illustrated on next figure. 

Layer0: (HW and SW filter) this part of model consists 

from few filters for removal of unusable objects, colors and 

contours from input camera image. 

Layer1: (Contours finder) this layer provides a contour 

finding functionalities. Sorts all the objects into classes 

depending on shapes, contours area and so on. 

Layer2: (Optical Flow Core) is the core part of model and 

provides optical flow features. Optical flow algorithm here 

makes the key-role for recognition of all detected points. 

Layer3: (Add on the flow and map non visible) When the 

point location process is carried out the new coordinates of 

visible markers are computed with this layer. 

Layer1-TOOL: (Working tool, other objects 

positioning) This layer has the same functionality as Layer1, 

but it is used to determine the position of other objects, such 

as working tools. 

Layer4: (Evaluation of tool position) this part is the last 

and manages absolute tool position. Here can be evaluated 

standard and non-standard situations. Layer is directly 

connected with outside systems through Output Interface. 

We reached the best image results using camera with 

fisheye lenses capturing 60 frames per second. Evaluated was 

each n-th frame (real 4 - 15 fps). This principle minimizes 

camera image blurring and preserve sufficient frame rate. 

All measurements are made on un-calibrated camera to 

show the worst case scenario. The next experiment is based on 

comparison of two points in static positions and their 

calculated virtual positions. In ideal case these two points have 

still the same distance to each other. As can be seen on Fig.2. 

the optical distortion has a high impact on computational 

precision. The point distance error was calculated using Eq. 1 

22 )21()21(*)/( yyxxvirtDistrealDisterr  (1) 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have designed and tested two main methods for 

orientation in space based on human orientation principles. 

Presented tests are illustrations of worst case, which can occur 

– this includes un-calibrated video camera with visible lens 

distortions. Relative orientation principle model outperforms 

the absolute principle orientation model in frame-rate and 

confidence of position estimation. The main disadvantage of 

relative method – loss of orientation can be solved in future 

using Hybrid orientation principle (combining absolute and 

relative principle together). 
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Abstract— This paper presents an overview of recent progress 

in the speaker adaptation for Slovak statistical parametric speech 

synthesis based on the hidden Markov models together with a 

description of newly implemented systems with the help of this 

technique. Several new Slovak voices were trained with the help 

of prerecorded small databases together with the use of newly 

created large average voice model based on automatic speech 

recognition system’s acoustic data. The results obtained so far 

show a high potential of this technique in case of Slovak 

language, because we manage to get a new intelligible and 

relatively natural sounding artificial speech with the small 

amount of data. 

 

Keywords—hidden Markov model; model adaptation; Slovak 

language; statistical parametric speech synthesis; text-to-speech 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Speech synthesis is one of the most important part of the 

speech interaction with the computer. The main task of these 

systems is primarily making life easier for example to people 

with physical disabilities, such as blind people, or to totally 

ordinary people and facilitating their day to day operations 

[1]. Nowadays, the hidden Markov model based speech 

synthesis method represents one of the most progressive 

approach how to convert written text into sound, which 

ultimately sounds like human speech [2]. The progressiveness 

of this method is particularly involved in its high flexibility, 

where it allows to quite easily create the new voices with the 

help of adaptation, interpolation or, for example, using the 

technique of eigenvoice. The utilization of these techniques 

arise from using of hidden Markov models (HMM) which can 

be properly mathematically modified in order to obtain their 

desired modified versions. Models adaptation provides a 

relatively large range for customizing of models, where it uses 

a principle of using small adaptation database and large pre-

trained average voice model to create a new voice which 

corresponds to the speaker who record the input adaptation 

database. In this case, the adapted voice quality is influenced 

by two major factors: the adaptation database size and its 

quality and the average voice model diversity. The main 

motivation for the solving of the research task is 

implementation and development of new Text-To-Speech 

(TTS) systems for Slovak language and thus advance not only 

the area of speech synthesis as such but also human-machine 

interaction in Slovak language. 

II. AVERAGE VOICE-BASED SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM 

The basic principle of HMM-based speech synthesis 

method is to use the context-dependent HMM models, which 

are trained from speech database, as generative models for 

speech synthesis process. Average Voice-based Speech 

Synthesis system (AVSS) can be divided into three basic parts 

[3]. The first one is the training part which consists of average 

models training. Its main task is the extraction of spectral and 

excitation parameters from speech database as well as the 

implementation of HMMs training. In the case of average 

models training, the speech database consists of multiple sub-

databases, where each of them were recorded by one certain 

speaker. The second part of AVSS system is the adaptation 

step. Target speaker speech database together with its spectral 

and excitation parameters represent inputs to the adaptation 

process. The process of adaptation of average voice models is 

implemented in this part, where a lot of modifications of basic 

adaptation methods have been developed [4]. The synthesis 

part of HMM-based speech synthesis system consists of text 

analyzer, which convert given text into contextual label 

sequence and several blocks which are responsible for 

parameter generation from context dependent HMMs and 

duration models as well as excitation generation based on 

generated excitation parameters is used. Research in this area 

is aimed to the point, when it will be possible to use these 

voices in various spheres of life, without that they were 

somewhat limited and acts unnatural. 

III. SPEAKER ADAPTATION IN SLOVAK HMM-BASED SPEECH 

SYNTHESIS 

Experiments with speaker adaptation in Slovak HMM-

based speech synthesis system arose from the work on the 

speaker dependent voices which are based on the principle of 

using one large input speech database which directly 

represents the parameters of output voice. Recently, the 

performance of the newly created Slovak speaker dependent 

HMM-based systems have been evaluated through the 

objective and subjective listening tests [5]. The evaluation 

results showed that each of these systems provide very good 

intelligibility of artificial speech at the output. Naturalness of 

synthetic speech achieves maximum possible quality, which is 

however limited by the current state of the used technology. 
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However, these results are encouraging since this is one of the 

first HMM speech synthesis system built for the Slovak 

language and many improvements are possible. The obtained 

results are also underlined by the fact, that the newly created 

Slovak speech synthesis systems have also been used in some 

practical applications and implementations. Firstly, they were 

adopted into multimodal interface for controlling functions of 

the modular robotic system, which can be used in difficult 

conditions such as rescue works, natural disasters, fires or 

decontamination [6]. These voices were also used as part of 

new version of ZureTTS system which is an initiative of 

Aholab Signal Processing Laboratory of University of the 

Basque Country to provide a personalized speech synthesizer 

to people with speech impairments and also to those who have 

completely lost their voice. The new version of ZureTTS 

system was undertaken by an international team of researchers 

during eNTERFACE’14 ISCA Training School, covering up to 

8 languages: English, Spanish, Basque, Catalan, Galician, 

Chinese, German and also Slovak [7]. 

Speaker adaptation represents a technique which is directly 

related to speaker dependent HMM-based speech synthesis. 

Together in first experiments with this technique for Slovak 

language, two new Slovak systems were trained and evaluated 

[8]. These systems use previously developed modules for 

Slovak text analysis together with the proposed language 

dependent context clustering and Constrained Maximum 

Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR) combined with 

additional Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) adaptation were 

used for these experiments. Speech sub-databases that were 

necessary for average voice HMMs training arose from the 

acoustic data which are used for the speech recognition system 

in Slovak language. These acoustic data were algorithmically 

divided into isolated sentences and individual speakers. Thus 

formed average voice speech database include the sentences of 

seven male and seven female speakers, where each of them 

contain more than 450 sentences. Two small single speaker 

speech databases have been carefully recorded under studio 

conditions for the purposes of speaker adaptation for Slovak 

HMM-based speech synthesis, where each of them consist of 

330 phonetically balanced sentences. The evaluation of newly 

created voices was performed by the subjective listening tests 

and the obtained results showed the potential of new voice 

creation with this technology for Slovak language. In many 

cases, they are comparable with the speaker dependent 

systems and this highlights their potential. 

In the recent past, the influence of adaptation database size 

on the quality of HMM-based synthetic voice based on the 

large average voice model was also being solved [9]. In this 

case, the influence of various database size on the overall 

quality of HMM-based synthetic voices which were built with 

the help of large average voice model using average voice-

based speech synthesis system together with AHO-coder 

vocoding technique was studied. Together, eight new voices 

of one male speaker were built by gradually adding new data 

into adaptation database while the quality of individual new 

voices were evaluated with the help of objective evaluation 

methods. The aim was to show the effect of adding more data 

into adaptation database to the overall quality as well as to 

define the threshold when the impact of the newly added data 

on the voice quality will be negligible in case of using a 

sufficiently large average voice model in adaptation 

procedure. The result of this work is a set of spectrum and 

fundamental frequency assessments which directly show the 

dependence of the voice quality on the amount of adaptation 

data together with the threshold definition. The above-

mentioned tests showed that when large diverse average model 

is used it is possible to get quite good synthetic voice with the 

help of adaptation techniques with a small amount of data. The 

experiments also showed the existence of threshold beyond 

which the increasing size of the database cause only the 

quality oscillation. Acquired results underline the 

effectiveness of the model adaptation techniques as such 

especially when using the AHO-coder which represents one of 

the most advanced vocoder. 

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future work will focus on the processing of the larger 

amount of speech data from the recognition system’s database 

for average voice and on the gender dependent average voice 

models training. Another area of concern will be the adoption 

of a more sophisticated model for speech reconstruction and 

the inclusion of more prosodic properties in order to increase 

the naturalness of the produced speech. The text analysis 

module improvement will also form part of future work. 

Improvement of this module thus allows us to use these speech 

synthesis systems in different applications. 
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Abstract—Grammar evolution has been the topic of scientific
interest for more than two decades. Despite of this, current state-
of-the-practice in the domain of grammar evolution is character-
ized by a lack of comprehensive foundations and a lack of best
practices. We addressed this issue by proposing two approaches
to grammar evolution, namely mARTINICA for specification
of evolutionary procedures on a high-level of abstraction, and
pLERO for specification of evolutionary transformations on a
low-level of abstraction. This paper presents summary of our
research in the field, while it emphasizes most recently conducted
research considering patterns of grammar evolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grammar evolution is a process of changing a formal
grammar driven by varying requirements related to grammar’s
purpose. Despite ongoing scientific research that spans over
more than two decades, there is currently no well-established
systematic approach to grammar evolution. In current practice,
most grammars evolve in an ad-hoc manner [1], which makes
execution of evolutionary procedures both difficult and error-
prone.

Regarding an impact of an evolutionary transformation
on a language that a grammar generates it is commonly
distinguished between three types of evolutionary activities i.e.
grammar extension increasing a set of sentences generated by
a grammar, grammar restriction decreasing a set of sentences
generated by a grammar, and grammar refactoring that has no
impact on a generated language [2]. In our research, we mostly
focus on refactoring transformations. These transformations
play an essential role in adaptation of grammars recovered
from various software artifacts, such as user interfaces [3].

Our research is strongly influenced by an evolutionary
approach proposed by Ralf Lämmel [1] and Vadim Zaytsev
[4]. They propose an approach in which an evolutionary
procedure is specified as a sequence of instances of predefined
transformation operators. In order to execute an evolutionary
procedure, instances of transformation operators must be ap-
plied on a grammar in exact order of their specification, while
each operator instance prescribes a certain precondition that
must hold in order for a transformation to occur, and a certain
postcondition that must hold in order for a transformation to be
considered valid [1], [4]. Strong advantages of such approach
in comparison with an ad-hoc approach to grammar evolution
are traceability and predictability of evolutionary changes.
However, this approach has three significant drawbacks:

• Reusability, since evolutionary scripts need to be adapted
to be applicable on a different grammar that originally
intended.

• Comprehensibility, since it is difficult to understand a
non-trivial relation between individual operator instances
and an overall purpose of an evolutionary procedure.

• Universality, since there is currently no suite of trans-
formation operators applicable for specification of all
evolutionary procedures [2].

We addressed the first two drawbacks by proposing an
evolutionary approach in which evolutionary procedures are
specified on a high-level of abstraction using grammar metrics,
while sequences of instances of transformation operators are
inferred in an automated fashion using evolutionary algorithm
called mARTINICA (metrics Automated Refactoring Task-
driven INcremental syntactIC Algorithm) [5]. Proposal of this
approach was strongly influenced by [6], [7]. We further
addressed third drawback by proposing a domain-specific
language for specification of evolutionary transformations on a
low-level of abstraction, meaning level of individual symbols
contained within productions. We refer to this language as to
pLERO (pattern Language of Extended Refactoring Operators)
[8].

Both mARTINICA and pLERO are intended for perform-
ing of evolutionary transformations of context-free grammars
whose productions are expressed in BNF notation.

II. PLERO LANGUAGE

Core specification entity of pLERO language is a pat-
tern, which denotes a special kind of transformation operator
that lacks a postcondition, and whose precondition is only
implicitly specified and evaluated in a process of grammar
transformation.

A pattern consists of a set of transformation rules and a
set of declarations. Each transformation rule specifies a way
in which productions that exhibit some structure should be
transformed, while each declaration specifies certain property
of a grammatical structure that is used in a process of grammar
transformation. Each transformation rule consists of two parts,
namely a predicate specifying a structure that a production
must exhibit in order to be transformed by a transformation
rule, and a transformation that specifies a way in which a
structure described by the predicate should be transformed.
Both predicate and transformation are specified using formal-
ism of meta-production rules, where each meta-production rule
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specifies a structure of some class of productions, and it is
possible to match productions against this structure. Moreover,
it is possible to transform a production so that it exhibits
structure prescribed by a meta-production, but only in case,
when an implicit precondition specified by a predicate holds.
Detailed description of pLERO language and a process of
grammar transformation using patters can be found in [8].

In the last year, our research effort was focused on the
following three aspects of pLERO language:

• Extension of expressive power of pLERO language [9]
• Comprehensive documentation of grammar patterns [10]
• Study of applicability of pLERO language [9], [10]
In [9] we have proposed extension of pLERO language that

addresses the following aspects of a pattern’s specification:
• Parameterization of patterns, since the originally pub-

lished [8] specification of pLERO only included support
for expressing parameterless grammar transformations.

• Matching of negative grammatical structures, meaning
expressing preconditions that a grammar should not fulfill
in order to be transformable by a pattern.

• Equivalence precondition for grammatical structures
whose properties are expressed at multiple levels of
abstraction.

• Iteration over structurally different productions in the
context of a single transformation rule.

In [10] we have proposed a template for documentation of
patterns consisting of informal description of an evolutionary
problem addressed by a pattern, informal description of solu-
tion strategy specified by a pattern, description of nontrivial
consequences of a pattern’s application, formal specification
of a pattern and an exemplary application of a pattern on
a context-free grammar. Main goal of proposed approach to
documentation of patterns is to facilitate comprehension and
reuse of grammar patterns.

In [10] we have demonstrated the applicability of pLERO
by creating pattern specifications of chosen transformation
operators proposed in [1], [5]. In [9] we have conducted a
case study in which we have created pLERO specifications
of two transformation operators called unfold and pack, and
we further compared these specifications to their implemen-
tations written in Java language. In practice, both of these
operators are used in various evolutionary tasks. For instance,
unfold operator is commonly used in restructuring of inferred
grammars and in the process of grammar convergence. Pack is
often used for reducing a length of grammars productions with
the aim of improving grammar comprehension. In the case of
unfold, we have found that specification of this operator in Java
requires 37 language statements, while same specification in
pLERO requires only 3 language statements. In the case of
pack, we have found that specification of this operator in Java
requires 18 language statements, while same specification on
pLERO requires 4 language statements. These results present
strong evidence, that an expressive power of pLERO in the
domain of grammar transformation is significantly higher
than the expressive power of general-purpose languages. This
means that the development of pLERO language is justified
in the terms of a tradeoff between language’s generality and
language’s expressiveness.

III. CONCLUSION

In mARTINICA evolutionary procedures are specified using
grammar metrics, which limits applicability of this approach

exclusively to refactoring transformations. Reason for this is
the weak-binding between a language generated by a grammar
and grammar metrics. This limitation had a significant impact
on a design of pLERO language, which was initially intended
as a complementary tool for specification of transformation
operators to be used in mARTINICA algorithm. In a recent
time however, we have recognized the potential of pLERO
to be used as a stand-alone tool of grammar transformation.
Because of this, in future we would like to focus on extend-
ing the expressive power of pLERO in order to comprise
evolutionary transformations that go beyond the scope of
refactoring. This means, that we aim at extending pLERO
of constructs that enable the introduction of new terminal
symbols, and manipulation of the existing ones. Moreover, we
would like to focus on a constructs that support composition
of patterns, since currently pLERO does not support creation
of complex evolutionary procedures from atomic ones. We
believe, that solving these two research challenges, would
serve as an appropriate basis for creation of complete theory of
grammar evolution, which promises an increase in productivity
of grammar development by a reuse of existing well-proven
design knowledge.

We have been awarded the best research poster award at
Poster 2012 conference, best design award at 2012 competition
for best PhD work at Technical University of Košice, and best
presentation award at SLATE 2013 conference.
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Abstract—This paper is focus on shape recognition. We would
describe varying type of approaches of shape recognition. Because
we want to find new possibles of the shape recognition. We
want to focus on properties and possibilities of these approaches.
Extraction of these informations could provide a new base of
system of recognition. Within our research we want to design
a new grammar that provides new possibilities of the shape
recognition. Probably it would be some type of shape grammar
(now, this is only ours postulate).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, many works deal with idea how to extract infor-
mation from digital content such as: images, sounds, data of
difference sensors, etc [1], [2]. Some works for this goal use:

• multi-agent interactions and complex operating proce-
dures [3], [4]

• rule induction and multithread parsing [1]
• multi-resolution deformable part models [5]
• Self-Growing and Self-Organized Neural Gas (SGONG)

network [6]
• Convolutional Neural Networks [7], [8]
• RBF Neural Networks [9]
• Context-Free Grammar [3]
• Stochastic Context-Free Grammar [10], [11], [12]
• Shape grammar meta-language [13], [14]

These methods are only drop in the ocean of possibilities. The
goal is find functions that would allow computer recognition
to get closer to recognition of human [10], [11], [8], [5], [15].
Just get closer to human recognition could allows using these
functions in many sectors [12], [16], [17], [18], [19]. Varying
types of recognition using difference type of approaches for
achieved of this goal such as: approach based on neural
networks using properties of human neurons. This approach
has relative good results of recognition. But this approach is
more like emulation of human recognition principles than the
method that is design at computer environments.

Next approach could be grammars. This approach is closer
to recently computer environments as previous approach. Al-
though this approach is closer than neural networks but is not
ideal too. Combination of both principles could allow a new
level of shape recognition.

Goal of this paper is a review of possibilities and properties
of currently shape recognition approaches.

II. SHAPE GRAMMAR META-LANGUAGE

Shape grammar is grammar that manipulates with shapes to
generate design. This grammar uses if-then rules of schemata

to preforms changes in a design. Grammar shows the design
process with using of rules set. This type of grammar is based
on process of rule application in shape grammars. This process
is composed of four phases [13], [14]:

1) rule selection
2) drawing state
3) matching conditions
4) application method
Matching conditions phases can be expanded to:
• parameter requirements
• transformation requirements
• contextual requirements
And this expansion expands process of rule application,too.

The new version of rule application process is:
1) rule selection
2) drawing state
3) parameter requirements
4) transformation requirements
5) contextual requirements
6) application method

A. Rule selection

Rule selection of rule application process determinates
which rule will be applied and which rule we can use anywhere
in grammar. This part has two descriptors: Directive and
Rule-set. Rule-set provides availability of rule set at the
grammar derivation. This goal is achieved with using a parallel
description. Parallel description includes rules which are called
rule-set. Rule-set has a three control options: set-rule, add-
rule, sub-rule. These options provide some operation above
of rule-set, such as: add addition rules, remove rules. This
descriptor allows the use of same rule again in varying gram-
mar parts. Second rule descriptor is Directive. This descriptor
determines what happens when current rule is successfully or
unsuccessfully applied. Directive descriptor has two rules. One
rule for each option. If rule was applied as successful, directive
descriptor calls a rule for this scenario. If not, it was calls the
rule for unsuccessful scenario. Directive descriptor allows to
create a macro. Macro is composed of a one primary rule and
one or more secondary rules [13], [14].

B. Drawing state

We need to use whole drawing area, but sometimes we need
to apply rules only to specific drawing parts. Drawing state
phase determines areas which we could use for rule applica-
tion. In this phase we have two descriptors. First descriptor is
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label-filter. This descriptor provides filter out unnecessary sub-
shapes in the drawing (each sub-shape which does not have the
same labels as labels used in the rule schema is filter out). This
descriptor we could use to filter out background information.
Second descriptor is focus. Focus descriptor determines area
or areas which we can use to find a sub-shape in drawing. This
area is demarcated by enclosed polygons. These polygons are
composed of labeled lines called: ”focus”. These lines we can
alter or erase. If drawing has enclosed polygons, then all lines
outside of this area are temporarily deleted. Subsequently we
can apply rules inside demarcated area. If we want to apply
rules to outside of the area, we must remove all focus lines as
first[13], [14].

C. Parameters requirements

Parameter requirements phase corresponds with function
g(). This phase provides values determination which are assign
to parameters of the schema. This phase has not any descrip-
tors. We can put restrictions to parameters. These restrictions
influence looking for desired sub-shapes in the drawing [13],
[14].

D. Transformation requirements

Transformation requirements phase determines transforma-
tions that are necessary to successful sub-shape match in
the drawing. Just like phase of parameters requirements, this
phase does not have any descriptors. The transformations
requirements contains rotations, translations, reflections and
scaling [13], [14].

E. Contextual requirements

Fifth phase of rule application process is contextual re-
quirements. Usually matching conditions between drawing
and schema are determined by the transformation function:
t() and parameter function: g(). But shape grammar meta-
language adds addition phase: contextual requirements. Phase
of contextual requirements has descriptors that add additional
constrains of matching. These constrains determinate which
sub-shape of drawing are based on context of the sub-shape
in the drawing. Shape grammars have one problem: match-
ing conditions between drawing and schema work only on
found shapes. We could define a conditions with use a set
of compound rules. These sets of compound rules combine
shapes and grammar of parallel description. Grammar of
parallel description provides detection of any void shapes in
the rectangle. Also we could use another techniques which are
based on adding additional properties. Or we could use phase
of contextual requirements. This phase uses visual properties
of the sub-shape. This phase has two descriptors: zone and
maxline. Maxline descriptors determines which line of the
subshape would be a maximal line. Therefore maxline adds an
additional constraint for purpose of finding maximal line in the
sub-shape. Maximal line of the shape can not be smaller part
of another line. Maxline descriptor we could use to determine
whether is schema determinate or not. Schema is deterministic
if has a finite number of sub-shapes. If schema has infinite
number of sub-shapes or it is composed of one line then it
is an non deterministic. Another approach of finding maximal
line gets labeled points to endpoint of a line. If we want to find
a maximal line in sub-shape, we must only look for a line with

two endpoint labels. But this solution creates one problem:
visual property is replaced with the labeled points, and this
fact could cause that we choose line which has two labeled
points but it is a part of larger line. Maxline descriptor fixes
this problem with use of the visual information in the drawing.
Second descriptor of contextual requirements is: Zone. Zone
descriptor provides add an addition constraint. This constrain
influences matching condition of a schema. Constrain is in
the form of participate function. We could implement this
descriptor as sequence of compound rules with a parallel
description grammar. Example of forms these rules [13], [14]:

A, 0 → A’, f(C,A,Z)
A’, 1 → B, 0
A’, 0 → A, 0

Where:
C - is a drawing
A - is a schema
Z - is a zone
These computed rules have two parts. First part is a rule of

shape and second part is a rule of parallel description grammar.
First rule finds a shape A with use a parallel description of 0.
Subsequently this shape is transformed to the shape A’. This
transformation uses a result of the function f(). If it is a shape
satisfactory then functions return 1 otherwise returns 0. If it
has returned value 1 then rule two transform design. Otherwise
third rule returns the drawing to original state [13], [14].

F. Application method

Last phase of rule application process is application method
phase. This phase provides process of applying sub-shapes to
drawing. This phase has one descriptor called: apply-mode.
Apply-mode descriptor provides this process of applying sub-
shapes to drawing. For this aim apply-mode descriptor has
three control options: single, random and parallel. Single
option allows to select one sub-shape for application. Second
options is random. This option allows randomly select a
sub-shape for application. Random selection can be provided
with using user or conjunction a shape grammar interpreter
and a computer randomly select of sub-shape. Last option is
parallel. Parallel options applies the rule to all sub-shapes in
the drawing [13], [14].

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

An Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are based on math-
ematical model. This mathematical model was created to
emulate a biological neural networks functions (for instance:
a human neural networks). Basic unit of artificial neural
networks is artificial neuron. Artificial neuron is mathematical
model too. This model has three sets of rules [20], [21]:

• multiplication
• summation
• activation

Inputs of artificial neurons are weighed. This fact causes
that each value of input is multiplied with weight. Each input
value has another weight. In the second step, these results of
multiplication and a bias are summed together. Result of sum
is inserted to activation function (it is called transfer function
too) [20], [21].
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A. Artificial neuron

Design and functionalities of artificial neurons are derived
from observation of the biological neurons. Functionalities of
artificial neurons we can describe as mathematical functions.
Artificial neuron is described as function [20], [21]:

y(k) = F
( ∑m

i=0 wi(k).xi(k) + b
)

Where:
• xi(k) is value of input in discrete time k
• wi(K) is value of weight in discrete time k
• b is bias
• F is activation function
• yi(k) is value of output in discrete time k

B. Artificial neural networks

When we combine two or more artificial neurons together,
then we get a system that we call artificial neural networks.
Single neuron has a little potential for real word problems
solving. But if we add addition neurons then we create the
artificial neural networks and potential of problems solving
was raised. Interconnection between artificial neurons in the
ANN is called graph, topology or architecture. Types of
interconnection are many, but we can divide them into two
basic kinds: feet-forward(FNN) and recurrent(RNN). Mainly
different is that the feet-forward artificial neural networks
allow flow of the information in one direction: from start to
end, but recurrent artificial neural networks allow bilateral flow
of the information [20], [21].

C. Feet-forward artificial neural networks

This type of artificial neural networks is based on flow of the
information in one direction. This type has not limitations on
layers number, number of connection between artificial neuron
or type of activation function. Simple example of feet-forward
artificial neural networks is shown below[20], [21]:

n1 = F1(w1x1 + b1)
n2 = F2(w2x2 + b2)
n3 = F2(w2x2 + b2)
n4 = F3(w3x3 + b3)

m1 = F4(q1n1 + q2n2 + b4)
m2 = F5(q3n3 + q4n4 + b5)
y = F6(r1m1 + r2m2 + b6)

y = F6 r1(F4[q1F1[w1x1 + b1] + q2F2[w2x2 + b2]] + b4) + . . .
· · ·+ r2(F5[g3F2[wwxw + b2] + g4F3[w3x3 + b3] + b5])

+b6


This example of FNN has three layout and six artificial

neuron. And show how long can be these equations too.

D. Recurent artificial neural networks

This type of neural networks allows bilateral information
flow . Others properties are same as feet-forward artificial
neural networks. The bilateral flow is provided with use
internal states of network. Many basic topologies of these
artificial neural networks have fully recurrent each artificial
neuron, that means each artificial neuron has connection to
any others[20], [21].

E. Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks are one of type that can be
used for recognition of complex events, for instance: human
action. We can use 2D or 3D convolutional neural networks
[7], [8].

2D convolutional neural networks preforms convolution on
convolution layer for the purpose of extraction features from
previous layer. Subsequently will be applied bias and results
will be inserted to sigmoid function. Then value of a artificial
neuron at position [x,y] in the i-th layer and j-th feature map
is calculated according formula [8]:

vxyij = tanh

(
bij +

∑
m

∑Pi−1
p=0

∑Qi−1
q0

wpg
ijmv

(x+p)(y+q)
(i−1)m

)
Where:
• tanh() is the function of hyperbolic tangent
• bij is bais
• m is index of feature maps set, which is at the (i-1)-th

layer
• wpg

ijm is value at the position [p,q]
• Pi, Qi are the height and width
3D convolutional neural networks are created by convolving

a 3D kernel to a cube. This cube is formed with use multiple
contiguous frames. Through this construction, feature maps
of convolution layer are connected with previous layer, then
value of a artificial neuron at position [x,y,z] in the j-th feature
map and i-th layer is calculated according formula [8]:

vxyzij = tanh

(
bij +

∑
m

∑Pi−1
p=0

∑Qi−1
q0

∑Ri−1
r0

wpgr
ijmv

(x+p)(y+q)(z+r)
(i−1)m

)
Where:
• tanh() is the function of hyperbolic tangent
• bij is bais
• m is index of feature maps set, which is at the (i-1)-th

layer
• wpgr

ijm is value at the position [p,q,r]
• Pi, Qi are the height and width
• Ri is the size of the kernel along the temporal dimension

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper is focus on approach of content recognition. We
researched several possibilities in this segment. We started
with grammars. Subsequently we focused on the shape gram-
mars in more detail. We found a specific sub-grammar of the
shape grammars: shape grammar meta-language (SGML) [13],
[14].

Shape grammar meta-language provides rules and descrip-
tors for working with shapes. SGML has seven descriptors:
rule-set, directive, label-filer, focus, maxline, zone and apply-
mode. These descriptors are used in the six phases of rule
application process. Generally, SGML is created well. It has
not significantly weaknesses. In our opinion we could use
it as first stages of more complex system. SGML allows to
define many properties of shape in the drawing. But SGML
rely on relatively good image processing. This fact could be
problem on the image with low resolution. Also we cannot
define more abstract and complex event in the SGML such
as: human gestures, human interaction,... In our opinion this
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is mainly weaknesses of the SGML. But we could join SGML
and a context-free grammar or some artificial neural networks
together and then we could get interesting results.

Next approach what we researched are artificial neural
networks. Because we want to find possibilities of recognition,
we started with general definitions and properties. We think
that potential of large artificial neural networks is incredible.
We found several approaches of recognition in the artificial
neural networks such as: convolutional neural networks [7],
[8] or RBF Neural Networks [9]. In the convolutional neural
networks we can use principles based on 2D an 3D networks.
Mainly different is in the process of use. In the 3D convolu-
tional neural networks we can perform connection between
frames of the video as next a layer of the network. This
concept looks as powerful tool. In the our research we could
use this concept for recognition of the complex events which
are formed in over time. We believe that main weakness of
convolutional neural networks and generally artificial neural
networks is in the fact that ANNs are only emulation of the
biological process. Although artificial neural networks do have
relatively good results of recognition (probably ANNs have
better results than any others approaches ), but we think that
exist functions that have better results than ANNs and they
are not ANNs.

In the next research we want to find functions or approaches
which would have a better results of content recognition. Now,
we think that this system could be based on principles of the
grammars and the artificial neural networks, or we could try to
create system based on principles of self-organization. Possible
approaches are many.
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Abstract—Program comprehension is a study of how pro-
grammers understand existing programs. First, we delineate the
research field and provide a brief overview of program compre-
hension theories. Then we present a literature review of program
comprehension study results, techniques and tools – from overall
comprehension through feature location to understanding the
details and rationale behind the source code. Finally, future
research directions are suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to Biggerstaff et al. [1], a person comprehends
a program if one understands its structure, behavior and
connection to the application domain. We can say that program
comprehension describes how developers understand existing
programs (whether or not written by themselves) in order to
improve their functional or non-functional qualities.

A. Research Field Definition

To delineate the research field, let us put program com-
prehension in the context of a software development process
(Fig. 1). As a developer reads the specification, a mental model
forms in his or her head. A mental model is defined as a
representation of a program in the programmer’s mind [2].
This model is refined until the developer is able to implement
parts of the application and create manually produced artifacts
– traditionally the source code. The code is compiled, produc-
ing generated artifacts like a runnable application. To com-
prehend the program, the developer inspects the source code
and debugs the produced application. This further refines the
mental model and the development continues. Occasionally,
the specification must be adapted because not all requirements
were implemented in a desired way.

It is important to note that the order of the mentioned
processes is not fixed and they often interleave or are per-
formed in parallel. In many cases the programmer starts to
familiarize with the program by inspecting generated artifacts
– the running application. Finally, the diagram depicts only one
specific developer’s perspective and does not consider team
aspects of software engineering.

B. Related Fields

Two most related research fields are software maintenance
and reverse engineering. Maintenance is a much broader term
which encompasses practically a whole software development
process since it is difficult to distinguish between software
creation and software modification.

The terms program comprehension and reverse engineering
are often used interchangeably, although there is a slight
difference. Reverse engineering focuses on techniques and
tools for creation of higher-level abstraction documents from
lower-level ones. Program comprehension research is also
interested in the effect of using these tools. Therefore, reverse
engineering techniques aid developers in program comprehen-
sion [3].

II. THEORIES AND METHODS

A cognitive model, also called a comprehension model, is a
theory describing psychological processes involved in program
comprehension which help to construct the mental model of
a program [2]. There are multiple cognitive models described
by researchers. Generally, we can divide them into top-down
and bottom-up approaches.

Top-down program comprehension starts with the pro-
grammer’s problem domain knowledge. The person forms
hypotheses about the program and accepts or rejects them by
inspecting the source code and other artifacts. The hypotheses
are gradually refined into sub-hypotheses [4]. This type of
comprehension is typically used when the program is familiar
[5]. An example of a top-down cognitive model is the Brooks
model [4].

Bottom-up comprehension is characterized by reading the
source code line by line and incrementally grouping them
to form higher-level abstractions [2]. An example is the
Pennington model [6].

The fact that there are at least seven, relatively complex
comprehension models described in literature (six in a review

specification

mental model

design

implement

manually produced
artifacts

generated
artifacts

generate

comprehend comprehend

adapt

Fig. 1. Program comprehension in the context of a software development
process. Solid arrows represent manual, human-performed processes; dashed
arrows are automatic, computer-performed operations. The research area of
program comprehension is marked in boldface.
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[5] and one recent [7]) suggests us an idea that this number
is not finite. Each person’s cognition is quite different and
it depends on a specific situation. It is therefore difficult to
generalize the theories and design useful program comprehen-
sion tools directly after them. For this reason, many studies
and experiments have been conducted in the field of program
comprehension.

III. STATE OF THE ART

We will now explore the process of program comprehension
from the most high-level perspective to detailed inspection,
providing an overview of relevant techniques and tools avail-
able along with problems developers encounter.

A. Overall Comprehension

Architecture comprehension tools visualize the overall
structure of a software system, its components and their rela-
tionship. Polymetric view tools like CodeCrawler [8] display
code entities as nodes, relations between them as edges and
arbitrary metrics as node shape attributes. For example, classes
are displayed as rectangles with the width proportional to the
method count and the height proportional to the line count.
A disadvantage of such tools is the fact they usually focus
just on simple quantitative metrics and perform only a static
analysis of source code.

Metaphor-based visualizations transform code entities to
2D or 3D objects known from real life. For example, the
famous city metaphor displays classes as buildings – like
in the EvoSpaces tool [9]. An industrial application of such
visualizations is questionable. A more promising approach is
offered by ExplorViz [10], which combines them with so-
called landscape view – a mixture of UML deployment and
activity diagram produced by analyzing execution traces.

Domain analysis tools can be helpful for a new team
member to become familiar with the system. The DEAL
method [11] extracts a domain model from the GUI (graphical
user interface) of a running application. However, manual user
interaction is necessary and the method focuses only on a static
structure of programs like relations between forms and their
controls.

To gain the overview of domain knowledge contained in
a program, it is possible to map program identifiers to an
ontological dictionary like WordNet using subgraph homomor-
phism [12]. However, the approach is only semi-automatic and
it is necessary to adjust the results manually. This is a result of
representational defects like polysemy where one identifier in
a program can represent multiple real-world concepts. Some
types of defects can be detected and repaired, but the other
are inherent to the nature of relationship between programs
written in current general-purpose languages (GPLs) and the
real world [13].

B. Location of Parts

As software becomes more complicated, it is impossible
for a programmer to understand it whole. Therefore partial, or
as-needed comprehension is necessary [14].

Each software consists of problem concepts and features
(like a shopping cart or shipping method selection) and so-
lution features (e.g., a web presentation and database per-
sistence). One problem domain feature is scattered across

multiple solution features. This is called feature delocalization
[15]. One of the key objectives of program comprehension is
to tackle this phenomenon which impedes code navigation by
using feature location (or concept location) tools.

Textual code search is a common feature location approach.
To find syntactical patterns, programmers often use compli-
cated regular expressions and the results are unsatisfactory as
programming languages are rarely regular. An AST (abstract
syntax tree) querying is more viable. By using an intuitive
“query-by-example” language [16], developers can search an
AST without realizing it. However, the approach is not usable
for more complicated patterns.

The MuTT tool [17] implements feature location by ex-
ecution trace collection. While debugging the program, just
before utilizing the feature of interest like adding an item to
the shopping cart, the programmer clicks a button in the tool to
start collecting the trace. After performing the desired action,
the button is clicked again. A list of all methods executed
between the two clicks is displayed in an IDE (integrated
development editor). It must be manually filtered since it
probably contains many auxiliary methods, not related to the
tracked feature. Furthermore, to find multiple features, it is
necessary to manually repeat the mentioned actions for each
of them. The possibility of automation should be investigated.

After the features are located, it is desirable to mark their
occurrences in the source code to avoid duplicate work in
the future. This activity is called code labeling or concern
tagging. In the previous example, we would mark all found
methods with a tag “add to cart”. An academic tool FLAT3

[18] combines:
• full-text code search,
• feature location by execution trace collection using the

MuTT tool,
• feature labeling with method-level granularity,
• and visualization of feature distribution across the source

code files.
An another approach for feature location is differential code

coverage [19]. If we run a program first selecting a feature of
interest and then not, the difference of code coverage should
be the source code of the feature. This approach suffers from
similar limitations as execution trace collection.

It would be useful to combine execution trace collection
of the MuTT tool with differential code coverage and assess
the effectiveness of such approach. Furthermore, as bugs
can be considered a kind of features (unwanted, of course),
bug localization is a specific kind of feature localization.
Differential code coverage could be used to localize the faults,
too.

An interesting feature location tool is included directly in
the core of an industrial IDE, NetBeans. During the runtime,
it is possible to take so-called GUI Snapshot of the debugged
program user interface and inspect the events to be performed
after e.g., clicking a button or selecting a combo-box item.

C. Understanding the Details

The Theseus tool [20] shows how many times a particular
method has been called during a web application execution.
These numbers are displayed directly in the code editor and
in real time. By clicking a given method, a retroactive log
containing the argument values for each execution is shown.
This allows for feature location along with a more thorough
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inspection of the program behavior. A similar tool [21], but
for desktop Java applications, operates on individual source
code lines instead of methods and thus focuses on detailed
algorithm analysis.

Many difficult comprehension questions developers ask
when debugging can be answered by asking reachability
questions. A reachability question involves searching for all
possible execution paths to find source code statements match-
ing the given criteria [22]. However, developers’ questions are
often vague and difficult to formulate in mathematical terms.
The overhead used to formulate such queries can exceed the
benefits they provide.

As developers inspect the source code and associated ar-
tifacts using various techniques, they create mental models
of the code which contain information far behind what is
explicitly written. Despite there is a high demand for this
implicit knowledge [23], it is not explicitly captured [24] or
it is captured only in transient notes, not persisted across
sessions [23]. One possible cause is that each developer’s
mental model is different and thus the personal notes created
by one developer are not useful for an another one. This
hypothesis should be tested by further research.

One form of temporary knowledge saving is the use of book-
marks in an IDE. To share such personal findings, collective
bookmarks [25] can be used. In the study, they were found
useful for marking the lines where to start with a given type
of task, but not for detailed explanations.

D. Investigating the Rationale

Even if the code is thoroughly understood, programmers
often ask why it was implemented this way [24]. One of
the manually produced artifacts in Fig. 1 are version control
system commits. Commit messages may contain invaluable
information about intentions behind the source code.

Surprisingly, less developers actually read commit messages
than write them [23]. A possible cause is that IDEs do not
present them conveniently. Plugins like Deep Intellisense or
Rationalizer [26] try to overcome this issue by displaying
history information relevant to a given piece of code.

For version control analysis tools to be successful, each
commit must contain code related to only one task. This is
often not true in reality. A technique [27] can detect tangled
changes before they are committed and suggest how they
could be untangled. The disadvantage is a high ratio of false
positives.

E. Making Programs Comprehensible

While analyzing existing software is useful, we must also
learn lessons from it and design new systems to be more
comprehensible.

There is an ongoing effort to create an intuitive program-
ming language Quorum [28], designed after the results of
empirical studies. However, it focuses too much on syntax
of constructions (e.g., repeat instead of for) and copies the
high-level design of semantics from the Java language.

Identifier naming is a significant factor of program compre-
hension. Method names can be evaluated for comprehensibility
and more intuitive names can be suggested, using a database
of commonly used n-grams [29].

Instead of using feature location approaches with often
unsatisfactory results, there is a possibility to label classes

and methods by their associated concerns using source code
annotations immediately when writing the code. Then, source
code projections [30] can be used to show classes and methods
associated with a given concern in an IDE. While projections
are perceived as useful, labeling the code manually is a time-
consuming activity which does not directly affect the resulting
program execution. Therefore, we can expect programmers to
skip labeling or leave the annotations out of sync with the rest
of the code, just as it often happens with comments.

Much work is done in the area of code clone detection and
removal since there is a widespread opinion that duplicated
code negatively affects comprehension. Surprisingly, a study
[31] found out that fixing bugs affecting cloned code do not
require more effort than fixing other bugs. Code with high
regularity, which may be a result of cloning, is more easily
comprehended by developers [32]. Furthermore, developers
perceive code duplication in a broader sense than simple copy-
pasting – for example, implementing the same method in
multiple languages or in multiple version control branches
[24].

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

To design tools meeting the expectations of developers
trying to understand complex systems, we must first perform
experiments to study how they perform program comprehen-
sion using the tools available. Only then we can proceed to
designing new ones. We plan to conduct qualitative studies
designed to reveal the shortcomings of existing program
comprehension approaches in specific contexts, produce hy-
potheses and then continue with quantitative experiments to
accept or reject them.

A. Web and Mobile Applications
The majority of program comprehension studies and ex-

periments are performed on a small or medium-sized project,
usually self-contained and depending only on standard lan-
guage and operating system API (application programming
interface) and a few simple libraries, if any at all. The main
area of interest are WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointer)
and command-line programs. Academic tools developed upon
the results of these experiments are therefore usable only for
projects subject to these limitations.

Nowadays, software projects are built using large frame-
works. Systems have an immense number of dependencies and
their behavior often depends on results of asynchronous calls
to remote servers. They consist of multiple layers and having
a web or mobile interface becomes a standard. Studying the
comprehension of these systems is a promising research area.

B. Build Process Comprehension
Compilation and deployment processes of contemporary

programs are sometimes more complex than the programs
themselves. Especially when using generative programming
and model-driven software development, it is important to
know:

• what languages, frameworks, libraries and tools are used
in the system,

• what are the dependencies between them,
• how do these artifacts interact to produce the intermediate

results like object files and executables (if any)
• and how is the system configured to allow for the

successful execution and presentation of results to a user.
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C. Obtaining Terms from GUIs

In the source code, programmers are not technically obliged
to use terms from the problem domain to name the identifiers.
On the other hand, GUIs contain information shown directly
to the end user an thus must contain domain terms. Using
techniques like execution trace collection in combination with
GUI ripping [33] could bring the terms back to the source
code and at least partially substitute manual code labeling.

D. Language Composition

Many comprehension studies are performed on a program
written in one general-purpose language. Today, language
composition becomes a common way to construct programs
– projects often use a mixture of severals GPLs and DSLs
(domain-specific languages). The future research should in-
vestigate comprehension factors of using multiple languages
in one program – not only from the syntactic aspect, but also
the differences between individual paradigms and the effects
of frequent switching from one paradigm to an another. It
is important to know which combinations of languages and
paradigms are more intuitive and closer to the mental model
of the majority of programmers.
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to present the area of on-

line operational process support as a one of the current tasks of 

process mining. Whereas the scope of process mining is very 

wide, this paper deals with its specific subtasks of event logs 

analysis. Particular solutions are described through by realized 

experiments in Dutch Academic Hospital and Dutch Finance 

Institute. The area of recommendations is covered by basic case 

studies and experiments. Paper also considers the possibilities of 

the future research which are based on connection of process 

mining and recommender systems.  

 

Keywords— event logs, process mining, on-line process mining, 

recommendations 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The ability to transform data into valuable information 

leads to significant improvements in management and 

decision making. Nowadays, organizations around the world 

store a multitude of data every day. Information systems daily 

log a large amount of events from real life. A lot of executed 

activities and events are mediated by some enterprise 

information system or other kind of software application, 

where they are recorded and kept. This enables to monitor and 

subsequently coordinate and simplify all behavior processes 

[1]. Events are used to characterize the dynamic behavior of a 

process in terms of identifiable, instantaneous actions, or 

decision making upon the next activity that will be performed. 

However, it is not only important to know how the processes 

were launched or how particular activities interacted. It is also 

important to know, how can be this information utilized in the 

future. Because the performing of actual process instances and 

executing particular activities cannot be retrospectively 

revised or changed, the techniques for on-line analysis of 

actually performed events come increasingly to the fore. 

These techniques allow the further influence of the running 

process in the future, by means of detecting deviations, 

making predictions or making recommendations. This paper 

describes the area of our general recommendations proposals 

(based on optimal process model) which can influence the 

process handling in the future. Recommender systems can be 

useful in improving decision making process in complex 

environments and enhancing decision ability for decision 

makers.  

II. THE STATE OF THE ART 

The key document titled Process Mining Manifesto (created 

by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining) aims to promote 

the topic of process mining was published in October 2011. 

Since then, several significant documents in fields of process 

mining area were published, e.g. papers dealing with process 

model discovery or papers describing the particular methods 

and algorithms of process mining, written by Aalst, 

Weijters, Maruster [2], Weijters, Ribeiro [3] or Medeiros, 

Weijters, Aalst [4]. In 2011, Aalst [1] introduced the idea of 

on-line process mining. Afterward, basic concepts of on-line 

process mining techniques were defined in Aalst [5], Carmona 

and Gavalda [6]. In the context of recommendations, Conforti 

et. al proposed a recommendation system that supports 

process participants in taking risk-informed decisions, with 

the goal of reducing risks that may arise during process 

execution. Current approaches to develop recommendations, 

current trends and the most used methods and their 

applications are described in detail in publications of authors 

Jannach et al. [7] and Ricci et al. [8]. 

III. SOLVED TASKS 

In the first phase of our research, we were concentrated on 

general description of process mining area. We proposed 

formal algorithm of Knowledge Discovery in Databases 

(KDD) in context of process mining [9]. After that, we started 

to deal with the analysis of relationships in the records of 

event logs [10], [11]. We also examined possibilities of 

graphical visualizations of process behavior via Fuzzy Miner 

algorithm [12].  

In the next phase of the research, we dealt with general 

process mining tools – ProM and Disco. We designed own 

process mining tool (based on Fuzzy Miner algorithm) and 

implemented it into Matlab [13]. Then we realized some 

experiments based on process model discovery in different 

level of abstraction. Process models which we obtained were 

compared with models in other process mining tools and 

results were comparable. Compared with other process mining 

tools, our tool contains also explanations of process mining 

theory behind offered algorithms. This is the reason why it 

can be used in education process, where students can analyze 

different types of event logs and obtain necessary knowledge 

from process mining area. We also realized several 

experiments focused on off-line event logs analysis from 

different perspectives, e.g. organizational perspective, time 

perspective, control-flow perspective and case perspective. 
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We focused on organizational units’ relationships and 

cooperation (via event logs analysis) in Deutsch Academic 

Hospital. Realized experiments were necessary for the optimal 

process model design. We also used the social network 

analysis and graphical visualizations of processes. Our 

ambition was to obtain significant results which could help 

various medical facilities (focused on gynecological diseases) 

in area of planning, security and disease prevention [14].  

Other experiments were focused on complex process analysis 

in Dutch Financial Institute. Our research was oriented on 

analysis of credits and loans applications through process 

discovery. We discovered process model of credits and loans 

applications and analyzed records of particular applications. 

We also dealt with fraud detection and analysis of relationship 

between requested amount of money and duration of the 

application process.  

All of realized experiments and studies have produced 

significant results but they were fixated on off-line event logs 

analysis. Nowadays, we design proposal for on-line event logs 

analysis (based on optimal process model) which takes 

account of recommendations to allow the further influence of 

the process in the future. The aim is to predict possible behavior 

in particular process instances. We have already realized 

experiments based on some recommendations, but these 

experiments were produced with non-process aware data. In 

all of these experiments we used methods of collaborative 

filtering based item recommendations (e.g. Bayesian 

personalized ranking matrix factorization, weighted 

regularized matrix factorization, user k-NN, item k-NN) and 

methods of item rating prediction (e.g. global average, user 

item baseline, user k-NN, item k-NN, Bi-polar slope one, 

biased matrix factorization, factor wise matrix factorization). 

As first, we analyzed data obtained from a sport e-shop, where 

we designed recommendations for all new and existing 

customers by explicit feedback. Our recommendations 

considered also other important factors such as seasonality, 

age of customers, gender, locality, etc. The results obtained 

with existing customers were obviously better than results 

obtained with new customers or customers who did not be 

logged in. Although deviations were permissible and 

acceptable for e-shop, we still continue with analysis and try 

to find the best recommendations. We also analyzed 

MovieLens data which contains information about users (user 

id, gender, age, and occupation), movies (movie id, title and 

genre) and ratings (user id, movie id, rating and timestamp). 

We used Rating matrix which contains film ratings from 

individual users on the scale from 1 to 5 and other methods to 

find top-N interesting movies for particular user, user-based 

collaborative filtering, item-based collaborative filtering and 

also random recommendations. For evaluation of results we 

used metrics focused on determination of accuracy errors of 

recommendations such as MAE (Mean Absolute Error), 

MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error), RMSE (Root 

Mean Square Error) and Precision/Recall method. Based on 

these metrics, we evaluated the user–based collaborative 

filtering as the best and the most precise method for these 

recommendations. Conversely, the random recommendation 

was uncovered as the worst method for recommendations in 

this case. These results can help us in the next phase of our 

research, where we want to apply obtained knowledge to 

analyze process aware data and create set of recommendations 

for them.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Realized experiments are necessary for the process model 

design and optimization and also for analyzing of different 

methods of recommendations. In the next phase of our 

research, we aim to create recommendations in different parts 

of business processes and influence running processes in the 

future for the purpose of process optimization.  
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Abstract—the present contribution offers an overview of the 

actual work in the last year of PhD. study. It deals with secure 

future assets of the digital world. It considers the question of 

“What will happened in the virtual world after your "passing 

away" from the real world?”. In this issue we look through the 

table of the current offered options of solutions and value to 

customers from selected research groups. Step by step we reveal 

a depth of the problem and its solution we conceive in a new 

dimension. Security, privacy and maximum of anonymity are the 

terms of highest priority. Maintaining the integrity ultimately we 

address through the prism of Shamir's algorithm and a refined 

sophisticated and automated system of digital will. 

 

Keywords— Shamir's algorithm, digital assets, anonymity, 

security 

 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

The real world operates under the strict laws in force. If a 

person does not have a prepared last will and does not provide 

his heirs with the share of heritage, in this case all ownership 

subject to the just mentioned law. Today's modern legislation 

but somehow forgot on virtual life, which gradually has 

become our common part of life. These two worlds are 

interlinked. Often happens that people are completely clamped 

to the digital world. When a person "leaves" from the real 

world, the virtual world does not know about it. The life 

continues without this man. Nobody ensures your digital 

persona that won´t live on without you. 

To that person will continue coming emails, Facebook 

messages, job offers, and remainder of subscriptions... These 

accounts are still active and digital assets remain without 

control of its owner. Above this issue I intended and worked 

along with five other young scientists whom I invited to my 

team during two-week summer school in Trento (Italy) on 

topic „ Security & Privacy in Digital Life “ [3]. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF COMPETITORS 

Currently, in virtual world, doesn´t exist ensuring 

of "inheritance" of individuals’ digital assets, which would be 

easily accessible to everyone. Research groups and companies 

dealing with similar issues address the matter only in general 

terms. Security does not have a significant position. 

Anonymity of client in their solution is unknown concept. 

Table No.1 gives an overview of several companies offering 

limited ways of inheritance in the digital world [6].  

Table 1 Overview of competitors 

Compe-

titors 

Estab-

lished 

date 

Value to customers 

(Strengths&Weaknesses) 

Best 

Bequest 

2009 Cloud based safety deposit box; 

Create special messages; Separate 

account trustees, Account 

activators, Media Heirs; non 

anonymous 

Netarius 2009 Managing Social Networks, 

preparing last e-mails, goodbye 

messages on forums and blogs; 

leaving your all your corresponding 

access data and passwords; one 

master key which can be stolen or 

lost; non anonymous and secure 

Legacy 

locker 

2009 PasswordBox; world's first digital 

life manager; Passing the access to 

the online accounts to friends and 

loved ones; offers an unparalleled 

range of password manager features 

such as: instant 1-Click logins, 

secure sharing and multi-device 

syncing; allows users to securely 

store, retrieve and share passwords 

and other personal data anytime, 

anywhere on any device; non 

anonymous 

Everplan 2011 Complete archive of everything 

your loved ones will need; Securely 

store wills, passwords, funeral 

wishes; uses bank-level AES-256 

encryption, SSL using 2048-bit 

certificates and other industry-

leading security technology to guard 

data; non anonymous 

 

III. SOLVING THE ISSUE 

This issue can be called a "black hole" of the virtual world 

and of the current legislation. In order to minimize the threat 

posed by the "black hole", we implemented a plan offering a 

solution to this problem. The aim of this plan is to offer clients 

the opportunity to have in control all their digital assets and 

include them in their digital will. A new aspect to be taken 

into account is the maximum ensure of privacy and obtain 

maximum anonymity of clients and their digital assets. A key 
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element for the solution of this problem is the application of 

Shamir's algorithm [4]. 

It is a form of secret sharing, where a secret S is divided 

into n parts of data S1,…..,Sn  in such a way that: 

1. Knowledge of any k or more Si pieces makes easily 

computable. 

2. Knowledge of any k-1 or fewer Si pieces leaves 

S completely undetermined (in the sense that all its possible 

values are equally likely). 

This scheme is called (k,n) threshold scheme. If k=n then 

all participants are required to reconstruct the secret. The 

system relies on the idea that you can fit a unique polynomial 

of degree (t-1) to any set of t points that lie on the polynomial. 

Privacy: having access to any k-1 shares from {s1,...,sn} 

gives no information about the value of s, i.e., the probability 

distribution of k-1 shares is independent of s. 

Shamir´s algorithm can be applied by using the principle of 

approximation either by interpolation (Lagrange and Newton) 

or by using the method of least squares [1], [2].  

Lagrange's form of the interpolating polynomial is 

expressed by [5]: 

 

 (1) 

,where li(x) is called fundamental polynomials defined by: 

 

(2) 

Newton's form of the interpolating polynomial is expressed 

by: 

 (3) 

 

The Method of Least Squares is expressed by [7]: 

 (4) 

 

Currently are under testing models of encryption via these 

methods. An important attribute is the speed at which the 

algorithm is able to encrypt and decrypt a key document. 

Scheme no.1 simply describes the principle of encryption 

applied to the issues examined. 

 

 
Figure 1 Encryption process 

Scheme no. 2 simply shows a method for decrypting used to 

solve given problems. 

 

 
Figure 2 Decryption process 

  

Just the idea of this project was awarded by important 

Italian investors and evaluated under the highest category of 

start-up projects as "Best entrepreneur team" during above 

mentioned summer school [3]. This appreciation has 

motivated me so much that I decided to develop this idea and 

to go more in details and offer a comprehensive solution to 

these issues that I have described above. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

The big challenge was to create architecture for fully 

automated system. The objective of this system is to ensure 

maximum privacy and anonymity of the client without 

entering any other person in the process of inheritance of 

digital assets. Although it seems to be the utopian vision at 

present, but in the near future will have the strong position. 

Full functionality of the system is blocked currently by the 

lack of legislation in the virtual world as well as by the lack of 

a direct connection with the competent authority. We believe 

that soon will be possible, based on a semi-automated system, 

to implement the heritage of digital assets also possibly in 

cooperation with the executors of last wills in the real world as 

a possible future start-up. 
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Abstract— The article summarizes student´s work for the last 

year.  In the last year main activity continued in analysis of the 

stereoscopic spatial coordinate estimation of the human head 

object. Based on the analysis, the parallel stereoscopic camera 

system was assembled. This system has imperfections that have to 

be removed via the software solution. However the main goal 

based on the stereoscopic estimation of geometric human head 

shape shaping of 3D human head model in regard to MPEG-

4/SNHC standard.  

Keywords— shaping, stereoscopy, homography, anaglyph 

I. PARALLEL STEREOSCOPIC CAMERA SYSTEM 

Fig. 1 shows the parallel stereoscopic camera system (PSCS) 

configuration. It is clear from the picture that optical axes of 

cameras are parallel and the planes of the images of left and 

right cameras are the same. 

 
Fig. 1 The arrangement of cameras in ideal PSCS. 

It is possible to estimate the spatial coordinates of arbitrary 

point of the 3D visual scene (3DVS) using thequations referred 

in [1]. Assembled PSCSwhich experiments were done with is 

shown on Fig. 2. Cameras of this system are separated by 

41mm distance. 

    
Fig. 2 Assembled parallel stereoscopic system. 

Assembling of this system was accompanied by problems of 

the accuracy of the camera holder. I was forced to make it at 

home with my father due to insufficient tools in the department. 

I was not able to order the aluminum profile because no 

company was willing to deliver small amount. This is why it 

was necessary to drill into iron profile with the inaccurate 

drilling-machine. Therefore the holes for attachment of 

cameras are drilled with accuracy 0.5mm. Another problem 

was the cameras. I had to buy them by myself and so they are 

ordinary webcams. It is clear the assembled system has not 

ideal parameters and this had to be corrected by the software.  

A. Correction and alignment of images 

As mentioned above, in the real stereoscopic system it is hard 

to ensure that optical axes were truly parallel and cameras lie 

in one plane. These deficiencies are caused from the inaccuracy 

of the camera holder and inaccuracy of cameras themselves. 

Anaglyph of the calibration picture captured by the PSCS 

without correction is shown on Fig. 3 left. It is clear that this 

image cannot be used for the spatial coordinates estimation. 

This can be solved by using of homography we apply here 

rectification of captured images in regard to calibration picture 

[2]. This operation is for example important in measuring 

which requires a rectangular area of measuring and a parallel 

plane of this area with plane of the camera. This location of 

camera can be difficult and moreover camera system has 

distortion and curvature. Issues of the homography are 

described in [2], [3] . For computation of the homography we 

need at least 4 corresponding points at least in two images of 

the scanned plane. As first image is used original picture of the 

calibration image and the second is calibration image captured 

by the camera. Using the homography matrix it is possible to 

re-calculate coordinates of all points of stereoscopic images 

and to get rectified images. Anaglyph after rectification of 

stereoscopic images is shown on Fig. 3 right. 

  
Fig. 3 Anaglyp aquired by PSCS before and after rectification. 

Whereas those focal lengths of cameras were not known they 

need to be computed in process of calibration of the focal length 
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[2], [4], [5]. In spite of successful calibration and correction the 

estimation of distance or depth is not accurate. So correction of 

estimated coordinates is needed. With experimental was 

confirmed that the error was not linear. So there it is necessary 

do several measuring of estimated distance of the object and 

compare them with real distances. On the base of measured 

errors it is possible estimate their dependencies on the disparity 

and with this estimation of error the distance or depth can be 

corrected.  [6].  

B. Shaping of 3D human head model 

Each human has a unique shape of body and of course, the 

head is not an exception. In MPEG-4 standard 84 facial 

definition parameters (FDP) are defined. [7]. They are arranged 

in to groups covering some parts of human head like eyes, nose, 

mouth and so on. With the feature points on the real head 

corresponding with FDP on the 3D model it is possible to shape 

this model in the way that the shape of 3D model corresponds 

to the shape of the human head. Experimental we determined 

that 56 features points are sufficient for shaping of the 

simplified model with 75 vertices if vertices on the edge of the 

3D model except vertices of the chin are not shaped. Simplified 

model is shown on Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4 Frong and side view of simplified base model. 

In process of shaping it is also possible to use face symmetry 

and for simplification it is possible to reduce number of feature 

points approximate to 2/3.  On Fig. 5 the images of human head 

with feature points from left and right stereoscopic camera are 

shown. 

  
Fig. 5 Left and right image of human head. 

It is necessary to say that for the estimation only central and left 

part of feature points are used. Points of right part are used only 

for check. On Fig. 6 a shaped 3D model is shown that overlay 

two orthogonal images of human head. 

 
Fig. 6 Shaped 3D model overlaing two orthogonal images of human head. 

Shaped 3D model was eventually textured by the texture 

obtained from front view on human head [4]. The texture can 

also be obtained directly, from stereoscopic images. Four views 

of textured 3D human head model are shown on Fig. 7. 

    
Fig. 7 Rotation of textured 3D model.  

On Fig. 7 there are visible sharp distracting edges. These edges 

are caused by insufficient number of vertices for good surface 

representation. As mentioned above, number of vertices is 

reduced for the need of estimation. For suppression of this 

deficiency it is possible to use DNS approximation.[8], [9]. 

II. CONCLUSION 

In the last year following results were especially achieved: 

Analysis and design of PSCS was performed. Based on this 

analysis PSCS consisting of two webcams was assembled. 

These webcams do not belong to professional class and they 

cause image distortion. Furthermore, manufacturer of these 

webcams does not provide information about focal lengths.  

The camera holder is not made accurately Therefore we 

propose simplified procedure of estimation of focal lengths.  

Alignment of cameras and other imperfections also partially 

distortion of optical systems of webcams are suppressed by the 

homographic rectification of stereoscopic images. For final 

accuracy increase of estimation spatial coordinates 

experimental obtained correction function was introduced. 

Estimation of spatial coordinates based on the stereoscopic 

scanning was applied in area of 3D processing of models. 

Based on estimation coordinates of feature points on human 

head placed in 3DVS the base 3D model of human head had 

been shaped and after that textured by the natural texture. 
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Abstract—Human faces play a central role in a human-human 

and also in human-computer interaction, hence they provide very 

specific information about the emotion state and attention. There 

are plenty of solutions making the Facial Expression Recognition 

possible. This paper introduces one of the most used method of 

Facial Feature Key-Points Extraction - the statistical models. We 

will show experiments about the accuracy and quality of the 

proposed method and draw conclusions from the performance.  

 

Keywords—statistical model, Active Shape Model, Active 

Appearance Model, emotions, Facial Expression Recognition  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Interaction between humans and machines is forming a field 

of numerous research areas, which are important in 

information processing and transmission. Communicative 

events, that are present in this kind of interaction, must be 

similar to human-human communication to ensure natural 

perception of interaction from the human side. Therefore it is 

essential to consider multiple communication channels like 

speech, gestures and facial expression. 

In this paper we are focusing on the problem of facial 

expression recognition, while the human face is capable of 

preserving miscellaneous identity and emotion information. 

We use the Ekman emotion model to determine the exact 

emotion expressed by the human face. Usage of this model 

gives us versatility in future progress, mainly because there are 

many distinct emotions, which can usually be created by the 

combination of the six basic emotional categories this model 

offers. Furthermore, Ekman’s model is universal regarding to 

the emotions, which can be recognized in nearly all cultures. 

This gives us the opportunity to have a larger test and train set 

of natural human expressions, from which we can get better 

accuracy concerning classification performance. Our approach 

is to use statistical models for emotion recognition by which 

we can determine the wanted expression. [16] 

II. FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS 

The origins of facial expression analysis go back into the 

19th century, when Darwin originally proposed the concept of 

universal facial expressions in man and animals. Since the 

early 1970s, Ekman and Friesen (1975) have performed 

extensive studies of human facial expressions, providing 

evidence to support this universality theory. These ‘universal 

facial expressions’ are representing happiness, sadness, anger, 

fear, surprise, and disgust. To prove this, they provide results 

from studying facial expressions in different cultures, even 

primitive or isolated ones [12]. In one of the ground-breaking 

and most publicized works, Mase and Pentland (1990) used 

measurements of optical flow to recognize facial expressions.  

Regarding feature-based techniques, Donato, Bartlett, 

Hager, Ekman, and Sejnowski (1999) tested different features 

for recognizing facial action units and inferring the facial 

expression in the frame. Oliver et al. [15] tracked the lower 

face to extract mouth shape information and fed them to an 

Hidden Markov model, recognizing again only universal 

expressions. 

In present we can identify various ways of facial expression 

feature extraction, which can be divided into three categories: 

deformation feature extraction method, motion feature 

extraction method, and statistical feature extraction method. 

[11] 

Deformation feature extraction method means extracting 

some facial deformation informations, such as: geometric 

deformation or texture changes, the former one mainly refers 

to the changed relative distance between feature points caused 

by the variety of expression, the latter one mainly refers to the 

textures’ appearance or disappearance and changes in gradient 

caused by the changing expressions. [11, 18] 

Motion feature extraction method is mainly used to extract 

some feature points or feature area’s motion information from 

sequential expression images, such as: the movement distance 

and direction of feature points. The common methods include: 

feature point tracking, optical flow approaches, and model 

methods.[17] 

Statistical feature extraction method describes the 

characteristics of expression images by statistics, such as: 

histogram or moment invariant. Choudhury et al. [8] 

processed special parts such as the eyes and eyebrows in the 

way of using consecutive frames subtraction, and then 

obtained the expression characterization. Shinoharal et al. [9] 

used 35 kinds of high-order local autocorrelation features as 

face features. Other researchers calculated the moment 

invariant of some regions as expression features. Because of 

it’s invariance, statistical feature extraction method is more 

useful than other methods to the image’s rotation, translation 

and size variation .At the same time it requires a long time for 
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the large amount of computing, and it is easy to ignore specific 

information of local subtle features. 

III. FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION 

As mentioned before, we use the Ekman‘s emotion model to 

recognize specific facial emotions. Ekman states that there is 

a connection between emotions, which are a psychological 

state, and facial expressions, which are certain behaviors 

responding to an event. In the case of recognition, we need to 

analyze the behavior of the face, which was influenced by an 

exact emotion. This change of behavior can be measured by 

the change of certain features. These features are considered 

to be multicultural and universal regarding to emotions. [16]  

 

 
Fig. 1 Examples of the six basic Ekman's emotions. 

 

Hence there are many measurable features on the human 

face, we can make a distinct model, which will be able to offer 

accurate simulation of emotions by feature analysis. In this 

paper we discuss the application of statistical models in face 

feature modeling and describe two most commonly used 

approaches: Active Shape Model and Active Appearance 

Model. While these approaches only deal with feature 

information extraction, for the problem of expression 

classification we must use a different solution. The final 

emotion recognition can be done by any classifier system, 

where we can input the rules of emotion differentiation 

described by Ekman in [16]. 

IV. STATISTICAL MODELS 

One of the most important aspects of facial expression 

recognition is face processing namely the extraction of face 

feature points. Extraction of these feature points is crucial for 

correct model building, which should be invariant to gender, 

race, shape and to some extent also invariant to rotation. 

Statistical models deal with these problems by statistical 

analysis of various position of face feature points or facial 

landmarks. Position variations can be acquired from training 

sets of faces, which are labeled with emotions. This way we 

create a generalized model of landmarks, which should be 

capable to classify any new example to the given class. [1] 

There are two approaches of building a statistical model. 

The first, Active Shape Models, manipulates a shape model to 

describe the location of structures in the target image, The 

second, Active Appearance Models, manipulates a model that 

is capable of synthesizing new images of the object of interest. 

[1] 

A. Active Shape Models 

Statistical models of shape are used to represent an object in 

the image. This object is described by a set of points, which 

are usually configured to be invariant to transformations, 

mainly translation, rotation and scaling. Main goal of active 

shape model (ASM) is to find the mean shape derived from 

the chosen annotated dataset, which represents a generalized 

model. To find a mean shape or base shape, we need to 

perform normalization operations (for example Procrustes 

Analysis) on the dataset and by applying Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) on this normalized dataset. [2] 

 

 
Fig. 2 Examples of the active shape fitting during various iterations 

(incrementing iterations from left to right) using different grayscale images of 

faces. The accuracy of fitting of the model is improving with each iteration. 

 

Next step of this approach is the model fitting on a new 

sample. Since we can describe the position of landmarks in the 

image, x, by a function: 

 

 
 

 where the function  performs rotation by θ,  scaling 

by s, translation by ( ) on the current model, we can use 

traditional gradient based methods to estimate the nearest 

distribution of landmarks in the image. [1] 

B. Active Appearance Models 

 Statistical model of appearance manipulate a model 

capable of synthesizing new images of the object of interest. 

The active appearance model (AAM) seeks to find the model 

parameters which generate a synthetic image as close as 

possible to the target image [4]. The concept of AAMs is 

closely related to the concepts of Active Blobs and Morphable 

Models, which are non-linear, generative and parametric 
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models of certain visual phenomenon. We can also define the 

fitting of the AAM as solving a nonlinear optimization 

problem. To solve this problem, the AAM building consist of 

two parts: finding the mean shape from the dataset (same 

approach as building the active shape models) and generating 

the appearance variation. [2] 

 

 
Fig. 3 This figure visualizes the process of fitting of active appearance model. 

With this approach we combine the shape and the appearance (texture) model 

into final active appearnace, which can be used for multiple purposes, e.g 

classification, tracking. 

 

The difference between the shape building in the AAM 

approach and the ASM approach is in the form of the mean 

shape, while in the ASM approach we can use any shape of 

the model (for example contours, “snake” shaped models etc.), 

in the AAM approach we use meshes, which define the 

prescription of affine warp from vertices of triangles of the  

first shape to the vertices of triangles of second shape. The 

main goal of AAMs is to find such transformation of input 

image to fit to the generated appearance model, while 

minimizing the sum of square differences between the model 

and warped image. We define the error image in the 

coordinate frame of the AAM and denote it as: 

 

 
 

where  denotes the base appearance,  is 

the pixel mapping function, which maps each pixel of input 

image x to the corresponding pixel from warped image 

. This could lead us to use gradient based methods, 

but in this case these methods are inefficient because of slow 

computation caused by recomputation of Hessian direction in 

each iteration. More effective method is to use Ad-Hoc Fitting 

algorithms, which assumes, that between the image and 

additive increments to the shape is a constant linear 

relationship. Constant linear relationship means, that we don’t 

need to recompute the model parameters in each iteration. [3] 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

To test the capabilities of statistical models for face 

landmarking we experimented with active shape models with 

SIFT descriptors and MARS [19]. This method replaces the 

classic 1D gradient profiles of active shape model with a 

simplified form of SIFT descriptors [13] and uses Multivariate 

Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) [14] for descriptor 

matching. By this modification it outperforms the classic 

approaches used in active shape models.  

We tested this method using the Stasm landmarker [19] 

version 4.1., which incorporates the mentioned approach, on 

the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (KDEF) [7] and The 

Informatics and Mathematical Modeling (IMM) Face 

Database [6]. The KDEF face database contains a set of 

totally 4900 pictures of human facial expressions of emotion 

to test the ability of Stasm to annotate these faces with 

landmarks under different light, scale and rotation variations. 

The IMM face database contains 240 annotated images of 40 

different human faces. These annotations were made manually 

and no other landmarking technique was used. We compare 

the accuracy of annotation using the Stasm landmarker and 

compare its annotations with the annotations made manually.  

 

 
Fig. 4 Here we compare the manuall annotation and the Stasm landmarker 

accuracy of feature lanmarking. We can see the different position of 

landmarks and also the number of feature keypoints. The manuall 

landmarking scheme is much more simplier, since it uses only 58 points, 

while the Stasm landmarker uses 77. IMM faces (left), KDEF (right). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated the fitting capabilities and landmark 

annotation of the Active shape model on frontal face images. 

The model has shown as a robust solution in the case of 

frontal face feature points extraction, which can be used as 

training data for a classificatory or any other approach. We 

also compared the two main approaches used in within the 

field of statistical models and showed the differences between 

them. The Active appearance model is more robust than the 

Active shape model, but since we mainly use only frontal 

faces with no rotation, there was no need to use the AAM. 

And while ASMs are much more universal regarding the 

possibilities of use, there is a slightly faster development than 

in case of AAM. In the future we will maybe see much better 

improvements of ASMs and optimized techniques for facial 

feature points extraction, which will generally help the field of 

expression recognition. 
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Abstract—The paper gives an overview of our proposed system 

for personalization in human-robot interaction using social 

learning. We present a novel approach for adapting the robot’s 

behavior based on interactive reinforcement learning and the 

technological tools used. It describes MIRACLE, a scenario for 

testing our approach and summarizes the work done in the last 

year. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

When we want to have robots in households serving people, 

we have to resolve a critical issue that arises when thinking 

about such a scenario. Since we are unable to pre-program the 

behavior of a robot in every situation, users must teach it new 

skills. These skills can be social or non-social. For example a 

social skill can be an appropriate behavior in the presence of a 

specific person. Non-social skills relate to manipulations with 

various objects. Another issue is how these new skills can be 

acquired. Will users call a programmer to explicitly program 

the new behavior? Will they program these robots using the 

learning from demonstration technique? If so, will it be 

required to learn new ways of interacting with the robot or 

learn to control a particular device? 
Another research issue is the short-term vs. long-term 

interaction. In the case of short-term interaction the robot 

doesn’t need to adapt to the user’s needs since the interaction 

occurs just once or a few times. On the other hand, long-term 

interaction requires an adaptation mechanism from the robot’s 

side. The adaptation should dwell in changing the parameters 

of the robot’s behavior in order to create an interaction that is 

natural and enjoyable for the human. 
In our work we want to use artificial intelligence methods to 

create an adaptable robotic system which can be programmed 

through natural human interaction. In addition to this we want 

towards an autonomous mode using social learning. 
As it was described in [1], social learning in its original 

form has three steps. In our work we want to adapt this 

mechanism for personalization in HRI in the following form: 
1. the robot will learn social behavior from the Wizard 
2. the robot will apply the learned behavior in social 

human-robot interaction. It will then receive 

reinforcement from the human partner and based on 

this it will adapt its behavior 
3. the robot will apply the adapted behavior in interaction 

with other people and will also ty to adapt them. This 

way it will create a personalized behavior for 

different people 
In HRI, the main focus of learning from demonstration 

(LfD) is on teaching the robot new mechanical skills. In our 

work the role of the Wizard will be to teach the robot social 

behavior. The learning will be based on interactive 

reinforcement learning [2]. At the end of the process the robot 

will have a set of rules defining the appropriate behavior in 

various situations. Putting it more generally we can say that 

the robot’s task is to approximate the Wizard’s state-action 

policy. 
After learning the appropriate social behavior, the robot will 

try it in a scenario called MIRACLE (Multimodal Interaction 

with a Robotic Affective Cloud-based Environment). The 

robot, in our case Aldebaran’s NAO, will act as a guide for 

visitors of two laboratories, one at the Technical University of 

Kosice and one at the Kyushu Institute of Technology in Japan 

(Fig. 1). The core of the system will be a cloud service 

developed on top of the Windows Azure platform. The service 

will contain a database of knowledge gained during the 

interactions with the subjects and a set of AI bricks. 

 

to replace the human operator in the experiments with 

autonomous behavior. 
 

II. SOCIAL LEARNING IN HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION 
 

Nowadays, HRI experiments are conducted using the 

Wizard of Oz (WoZ) technique, which means that the robots 
are not acting autonomously, but they are tele-operated by a 
human. One of our goals is to move from this approach Fig. 1 The experimental set-up 
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During the presentation the system will sense the human 

partner’s behavior through the Kinect sensor. Our main 

interest dwells in detecting the subject’s non-verbal behavior, 

such as emotion and gesture. This information will be the 

input to the reinforcement learning algorithm. The output from 

the algorithm will be an adapted behavior of the robot. Under 

the term “adapted behavior” we mean the robot’s behavior 

each of the has different requirements on hardware and 

software. 
In addition to this, another reason why we want to use 

robotic middleware is the fact that designing an algorithm in 

such a system assures portability between different robotic 

platforms. This way we can test our social learning mechanism 

using various robots and compare the results. 
 

which parameters were changed during the interaction. In our 
 

case, the parameters can be the following: body gestures, IV. CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK 
 

emotional expression, voice, gaze. 
 

The third step of the mechanism expects the existence of an 

adapted behavior created in step 2. The learning process will 

be the same as in step two with a difference that the robot will 

adapt the behavior from the previous step. 
Our main goal is to replace the Wizard with the interactive 

reinforcement learning algorithm. To achieve this, only the 

first step will require the presence of the Wizard. In the other 

two phases the robot will run in autonomous mode. 
The experiments will be evaluated qualitatively and 

quantitatively. In general it is hard to qualitatively evaluate 

human-robot interaction, since the participant’s opinions are 

subjective and depend on various facts, e.g. whether they are 

from a robotic or non-robotic field, have they ever interacted 

with a robot, what the interaction was about, etc. 
One option for such evaluation is the social Turing test. In 

our case it would ask the subjects whether the robot’s verbal 

and nonverbal behavior during the interaction was generated 

by a human (Wizard) or by an autonomous agent. Additionally 

to this, the human judgments can be used as feedback on the 

interaction. In order to use it the learning algorithm has to be 

extended. 
From the quantitative point of view we are focusing on the 

learning algorithm. The evaluation will be based on various 

technical attributes, such as speed, learning time, etc. 
 

III. CLOUD ROBOTICS AND ROBOTIC MIDDLEWARE 
 

One of our technological goals is to combine the advantages 

of cloud computing [3] and robotic middleware [4]. In [5] it 

was discussed that robotics can benefit from the cloud 

computing infrastructure in many ways. In addition to this we 

want to further enhance the effectivity of creating cloud-based 

 

During the last year we proposed a system which uses a 

novel social learning mechanism based on interactive 

reinforcement learning for personalization in human-robot 

interaction [6]. The system from the technological point of 

view uses the advantages of cloud computing and robotic 

middleware. 
We further examined several robotic middleware systems: 

ROS, RT-Middleware, OPRoS, Orocos and YARP. Based on 

the results we published a comparison study of the mentioned 

systems [7]. We also successfully completed a summer school 

of ROS at the FH Aachen University of Applied Sciences and 

done experiments with ROS in the MS Azure environment. 
We developed the basic parts of the MIRACLE system and 

tested them in Slovakia and Japan. These are: recording data 

with the Kinect sensor, sending them to a cloud database and 

playing them on the robot NAO. 
The next step will be the implementation of an interactive 

reinforcement learning algorithm as a ROS module. We also 

plan to create an online interface for teaching social behavior 

to the robot. This way we can crowdsource data from Wizards 

in order to create more diverse behaviors of the robot. 
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robotics systems using robotic middleware. 
Every robotic middleware has a common feature which is 

the presence of a “master”. This component is the core of the 

whole system, since it is responsible for the communication 

between modules of the system. In our work we want to port a 

robotic middleware into a cloud infrastructure. This solution 

has many possible advantages, such as: 
1. master on the cloud 
2. components in the cloud 

3. robots as clients 
In our work we plan to further examine ROS, RT-

Middleware and YARP, since they are the most suitable for 

the human-robot interaction so for humanoid robotics. In 

addition to this, there are many existing components which 

can be used in various scenarios. From the cloud’s side we 

will use Windows Azure from Microsoft. Since it offers many 

ways how to create their own virtual machines it is suitable for 

experimenting with the mentioned robotic middleware, since 
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Abstract— Verification of mobile ad hoc networking protocols 

depends almost entirely on the simulation. The results of 

verification are, therefore, very dependent on how realistic 

movement models that were used in the simulation are. Whereas 

in the public domain there is a very small number of available 

real traces, researchers have to focus into synthetic models for 

movement pattern generation. Currently, the simulation results 

are often based on randomly generated movement patterns and 

thus they may offer different results from those that can be 

obtained from real-life scenarios. Human movement is strongly 

affected by their needs to socialize. Fortunately, human patterns 

to associate are known in specific ways that can be 

mathematically modeled and measured. They have been studied 

in social sciences for years, so we are able to a certain extent 

mimic their mobility patterns. 

In this paper we propose a new socially based mobility model 

and compare it with random movement model that was mostly 

widely used in the past. The model allows hosts to be grouped 

together in a way that is based on social relationships among the 

individuals. This movement, which is influenced by social bonds 

and group movement, is then mapped to a topological space. 

Direction of movement and size of the groups may also change in 

time. 

We have validated this proposed model with Random Walk 

Model by showing that the social mobility traces are better for 

evaluation and closer to the real-life movement. 

 
Keywords— Social Mobility Model, Mobility model, Social 

networks, Social behavior, RWM model.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the recent years, we can detect the increasing use of the 

powerful mobile devices with the short-range wireless 
interfaces (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.). This resulted in reinforce 
of the idea of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks studies. Mobile Ad-
Hoc Networks (MANETs) is a class of wireless Ad-Hoc 
networks in which mobile nodes exhibit features of the free 
node mobility. Node mobility, in particular, can cause frequent 
and unpredictable topology changes. Connectivity between 
mobile nodes is created sporadically and highly depends on 
the movement of the users carrying those devices. This human 
movement is strongly influenced by the social relations [1]: 
Society is naturally divided into the smaller or bigger 
communities of people, according to their needs for 
cooperation or selection. We do not meet other people on a 
purely random basis. From sociology is known, that the idea 
of correlated interaction is that an individual of a given type is 
more likely to interact with another individual of the same or 
similar type (friends, colleagues, family) than with a randomly 

chosen member of the population. 
As was mentioned, the human mobility is strongly 

dependent to the users' personal and social properties and 
behaviors as well as the environmental parameters. The 
mobile users that are attached to the specific locations or 
individuals, may have significant correlation between their 
locations constrains and movement patterns. For instance, 
there has been proven in [2] that mobile users tend to visit just 
a few places, where they sped most of their time and where 
they have strong social ties. Also in the most cases are users 
traveling over the short distances more likely than over the 
longer distances.  

Considering the characteristics of the human mobility, we 
need to choose wisely an appropriate traces and models for the 
simulation. Since several models that have been proposed are 
very similar in nature, there need to be clearly understood 
every of the existing models and data sets. Generally we can 
obtain human mobility datasets thanks to the two ways: 
realistic (bounded environments such as colleges, campuses 
and industries, using Bluetooth or Wi-Fi technologies) or 
simulation- based models (main advantage is that they can be 
re-parameterized to be used for different scenarios). 

Validation of mobile Ad-Hoc network protocols relies 
almost exclusively on the simulations, which, in turn, rely on 
realistic movement models for their credibility. Since there is 
a total absence of realistic traces in the public domain, 
synthetic models for the movement pattern generation must be 
used and the most widely used models are currently very 
simplistic, their focus being ease of implementation rather 
than soundness of foundation. The most widely used such 
models are based around random individual movement; the 
simplest, the Random Walk Mobility Model (equivalent to 
Brownian motion), is used to represent pure random 
movements of the entities of a system. Thus, the simulation 
results of the protocols are often based on the randomly 
generated movement patterns and, therefore, may differ 
considerably from those that can be obtained by deploying the 
system in real scenarios. Researchers, however, are in most 
cases focused mainly on the functioning of the networking 
protocol and take no emphasis on the environment behavior, 
in which they want their protocol validate. It was important to 
model the behavior of individuals moving in groups and 
between groups, as is likely in the typical Ad-Hoc networking 
deployment scenarios of disaster relief teams, clamps of 
animals, platoons of soldiers, etc. In order to capture this type 
of behavior, it was necessary to define relationships among the 
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people carrying the devices. Existing group mobility models 
fail to capture this social dimension. 

Thus, we propose a new mobility model that is founded on 
the social network theory, because this has empirically been 
shown to be useful as a means of describing human 
relationships. As was already mentioned, the most widely used 
models are those, which are based on the random movement 
of hosts. The simplest among all is the Random Walk Mobility 
model (RWM), which is used to represent pure random 
movements of the beings in the system [3]. Our approach is 
based on the simple consideration: mobile networks are social 
networks after all, since we assume that devices are carried by 
humans. Clustering is probable in the typical Ad-Hoc 
networking deployment scenarios (groups of vehicles, herds of 
animals, platoons of soldiers, etc.). In particular, the model 
allows collections of the hosts to be grouped together in the 
way that is based on the social behavior among the 
individuals. In order to capture this type of behavior, the 
movement of an individual is to a large extend adapted to 
movement of a group in which is located. Groups of hosts may 
become larger, smaller, or completely crumble. Designed 
model was called Social Mobility Model, abbreviated SMM 
and it is actually enhanced RWM model. As will be shown 
later in this paper, mobility models that are based purely on 
random mechanism show properties (such as mutual and close 
contacts percentages) that are way different from social based 
mobility model scenarios. 

The paper has the following structure: In the Section II is 
summarized related work over the recent years. Section III 
describes Human Mobility Modeling and categories of human 
mobility. Section IV shows how we have decided to propose 
social mobility model. Section V illustrates the results of the 
evaluation of the social mobility model based on the 
comparison with the RWM model. Section VI concludes the 
paper, summarizing the original contribution of this work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
The human relationships and their nature have troubled 

mankind for centuries if not for thousands of years. Even 
through, we are still not able to fully understand and perceive 
the way people interact with each other. However, even if we 
are not able to accurately describe human relationships, we 
know they have some specific and very characteristic 
properties. 

Concept of the Social Networks in the Mobility Models 
were for the first time introduced in 2009 by researchers 
Musolesi and Mascolo in the [4] where they categorized 
Human Mobility Models into the two types: Real world traces 
and Synthetic mobility traces, and they studied their 
advantages and disadvantages. Likewise, in the [5] is provided 
survey of the Real world and Simulation based traces as well 
as the Synthetic mobility models for multi-hop wireless 
networks. In the [6] are current Mobility Models categorized 
from an individual and also group perspective, with a brief 
analysis on their applications. 

Later, in 2011 is the survey of simulation-based Mobility 
Models for OppNets [7] also there are discussed properties of 
movement extended with notions of the predictability and 
patterns. Then in the 2012, properties of some selected 
synthetic and trace-based mobility models are compared in 
[8], also the changing trends in the Human Mobility Modeling 

are summarized. 

III. HUMAN MOBILITY MODELING 
Despite the fact that many researches on the enumeration of 

the mobility have been performed, they've never been neither 
comprehensive nor detailed. Because of that the 
comprehensive classification of Human Mobility issues in the 
OppNets was never clearly introduced. Therefore, these issues 
were assigned in the [9] into three main groups (Fig.1): 
Human Mobility characteristics, Mobility Models, Mobility 
Prediction methods.  

 

 
Fig.1 Three aspects of Human Mobility 

In the following sections are closely described all three 
human mobility groups.  

A. Human mobility models 

Human mobility traces are collected from the Real-life 
Human Mobility or generated using the Simulation-based 
Methods, which make it possible to analyze and explore the 
patterns of trajectories of the mobile carriers. However, most 
of the Realistic movement traces are not scalable, flexible or 
accessible for public. The Synthetic Models were created for 
that purpose to capture the movement patterns of nodes in a 
realistic way. 

Social properties play a big role in the proposal and 
designing of the efficient Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) 
protocols and therefore models should be able to capture 
social properties as accurately as possible. Good mobility 
models should be able to meet these three important 
requirements [10]: 
 Be able to generate mobility patterns as realistic as possible 
 Be mathematically tractable  
 Be flexible enough to provide different mobility 
characteristics (qualitative and quantitative) 

B. Human Mobility characteristics 

Statistical characteristics of the Human Mobility are 
measured for purpose of discovery non-homogeneous 
behavior and movement patterns of the users' motion in the 
space and time. Also, they are used to predict users' future 
walks, destinations and contacts. In the OppNets could be 
those characteristics exploited to validate the synthetic 
mobility models [11] and study the effect of mobility in 
designing and performance of the routing protocols [12]. 
There exist three categories that explore human movement 
characteristics: 
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 Temporal - related to the time-varying features of the user 
mobility 
 Spatial - refer to the trajectory patterns in the physical 
space 
 Connectivity - concern the contact information of the users 

C. Human mobility prediction 

Tracking behavior of the users’ future movement and 
quantifying their predictable regularity have been topics of 
considerable interest in recent years. Human mobility 
prediction capabilities can be used in various exciting mobile 
applications such as data sharing, epidemic modeling, traffic 
planning, and disaster response. 

Predicting next locations, stay durations and future contacts 
of people is very important issue in human mobility models. 
There are many factors that are able to make influence on the 
user's future mobility patterns ranging from their social or 
personal factors to the environment parameters. Recent human 
mobility models demonstrate that human mobility can be 
predicted to a greater extent. It's not so far, when two groups 
of researchers [13], [14] found that human behavior is 93%, 
resp. 95% predictable. 

The human mobility prediction methods can be divided in 
three groups. The first category of the proposals has strived to 
predict the next visiting locations of mobile users based on 
history of their trajectories (Location prediction). Other 
categories have strived to predict a user’s arrival time to a 
location and his/her staying duration (Time prediction). In the 
third group is studied contact probability of mobile users, i.e. 
who will contact each other (Contact probability). 

IV. DESIGN OF THE SOCIAL MOBILITY MODEL 
In this section will be shown how the human mobility model 

based on the social network theories was proposed. The 
description of the mobility model is organized as follows: 

 We describe the RWM model that we have decided to 
choose as a representative of the well-established models. 
 Movement of the nodes in the both simulation models is 
introduced. Brownian motion with different speed and 
direction to achieve random movement was used in the 
simulation. 
 We define social groups that were used as the social 
enhancement of the RWM model. Social Groups are defined 
as two or more nodes that interact with one another. Also will 
be described term Social Group Leader. 
 In the next section we introduce and describe other 
properties of the human motion, which are contacts and their 
durations. We divided contacts into two main groups, namely 
Contact times (CTs) and Inter-contact times (ICTs). These 
properties will be measured and their results compared in our 
work.  

For reasons of clarity, we make the assumption that only 
one device is associated with each individual. During the 
simulation process the number of nodes does not change, 
which means that no nodes are creating, or disappearing. 
However, the model can easily be extended. In the remainder 
of the paper, we note that the terms host, node and individual 
are equivalent and indicate a single moving entity in the 
mobility scenario. 

A. Random Walk Mobility model 

Einstein explained The Random Walk Mobility Model 
(RWM) mathematically in the 1926. It is a simple mobility 
model based on random directions and speeds. The RWM 
model was mainly developed to imitate the unpredictable 
changes. This model serves us as a basis for our SMM model. 

In this mobility model, a mobile node moves from its 
current position to a new position by randomly choosing a 
direction and speed. Mobile node chooses any random 
direction to travel until the boundary of edge is found. The 
new speed and direction are both chosen from predefined 
ranges, [min-speed, max-speed] and [0, 2×π] resp. It is a 
memory-less mobility pattern because the current speed and 
direction of a mobile node is independent of its past speed and 
direction. 

B. Node motion and Position update 

In both models was used random walk for motion of nodes. 
A random walk, or Brownian motion, is a mathematical 
formalization of a path that consists of a succession of random 
steps. In the Fig.2 is shown an example of the simulation of 
the Brownian motion in the 2D environment. 

 
Fig.2 Example of Brownian motion 

Position of the node that does not belong to the any social 
group is generated randomly, giving him random speed in the 
predefined range of 5− 10 km/h. The equation used for nodes 
new position is calculated as follows: 

 
 
 

 
Nodes belonging to the Social Group are moving inside the 

corresponding group in the group direction and speed. Their 
place in the group is randomly chosen. Every Social Group is 
moving with random speed that is in the predefined range and 
also direction. For the group movement, we have decided to 
choose a Social Group Leader that decides where the group 
should go. Node has options to remain in the Social Group 
and thus follow the leader of the group, or decide to leave the 
Social Group and move with its own random motion. We are 
using these simple equations for social group movement: 
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C. Insertion of Social behavior 

To the best of our knowledge, there are no publicly available 
human mobility datasets that also provide rich information 
about the personal interests of the network users. Due to this 
limitation, we have decided to enhance the social behavior in 
the RWM model that we were using till now. Mentioned 
RWM model has been over the years the most widely used 
model for testing MANET and OppNet protocols not only at 
our University, but throughout the world. The main 
disadvantage of this model is that it cannot imitate human 
behavior at all. However, it is still in use, because the most of 
researchers paid attention to the functionality of routing 
protocols and to the environment in which these protocols 
were tested they were not placing high demands. Problem 
occurred when routing protocols showed excellent results in 
simulation, but when they were subsequently implemented to 
use in practice, they could not even come close to simulation 
results. Grouping naturally arises at the social level, so 
creation of Social Groups was in our opinion a good direction 
in which we should go, if we want to design SMM model. 

In the initial phase of the simulation, there is no social 
relationship between nodes, because nodes are randomly 
placed around the topology. Nodes start to socially behave 
immediately in the moment they join Social Group. We define 
Social Group as a set of nodes, which number is ≥2, that 
interact with each other. Under the term interaction we 
understand that nodes are in close, or mutual, contact with 
each other. There is no limitation for the number of groups in 
the simulation area, but there is a rule that holds: 
 

 
 

In the main, individuals will move within the sphere of 
influence of the geographic group with which they are 
associated at any given point in time, but, occasionally, they 
will decide either to move between groups or to leave the 
group structure and to move completely independently. So, 
this means that each node that belongs to some Social Group 
owns sociability factor, which is set that on 75% node will 
remain in the social group and 25% that node decide to move 
in his own direction. Deciding whether the node remains in the 
social group always occurs at the end of the iteration time (we 
have set iteration time to 30 seconds). In the meantime, the 
node moves in the direction of its social group. 

Under term Social Group Leader we understand that it is a 
node that is in charge of the some Social Group. When node is 
in the charge of the Social Group, it decides, in which 
direction and how fast Social Group has to move. Node has to 
have some properties to become leader of the Social Group. In 
our simulation, each node is labeled with his own ID number. 
For sake of simplicity we have decided that for the leader of 
the Social Group will be always chosen that node, which has 
the lowest ID number. In the equation below is rule that holds 
in every social group in our designed model. 
 

 
 

Finding of new leader occur always new node joins Social 
Group, or some node decides to leave the Social Group. 

D. Durations of contacts 

First of all, in OppNets the contact is defined as a state that 
occurs when the mobile devices are within mutual radio 
transmission range of each other. Understanding statistical 
properties of contacts is essential for the design of protocols 
and algorithms in irregular connected networks, because every 
contact represent an opportunity to forward data and bring 
them probabilistically closer to the destination, or a set of 
destinations. As was mentioned before, we take closer look at 
the Contact times (CTs), Inter-contact times (ICTs) and their 
durations. 

1) Contact times (CTs) 

Contact times (CTs), or contact durations, we can define as 
time intervals during which are devices in the mutual radio 
range. It can be the duration of a Bluetooth association, or 
staying under the coverage of common access point, it all 
depends on the considered scenario. The CTs are main factor, 
if we want to determine the transmission capacity between 
encounter devices in a mobile network. It holds that two 
devices can exchange more data during longer CTs. In our 
design we decided to divide CTs into two groups on the Close 
contact times (CCTs) and mutual contact times (MCTs). 

We can define CCTs as time intervals, during which is 
couple of nodes in their close mutual radio range. We have 
used Euclidean distance for detection, whether or not are 
nodes in their close radio range. In mathematics, the Euclidean 
distance or Euclidean metric is the "ordinary" distance 
between two points in Euclidean space. With this distance, 
Euclidean space becomes a metric space. The associated norm 
is called the Euclidean norm. Older literature refers to the 
metric as Pythagorean Theorem. We can generalize this 
theorem to find the distance between two points P(x1,y1) and 
Q(x2,y2). We draw the triangle, as is shown in Fig.3, and see 
that the length of its legs is equal to the: 
 

 
 

 

 
Fig.3 The distance between two points 

Note that x2-x1 is the opposite of x1-x2, which means that x2-
x1= -( x1-x2), so their squares are the same. It does not matter 
which point uses subscript "1" and which point uses the "2". 
Therefore the distance from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2) is: 
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Graphically, we can see in Fig.4, what we consider as close 
contact duration. Time t0 represents initial state of the two 
nodes that are in this time in no contact. This state holds till 
time t1, when nodes start to move towards each other. At the 
time t2 we can say that nodes are in CCT duration, which lasts 
till time tn-1, when nodes start to move from each other. At the 
time tn are nodes again in no contact at all. 

 
Fig.4 Example of the Close contact duration 

From the perspective of close contact duration may be node 
situated in two states. Whether it is in close contact duration, 
or it is not. 

We can define MCTs as time intervals, during which is 
number of devices in their close mutual radio range. For this 
purpose we needed an algorithm that is able to compute 
distances between all nodes and connect them into the groups, 
not just into the pairs, or couples of nodes. This problem is in 
mathematics also called the all-pairs shortest path problem. 
We have used All Path algorithm, which we obtained as a free 
source from the [15]. Algorithm gives us information about 
who is in contact with whom. It rapidly returns the shortest 
node-to-node distance along the edges of a graph, for all nodes 
in the graph. 

The main difference between CCT and MCT is that we are 
looking after MCT after CCT is established. As we can see in 
the Fig.5, node 1 and node 2 are at the time t0 in close contact, 
while node 3 is not in any connection with somebody. This 
state holds till time t1, when node 3 starts to move towards 
node 2. At the time t2 is possible to see two close contact 
durations between node 1 and node 2 and also between node 2 
and node 3. We can see that node 2 is in two close contacts. 
We suppose that if node 1 is in close contact with node 2, it is 
also in mutual contact with all his close contacts, in this case 
node 3. This case also applies vice versa, for node 3. 

 
Fig.5 Example of Mutual contact duration 

We can say that if node i is in close contact with node j, it is 
also with mutual contact with all close contacts of node j. 

2) Inter-contact times (ICTs) 

Inter-contact times (ICTs), is the amount of time elapsed 
between two successive contact periods for a given couple of 
devices. Shorter ICTs between couple of nodes means that 
nodes often encounter each other and thus could directly 
exchange data among each other. For longer ICTs, could be 
other nodes in the network selected as data carriers in order to 
deliver data. 

In the Fig.6, it is possible to see an example of the ICT 
duration of the two nodes. Time t0 represents initial state of 
CCT of two nodes. This contact holds till time t1, when nodes 

start to move from each other. In this moment, at the time t2 

starts ICT duration, which lasts till time tn-1, when nodes start 
to move towards each other. 

 
Fig.6 Example of the Inter-contact duration 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL AND 
SIMULATION RESULTS 

We have implemented proposed model in MATLAB 
environment, which we use for the majority of our research in 
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. 

We tested this mobility model using every time 10 runs to 
generate different scenarios and we compared the results with 
synthetic traces that were generated by the RWM model. New 
nodes cannot be created (connected), or disappeared 
(disconnected) during the simulation. We chose a multiple 
simulation scenarios, with a different transmission ranges, 
population density and topology sizes, in order to better see 
the differences in the results.  

First of all we have set for each device equipped with a Wi-
Fi, transmission range of 40, 80 and 120m. The size of the 
topology was 1000×1000m2 with 100 nodes. The nodes were 
generated randomly throughout the simulation area. And the 
speeds of the nodes were randomly generated according to a 
uniform distribution in the range [5− 10] km/h. The duration 
of the simulation is set to 12 hours.  

In the second case we were changing topology sizes and 
also population densities with the constant Wi-Fi transmission 
range of 40m. 

All the parameters of the designed models are concluded in 
the Tab. 1. 

Category Parameter Description 

General 

Simulation Area 
 

Initial Deployment 
 

No. of Nodes 

250×250m2;500×500m2; 
1000×1000m2 

100×100m2; 200×200m2; 
400×400m2 

60;80;100 nodes 

Durations 
of iteration 

of simulation 
30 seconds 
10 hours 

Mobility 

model 
Walking speed 5-10 km/h 

Network Transmission range 40m, 80m, 120m 

Tab. 1 Simulation parameters 

 
It is also important to note that there is no packet transaction 

behind contacts. So we do not measure packet deliveries or 
losses during contact. In our work we have decided to measure 
degree of connectivity between nodes based on their mutual 
and close contact durations. 
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A. Statistical simulation results I 

1) Transmission range of 40 meters 

In the Fig.7 are shown results of the CCTs of the both 
models. While RMM shows decreasing character of CCTs, the 
SMM model is able to maintain its connectivity during whole 
simulation. 

 
Fig.7 Simulation results of the CCTs with 40m transmission range 

Measurement results of the MCTs are shown in the Fig.8. 
The MCTs had similar character like the CCTs in the previous 
graph. RWM model had decreasing character during whole 
simulation while the SMM model was able to increase its 
initial values. 

 
Fig.8 Simulation results of the MCTs with 40m transmission range 

2) Transmission range of 80 meters 

In the Fig.9 is we can see that the RWM model decreases its 
contact values from the simulation start till its end. The SMM 
model shows a little contact drops from the start of the 
simulation, but then it starts to increase CCTs. 

 
Fig.9 Simulation results of the CCTs with 80m transmission range 

The graph with MCTs percentages is shown in the Fig.10. 
We can see contact drops from the both models, but SMM 
model is able to maintain higher MCTs percentage during 
whole simulation. 

 
Fig.10 Simulation results of the MCTs with 80m transmission range 

3) Transmission range of 120 meters 

  The Fig.11 shows the CCTs percentages of RWM and 
SMM model. In the case of the RWM model, the values have 
decreasing character, while SMM model has little drops 
during first iterations, but after them, CCTs starts to increase. 

 
Fig.11 Simulation results of the CCTs with 120m transmission range 

 In the Fig.12 it is possible to see a graph with the data series 
of MCTs percentages of the SMM and RWM models. Nodes 
had the highest CTs in the beginning of the simulation. As the 
time goes, the nodes started to move over the whole topology 
and thus, connectivity started to decrease. We can see that the 
RWM model reaches lower MCTs values as the SMM model. 
The SMM model is able to maintain MCTs values higher 
because of the social behavior of the nodes. 

 
Fig.12 Simulation results of the MCTs with 120m transmission range 
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B. Statistical simulation results II 

We have decided to take average values of close and mutual 
contacts that were obtained from measurements and compare 
their values to see how the mobility models managed to get on 
in the simulation scenarios. 

We have to inform that the average values offer us a little 
skewed look at the values in which the results can vary, 
because they are largely influenced by the initial deployment 
of the nodes in the beginning of the simulation, which can in 
some cases have a big impact on the calculation of the results 
and thus increase or decrease these values. 

The Fig.13 shows performance of RWM and SMM models 
in terms of average MCTs. It is possible to see that SMM 
model outperformed RWM model in the all measured 
scenarios. 

 
Fig.13 Results of average MCTs percentages 

In the Fig.14 it is possible to see performance of given 
mobility models in the terms of average CCTs. We can see 
that here as well SMM model outperformed the RWM model 
and even the several fold. 

 
Fig.14 Results of average CCTs percentages 

After the evaluation of all the statistical results that we have 
decided to carry out, we came to the conclusion that designed 
SMM model suits better for future testing of MANET routing 
protocols because of higher nodes connectivity and more 
social behavior of the model.  

C. Additional simulation results 

Apart from the statistical results, we are also able to obtain 
"non-statistical" results that have redeemable values exactly 
for the type of the simulation that we have decided to 
investigate. We have created a simple simulation scenario as 
an example, for better understanding.  We have set a bordered 
150x150m simulation area that consist 10 nodes with speed in 
predefined range [5-10 km/h] and transmission range of 40m. 

Duration of simulation was set to one hour and nodes are set 
to have social behavior. 

Results from this simulation that we can obtain in addition to 
those statistical results, are exact durations of MCTs and 
CCTs between various nodes. Symmetric matrix Cm represents 
output of the durations of the MCTs between the nodes and 
symmetric matrix Cc represents durations of CCTs between 
nodes. 

 
 

 
 

As was mentioned, we set the duration of simulation to 1 
hour, which is 3600 seconds. Numbers in the matrices 
represents duration of contacts in the seconds. Duration of 
CCT is always less or equal to the duration of MCT. In our 
simulations we also observe the ratio of how many percent of 
MCT duration between nodes makes CCT. This ratio can be 
seen in 10×10 matrix R. 

 
 

Besides that, we also count, how many times nodes connect 
and reconnect during the simulation. This information is also 
indicator of the social relations between the nodes. We can see 
results that were measured in this designed example of 
simulation scenario in the matrix P. 

 
 
Just as we have two types of contacts, we also have two types 
of inter-contacts, namely mutual ICT durations and close ICT 
durations. They are also measured in all simulation scenarios 
and in our case we can see them in the forms of the matrices; 
Im for mutual ICT and Ic for close ICT durations. 
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Our results also offer the graphical view on the Cm, Cc, Im 
and Ic matrices. Graphs show us, how many percent of the 
total time nodes spend in the given type of CT and ICT with 
each other. In the Fig.15 it is possible to see graphically, how 
many percent of the total time nodes spend with each other in 
MCTs and mutual ICTs. 

 
Fig.15 Graphical view of the MCT and mutual ICT durations 

In the Fig.16 we can see the graphical representation of 
CCTs and close ICTs durations that were measured in this 
simulation scenario. 

 
Fig.16 Graphical view of the CCTs and close ICTs durations 

Because of the random initial deployment of the nodes and 
their random movement in the models, these results could not 
be measured statistically. However if we want to understand 
the behavior of nodes in some kind of specific scenario, as we 
did in our example, these results may help to understand how 
the nodes behaved and with who they were in the contact 
during the simulation. 

In our case, we can say, for example that node 1 and node 2 
were in MCT for 1701 seconds from total 3600 seconds. 
52,97% of those MCTs was CCT. They were in contact 9 
times and time, during which they weren’t in the MCT, was 
1899 seconds. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We managed to create a mobility model based on social 

behavior which is, in this case, the formation of social groups 

in which the nodes decides whether they remain in the group 
and travels in it around the topology, or leave it and continue 
in its own movement. The Random Walk Mobility model 
(RWM) was created to serve as a basis for the designed model 
with social behavior. Designed model was called Social 
Mobility Model, abbreviated SMM and it is actually enhanced 
RWM model.  

Statistical results that we obtained using MATLAB 
simulations show that the proposed SMM model outperformed 
RWM model in all sizes of topology and also in all 
deployments of the nodes. Nodes were moving around the 
topology in large social groups and thus they maintain greater 
percentage of contacts than in the RWM model. Besides 
statistical results we can observe in the simulations behavior 
and movement of the nodes more precisely, because in every 
simulation we are also collecting information about durations 
of the contacts between nodes, frequency of their meetings and 
also the duration of their inter-contacts. These results could 
not be statistically observed, since none of the simulations 
could be exactly repeated several times, because nodes will 
still be differently placed and they will always have random 
motion, when they will travel by themselves. Therefore, 
statistical results of these measurements would not have 
redeemable values. 

We propose to continue in the research and improvements 
of this mobility model, since has the great potential and it is 
extremely necessary for the testing of MANET routing 
protocols in the most effective way, as possible. One of the 
improvements that could be done on this model is to adjust the 
placement of the nodes in order to remember their initial 
positions. Also nice idea is that once given the simulation 
carry out, the next simulations would then be based on the 
results of the first simulation. Social behavior of the nodes 
could then be affected by the history of their pervious 
contacts. Furthermore, create some obstacles in the topology, 
or even create some environment that mimics real world in 
order to make simulation more complicated for movement of 
the nodes. Also, in the real world is really rare symmetrical 
friendship. The fact that someone is our very close friend does 
not mean that we are also his. Therefore, it would be well to 
devote closer to the asymmetric relationships between 
individuals and also it would be interesting to see how the 
designed model would stand in compare to the real-trace 
models. 
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Abstract—The goal of this paper is to give an overview of
current research in the field of projectional source code editing
with regards to types of source code projections and existing
projectional code editors. We present motives behind projectional
source code editing and describe established types of source code
projections based on reviewed research conducted in the recent
years. We also overview some projectional editors that resulted
from this research. Possible directions for future research are
given at the end of the paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs) present main toolset of a programmer. They contain
code editors and browsers, build automation tools, and
debuggers that together aim for supporting all phases of the
software life cycle and for higher productivity of developers.

Of all the tasks developers perform during software devel-
opment and maintenance, program comprehension tends to be
the most dominant one [1], [2]. Program comprehension is
a process in which a programmer analyzes the source code
and uses extracted knowledge to create a mental model of
the system’s behavior. In other words, it is a mapping of
the solution domain to the problem domain. Although IDEs
are equipped with tools that bring some automation to this
cognitive process (e.g., inspectors, refactoring support), it still
involves considerable amount of manual work. One of the
problems that programmers must deal with during this process
is the static structure of the source code.

Current approaches to the separation of concerns like pro-
cedures, object–oriented or aspect–oriented designs operate
at the source code level [3]. When a programmer chooses
some object-oriented design pattern or creates an aspect of
a crosscutting concern, he or she is tying this decision to
the base structure of the program. However, as argued in
[4], structure of the source code that is considered as good
by one programmer may be considered as bad one by the
other. Even when considering only the author of the code,
evolving experiences or system requirements may change their
opinion on what is the best structure for dealing with a
particular problem [5]. And new programmer must adapt to the
chosen code design and to the mental model of the previous
one. Thus, commonly used techniques of concern separation
are insufficient to overcome the limitations that static code
structure poses on the system decomposition [6].

As proposed in [7], an alternative approach to direct source
code editing can be a manipulation of a base system def-
inition through projections – a projectional editing. These
projections should provide multiple, dynamically build views
of the system according to the programmer’s current needs,
while maintaining the single underlying definition of the
implemented system. In this paper we give an overview of
existing types of projections as well as of source code editors
that utilize such projections.

II. TYPES OF PROJECTIONS

On the basis of reviewed research in the field of projectional
source-code editing we can identify the following two (though
overlapping) types of projections:

• IDE-based projections that alter presentation form of the
language to meet a specific demand, and

• Concern-oriented projections that create view of the
source code based on the concerns it contains.

In this section we describe these types of projections.

A. IDE-based Projections

The larger and more general group of projections falls under
the IDE-based type. It is based on the concept of multiple
representations of the system with a single underlying base
structure [7]. Typically, the base structure is the source code.

Modern IDE works with a language on three levels [4],
namely (i) notation or concrete syntax that is used for seri-
alization, (ii) model that represents the parsed abstract syntax
tree (AST), and (iii) view that shows presentation syntax to
the programmer. The main purpose for creating an AST by
parsing the source code in IDE is to create a representation of
the system that can be used for operations like code completion
or refactoring [7]. Manual changes of the source code trigger
re-parsing of the AST and any changes made directly to
AST through various IDE operations are mapped back to
the concrete syntax. The content of the editor can thus be
considered to be a projection of the AST.

The AST can be utilized further to create well-known
projections like tree of classes and methods in the current
file, list of all usages of a given program element, and others.
However, these projections are often not directly modifiable
– they update only in reaction to changes to the source code.
In the section III we present some of the existing tools that
add projectional features to the IDE editors and thus create
editable projections.
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Fig. 1. Difference between parser-based (top) and AST-based editors [8]

It should be noted that there is one highly discussed (e.g., in
[8], [9], [10], [11]) group of editable projections. Their basic
idea is that instead of using textual editor where programmer
types in a sequence of characters that then needs to be parsed
to build an AST, they allow programmer to directly edit the
AST (see Fig. 1). In order to achieve this, a projection is used
to create a user-editable representation of the AST.

An advantage of such approach is the elimination of the
whole parsing phase. Basically, a programmer directly creates
an AST by selecting required language concept and filling in
the variable parts. Consequently, there is no place for semantic
ambiguity that often poses a problem for design of a language
that needs to be parsable [8], [12].

Another benefit lies in the advanced ability to compose
multiple different languages and/or forms of program repre-
sentation (e.g., text, tables, diagrams) into one view. This idea
was promoted with intentional programming [9], [10] which
advocated separation of concerns through generative program-
ming and use of Language Workbenches – described in [13]
as tools with support for language-oriented programming.

The nature of AST-based editor, however, poses a number
of usability drawbacks to its users. These drawbacks are
discussed to great detail in [8], where three general categories
of issues are identified: (i) efficient textual code entering (how
to support non-linear typing?), (ii) code selection and modifi-
cation (how to introduce cross-tree parentheses in enforced tree
structure?), and (iii) infrastructure integration (how to integrate
with Version Control System tools that do not work well
with serialized AST?) They evaluate mitigation techniques
of these issues used by JetBrains MPS1 – the state-of-the-art
projectional IDE – to which we will get back in section III-C.

B. Concern-oriented Projections

Concern-oriented source code projections tackle the projec-
tion idea from a different perspective. They do not necessarily
try to change presentation syntax of a language, but, as
defined in [4], [5], are rather interested in providing multiple
presentations of the source code of a particular system. Or, in
other words, they give multiple dynamic structures to existing
code base [5]. The ultimate goal of these projections is to show
concerns (intentions) of a system that are scattered throughout
the base structure in a more coherent way and consequently
help the programmer to comprehend the source code. This is
captured in Fig. 2.

Concern-oriented projections are typically, too, incorporated
into IDEs, but have very specific function related to software
concerns. In order for them to work, there must be some way
of extracting concerns from the system for their subsequent use
in projection building. There have been developed techniques
for automated program analysis (e.g, reverse engineering) and

1http://jetbrains.com/mps

software system
source code

source code
projections

programmers
in different
situations

concern
A

concern
B

concern
C

Fig. 2. The concept of the concern-oriented projections [4]

for feature location. However, reverse engineering usually
struggles with providing higher-level views as many concerns
are lost during the transformation [4]. As for feature location,
detailed survey of existing techniques and tools is presented
in [14]. Authors of the survey state that it remains an open
question to what extent these techniques make developers
more productive.

Some of the tools for feature location presented in the
survey have projectional capabilities, but available projections,
yet again, do not allow direct modification of the underlying
code. They are useful only either for investigation of scattered
concerns or for storing the mappings between found concerns
and source code (but, interestingly, never for both). To give an
example, Feature Exploration and Analysis Tool [15] allows
a programmer to navigate over extracted model of a Java
program – so called Concern Graph – and to build up subset
of the model according to required concern. Another tool is
ConcernMapper [16]. This one is similar to tree view projec-
tion of classes and methods as it shows tree-like representation
of the concerns. Both these tools are implemented as plugins
for Eclipse IDE2.

On the other side, in [4] authors promote explicit recording
of concerns in the form of embedded metadata, e.g., source
code annotations, structured comments or code conventions.
Their projectional code editor that utilizes such metadata is
presented in III-B.

III. PROJECTIONAL CODE EDITORS

In this section, we present an overview of some existing
code editors that have projectional capabilities. We focus on
their basic functionality and report results of the studies that
were conducted with goal to evaluate their contribution.

A. Code Bubbles

Code bubbles (CB) is an user interface extension for the
Eclipse IDE based on collections of editable code fragments
– “bubbles”. It was introduced in [17] and further extended
in [18]. Each bubble represents a fully editable view of a
method or collection of class member variables that can be
arranged with other bubbles to form working sets on a large,
pannable 2D virtual space. This way it aims to overcome the
file-based nature of contemporary IDEs where programmers
spend considerable amount of time navigating the code. Fur-
thermore, customized views should help developers to more
quickly understand the code. Created working sets can be
saved for later use or shared with other developers.

2http://eclipse.org
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Fig. 3. Three methods opened in the Code bubbles interface

A fragment of the CB interface is shown in Fig. 3. It shows
three methods opened in bubbles. The method on the left
was opened first through a pop-up search box and the rest
were opened through Go to implementation action. An arrow
connects the line with a call to a method with the new bubble.
The header of each bubble shows the name of the contained
method. The views of related methods that can be explored
through reference links and arranged by users fits our notion
of concern-oriented code projections.

Qualitative evaluations of the proposed editor from [17]
and [18] revealed a great amount of enthusiasm from the
participating programmers. Participants positively reacted to
the ability to see many function concurrently, to freely organiz-
able working sets, integrated debugging capabilities or session
management. However, they felt that plain files are still more
useful in early stages of development. With the quantitative
study in [17], authors focused on code understanding by
comparing task completion time and success rate of developers
working with CB to those using standard Eclipse editor (EE).
They discovered that one task was completed significantly
faster and with higher success rate by users of CB, while the
other one has no significant difference between CB and EE
users. Second quantitative study in [18] was focused on CB
interface efficiency. Results showed that CB interface could
show more functions simultaneously than EE. Yet, there were
some cases when EE required less UI operations than CB.

One of the biggest limitation of the presented studies was
their short time span, ranging from 45 to 90 minutes. Authors’
suggestions for future work include extending CB interface to
other areas of the IDE and more usage evaluations.

B. Sieve Source Code Editor

Sieve Source Code Editor (SSCE) is a concern-oriented
source code projections tool implemented as an extension
of the NetBeans IDE3. It was presented in [4]. It promotes
explicit expression of concerns in a structured form directly
in the source code as a form of metadata. Version of the
SSCE tool presented in [4] used structured comments that
started with SsceIntent keyword in the role of metadata
capturing. Newer version provides an API for inclusion of
multiple formats of concern capturing and comes with built-in
support for annotation-based concern identification.

Construction of annotation-based projection with the SSCE
tool is displayed in Fig. 4. The user interface consists of
two main components: the table of available annotations and

3http://netbeans.org

projection composition
from available annotations

resulting projection of
annotated code fragments

Fig. 4. Projection composition in the Sieve Source Code Editor

the code editor that displays constructed projections. In the
table the user can select annotations that will be used to
build the projection according to the concern(s) of interest.
After confirming the selection with Sieve button, the resulting
projection is displayed in the code editor. The content of a
projection consists of program elements that were annotated
with selected annotations, even if they occur in multiple files.

An experiment evaluating code comprehension with SSCE
projections was presented in [4]. Experiment consisted of
fixing a bug and extending functionality in unfamiliar code
base (with pre-embedded concern annotations) by a group
of 40 students. These tasks were designed to be a matter of
program comprehension and not of algorithmic character. In
general, results of the experiment showed positive feedback
for projections, mainly with regard to navigation around the
code. However, building of a program with concern-related
metadata encoded to the comments was outside of experiment
scope, mainly for restricted time frame. Therefore, the full cost
of creating such projections is not reflected in the results.

C. JetBrains MPS

A prominent position among AST-based projectional editors
is taken by JetBrains’ Meta Programming System, or MPS for
short. It represents a universal platform for designing domain-
specific languages, their supporting tools and environments
(thus the term language workbench), with focus on Language
Oriented Programming that aims to “allow programmers to
define languages as easily as they can write programs” [11].
Actual programs will be then written as a composition of
custom DSLs, each suitable for different part of a program.

We have already described three levels at which IDEs work
with language in section II-A. Similarly, MPS also works
on three language levels that are described in [11], namely
structure, editor, and semantic languages. Structure language
defines abstract syntax of the language – supported concepts
of the language and their possible arrangement. Editor defines
concrete syntax along with means for its rendering and editing.
And finally, semantic language defines how the language
should be interpreted or transformed into executable form.

An example of custom DSL in MPS editor with view on
AST behind the projection of selected code is shown in Fig. 5.

We already discussed issues that are typically associated
with AST-based projectional editors in section II-A. According
to [8], MPS tries to mitigate these issues with mixed success.
For example, required manual disambiguation of entered code
(in cases when multiple language constructs are matching the
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Fig. 5. Code editor and view of the AST in the JetBrains MPS

input) is resolved by code completion or context constrains.
But only valid subtrees can be selected and integration with
external text-based tools is complicated and rather impractical.
However, results of the case study also presented in [8] shows
that experienced programmers find MPS overall efficient for
every-day work after the initial phase of getting used to it.

D. Registration-based Abstractions Editor

With the goal to help programmers better understand the
code, an editor supporting registration-based language ab-
stractions was introduced in [19]. Authors use the term regis-
tration to mean work needed to be done in order to understand
part of a program. They argue that the common way in which
innovations are introduced into the programming languages
makes them tyrannical, mainly because programmers must
understand them and all supporting tools must be updated.

The proposed registration-based abstractions (RBA) code
editor is able to change presentation syntax of code fragments
and thus add new language abstractions. As this is done
only on the presentation level of the language, no changes
in supporting tools are needed and programmers may choose
which abstractions they want to use. From our perspective,
RBA editor fits the concept of an IDE-based projection.

In a quantitative study presented in [20] authors observed
understandability of selected RBAs by considering how often
study participants needed to reveal source code behind them.
They found out that majority of participants were able to
understand the RBAs after seeing them less than five times.
However, it is not clear how significant is such a result,
as it basically states that participants were able to learn
new language concepts. Another observation was the lack of
significant difference between the rate at which participants
revealed RBAs before and after a break between study tasks.
Authors were unable to give conclusive reason behind this
observation, given the overall short duration of the study.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Each code editor presented in the previous section has a
different use of the projection idea. Helping with the program
comprehension can be considered the most unifying aspect,
with possible exception of MPS that is, after all, more focused
on providing tailored notation for the system. But all of
them provide valuable insight into the possibilities projectional
editing can enable. However, the overview also brings forward
some areas that require further research.

In our next work we want to expand on the idea of concern-
oriented projections with connection to the development envi-
ronments that could take advantage of such projections. As we
have seen in the case of Code bubbles and SSCE, they work

on the level of whole methods or list of member variables, but
that do not necessarily match the level at which concerns are
distributed throughout the code. Therefore we plan to explore
how concerns detected in the system could be presented to
the developers in the most faithful form that would provide
multiple editable concern-based views on the source code of a
system. We also want to take a look at ways in which concern-
oriented projections could be used to create views composed
of multiple languages. The presented editors do not deal with
this case although it could help to convey concerns in many
software systems that use such composition.
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Abstract—Because of the ascent of use of virtual
frameworks, ticket frameworks have become somewhat
renowned. Addressing the issue tickets to proper individual
or unit in the support group has discriminating significance
with a specific end goal to give enhanced end client
fulfillment while guaranteeing better allocation of support
recourses. The task of ticketing to is still physically
performed. Particularly everywhere associations, the
manual task is not pertinent sufficiently. Numerous decision
frameworks which give the client to pick the related
classifications or unit inside characterized classes may
appear like better, however the frameworks are not helpful
in light of those clients, particularly new clients who have
never utilized the framework previously, typically have no
clue about the related classification or office. Additionally
clients would prefer not to fill long ticket structures which
are expected to distinguish the issue. In this framework, bag
of word methodology, machine learning systems and
different calculations which demonstrated execution in
content handling are utilized. The suggested technique gives
amazing client bolster and helps end-client fulfillment. It
diminishes manual endeavors and human slips while
guaranteeing high administration levels and enhanced end-
client fulfillment.

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of algorithms are used in online ticket support
systems. These include the Decision Trees (DT),
Generalized Linear Models (GLM), Naive Bayes, SVM,
A-priori, k-Means, Non-negative Matrix Factorization,
and others [4]. Of uttermost importance to us is the SVM
algorithm. This mainly is a Support Vector Machine,
which is a classification method in a Supervised Machine
Learning approach. This algorithm used for text
classification, regressions (binary and multi-class
problem),  anomalies detection (one class problem). Some
other applications might be nested data problems e.g.
transaction data or gene expression data analysis and
pattern recognition. Distinct versions of SVM use
different kernel functions to handle different types of data
sets. Linear and Gaussian (nonlinear) kernels are
supported, as well. SVM classification attempts to
separate the target classes with the widest possible
margin. SVM recession attempts to discover an endless
function such that the maximum number of data points lie
within an epsilon-wide tube round it.

II. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

SVM algorithm concentrate just on points that are the
most hard to distinguish one from the other, while other
algorithms pay consideration on all points. The instinct
behind the SVM methodology is that the classifier is great
at the most difficult correlations, and afterward the
classifier will stunningly better at the simple examinations.
Perceptrons are built by taking one point at once and
changing the isolating line likewise. When the majority of
the focuses are divided, the perceptron calculation stops.
However it could stop anyplace. There are a number of
diverse isolating lines that separate the data. The
perceptron's stopping criteria is basic: "separate the focuses
and quit enhancing the line when you get 100% division".
The perceptron is not expressly advised to discover the
best differentiating line. Logistic relapse and linear
discriminant models are assembled likewise to
Perceptrons. The best isolating line amplifies the separation
between the focuses nearest to one another. It's not
important to take a glimpse at all of the focuses to do this.
Truth be told, consolidating feedback from focuses that
are far away can knock the line a little bit far [1]. SVM is
built on the standard of structural risk minimization. In
direct order, SVM makes a hyper plane that differentiates
the information into two sets with the most extreme edge. A
hyper plane with the greatest edge has the separations
from the hyper plane to focuses when the two sides are
equivalent. Scientifically, SVMs take in the sign capacity f
(x) = |wx + b|, where w is a weighted vector in Rn. SVM
find the hyper plane y = wx + b by differentiating the space
Rn into two half-spaces with the greatest edge. Straight
SVM can be summed up for non-direct issues. To do as
such, the information is mapped into an alternate space H
and we perform the straight SVM calculation over this new
space. SVM has been effectively utilized on TC (text
categorization) and they inferred preferable results over
other Machine Learning procedures, for example, Naïve
Bayes, Decision Trees, and KNN with reference to
precision[2].

III. UTILIZATIONS

SVM has been utilized inside the Network frameworks
to keep away from any interlopers into the system
information who anticipate possibly to damage it. We
complete different exercises like internet shopping, bill
installment, film ticket reservation, air ticket reservation,
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structure filling for examinations etc. While completing
exercises specified above we impart imperative resources
so we require some security mechanisms for shielding our
valuable resources from harm brought on by interlopers.
For shielding and keeping our advantages from
meddlesome assaults, Intrusion Detection System is
actualized to identify the meddling conduct in the system
[1]. Interruption discovery framework is grouped
predominantly as host based interruption identification
framework which breaks down movement of one single
host in the system and system based interruption
recognition framework which investigates exercises
performed on the system. Method to recognize interruption
in the system is sorted as abuse location and irregularity
discovery. Abuse identification performs match of current
exercises with the assault marks put away and if match
happens, assault is recognized. In irregularity identification
if any deviation is found is every day profile of client
movement, framework is under assault and alert is
activated. This is basically actualized utilizing the SVM
calculation.

SVM is likewise utilized as a part of text categorization
(TC) issues. TC, otherwise called text classification, is the
undertaking of consequently sorting an arrangement of
reports into classifications (or classes, or subjects) from a
predefined set. Such undertaking is identified with IR and
ML groups. Computerized text classification instruments
are appealing since they free associations from the need of
manual arrangement of documentations, which can be
excessively costly, or essentially not achievable given the
imperatives of the application or the quantity of reports
included. TC includes numerous applications, for example,
mechanized indexing of experimental articles as per
predefined thesauri of specialized terms, recording licenses
into patent registries, particular spread of data to data
purchasers, computerized populace of various leveled lists
of web assets, spam sifting, ID of record type, creation
attribution, review coding and even robotized paper
reviewing.

Joining example based and machine learning routines
aides identify definitions for e-learning purposes which
predominantly help make an enhanced e-learning stage.
This is mostly done by recognizing the punctuation and
afterward doing separating utilizing machine learning
strategies. This helps learners to discover definitions in
different fields effectively and quicker. Machine adapting
additionally finds wide application in Intelligent Adaptive
E-Learning Systems [2]. This basically goes for
accomplishing learner's movement arrangement by
essentially presenting new sorts of adjustment in e-learning
frameworks, spanning the regular hole in the middle of
substance and correspondence offices. Here, we approach
this point utilizing movement mining and grouping.

Machine Learning is likewise connected in Information
Mining as a method for improving e-Learning frameworks
and courses of action. It upholds methodical adapting and
useful realizing, which can adequately control clients
through deliberate searching and request. With this
capacity, it lives up to expectations a greater number of as
an element inquiring about apparatus than static learning
material. Then again, the SVM supports productive
learning. In spite of the fact that the usefulness of a subject
guide is predictable and deliberate, it is additionally
achievable for undertaking based learning. From the
valuable perspective, learners need assets from different
hotspots with the end goal of autonomous examination. The

instrument can suffice the investigation of different
learning styles, inclinations of premiums, and expert
capacities [3]. All the more significantly, this direction is
not given by educators working in the classrooms, yet by a
self-governing framework which is backed by an expert
group with a wide cluster of assets. It transforms learning
into data guided element. In this manner, this material
helps clients to "find" new learning by exhibiting express
and verifiable information so they find themselves able to
see thoughts and ideas that are generally surprising. This
procedure matches the essential standards of constructivist
learning. Machine Learning can include a mixture of best
calculations to draw course proposals frameworks. It
additionally guarantees a methodology focused around feed
forward neural systems to gather the learning styles of
understudies consequently. The preference of this
methodology is twofold. Initially, a programmed
component for style distinction encourages the get-together
of data about learning inclination, making it intangible to
understudies. Second, the proposed calculation utilizes the
late history of framework utilization so frameworks
utilizing this methodology can perceive changes in
learning styles or some of their measurements about
whether [9].

IV. CONCLUSION

SVM approach has additionally been actualized in the
saving money segment predominantly in assessment of
credit[5]. The structure of SVM has numerous reckoning
favorable circumstances, for example, exceptional direction
at a finite sample and irrelevance between complexity of
algorithm and the sample dimensions. A genuine
MasterCard information experiment demonstrates that SVM
technique has extraordinary appraisal capacity. Contrasted
with  the technique that is right now utilized by a
noteworthy Chinese bank, the SVM system has an
incredible potential prevalence in foreseeing accuracy.

The fundamental favorable circumstances of SVM can
be summarized as:

1. SVM is utilized as a part of the circumstance of
limited example information. It intends to get the
ideal arrangement in view of the present data as
opposed to the ideal worth when the quantity of
test has a tendency to be interminable.

2. The calculation is at last changed into the
advancement of quadratic project. Hypothetically,
it will get a worldwide advancement esteem,
which takes care of the unavoidable neighborhood
improvement issue while utilizing neural
systems.

3. The algorithm performs a nonlinear mapping from
the first information space into some high
measurement gimmick space, in which it builds a
direct discriminant capacity to supplant the
nonlinear capacities in the first information
space. This extraordinary character guarantees
that SVM has great speculation capacity.

All these different ways are supported by ticketing
systems. It’s thus evident that SVM is the best algorithm to
be used in ticketing and other applications as compared to
other approaches such as the Naïve Bayes. It offers
greatest accuracy as compared to others.
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Abstract—This paper presents a summary of the authors’
recent research work in the area of joint design of spectrum
sensing and sharing mechanisms for dynamic spectrum access in
the cognitive radio networks. A brief overview of the state-of-
the-art literature showing the importance and topicality of the
selected topic is provided. The major authors’ contributions are
presented and supported by the list of his recent publications.

Keywords—Spectrum sensing, spectrum trading, dynamic spec-
trum access.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increased demand for spectrum usage in the recent
years poses high requirements on the efficiency of spectrum
utilization. Recent studies [1] show that licensed part of the
spectrum is usually not fully utilized by the primary (licensed)
users (PUs). One way of increasing the efficiency of spectrum
utilization is to allow secondary (unlicensed) users (SUs) to
access spectrum holes (i.e. unused parts of the licensed parts
of the spectrum), while avoiding to cause interference to the
PUs. This is the main idea of dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
[2]. The key technology, which seems to be a promising
candidate for an underlying platform of the next generation
of wireless networks based on DSA is cognitive radio1 (CR)
[3]. One of the main challenges in DSA is to find an optimal
trade-off between spectrum exploration (i.e. spectrum sensing)
and spectrum exploitation (i.e. spectrum sharing). Moreover,
joint design of the mechanisms for DSA, which take this
trade-off into the account is necessary in order to enable the
implementation of DSA in the practical applications.

This paper presents a short summary of the authors’ research
work in the area of spectrum management in cognitive radio
networks. A brief overview of the state-of-the-art publications
in this area is provided in II followed by the long-term research
tasks to be solved within the authors’ PhD. thesis in III.
Selection of the most important accomplished tasks and major
results from the previous year of the authors PhD. studies is
presented in IV. Paper is concluded with the proposed tasks
to be accomplished in the short- and mid-term horizon in V.

1Cognitive radio is defined in [3] as: ,,Cognitive radio is an intelligent
wireless communication system that is aware of its ambient environment.
A cognitive radio transmitter will learn from the environment and adapt its
internal states to statistical variations in the existing RF stimuli by adjusting
the transmission parameters (e.g., frequency band, modulation mode, and
transmission power) in real-time and on-line manner.”

II. INITIAL STATUS

The major restriction posed on the secondary spectrum
access in DSA consists in the fact that the transmission of
SUs does not cause any measurable interference to the PU
[2]. Therefore, it is necessary for SUs to have timely and
accurate information about the available spectrum holes. The
most prevailing method for the identification of the spectrum
holes is spectrum sensing, which can be used in the shared use
model of DSA [1]. In spectrum sensing, SU analyzes its radio
environment, creates a test statistics from the received signal
and based on this statistics, decides between two hypotheses:
PU transmitting or PU idle. The most discussed methods for
signal detection in spectrum sensing are energy-based detec-
tion [4], cyclostationary detection [5] and most recently also
subspace-based detection [6], [7], which with its blind (i.e. no
a priori information about the PU signal are required) nature
provides outstanding signal detection performance in various
scenarios. Sensing results can be significantly improved by
exploiting the spatial diversity of several SUs and making the
final sensing decision based on the local sensing results. This
is referred to as cooperative spectrum sensing [8].

Another main challenge in the area of DSA is the design
of the spectrum trading mechanisms. Spectrum trading can
be referred to as a process of leasing or selling unoccupied
spectrum resources of the PU to the SU [9] and it can serve
as a motivation for PUs to share unused parts of their spectrum
with SUs.

Several spectrum trading mechanisms for the dynamic ex-
clusive use model of DSA [1] have been proposed in the
literature [10], [11]. In the dynamics exclusive use model of
DSA, the SUs have information about the channel occupancy
directly from the PUs, therefore spectrum sensing is not
necessary and spectrum trading algorithms do not address the
problem of risk caused by incorrect identification of spectrum
holes. On the other hand, shared model of DSA is exposed
to the performance degradation due to the imperfect spectrum
sensing, resulting in the occurrence of risk in the spectrum
auction process. Here, the term risk can be conceived as
uncertainty in achievable channel capacity (or transmission
rate) of the SUs due to the possible interference with PU(s).
Thus, with the increased level of risk, the SU decision re-
garding the valuation of the channel is reduced. In spite of
the high importance of this critical issue, by the authors best
knowledge, there are only a few papers dealing with risk-aware
spectrum trading and joint design of spectrum sensing and
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spectrum trading mechanisms [12], [13].

III. PROPOSED LONG-TERM RESEARCH GOALS

Motivated by the indubitable importance of the topic of joint
design of spectrum sensing and trading mechanisms on one
hand, and relative lack of works published in this area on the
other hand, the author proposes the following long-term goals
for his post-graduate research:

• Design of an agent-based model of spectrum sharing in
the CR network working under the dynamic exclusive use
and shared use model od DSA

• Implementation of the methods of auction-based spec-
trum trading on the designed agent-based model of CRN

• Design and implementation of the algorithms for cooper-
ative spectrum sensing with the focus on maximal sensing
performance and minimal computational costs.

• Analysis of the impact of imperfect spectrum sensing
on the proposed mechanisms of spectrum sharing and
spectrum trading.

• Design of methods for the elimination of risk connected
with spectrum trading caused by imperfect spectrum
sensing for the purpose of optimization of the spectrum
trading process.

IV. SOLVED TASKS

In order to follow the proposed research goals, the author
focused in his research during the foregone year mainly on
two areas:

• Analysis of market saturation in the secondary spectrum
sharing based on spectrum trading,

• Impact of spectrum sensing imperfections on the spec-
trum trading performance.

The research in these two areas resulted in two published paper
[14], [15] and two papers, which are still under review [16],
[17].

In [14], the author provided and extensive overview of the
state-of-the-art in the area of spectrum trading in dynamic
spectrum access.

In [16], a resemblance of the strategies of the primary
users is analyzed in the secondary spectrum market with
various load (number of secondary users). In the scenario
under investigation, primary users compete between each other
with the goal of selling as much spectrum resources to the
secondary users as possible in order to maximize their revenue.
It was shown that when the system is under/overutilized, the
price competition and demand sensitivity as a major economic
impact do not play a key role in the decision process of the
SUs. Instead, the physical location of the SUs in the range of
the PUs is of greater importance. Thus the resulting prices for
the spectrum portions are uncorrelated in under/overutilized
network. In contrary, if the network utilization is between
50-85%, the economic principles start to apply and strictly
determine the market behaviour. Within that network utiliza-
tion range, the price sensitivity of the SUs causes successful
connections to the non-closest PUs, suppressing the effect of
distance as the major physical factor considered in this paper.
This research was made with the cooperation with the team
from the Department of Finance at the Faculty of Economy,
TUKE.

In [15] an agent-based model for spectrum trading in the
shared use model of dynamic spectrum access is proposed.

Spectrum trading is employed using the single-unit sealed
bid first-price auction, which takes into the account risk due
to the imperfect spectrum sensing. Bidding strategies of the
bidder are controlled by the reinforcement learning algorithm.
We consider cooperative energy-based spectrum sensing as a
spectrum sensing mechanism. Two different decision fusion
strategies, which provide different levels of risk are discussed.
The results demonstrate that in risky environment, total rev-
enue and total payoff of the auctioneer and bidder respectively
is higher, than in the case of system with lower level of risk.
On the other hand, normalized revenue and payoff per a single
auction round is higher in the case with lower level of risk.
Moreover, the results have shown that the optimum sensing
time for maximizing revenue and payoff is different.

The spectrum sharing model proposed in [15] is extended
in [17]. The main extension in this paper is application of
multichannel auction and addition of majority rule decision
fusion mechanism for cooperative spectrum sensing. The main
result of this paper is that in risky environment, total revenue
and total payoff of the auctioneer and bidder respectively is
lower, than in the case of system with lower level of risk.
However, this result is limited only to the scenario described
in the paper and it would be too courageous to make any
general conclusions from the results presented there.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH

Author is currently undertaking research mobility at the
Victoria University of Wellington, where he focuses in his
research on the eigenvalue-based spectrum sensing. His goal
for this 10 months long research mobility is to work on
the analysis of the performance of eigenvalue-based detector
for blind signal detection for spectrum sensing and setting
of the optimal threshold based on the total probability of
sensing error. The results of this research will be later used
for the design of joint spectrum sensing and spectrum trading
mechanism.
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Abstract— Development of software or hardware system is 

multi-phase and long-term process where all requirements for the 

system must be taken into account. It is necessary to combine 

them with the functionality, safety and not least with the speed. 

Formal methods have been created to deal, respectively to 

facilitate the entire process. The paper describes the current state 

of the solved problems in the areas of formal methods and virtual 

reality. The main aim is to use formal methods to describe the 

virtual worlds. 

 

Keywords—formal methods, software development, virtual 

reality, virtual worlds.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, most information systems are very extensive, 

especially in terms of their functionality. The probability of 

errors is much greater because of increasing complexity of 

systems. Moreover, some of these errors can cause 

catastrophic consequences such as loss of money, time, or 

even lives. The main goal of software engineering is 

possibility to develop such systems that operate reliably in 

spite of their great complexity. One way of achieving this goal 

is the use of formal methods, which are based on mathematical 

foundations and they provide techniques and tools for the 

specification and verification of these systems. Their usage 

does not guarantee correctness but they can significantly 

enhance the understanding of the system so that they detect 

discrepancies, ambiguities and incompleteness that might be 

overlooked. 

Virtual reality has proved to be major new technology of 

last year with the arrival of high-resolution graphics, high-

speed computers and interactive user devices. The main 

advantage of virtual reality application is the possibility of 

creating and simulating of new technological devices before 

its implementation. This may contribute to increased safety 

and ergonomics and reducing economic aspects of newly 

designed devices. The virtual model of the proposed system 

can detect hidden bugs whose elimination at later stages of 

development could cause considerable difficulties. 

This paper surveys existing research areas. Section II 

mentions many areas where formal methods and virtual reality 

have found their application and it describes existing solutions 

built on the interaction of formal methods with virtual reality. 

Section III specifies the proposal of formal description of 

virtual worlds. 

II. EXISTING SOLUTIONS 

Formal methods and formal specification languages are 

based on a mathematical basis and provide a means to 

demonstrate that the specification of the system is feasible, 

complete, consistent and unambiguous. Even the most 

complex systems can be modelled using simple mathematical 

objects such as sets, relations and functions. 

So far, researchers have proposed a number of formal 

methods for computer systems development. Examples 

include Petri nets [1], VDM [2], Z notation [3], B method [4], 

Event B [5] and Perfect language [6]. One of the first areas 

where formal methods have found their application is the 

design of hardware. Their usage, either in the design control or 

simulation, contributed to their commercial availability. 

Currently, the formal methods are used in various fields [7] 

such as aerospace systems[7], rail systems [8], nuclear power 

plants, medical systems, the storage and usage of weapons, the 

design of microprocessors [9], ATM cards, virtual reality, 

computer games … 

Virtual reality is currently apply in almost all areas [10], 

whether it’s industry, science, research, medicine [11], 

education, film, games, military, sports [12] and many others. 

Systems: ICO (Interactive Cooperative Objects) [13], 

Geist3D [14] and APEX framework [15] use formalism - Petri 

nets, which is nowadays widespread. The main reason for its 

success is that it has a nice graphical representation and well-

defined semantics allowing the formal analysis. Petri nets are 

among the most useful languages to model systems containing 

concurrent processes. These are the reasons for which the 

options for integrating Petri nets to development process and 

design of virtual worlds have been reviewed (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 Systems using formalism Petri nets 
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Mentioned systems use CPN (Coloured Petri Nets) to 

describe different aspects of modelling and controlling of 

virtual scenes [16]. ICO formalism using Petri nets in the 

context of object-oriented approach. Graphics engine Geist3D 

is built on CPN combined with tree structure for scene 

description - Scene Trees (Geometry-driven Petri nets). APEX 

framework combines 3D application server OpenSimulator 

with tool CPN Tools. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

As it is necessary to formally describe the real world, so it is 

necessary to formally describe the virtual world. The 

formalisation of the system gives the option to user to operate 

with this system. A formal model allows examining even those 

things that may not be obvious at first glance for user. Because 

the procedure for creating a formal model of system can be 

shown only on some concrete example, the system for truck 

transport was chosen. 

In the first phase of software development, the most 

accurate system requirements must be obtained. In the next 

stage, the most important one, there is necessary to process 

these requirements by correct and appropriate way. The 

formalisation gives the possibility to user to deal with this 

system before its creation and thus detect and find some 

hidden bugs, respectively streamline the system design. 

Another advantage may be an increase the level of its usability 

in practice, or prediction of possible situations or states that 

would normally be found on the basis of user experience 

acquired over several years. 

A formal proposal of the system for truck transport is based 

on the distribution of its parts to dynamic (trucks) and static 

(roads, cities) parts. The static parts of the system are 

represented by a tree where vertices represent cities and edges 

represent roads. In the result, it is possible to detect an 

overload of some nodes (cities) or find those that provide new 

options to user through such an examination of provided data. 

Each building element (city, road, truck) has specific 

parameters. The functionality of the entire system depends on 

these parameters. 

The visual output (Fig. 2) of the proposal (through 

simulation) helps to users to better imagine the functionality of 

the created system. The usage of virtual reality has very good 

potential to describe and illustrate the dynamic parts of the 

system to the user. In order for the resulting visualization was 

good, it is necessary to correctly describe the system (via 

formalisms). 

 
Fig. 2 Visualisation of system 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

Future work includes continuous development of the 

proposed solution, the improvement of formal description 

used in the design and experimental verification of this 

proposal on the real system.  
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Abstract—In this paper we present a current state of our 

research in the area of intelligent control and modeling of 

complex systems. We focus on recent progress in solving this 

research task with a proposal for a novel approach to system 

modeling using modified Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) which we 

refer to as the Three-Term Relation Neuro-Fuzzy Cognitive 

Maps (TTR NFCM). With regard to this novel method we 

describe the need for a new multi-purpose FCM library and 

introduce its proposal. In the last section of the paper we outline 

our plans for further work which will be based on application of 

given method to modeling and control of selected complex 

systems, in our case the small turbojet engine (STJE) model 

ISTC-21V and TJ-100. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of our research as stated by the title of 

my future PhD thesis is the “Utilization of means of 

computational intelligence in situational control of complex 

systems”. We have chosen the FCM as the selected intelligent 

method because of its universal properties which suitably 

combine the approximation capabilities of neural networks 

and readability of rule-based fuzzy systems. The STJE was 

chosen as the object of control because of its complex 

nonlinear internal structure and characteristics. 

II. INITIAL STATE OF RESEARCH 

As a starting point for research in the recent year we used 

the FCM survey [1] and our own overview manuscript [2]. We 

based our further work on fundamental assumptions as stated 

in introductory article [3]. We used monograph [4] to acquire 

knowledge about state-of-the-art methods used for control, 

modeling and diagnostics of small turbojet engines. 

III. CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH 

As stated in [3], the basic conception of FCM has several 

drawbacks which restrain its capability to model dynamic 

nonlinear relations within complex systems. Therefore our 

initial goal was to deal with these shortcomings. 

A. Three-Term Relation Neuro-Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 

In [5] we proposed a new TTR NFCM methodology, which 

enhances the conventional FCM by adding two new features. 

The first one solves the problem of relation dynamics by 

inclusion of trends in the concept update formula using the 

Three-Term Relations (TTR – see Fig. 1), which are inspired 

by control engineering methods, namely the PID controllers. 

 

Fig. 1. Three-term relation between concepts Ci and Cj with proportional 

component Pi , moving average component Vi and derivative component Di . 

T is the size of the time window used to calculate the moving average [5]. 

The second main feature is the replacement of simple linear 

weights between concepts by nonlinear feed-forward neural 

networks or multilayer perceptrons (MLPs). The applicability 

of the feed-forward MLPs instead of conventional weights 

comes from the fact, that every single FCM can be unwrapped 

into several simple feed-forward cognitive maps (see Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Unwrapping of a simple FCM [5]. 

With an unwrapped FCM it is possible to replace all of the 

relations preceding a single concept with an MLP and 

transform the FCM into the hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy Cognitive 

Map (NFCM – see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Nonlinear relations between concepts using the MLPs [5]. 

B. Multi-Purpose Fuzzy Cognitive Maps Library 

In order to implement the presented method and to tackle 

the problems and deficiencies of existing programs and tools 

used for FCM modeling, we proposed a new general multi-

purpose library [6] (see Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4. A system diagram of the proposed FCM library[6]. 

We proposed the library with a goal of enabling fast and 

simple prototyping of system models. The library is also 

designed to supports various methods for relation expression 

(nonlinear, dynamic, neural, etc.) and to employ built in 

automatic learning mechanisms to adjust FCM parameters. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

In accordance to the objectives of my future PhD thesis [7], 

our next goal is to implement the library and use it to create a 

model and an automated control system for STJE [8]. 

A. Implementation of Multi-Purpose FCM Library 

After a careful consideration of several aspects related to 

the library implementation [6], we decided to develop it using 

the .NET framework, which is well integrated within modern 

versions of Windows OS. We aim to create a shared dynamic 

library (DLL), which can be incorporated into programs in 

various languages and environments. e.g. Python, Matlab, 

Simulink, WPF, etc. 

B. Modeling and Control of STJE with use of FCM 

The library will be used to create an experimental model 

of the ISTC-21V engine (see Fig. 5) and possibly also TJ-100 

engine using the proposed TTR NFCM method. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Small turbojet engine ISTC-21V [8]. 

After the method is successfully applied and evaluated for 

the purpose of system modeling, we will proceed with a design 

and implementation of an FCM controller for the ISTC-21V 

engine. Our goal is to simplify and outperform the existing 

control system (which consists of several different control 

algorithms) with a single unified approach. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application potential of artificial intelligence methods
as an extension of classical modelling and control approach for
robotic systems is the main subject of dissertation theses. This
paper’s topics describe new results and work already done in
fulfilling author’s dissertation theses, the continuous research
is presented in previous articles [1], [2]. The last year’s
research covers various partial tasks like the mathematical
modelling of more accurate simulation mobile robot model
with friction, a generation of various testing trajectories
together with their properties analysis. A space is also devoted
to dissertation main control structure with reference robot
along with the description of 3D environment for robotic
systems virtualization.

II. PREVIOUS ANALYSIS AND ACHIEVED RESULTS IN
RESEARCH FIELD

Research field of robotics systems has been subject of
author’s previous research under goals of project VEGA No.
1/0286/11 Dynamic Hybrid Architectures ot the Multiagent
Network Control Systems. During the robotic systems
analysis, a key models of further interest were identified -
the robotic arm and mobile robot with differential chassis as
representatives of stationary and mobile robotics.

The robotic arm OWI 535 model and its control using
USB interface was discussed in [1]. In terms of hardware and
programming, the experience gained during work with rather
different Laboratory Hydraulic model was applied.

Multiple kinematic and simple dynamic models of mobile
robots have been implemented in Simulink environment as a
library of robotic systems, which was the main focus of [2], the
library is still under development with respect to Technicom
project goals. Simulation models were verified in point and
posture control structures.

Artificial intelligence methods in modelling and control can
applied on a variety of robotic systems, the analysis conducted
in dissertation prospectus have revealed potential application
of neural models, especially in trajectory following control
tasks, that is reflected in future dissertation theses.

Part of the final solution will be the OpenGL based
environment programmed in C# language, designed for

visualization of robotic systems, especially for mobile robots.
First version of this simulator was already programmed, but it
still require further attention to increase it’s robustness.

The program outputs falling below dissertation theses,
are mainly carried out in simulation programming language
MATLAB/Simulink and in object programming language C#,
previous publications also support the KEGA 021TUKE-
4/2012 project.

III. SOLVED TASKS AND RESULTS

This article summarize the main results of various research
tasks realized in this study year.

A. Differential mobile robot with friction

A significant part of last year’s research [2] were devoted
to modelling of mobile robot with differential chassis. Within
a created simulation models library in Simulink environment,
that contains the kinematic models with wheel radius r and
distance between wheels b, based on

ẋ(t)
ẏ(t)
ϕ̇(t)

θ̇R(t)

θ̇L(t)

 =


r
2 cosϕ

r
2 cosϕ

r
2 sinϕ

r
2 sinϕ

r
2b − r

2b
1 0
0 1


[
ωR(t)
ωL(t)

]
, (1)

were implemented additional mobile robot parametric models
with more dynamic properties.

Since these robots will be used as a data source for neural
models training [3] as mentioned in previous article [2], to get
a data with better accuracy, an implementation of generalised
friction model [4] was subject of research.

Achieved results were presented at a conference with a
personal participation supported by the project VEGA in
article [5], which extended version were sent to Lambert
Academic Publishing for further publication.

B. Mobile robot reference trajectory generator

Mobile robot reference trajectory is usually defined as a set
of [xr, yr] position coordinates, that are sampled in reasonable
rate. An interval of these points for motion in plane can
be approximated as an arc or line, the reference trajectories,
commonly used for control algorithms verification are patterns
like 8-shape [6], because they contain dynamically changing
line/arc combinations.

A generator of various reference trajectories, that will
be used in further control experiments were designed as a
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part of simulation models library with an options to define
required pattern characteristics and scale, an example of
pattern generators are depicted on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Single trajectory generators - an example of created Simulink blocks.

The single trajectory generator summarize under one
Simulink block multiple patterns:

• point / straight line / sine wave
• involute of circle / Fermat spiral,
• circle / ellipse / superellipse - rounded rectangle,
• 8-shape - lemniscate of Gerono / Bernoulli,
• epitrochoid / hypertochoid / Lissajous curve and more.

The parametric definition of each trajectory used to program
generator ensure ability to modify the final shape by changing
parameters. Dynamic mask of Simulink block enables to plot
updated chosen trajectory after every change in parameters
even before simulation.

These reference trajectory patterns will be used for testing
of mobile robot classical and intelligent [3] control structures,
however they can find an application with robotic arms or ball
and plate model trajectory tasks.

C. Trajectory for mobile robot analysis

In terms of mobile robotics, the trajectory planning require
a significant attention and importance. Mobile robots with
dynamics have specific construction limits and therefore the
required trajectory has to be analysed in advance - the robot
must be able to realize defined trajectory.

Taking into account it’s maximum linear and angular
velocities together with sample rate, it is possible to calculate
approximate linear velocity vr(t) for changing position
coordinates [xr, yr] as

vr(t) = ±
√
ẋ2r(t) + ẏ2r(t), (2)

where ± defines direction of robot’s motion. The orientation
angle ϕr for each trajectory point can be obtained as

ϕr(t) = arctan2(ẏ2r(t), ẋ
2
r(t)) + kπ, (3)

and k = 0 or k = 1 defines the selected rotation direction. The
robot’s approximate angular velocity ωr(t) can be obtained
from derivation of (3) as

ωr(t) =
ẋ2r(t) · ÿ2r(t)− ẍ2r(t) · ẏ2r(t)

ẋ2r(t) + ẏ2r(t)
= vr(t) · κ(t) (4)

where κ(t) denotes the path curvature. For trajectories
generated from parametric definition applies that, with an
exception of straight line and circle, the euclidean distances
between two points are not equal - this is reflected in
lower linear velocity vr(t) with greater angular velocity ωr(t)
for larger curvature κ(t) and vice versa. These trajectory
properties should be also taken into account during neural
models training and experiments.

D. Trajectory tracking control for mobile robot
There are multiple approaches and control structures for

mobile robot trajectory tracking. As mentioned in previous
article [2], the control structure with a reference model, that
includes feed-forward and feedback control was chosen as
dissertation main control structure, depicted on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Mobile robot with friction as simulink block.

The control law q(t) is a combination of feed-forward part
qref (t), that can be obtained from defined reference trajectory
using (2), (4) and feedback part, that depends on position error
pe(t) = pref (t)− pc(t). The simple kinematic model, mobile
robot with dynamics and friction extended by internal PI
control loop or trained neural model can be used as reference
or controlled mobile robot.

IV. PROPOSAL FOR NEXT STEPS

In terms of mobile robot control, the priority is to include
methods of artificial intelligence [3] into classical control
structures, mainly to control structure with reference robot.
Another important step is to modify reference trajectory to
equidistant step, which will enable usage of additional control
structures and can provide interesting results in comparison
between classical and intelligent control approaches. At
the same time, another task is to enhance OpenGL based
environment for efficient visualisation of robotic systems.
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Abstract—At the beginning of malicious software research it is
necessary to acquire deeper knowledge in this field. Perhaps
unusually, this article does not deal with classification of malicious
software on viruses, trojan horses, worms, etc. I leave that
task to other researchers. The following text is centered around
various types of malware behaviour and propagation of malware
on infected systems. I provide a brief overview of research
made by several authors, who analysed malware samples in their
experiments. Based on a way the samples affected a host system,
they were divided into several categories. This article also sum-
marizes some of the problems associated with static and dynamic
malware analysis and virtual analytic environments. It briefly
describes techniques that are used for extraction of specific
malware behaviour and categories of typical actions performed
by malicious samples. Future plans for my work, based upon
results in malware behaviour analysis, are outlined at the end
of the article.

Keywords—Dynamic analysis, malware behaviour, mutation,
obfuscation, static analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

At this time, there is no uniform, globally accepted de-
finition of malicious software, often referred to as malware.
The informal ones differ. Computer security researchers often
define malware according to the context of their current work
or point of view on the topic.

One of well known informal definitions was formulated
by Fred Cohen in his book [1], though he writes about a com-
puter virus, not malware in general. According to it, ”a virus
is a program that can ’infect’ other programs by modifying
them to include a, possibly evolved, version of itself ”. As
Peter Szor mentioned later in his book [2], Cohen’s definition
does not distinguish between copying a program for malicious
purposes and copying a program as a desired side-effect. Szor
slightly modified Cohen’s definition and it mentions explicit
replication and evolution of viruses, however, it still tells
nothing about specific behaviour or manifestation on infected
systems. In addition, the definition is not useful for other
types of malware, which typically do not evolve or replicate
on the host system.

Ding et al. mentions in his article that ”malware is a pro-
gram that makes your system do something that an attacker
wants it to do” [3]. Again, this statement is vague and does
not take into account other properties of malware.

It seems that informal definitions are not very useful for de-
scribing and deeper understanding of malicious software. Also
Cohen’s formal definition of the computer virus [1] does not

describe all the malicious behaviour we should expect when
trying to analyse and detect new malicious samples.

My goals are to create formal models of malware bahaviour
and to use these models to improve malware analysis and early
detection of unknown malicious samples, either new ones
or evolved versions of those already in the wild. At the be-
ginning of my work I need to learn as much as possible
about malware and its characteristic behaviour. This article
summarizes my research so far.

II. FREQUENT BEHAVIOUR OF MALICIOUS SOFTWARE

Malware writers implemented techniques for obfuscation
of malicious source code and mutation of already existing
samples, which defeat detection systems based on malware
signatures. The problem is that signatures are based upon
syntax of malicious samples and as Moser et al. mention,
it is easier to create numerous malware variants in terms
of the syntax rather than semantics [4].

Methods of malware concealment (e.g. encryption, dead-
code insertion, register reassignment, subroutine reordering,
instruction substitution, code transposition) [5] make also
static analysis and detection very difficult, in some cases even
impossible [4], [6].

Currently, a lot of malware researchers use dynamic analy-
sis, which allows to observe behaviour of malware samples
during their execution, for example Bailey et al. [7], Rieck
et al. [8], Wagener et al. [9].

There are several techniques for dynamic malware analysis,
which are described in a survey [10] by Egele et al.: Function
call monitoring allows to record which specific functions (e.g.
Windows API and Windows Native API functions, system calls)
were called by analysed sample. Function Parameter Analysis
is focused on current values of parameters of called functions,
and their relationship with return values of functions called
previously. Information Flow Tracking examines usage or
manipulation of specified data, which are tainted with labels,
during execution of analysed program. Instruction trace allows
to examine details in behaviour of the sample at the level
of machine instructions. The survey also mentions Autostart
Extensibility Points (ASEPs), described by Wang et al. in their
work [11]. These points allow malware to be launched during
boot process of the system or when specific program starts
executing.

Every program can comprise numerous execution paths, also
called execution traces. The disadvantage of dynamic analysis
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is that only one execution trace can be observed at a time.
Concerning several traces, also static analysis with reverse en-
gineering is problematic. However, Beaucamps et al. addressed
this problem in their work [12] and proposed a method
for static analysis of execution traces acquired from control-
flow graphs. Also dynamic method was created by Moser et al.
[13], which obtains control-flow points of a program according
to inputs that the program requires. After that a system they
designed is able to explore detected execution traces.

Although dynamic analysis is not absolutely reliable, it
allows to detect and observe various malware behaviour.
According to Wu et al., operations that represent malware
behaviour alter state (status) of the infected system [14]. Based
on the type of alteration, they divided malware operations into
4 categories:

1) File actions,
2) Process actions,
3) Network actions,
4) Registry actions.

Unfortunately, they do not describe the environment in which
malicious samples were investigated nor the methods used
to carry out the analysis. However, it turned out that these
categories of malware operations are appropriate. Bailey et al.
used them in their work aimed at malware analysis and classi-
fication [7]. They correspond also to the work of Rieck et al.
[8], Wagener et al. [9], and Bayer et al. [15] in which another
possible category

5) Actions of graphical user interface
appeared.

A. File actions

Based on results of Bayer’s et al. research [15], more than
70% of observed malicious samples affected filesystem during
their execution. The actions that were performed related to

1) replication of malicious sample,
2) relocation of the program,
3) creation of non-executable files,
4) modification of various existing files.
In the first case, a new executable file is created, which

is usually a plymorphic variant of the original sample. It
could be interesting to search for such malware analytic
techniques, which would compare newly created file with
actually executing sample and in this manner discover simi-
larities between them. This could indicate potential malware
replication. Location of the new file may also be significant.

In the second case, according to Bayer et al. [15] the pro-
gram or its components often relocate to Windows system
directory.

In the third case, Bayer et al. mention [15] mainly temporary
files (created by Internet Explorer), scripts, and dll libraries
which are often located to system directory.

Modification of existing files occured in most cases in-
directly, as a new record of an event in Windows system
audit file. Bayer et al. claim that the data can be found
in system32\config\SysEvent.Evt. However, I was
not able to locate this file on my Windows 8 operating system.
It is possible that my version of Windows places the audit file
somewhere else.

Majority of observed malware samples tried to tamper
with pre-installed programs such as Internet Explorer and Win-
dows Media Player.

Deleting a file may also be included in the fourth category
mentioned above. Malicious programs delete temporary files
that they created during execution. They cover the tracks
of their malicious actions. I expected it to be a very com-
mon phenomenon, but surprisingly, as Bayer et al. explain
in their work [15], only few malware samples deleted a .log
and .evt file1. It may be useful to learn more about how
system handles these logs, if they are inspected or compared
in some way. Perhaps these logs could help to get more
detailed insight into behaviour of malware and its impact
on the system. But first I need to learn what to look for, only
then I will be able to filter desired data.

Bailey et al. noticed in their experiments [7] that newly
created files have common names among numerous malware
samples. They mention specifically winhlp32.dat.

B. Process actions

Concerning processes, an interesting observation was made
by Bailey et al., who note that many processes created
by malware have the same name as common Windows utilities
[7].

Rieck et al. mention infection of a running process
by a computer virus and launching and terminating Windows
services (e.g. disabling a malware protection) [8].

Wu et al. discovered that 67% of malware samples they
observed, created sub-processes at the time of execution [14].

C. Network actions

Bailey et al. observed usage of mail ports (probably
for spam), common IRC port 6667, HTTP ports for download-
ing of additional malicious content and command and control
tunneling [7].

Results of Bayer’s et al. work [15] show that almost
half of the samples which perform network actions, query
the DNS server for domain name resolving, yet 9.2% of them
received no result. 19% of samples (mostly computer worms)
performed scanning of specific ports, e.g. 139, 445, and 9988.
Authors provide an overview of network activity, according
to which the most used protocol was TCP (45.74% of sam-
ples), then UDP (27.34%), DNS queries follow with 24.53%,
HTTP protocol was used by 20.75%, address scanning was
used by 19.08%, ICMP traffic occured in 7.58% of cases,
listening on ports appeared in 1.88% of cases, IRC protocol
was used by 1.72%, SMTP by 0.89%, SSL by 0.23% and port
scanning was used by 0.01%.

D. Registry actions

According to Bailey et al. some samples used randomly
generated numbers and modified PRNG2 registry keys [7].

Registry actions are better described in Bayer’s et al.
work [15]. About 62.7% of their samples produced
new registry entry. These entries related to network
adapter control, unique identifiers of COM objects,
trusted certificates (specifically, registry entry with key
SystemCertificates\TrustedPublisher\Certifi
cates was created to install attacker’s certificate). Registry

1.log files were deleted by 0.26% of observed samples and .evt files by
0.0018% of samples. Source [15] claims that the amount of unique samples
was 901 294.

2Pseudo-random number generator
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entry with key Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\
System caused that user was unable to launch task
manager. Modification of existing registry entries was
targeted at disabling Windows firewall, changing security
settings (key MSWindows\Security was used), Windows
services configurations (key Services) and setting auto-
run applications, which allowed malicious sample to be
executed automatically in case of system restart (key
Currentversion\Run was used).

E. Actions of graphical user interface

About a third of samples analysed by Bayer et al. [15]
displayed a new window during the execution. 2.2% of them
was caused by failure of the program. 4.47% of displayed
windows did not have any title nor text content. Majority
of created windows contained simple error messages, which
should distract user’s attention or decrease suspicion of mal-
ware attack.

Bailey et al. observed in their experiment [7] that some-
times malware samples even use existing programs, e.g.
iexplore.exe, for launching popup windows with adver-
tisements.

III. MALWARE BEHAVIOUR EXTRACTION

According to Lu et al. the most modern way to represent
malware behaviour is by creating a behaviour graph, which
shows how information flow between system calls that the pro-
gram executes [16]. However, Moser et al. showed, that it is
possible to inhibit (probably static) analysis of control-flow
and data-flow in programs with obfuscation techniques which
hide locations of data and data usage [2].

It seems that extraction of malicious behavior from system
calls is frequently used technique. Wagener et al. described
in their work [9] a method for creating models of malware be-
haviour. Before they started analysing a malware sample, they
recorded the initial state of the virtual environment in which
the sample was going to execute. After the experiment, they
again recorded state of the system. By comparing the initial
and final state of the system, they obtained a first overview
of how the investigated sample affected the system. In ad-
dition to that, their analytic system generated reports about
execution of the sample. At the end, they were able to extract
executed system calls from the collected data. Regarding data
representation, Wagener et al. assigned number to each type
of system calls, e.g. to LoadLibraryA was assigned number
1. According to the sequence of system calls from generated
report a sequence of numbers (codes) is created. These se-
quences are then compared in form of a matrix and system
looks for similar and different segments.

Bailey et al. question adequacy of malware behaviour
extraction based on system calls. In their article [7] they claim,
that system calls are too low-level to provide meaningful
information, and that their level of abstraction is not suitable
for comprehensive description of malware. They describe ma-
licious behaviour by analysing changes of the state of a testing
system. It is hard to determine whether their statement is
correct or incorrect. A study examining precision of system
calls-based detection [17] may shed more light on this topic.

IV. PRESENT CHALLENGES

For security reasons, dynamic analysis of malware is often
performed in a virtual environment or a sandbox. A problem
may arise when some kinds of malware are able to detect this
uncommon environment. In case this condition occurs, mal-
ware samples start to execute different execution path so that
no suspicious action is performed. Consequently, the analysed
program looks harmless and draws no attention.

Bayer et al. address also this problem in their research [15].
They divide anti-sandbox techniques, according to method
of detection of this environment, into:

1) detection technique on a level of symbolic instructions,
2) detection on a level of Widows API calls.
The first method verifies if CPU instructions correspond

to real CPU or to emulated CPU. It is possible to lower
efficiency of this method by using customized environment
which resembles real environment at the level of instructions.
Bayer et al. did not study this technique deeper, particularly
because of performance limitations and time-consumption
of monitoring of each instruction.

With the second technique malware inspects the exe-
cution environment by means of certain API function
calls. The article [15] by Bayer et al. discusses com-
parison of return values obtained from API functions, e.g.
from GetComputerName and GetCommandLine. The re-
turn value of GetComputerName is hard-coded in some
of emulated environments, so if malware writers recognize this
value, it is not difficult for them to add corresponding detection
mechanism into malicious programs. Some emulation systems
set the same name for every program executed with them.
In analogy to the previous case, it is possible to discover
this property with comparing the return value from function
GetCommandLine.

Another problem that may occur with dynamic analysis
in virtual environment is that analysing a massive amount
of samples is time consuming. Usually, every sample can get
only limited amount of execution time, therefore certain mali-
cious events which trigger later may not be revealed. Crandall
et al. address this problem in their work [18]. They proposed
an automated analytic technique which tries to determine time-
triggered actions. It may be promising, however, they tested
the system only on 6 samples of computer worms, which I
consider too few to draw some conclusion about the system’s
efficiency.

To learn more about these issues I plan to study work
of Raffetseder et al. [19], in which they compare detectability
of system emulators and casual virtual machines and also
analyse techniques for detection of such environments. Ferrie
et al. also discuss detection techniques, but in addition propose
defensive methods against them [20]. Ormandy evaluates in his
work [21] practical security of virtual machine implemen-
tations used for malware analysis. It could be beneficial
to take his findings into consideration in future preparations
of malware analytic environment. Dinaburg et al. designed
in their work [22] a transparent malware analyser that tries
to solve problems mentioned above.

To prevent malware detectors from discovering malicious
samples, these are changed - mutated, e.g. with methods of
code obfuscation [5], compression and encryption. According
to results of mutation we can distinguish between two types:

• Mutations preserving semantics of a program. Program’s
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instructions are adjusted with obfuscation techniques, it
will exhibit the same malicious behaviour, however, it
will be different syntactically. Its detection with malware
signatures becomes impossible and it becomes harder
to analyse statically. As Konstantinou also stated in his
work [23], this leads to malware metamorphism.

• Mutations modifying semantics of a program. As a con-
sequence, following generation of the malicious pro-
gram exhibits somewhat different behaviour. Konstanti-
nou mentions this as an advanced malware evolution.
An example is infection of a virus W32/HLLW.QAZ
by another virus W32/FunLove. The resulting QAZ
virus carried new behaviour taken from FunLove. This
possibility represents a serious threat.

V. PERSPECTIVE FOR THE FUTURE

To perform analysis of malicious software, a system must
be infected with malicious sample in order to observe its
behaviour. Firstly, it is necessary to prepare a suitable envi-
ronment - an analytic laboratory customised for this purpose. I
consider preparation of fully controlled virtual system within
one machine a suitable step to begin with. I will examine
features of virtual systems that are available and choose
the most suitable one. As previous chapter mentions, several
types of malicious software are able to detect if they are
executed in a virtual environment, therefore I need to study
work of the researchers who are devoted to the problem.

Virtual environment simplifies management of several ana-
lytic systems and enables fast recovery of the system in case
of problems. Another advantage of virtual system is that it
allows to record its current state and control the state before in-
fection with malicious sample and after it. Network interaction
of malware will take place within the infrastructure of virtual
machines and it will be possible to control it. However,
besides the problem with virtual environment and sandbox
detection, another drawback is that virtualisation places high
requirements on RAM and hard drive.

Concerning experiments, I plan to employ techniques
of both static and dynamic analysis. I believe that by using
both approaches the results will be more detailed and ac-
curate, in comparison with using only one approach. I plan
to test various tools, e.g. Process Monitor3, Process Hacker4,
Wireshark5, Regshot6, OllyDbg7, to examine behaviour of al-
ready known malicious samples. The next step will involve
extraction of specific actions, performed by samples, which
could be considered as undesired and malicious and therefore
could be used as malware markers. I expect that this task will
be problematic due to the ambiguous nature of some actions
performed by programs in the context of malware research.
Some analytic tools allow to export results of analysis into ex-
ternal file, so this may be utilized by a custom program which
will search the file for potential markers. The plan is to create
a set (or various sets) of such markers and use them as a basis
for formulation of malware models.
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Abstract — This paper is summarisational article, which is 

overview of my work for the last year of post gradual study. The 

aim of this paper is summarization of results that were reached 

in the design of steganalytic tool and comparison of specific 

classifiers in training and testing process. The last year of my 

work was dedicated to comparison of classifiers and their 

characteristics. Specifically, Bayes classifier and SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) classifier were verified. The next part of my 

work was focused on improvement of detection accuracy for 

proposed steganalytic tool. It was implemented by increasing the 

number of extracted parameters, from original 274 to 285 

statistical features. Created models were tested for the detection 

accuracy, computational and time complexity. Popular 

steganographic methods (e.g. F5, Outguess and other) were used 

for testing of proposed steganalytic tool.  
 

Keywords — image, JPEG, secret message, steganalysis, 

steganography. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main steganography objective is to ensure a secret 

transmission of data in background of non-privacy 

communication without additional security elements. 

Steganographic method can be used to illegal activities as 

terrorism or applied in environment where communication 

channel is monitored and user needs to transmit a secret 

message.  

On the other hand, steganalysis is focused on detection and 

revealing of such communication mostly by employing a 

statistical analysis. Generally, the steganographic system is 

considered as broken once the steganalytic tool can decide 

whether testing medium contains a secret message or the 

original medium is intact while success probability is higher 

than random guessing. 

II. THE INITIAL STATUS IN THE SOLVING OF THE 

RESEARCH TASK  

Previous years, my research work was focused on the 

development of steganalytic tool that was able to detect secret 

message in static JPEG images. The principle of proposed 

method is based on the extraction of statistical features from 

DCT transform domain of static images. Image database is 

created from the group of cover and stego images and 

database diversity (images from different types of camera, 

various image resolutions and etc.) should be respected. The 

group of extracted statistical features has assigned identifier 

depending on whether parameters were extracted from a stego 

or cover image. The output of this process is subsequently 

used for the training of model using specific type of classifier. 

Finally, the created model for the specific steganographic tool 

(e.g. F5 [1] and Outguess [2]) is utilized in the detection of 

secret message in still image. Extracted statistical features are 

compared by classifier with trained model and the output of 

this comparing is result, whereby tested features can be 

assigned to cover or stego image. Block diagram of proposed 

steganalytic tool is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed steganalytic tool for JPEG images 

  

 Previous years of study, research activity was focused on 

design of steganalytic tool and creating of required image 

database. The last year, my work was oriented on  increasing 

of the detection accuracy. It was implemented to addition of 

statistical features and verification of different classifier types 

that can be used in this area. These steps are described in the 

next chapter in detail. 

III. OBTAINED RESULTS 

The last year of my research activity was focused on 

modification of steganalytic algorithm. It was implemented by 

increasing the number of extracted statistical parameters from 

274 (specific features are described in [3], e.g. features from 

global, local histogram and others) to 285 parameters. 

Specifically, inter-block correlation parameters of DCT 
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coefficients were added in this case (1). 

 1,,,  jijiji ddD  (1) 

where Di,j is matrix that is calculated by the difference 

between all adjacent blocks of DCT coefficients using 

horizontal sampling. Consequently, histogram (2) is defined 

from this matrix in interval <-5,5>, where is situated its 

maximum. 

 RL DDD ,...,  (2) 

where L=mini,j,k di,j a R=maxi,j,k di,j. 

 

By this approach we can get next 11 statistical parameters, 

subsequently the length of statistical vector will be 285 

features. 

Comparison of detection accuracy for models with different 

length of statistical vector for steganographic tool Outguess is 

shown in Tab. 1. There is illustrated, that the addition of 

statistical parameters caused an increase of accuracy and the 

highest value is achieved currently in the new extraction 

scheme of 285 statistical features. It was published in paper 

on the international conference ELMAR in Croatia [3].  

 
TABLE I. TRUE POSITIVE RATE AND ACCURACY OF DETECTION FOR BINARY 

CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIFIC STEGANOGRAPHIC METHODS 

 

Algorithm bpnz 
FBS(66) FBS(274) FBS(285) 

TPR[%] ACR[%] TPR[%] ACR[%] TPR[%] ACR[%] 

Outguess 

0,05 70 71,2 53,6 74,6 56,9 76,1 

0,1 89,6 81 89,6 92,6 90,1 94,1 

0,15 96,4 84,4 95,6 95,6 95,1 95,9 

0,2 98,4 85,4 98,4 97 98,5 97,9 

0,25 97,9 85,2 98,8 97,2 98,9 98,1 

0,4 98,2 85,3 100 97,8 100 98,1 

 

The significant part of research activity was focused on 

training of specific model that is comprised from cover and 

stego images obtained by MHF-DZ (Modulo Histogram 

Fitting with Dead Zone) steganographic tool. This method 

was proposed at department of electronics and multimedia 

communication. The model trained by MHF-DZ also achieved 

high detection accuracy for other steganographic tools 

(detected also steganographic methods F5, Outguess, JPHS 

and MB). Whereby we obtained simple universal steganalytic 

model trained using by one steganographic tool. These results 

were also published in the Radioengineering journal [5] 

covered by SCOPUS (IF 0.796). 

Significant part of proposed image steganalytic method is 

represented by classifier. Therefore, the last year of PhD. 

study was also dedicated to this area. Comparison of classifier 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) a Bayes classifier was 

realized in the view of the influence on the detection accuracy, 

but also in the view of computational complexity for training 

model or testing. The comparison is showed in [6], where 

SVM classifier achieves better results of detection accuracy, 

but time and computational complexity is higher. For 

example, Bayes classifier was able to perform training of 

model Cover - MB2 with the 2000 images in less than 30 

seconds. On other hand, SVM classifier achieved training 

time: 10 minutes in the same case. Specific test was executed 

using Intel Core i5 processor with the clock frequency 2,5 

GHz. Comparison of the detection accuracy for different 

steganographic tools  is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig.2 Comparison of accuracy for specific steganalytic model using L-SVM 

or Bayes classifier 

 

It follows, that Bayes classifier has advantage in the area, 

where is necessary to achieve fast training model despite 

lower detection accuracy of secret message. 

The last year, I also participated on Erasmus intensive 

program SUSCOMTEC (Intercultural Knowledge Transfer in 

Engineering for a Sustainable Global ICT Community) in 

Sofia, Bulgaria. 

IV. FURTHER RESEARCH 

Based on the analysis of previous results can be designed 

further research in the area of image steganalysis and 

steganography. This year, my work will be focused on design 

of steganalytic tool in DWT domain. In the next step, 

reducing computational complexity of popular and novel 

image steganalytic methods will be investigated.. Finally, my 

research will be focused on testing of detection accuracy of 

proposed steganalytic tools and comparing of obtained results 

with the existing systems of image steganalysis. 
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Abstract— Presented paper deals with the disaggregation of 

household energy consumption profile. Disaggregation in this 

context represents segmentation of total energy consumption 

profile to specific profiles of household appliances. To achieve 

this, NIALM algorithm and Montreal methods are utilized. 

Experimental disaggregation procedure of selected appliances 

are further presented. The output of the algorithm is in a form 

of an activity map of household appliances. In the conclusion, 

the purpose of acquired data is described, with the outlook to 

future research on the evaluation of non-standard situations 

regarding household appliances. 

 

Keywords—NIALM, smart metering, reactive power, active 

power. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the experiment described in this paper is 

to present the possibility of detecting the abnormal situations 

based on the energy consumption profile. Real-time reading 

consumption is enabled by sensors, once appliance is located 

beyond such sensor, detection of appliance's activity is 

possible. Example of such sensor is smart meter, device used 

to measure electric power. Disaggregation methods applied 

on signal recorded by smart meter allow to determine the 

appliance's activity. Another type of sensor is smart meter for 

flow of water or gas consumption measurements. 

Beginnings of power disaggregation date back to 1980s. 

One of the first disaggregation methods is Nonintrusive 

appliance load monitoring (NIALM).  

The output of the disaggregation, based on the overall 

power profile, determines what appliances are located in 

specific household. Another parameters that may be 

determined are time when specific appliance was turned on 

and off, and the duration of its active operation. Following 

this data, the map of standard behaviour is to be created for 

individual appliance. Self-organizing maps (SOM) may be 

used to evaluate the probability of presence of the appliance 

in the household.  

II. DISAGGREGATION OF SELECTED APPLIANCES FROM 

OVERALL POWER PROFILE 

The purpose of the experiment described in this chapter is 

the disaggregation of the power profile of selected appliance. 

Calibrated smart meter, having option of data export at 

minimal frequency of 1 Hz, is to be used for the exact 

disaggregation. This experiment is performed by 3 phase 

smart meter which allows calculation of apparent, active and 

reactive power. Data having the component of active and 

reactive power exported from smart meter are evaluated with 

more accuracy when compared to outputs of smart meter, 

which provides only information about apparent power. 

Relationship (1) between apparent, reactive and active power 

is as follows: 

22

QPS  (1) 

From this relationship can be concluded that various 

appliances can have the same apparent power. Identification 

of particular appliance may be still possible once we consider 

that each appliance has specific component of reactive power 

and specific component of active power. Example is 

comparison between electric kettle and electric motor of 

milling cutters – both having power rating of 2000 W, where 

by this power we mean power factor. However both of these 

appliances differ strongly in the ratio of reactive and active 

component. In kettle the active component of power prevails, 

it is due to its ohm nature, while only the parasitic 

capacitance or inductance is present. On the contrary the 

electric motor prevails while having inductive character and 

containing only parasitic capacitance or resistance. At first it 

might seem that both of these appliances are the same when 

it comes to the apparent power, however each of them is 

unique once the energy is decomposed to reactive and active 

power. Experimental procedure is to be based on just 

described fact. 

Kettle and microwave oven will be used for the evaluation 

of experimental procedure, whole procedure may be described 

in three steps: 

First step consists of generating the appliance's signature. 

This phase is also referred to as learning phase. Process itself 

utilizes calibrated smart meter, which allows export of 

reactive and active component. Data collection starts with the 

appliance being in the off state and ends when it is turned off 

again. Exported data may be displayed in a form of graph. 

The resulting graph is depicted in Fig. 1: the signature of 

apparent, active and reactive component of kettle (left) and 
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microwave oven (right) is shown. 

Second step consists of gathering the data from all the 

household. Smart meter measures all three power 

components (in second intervals) and exports them. Fig. 2 

illustrates the example of such data from two phases – phase 

no.3 on left and phase no.1 on right. From this graph can be 

concluded that in last seconds the activity of appliances 

appeared. Such activity was initiated by turning on the 

appliance until the end (turn off) of its operation, i.e. same 

state as before its operational state. 

Third step: Algorithm NIALM and method Montreal is 

applied, see [1] for its detailed description. In [2], [3] its 

fundamental principle as creation of steady state levels of 

powers with certain tolerance is described. Following, the 

edge detection of two consecutive steady state levels is carried 

out. These edges are paired based on the difference values of 

consecutive steady state levels, i.e. positive values are paired 

with negative. Match is sought based on the comparison of 

these pairs with signature database (for all power 

components), further start and end of the appliance's activity 

is determined. The output of this algorithm has to following 

structure:  

 appliance ID, 

 additional information about appliance, 

 power as collected by smart meter after disaggregation, 

 time information of appliance's operation (start), 

 time information of appliance's operation (end), 

 duration of appliance's operation in seconds. 

 

Output of the algorithm (example): 

Paering >> 2095,8 <==> 1995,6 DATE 2015-03-23 17:53:47 

Paering >> 2095,8 <==>-1950,8 DATE 2015-03-23 17:57:45 

FINAL> kettle==> 1973,2 DATE FROM 2015-03-23 

17:53:47 DATE TO 2015-03-23 17:57:45 DIFF 238sec. 

This output may be represented in the form of graph depicted 

in Fig. 3 – red colour marks disaggregated appliance from 

total household energy profile (marked with yellow colour). 

NIALM algorithm can be applied to any time sequence 

with the accuracy of 80-90 percent. Disaggregation in the 

real time may be achieved by NIALM algorithm and 

Montreal method providing that signature database of the 

whole household is available. Contribution of such process is 

the ability to calculate the consumption for specific 

appliances, monitoring of their operation with related user 

notification, further statistical processing and other options 

are to be available.  

III. CONCLUSION 

The goal of this experimental procedure was to determine 

the accuracy of the algorithm presented in [4], [5] and its 

utilization for further research. During the testing, the 

algorithm was able to determine the number of appliances in 

operation, both for kettle and microwave oven.  

The database of appliances operation in household is 

created based on the data acquired from the disaggregation 

algorithm. Further step is to apply self-organizing maps 

(SOM) mechanism and create the map of household standard 

behaviour. In this way is to possible to deploy the learning 

process, which is to be applied to a system for detection of 

non-standard behaviour, further described in [1]. Next we 

will be able to detect non-standard behaviour in relation to 

disaggregation of appliances. This system is to allow 

non-standard behaviour detection, which can be a result of 

abnormal behaviour of appliances, e.g. its high power 

consumption, excessive use, inefficiency or simply it may 

detect appliance that should be turned off. As for the near-

future goals, we focus on the enhancement of the model for 

non-standard behaviour detection in household appliances. 
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Fig. 2.  Overall power collected by smart meter on third phase (left) and first 

phase (right) from household (interval of 15 minutes) 

  

 
Fig. 1.  Signature of kettle (left), microwave (right). Green color represents 

apparent, blue active  and red reactive power. 

 
Fig. 3.  Result after applying NIAM algorithm. Disaggregated power of kettle 

(left) and microwave oven (right) 
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